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The Remington Model 600 is a light weight, compact length carbine. This bolt 
action repeater is produced in a number of center fire calibers. A fixed box 
magazine may be top loaded to full capacity. Open sights - bead ramp front 
and adjustable rear - are mounted on a ventilated rib barrel. The receiver is 
drilled and tapped for telescope or receiver sights. 

This SERVICE MANUAL supplement includes a brief design function, recommended 
method of disassembly, and assembly of each part. Any necessary adjustment or 
care in assembly is included. A final section on malfunctions and a complete 
index of gun parts completes the supplement. Close-up line drawings as well as 
a complete sectional view serve to illustrate text. 

The Instruction Folder/Parts List, Form RD 54 73, packaged with each gun gives 
operating inst;ructions, care and maintenance for the Remington Model 600. A 
breakdown of part prices, service, and shipping instructions is included. 

Precaution: Make sure_ no live cartridges remain in gun before cleaning, 
servicing, or shipping. 
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Includes: 
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Firing Pin Assembly 
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Components 

Includes: 
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Includes: 
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Includes: 
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Windage Screw 
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Stock Assembly 
Includes: 

.............................................. 
Butt Plate 
Butt Plate Screw (2) 

Stock Assembly Components 

Magazine Assembly 
Magazine Support Screw 
Magazine Follower 
Magazine Spring 
Magazine Spacer (222 Rem.) 

Safety Assembly 
Includes: 
Safety Detent Ball 
Safety Detent Spring 
Safety Pivot Pin 
Safety Snap Washer 

Trigger Assembly 
Trigger Assembly 

Includes: 

................. 
Components 

Sear and Safety Cam Assembly 
Sear Spring 
Trigger 
Trigger Connector 
Trigger Spring 
Trigger Pin 
Trigger Housing 
Trigger Adjusting Screw (2) 
Trigger Stop Screw 

•, . 

Trigger Adjustment ...................................... 
Bolt Stop 
Bolt Stop Spring 
Bolt Stop Pin 

Barrel Assembly 
Includes: 
Barrel 
Barrel Bracket 
Barrel Stud 
Receiver 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY is designed (1) to close and lock action against 
chambered round in barrel for firing, and (2} contain the firing, extraction, 
ejection, and cocking parts. 

To Disassemble Push safety assembly forward to FIRE position. Lift 
bolt handle to unlock and open action. Pull bolt rearward until bolt stop 
halts bolt. Insert small tool against bolt stop and press downward. See 
sketch below. This will release bolt. Withdraw bolt final assembly from 
gun. 

Press Here (Bolt Stop) 

To Service The bolt assembly component of Bolt Final Assembly is serially 
numbered to match the serial number on the gun. Selective assembly at 
factory is required for replacement. However, the firing, cocking, extractor, 
and ejector parts are interchangeable and may be replaced with no factory 
adjustment required. 

To Reassemble (To Gun) Push safety forward to FIRE position. Insert 
bolt to gun with lugs positioned horizontally ahead of safety. Push bolt 
forward, by upraised handle, until bolt stop snaps into place to lock bolt 
in gun. 

Note: Bolt must remain "cocked" to put into gun. If bolt becomes uncocked, 
firing pin head will be forward and show as nearly flush to bolt plug at 
rear. TO COCK BOLT, hold firing pin head firmly to prevent movement; 
then turn bolt with handle. Bolt will cam on cocking surface (beneath 
handle) against firing pin head. Continue turning bolt handle until 
cocking notch on rear engages firing pin head. Bolt is then cocked 
and ready for re-entry to gun. 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Include Bolt Assembly, Ejector, 
Ejector Pin, Ejector Spring, Extractor, Extractor Rivet, and Firing Pin Assembly -
which includes Bolt Plug, Firing Pin, Firing Pin Cross Pin, Firing Pin Head, 
Main Spring. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY from BOLT ASSEMBLY 

To D i s a s s e m b 1 e Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Hold 
firing pin head in secure grip and pull away remainder of assembly 
until separation is visible at rear of bolt plug. Insert thin washer 
(or coin) in separation (see sketch below). Then turn bolt plug to 
unscrew firing pin assembly from bolt assembly. 

To Service Firing pin assembly is interchangeable. May be 
replaced as a unit with no factory adjustment required. 
Replacement of bolt assembly requires selective assembly for 
proper function. 

To Re a s s e m b 1 e Hold washer (or coin} separation betwee.n firing 
pin head and bolt plug. Insert firing pin assembly into bolt 
assembly. Turn bolt plug to screw firing pin assembly into 
position. Position final turn of plug until channel in bottom of 
plug matches small cocking notch on rear rim of bolt. See 
sketch below. Then remove separation washer (or coin) to 
allow firing pin head to snap into cocking notch. 

Channel 

Bolt Assembly 

Firing Pin Head 

Separation 

( 

c 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Continued 

EJECTOR - EJECTOR SPRING (in Bolt Assembly) is designed to exert 
outward pressure against base of seated cartridge. After extraction, the 
ejector pushes cartridge away from bolt face. The opposing grip of the 
extractor then assists ejection by spinning cartridge from gun. 

To Dis assemble Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Drive 
out ejector pin. Pull out and disassemble ejector and ejector 
spring from bolt face. See sketch below. 

Ejector 

Ejector Spring 

/ 
/.~ cJ? 

Drive Here 

~-
~-/~ 

Ejector Pin ~ 

To Service Interchangeable with no adjustment required. 

To Re assemble Insert ejector spring and ejector into bolt face. 
Push in ejector and hold against ejector spring tension. Line .up 
ejector pin slot in ejector to pin hole in bolt. Drive in ejector 
pin. 

Note: Ejector, when reassembled, must have free 
plunging motion for proper ejection operation. 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Continued 

EXTRACTOR - EXTRACTOR RIVET (in Bolt Assembly) is designed to pull 
cartridge from chamber. During subsequent ejection, a spinning motion is 
imparted to cartridge by extractor. 

To Disassemble Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Remove 
ejector. Drive out extractor rivet - from outside of bolt. See sketch 
below. Remove rivet from inside of bolt rim. Dislodge loosened 
extractor and disassemble from inside of bolt rim. 

Drive Here 

Ejector 

Extractor 

To Service Interchangeable. However, ec:tractcr rivet will mutilate 
when extractor is disassembled. Use replacement rivet to secure 
extractor properly, when reassembled. Use fired cartridge case to 
check extractor tension. 

To Re a s s em b 1 e Position extractor within rim in bolt face. Line 
up with riv.et hole in bolt. Insert replacement extractor rivet into 
extractor to protrude from outside of bolt. Support head of rivet 
inside bolt rim; then - peen over protruding end of rivet to tighten 
extractor in bolt. Reassemble ejector to bolt. 

( 

c 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Continued 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS include: 
Firing Pin, Main Spring, Bolt Plug, Firing Pin Head, 
Firing Pin Cross Pin (In Firing Pin Assembly) 

To Dis a s s e m bl e Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Separate 

Firing· Pin 

firing pin assembly (with holding washer}. Unscrew and disassemble 
from bolt assembly. Hold firing pin head securely (in separation 
from bolt plug) and drive out firing pin cross pin. See sketch below. 
All parts of firing pin assembly should separate for disassembly. 

Precaution: Main spring is under tension. 

Main Spring 

/ Bolt Plug 

Separation 
Washer 

To Service - All parts in firing pin assembly are interchangeable. 
No factory fitting required . However, if replacing firing pin, a 
hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is necessary. To do 
this, use a No. 42 size drill (.093"). 

Assemble shank of replacement firing pin into firing pin head. 
Make sure recess in head is clear and free of any obstruction. 
Seat shank of firing pin firmly into firing pin head. Align drill 
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FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Continued 

thru cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill thru firing pin 
shank. See sketch below. 

Drill Here 
(Use No. 42 drill) 

Firing Pin 

"Firing Pin Head 

To Re as s em b 1 e Reassemble all parts of FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY. 
Hold bolt plug retracted against tension of reassembled mainspring. 
Insert firing pin eras s pin thru firing pin head and shank of firing 
pin. Release tension on bolt plug. 

( 

( 
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FRONT SIGHT ASSEMBLY Includes Front Sight, Front Sight Bead. 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Unscrew sight screw {2). A thin white nylon 
sight washer (2) is seated under sight screw head. Lift and 
disassemble front sight assembly from rib on barrel. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement, 
metal bead is factory welded to front sight. 
assembly. 

However, bright 
Replace as an 

To Reassemble Reposition front sight assembly upon rib-. 
Align sight holes to matching holes in barrel studs. Screw 
in sight screws (2) to secure front sight assembly to barrel. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY includes Elevation Screw, Rear Sight Base, 
Rear Sight Eyepiece, Rear Sight Leaf, Windage Screw. 

To Disassemble Unscrew sight screw (2) in rear sight base. 
A thin white nylon sight washer (2) is seated under sight screw 
head. Lift and disassemble rear sight assembly from rib on 
barrel. 

To Service All parts of rear sight assembly are interchangeable. 
No factory fitting required. 

Note: A rear sight nut is seated under rib to tighten rear sight 
screw to rib. Rib must be removed to service this nut. 
See RIB Disassembly. 

To Reassemble Relocate rear sight assembly to rib on barrel. 
Screw in sight screw to tighten front of base to barrel stud. 
Tighten sight screw at rear of sight base into rear sight nut 
which underlies rib. 
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REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS 

REAR SIGHT EYEPIECE 
ELEVATION SCREW is designed to tighten position of rear sight 
eyepiece at any selected elevation. 

To Dis ass em b 1 e A small rear sight wrench is supplied with 
each gun. This wrench fits into small socket head of elevation 
screw to turn elevation screw. Unscrew to loosen eyepiece. 
Slide rear sight eyepiece up and disassemble from rear sight 
leaf. Use wrench also for windage screw. 

REAR SIGHT BASE 
REAR SIGHT LEAF 
WINDAGE SCREW is designed to tighten rear sight leaf at any 
selected windage position on base. 

To Disassemble Unscrew and remove windage screw. 
Lift and disassemble rear sight leaf from rear sight base. 

To Service 
required. 

All parts are interchangeable. No factory fitting 

Note: Rear sight base for 35 Rem. Caliber is slightly higher 
than base used for other calibers • 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. 

RIB is designed of Du Pont "Zytel" to provide a light weight, matted sight 
line and for location of sights. 

To Disassemble 
rib screw (4). 

Remove front and rear sights. Unscrew and remove 
Lift and disassemble rib from barrel. 

Note: When rib is removed, a small rear sight nut will also 
disassemble from beneath the rearmost rear sight hole. 

To Service Rib is interchangeable with no adjustment required. 

To Re as s em b 1 e Follow reverse order, taking care that rear sight nut 
is placed beneath rib in proper position. 

( 

( 
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TRIGGER GUARD is designed of light weight Du Pont "Zytel" material to 
enclose trigger, magazine, and mount front and rear guard screws for assembling 
stock to receiver. 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Unscrew front guard screw, rear guard screw. 
Lift away and disassemble trigger guard. 

Note: Stock assembly can also be disassembled when trigger 
guard is removed • 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. Make certain both front and 
rear guard screws are tightened evenly and securely to receiver. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY is designed with Monte Carlo, pistol grip, and custom 
checkered at grip and fore end, lacquer finished. 

To Dis as s em b 1 e Unscrew both front and rear trigger guard screws. 
Remove trigger guard. Lift away and disassemble stock assembly from 
barrel and action. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 
Replacement includes stock, butt plate, butt plate screw (2), reinforcing 
screw (2). Barrel is free floating. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. Tighten guard screws securely. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS 

BUTT PIATE 
BUTT PIATE SCREW (2) 

To Di s as s em b 1 e Unscrew and remove butt plate screw (2) • 
Disassemble butt plate from stock. 

To Service Replacement butt plate may be fitted to stock. Some 
sanding to match outline of stock may be required. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. 
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MAGAZINE ASSEMBLY is "fixed" box design for top loading operation only. 

To Dis as s em b 1 e Unscrew guard screws and remove trigger guard. 
Remove loosened stock assembly. Unscrew magazine support screw (l}. 
Loosen and disassemble magazine assembly. 

Note: Magazine follower and magazine spring will disassemble 
when magazine assembly is removed. Magazine spacer, 
used for 222 Rem. Caliber, will also disassemble. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 
Magazine assembly is factory listed to include magazine and magazine 
support. 

To Re as s em b 1 e Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine follower 
and spring are held tightly enclosed as magazine is reassembled. Locate 
magazine fully into magazine cavity from bottom of receiver. Magazine 
support at front magazine should seat against bottom of receiver. Insert 
support screw and turn to tighten magazine assembly in position. 

MAGAZINE FOLLOWER 
MAGAZINE SPRING are designed to feed cartridges from magazine into 
loading position as bolt is operated. 

To D i s a s s e m bl e Remove trigger guard. Remove stock. Remove 
magazine assembly. Magazine follower and magazine spring will disassemble 
freely from magazine assembly. Lift rear of magazine spring and slide· back 
to disassemble from magazine follower. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 

To Re a s s e m bl e Follow reverse order. Make certain magazine 
assembly (with enclosed follower and spring} is snapped fully into magazine 
cavity in receiver from below. Tighten magazine securely with magazine 
support screw. 

( 

( 
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MAGAZINE SPACER 
caliber cartridge • 

is designed for load spacing use with smaller .222 Rem. 

To Dis assemble Remove trigger guard. Remove stock assembly. 
Remove magazine assembly, magazine follower, magazine spring. Disassemble 
magazine spacer from magazine assembly. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 

To Re as s e m bl e Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine follower and 
spring function properly with assembled spacer. 

SAFETY ASSEMBLY in rear, ON SAFE stop position, to (1) support safety 
cam against cocked firing pin head and prevent release, (2} to cam up and 
prevent closed bolt from rotating to open action. In safety a nylon detent 
ball, under tension, slips into either detent position in trigger assembly. 

To Dis as s e m b 1 e Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trigger guard. 
Remove stock assembly. Slide off and disassemble safety snap 'washer. Lift 
off and disassemble safety detent spring. Pull out and disassemble safety 
pivot pin. Disassemble small nylon safety detent ball from hole position in 
safety assembly. Slide loosened safety assembly to rear and disassemble 
from trigger assembly. See Sectional View. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement assembly. Safety assembly 
is a factory-welded assembly of safety and corrugated safety thumbpiece. 
All other parts designed to operate and position safety assembly (as listed in 
preceding paragraph) are interchangeable as replacements also. No adjustment 
required. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. 
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TRIGGER ASSEMBLY is designed to house the fire control parts of the action. 
These parts include housing, sear and safety cam assembly, sear spring, trigger, 
trigger adjusting screw (2), trigger connector, trigger pin, trigger spring, trigger 
stop screw, and sear pin (2). 

To D i s a s s e m b 1 e Remove bolt final assembly and trigger guard • Remove 
stock assembly. Tap out sear pin (2), left to right. Pull out and disassemble 
trigger assembly from receiver. See Sectional View. 

To Service Trigger assembly may be replaced as a complete interchangeable 
assembly. See listing above. When ordered, slave pins (2) hold sear and safety 
cam assembly in housing. Remove slave pin (2) and use existing sear pin (2) to 
assemble trigger assembly to receiver. No adjustment required. 

To Re as s em bl e Hold sear and safety cam assembly in housing to align sear 
pin holes to receiver. Insert sear pin (2). Make sure pins do not protrude into bolt 
stop slot in receiver. Seat pins only flush with this slot. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS See below for component listing (in sequence). 

SEAR AND SAFETY CAM ASSEMBLY is matched set of components. An 
engaging surface at rear shoulder of both is ground to bear equally against. 
cocking notch in firing pin head. (1) The safety cam part when supported 
from beneath by safety engages firing pin head to hold head in cocked 
position. This ON SAFE support by safety cam prevents.'release of spring
loaded firing pin, hence no' "firing" can occur. (2} The "matched" engaging 
surface on sear part also when supported from beneath by trigger connector 
cannot release the spring loaded firing pin for "firing" unless connector is 
pulled by trigger out of engagement with sear. 

To Dis assemble Remove trigger assembly. See TRIGGER ASSEMBLY 
removal. Lift away and disassemble loosened sear and safety cam. 
Shake out underlying sear spring. See Sectional View. 

( 

( 
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To Service Interchangeable as 11 matched 11 assembly. However, 
re-adjustment of trigger connector engagement may be required. 

T o Re a s s em bl e Follow reverse order. Make sure sear spring 
reassembles to function properly under sear and safety cam. 
Engage flat end of sear spring upwards against sear and safety 
cam. Closed end of sear spring seats into housing. 

TRIGGER & TRIGGER CONNECTOR are designed to support sear in 
"cocked" engagement with firing pin head. As trigger is pulled, trigger 
connector is disengaged from lower shoulder on sear. Unsupported sear 
then is forced down by forward motion of firing pin. Hence, gun is "fired" • 

To D i s a s s e m b 1 e Remove stock assembly. Remove magazine 
assembly. Tap out trigger pin. Pull out and dtsassemble 
loosened trigger and trigger connector. 

Note: Care must be taken to prevent dislodging 
trigger spring • 

To Service Both trigger and trigger connector are interchangeable. 
No factory adjustment required. However, a check for trigger pull 
and weight may be required. See TRIGGER ADJUSTMENT. 

To Re as s e m b 1 e Locate trigger connector on trigger. Position 
assembled trigger and trigger connector into housing. Align trigger 
to trigger pin hole in housing. Make certain trigger spring remains 
assembled to forward trigger adjusting screw as trigger and trigger 
connector are reassembled. Reassemble trigger pin and tap into 
housing. 

TRIGGER HOUSING 
Trigger Assembly. 

is designed to "house" the components of the 

To Dis assemble Remove stock assembly. Remove sear pins to 
disassemble trigger assembly from receiver. Disassemble safety 
assembly, sear and safety cam assembly, sear spring, trigger, 
trigger connector, trigger spring, trigger adjusting screw (2}, 
trigger stop screw. 

To Service Trigger housing interchangeable as replacement. No 
factory assembly required. 
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To Reassemble Follow reverse order. Res take adjusting screws 
to secure in location. 

TRIGGER ADJUSTMENT 
and trigger guard • 

See Sketch below. Remove stock assembly 

Engagement View Hole --'..-' _____ _ 

Stop Screw 

Adjusting Screw 
Adjusting Screw 

Trigger Pin 

IMPORTANT: No adjustment or removal of trigger adjusting screw at rear is 
recommended unless for replacement. This trigger adjusting 
screw at rear is adjusted at factory and provides correct amount 
of supporting trigger connector engagement beneath sear. This 
engagement of sear to top of trigger connector can be seen thru 
hole in housing (with safety forward in FIRE position). 

Note: All adjusting (2) and stop (1} screws are factory sealed with an 
adhesive cement. 

Pull of Trigger is adjusted to desired weight by turning trigger 
,adjusting screw at front. Tum screw inward or clockwise for heavier 
weight of pull. Turn screw outward or counter clockwise for lighter 
weight of pull. 

Tr ave 1 of Trigger is adjusted by turning trigger stop screw in front 
of housing. To reduce trigger travel, place bolt in receiver to "cock" 
action. Then (1) turn trigger stop screw inward or clockwise until 
firing pin will not fall or gun "fire" as trigger is pulled; (2) Cock gun 
again and back off stop screw counter clockwise until firing pin will 
fall or gun "fire". This method of adjustment will allow least amount 
of trigger overtravel. 

( 
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BOLT STOP is designed to limit rearward travel of bolt final assembly in 
receiver as action is opened. 

To D is as s e m bl e Remove bolt final assembly. Remove stock assembly. 
Partially disassemble trigger assembly by tapping out sear pin only at 
front of assembly. Drop trigger assembly only enough to clear bolt stop 
pin hole in receiver. See sketch below. Tap out bolt stop pin. 
Disassemble bolt stop and bolt stop spring. 

Bolt Stop Spring 

To Service Bolt stop and bolt stop spring interchangeable as replacement. 
. No adjustment required. 

To Re ass em b 1 e Follow reverse order. Make sure bolt stop spring 
located properly in bolt stop notch and seats correctly against receiver 
in bolt slot. Reassemble trigger assembly to receiver. 
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BARREL ASSEMBLY 
stud (6), receiver. 
assembly. 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

is factory-listed to include barrel, barrel bracket, barrel 
Special factory processes join the components of this 

To D i s a s s e m bl e Remove sights and rib. Remove bolt final assembly. 
Remove trigger guard and stock assembly. 
assemblies. Remove bolt stop and spring. 
plug screws (5). 

Remove magazine and trigger 
Unscrew and remove receiver 

To Service Selective assembly at factory as replacement. Special 
gauges and fixture and factory processing is required for proper operation 
with bolt final assembly. Replace as an assembly. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. 

( 
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SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY and MOUNTINGS COMPLETE (Part No. 26990) include 
front swivel nut, front swivel screw, rear swivel screw, sling strap assembly, 
swivel assembly (2). 

Note: Sling strap assembly includes strap, rear keeper, front keeper, 
fastener. Strap is 7/8" wide. Swivel assemblies are quick
detachable (Q • D.) type. 

Assembly Swivel Screws to Stock 

Rear Swivel Screw - Use No. 15 size drill ( .180"}. Locate screw hole 
2 1/2 inches from toe of stock (minus butt plate). Drill hole 1 inch deep 
at 900 with bottom line of stock. Countersink this drilled hole with 
No. 1 size (.228") drill to depth of 1/8 inch. This countersink allows 
for seating shoulder on swivel screw. 

Front Swivel Screw 
Front Swivel Nut 

Use No. 13 drill 
Use 3/8 inch drill. 

Locate screw hole approx. 3 inches from front end of stock. Drill hole 
completely thru stock at 90° with barrel radius stock cut •. Countersink 
barrel radius cut into this drilled hole to depth of • 225 inches. Counter
sink allows for seating of front swivel nut. Assemble front swivel thru 
hole and tighten to stock with front swivel nut. 

Assembly Swivel Assembly (2) Q.D. 
Swivel assembly (same for front and rear) can be assembled to swivel screw in 
stock as follows. Press against spring loaded release plunger to lift locking 
plate from attachment pin. Swing plate to clear attachment pin. 

Locking Plate 

Attachment Pin 

7/8" Swivel {Q.D.) 

Release Plunger 

After attaching to swivel screw, swing and lower locking plate upon attachment 
pin. This will lock swivel to screw. 
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SUNG STRAP ASSEMBLY and MOUNTINGS COMPLETE Continued 

Assembly Strap to Assembled Swivels 
Remove front keeper (band) if on strap. Insert tongue of strap thru rear swivel. 
Then loop strap back and thru attached rear keeper. Draw strap thru keeper 
until tight loop is made against rear swivel. Slide front keeper on free end of 
strap. Then insert strap thru front swiyel and double strap back thru attached 
front keeper. Assemble brass fastener thru matching slots in strap to join 
strap in desired position. 

Note: To disassemble strap from rifle, simply unsnap quick 
detachable (Q.D.) swivels from swivel screws in stock. 
Remove strap and attached swivels froµi stock. 

( 
\ 
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Model 600 Carbine is a light weight, high power, bolt action, fixed 
magazine repeater chambered for a number of center fire calibers. The vent 
rib barrel makes it a natural sighter, plus receiver being drilled and tapped 
ready to accept most popular makes of scopes and mounts. Basic operation 
of bolt is similar to most rifles of this type. Movement of bolt handle upward 
and fully back opens; forward and down closes and locks bolt. 

FIRING 

Firing cycle is basically release of a spring-loaded firing pin for purpose 
of striking primer of cartridge and igniting same. More specifically, pulling or 
squeezing of trigger moves connector forward leaving sear unsupported against 
"cocked" firing pin head. With support removed, sear is cammed down by 
spring-loaded firing pin and main spring drives firing pin forward to strike 
primer. 

UNLOCKING 

Raising bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head from recoil shoulders 
in receiver. 

COCKING 

Cocking takes place as bolt handle is raised. A cam at rear of rotating 
bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward and holds it in cocked position, in a 
notch at rear of bolt. See LOCKING for transfer cocking movement to sear. 

EXTRACTION 

This phase of operation cycle is essentially one of two parts referred to 
as (1) primary extraction, and (2) secondary extraction. Primary extraction 
occurs simultaneously with unlocking. The rim of case, being completely 
encased by bolt head, is gripped by a circular recessed claw-type extractor. 
During final upward throw of bolt handle, a primary extraction cam retracts 
bolt approximately 1/8" with a mechanical advantage of about 8 to 1, com
pleting primary portion of this phase. Bolt lugs are now free of locking 
shoulders in receiver and bolt may now be moved to rear completing second 
phase of extraction. 
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Within the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head of cartridge, 
is a spring-loaded ejector. As bolt is retracted and front edge of cartridge 
reaches ejection port, pressure, along with opposing grip of extractor, ejects 
cartridge from port. Rearward motion of bolt is halted by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 

With bolt halted rearward, topmost cartridge in magazine is allowed to move 
upward against feeding lips on bottom edge of receiver, allowing itself to be moved 
ahead as bolt is advanced with a forward motion of bolt handle. Bullet guides 
cartridge into chamber via a feeding ramp on lower side of receiver. 

LOADING 

Loading cycle consists briefly of moving cartridge into chamber once it 
is free of feeding lips in receiver. 

LOCKING 

Locking cycle is accomplished by rotating bolt with a downward motion of 
bolt handle, locking cartridge in chamber. Four engagements are made by this 
cycle: (1) Locking lugs on bolt head are engaged with recoil shoulders in receiver. 
(2) Head of cartridge is seated into bolt head depressing ejector and extractor 
claw is snapped over rim of cartridge • {3) Sear engages and locks firing pin in a 
cocked position by action of {4) Sear being supported from beneath by connector. 
Gun is now ready to be fired, by release of trigger. 

SAFETY 

The safety button, located on right rear of receiver, is operated by a push 
and pull action of thumb. This two-position safety has two intentional functions. 
When safety button is pulled rearward by a slight down pressure of thumb, a cam 
is brought into position under safety cam, that locks cam against firing pin head 
preventing firing. Second function of safety in this SAFE position brings an arm 
into slot in bolt preventing bolt being opened. Pushing safety button forward to 
FIRE position nullifies above conditions and will allow firing. 

Instructions for loading, unloading, assembly, disassembly and care are contained 
in instruction folder (RD 54 73) supplied with each Carbine. 

( 

( 
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Listed below are possible "cause" and "correction" of malfunctions. Each grouping will correspond 
basically to movement of bolt as related to the Cycle of Operations. 

Quite often, during the occurrence of a malfunction, evidence of cause may be found in a careful 
study of cartridge itself. Take a look at the brass case or bullet end of unfired cartridge. 
Frequently damage will mark cartridge or bullet in some telltale manner during bolt operation. 

Excessive wear or damage to gun parts may also point up cause of gun failure. Inspect appearance 
of components after "dry" cycling action a few times (without ammunition). 

MALFUNCTIONS, POSSIBLE CAUSE AND CORRECTION 

Malfunction Cause Correction 

Firing 1. Firing pin damaged. 1. Replace. 
2. Firing pin binds. 2. Free up or replace. 
3. Firing pin protrusion faulty. 3. Replace firing pin, 
4. Trigger assembly out of adjustment. 4. Adjust. 
5. Faulty ammunition. s. Replace ammunition. 

Unlocking 1. See Extraction. 1. See Extraction. 
2. Upset extraction cam on bolt handle. 2. Smooth up bolt handle cam. 
3. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 3. Deburr. 
4. Blown or set back primer on shell. 4. Ammunition may be at fault. 

Extraction 1. Fouled, rough, or enlarged chamber •.. 1. Polish if fouled or rough. Replace 
barrel assembly if enlarged. 

2. Extractor broken or damaged • 2. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
3. Not enough hook space on extractor. 3. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
4. Height of claw not correct. 4. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
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Malfunction 

Bolt Binds 

Ejection 

Bolt Pulls 
Out 

Feeding 

Loading 

MALFUNCTIONS, POSSIBLE CAUSE AND CORRECTION 
(Continued) 

Cause 

1. Guard screws protrude into bolt track. 
2. Receiver plug screws protrude into 

bolt track, 
3. Bolt handle interferes in stock. 
4. Damage at rear of bolt lugs. 

1. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
2. Ejector binds or fails to retract far 

enough. 
3. Extractor binds • 

1. Bolt stop or bolt release binds. 
2. Bolt stop or bolt release broken. 
3. Bolt stop spring damaged. 

1. Magazine follower binds. 
2. Weak or defective follower spring. 
3. Magazine spring caught under guard. 
4. Damaged chamfer on bolt head. 
s. Tabs on follower bent. 

1. Damaged receiver rails. 
2. Sharp edge - rear end of chamber. 
3. Rough loading ramp in receiver. 

Correction 

1. File ends of screws. 
2. File ends of screws. 

3. Clear stock or fit new stock. 
4. Stbmto blend. Check head space. 

1. Deburr. 
2. Free up or replace. 

3. Adjust or fit new extractor (and rivet). 

1. Free up. 
2. Replace. 
3. Replace. 

1. Adjust side angle on magazine. 
2. Replace spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Replace bolt, or stone smooth. 
s. Straighten or replace follower. 

1. Polish or reshape. 
2. Remove sharpness. 
3. Polish ramp. 
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MALFUNCTIONS, POSSIBLE CAUSE AND CORRECTION 
(Continued) 

Malfunction Cause Correction 

Locking 1. Shallow throat. 1. Ream. 
2. Min. head space. 2. Re-head. 
3. Damaged chamber. 3. Re-head. 
4. Extractor interferes with shell rim. 4. Fit new extractor (grind relief 

in new extractor behind claw). 
"lj ..... 

5. Ejector binds or fails to retract far s. Free up or replace • tr:! 
t-< 

enoµgh. t:I ::0 
6. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 6. De burr. Cl.I tr:I 
7. Sharp corners in bolt lugs. 7. Stone radius. tr:I E: 

::0 ..... 
<:Z 
..... G) 

Cocking 1. Trigger adjusting screw at rear out 1. Adjust. (')~ 

(see Trigger of adjustment (improper horizontal 
tr:I 0 

Adjustment) engagement of sear and connector}. ~z 
> 2. Improper vertical engagement of sear 2. Fit new trigger assembly. z 

and connector. c: 
3. Trigger doesn't retract. 3. Fit new trigger assembly. > 

tot 
4. Corners on sear or connector rounded. 4. Fit new sear and safety cam 

or connector. 

Bulges or 1. Oversize chamber. 1. Replace barrel assembly. 
Blows Cases 2. Max. head space. 2. Fit new bolt. 

Safety l. Safe binds (safe works hard). 1. Free up. 
2. Safety snap washer stretched out 2. Replace washer or reseat in 

~ 
{safe works too freely) • safety pivot pin slot, "ti Ill s::: 

;::o 3. Safety damaged • 3. Replace safety. Pl :::;; 0 
lQ s: 0 

I\) CJ) ::l tT:I 
01 ~ L4 I\) 
(..) N .... O'l 
<D 6.\). 0 0 
(j) ~ 0 0 



Malfunction 

Accuracy 

- Group 
Size 

- Point of 
Impact 

MALFUNCTIONS, POSSIBLE CAUSE AND CORRECTION 
(Continued} 

Cause 

1 • Crown of barrel damaged. 
2. Barrel bore fouled. 
3 • Enlarged bore • 
4. Improper bedding of barrel in stock. 
5. Loose sights. 

1. Barrel not straight. 
2 • Improper or loose sights • 

Correction 

1. Recrown. 
2 • Lead or replace barrel. 
3. Replace barrel. 
4. Refloat barrel. 
5. Tighten or replace. 

1. Straighten or replace barrel. 
2 • Tighten or change sights • 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Components 

........ 

Bolt Assembly 
Firing Pin Assembly 

...................................... ..................... . . . . . ................................ ·Ejector 
.Ejector ?in 
Ejector Spring 
Extractor 

........................................ .......... · ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... ......................................... Extractor Rivet 
Firing ?in Assembly 

Includes: 
Bolt Plug 
Firing Pin 

Components ................ 
................................. 

Firing Pin Cross Pin 
Firing Pin Head 
Main Spring 

................................... ............................................ 
Front Sight Assembly 

Includes: 
...................................... 

Front Sight 
front Sight Bead 

........................................... 

Rear Sight Assembly 
Includes: 

..................... 

................................. Elevation Screw 
Rear Sight Base 
Rear Sight Eyepiece 
Rear Sight Lea£ 
Wind~ge Screw ........................................ 

................................................ Sight Screw (4) 
Sight Washer (4) 
Rear Sight Wrench 

........................ ............. . ...................... . 
Rib •••••••••• . . . . -........ . . .............. . 
Rear Sight Nut 
Rib Screw ( 4) 

Trigger Guard 
Front Guard Screw 
Rear Guard Screw 

.... ,• ..... . . ................... . .............................................. 
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The Remington Model 600 is a light weigh:t, compact length carbine. This bolt 
action repeater is produced in a number of center fire calibers. A fixed box 
magazine may be top loaded to full capacity. Open sights - bead ramp front 
and adjustable rear - are mounted on a ventilated rib barrel. The receiver ts 
drilled and tapped for telescope or receiver sights. 

This SERVICE MANUAL supplement includes a brief design function, recommended 
method of disassembly, and assembly of each part. Any necessary adjustment or 
care in assembly is included. A final section on malfunctions and a complete 
index of gun parts completes the supplement. Close-up line drawings as well as 
a complete sectional view serve to illustrate text. 

The Instruction Folder/Parts List, Form RD 54 73, packaged with each gun gives 
operating instructions, care and maintenance for the Remington Model 600. A 
breakdown of part prices, service, and shipping instructions is included. 

Precaution: Make sure no live cartridges remain in gun before cleaning, 
servicing, or shipping. 

~ PLAINTIFF'S 

D-10 I EXHIBIT 

-----~ -- ~---~--·· ·--- . 
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Stock Assembly 
Includes: 

................................................ 
Butt Plate 
Butt Plate Screw (2) 

Stock Assembly Components 

Magazine Assembly 
Magazine Support Screw 
Magazine Follower 
Magazine Spring 
Magazine Spacer (222 Rem.) 

Safety Assembly 
Includes: 
Safety Detent Ball 
Safety Detent Spring 
Safety Pivot Pin 
Sa!ety Snap Washer 

Trigger Assembly 
Trigger Assembly 

Includes: 
Components 

Sear and Safety Cam Assembly 
Sear Spring 
Trigger 
Trigger Connector 
Trigger Si;:ring 
Trigger Pin 

·Trigger Housing 
, Trigger Adjusting Screw 
Trigger Stop Screw 

......................... 
(2) 

..... 
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Page 
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11 
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12 
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12-13 
12-13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13-14 
13-14 
13-14 

Trigger Adjustment ...................................... 14 

Bolt Stop 
Bolt Stai:. Spring 
Bolt Stop Pin 

Barrel Assembly 
Includes: 
Barrel 
Sarrel Bracket 
Barrel Stud 
Receiver 

........................ " ................... . 
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.... 

15 
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16 

16 
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Sling Strap Assembly and Mounting Complete 
Includes: 

' 

Front Swivel Nut 
Front Swi ve 1 Screw 
Rear Swivel Screw 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . 

Sling Strap Assembly 
Swivel Assembly (2) Q .D. 

Cycle of Operation 

Malfunctions ........................................... 
Sectional View 

Page 

17-18 

17-18 
17-18 
17-18 
17-18 
17-18 

19-ZO 

21-24 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY is designed (1) to close and lock action against 
chambered round in barrel for firing, and (2) contain the firing, extraction, 
ejection, and cocking parts. 

To 0 is ass em b 1 e Push safety assembly forward to FIRE position. Lift 
bolt handle to unlock and open action. Pull bolt rearward until bolt stop 
halts bolt. Insert small tool against bolt stop and press downward. See 
sketch below. This will release bolt. Withdraw bolt final assembly from 
gun. f Safety (Fo<Ward) 

(Bolt Stop) 

To Service The bolt assembly component of Bolt Ftnal Assembly is serially 
numbered co match the serial number on the gun. Selective assembly at 
factory is required for replacement. However, the firing, cocking, extractor, 
and ejector parts are interchangeable and may be replaced with no factory 
adjustment required. 

To ·Reassemble (To Gun) Push safety forward to FIRE position. Insert 
bolt to gun with lugs· positioned horizontally ahead of safet.y. Push bolt 
forward, by upraised handle, until bolt stop snaps into place to lock bolt 
in gun. 

Note: Bolt must remain "cocked" to put into gun. If bolt becomes uncocked, 
firing ;:iin head will be forward and show as nearly flush to ::alt ~lug at 
rear. TO COCK BOLT, hold firing ;Jin head firmly to prevent :navement: 
then turn bolt 1,.-ith handle. Bolt will cam on cocking surface (beneath 
handle) against firing pin head. Continue turning bolt handle until 
cocking notch on rear engages firing 9in head. Bolt is then cocked 
and ready for re-entry to gun. 

-------...... .. 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Include Bolt Assembly, Ejector, 
Ejector Pin, Ejector Spring, Extractor, Extractor Rivet, and Firing Pin Assembly -
which includes Bolt Plug, Fi.ring Pin, Firing Pin Cross Pin, Firing Pin Head, 
Main Spring. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY from BOLT ASSEMBLY 

To Dis as s em b 1 e Remove l::olt final assembly from gun. · Hold 
firing pin head in secure grip and pull away remainder of assembly 
until separation is visible at rear of bolt plug. Insert thin washer 
(or coin) in separation (see sketch below}. Then turn bolt plug to 
unscrew firing pin assembly from bolt assembly .• 

To Service Flring pin assembly is interchangeable. May be 
replaced as a unit with no factory adjustment required. 
Replacement of bolt assembly requires selective assembly for 
proper function. 

To Re assemble Hold washer (or coin) separation between firing 
pin head and bolt plug. Insert firing pin assembly into bolt -
a~sembly. Turn bolt plug to screw firing pin assembly into 
position. Position final turn of plug until channel in bottom of 
plug matches small cocking notch on rear rim of l::olt. See 
sketch below. Then remove separation washer (or coin) to 
allow firing pin head to snap into cocking notch. 

Cocking Notch 

\ Channel 

Firing Pin Head 

Separation 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Continued 

EJECTOR - EJECTOR SPRING (in Bolt Assembly) is designed to exert 
outward pressure against base of seated cartridge. After extraction, the 
ejector pushes cartridge away from bolt face. The opposing grip of the 
extractor then assists ejection by spinning cartridge from gun. 

To Disassemble Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Drive 
out ejector pin. Pull out and disassemble ejector and ejector 
spring from bolt face. See sketch below. 

·-' 

Ejector 

Ejector Spring 

Drive Here 

To Service Interchangeable with no adjustment required. 

To Re ass em b I e Insert ejector spring and ejector into bolt face . 
. Push in ejector and hold against ejector spring tens ion. Line up 
ejector pin slot in ejector to pin hole in bolt. Drive in ejector 
pin. 

Note: Ejector, when reassembled, must have free· 
plunging motion for proper ejection operation. 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Continued 

EXTRACTOR - EXTRACTOR RIVET (in Bolt Assembly) 
cartridge from chamber. During subsequent ejection, 
imparted to cartridge by extractor. 

is designed to pull 
a spinning motion is 

To Disassemble Remove.boltfinalassemblyfromgun. Remove 
ejector. Drive out extractor rivet - from outside of bolt. See sketch 
below. Remove rivet from inside of bolt rim. Dislodge loosened 
extractor and disassemble from inside of bolt rim. 

Drive Here 

Ejector 

Extractor 

To· Service Interchangeable. However, extrac::cr rivet will mutilate 
when extractor is disassembled. Use replacement rivet to secure 
extractor properly, when reassembled. Use fired cartridge case to 
check extractor tension. 

To Re assemble Position extractor within rim in bolt face. Line 
up with rivet hole in bolt. rnsert replacement extractor rivet into 
extractor to procrude from outside of bolt. Support head of rivet 
inside bolt rim: then - peen over protruding end of rivet to tighten 
extractor in bolt. Reassemble ejector to bolt. 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Continued 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS include: 
Firing Pin, Main Spring, Bolt Plug, Firing Pin Head, 
Firing Pin Cross Pin (In Firing Pin Assembly) 

To Disassemble Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Separate 

Firing Pin 

firing pin assembly (with holding washer). Unscrew and disassemble 
from bolt assembly. .Hold firing pin head securely (in separation 
from bolt plug) and drive out firing pin cross pin. See sketch below. 
All parts of firing pin assembly should separate for disassembly. 

Precaution: Main spring is under tension. 

Main Spri.ng 

/ Bolt Plug 

/ 
Firing Pin Head 

Separation 
Wash.er 

To Service All parts in firing pin assembly are interchangeable. 
No factory fitting required. However, if replacing firing pin, a 
hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is necessary. To do 
this, use a No. 42 size drill (.093"). 

Assemble shank of replacement firing pin into firing pin head. 
Make sure recess in head is clear and free of any obstruction. 
Seat shank of firing pin firmly into firing pin head. Align drtll 

Pin) 
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FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Cuntinued 

thru cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill thru firing pin 
shank. See sketch below. 

Drill Here 
(Use No. 4 2 drill) 

To Re assemble Reassemble all parts of FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY. 
Hold bolt plug retracted against tension of reassembled mainspring. 
Insert firing pin cross pin thru firing pin head and shank of firing 
;:iin: Release tension on l:olt plug. 
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FRONT SIGHT ASSEMBLY Includes Front Sight, Front Sight Bead. 

To Disassemble Unscrew sicht screw (2). A thin white nylon 
sic ht washer (2) is seated under sight screw head. · Lift and 
disassemble front sight assembly from rib on barrel. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement, 
metal bead is factory welded to front sight. 
assembly. 

However, bright 
Replace as an 

To Re assemble Reposition front sight assembly upon rib. 
Align sight holes to matching holes in barrel studs. Screw 
in sight screws (2) to secure front sight assembly to barrel. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY includes Elevation Screw, Rear Sight Base, 
Rear Sight Eyepiece, Rear Sight Leaf, Windage Screw. 

To Disassemble Unscrew siaht screw (2) in rear sight base. -
A thin white nylon sight washer (2) is seated under sight screw 
head. Lift and disassemble rear sight assembly from rib on 
barrel. 

To Service All pans of rear sight assembly are interchangeable. 
No factory fitting requi.red. 

Note: A rear sight nut is seated under rib to tighten rear sight 
screw to rib. Rib must be removed to service this nut. 
See RIB Disassembly. 

To Reassemble Relocate rear sight assembly to rib on barrel. 
Screw in sight screw to tighten front of base to barrel stud. 
Tighten sight screw at rear of sight base into rear sight nut 
which underlies rib. 
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REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS 

REAR SIGHT EYEP!ECE 
ELEVATION SCREW is designed to tighten position of rear sight 
eyepiece at any selected elevation. 

r·o Dis ass em b 1 e A small rear sight wrench is supplied with 
each gun. This wrench fits into small socket head of elevation 
screw to tw-n elevation screw. Unscrew to loosen eyepiece. 
Slide rear sight eyepiece up and disassemble from rear sight 
leaf. Use wrench also for windage screw. 

REAR SIGHT BASE 
REAR SIGHT u:AF 
W1NDAGE SCRE'W is designed to tighten rear sight leaf at any 
selected windage position on base. 

Ta D i s a s s e m b 1 e Unscrew and remove wind age screw . 
Lift and disassemble rear sight leaf from rear sight base. 

Ta Service 
required. 

All parts are interchangeable. No factory fitting 

Note: Rear sight base for 35 Rem. Caliber is slightly higher 
than base used for other calibers. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. 

RIB is designed of Du Pont "Zytel" to provide a light weight, matted sight 
line and for location of sights. 

To Disassemble 
rib screw (4}. 

Remove front and rear sigh_ts. Unscrew and remove 
Lift and disassemble rib from barrel. 

Note: When rib is removed, a small rear sight nut will also 
disassemble from beneath the rearmost rear sight hole . 

. To Service Rib is interchangeable with no adjustment required. 

To Re as s em bl e Follow reverse order, taking care that rear sight :-iuc 
is placed beneath rib in proper ;::ositicn. 
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TRIGGER GUARD is designed of light weight Du Pont "Zytel" material to 
enclose trigger, magazine, and mount front and rear guard screws for ass em cling 
stock to receiver. 

To Dis as s em bl e Unscrew front. guard scr.ew, rear guard screw. 
Lift away and disassemble trigger guard. 

Note: Stock assembly can also be disassembled when trigger 
guard is removed. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. Make certain both front and 
rear guard screws are tightened evenlv and securely to receiver. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY is designed with Monte Carlo, pistol grip, and custom 
checkered at gnp and fore end, lacquer finished. 

To D"i sass em bl e Unscrew both front and rear trigger guard screws. 
Remove trigger guard. Lift away and disassemble stock assembly from 
barrel and action. 

Ta Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 
Replacement includes stock, butt plate, butt plate screw (2), reinforcing 
screw (2). Barrel is free floating. 

Ta Reassemble Follow reverse order. Tighten guard screws securely. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS 

BUTT PLATE 
BUTT PLATE SCREW (2} 

To Disassemble Unscrew and remove butt plate screw (2}. 
Disassemble butt plate. from stock. 

To Service Replacement butt plate may be fitted to stock. Some 
sanding to match outline of stock may be required. 

To Reassam~la Fellow reverse order. 
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MAGAZINE ASSEMBLY is "fixed" box design for top loading operation only. 

To Dis as s em b 1 e Unscrew guard screws and remove trigger guard. 
Remove loosened stock assembly. Unscrew magazine support screw (1). 
Loosen and disassemble magazine assembly. 

Note: Magazine follower and magazine spring will disassemble 
when magazine assembly is removed. Magazine spacer, 

· used for 222 Rem. Caliber, will also disassemble. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required, 
Magazine assembly is factory listed to include magazine and magazine 
support. 

To Re a s s e m b le Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine follower 
and spnng are held tightly enclosed as magazine is reassembled. Locate 
magazine fully into magazine cavity from bottom of receiver. Magazine
support at front magazine should seat against bottom of receiver. Insert 
support sere""'. and turn to tighten magazine assembl]' in position. 

(!;) MAGAZINE FOLLOWER 
MAGAZINE SPRING are designed to feed cartridges from magazine into 
loading position as bolt is operated. 

To D i s a s s e m b 1 e Remove trigger guard. Remove stock. Remove 
magazine assembly. Magazine follower and magazine spring will disassemble 
freely from magazine assembly. Lift rear of magazine spring and slide back 
to disassemble from magazine follower. 

To Service· - Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 

Ta Re a s s e m bl e Follow reverse order. Make certain magazine 
assembly (with enclosed follower and spring) is snapped fully into magazine 
cavity in receiver from below. Tighten magazine securely with magazine 
support screw. 
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MAG.AZI:N'E SPACER 
caliber cartridge. 

is designed for load spacing use with smaller • 222 Rem. 

To Dis assemble Remove trigger guard. Remove stock assembly. 
Remove magazine assembly, magazine follower, magazine spring. Disassemble 
magazine spacer from magazine assembly. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 

To Re as s em bl e Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine follcwer and 
spring function properly with assembled spacer. 

SAFETY ASSEMBLY fn rear, ON SAFE stop position, to (1) support safety 
cam against cocked firing pin head and prevent release, (2) to cam up and 
prevent closed bolt from rotating to open action. In safety a nylon detent 
ball, under tension, slips into either de tent position in trigger assembly. 

To Dis as s em b 1 e Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trigger guard. 
Remove stock assembly. Slide off and disassemble safety snap washer. Lift 
off and disassemble safety detent spring. Pull out and disassemble safety 
pivot pin. Disassemble small nylon safety detent ball from hole position in 
safety assembly. Slide loosened safety assembly to rear and disassemble 
from trigger assembly. See Sectional View. 

!,o Service Interchangeable as replacement assembly. Safety assembly 
is a factory-welded assembly of safety and corrugated safety thumbpiece. 
All other parts designed to operate and position safety assembly (as listed in 
preceding paragraph} are interchangeable as replacements also. No adjustment 
required. 

To Reassemble Fo !low reverse order. 
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To S·ervice Interchangeable as "matched" assembly. However, 
re-adj us trnent of trigger connector engagement may be required. 

T o Re a s s em bl e Follow reverse order. Make sure sear spring 
reassembles to function properly under sear and safety cam. 
Engage flat end of sear spring upwards against sear and safety 
cam. Closed end of sear spring seats into housing. 

TRIGG.ER & TRIGG.ER CONNECTOR are designed to support sear in 
''cocked" engagement with firing pin head. As trigger is pulled, trigger 
connector is disengaged from lower shoulder on sear. Unsup;::or.ed sear 
then is forced down by forNard motion of firing pin. Hence, gun is "fired" . 

To D ls assemble Remove stock assembly. Remove magazi:i.e 
assembly. Tap out trigger pin. Pull out and disassemble 
loosened tngger and trigger connector. 

Note: Care must be taken to prevent dislodging 
trigger spring. 

To Ser v l c e Both trigger and tngger connector are interchangeable . 
No factory adjustment required. However, a check for trigger pull 
and weight may be required. See TRIGGER ADJUSTMENT. 

To Re ass e '.TI b 1 e Locate trigger connector on trigger. Position . 
assembled trigger and trigger connector into housing. Align trigger
to trigger pm hole in housing. Make certain trigger spring remams 
assembled to forward tric;ger adjusting screw as trigger and tri.gger 
connector are reassembled. Reassemble trigger pin and cap into 
housing. 

TRIGGER HOUSING 
Trigger Assembly. 

is designed to "house" the components of the 

To Dis as s em b 1 a Remove stock assembly. Remove sear pins to 
disassemble trigger assembly from receiver. Disassemble safety 
assembly, sear and safety cam assembly, sear spring, trigger, 
trigger connector, trigger spring, trigger adjusting screw (2}, 
trigger stop sc.:-ew. 

To Service Trigger housing interchangeable as replacement. No 
Eac:crr assembly required. 
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To Reassemble Follow revet:se order. Res take adjusting screws 
to secure in location. 

TRIC-G.ER ADJUSTMENT 
and trigger guard. 

Engagement View Hole 

Adjusting Screw 

Trigger Pin 

See Sketch below. Remove stock assembly 

Sear Spring 

Stop Screw 

Trigger Spring 

IMPORTAJ.'fT; No adjustment or removal of trigger adjusting screw at rear i.s 
recommended unless for replacement. This trigger adjusting 
screw at rear is adjusted at factory and ~rovides correct amount 
0£ supporting trigger connector engagement beneath sear. This 
engagement of sear to top of trigger connector can be seen thru 
hole in housing (with safety forward in FIRE position). · 

Note: All adjusting (2) and stop (1) screws are factory sealed with an 
adhesive cement. 

? u 11 of Trigo er is adjusted to des ired weight by turning trigger 
adjusting screw at front. Turn screw inward or clockwise far heavier 
weight of pull. Turn screw outward or counter clock.wise far lighter 
weight of pull. 

Tr ave 1 o [ Tri cr cr er is adjusted by turning trigger stop screw in front 
o:i housing. To reduce tn:;ger travel, place bolt in receiver co "cock" 
action. Then (1) turn trigger stop screw inward or clockwise until 
firing pin will not fall or gun "fire" as trigger is pulled; (2) Geck gun 
again and back oii stop screw counter clockwise until firing ;:iin will 
fall or gun "fire". This method of adjustment will allow least amount 
oi trigger overtravel. 
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BOLT STOP is designed to limtt rearward travel of bolt final assembly in 
receiver as ac:ion is opened. 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Remove bolt final assembly. Remove stock assembly. 
Partially disassemble trigger assembly by tapping out sear pin only at 
front of assembly. Drop trigger assembly only enough to clear bolt stop 
pin hole in :eceiver. See sketch below. Tap out bolt stop pin. 
Disassemble bolt stop and bolt stop spring. 

Bolt Stop Pin 

Bolt Stop Sf,Jnng 

Bolt Stop 

To Service Bolt stop and bolt stop spring interchangeable as replacement. 
No adjustment required. 

To Re assemble Follow reverse order. Make sure bolt stop spring 
located properly in bolt stop notch and seats correctly against receiver 
in bolt slot. Reassemble trigger assembly to receiver. 
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BARREL ASSEMBLY 
stud (6), receiver. 
assembly. 

is factory-listed to include barrel, barrel bracket, barrel 
Si::ecial factory processes join the components of this 

To Dis assemble Remove sights and rib. 
Remove trigger guard and stock assembly. 
assemblies. Remove oolt stop and spring. 
plug screws (5). 

Remove bolt final assembly. 
Remove magazine and trigc;er 

Unscrew and remove receiver 

To Service Selective assembly at factory as replacement. Special 
gauges and fixture and factory processing is required for proper operation 
with bolt final assembly. Replace as an assembly. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. 
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SUNG STRAP ASSEMBLY and MOUNTINGS COMPLETE (Part No. 26990) include 
front swivel nut, front swivel sc:ew, rear swivel screw, sling strap assembly, 
swivel assembly (2). 

Note: Sling strap assembly includes strap, rear keeper, front keeper, 
fastener. Strap is 7/8" wide. Swivel assemblies are quick
detachable (Q .D .) type. 

Assemblv Swivel Screws to Stock 

Rear Swivel Screw Use No. 15 size drill (, 180"). Locate screw hole 
2 l/2 inches from toe of stock (minus butt plate). Drill hole l inch deep 
at 900 with bottom line of stock. Countersink. this drilled hole with 
No. l size (.228") drill to depth of 1/8 inch. This countersink allows 
for seating shoulder on swivel screw. 

Front Swtvel Screw Use No. 13 drill 
Front Swivel Nut Use 3/8 inch drill. 
Locate screw hole approx. 3 inches from front end of stock. Drill hole 
completely thru stock at 90° with barrel radius stock cut. Co"untersink: 
barrel radius cut into this drilled hole to depth of . 225 inches. -Counter-
sink allows fer sea.ting of front swivel nut. Assemble front swtvel thru 
hole and tighten to stock with front swivel nut. 

A s s e m b 1 v S ·.v i v e l A s s e rn b l '' ( Z ) 0 . D • 
Swivel assembly (same for front and rear) can be assembled to swivel screw in 
stock as follows. Press against spring loaded release ;:ilunger to lif~ locking 
plate from attach:nent pin. Swing ~late to clear attachment pin. 

Lockrng Plate 

Attachment Pin 

7/8" Swivel (Q .D .) 

Release Plunger 

Ar~er attaching co swivel screw, swing and lower locking plate upon attachn:iem 
pin. This will loci< swivel to sc:-ew. 
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SUNG STRAP ASSEMBLY and MOUNTINGS COMPLETE Continued 

Assemblv Strao to Assembled Swivels 
Remove front keeper (band)- if on strap. Insert tongue .of strap thru rear swivel. 
Then loop strap back and thru attached rear keeper. Draw strap thru keeper 
until tight loop is made against rear swivel. Slide front keeper on free end of 
strap. Then insert strap thru front swivel and double strap back thru attached 
front keeper. Assemble brass fastener thru matching slots in strap to join 
strap in desired position. 

Note: To disassemble strap from rifle, simply unsnap quick 
detachable (Q .D .) swivels from swivel screw's in stock. 
Remove strap and attached swivels from stock. 
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Model 600 Carbine i.s a light weight, high ;::ower, bolt ac:ion, fixed 
magazine repeater chambered for a numl::er of center fire calibers. r:-.e vent 
rib barrel ma1'es it a natural sighter, plus receiver being drilled and 'capped 
ready to accept most popular makes of scopes and mounts. Basic o;::eration 
of bolt is similar to most rifles of this type. Movemerit of bolt handle upward 
and fully back opens; forward and down closes and locks bolt. 

r!RING 

Firing cycle is basically release of a spring-loaded firing pi.n for pur;:;osa 
of striking primer of cartridge and igniting same. More specifically. pulling er 
squeezing of trigger moves connector for.vard leaving sear unsuppor:ed against 
"cocked" firing pin head. With support removed, sear is cammed down by 
spring-loaded firrng pi.n and main spnng drives firing pin :orward to strike 
1nimer. 

UNLOC}CTNG 

Raising bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt he.ad from rec::ill shoulders 
in receiver. 

COCKDJ'G 

Cocking takes place as bolt handle i.s raised. A cam at rear of rotating 
bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward and holds it in cocked position, in a 
notch at rear of !:cit. See LOCKING fer transfer cocking :novement to sear. 

EXT?.AC:'ION 

This phase of operation cycle is essentially one of ":'NO parts :-eferred to 
as (1) primary e:xtrac:ion, and (2) secondary extraction. Primary extraction 
occurs simultaneously with unlocking. The rim of case, being cor:ipletely 
encased by bolt head, is gripped by a circular recessed claw-type extrac:or. 
During final upward throw of 'colt handle, a primary extraction cam retracts 
bolt approximately 1/8" with a mechanical advantage of about 8 to 1, com-
pleting primary ;:::ortion of this ;:::hase. Bolt lugs are now free of locking 
shoulders i.n receiver and belt may new be moved to rear completing second 
phase of ex-::racuon. 
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~iEC7ION 

Within the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head of cartridge, 
is a spring-loaded ejector. As bolt is retracted and front edge of cartricge 
reaches ejection port, pressure, along With opposing grip of extractor, ejects 
cartridge from port. Rearward motion of bolt is halted by bolt stop. 

EE DING 

With bolt halted rearward, topmost cartridge in magazine is allowed to move 
upward against feeding lips on bottom edge of receiver, allowing itself to be moved 
ahead as bolt is advanced with a forward motion of bolt handle. Bullet guides 
cartridge into chamber via a feeding ramp on lower side of receiver. 

LOADING 

Loading cycle cons is ts briefly of moving cartridge into chamber once it 
is free of feeding lips in receiver. 

LOCKI;.JG 

Locking cycle is accomplished by rotating bolt with a downward motion of 
'colt handle, locking cartridge in chamber. Four engagements are made by this 
cycle: (1) Locking lugs on bolt head are engaged with reccil shoulders in recelver. 
(2) Head of cartridge is seated into bolt head depressing ejector and extrac:cr 
claw is snapped over rim of cartridge. (3) Sear engages and locks firing ;Jin in a 
cocked p,osition by action of (4) Sear being supported from beneath by connec:or. 
Gun is now ready to be fired, by release of trigger. 

The safety button, located on right rear of receiver, is operated by a push 
and ;:mll action of thumb. Th1s two..:.position safety has two intentional fi.mcnons. 
When safety button i.s pulled rearward by a sliqht down pressure of thumb, a ca:n 
is brought into position under safety cam, that locks cam againsi: firing pin head 
preventing firing. Second function of safety i.n this SA.FE position brings an arm 
into slot i.n bolt preventing bolt being opened. Pushi.ng safety button for.vard to 
FIRE ;;osition nullifies above conditions and will allow firing . 

. : <-;~· · ..• Ins truc:1ons for loading, unloacing, assembly, disassembly and care are contained 
Ln tnscruc:ion folder (RD 54 73) supplied with each Carbine. 
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Listed lie low are possible "cause".and "correction" of malfunctions. Each grouping will correspond 
basicaily to movement of bah as related to the Cycle of Operations. 

Quite often, during tbe occurrence of a malfunction, evidence of cause may be found in a careful 
. study of ct.artridye itself. Take a look at the L1ass case or bullet end of unfired cartridge. 
F1equently damage will mark cartridge or bullet in some telltale manner during bolt operation. 

l:xcessive wear or damage to gun parts may also point up cause of gun failure. Inspect appearance 
of componunts after "dry" cycling action a few times (without ammunition). 

MALFUNCTIONS, POSSIBLE CAUSE AND CORRECTION 

Firing l. firing pin damaged. 1. Hep lace. 
2. Firing pin binds. 2. free up or replace. 
3. firing pin protrusion faulty. 3. Heplace firing pin. 
4. Trigger assembly out of adjustment. 4. Adjust. 
5. fa ult'y ammunition. 5. Replace am.munition. 

Unlocking l. See Extraction. 1 • See Extrac lion. 
2. Upset extraction cam on bolt handle. 2. Smooth up uolt handle cam. 
3. Durr at ejector hole in bolt. 3. De burr. 
4. Blown or set back primer on shell. 4. Ammunition may be at fault. 

Extraction l. fouled, rough, or enlarged chamber. l. Polish if fouled or rough. Replace 
barrel assembly if enlarged. 

2. Extractor broken or damaged. 2. fit new extractor and rivet. 
3. Not enough hook spdce 011 extractor. 3. I'll new extractor and rivet. 
4. lleiglit of claw not correct. 4. l'll new extractor and rivet. 
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Malfuncllon 

nolt IJinds 

Ejection 

Bolt Pulls 
Out 

Feeding 

Loading 

M/\LFUNGHONS, roSSIBLC G/\USE J\ND CORRECTION 
{Cor1llnued) 

I 

Gause 

I. Guard screws prot1utle Into bolt track. 
2. Receiver plug screws protrude Into 

bolt track. 
3. Bolt handle Interferes In stock. 
4. Damage at rear of bolt lugs. 

I. Burr at ejector hole In bolt. 
2. Ejector binds or falls to retract far 

enough. 
3. Extractor binds. 

l. Bolt stop or bolt release hinds. 
2. llolt stop or bolt release broken. 
3. Bolt stop spring d<:1magcd. 

I. Magazine follower binds. 
2. Weak or defective follower spring, 
3; Magazine spring caught under guard. 
4. Damaged chamfer on bolt head. 
S. Tabs on follower bent. 

I. Damaged receiver rails. 
2, Sharp edge - rear end of chamber. 
3. Rough loading ramp In receiver. 

Correction 

l. File ends of screws. 
2. rile ends of screws. 

3. Clear stock or flt new stock. 
4. Store to blend. Check head space. 

l. De burr. 
2. Free up or replace. 

3. Adjust or flt new extractor (and rivet). 

1. freeup. 
2. Replace. 
3. Replace. 

I. Adjust side angle on magazine. 
2. Replace spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Replace bolt, or stone smooth. 
S. Straighten or replace follower. 

l . Po if sh or reshape. 
2. Remove sharpness. 
3. Polish ramp. 
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Mcilfunction 

Locking 

Cocking 
(!:iee Trigger 
Adj us tm<:nt) 

Bulges or 
Blows Cases 

Safety 

MALFUNCTIONS, POSSIBLE CAUSE AND CORRECTION 
(Continued) 

Ca'tise Correction 

l. Shallow throat. l • Ream. 
2. Min. head space. 2. He-head. 
3. Damaged chamber. 3. He-head. 
4. Extractor interferes wilh shell rim. 4. l~tt new extractor (grind relief 

In new extractor behind claw). 
5. Ejector binds or falls to retract fur 5. free up or replace. 

enough. 
6. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 6. De burr. 
7. Sharp corners In bolt lugs. 7. Stone radius, 

1 • Trigger adjusting screw at rear out I. Adjust, 
of adjustment (improper horizontal 
engagement of sear and connector}. 

2. Improper vertical engagement of sear 2. Fil new trigger assembly. 
and connector. 

3. Trigger doesn't retract. 3. fit new trigger assembly. 
4. Corners on sear or connector rounded. 4. f'it new sear and safety cam 

or connector. 

l. Oversize chamuer. l • Replace barrel assembly. 

2. Max. head space. 2. fit new boll. 

1 • Safe binds (safe woi ks hard). 1. Free up. 
2. Safety snap washer stretched out '2. Heplace washer or reseat in 

(safe works too freely). safely pivot pin slot. 
3. Siife1y damaged. 3. Replace safety. 
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Malfunction 

/\ccuracy 

- Group 
Size 

- Point o( 
Impact 

M/\l.FUNCTIONS, POSSll3LE C/\USE /\ND CORREC110N 
(Continued) 

Cause 

I. Crown of barrel damaged. 
2. Barrel bore fouled. 
3. Enlarged bor~. 
4. Improper bedd lng of barrel ln stock. 
5. Looseslghts. 

1. Oarrel not st.might. 
2. Improper or loose s lghts. 

(~· i ;~·.j 
-...;;,v 

Correction 

I. Recrown. 
2. Lead or replace barrel. 
3. Replace barrel. 
4. Rerloat barrel. 
S. Tighten or replace. 

1. Straighten or replace bmrel. 
2. Tighten or change sights. 
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The Remington Model 600 is a light weight, compact length carbine. This bolt 
action repeater is produced in a number of center fire calibers. A fixed box 
magazine may be top loaded to full capacity. Open sights - bead ramp front 
and adjustable rear - are mounted on a ventilated rib barrel. The receiver is 
drilled and tapped for telescope or receiver sights. 

This SERVICE MANUAL supplement includes a brief design function, recommended 
method of disassembly, and assembly of each part. Any necessary adjustment or 
care in assembly is included. A final section on malfunctions and a complete 
index of gun parts completes the supplement. Close-up line drawings as well as 
a complete sectional view serve to illustrate text. 

The Ins truc.tion Folder/Parts List, Form RD 54 73, packaged with each gun gives 
operating instructions, care and maintenance for the Remington Model 600. A 
breakdown of part prices, service, and shipping instructions is included. 

Precaution: Make sure no live cartridges remain in gun before cleaning, 
servicing, or shipping. 

.----. 
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Bult finul Assembly 
Bolt Final Assembly 

Includes: 
Components 

Bolt Assembly 
Firing Pin Assembly 
Ejector 
Ejector Pin 
Ejector Spring 
Extractor 
Extractor Rivet 

. Firing Pin Assembly 
Includes: 
Bolt Plug 
Firing Pin 

Components 

Firing Pin Cross Pin 
Firing Pin Head 
Mu in Sµ1 ing 

..... 

......... 

frL>nt Sight Assembly ................•............•..•.......... 
Includes: 
I'runt Sight 
Front Sight Bead •••••• 

l\l'dl ::>iyhl J\sse111Lily •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Includes: 
t:lc)vdtion Screw 
Rear Sight Base 
Rear Sight Eyepiece 
Rear Sight Leaf 
Windage Screw 

..... 

................................................ Sight Screw (4) 
Siyht Washer (4) 
R<'tH Sight Wrench 

Rib 
RPM Sight Nut 
Rib Screw (4) 

Tr iq~JN Guard 
f10nt Guard Screw 
Rt~ar Guard Screw 

• .. 

........... 

·· ... 
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Stock Assembly 
Includes: 

.............................................. 
Butt Plate 
Butt Plate Screw (2) 

Stock Assembly Components 

Magazine Assembly 
M..iguzinc Support Screw 
Magazine Follower 
Magazine Spring 
Mugazinc Spacer (222 Rem.) 

Safety Assembly ............................................. 
Includes: 
Su fc:ty Detcnt Ball 
Safety Detent Sµring 
Sufc~Ly Pivot Pin 
Safety Snap Washer 

Trigger Assembly 
Tr i(JCj(~r Assembly Components 

Includes: 
Sear and Safety Cam Assembly 
Scar S~,ring 
Trigger ........•....•....•••..••••... 
Trigger Connector 
Trigger S~ring 
Trigger Pin 
Trigger Housing .••...•••.••.•..•••.....•. 
Trigger Adjusting Screw (2) 
Trigger Stop Screw • # 

Trigger Adjustment 

Rult Stop 
Bolt Sta~ Sf..,ring 
Bolt Stop Pin 

B<Jrrel Assembly 
Includes: 
Burrel 
Barrel Bracket 
Barrel Stud 
Receiver 

...................................... 

............................................. 
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Slinq Strap Assembly and Mounting Complete 
Includes: 

................ 
front Swivel Nut ................ •. . . . . . . ............. . 
Front Swivel Screw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . 
Rear Swivel Screw ................................... 
Sling Strap Assembly 
Swivel Assembly (2) Q. D. 

................................ 
............................. 

Cycle of Operation 

Md ll unclions 

Sectional View 

Page 

17-18 

17-18 
17-18 
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.19-20 
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MOD[L oUU 

Assembly 
1 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY is designed (l} to close and lock action against 
chambered round in barrel for firing, and (2) contain the firing, extraction, 
ejection, and cocking parts. 

To Dis <ls s cm ble Push safety assembly forward to FIRE positio~. Lift 

To 

To 

bolt handle to unlock and open action. Pull bolt rearward until bolt stop 
r1alts bolt. Insert small tool against bolt stop and press downward. See 
sketch below. This will release bolt. Withdraw bolt final assembly from 
gun. 

Pn:>ss HP.rP. (Rnlt Stnp) 

Sc r vi cc The bolt assembly component of Bolt Final Assembly is serially 
numbered to match the serial number on the gun. Selective assembly at 
factory is required for replacement. However, the firing, cocking, extractor, 
and ejector parts are interchangeable and may be replaced with no factory 
adjustment required. 

Reassemble (To Gun) Push safety forward to FIRE position. Insert 
bolt to gun with lugs positioned horizontally ahead of safety. Push bolt 
forward, by upraised handle, until b<;>lt stop snaps into place to lock bolt 
in gun. 

Note: Bolt must remain "cocked" to put into gun. If bolt becomes uncocked, 
firing pin head will be forward and show as nearly flush to bolt plug at 
rear. TO COCK BOLT, hold firing pin head firmly .to prevent movement; 
then turn bolt with handle. Bolt will cam on cocking surface (beneath 
handle) against firing pin head. Continue turning bolt handle until 
cocking notch on rear engages firing pin head. Bolt is then cocked 
and ready for re-entry to gun. 
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BOLT flNAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Include Bolt Assembly, Ejector, 
Cjl°'Gtor Pin, Ejector Spring, Extractor, Extractor Rivet, and Firing Pin Assembly -
which includes Bolt Plug, Firing Pin, Firing Pin Cross Pin, Firing Pin Head, 
M,1 in Spring. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY from BOLT ASSEMBLY 

To D i s a s s e m bl e Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Hold 
firing pin head in secure grip and pull away remainder of assembly 
until separation is visible at rear of bolt plug. Insert thin washer 
(or coin) in separation (see sketch below). Then turn bolt plug to 
unscrew firing pin assembly from bolt assembly. 

To Service Firing pin assembly is interchangeable. May be 
H'(Jl,1ccd .is a unit with no fuctory adjustment r0quired. 

Replacement of bolt assembly requires selective assembly for 
proµer function. 

To Re assemble Hold washer (or coin) separation between firing 
µin head and bolt plug. Insert firing pin assembly into bolt 
assembly. Turn bolt plug to screw firing pin assembly into 
position. Position final turn of plug until channel in bottom of 
plug matches small cocking notch on rear rim of bolt. See 
sketch below. Then remove separation washer (or coin) to 
allow firing pin head to snap into cocking notch. 

Cocking 
Channel 

Bolt Assembly 

Firing Pin Head 

Separation 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Continued 

MODEL 600 
Assembly 

3 

EJECTOR - EJECTOR SPRING (in Bolt Assembly) is designed to exert 
outward pressure against base of seated cartridge. After extraction, the 
ejector pushes cartridge away from bolt face. The opposing grip of the 
extractor then assists ejection by spinning cartridge from gun. 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Drive 
out ejector pin. Pull out and disassemble ejector and ejector 
spring from bolt face. Siee sketch below. 

Ejector 

Drive Here 

Tu Sr~rvico Interchangeable with no adjustment required. 

To Ro assemble Insert ejector spring and ejector into bolt face. 
Push in ejector and hold against ejector spring tension. Line up 
ejector pin slot in ejector to pin hole in bolt. Drive in ejector 
pin. 

Note: Ejector, when reassembled, must have free 
plunging motion for pro.per ejection operation. 

.... • 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Continued 

EXTRACTOR - EXTRACTOR RIVET (in Bolt Assembly) is designed to pull 
cartridge from chamber. During subsequent ejection, a spinning motion is 
imparted to cartridge by extractor. 

To D i s a s s e m b 1 e Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Remove 
ejector. Drive out extractor rivet - from outside of bolt. See sketch 
below. Remove rivet from inside of bolt rim. Dislodge loosened 
extractor and disassemble from inside of bolt rim. 

Drive Herc 

Ejector 

Extractor 

To Service Interchangeable. However, extrad:cr rivet will mutilate 
when extractor is disassembled. Use replacement rivet to secure 
extractor properly, when reassembled. Use fired cartridge case to 
check extractor tension. 

To Re a s s em b 1 e Position extractor within rim in bolt face. Line 
up with rivet hole in bolt. Insert replacement extractor rivet into 
extractor to protrude from outside of bolt. Support head of rivet 
inside bolt rim; then - peen qver protruding end of rivet to tighten 
extractor in bolt. Reassemble ejector to bolt. 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Continued 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS include: 
Firing Pin, Main Spring, Bolt Plug, Firing Pin Head, 
Firing Pin Cross Pin (In Firing Pin Assembly) 

To D i s a s s e m bl e Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Separate 

I' tr ing Pin 

firing pin assembly (with holding washer). Unscrew and disassemble 
from bolt assembly. Hold firing pin head securely (in separation 
from bolt plug) and drive out firing pin cross pin. See sketch below. 
All parts of firing pin assembly should separate for disassembly. 

Precaution: Main spring is under tens ion. 

Main Spring 

Bolt Plug 

/ 
Firing Pin Head 

Separation 
Wu:..;hcr 

Pin) 

To Service All parts in firing. pin assembly are interchangeable. 
No factory fitting required. However, if replacing firing pin, a 
hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is necessary. To do 
this, use a No. 42 size drill (.093"). 

Assemble shank of replacement. firing pin into firing pin head. 
Make sure recess in he_ad is clear and free of any obstruction. 
Seat shank of firing pin firmly into firing pin head. Align drill 
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!'IRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Continued 

thru cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill thru firing pin 
shank. See sketch below. 

Drill Here 
{Use No. 42 drill) 

Firing Pin 

"fi<ing Pin Hoa<J 

T" H c .:is s r~ m h l r~ Rc.::isscmblc all parts of FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY. 
Hold bolt plug retracted against tension of reassembled mainspring. 
Insert firing pin cross pin thru firing pin head and shank of firing 
pin. Rr~lncisc~ tens ion on bolt plug. 

R2524001 
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FRONT SIGHT ASSEMBLY Includes Front Sight, Front Sight Bead. 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Unscrew sight screw (2). A thin white nylon 
sight washer (2) is seated unde.r sight screw head. Lift and 
disassemble front sight assembly from rib on barrel. 

T 0 Service Interchangeable as replacement, 
metal bead is factory welded to front sight. 
assembly. 

However, bright 
Replace as an 

To R ca s s em b 1 e Reposition front sight assembly upon rib. 
Align sight holes to matching holes in barrel studs. Screw 
in sight screws (2) to secure front sight assembly to barrel. 

HF.AR SIGHT ASSEMBLY includes Elevation Screw, Rear Sight Base, 
]{l;.J1 S1yl1l L:yeµiece, Hec.11 Siylil Luul, W i11Juyu St.:1ew. 

To Disussemble Unscrew sight screw (2) in rear sight base. 
A thin white nylon signt washer (2) is seated under sight screw 
head. Lift and disassemble rear sight assembly from rib on 
barrel. 

To Service All parts of rear sight assembly are interchangeable. 
No fuctory fitting required. 

Note: A rear sight nut is seated under rib to tighten rear sight 
screw to rib. Rib must be removed to service this nut. 
See RIB Disassembly. 

To Reassemble Relocate rear sight assembly to rib on barrel. 

Screw in sight screw to tighten front of base to barrel stud. 
Tighten sight screw at rear of sight base into rear sight nut 
which underlies rib. 

R2524002 
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l\t:f\H .SIGHT ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS 

REAR SIGHT EYEPIECE 
ELEVATION SCREW is designed to tighten position of rear sight 
1~yepiec9 ut .:iny selected elevation. 

To Dis as s em bl e A small rear sight wrench is supplied with 
each gun. This wrench fits into small socket head of elevation 
screw to turn elevation screw. Unscrew to loosen eyepiece. 
Slide rear sight eyepiece up and disassemble from rear sight 
leaf. Use wrench also for windage screw. 

REAR SIGHT BASE 
!{EAR SIGHT LEAF 
WINDAGE SCREW is designed to tighten rear sight leaf at any 
s1' Lcctcd wind age position on base. 

'1'11 l>1::o1:::;1·111lil" U11:;c11~w <111d n:111uv1· wi111l<..1<Jl' :;c1<·w. 

Lift ..:rnd dis<.isscmblc rear sight leaf from rear sight base. 

T,, SPrvic:e ------- All parts are interchangeable. No factory fitting 
rcq uired. 

Note: Rear sight base for 35 Rem. Caliber is slightly higher 
thun lxisc used for other calibers. 

T 1 , R c.· iJ ~; : ; 1: rn h l C.! l'ollow reverse order. 
- . ··-----------

H!B is designed of Du Pont "Zytel" to provide a light weight, matted sight 
lllll' .. rnd for location of sights. 

T,, i)isussemble 
·-----·-· 

rib screw (4). 
Remove front and rear sights. Unscrew and remove 

Lift and disassemble rib from barrel. 

Nute: When rib is removed, a small rear sight nut will also 
disassemble from beneath the rearmost rear sight hole. 

~ _J)_s::...!_Y i cc Rib is interchangeable with no adjustment required. 

'I''• I{ ( · :1 s s cm b I c; follow reverse order, taking ca.re that reur sight nut 
is placed beneath rib in proper position. 
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TRIGGER GUARD is designed of light weight Du Pont "Zytel" material to 
enclose trigger, magazine, and mount front and rear guard screws for assembling 
stock to receiver. 

To 0 is as s e m b 1 e Unscrew front guard screw, rear guard screw. 
Lift away and disassemble trigger guard. 

Note: Stock assembly can also be disassembled when trigger 
guard is removed. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. Make certain both front and 
rear guard screws are tightened evenly and securely to receiver. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY is designed with Monte Carlo, pistol grip, and custom 
checkered at grip and fore end, lacquer finished. 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Unscrew both front and rear trigger guard screws. 
Remove trigger guard. Lift away and disassemble stock assembly from 
barrel and action. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 
Replacement includes stock, butt plate, butt plate screw (2), reinforcing 
screw (2). Barrel is free floating. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. Tighten guard screws securely. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS 

BUTT PLATE 
BUTT PLATE SCREW (2) 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Unscrew and remove butt plate screw (2). 
Disassemble butt plate from s~ock. 

To Service Replacement butt plate may be fitted to stock. Some 
sanding to match outline of stock may be required. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. 

R2524004 
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MAGAZINE ASSEMBLY is "fixed" box design for top loading operation only. 

To Di s as s em b 1 e Unscrew guard screws and remove trigger guard. 
Remove loosened stock assembly. Unscrew magazine support screw (1). 
Loosen and disassemble magazine assembly. 

Note: Magazine follower and magazine spring will disassemble 
when magazine assembly is removed. Magazine spacer, 
used for 222 Rem. Caliber, will also disassemble. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 
Magazine assembly is factory listed to include magazine and magazine 
support. 

To Re a s s e m bl e Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine follower 
and spring are held tightly enclosed as magazine is reassembled. Locate 
magazine fully into magazine cavity from bottom of receiver. Magazine 
support at front magazine should seat against bottom of receiver. Insert 
support screw and turn to tighten magazine assembly in position. 

MAGAZINE FOLLOWER 
MAGAZINE SPRING are designed to feed cartridges from magazine into 
loading position as bolt is operated. 

To D i s a s s e m b 1 e Remove trigger guard. Remove stock. Remove 
magazine assembly. Magazine follower and magazine spring will disassemble 
freely from magazine assembly. Lift rear of magazine spring and slide back 
to disassemble from magazine follower. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 

To Re a s s em b 1 e Follow reverse order. Make certain magazine 
assembly (with enclosed follower and spring) is snapped fully into magazine 
cavity in receiver from below. Tighten magazine securely with magazine 
support screw. 

R2524005 
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MAGAZINE SPACER 
caliber cartridge. 

is designed for load spacing use with smaller .222 Rem. 

To D i s a s s e m b 1 e Remove trigger guard. Remove stock assembly. 
Remove magazine assembly, magazine follower, magazine spring. Disassemble 
magazine spacer from magazine assembly. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 

To Re a s s e m bl e Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine follower and 
spring function properly with assembled spacer. 

SAFETY ASSEMBLY in rear, ON SAFE stop position, to (1) support safety 
cam against cocked firing pin head and prevent release, (2) to cam up and 
prevent closed bolt from rotating to open action. In safety a nylon detent 
ball, under tension, slips into either detent position in trigger assembly. 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Remove bolt final assembly •. Remove trigger guard. 
Remove stock assembly. Slide off and disassemble safety snap washer. Lift 
off and disassemble safety detent spring. Pull out and disassemble safety 
pivot pin. Disassemble small nylon safety detent ball from hole position in 
safety assembly. Slide loosened safety assembly to rear and disassemble 
from trigger assembly. See Sectional View. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement assembly. Safety assembly 
is a factory-welded assembly of safety and corrugated safety thumbpiece. 
All other parts designed to operate and position safety assembly (as listed in 
preceding paragraph) are interchangeable as replacements also. No adjustment 
required. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. 

R2524006 
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TRIGGER ASSEMBLY is designed to house the fire control parts of the action. 
These parts include housing, sear and safety cam assembly, sear spring, trigger, 
trigger adjusting screw (2), trigger connector, trigger pin, trigger spring, trigger 
stop screw, and sear pin (2). 

To Dis assemble Remove bolt final assembly and trigger guard. Remove 
stock assembly. Tap out sear pin (2), left to right. Pull out and disassemble 
trigger assembly from receiver. See Sectional View. 

To Service Trigger assembly may be replaced as a complete interchangeable 
assembly. See listing above. When ordered, slave pins (2) hold sear and safety 
cam assembly in housing. Remove slave pin (2) and use existing sear pin (2) to 
assemble trigger assembly to receiver. No adjustment required. 

T ci Re a s s e m b 1 e Hold sear and safety cam assembly in housing to align sear 
pin holes to receiver. Insert sear pin (2). Make sure pins do not protrude into bolt 
stop slot in receiver. Seat pins only flush with this slot. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS See below for component listing (in sequence} . 

SEAR AND SAFETY CAM ASSEMBLY is matched set of components. An 
engaging surface at rear shoulder of both is ground to bear equally against 
cocking notch in firing pin head. (1) The safety cam part when supported 
from beneath by safety engages firing pin head to hold head in cocked 
position. This ON SAFE support by safety cam prevents release of spring
loaded firing pin, hence no "firing" can occur. (2) The "matched" engaging 
surface on sear part also when supported from beneath by trigger connector 
cannot release the spring loaded firing pin for "firing" unless connector is 
pulled by trigger out of engagement with sear. 

To Dis as s em bl e Remove trigger assembly. See TRIGGER ASSEMBLY 
removal. Lift away and disassemble loosened sear and safety cam. 
Shake out underlying sear spring. See Sectional View. 

R2524007 
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To Service Interchangeable as "matched" assembly. :However, 
re-adjustment of trigger connector engagement may be required. 

T o Re ass em b 1 e Follow reverse order. Make sure sear spring 
reassembles to function properly under sear and safety cam. 
Engage flat end of sear spring upwards against sear and safety 
cam. Closed end of sear spring seats into housing. 

TRIGGER & TRIGGER CONNECTOR are designed to support sear in 
"cocked" engagement with firing pin head. As trigger is pulled, trigger 
connector is disengaged from lower shoulder on sear. Unsupported sear 
then is forced down by forward motion of firing pin. Hence, gun is "fired" • 

To Dis as s em b 1 e Remove stock assembly. Remove magazine 
assembly. Tap out trigger pin. Pull out and disassemble 
loosened trigger and trigger connector. 

Note: Care must be taken to prevent dislodging 
trigger spring. 

To Service Both trigger and trigger connector are interchangeable. 
No factory adjustment required. However, a check for trigger pull 
and weight may be required. See TRIGGER ADJUSTMENT. 

To Re as s em b 1 e Locate trigger connector on trigger. Position 
assembled trigger and trigger connector into housing. Align trigger 
to trigger pin hole in housing. Make certain trigger spring remains 
assembled to forward trigger adjusting screw as trigger and trigger 
connector are reassembled. Reassemble trigger pin and tap into 
housing. 

TRIGGER HOUSING 
Trigger Assembly. 

is designed to "house" the components of the 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Remove stock assembly. Remove sear pins to 
disassemble trigger assembly frnm receiver. Disassemble safety 
assembly, sear and safety cam assembly, sear spring, trigger, 
trigger connector,. trigger spring, trigger adjusting screw (2), 
trigger stop screw. 

To Service Trigger housing interchangeable as replacement. No 
factory assembly required. 

R2524008 
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To Reassemble Follow reverse order. Res take adjusting .screws 
to secure in location. 

TRIGGER ADJUSTMENT 
and trigger guard. 

Engagement View Hole 

Adjusting Screw 

Trigger Pin 

See Sketch below. Remove stock assembly 

Stop Screw 

Adjusting Screw 

Trigger Spring 

IMPORTANT: No adjustment or removal of trigger adjusting screw at rear is 
recommended unless for replacement. This trigger adjusting 
screw at rear is adjusted at factory and provides correct amount 
of supporting trigger connector engagement beneath sear. This 
engagement of sear to top of trigger connector can be seen thru 
hole in housing (with safety forward in FIRE position). 

Note: All adjusting (2) and stop (1) screws are factory sealed with an 
adhesive cement. 

Pu 11 of Trigger is adjusted to desired weight by turning trigger 
adjusting screw at front. Turn screw inward or clockwise for heavier 
weight of pull. Turn screw outward or counter clockwise for lighter 
weight of pull. 

Tr ave 1 of Trigger is adjusted by turning trigger stop screw in front 
of housing. To reduce trigger travel, place bolt in receiver to "cock" 
action. Then (1) turn trigger stop screw inward or clockwise until 
firing pin will not fall or gun "fire" as trigger is pulled; (2) Cock gun 
again and back off stop screw counter clockwise until firing pin will 
fall or gun "fire". This method of adjustment will allow least amount 
of trigger overtravel. 
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BOLT STOP is designed to limit rearward travel of bolt final assembly in 
receiver as action is opened. 

To Dis assemble Remove bolt final assembly. Remove stock assembly. 
Partially disassemble trigger assembly by tapping out sear pin only at 
front of assembly. Drop trigger assembly only enough to clear bolt stop 
pin hole in receiver. See sketch below. Tap out bolt stop pin. 
Disassemble bolt stop and bolt stop spring. 

Bolt Stop 

To Service Bolt stop and bolt stop spring interchangeable as replacement. 
No adjustment required. 

To Re ass em b 1 e Follow reverse order. Make sure bolt stop spring 
located properly in bolt stop notch and seats correctly against receiver 
in bolt slot. Reassemble trigger assembly to receiver. 

R2524010 
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BARREL ASSEMBLY 
stud (6), receiver. 
assembly. 

REMINGTON 
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is factory-listed to include barrel, barrel bracket, barrel 
Special factory processes join the components of this 

To D i s a s s e m b 1 e Remove sights and rib. Remove bolt final assembly. 
Remove trigger guard and stock assembly. 
assemblies. Remove bolt stop and spring. 
plug screws (5). 

Remove magazine and trigger 
Unscrew and remove receiver 

To Service Selective assembly at factory as replacement. Special 
gauges and fixture and factory processing is required for proper operation 
with bolt final assembly. Replace as an assembly. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. 

R2524011 
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SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY and MOUNTINGS COMPLETE (Part No. 26990) include 
front swivel nut, front swivel screw, rear swivel screw, sling strap assembly, 
swivel assembly (2). 

Note: Sling strap assembly includes strap, rear keeper, front keeper, 
fastener. Strap is 7/8" wide. Swivel assemblies are quick
detachable (Q.D.) type. 

Assembly Swivel Screws to Stock 

Rear Swivel Screw - Use No. 15 size drill (.180"). Locate screw hole 
2 1/2 inches from toe of stock (minus butt plate). Drill hole 1 inch deep 
at goo with bottom line of stock. Countersink this drilled hole with 
No. 1 size (.228") drill to depth of 1/8 inch. This countersink allows 
for seating shoulder on swivel screw. 

Front Swivel Screw 
Front Swivel Nut 

Use No. 13 drill 
Use 3/8 inch drill. 

Locate screw hole approx. 3 inches from front end of stock. Drill hole 
completely thru stock at 90° with barrel radius stock cut. Countersink 
barrel radius cut into this drilled hole to depth of . 22 5 inches. Counter
s ink allows for seating of front swivel nut. Assemble front swivel thru 
hole and tighten to stock with front swivel nut. 

Assembly Swivel Assembly (2) Q. D. 
Swivel assembly (same for front and rear) can be assembled to swivel screw in 
stock as follows. Press against spring loaded release plunger to lift locking 
plate from attachment pin. Swing plate to clear attachment pin. 

7/8" Swivel (Q.D.) 

Release Plunger 

After attaching to swivel screw, swing and lower locking plate upon attachment 
pin. This will lock swivel to screw. 

R2524012 
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SUNG STRAP ASSEMBLY and MOUNTINGS COMPLETE Continued 

Assembly Strap to Assembled Swivels 
Remove front keeper (band) if on strap. Insert tongue of strap thru rear swivel. 
Then loop strap back and thru attached rear keeper. Draw strap thru keeper 
until tight loop is made against rear swivel. Slide front keeper on free end of 
strap. Then insert strap thru front swivel and double strap back thru attached 
front keeper. Assemble brass fastener thru matching slots in strap to join 
strap in desired position. 

Note: To disassemble strap from rifle, simply unsnap quick 
detachable (Q .D .) swivels from swivel screws in stock. 
Remove strap and attached swivels from stock. 

R2524013 
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Model 600 Carbine is a light weight, high power, bolt action, fixed 
magazine repeater chambered for a number of center fire calibers. The vent 
rib barrel makes it a natural sighter, plus receiver being drilled and tapped 
ready to accept most popular makes of scopes and mounts. Basic operation 
of bolt is similar to most rifles of this type. Movement of bolt handle upward 
and fully back opens; forward and down closes and locks bolt. 

FIRING 

Firing cycle is basically release of a spring-loaded firing pin for purpose 
of striking primer of cartridge and igniting same. More specifically, pulling or 
squeezing of trigger moves connector forward leaving sear unsupported against 
"cocked" firing pin head. With support removed, sear is cammed down by 
spring-loaded firing pin and main spring drives firing pin forward to strike 
primer. 

UNLOCKING 

Raising bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head from recoil shoulders 
in receiver. 

COCKING 

Cocking takes place as bolt handle is raised. A cam at rear of rotating 
bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward and holds it in cocked position, in a 
notch at rear of bolt. See LOCKING for transfer cocking movement to sear. 

EXTRACTION 

This phase of operation cycle is essentially one of two parts referred to 
as (1) primary extraction, and (2) secondary extraction. Primary extraction 
occurs simultaneously with unlocking. The rim of case, being completely 
encased by bolt head, is gripped by a circ1,1lar recessed claw-type extractor. 
During final upward throw of bolt handle, a primary extraction cam retracts 
bolt approximately 1/8" with a mechanical advantage of about 8 to 1, com-
pleting primary portion of this phase. Bolt lugs are now free of locking 
shoulders in receiver and bolt may now be moved to rear completing second 
phase of extraction. 
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EJECTION 
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Within the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head of cartridge, 
is a spring-loaded ejector. As bolt is retracted and front edge of cartridge 
reaches ejection port, pressure, along with opposing grip of extractor, ejects 
cartridge from port. Rearward motion of bolt is halted by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 

With bolt halted rearward, topmost cartridge in magazine is allowed to move 
upward against feeding lips on bottom edge of receiver, allowing itself to be moved 
ahead as bolt is advanced with a forward motion of bolt handle. Bullet guides 
cartridge into chamber via a feeding ramp on lower side of receiver. 

LOADING 

Loading cycle consists briefly of moving cartridge into chamber once it 
is free of feeding lips in receiver. 

LOCKING 

Locking cycle is accomplished by rotating bolt with a downward motion of 
boll handle, locking cartridge in chamber. Four engagements are made by this 
cycle: (1) Locking lugs on bolt head are engaged with recoil shoulders in receiver. 
(2) Head of cartridge is seated into bolt head depressing ejector and extractor 
claw is snapped over rim of cartridge. (3) Sear engages and locks firing pin in a 
cocked position by action of (4) Sear being supported from beneath by connector. 
Gun is now ready to be fired, by release of trigger. 

SAFETY 

The safety button, located on right rear of receiver, is operated by a push 
and pull action of thumb. This two-position safety has two intentional functions. 
When safety button is pulled rearward by a slight down pressure of thumb, a cam 
is brought into position under safety cam, that locks cam against firing pin head 
preventing firing. Second function of safety in this SAFE position brings an arm 
into slot in bolt preventing bolt being opened. Pushing safety button forward to 
FIHE µosition nullifies above conditions and will allow firing. 

Instructions for loading, unloading, assembly, disassembly and care are contained 
in instruction folder (RD 54 73) supplied with each Carbine. 

R2524015 



Listed below are possible "cause" and "correction" of malfunctions. Each grouping will correspond 
basically to movement of bolt as related to the Cycle of Operations. 

Quite often, during the occurrence of a malfunction, evidence of cause may be found in a careful 
study of cartridge itself. Take a look at the brass case or bullet end of unfired cartridge. 
Frequently damage will mark cartridge or bullet in some telltale manner during bolt operation. 

Excessive wear or damage to gun parts may also point up cause of gun failure, Inspect appearance 
of components after "dry" cycling action a few times (without ammunition). 

MALFUNCTIONS, POSSIBLE CAUSE AND CORRECTION 

Malfunction Cause Correction 

Firing l. Firing pin damaged. 1. Replace. 
2. Firing pin binds. 2. Free up or replace. 
3. . Firing pin protrusion faulty. 3. Replace firing pin • 
4. Trigger assembly out of adjustment. 4. Adjust. 
s. Faulty ammunition. 5. Replace ammunition. 

Unlocking l. See Extraction. 1. See Extraction. 
2. Upset extraction cam on bolt handle. 2. Smooth up bolt handle cam. 
3. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 3. De burr. 
4. Blown or set back primer on shell. 4. Ammunition may be at fault. 

Extraction l. Fouled, rough, or enlarged chamber. 1. Polish if fouled or rough. Replace 
barrel assembly if enlarged. 

2. Extractor broken or damaged • 2. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
3. Not enough hook space on extractor. 3. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
4. Height of claw not correct. 4. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
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Malfunction 

Bolt Binds 

Ejection 

Bolt Pulls 
Out 

Feeding 

Loading 

MALFUNCTIONS, POSSIBLE CAUSE AND CORRECTION 
(Continued} 

Cause 

1. Guard screws protrude into bolt track. 
2. Receiver plug screws protrude into 

bolt track, 
3. Bolt handle interferes in stock. 
4. Damage at rear of bolt lugs. 

1. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
2. Ejector binds or fails to retract far 

enough. 
3. Extractor binds. 

1. Bolt stop or bolt release binds. 
2. Bolt stop or bolt release broken. 
3. Bolt stop spring damaged. 

1 • Magazine follower binds. 
2. Weak or defective follower spring. 
3. Magazine spring caught under guard. 
4. Damaged chamfer on bolt head. 
5. Tabs on follower bent. 

1 • Damaged receiver rails. 
2. Sharp edge - rear end of chamber. 
3. Rough loading ramp in receiver. 

Correction 

1. File ends of screws. 
2 • File ends of screws. 

3. Clear stock or fit new stock. 
4. Stooo to blend. Check head space. 

1. Deburr. 
2. Free up or replace. 

3. Adjust or fit new extractor (and rivet). 

1. Free up. 
2. Replace. 
3. Replace. 

1. Adjust side angle on magazine. 
2. Replace spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Replace bolt, or stone smooth. 
s. Straighten or replace follower. 

1. Polish or reshape. 
2. Remove sharpness. 
3. Polish ramp. 

...... ..... 
0 ..... 
N 
IO 
N 
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MALFUNCTIONS, POSSIBLE CAUSE AND CORRECTION 
(Continued) 

Malfunction Cause Correction 

Locking 1. Shallow throat. 1. Ream. 
2. Min. head space. 2. Re-head. 
3. Damaged chamber. 3. Re-head. 
4. Extractor interferes with shell rim. 4. Fit new extractor (grind relief 

in new extractor behind claw) , "T.I .... 
s. Ejector binds or fails to retract far s. Free up or replace • tr.I 

b enoµgh. tl ~ 
6. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 6. Deburr. 00 tr:I 
7. Sharp corners in bolt lugs. 7. Stone radius. tr.I E: 

~-<:Z 
-Q 

Cocking 1. Trigger adjusting screw at rear out 1. Adjust. () t-'J 

(see Trigger of adjustment (improper horizontal 
tr.10 

Adjustment) engagement of sear and connector). E: z 
):» 

2. Improper vertical engagement of sear 2. Fit new trigger assembly. z 
and connector. c:: 

3. Trigger doesn't retract. 3. Fit new trigger assembly. ):» 
~ 

4. Corners on sear or connector rounded. 4. Fit new sear and safety cam 
or connector. 

Bulges or 1. Oversize chamber. 1. Replace barrel assembly. 
Blows Cases 2. Max. head space • 2. Fit new bolt. 

Safety 1. Safe binds (safe works hard). 1. Free up. 
2. Safety snap washer stretched out 2. Replace washer or reseat in . :;:: E: (safe works too freely). safety pivot pin slot. 'ti~ 0 ;;a 3. Safety damaged. 3. Replace safety. ~""' 

I\) IQ c:: t:J 
c.n <l> ;:J tr.I 
I\) ~~ .i::o. N ..,. O'I 0 ~00 ..... 
co ~ 0 
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Malfunction 

Accuracy 

- Group 
Size 

- Point of 
Impact 

MALFUNCTIONS, POSSIBLE CAUSE AND CORRECTION 
(Continued} 

Cause Correction 

1. Crown of barrel damaged. 1. Recrown. 
2. Barrel bore fouled. 2. Lead or replace barrel. 
3. Enlarged bore. 3. Replace barrel. 
4. Improper bedding of barrel in stock. 4. Refloat barrel. 
5. Loose sights. 5. Tighten or re pl.ace. 

1. Barrel not straight. 1. Straighten or replace barrel. 
2. Improper or loose sights. 2. Tighten or change sights. 
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The Remington Model 600 is a light weight, compact length carbine. This bolt 
action repeater is produced in a number of center fire calibers. A fixed box 
magazine may be top loaded to full capacity. Open sights - bead ramp front 
and adjustable rear - are mounted on a ventilated rib barrel. The receiver is 
drilled and tapped for telescope or receiver sights. 

This SERVICE MANUAL supplement includes a brief design function, recommended 
method of disassembly, and assembly of each part. Any necessary adjustment or 
care in assembly is included. A final section on malfunctions and a complete 
index of gun parts completes the supplement. Close-up line drawings as well as 
a complete sectional view serve to illustrate text. 

The Instruction Folder/Parts List, Form RD 54 73, packaged with each gun gives 
operating instructions I care and maintenance for the Remington Model 600. A 
breakdown of part prices, service 1 and shipping instructions is included. 

Precaution: Make sure no live cartridges remain in gun before cleaning 1 

servicing, or shipping. 
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Index 

Bolt Final Assembly 
Bolt Final Assembly 

Includes: 
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Components 

Bolt Assembly ............ 
Firing Pin Assembly •••••• 
Ejector 
Ejector Pin ........................................ 
Ejector Spring 
Extractor 
Extractor Rivet 

. . . . . 

Firing Pin Assembly 
Includes: 

Components 

Bolt Plug 
Firing Pin 

.............................. 
Firing Pin Cross Pin 
Firing Pin Head 
Main Spring 

...... 

Front Sight Assembly 
Includes: 

........................................ 
Front Sight 
Front Sight Bead 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 

Rear Sight Assembly 
Includes: 

............................................ 
Elevation Screw 
Rear Sight Base 
Rear Sight Eyepiece 
Rear Sight Leaf 
Windage Screw .............................. 

................................................ Sight Screw (4) 
Sight Washer (4) 
Rear Sight Wrench 

Rib 
Rear Sight Nut 
Rib Screw ( 4) 

Trigger Guard 
Front Guard Screw 
Rear Guard Screw 
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Stock Assembly 
Includes: 
Butt Plate 

.............................................. 

Butt Plate Screw (2) 

Stock Assembly Components 

Magazine Assembly 
Magazine Support Screw 
Magazine Follower 
Magazine Spring 
Magazine Spacer (222 Rem.) 

Safety Assembly 
Includes: 
Safety Detent Ball 
Safety Detent Spring 
Safety Pivot Pin 
Safety Snap Washer 

Trigger Assembly 
Trigger Assembly 

Includes: 
Components 

Sear and Safety Cam Assembly 
Sear Spring 
Trigger 
Trigger Connector 
Trigger Spring 
Trigger Pin 
Trigger Housing 
Trigger Adjusting Screw (2) 
Trigger Stop Screw 

Trigger Adjustment 

Bolt Stop 
Bolt Stor: Spring 
Bolt Stop Pin 

Barrel Assembly 
Includes: 
Barrel 
Barrel Bracket 
Barrel Stud 
Receiver 
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Sling Strap Assembly and Mounting Complete 
Includes: 
Front Swivel Nut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . 
Front Swivel Screw ................................... 
Rear Swivel Screw ................................... 
Sling Strap Assembly 
Swivel Assembly (2) Q. D. ............................. 

Cycle of Operation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. . 
Malfunctions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . 
Sectional View ........................................... 
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Assembly 

1 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY is designed (1) to close and lock action against 
chambered round in barrel for firing, and (2) contain the firing, extraction, 
ejection, and cocking parts. 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Push safety assembly forward to FIRE position. Lift 
bolt handle to unlock and open action. Pull bolt rearward until bolt stop 
halts bolt. Insert small tool against bolt stop and press downward. See 
sketch below. This will release bolt. Withdraw bolt final assembly from 
gun. 

Press Here (Bolt Stop) 

To Service The bolt assembly component of Bolt Final Assembly is serially 
numbered to match the serial number on the gun. Selective assembly at 
factory is required for replacement. However, the firing, cocking, extractor, 
and ejector parts are interchangeable and may be replaced with no factory 
adjustment required. 

To Re a s s e m b 1 e (To Gun) Push safety forward to FIRE position. Insert 
bolt to gun with lugs QOsitioned horizontally ahead of safety. Push bolt 
forward, by upraised handle, until bolt stop snaps into place to lock bolt 
in gun. 

Note: Bolt must remain "cocked" to put into gun. If bolt becomes uncocked, 
firing pin head will be forward and show as nearly flush to bolt plug at 
rear. TO COCK BOLT, hold firing pin head firmly to prevent movement; 
then turn bolt with handle. Bolt will cam on cocking surface (beneath 
handle) against firing pin head. Continue turning bolt handle until 
cocking notch on rear engages firing pin head. Bolt is then cocked 
and ready for re-entry to gun. 

R2524026 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Include Bolt Assembly, Ejector, 
Ejector Pin, Ejector Spring, Extractor, Extractor Rivet, and Firing Pin Assembly -
which includes Bolt Plug, Firing Pin, Firing Pin Cross Pin, Firing Pin Head, 
Main Spring. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY from BOLT ASSEMBLY 

To Dis as s em b 1 e Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Hold 
firing pin head in secure grip and pull away remainder of assembly 
until separation is visible at rear of bolt plug. Insert thin washer 
(or coin) in separation (see sketch below). Then turn bolt plug to 
unscrew firing pin assembly from bolt assembly. 

To Service Firing pin assembly is interchangeable. May be 
replaced as a unit w i1h no factory adjustment required. 
Replacement of bolt assembly requires selective assembly for 
proper function. 

To Re as s em b 1 e Hold washer (or coin) separation between firing 
pin head and bolt plug. Insert firing pin assembly into bolt 
assembly. Turn bolt plug to screw firing pin assembly into 
position. Position final turn of plug until channel in bottom of 
plug matches small cocking notch on rear rim of bolt. See 
sketch below. Then remove separation washer (or coin) to 
allow firing pin head to snap into cocking notch. 

Channel 

Firing Pin Head 

Separation 

( 
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MODEL 600 
Assembly 

3 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Continued 

EJECTOR - EJECTOR SPRING (in Bolt Assembly) is designed to exert 
outward pressure against base of seated cartridge. After extraction, the 
ejector pushes cartridge away from bolt face. The opposing grip of the 
extractor then assists ejection by spinning cartridge from gun. 

To Dis as s e m b 1 e Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Drive 
out ejector pin. Pull out and disassemble ejector and ejector 
spring from bolt face. See sketch below. 

Ejector 

Ejector Spring 

/ 
~ ,/.# .,,_.? 

Drive Here 

~-
~-/~ 

Ejector Pin ~ 

To Service Interchangeable with no adjustment required. 

To Re as s em bl e Insert ejector spring and ejector into bolt face. 
Push in ejector and hold against ejector spring tension. Line up 
ejector pin slot in ejector to pin hole in bolt. Drive in ejector 
pin. 

Note: Ejector, when reassembled, must have free 
plunging motion for proper ejection operation. 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Continued 

EXTRACTOR - EXTRACTOR RIVET (in Bolt Assembly) is designed to pull 
cartridge from chamber. During subsequent ejection, a spinning motion is 
imparted to cartridge by extractor. 

To Dis as s em b 1 e Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Remove 
ejector. Drive out extractor rivet - from outside of bolt. See sketch 
below. Remove rivet from inside of bolt rim. Dislodge loosened 
extractor and disassemble from inside of bolt rim. 

Drive Here 

Ejector 

Extractor 

To Service Interchangeable. However,ex:tracta: rivet will mutilate 
when extractor is disassembled. Use replacement rivet to secure 
extractor properly, when reassembled. Use fired cartridge case to 
check extractor tension. 

To Re assemble Position extractor within rim in bolt face. Line 
up with riv.et hole in bolt. Insert replacement extractor rivet into 
extractor to protrude from outside of bolt. Support head of rivet 
inside bolt rim; then - peen over protruding end of rivet to tighten 
extractor in bolt. Reassemble ejector to bolt. 

( 

c 

( 
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MODEL 600 
Assembly 

s 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Continued 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS include: 
Firing Pin, Main Spring, Bolt Plug, Firing Pin Head, 
Firing Pin Cross Pin (In Firing Pin Assembly) 

To Dis a s s em b 1 e Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Separate 

Firing Pin 

firing pin assembly (with holding washer). Unscrew and disassemble 
from bolt assembly. Hold firing pin head securely (in separation 
from bolt plug) and drive out firing pin cross pin. See sketch below. 
All parts of firing pin assembly should separate for disassembly. 

Precaution: Main spring is under tension. 

Main Spring 

/ Bolt Plug 

Separation 
Washer 

To Service - All parts in firing pin assembly are interchangeable. 
No factory fitting required. However, if replacing firing pin, a 
hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is necessary. To do 
this, use a No. 42 size drill (.093"). 

Assemble shank of replacement firing pin into firing pin head. 
Make sure recess in head is clear and free of any obstruction. 
Seat shank of firing pin firmly into firing pin head. Align drill 
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FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Continued 

thru cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill thru firing pin 
shank. See sketch below. 

Drill Here 
(Use No. 42 drill) 

~Firing Pin 

"Firing Pin Head 

To Reassemble Reassemble all parts of FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY. 
Hold bolt plug retracted against tension of reassembled mainspring. 
·Insert firing pin cross pin thru firing pin head and shank of firing 
pin. Release tension on bolt plug. 

( 
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FRONT SIGHT ASSEMBLY Includes Front Sight, Front Sight Bead. 

To Dis assemble Unscrew sight screw (2). A thin white nylon 
sight washer (2) is seated under sight screw head. Lift and 
disassemble front sight assembly from rib on barrel. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement, 
metal bead is factory welded to front sight. 
assembly. 

However, bright 
Replace as an 

To Reassemble Reposition front sight assembly upon rib-. 
Align sight holes to matching holes in barrel studs. Screw 
in sight screws (2) to secure front sight assembly to barrel. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY includes Elevation Screw, Rear Sight Base, 
Rear Sight Eyepiece, Rear Sight Leaf, Windage Screw. 

To Disassemble Unscrew sight screw (2) in rear sight base. 
A thin white nylon sight washer (2) is seated under sight screw 
head. Lift and disassemble rear sight assembly from rib on 
barrel. 

To Service All parts of rear sight assembly are interchangeable. 
No factory fitting required. 

Note: A rear sight nut is seated under rib to tighten rear sight 
screw to rib. Rib must be removed to service this nut. 
See RIB Disassembly. 

To Reassemble Relocate rear sight assembly to rib on barrel. 
Screw in sight screw to tighten front of base to barrel stud. 
Tighten sight screw at rear of sight base into rear sight nut 
which underlies rib. 

R2524032 
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REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS 

REAR SIGHT EYEPIECE 
ELEVATION SCREW is designed to tighten position of rear sight 
eyepiece at any selected elevation. 

To Dis as s em b 1 e A small rear sight wrench is supplied with 
each gun. This wrench fits into small socket head of elevation 
screw to turn elevation screw. Unscrew to loosen eyepiece. 
Slide rear sight eyepiece up and disassemble from rear sight 
leaf. Use wrench also for windage screw. 

REAR SIGHT BASE 
REAR SIGHT LEAF 
WINDAGE SCREW is designed to tighten rear sight leaf at any 
selected windage position on base. 

To Dis as s em b 1 e Unscrew and remove windage screw. 
Lift and disassemble rear sight leaf from rear sight base. 

To Service 
required. 

All parts are interchangeable. No factory fitting 

Note: Rear sight base for 35 Rem. Caliber is slightly higher 
than base used for other calibers • 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. 

RIB is designed of Du Pont "Zytel" to provide a light weight; matted sight 
line and for location of sights. 

To Disassemble 
rib screw (4). 

Remove front and rear sights. Unscrew and remove 
Lift and disassemble rib from barrel. 

Note: When rib is removed, a small rear sight nut will also 
disassemble from beneath the rearmost rear sight hole. 

To Service Rib is interchangeable with no adjustment required. 

To Re as s em b 1 e Follow reverse order, taking care that rear sight nut 
is placed beneath rib in proper position. 

( 
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TRIGGER GUARD is designed of light weight Du Pont "Zytel" material to 
enclose trigger, magazine, and mount front and rear guard screws for assembling 
stock to receiver. 

To Dis assemble Unscrew front guard screw, rear guard screw. 
Lift away and disassemble trigger guard. 

Note: Stock assembly can also be disassembled when trigger 
guard is removed. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. Make certain both front and 
rear guard screws are tightened evenly and securely to receiver. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY is designed with Monte Carlo, pistol grip, and custom . 
checkered at grip and fore end, lacquer finished. 

To Dis a s s em b 1 e Unscrew both front and rear trigger guard screws. 
Remove trigger guard. Lift away and disassemble stock assembly from 
barrel and action. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 
Replacement includes stock, butt plate, butt plate screw (2), reinforcing 
screw (2). Barrel is free floating. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. Tighten guard screws securely. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS 

BUTT PIATE 
BUTT PIATE SCREW (2) 

To Dis as s em b 1 e Unscrew and remove butt plate screw (2). 
Disassemble butt plate from stock. 

To Service Replacement butt plate may be fitted to stock. Some 
sanding to match outline of stock may be required. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. 
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MAGAZINE ASSEMBLY is "fixed" box design for top loading operation only. 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Unscrew guard screws and remove trigger guard. 
Remove loosened stock assembly. Unscrew magazine support screw (1). 
Loosen and disassemble magazine a·ssembly. 

Note: Magazine follower and magazine spring will disassemble 
when magazine assembly is removed. Magazine spacer, 
used for 222 Rem. Caliber, will also disassemble. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 
Magazine assembly is factory listed to include magazine and magazine 
support. 

To Re a s s e m b 1 e Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine follower 
and spring are held tightly enclosed as magazine is reassembled. Locate 
magazine fully into magazine cavity from bottom of receiver. Magazine 
support at front magazine should seat against bottom of receiver. Insert 
support screw and turn to tighten magazine assembly in position. 

MAGAZINE FOLLOWER 
MAGAZINE SPRING are designed to feed cartridges from magazine into 
loading position as bolt is operated. 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Remove trigger guard. Remove stock. Remove 
magazine assembly. Magazine follower and magazine spring will disassemble 
freely from magazine assembly. Lift rear of magazine spring and slide· back 
to disass~mble from magazine follower. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 

To Re a s s em b 1 e Follow reverse order. Make certain magazine 
assembly (with enclosed follower and spring} is snapped fully into magazine 
cavity in receiver from below. Tighten magazine securely with magazine 
support screw. 

( 
' 

( 
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MAGAZINE SPACER 
caliber cartridge • 

is designed for load spacing use with smaller .222 Rem. 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Remove trigger guard. Remove stock assembly. 
Remove magazine assembly, magazine follower, magazine spring. Disassemble 
magazine spacer from magazine assembly. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 

To Re as s e m b 1 e Follow reverse order. Ma~e sure magazine follower and 
spring function properly with assembled spacer. 

SAFETY ASSEMBLY in rear, ON SAFE stop position, to (1) support safety 
cam against cocked firing pin head and prevent release, (2) to cam up and 
prevent closed bolt from rotating to open action. In safety a nylon detent 
ball, under tension, slips into either detent position in trigger assembly. 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trigger guard. 
Remove stock assembly. Slide off and disassemble safety snap washer. Lift 
off and disassemble safety detent spring. Pull out and disassemble safety 
pivot pin. Disassemble small nylon safety detent ball from hole position in 
safety assembly. Slide loosened safety assembly to rear and disassemble 
from trigger assembly. See Sectional View. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement assembly. Safety assembly 
is a factory-welded assembly of safety and corrugated safety thumbpiece. 
All other parts designed to operate and position safety assembly (as listed in 
preceding paragraph} are interchangeable as replacements also. No adjustment 
required. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. 
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TRIGGER ASSEMBLY is designed to house the fire control parts of the action. 
These parts include housing, sear and safety cam assembly, sear spring, trigger, 
trigger adjusting screw (2), trigger connector, trigger pin, trigger spring, trigger 
stop screw, and sear pin (2). 

To. Dis as s em b 1 e Remove bolt final assembly and trigger guard. Remove 
stock assembly. Tap out sear pin (2), left to right. Pull out and disassemble 
trigger assembly from receiver. See Sectional View. 

To Service Trigger assembly may be replaced as a complete interchangeable 
assembly. See listing above. When ordered, slave pins (2) hold sear and safety 
cam assembly in housing. Remove slave pin (2) and use existing sear pin (2) to 
assemble trigger assembly to receiver. No adjustment required. 

To Re ass em b 1 e Hold sear and safety cam assembly in housing to align sear 
pin holes to receiver. Insert sear pin (2). Make sure pins do not protrude into bolt 
stop slot in receiver. Seat pins only flush with this slot. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS See below for component listing (in sequence). 

SEAR AND SAFETY CAM ASSEMBLY is matched set of components. An 
engaging surface at rear shoulder of both is ground to bear equally against, 
cocking notch in firing pin head. (l} The safety cam part when supported 
from beneath by safety engages firing pin head to hold hrad in cocked 
position. This ON SAFE support by safety cam prevents release of spring
loaded firing pin, hence no'"firing" can occur. (2) The "matched" engaging 
surface on sear part also when supported from beneath by trigger connector 
cannot release the spring loaded firing pin for "firing" unless connector is 
pulled by trigger out of engagement with sear. 

To Dis as s e m b 1 e Remove trigger as sernbly. See TRIGGER ASSEMBLY 
removal. Lift away and disassemble loosened sear .and safety cam. 
Shake out underlying sear spring. See Sectional View. 

( 

( 
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To Service Interchangeable as "matched" assembly. However, 
re-adjustment of trigger connector engagement may be required. 

T o Re as s em bl e Follow reverse order. Make sure sear spring 
reassembles to function properly under sear and safety cam. 
Engage flat end of sear spring upwards against sear and safety 
cam. Closed end of sear spring seats into housing. 

TRIGGER & TRIGGER CONNECTOR are designed to support sear in 
"cocked" engagement with firing pin head. As trigger is pulled, trigger 
connector is disengaged from lower shoulder on sear. Unsupported sear 
then is forced down by forward motion of firing pin. Hence, gun is "fired". 

To D is as s e m b 1 e Remove stock assembly. Remove magazine 
assembly. Tap out trigger pin. Pull out and disassemble 
loosened trigger and trigger connector. 

Note: Care must be taken to prevent dislodging 
trigger spring. 

To S e r v i c e Both trigger and trigger connector are interchangeable. 
No factory adjustment required. However, a check for trigger pull 
and weight may be required. See TRIGGER ADJUSTMENT. 

To Re as s e m bl e Locate trigger connector on trigger. Position 
assembled trigger and trigger connector into housing. Align trigger 
to trigger pin hole in housing. Make certain trigger spring remains 
assembled to forward trigger adjusting l=lCrew as trigger and trigger 
connector are reassembled. Reassemble trigger pin and tap into 
housing. 

TRIGGER HOUSING 
Trigger Assembly. 

is designed to "house" the components of the 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Remove stock assembly. Remove sear pins to 
disassemble trigger assembly from receiver. Disassemble safety 
assembly, sear and safety cam assembly, sear spring, trigger, 
trigger connector, trigger spring, trigger adj us ting screw (2), 
trigger stop screw. 

To Service Trigger housing interchangeable as replacement. No 
factory assembly required. 
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To Reassemble Follow reverse order. Res take adjusting screws 
to secure in location. 

TRIGGER ADJUSTMENT See Sketch below. Remove stock assembly 
and trigger guard • 

Engagement View Hole 

Stop Screw 

Adjusting Screw 
Adjusting. Screw 

Trigger Spring 
Trigger Pin 

IMPORTANT: No adjustment or removal of trigger adjusting screw at rear is 
recommended unless for replacement. This trigger adjusting 
screw at rear is adjusted at factory and provides correct amount 
of supporting trigger connector engagement beneath sear. This 
engagement of sear to top of trigger connector can be seen thru 
hole in housing (with safety forward in FIRE position). 

Note: All adjusting (2) and stop (I} screws are factory sealed with an 
adhesive cement. 

Pu 11 of Trigger is adjusted to des ired weight by turning trigger 
adjusting screw at front. Turn screw inward or clockwise for heavier 
weight of pull. Turn screw outward or counter clockwise for lighter 
weight of pull. 

Travel of Trigger is adjusted by turning trigger stop screw in front 
of housing. To reduce trigger travel, place bolt in receiver to "cock" 
action. Then (1) turn trigger stop screw inward or clockwise until 
firing pin will not fall or gun "fire" as trigger is pulled; (2) Cock gun 
again and back off stop screw counter clockwise until firing pin will 
fall or gun "fire". This method of adjustment will allow least amount· 
of trigger overtra vel. 

( 
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BOLT STOP is designed to limit rearward travel of bolt final assembly in 
receiver as action is opened. 

To Dis assemble Remove bolt final assembly. Remove stock assembly. 
Partially disassemble trigger assembly by tapping out sear pin only at 
front of assembly. Drop trigger assembly only enough to clear bolt stop 
pin hole in receiver. See sketch below. Tap out bolt stop pin. 
Disassemble bolt stop and bolt stop spring. 

Bolt Stop Spring 

To Service Bolt stop and bolt stop spring interchangeable as replacement. 
No adjustment required. 

To Re ass em b 1 e Follow reverse order. Make sure bolt stop spring 
located properly in bolt stop notch and seats correctly against receiver 
in bolt slot. Reassemble trigger assembly to receiver. · 
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BARREL ASSEMBLY 
stud (6), receiver. 
assembly. 

is factory-listed to include barrel, barrel bracket, barrel 
Special factory processes join the components of this 

To D i s as s e m b 1 e Remove sights and rib. 
Remove trigger guard and stock assembly. 
assemblies. Remove bolt stop and spring. 
plug screws (5). 

Remove bolt final assembly. 
Remove magazine and trigger 

Unscrew and remove receiver 

To Service Selective assembly at factory as replacement. Special 
gauges and fixture and factory processing is required for proper operation 
with bolt final assembly. Replace as an assembly. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. 

{ 

( 

( 
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SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY and MOUNTINGS COMPLETE (Part No. 25ggo) 

MODEL 600 
Assembly 
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include 
front swivel nut, front swivel screw, rear swivel screw, sling strap assembly, 
swivel assembly (2). 

Note: Sling strap assembly includes strap, rear keeper, front keeper, 
fastener. Strap is 7/8" wide. Swivel assemblies are quick
detachable {Q • D.) type. 

Assembly Swivel Screws to Stock 

Rear Swivel Screw - Use No. 15 size drill {.180"). Locate screw hole 
2 1/2 inches from toe of stock (minus butt plate}. Drill hole 1 inch deep 
at goo with bottom line of stock. Countersink this drilled hole with 
No. 1 size (.228") drill to depth of 1/8 inch. This countersink allows 
for seating shoulder on swivel screw. 

Front Swivel Screw Use No. 13 drill 
Front Swivel Nut Use 3/8 inch drill. 
Locate screw hole approx. 3 inches from front end of stock. Drill hole 
completely thru stock at goo with barrel radius stock cut •. Countersink 
barrel radius cut into this drilled hole to depth of .225 inches. Counter
sink allows for seating of front swivel nut. Assemble front swivel thru 
hole and tighten to stock with front swivel nut. 

Assembly Swivel Assembly (2) Q.D. 
Swivel assembly {same for front and rear) can be assembled to swivel screw in 
stock as follows. Press against spring loaded release plunger to lift locking 
plate from attachment pin. Swing plate to clear attachment pin. 

Locking Plate 

Attachment Pin 

7/8" Swivel {Q.D.) 

Release Plunger 

After attaching to swivel screw, swing and lower locking plate upon attachment 
pin. This will lock swivel to screw. 

R2524042 
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SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY and MOUNrINGS COMPLETE Continued 

Assembly Strap to Assembled Swivels 
Remove front keeper (band) if on strap. Insert tongue of strap thru rear swivel. 
Then loop strap back and thru attached rear keeper. Draw strap thru keeper 
until tight loop is made against rear swivel. Slide front keeper on free end of 
strap. Then ihsert strap thru front swiyel and double strap back thru attached 
front keeper. Assemble brass fastener thru matching slots in strap to join 
strap in desired position. 

Note: To disassemble strap from rifle, simply unsnap quick 
detachable (Q.D.} swivels from swivel screws in stock. 
Remove strap and attached swivels from stock. 

c 
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Model 600 Carbine is a light weight, high power, bolt action, fixed 
magazine repeater chambered for a number of center fire calibers. The vent 
rib barrel makes it a natural sighter, plus receiver being drilled and tapped 
ready to accept most popular makes of scopes and mounts. Basic operation 
of bolt is similar to most rifles of this type. Movement of bolt handle upward 
and fully back opens; forward and down closes and locks bolt. 

FIRING 

Firing cycle is basically release of a spring-loaded firing pin for purpose 
of striking primer of cartridge and igniting same. More specifically, pulling or 
squeezing of trigger moves connector forward leaving sear uns'upported against 
"cocked" firing pin head. With support removed, sear is cammed down by 
spring-loaded firing pin and main spring drives firing pin forward to strike 
primer. 

UNLOCKING 

Raising bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head from recoil shoulders 
in receiver. 

COCKING 

Cocking takes place as bolt handle is raised. A cam at rear of rotating 
bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward and holds it in cocked position, in a 
notch at rear of bolt. See LOCKING for transfer cocking movement to sear. 

EXTRACTION 

This phase of operation cycle is essentially one of two parts referred to 
as (1) primary extraction, and (2) secondary extraction. Primary extraction 
occurs simultaneously with unlocking. The rim of case, being completely 
encased by bolt head, is gripped by a circular recessed claw-type extractor. 
During final upward throw of bolt handle, a primary extraction cam retracts 
bolt approximately 1/8" with a mechanical advantage of about 8 to 1, com
pleting primary portion of this phase. Bolt lugs are now free of locking 
shoulders in receiver and bolt may now be moved to rear completing second 
phase of extraction. 
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EJECTION 
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Within the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head of cartridge, 
is a spring-loaded ejector. As bolt is retracted and front edge of cartridge 
reaches ejection port, pressure, along with opposing grip of extractor, ejects 
cartridge from port. Rearward motion of bolt is halted by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 

With bolt halted rearward, topmost cartridge in magazine is allowed to move 
upward against feeding lips on bottom edge of receiver, allowing itself to be moved 
ahead as bolt is advanced with a forward motion of bolt handle. Bullet guides 
cartridge into chamber via a feeding ramp on lower side of receiver. 

LOADING 

Loading cycle consists briefly of moving cartridge into chamber once it 
is free of feeding lips in receiver. 

LOCKING 

Locking cycle is accomplished by rotating bolt with a downward motion of 
bolt handle, locking cartridge in chamber. Four engagements are made by this 
cycle: (1) Locking lugs on bolt head are engaged with recoil shoulders in receiver. 
(2) Head of cartridge is seated into bolt head depressing ejector and extractor 
claw is snapped over rim of cartridge. (3) Sear engages and locks firing pin in a 
cocked position by action of (4} Sear being supported from beneath by connector. 
Gun is now ready to be fired, by release of trigger. 

SAFETY 

The safety button, located on right rear of receiver, is operated by a push 
and pull action of thumb. This two-position safety has two intentional functions. 
When safety button is pulled rearward by a slight down pressure of thumb, a cam 
is brought into position under safety cam, that locks cam against firing pin head 
preventing firing. Second function of safety in this SAFE position brings an arm 
into slot in bolt preventing bolt being opened. Pushing safety button forward to 
FIRE position nullifies above conditions and will allow firing. 

Instructions for loading, unloading, assembly, disassembly and care are contained 
in instruction folder (RD 54 73) supplied with each Carbine. 

( 

( 
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Listed below are possible "cause" and "correction" of malfunctions. Each grouping will correspond 
basically to movement of bolt as related to the Cycle of Operations. 

Quite often, during the occurrence of a malfunction, evidence of cause may be found in a careful 
study of cartridge itself. Take a look at the brass case or bullet end of unfired cartridge. 
Frequently damage will mark cartridge or bullet in some telltale manner during bolt operation. 

Excessive wear or damage to gun parts may also point up cause of gun failure. Inspect appearance 
of components after "dry" cycling action a few times (without ammunition). 

MALFUNCTIONS, POSSIBLE CAUSE AND CORRECTION 

Malfunction Cause Correction 

Firing 1. Firing pin damaged. 1. Replace. 
2. Firing pin binds. 2. Free up or replace, 
3. Firing pin protrusion faulty. 3. Replace firing pin. 
4. Trigger assembly out of adjustment. 4. Adjust. 
5. Faulty ammunition. 5. Replace ammunition. 

Unlocking 1. See Extraction. 1. See Extraction. 
2. Upset extraction cam on bolt handle. 2. Smooth up bolt handle cam. 
3. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 3. De burr. 
4. Blown or set back primer on shell. 4. Ammunition may be at fault. 

Extraction I. Fouled, rough, or enlarged chamber. 1. Polish if fouled or rough. Replace 
barrel assembly if enlarged. 

2. Extractor broken or damaged. 2. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
3. Not enough nook space on extractor. 3. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
4. Height of claw not correct. 4. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
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MALFUNCTIONS, POSSIBLE CAUSE AND CORRECTION 
(Continued) 

Cause 

1. Guard screws protrude into bolt track. 
2. Receiver plug screws protrude into 

bolt track. 
3. Bolt handle interferes in stock. 
4. Damage at rear of bolt lugs • 

1. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
2. Ejector binds or fails to retract far 

enough. 
3. Extractor binds. 

1. Bolt stop or bolt release binds. 
2. Bolt stop or bolt release broken. 
3. Bolt stop spring damaged. 

1. Magazine follower binds. 
2. Weak or defective follower spring. 
3. Magazine spring caught under guard. 
4. Damaged chamfer on bolt head • 
5. Tabs on follower bent. 

1. Damaged receiver rails. 
2. Sharp edge - rear end of chamber. 
3. Rough loading ramp in receiver. 

Correction 

1. File ends of screws. 
2. File ends of screws. 

3. Clear stock or fit new stock. 
4. Stora to blend. Check head space. 

1. Deburr. 
2. Free up or replace. 

3. Adjust or fit new extractor (and rivet}. 

1. Free up. 
2. Replace. 
3. Replace. 

1. Adjust side angle on magazine. 
2. Replace spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Replace bolt, or stone smooth. 
5. Straighten or replace follower. 

1. Polish or reshape. 
2. Remove sharpness. 
3. Polish ramp. 



MALFUNCTIONS, POSSIBLE CAUSE AND CORRECTION 
(Continued) 

Malfunction Cause Correction 

Locking 1. Shallow throat. 1. Ream. 
2. Min. head space. 2. Re-head. 
3. Damaged chamber, 3. Re-head. 
4. Extractor interferes with shell rim. 4. Fit new extractor (grind relief 

in new extractor behind claw), 
"i:I 
1-1 

5. Ejector binds or fails to retract far s. Free up or replace . t:r:I 
i:-1 

enough. ti :;ti 

6. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 6. Deburr. CJ) t:r:I 

7. Sharp corners in bolt lugs. 7. Stone radius. t:r:I a: 
:;ti H 
<Z 
HQ 

Cocking 1. Trigger adjusting screw at rear out 1. Adjust. 0 t-i 

(see Trigger of adjustment (improper horizontal 
t:r:10 

Adjustment} engagement of sear and connector). ~z 
:i::o 

2. Improper vertical engagement of sear 2. Fit new trigger assembly. z 
and connector. c:: 

3. Trigger doesn't retract. 3. Fit new trigger assembly. :i::o 
t"1 

4. Corners on sear or connector rounded. 4. Fit new sear and safety cam 
or connector • 

Bulges or 1. Oversize chamber. 1. . Replace barrel assembly. 
Blows Cases 2. Max. head space. 2. Fit new bolt. 

Safety 1. Safe binds {safe works hard}. 1. Free up. 
2. Safety snap washer stretched out 2. Replace washer or reseat in :::: 

(safe works too freely). safety pivot pin slot. '1j OJ :::: 

;::o 3. Safety damaged • 3. Replace safety. Al ~ 0 
\Q s:: tJ 
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MALFUNCTIONS, POSSIBLE CAUSE AND CORRECTION 
(Continued} 

Cause 

1 • Crown of barrel damaged. 
2 • Barrel bore fouled. 
3 • Enlarged bore. 
4. Improper bedding of barrel in stock. 
5. Loose sights. 

1. Barrel not straight. 
2. Improper or loose sights. 

Correction 

1. Recrown. 
2. Lead or replace barrel. 
3. Replace barrel. 
4 • Refloa t barrel. 
5. Tighten or replace. 

1. Straighten or replace barrel. 
2. Tighten or change sights. 
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The Remington Model 600 is a light weight, compact length carbine. This bolt 
action repeater is produced in a number of center fire calibers. A fixed box 
magazine may be top loaded to full capacity. Open sights - bead ramp front 
and adjustable rear - are mounted on a ventilated rib barrel. The receiver is 
drilled and tapped for telescope or receiver sights. 

This SERVICE MANUAL supplement includes a brief design function, recommended 
method of disassembly, and assembly of each part. Any necessary adjustment or 
care in assembly is included. A final section on malfunctions and a complete 
index of gun parts completes the supplement. Close-up line drawings as well as 
a complete sectional view serve to illustrate text. 

The Instruction Folder/Parts List, Form RD 54 73, packaged with each gun gives 
operating instructions, care and maintenance for the Remington Model 600. A 
breakdown of part prices, service, and shipping instructions is included. 

Precaution: Make sure no live cartridges remain in gun before cleaning, 
servicing, or shipping. 

. ~ ·~;,: .. ,. 
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Bolt Final Assembly· 
Bolt Final Assembly 

Includes: 

............. . ...... . . ..... 
Components 

Bolt Assembly 
Firing Pin Assembly 
Ejector ......... . ... 
Ejector Pin .......................................... 
Ejector Spring 
Extractor ......... 
Extractor Rivet 
Firing Pin Assembly 

Includes: 
Components 

Bolt Plug 
Firing Pin 
Firing Pin Cross Pin 
Firing Pin Head 
Main Spring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . ....... 

Front Sight Assembly 
Includes: 

........................................... 
Front Sight 
Front Sight Bead 

Rear Sight Assembly 
Includes: 

............................................ 
Elevation Screw 
Rear Sight Base 
Rear Sight Eyepiece 
Rear Sight Leaf 
Windage Screw . . . . . . . . 

.... 

.... 
................................................ Sight Screw (4) 

Sight Washer (4) 
Rear Sight Wrench 

.................. 
............ 

Rib .... -. . . . . . . . . . . ......... . 
Rear Sight Nut 
Rib Screw (4) 

Trigger Guard 
Front Guard Screw 

· Rear Guard Screw 

. . . . . . . . . 

' 

. . . . . . ..... 
. . 

.......... 

........... 
... 
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Stock Assembly 
Includes: 
Butt Plate 
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.......................................... 

Butt Plate Screw (2) 

Stock Assembly Components .................................. 
Magazine Assembly 
Magazine Support Screw 
Magazine Follower 
Magazine Spring 
Magazine Spacer (222 Rem.) 

........... 

Safety Assembly 
Includes: 

............................................. 
Safety Detent Ball 
Safety Detent Spring 
Sufcly Pivot Pin 
Safety Snap Washer 

Trigger Assembly 
Trigger Assembly 

Includes: 
Components 

Sear and Safety Cam Assembly 
Sear Sµring 
Trigger 
Trigger Connector 
Trigger Spring 
Trigger Pin 
Trigger Housing 
Trigger Adjusting Screw (2) 
Trigger Stop Screw ..... 

Trigger Adjustment ...................................... 
·;.;: 

Bolt Stop 
Bolt StOJ.- Spring 
Bolt Stop Pin 

Barrel Assembly 
Includes: 
Barrel 
Barrel Bracket 
Barrel Stud 
Receiver 

. . . . . . ... , ..... 
............................................. 

........................ 
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Sling Strap Assembly and Mounting Complete 
Includes: 
Front Swivel Nut 
Front Swivel Screw 
Rear Swivel Screw ................................... 
Sling Strap Assembly 
Swivel Assembly (2) Q.D. 

Cycle of Operation 

Malfunctions 

. ........................... . 

Sectional View ........................................... 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY is designed (1) to close and lock action against 
chambered round in barrel for firing, and (2) contain the firing, extraction, 
ejection, and cocking parts. 

To Dis as s em b 1 e Push safety assembly forward to FIRE position. Lift 
bolt handle to unlock and open action. Pull bolt rearward until bolt stop 
halts bolt. Insert small tool against bolt stop and press downward. See 
sketch below. This will release bolt. Withdraw bolt final assembly from 
gun. f Safety (Po.ward) 

Press Here (Bolt Stop) 

To Service The bolt assembly component of Bolt Final Assembly is serially 
numbered to match the serial number on the gun. Selective assembly at 
factory is required for replacement. However, the firing, cocking, extractor, 
and ejector parts are interchangeable and may be replaced with no factory 
adjustment required. 

To Re as s e m b 1 e (To Gun) Push safety forward to FIRE pas ition. Insert 
bolt to gun with lugs positioned horizontally ahead of safety. Push bolt 
forward, by upraised handle, until t:olt stop snaps into place to lock bolt 
in gun. 

Note: Bolt must remain "cocked" to put into gun. If bolt becomes uncocked, 
firing pin head will be forward and show as nearly flush to bolt plug at 
rear. TO COCK BOLT, hold firing pin head firmly to prevent movement; 
then turn bolt with handle. Bolt will cam on cocking surface (beneath 
handle) against firing pin head. Continue turning bolt handle until 
cocking notch on rear engages firing pin head. Bolt is then cocked 
and ready for re-entry to gun. 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Include Bolt Assembly, Ejector, 
Ejector Pin, Ejector Spring, Extractor, Extractor Rivet, and Firing Pin Assembly -
which includes Bolt Plug, Firing Pin, Firing Pin Cross Pin, Firing Pin Head, 
Main Spring. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY from BOLT ASSEMBLY 

To Dis as s em b 1 e Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Hold 
firing pin head in secure grip and pull away remainder of assembly 
until separation is visible at rear of bolt plug. Insert thin washer 
(or coin) in separation (see sketch below). Then turn bolt plug to 
unscrew firing pin assembly from bolt assembly. 

To Service Firing pin assembly is interchangeable. May be 
replaced as a unit with no factory adjustment required. 
Replacement of bolt assembly requires selective assembly for 
proper function. 

To Re a s s e m b 1 e Hold washer (or coin) separation between firing 
pin head and bolt plug. Insert firing pin assembly into bolt 
assembly. Turn bolt plug to screw firing pin assembly into 
posit ion. Position final turn of plug until channel in bottom of 
plug matches small cocking notch on rear rim of bolt. See 
sketch below. Then remove separation washer (or coin) to 
allow firing pin head to snap into cocking notch. 

Cocking Notch 

\ Channel 

Firing Pin Head 

Separation 
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EJECTOR - EJECTOR SPRING (in Bolt Assembly) is designed to exert 
outward pressure against base of seated cartridge. After extraction, the 
ejector pushes cartridge away from bolt face. The opposing grip of the 
extractor then assists ejection by spinning cartridge from gun. 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Drive 
out ejector pin. Pull out and disassemble ejector and ejector 
spring from bolt face. See sketch below. 

Ejector 

Ejector Spring 

Drive Here 

~-/~ 
Ejector Pin ~ 

Service Interchangeable with no adjustment required. 

Re as s em b 1 e Insert ejector spring and ejector into bolt face. 
Push in ejector and hold against ejector spring tension. Line up 
ejector pin slot in ejector to pin hole in bolt. Drive in ejector 
pin. 

Note: Ejector, when reassembled, must have free 
plunging motion for pr9per ejection operation. 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Continued 

EXTRACTOR - EXTRACTOR RIVET (in Bolt Assembly} is designed to pull 
cartridge from chamber. During subsequent ejection, a spinning motion is 
imparted to cartridge by extractor. 

To D i s a s s e m bl e Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Remove 
ejector. Drive out extractor rivet - from outside of bolt. See sketch 
below. Remove rivet from inside of bolt rim. Dislodge loosened 
extractor and disassemble from inside of bolt rim. 

Drive Here 

Ejector 

Extractor 

To Service Interchangeable. However, extrad:cr rivet will mutilate 
when extractor is disassembled. Use replacement rivet to secure 
extractor properly, when reassembled. Use fired cartridge case to 
check extractor tension. 

To Re assemble Position extractor within rim in bolt face. Line 
up with rivet hole in bolt. Insert replacement extractor rivet into 
extractor to protrude from outside of pelt. Support head of rivet 
inside bolt rim; then - peen over protruding end of rivet to tighten 
extractor in bolt. Reassemble ejector to bolt. 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Continued 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS include: 
Firing Pin, Main Spring, Bolt Plug, Firing Pin Head, 
Firing Pin Cross Pin (In Firing Pin Assembly} 

To Dis ass e rn b 1 e Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Separate 

Firing Pin 

firing pin assembly (with holding washer}. Unscrew and disassemble 
from bolt assembly. Hold firing pin head securely (in separation 
from bolt plug) and drive out firing pin cross pin. See sketch below. 
All parts of firing pin assembly should separate for disassembly. 

Precaution: Main spring is under tension. 

Main Spring 

Bolt Plug 

Separation 
Washer 

Pin) 

To Service All parts in firing pin assembly are interchangeable. 
No factory fitting required. However, if replacing firing pin, a 
hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is necessary. To do 
this, use a No. 42 size drill (.093"). 

Assemble shank of replacemen! firing pin into firing pin head. 
Make sure recess in head is clear and free of any obstruction. 
Seat shank of firing pin firmly into firing pin head. Align drill 
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FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Continued 

thru eras s pin hole in firing pin head. Drill thru firing pin 
shank. See sketch below. 

Drill Here 
(Use No. 42 drill) 

""fidng Pin Hcdd 

To Re ass em b 1 e Reassemble all parts of FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY. 
Hold bolt plug retracted against tension of reassembled mainspring. 
Insert firing pin cross pin thru firing pin head and shank of firing 
pin. Release tens ion on bolt plug. 
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FRONT SIGHT ASSEMBLY Includes Front Sight, Front Sight Bead. 

To Dis as s em bl e Unscrew sight screw (2). A thin white nylon 

sight washer (2} is seated under sight screw head. Lift and 
disassemble front sight assembly from rib on barrel. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement, 
metal bead is factory welded to front sight. 
assembly. 

However, bright 
Replace as an 

To Re assemble Reposition front sight assembly upon rib. 
Align sight holes to matching holes in barrel studs. Screw 
in sight screws (2) to secure front sight assembly to barrel. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY includes Elevation Screw, Rear Sight Base, 
Rear Sight Eyepiece, Rear Sight Leaf, Windage Screw. 

To Disassemble Unscrew sight screw (2) inrear sight base. 
A thin white nylon sight washer (2) is seated under sight screw 
head. Lift and disassemble rear sight assembly from rib on 
barrel. 

To Service All parts of rear sight assembly are interchangeable. 
No factory fitting required. 

Note: A rear sight nut is seated under rib to tighten rear sight 
screw to rib. Rib must be removed to service this nut. 
See RIB Disassembly. 

To Reassemble Relocate rear sight assembly to rib on barrel. 

Screw in sight screw to tighten front of base to barrel stud. 
Tighten sight screw at rear of sight base into rear sight nut 
which underlies rib. 

R2524062 
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REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS 

REAR SIGHT EYEPIECE 
ELEVATION SCREW is designed to tighten position of rear sight 
eyepiece at any selected elevation. 

To Dis as s em bl e A small rear sight wrench is supplied with 
each gun. This wrench fits into small socket head of elevation 
screw to turn elevation screw. Unscrew to loosen eyepiece. 
Slide rear sight eyepiece up and disassemble from rear sight 
leaf. Use wrench also for windage screw. 

REAR SIGHT BASE 
REAR SIGHT LEAF 
WINDAGE SCREW is designed to tighten rear sight leaf at any 
selected windage position on base. 

To Dis assemble Unscrew and remove windage screw. 
Lift and disassemble rear sight leaf from rear sight base. 

To Service 
required. 

All parts are interchangeable. No factory fitting 

Note: Rear sight base for 35 Rem. Caliber is slightly higher 
than base used for other calibers. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. 

RIB is designed of Du Pont "Zytel" to provide a light weight, matted sight 
line and for location of sights. 

To Disassemble 
rib screw (4). 

Remove front and rear sights. Unscrew and remove 
Lift and disassemble rib from barre 1. 

Note: When rib is removed, a small rear sight nut will also 
disassemble from beneath the rearmost rear sight hole. 

To Service Rib is interchangeable with no adjustment required. 

To Re as s em b 1 e Follow reverse order, taking care that rear sight nut 
is placed beneath rib in proper position. 

R2524063 
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TRIGGER GUARD is designed of light weight Du Pont "Zytel" material to 
enclose trigger, magazine, and mount front and rear guard screws for assembling 
stock to receiver. 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Unscrew front guard screw, rear guard screw. 
Llft away and disassemble trigger guard. 

Note: Stock assembly can also be disassembled when trigger 
guard is removed. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 

To Re a s s e m bl e Follow reverse order. Make certain both front and 
rear guard screws are tightened evenly and securely to receiver. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY is designed with Monte Carlo, pistol grip, and custom 
checkered at grip and fore end, lacquer finished. 

To Di s a s s e m b 1 e Unscrew both front and rear trigger guard screws. 
Remove trigger guard. Lift away and disassemble stock assembly from 
barrel and action. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 
Replacement includes stock, butt plate, butt plate screw (2), reinforcing 
screw (2). Barrel is free floating. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. Tighten guard screws securely. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS 

BUTT PLATE 
BUTT PLATE SCREW (2) 

To Disassemble Unscrew and remove butt plate screw (2). 
Disassemble butt plate from stock. 

To Service Replacement butt plate may be fitted to stock. Some 
sanding to match outline of stock may be required. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. 

R2524064 
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MAGAZINE ASSEMBLY is "fixed" box design for top loading operation only. 

To D i s a s s e m bl e Un screw guard screws and remove trigger guard. 
Remove loosened stock assembly. Unscrew magazine support screw (1). 
Loosen and disassemble magazine assembly. 

Note: Magazine follower and magazine spring will disassemble 
when magazine assembly is removed. Magazine spacer, 
used for 222 Rem. Caliber, will also disassemble. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 
Magazine assembly is factory listed to include magazine and magazine 
support. 

To Re ass em b 1 e Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine follower 
and spring are held tightly enclosed as magazine is reassembled. Locate 
magazine fully into magazine cavity from bottom of receiver. Magazine 
support at front magazine should seat against bottom of receiver. Insert 
support screw and turn to tighten magazine assembly in position. 

MAGAZINE FOLLOWER 
MAGAZINE SPRING are designed to feed cartridges from magazine into 
loading position as bolt is operated. 

To Disassemble Remove trigger guard. Remove stock. Remove 
magazine assembly. Magazine follower and magazine spring will disassemble 
freely from magazine assembly. Lift rear of magazine spring and slide back 
to disassemble from magazine follower. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 

To Re a s s em bl e Follow reverse order. Make certain magazine 
assembly (with enclosed follower and spring) is snapped fully into magazine 
cavity in receiver from below. Tighten magazine securely with magazine 
support screw. 

R2524065 
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caliber cartridge. 

To Disassemble 
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is designed for load spacing use with smaller .222 Rem. 

Remove trigger guard. Remove stock assembly. 
Remove magazine assembly, magazine follower, magazine spring. Disassemble 
magazine spacer from magazine assembly. 

Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 

.Io Reassemble Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine follower and 
spring function properly with assembled spacer. 

SAFETY ASSEMBLY in rear, ON SAFE stop position, to (1) support safety 
cam against cocked firing pin head and prevent release, (2) to cam up and 
prevent closed bolt from rotating to open action. In safety a nylon detent 
ball, under tens ion, slips into either detent position in trigger assembly. 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trigger guard. 
Remove stock assembly. Slide off and disassemble safety snap washer. Lift 
off and disassemble safety detent spring. Pull out and disassemble safety 
pivot pin. Disassemble small nylon safety detent ball from hole position in 
safety assembly. Slide loosened safety assembly to rear and disassemble 
from trigger assembly. See Sectional View • 

.Io Service Interchangeable as replacement assembly. Safety assembly 
is a factory-welded assembly of safety and corrugated safety thumbpiece. 
All other 1-Mrts designed to operate and position safety assembly {as listed in 
preceding paragraph) are interchangeable as replacements also. No adjustment 
required. 

Follow reverse order. 
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TRIGGER ASSEMBLY is designed to house the fire control parts of the action. 
These parts include housing, sear and safety cam assembly, sear spring, trigger, 
trigger adjusting screw (2), trigger connector, trigger pin, trigger spring, trigger 
stop screw, and sear pin (2). 

To Dis assemble Remove bolt final assembly and trigger guard. Remove 
stock assembly. Tap out sear pin (2), left to right. Pull out and disassemble 
trigger assembly from receiver. See Sectional View. 

To Service Trigger assembly may be replaced as a complete interchangeable 
assembly. See listing above. When ordered, slave pins (2) hold sear and safety 
cam assembly in housing. Remove slave pin (2) and use existing sear pin (2) to 
assemble trigger assembly to receiver. No adjustment required. 

To Re assemble Hold sear and safety cam assembly in housing to align sear 
pin holes to receiver. Insert sear pin (2). Make sure pins do not protrude into bolt 
stop slot in receiver. Seat pins only flush with this slot. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS See below for component listing (in sequence). 

SEAR AND SAFETY CAM ASSEMBLY is matched set of components. An 
engaging surface at rear shoulder of both is ground to bear equally against 
cocking notch in firing pin head. (1) The safety cam part when supported 
from beneath by safety engages firing pin head to hold head in cocked 
posit ion. This ON SAFE support by safety cam prevents release of spring
loaded firing pin, hence no "firing" can occur. (2) The "matched" engaging 
surface on sear part also when supported from beneath by trigger connector 
cannot release the spring loaded firing pin for "firing" unless connector is 
pulled by tngger out of engagement with sear. 

To Dis assemble Remove trigger assembly. See TRIGGER ASSEMBLY 
removal. Lift away and disassemble loosened sear and safety cam. 
Shake out underlying sear spring. See Sectional View. 
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To Service Interchangeable as "matched" assembly. However, 
re-adjustment of trigger connector engagement may be required. 

T o Re ass em b 1 e Follow reverse order. Make sure sear spring 
reassembles to function properly under sear and safety cam. 
Engage flat end of sear spring upwards against sear and safety 
cam. Closed end of sear spring seats into housing. 

TRIGGER & TRIGGER CONNECTOR are designed to support sear in 
"cocked" engagement with firing pin head. As trigger is pulled, trigger 
connector is disengaged from lower shoulder on sear. Unsupported sear 
then is forced down by forward motion of firing pin. Hence, gun is "fired". 

To Dis assemble Remove stock assembly. Remove magazine 
assembly. Tap out trigger pin. Pull out and disassemble 
loosened trigger and trigger connector. 

Note: Care must be taken to prevent dislodging 
trigger spring. 

To S er v i c e Both trigger and trigger connector are interchangeable. 
No factory adjustment required. However, a check for trigger pull 
and weight may be required. See TRIGGER ADJUSTMENT. 

To Re ass em b 1 e Locate trigger connector on trigger. Position 
assembled trigger and trigger connector into housing. Align trigger 
to trigger pin hole in housing. Make certain trigger spring remains 
assembled to forward trigger adjusting screw as trigger and trigger 
connector are reassembled. Reassemble trigger pin and tap into 
housing. 

TRIGGER HOUSING 
Trigger Assembly. 

is designed to "house" the components of the 

To Dis assemble Remove stock assembly. Remove sear pins to 
disassemble trigger assembly from receiver. Disassemble safety 
assembly, sear and safety cam assembly, sear spring, trigger, 
trigger connector, trigger spring, trigger adjusting screw (2), 
trigger stop screw. 

To Service Trigger housing interchangeable as replacement. No 
factory assembly required. 

R2524068 
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To Reassemble Follow reverse order. Res take adjusting screws 
to secure in location. 

TRIGGER ADJUSTMENT 
and trigger guard. 

See Sketch below. Remove stock assembly 

Engagement View Hole 

Sear Spring 

Stop Screw 

Adj us ting Screw 
Adjusting Screw 

Trigger Spring 
Trigger Pin 

IMPORTANT: No adjustment or removal of trigger adjusting screw at rear is 
recommended unless for replacement. This trigger adjusting 
screw at rear is adjusted at factory and provides correct amount 
of supporting trigger connector engagement beneath sear. This 
engagement of sear to top of trigger connector can be seen thru 
hole in housing (with safety forward in FIRE position). 

Note: All adjusting (2) and stop (1) screws are factory sealed with an 
adhesive cement. 

Pu 11 of Trigger is adjusted to des ired weight by turning trigger 
adj us ting screw at front. Turn screw inward or clockwise for heavier 
weight of pull. Turn screw outward or counter clockwise for lighter 
weight of pull. 

Tr ave 1 of Trigger is adjusted by turning trigger stop screw in front 
of housing. To reduce trigger travel, place bolt in receiver to "cock" 
action. Then (1) turn trigger stop screw inward or clockwise until 
firing pin will not fall or gun "fire" as trigger is pulled; (2) Cock gun 
again and back off stop screw counter clockwise until firing pin will 
fall or gun "fire". This method of adjustment will allow least amount 
of trigger overtravel. 
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BOLT STOP is designed to limit rearward travel of bolt final assembly in 
receiver as action is opened. 

To Dis assemble Remove bolt final assembly. Remove stock assembly. 
Partially disassemble trigger assembly by tapping out sear pin only at 
front of assembly. Drop trigger assembly only enough to clear bolt stop 
pin hole in receiver. See sketch below. Tap out bolt stop pin. 
Disassemble bolt stop and bolt stop spring. 

Bolt Stop Pin 

Bolt Stop 8(..iring 

Bolt Stop 

To Sc r vice Bolt stop and bolt stop spring interchangeable as replacement. 
No adjustment required. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. Make sure bolt stop spring 
located properly in bolt stop notch and seats correctly against receiver 
in bolt slot. Reassemble trigger assembly to receiver. 
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BARREL ASSEMBLY 
stud (6), receiver. 
assembly. 

is factory-listed to include barrel, barrel bracket, barrel 
Special factory processes join the components of this 

To Dis assemble Remove sights and rib. 
Remove trigger guard and stock assembly. 
assemblies. Remove bolt stop and spring. 
plug screws (S}. 

Remove bolt final assembly. 
Remove magazine and trigger 

Unscrew and remove receiver 

To Service Selective assembly at factory as replacement. Special 
gauges and fixture and factory processing is required for proper operation 
with bolt final assembly. Replace as an assembly. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. 

R2524071 
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SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY and MOUNTINGS COMPLETE (Part No. 26990) include 
front swivel nut, front swivel screw, rear swivel screw, sling strap assembly, 
swivel assembly (2). 

Note: Sling strap assembly includes strap, rear keeper, front keeper, 
fastener. Strap is 7/8" wide. Swivel assemblies are quick
detachable (Q .D .) type. 

Assembly Swivel Screws to Stock 

Rear Swivel Screw Use No. 15 size drill (.180"). Locate screw hole 
2 1/2 inches from toe of stock (minus butt plate). Drill hole l inch deep 
at 900 with bottom line of stock. Countersink this drilled hole with 
No. l size (.228") drill to depth of 1/8 inch. This countersink allows 
for seating shoulder on swivel screw. 

Front Swivel Screw 
Front Swivel Nut 

Use No. 13 drill 
Use 3/8 inch drill. 

Locate screw hole approx. 3 inches from front end ot stock. Drill hole 
completely thru stock at 90° with barrel radius stock cut. Countersink 
barrel radius cut into this drilled hole to depth of . 225 inches. Counter
sink allows for seating of front swivel nut. Assemble front swivel thru 
hole and tighten to stock with front swivel nut. 

Assembly Swivel Assembly (2) Q.D. 
Swivel assembly (same for front and rear) can be assembled to swivel screw in 
stock as follows. Press against spring loaded release plunger to lift locking 
plate from attachment pin. Swing plate to clear attachment pin. 

7 / 8" Sw i ve 1 ( Q . D . ) 

Release Plunger 

After attaching to swivel screw, swing and lower locking plate upon attachment 
pin. This will lock swivel to screw. 
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SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY and MOUNTINGS COMPLETE Continued 

Assembly Strap to Assembled Swivels 
Remove front keeper (band) if on strap. Insert tongue of strap thru rear swivel. 
Then loop strap back and thru attached rear keeper. Draw strap thru keeper 
until tight loop is made against rear swivel. Slide front keeper on free end of 
strap. Then insert strap thru front swivel and double strap back thru attached 
front keeper. Assemble brass fastener thru matching slots in strap to join 
strap in desired position. 

Note: To disassemble strap from rifle, simply unsnap quick 
detachable (Q.D.) swivels from swivel screws in stock. 
Remove strap and attached swivels from stock. 
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Model 600 Carbine is a light weight, high power, bolt action, fixed 
magazine repeater chambered for a number of center fire calibers. The vent 
rib barrel makes it a natural sighter, plus receiver being drilled and tapped 
ready to accept most popular makes of scopes and mounts. Basic operation 
of bolt is similar to most rifles of this type. Movement of bolt handle upward 
and fully back opens; forward and down closes and locks bolt. 

FIRING 

Firing cycle is basically release of a spring-loaded firing pin for purpose 
of striking primer of cartridge and igniting same. More specifically, pulling or 
squeezing of trigger moves connector forward leaving sear unsupported against 
"cocked" firing pin head. With support removed, sear is cammed down by 
spri.ng-loaded fi.ring pin and main spring drives firing pin forward to strike 
primer. 

UNLOCKING 

Raising bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head from recoil shoulders 
in receiver. 

COCKING 

Cocking takes place as bolt handle is raised. A cam at rear of rotating 
bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward and holds it in cocked position, in a 
notch at rear of bolt. See LOCKING for transfer cocking movement to sear. 

EXTRACTION 

This phase of operation cycle is essentially one of two parts referred to 
as (1) primary extraction, and (2) secondary extraction. Primary extraction 
occurs simultaneously with unlocking. The rim of case, being completely 
encased by bolt head, is gripped by a circ~lar recessed claw-type extractor, 
During final upward throw of bolt handle, a primary extraction cam retracts 
bolt approximately 1/8" with a mechanical advantage of about 8 to 1, com-
pleting primary portion of this phase. Bolt lugs are now free of locking 
shoulders in receiver and bolt may now be moved to rear completing second 
phase of extraction. 
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Within the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head of cartridge, 
is a spring-loaded ejector. As bolt is retracted and front edge of cartridge 
reaches ejection port, pressure, along with opposing grip of extractor, ejects 
cartridge from port. Rearward motion of bolt is halted by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 

With bolt halted rearward, topmost cartridge in magazine is allowed to move 
upward against feeding lips on bottom edge of receiver, allowing itself to be moved 
ahead as bolt is advanced with a forward motion of bolt handle. Bullet guides 
cartridge into chamber via a feeding ramp on lower side of receiver. 

LOADING 

Loading cycle consists briefly of moving cartridge into chamber once it 
is free of feeding lips in receiver. 

LOCK.ING 

Locking cycle is accomplished by rotating bolt with a downward motion of 
bolt handle, locking cartridge in chamber. Four engagements are made by this 
cycle: (1) Locking lugs on bolt head are engaged with recoil shoulders in receiver. 
(?.) Tl(•cJd of c.Jrtr irl(Jf! is sci:ltod into bolt hni:ld dcprn.ssinq ojoctor and extractor 

claw is snapped over rim of cartridge. (3) Sear engages and locks firing pin in a 
cocked position by action of (4) Sear being supported from beneath by connector. 
Gun is now ready to be fired, by release of trigger. 

SAfCTY 

The safety button, located on right rear of receiver, is operated by a push 
and pull action of thumb. This two-posit ion safety has two intentional functions. 
When safety button is pulled rearward by a slight down pressure of thumb, a cam 
is brought into position under safety cam, that locks cam against firing pin head 
µrnventing firing. Second function of safety in this SAFE position brings an arm 
into slot in bolt preventing bolt being opened. Pushing safety button forward to 
FIRE position nullifies above conditions and will allow firing. 

Instruct10ns for loading, unloading, assembly, disassembly and care are contained 
rn instruction folder (RD 54 73) supplied with each Carbine. 
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Listed below are possible "cause" and "correction" of malfunctions. Each grouping will correspond 
basically to movement of bolt as related to the Cycle of Operations. 

Quite often, during the occurrence of a malfunction, evidence of cause may be found in a careful 
study of cartridge itself. Take a look at the brass case or bullet end of unfired cartridge. 
Frequently damage will mark cartridge or bullet in some telltale manner during bolt operation. 

Excessive wear or damage to gun parts may also point up cause of gun failure. Inspect appearance 
of components after "dry" cycling action a few times (without ammunit10n). 

MALFUNCTIONS, POSSIBLE CAUSE AND CORRECTION 

Malfunction Cause Correction 

Firing 1. Firing pin damaged. 1. Replace. 
2. Firing pin binds. 2. Free up or replace. 
3. Jiring pin protrusion faulty. 3. Replace firing pin. 
4. Trigger assembly out of adjustment. 4. Adjust. 
5. Faulty ammunition. 5. Replace ammunition. 

Unlocking 1. See Extraction. 1 • See Extraction. 
2. Upset extraction cam on bolt handle. 2. Smooth up bolt handle cam. 
3. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 3. De burr. 
4. Blown or set back primer on shell. 4. Ammunition may be at fault. 

Extraction 1 • Fouled, rough, or enlarged chamber. 1. Polish if fouled or rough. Replace 
barrel assembly if enlarged. 

2 . Extractor broken or damaged . 2. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
3. Not enough hook space on extractor. 3. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
4. Height of claw not correct. 4. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
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MALFUNCTIONS, POSSIBLE CAUSE AND CORRECTION 
(Continued) 

Cause 

1. Guard screws protrude into bolt track. 
2. Receiver plug screws protrude into 

bolt track. 
3. Bolt handle interferes in stock. 
4. Damage at rear of bolt lugs. 

1. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
2. Ejector binds or fails to retract far 

enough. 
3. Extractor binds. 

1, Bolt stop or bolt release binds. 
2. Bolt stop or bolt release broken. 
3. Bolt stop spring damaged. 

1. Magazine follower binds. 
2. Weak or defective follower spring. 
3. Magazine spring caught under guard. 
4. Damaged chamfer on bolt head. 
5. Tabs on follower bent. 

1 • Damaged receiver rails. 
2. Sharp edge - rear end of chamber. 
3. Rough loading ramp in receiver. 

Correction 

1. File ends of screws. 
2. File ends of screws. 

3. Clear stock or fit new stock. 
4. Store to blend. Check head space. 

1. De burr. 
2. Free up or replace. 

3. Adjust or fit new extractor (and rivet}. 

1. Free up. 
2. Replace. 
3. Replace. 

1. Adjust side angle on magazine. 
2. Replace spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Replace bolt, or stone smooth. 
5. Straighten or replace follower. 

1. Polish or reshape. 
2. Remove sharpness. 
3. Polish ramp. 



MALFUNCTIONS, POSSIBLE CAUSE AND CORRECTION 
(Continued) 

Malfunction Cause Correction 

Locking 1. Shallow throat. 1. Ream. 
2. Min. head space. 2. Re-head. 
3. Damaged chamber. 3. Re-head. 
4. Extractor interferes with shell rim. 4. Fit new extractor (grind relief 

in new extractor behind claw). '"':I 
H 

5. Ejector binds or fails to retract for 5. Free up or replace. tT:I 
t""' 

enough. t1 ::0 
6. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 6. Deburr. tn l:T] 

7. Sharp corners in bolt lugs. 7. Stone radius, M3::: 
::0 H 

<Z 
..... C'l 

Cocking 1. Trigger adjusting screw at rear out 1. Adjust. 0 t-i 

(see Trigger of adjustment (improper horizontal 
MQ 

Adjustment) engagement of sear and connector), 3::: z 
~ 

2. Improper vertical engagement of sear 2. Fit new trigger assembly. z 
and connector. c:: 

3. Trigger doesn't retract. 3. Fit new trigger assembly. ~ 
t-< 

4. Corners on sear or connector rounded. 4. Fit new sear and safety cam 
or connector. 

Bulges or 1. Oversize chamber. 1. Replace barrel assembly. 
Blows Cases 2. Max. head space. 2. Fit new bolt. 

Safety 1. Safe binds (safe works hard). 1. Free up. 
2. Safety snap washer stretched out 2. Replace washer or reseat in 

~ 
(safe works too freely). safety pivot pin slot. . OJ 3::: 

;::o '1:1 -o 
Safety damaged. 3. Replace safety. OJ ...... 
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MALFUNCTIONS, POSSIBLE CAUSE AND CORRECTION 
(Continued) 

Cause 

1 • Crown of barre 1 damaged. 
2. Barrel bore fouled. 
3 • Enlarged bore • 
4. Improper bedding of barrel in stock. 
5. Loose sights • 

1. Barrel not straight, 
2 • Improper or loose sigh ts • 

Correction 

1. Recrown. 
2. Lead or re place barrel. 
3. Replace barrel. 
4 , Refloa t barrel. 
5. Tighten or replace. 

1. Straighten or replace barrel. 
2. Tighten or change sights. 
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The Remington MAGNUM Model 600 Carbine is chambered to shoot MAGNUM 
big game cartridges. This MAGNUM Model 600 has been introduced in the 
350 Remington Magnum caliber with two (2) bullet sizes ---- 200 and 250 
grain weights. 

li ,, . • 

-~ 

This bolt action repeater has the same strong action features as Standard 
Model 600. The barrel is turned extra heavy to keep magnum loads on 
target. The action, however, is custom-bedded in firm-setting epoxy at 
barrel bracket slot in stock. A "Delrin" tang support at rear gives added 
bearing in stock for the magnum a ct ion. 

This top-loading carbine has a capacity of four (4) Magnum cartridges, counting 
three (3) in fixed box magazine and one in barrel chamber. 

The Monte Carlo stock is laminated for the Magnum Model 600 ---- two 
color select wood laminates are carefully bonded, sealed, and shaped to 
give strength and rigidity. Custom checkering is applied to grip and 
forearm of stock and protected overall with the durable and lustrous Du Pont 
RK-W wood finish. 

A recoil pad and carrying strap with quick detachable swivels is standard 
equipment on the Model 600 Magnum. 
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Remington has introduced a raised barrel bracket on the Magnum Model 600 
Carbine. Long eye relief telescope mounts must be assembled snugly against 
this bracket. Rear sight may be removed to locate long relief mount bases 
in fonvard position. Standard eye relief mounts may also be assembled 
against bracket and to receiver by removing receiver plug screws. 

See MAGNUM Instruction Folder - RD 5653 for care and operation information. 
This folder also contains part prices, service and shipping instructions. 

This SERVICE SUPPLEMENT for the Model 600 MAGNUM Carbine will list only 
those parts that require different assembly instructions from Standard Model 600. 
See Standard Model 600 for parts not listed. 

MAGNUM Parts 
MAGNUM Model. 

JFF:T 665 
Ilion Res.Div. 

See added SECTIONAL VIEW' for complete listing of 
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STOCK ASSEMBLY is custom bedded with epoxy adhesive to match each 
individual action and barrel. Assembly includes stock, recoil pad, recoil 
pad screw (2), reinforcing screw (2), front swivel nut, swivel screw, front; 
swivel screw, rear. 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Unscrew and remove trigger guard. Lift away 
and disassemble stock assembly from action and barrel. Note 
fully cured epoxy in barrel bracket slot of stock. See Sketch. 

Bracket 

NOTE: "Delrin" tang support may separate from action at rear. 

To Service Stock assemblies are interchangeable as replacement. 
However, replacement stock requires a new epoxy bedding to match 
action and barrel. Use a good proprietary or commercial grade of 
bedding epoxy. 

NOTE: Use all recommended epoxy handling precautions. 
To apply --- squeeze fluid epoxy mix into barrel bracket 
slot in replacement stock. Fill slot to approximately 
half capacity. 
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STOCK ASSEMBLY Continued 

To Service Apply lubricant lightly to barrel bracket section of 
action. Then assemble action and barrel to replacement stock. 
Allow barrel bracket to bed firmly into epoxy fill. Reassemble 
trigger guard and trigger guard screws to stock. Tighten action 
and barrel securely in stock with guard screws. 

NOTE: Barrel should assemble free-floating into replacement stock. 
Allow required time for epoxy to cure full strength. Any 
subsequent disassembly and reassembly then can easily be 
made. A slight taper design to barrel bracket allows 
bracket to slide easily in or out of epoxy bedding. During 
shooting this insures a constant bedding position. 
Consistent accuracy is thus attained ---- shot after shot. 

NOTE: Make certain tang support relocated properly at rear of 
action before stock is reassembled. See TANG SUPPORT. 

NOTE: Stock assembly for both Standard (and Magnum) Models no 
longer are cut to allow clearance for old style magazine 
assembly and screw. Therefore, any replacement for 
early design stocks requires clearance cutting forward 
of magazine position. 

TANG SUPPORT is designed of "Delrin" material to provide added support 
or bearing for action at rear of stock. 

To Dis assemble Remove stock assembly. Remove loosened 
tang support from rear of action. 

To Service Replacement tang supports are interchangeable with 
no adjustment required. 
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TANG SUPPORT Continued 

To Reassemble Tang support must be positioned at rear of action 
before action is replaced in stock. See sketch. 

Action 

\, 
I 

Reassemble stock assembly to action. Tighten firmly with 
guard screws. 

TRIGGER GUARD is designed of lightweight Du Pont "Delrin" material 
with expanded rib section at bottom. This insures full magazine capacity 
for Magnum Carbine. 

To Dis assemble Unscrew front guard screw, rear guard screw. 
Lift away and disassemble guard from stock. 

To Service Front guard screw is of slightly longer length than same 
part of short length for Standard Model 600. Short length screw is 
used for trigger guard without expanded rib section on Standard 
Model 600. 
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Continued 

To Re assemble Make certain bottom leaf of magazine spring 
locates centrally into expanded rib section of trigger guard. See sketch. 

Bottom Leaf 

Expanded Rib Section 

Turn both guard screws to tighten guard and stock securely to action. 
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MAGAZINE (marked MAGNUM) is designed for MAGNUM model use only. 
Do not use for Standard Model 600. 

NOTE short width cross leaf (2) at bottom of MAGNUM magazine. This allows 
full depth for bottom leaf of magazine spring against trigger guard ---- and 
insures full Magnum cartridge capacity in magazine. 

To Reassemble Make certain magazine locates correctly into 
base of receiver. Upper magazine rim must assemble fully into 
magazine recess channel in receiver. 
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The Remington Model 600 is a light weight, compact length carbine. This bolt 
action repeater is produced in a number of center fire calibers. A fixed box 
magazine may be top loaded to full capacity. Open sights - bead ramp front 
and adjustable rear - are mounted on a ventilated rib barrel. The receiver is 
drilled and tapped for telescope or receiver sights. 

This SERVICE MANUAL supplement includes a brief design function, recommended 
method of disassembly, and assembly of each part. Any necessary adjustment or 
care in assembly is included. A final section on malfunctions and a complete 
index: of gun parts completes the supplement. Close-up line drawings as well as 
a complete sectional view serve to illustrate text. 

The Instruction Folder/Parts List, Form RD 54 73, packaged with each gun gives 
operating instructions, care and maintenance for the Remington Model 600. A 
breakdown of part prices, service, and shipping instructions is included. 

Precaution: Make sure no live cartridges remain in gun before cleaning, 
servicing, or shipping. 

EXHIBIT HE D 
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Bolt Final Assembly 
Bolt Final Assembly 

Includes: 
Components 

Bolt Assembly 
Firing Pin Assembly 
Ejector 
Ejector Pin 
Ejector Spring 
Extractor 
Extractor Rivet 
Firing Pin Assembly 

Includes: 
Bolt Plug 
Firing Pin 

Components 

Firing Pin Cross Pin 
Firing Pin Head ••••• 
Main Spring 

Front Sight Assembly 
Includes: 
Front Sight 
Front Sight Bead 

Rear Sight Assembly 
Includes: 
Elevation Screw 
Rear Sight Base 
Rear Sight Eyepiece 
Rear Sight Leaf 
Windage Screw 

Sight Screw (4) 
Sight Washer (4) 
Rear Sight Wrench 

Rib 
Rear Sight Nut 
Rib Screw (4) 

Trigger Guard 
Front Guard Screw 
Rear Guard Screw 

Page 

l 
2 

2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
5 

5-6 
5-6 
5-6 
5-6 
5-6 

7 

7 
7 

7 

7 
7-8 
7 
8 
8 

7 
7 
7 

8 
8 
8 

9 
9 
9 
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Butt Plate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Butt Plate Screw (2) . . • • . • . . • • • • • . . • . • • . • • • • . . • . • . . . . . . . . 9 

Stock Assembly Components t t t t t t t e t t t I t t e t t I t t e e t t t t t t t t t t t t 9 

Magazine Assembly . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . ..• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • 10 
Magazine Support Screw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Magazine Follower . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Magazine Spring . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 10 
Magazine Spacer (222 Rem.) • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • 11 

Safety Assembly 
Includes: 
Safety Detent Ball ...................................... . 
Safety Detent Si;ring ...•.•....•.•...••...•..•.........•.•. 
Safety Pivot Pin ......................................•.. 
Safety Snap Washer .........•..............•.........••.• 

Trigger Assembly ............•..•...•...•....•............••.. 
Trigger Assembly - Components •....•..........•...........•.•.. 

Includes: 
Sear and Safety Cam Assembly •..•.•.•••..••••........••... 
Sear Spring ............................................. . 
Trigger .................•..................•.......•... 
Trigger Connector ...............•.....•...............•. 
Trigger Spring •..................................•.....•. 
Trigger Pin .••....•..........•.•...•.................... 
Trigger Housing . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • ..•••. 
Trigger Adjusting Screw (2) ...•••...•.•...•.•.....•...••... 
Trigger Stop Screw ...•••.....••..........•.•..........••. 

Trigger Adjustment 

11 

11 
11 
11 
11 

12 
12 

12-13 
12-13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13-14 
13-14 
13-14 

14 

Bolt Stop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
Bolt Sto1-- Spring . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 15 
Bolt Stop Pin . . . . . • • • . . • • • • . . . • • • . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • 15 

Barrel Assembly 
Includes: 
Barrel 
Barrel Bracket 
Barrel Stud 
Receiver 

16 

16 
16 
16 
16 
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Sling Strap Assembly and Mounting Complete 
Includes: 
Front Swivel Nut 
Front Swivel Screw 
Rear Swivel Screw 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .· ............. . 
Sling Strap Assembly 
Swivel Assembly (2) Q.D. 

Cycle of Operation 

Malfunctions 

Sectional View 

Page 

17-18 

17-18 
17-18 
17-18 
17-18 
17-18 

.19-20 

21-24 

25 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY is designed (1) to close and lock action against 
chambered round in barrel for firing, and (2) contain the firing, extraction, 
ejection, and cocking parts. 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Push safety assembly forward to FIRE position. Lift 
bolt handle to unlock and open action. Pull bolt rearward until bolt stop 
halts bolt. Insert small tool against bolt stop and press downward. See 
sketch below. This will release bolt. Withdraw bolt final assembly from 
gun. f Sal ety (Forward) 

Press Here (Bolt Stop) 

To Service The bolt assembly component of Bolt Final Assembly is serially 
numbered to match the serial number on the gun. Selective assembly at 
factory is required for replacement. However, the firing, cocking, extractor, 
and ejector parts are interchangeable and may be replaced with no factory 
adjustment required. 

To Re ass em b 1 e (To Gun) Push safety forward to FIRE position. Insert 
bolt to gun with lugs positioned horizontally ahead of safet.y. Push bolt 
forward, by upraised handle, until bolt stop snaps into place to lock bolt 
in gun. 

Note: Bolt must remain "cocked" to put into gun. If bolt becomes uncocked, 
firing pin head will be forward and show as nearly flush to bolt plug at 
rear. TO COCK BOLT, hold firing pin head firmly to prevent movement; 
then turn bolt 1,11ith handle. Bolt will cam on cocking surface (beneath 
handle) against firing pin head. Continue turning bolt handle until 
cocking notch on rear engages firing pin head. Bolt is then cocked 
and ready for re-entry to gun. 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Include Bolt Assembly, Ejector, 
Ejector Pin, Ejector Spring, Extractor, Extractor Rivet, and Firing Pin Assembly -
which includes Bolt Plug, Firing Pin, Firing Pin Cross Pin·, Firing Pin Head, 
Main Spring. 

FIRING PIN ASSE.MBLY from BOLT ASSEMBLY 

To Dis as s em bl e Remove bolt final assembly from gun. · Hold 
firing pin head in secure grip and pull away r'Ennainder of assembly 
until separation is visible at rear of bolt plug. Insert thin washer 
(or coin) in separation (see sketch below). Then turn bolt plug to 
unscrew firing pin assembly from bolt assembly. 

To Service Firing pin assembly is interchangeable. May be 
replaced as a unit w tth no factory adjustment required. 
Replacement of bolt assembly requires selective assembly for 
proper function. 

To Re as s em bl e Hold washer (or coin) separation between firing 
pin head and bolt plug. Insert firing pin assembly into bolt 
a~sembly. Turn bolt plug to screw firing pin assembly into 
position. Position final turn of plug until channel in bottom of 
plug matches small cocking notch on rear rim of bolt. See 
sketch below. Then remove separation washer (or coin) to 
allow firing pin head to snap into cocking notch. 

Cocking 
Channel 

Firing Pin Head 

Separation 
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EJECTOR - EJECTOR SPRING (in Bolt Assembly) is designed to exert 
outward pressure against base of. seated cartridge. After extraction, t_he 
ejector pushes cartridge away ·from bolt face. The opposing grip of the 
extractor then ass is ts ejection by spinning cartridge from gun. 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Drive 
out ejector pin. Pull out and disassemble ejector and ejector 
spring from bolt face. See sketch below. 

Ejector 

Ejector Spring 

Drive Here 

To Service Interchangeable with no adjustment required. 

To Re a s s e m b 1 e Insert ejector spring and ejector into bolt face. 
Push in ejector and hold against ~jector spring tension. Line up 
ejector pin slot in ejector to pin hole in bolt. Drive in ejector 
pin. 

Note: Eiector, when reassembled, must have free· 
plunging motion for proper ejection operation. 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Continued 

EXTRACTOR - EXTRACTOR RIVET (in Bolt Assembly) is designed to pull 
cartridge from chamber. During subsequent ejection, a spinning motion is 
imparted to cartridge by extractor. 

To Dis assemble Remove bolt final assembly from gun. 
ejector. Drive out extractor rivet - from outside of bolt. 
below. Remove rivet from inside of bolt rim. Dislodge 
extractor and disassemble from inside of bolt rim. 

Remove 
See sketch 
loosened 

Drive Here 

Ejector 

Extractor 

To Service Interchangeable. However, extractcr rivet will mutilate 
when extractor is disassembled. Use replacement rivet to secure 
extractor properly, when reassembled. Use fired cartridge case to 
check extractor tens ion. 

To Re assemble Position extractor within rim in bolt face. Line 
up with rivet hole in bolt. Insert replacement extractor rivet into 
extractor to protrude from outside of bolt. Support head of rivet 
inside bolt rim; then - peen over protruding end of rivet to tjghten 
extractor in bolt. Reassemble ejector to bolt. 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Continued 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS include: 
Firing Pin, Main Spring, Bolt Plug, Firing Pin Head, 
Firing Pin Cross Pin (In Firing Pin Assembly) 

To Dis assemble Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Separate 

firing Pin 

firing pin assembly (with holding washer). Unscrew and disassemble 
from bolt assembly. Hold firing pin head securely (in separation 
from bolt plug) and drive out firing pin cross pin. See sketch below. 
All parts of firing pin assembly should separate for disassembly. 

Precaution: Main spring is under tension. 

Main Spring 

/ Bolt Plug 

/ 
/ 

Separation 
Washer 

Drive Here 
(Firing Pin Cross Pin) 

/ 
Firing Pin Head 

To Service All parts in firing pin assembly are interchangeable. 
No factory fitting required. However, if replacing firing pin, a 
hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is necessary. To do 
this, use a No. 42 size drill (.093"). 

Assemble shank of replacement firing pin into firing pin head. 
Make sure recess in head is clear and free of any obstruction. 
Seat shank of firing pin firmly into firing pin head. Align drill 
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FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS Continued 

thru cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill thru firing pin 
shank. See sketch below. 

Drill Here 
(Use No. ·42 drill). 

-- __. 

~ffring Pin Head 

- ~ 

To Re assemble Reassemble all parts of FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY. 
Hold bolt plug retracted against tension of reassembled mainspring. 
Insert firing pin cross pin thru firing pin head and shank of firing 
pin·. Release tens ion on bolt plug. 
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FRONT SIGHT ASSEMBLY Includes Front Sight, Front Sight Bead. 

To Dis assemble Unscrew sight screw (2). A thin white nylon 
sight washer (2) is seated under sight screw head. Lift and 
disassemble front sight assembly from rib on barrel. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement, 
metal bead is factory welded to front sight. 
assembly. 

However, bright 
Replace as an 

To Re assemble Reposition front sight assembly upon rib. 
Align sight holes to matching holes in barrel studs. Screw 
in sight screws (2} to secure front sight assembly to barrel. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY includes Elevation Screw t Rear Sight Base, 
Rear Sight Eyepiece, Rear Sight Leaf, Windage Screw. 

To Dis assemble Unscrew sight screw (2) in rear sight base. 
A thin white nylon sight washer (2) is seated under sight screw 
head. Lift and disassemble rear sight assembly from rib on 
barrel. 

To Service All parts of rear sight assembly are interchangeable. 
No factory fitting required. 

Note: A rear sight nut is seated under rib to tighten rear sight 
screw to rib. Rib must be removed to service this nut. 
See RIB Disassembly. 

To Reassemble Relocate rear sight assembly to rib on barrel. 
Screw in sight screw to tighten front of base to barrel stud. 
Tighten sight screw at rear of sight base into rear sight nut 
which underlies rib. 
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REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS 

REAR SIGHT EYEPIECE 
ELEVATION SCREW is designed to tighten position of rear sight 
eyepiece at any selected elevation. 

To Dis as s em b 1 e A small rear sight wrench is supplied with 
each gun. This wrench fits into small socket head of elevation 
screw to turn elevation screw. Unscrew to loosen eyepiece. 
Slide rear sight eyepiece up and disassemble from rear sight 
leaf. Use wrench also for windage screw. 

REAR SIGHT BASE 
REAR SIGHT LEAF 
'vVINDAGE SCREW is designed to tighten rear sight leaf at any 
selected windage position on base. 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Unscrew and remove wind age screw. 
Lift and disassemble rear sight leaf from rear sight base. 

To Service 
required. 

All parts are interchangeable. No factory fitting 

Note: Rear sight base for 35 Rem. Caliber is slightly higher 
than base used for other calibers. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. 

RIB is designed of Du Pont "Zytel" to provide a light weight, matted sight 
line and for location of sights. 

To Disassemble 
rib screw (4). 

Remove front and rear sigh_ts. Unscrew and remove 
Lift and disassemble rib from barrel. 

Note: When rib is removed, a small rear sight nut will also 
disassemble from beneath the rearmost rear sight hole. 

To Service Rib is interchangeable with no adjustment required. 

To Re as s em bl e Follow reverse order, taking care that rear sight nut 
is placed beneath rib in proper position. 
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TRIGGER GUARD is designed of light weight Du Pont "Zytel" material to 
enclose trigger, magazine, and mount front and rear guard screws for assembling 
stock to receiver, 

To D is a s s e m bl e Unscrew front guard screw, rear guard screw. 
Lift away and disassemble trigger guard. 

Note: Stock assembly can also be disassembled when trigger 
guard is removed. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. Make certain both front and 
rear guard screws are tiightened evenly and securely to receiver. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY is designed with Monte Carlo_, pistol grip, and custom 
checkered at grip and fore end, lacquer finished. 

To Di 9 as s em bl e Unscrew both front and rear trigger guard screws. 
Remove trigger guard. Lift away and disassemble stock assembly from 
barrel and action. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 
Replacement includes stock, butt plate, butt plate screw (2), reinforcing 
screw (2). Barrel is free floating. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. Tighten guard screws securely. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS 

BUTT PIATE 
BUTT PIATE SCREW (2) 

To Dis assemble Unscrew an::i remove butt plate screw (2). 
Disassemble butt plate. from stock. 

To Service Replacement butt plate may be fitted to stock. Some 
sanding to match outline of stock may be required. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. 
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MAGAZINE ASSEMBLY 
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is "fixed" box design for top loading operation only. 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Unscrew guard screws and remove trigger guard. 
Remove loosened stock assembly. Unscrew magazine. support screw (1). 
Loosen and disassemble magazine assembly. 

Note: Magazine follower and magazine spring will disassemble 
when magazine assembly is removed. Magazine spacer, 
used for 222 Rem. Caliber, will also disassemble. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacernent. No adjustment required. 
Magazine assembly is factory listed to include magazine and magazine 
support. 

To Re as s em b 1 e Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine follower 
and spring are held tightly enclosed as magazine is reasse~bled. Locate 
magazine fully into magazine cavity from bottom of receiver. Magazine
support at front magazine should seat against bottom of receiver. Insert 
support screw and turn to tighten magazine assembly in position. 

MAGAZINE FOLLOWER 
MAGAZINE SPRING are designed to feed cartridges from magazine into 
loading position as bolt is operated. 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Remove trigger gµard. Remove stock. Remove 
magazine assembly. Magazine follower and magazine spring will disassemble 
freely from magazine assembly. Lift rear of magazine spring and slide back 
to disassemble from magazine follower. 

To Service · - Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 

To Re a s s e m bl e Follow reverse order. Make certain magazine 
assembly (with enclosed follower and spring) is snapped fully into magazine 
cavity in receiver from below. Tighten magazine securely with magazine 
support screw. 
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MAGAZINE SPACER 
caliber cartridge. 

is designed for load spacing use with smaller .222 Rem. 

To Dis assemble Remove trigger guard. Remove stock assembly. 
Remove magazine assembly, magazine follower, magazine spring. Disassemble 
magazine spacer from magazine assembly. 

To Service Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment required. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine follower and 
spring function properly with assembled spacer. 

SAFETY ASSEMBLY in rear, ON SAFE stop pas ition, to (1) support safety 
cam against cocked firing pin head and prevent release, (2) to cam up and 
prevent closed bolt from rotating to open action. In safety a nylon detent 
ball, under tension, slips into either detent position in trigger assembly. 

To Di s as s em b 1 e Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trigger guard. 
Remove stock assembly. Slide off and disassemble safety snap washer. Lift 
off and disassemble safety detent spring. Pull out and disassemble safety 
pivot pin. Disassemble small nylon safety detent ball from hole position in 
safety assembly. Slide loosened safety assembly to rear and disassemble 
from trigger assembly. See Sectional View. 

Io Service Interchangeable as replacement assembly. Safety assembly 
is a factory-welded assembly of safety and corrugated safety thumbpiece. 
All other parts designed to operate and position safety assembly (as listed in 
preceding paragraph) are interchangeable as replacements also. No adjustment 
required. 

To Re a s s e m b l~ Follow reverse order. 
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TRIGGER ASSEMBLY is designed to house the fire control parts of the action. 
These parts include housing, sear and safety cam assembly, sear spring, trigger, 
trigger adjusting screw (2), trigger connector, trigger pin, trigger spring, trigger 
stop screw, and sear pin (2). 

To Dis as s em bl e Remove bolt final assembly and trigger guard. Remove 
stock assembly. Tap out sear pin (2), left to right. Pull out and disassemble 
trigger assembly from receiver. See Sectional View. 

To Service Trigger assembly may be replaced as a complete interchangeable 
assembly. See listing above. When ordered, slave pins (2) hold sear and safety 
cam assembly in housing. Remove slave pin (2) and use existing sear pin (2) to 
assemble trigger assembly to receiver. No adjustment required. 

·To Reassemble 
pin holes to receiver. 
stop slot in receiver. 

Hold sear and safety cam assembly in housing to align sear 
Insert sear pin (2). Make sure pins do not protrude into bolt 
Seat pins only flush with this slot. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS See below for component listing (in sequence). 

SEAR AND SAFETY CAM ASSEMBLY is matched set of components. An 
engaging surface at rear shoulder of both is ground to bear equally against 
cocking notch in firing pin head. (1) The safety cam part when supported 
from beneath by safety engages firing pin head to hold head in cocked 
pas ition. This ON SAFE support by safety cam prevents release of spring
loaded firing pm, hence no "firing" can occur. (2) The "matched" engaging 
surface on sear part also when supported from beneath by trigger connector 
cannot release the spring loaded firing pin for II firing" unless connector is 
pulled by trigger out of engagement with sear. 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Remove trigger assembly. See TRIGGER ASSEMBLY 
removal. Lift away and disassemble loosened sear and safety cam. 
Shake out underlying sear spring. See Sectional View. 
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To S·e r vice Interchangeable as "matched" assembly. However, 
re-adjustment of trigger connector engagement may be required. 

T o Re assemble Follow reverse order. Make sure sear spring 
reassembles to function properly under sear and safety cam. 
Engage flat end of sear spring upwards against sear and safety 
cam.· Closed end of sear spring seats into housing. 

TRIGGER & TRIGGER CONNECTOR are designed to support sear in 
"cocked" engagement with firing pin head. As trigger is pulled, trigger 
connector is disengaged from lower shoulder· on sear. Unsupported sear 
then is forced down by forward motion of firing pin. He nee, gun is 11 fired 11 

• 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Remove stock assembly. Remove magazine 
assembly. Tap out trigger pin. Pull out and disassemble 
loosened trigger and trigger connector. 

Note: Care must be taken to prevent dislodging 
trigger spring. 

To Service Both trigger and trigger connector are interchangeable. 
No factory adjustment required. However, a check for trigger pull 
and weight may be required. See TRIGGER ADJUSTMENT. 

To Re as s em b 1 e Locate trigger connector on trigger. Position . 
assembled trigger and trigger connector into housing. Align trigger 
to trigger pin hole in housing. Make certain trigger spring remains 
assembled to forward trigger adjusting screw as trigger and trigger 
connector are reassembled. Reassemble trigger pin and tap into 
housing. 

TRIGGER HOUSING 
Trigger Assembly. 

is designed to "house" the components of the 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Remove stock assembly. Remove sear pins to 
disassemble trigger assembly from receiver. Disassemble safety 
assembly, sear and safety cam assembly, sear spring, trigger, 
trigger connector, trigger spring, trigger adjusting screw (2), 
trigger stop screw. 

To Service Trigger housing interchangeable as replacement. No 
factory assembly required. 
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To Reasse.mble Follow revei::se order. Res take adjusting screws 
to secure in location. 

TRIGGER ADJUSTMENT See Sketch below. Remove stock assembly 
and trigger guard. 

Engagement View Hole 

Sear Spring 

Stop Screw 

Adjusting Screw 

Trigger Spring 
Trigger Pin 

IMPORTANT: No adj us trnent or re mo val of trigger adj us ting screw at rear is 
recommended unless for replacement. This trigger adjusting 
screw at rear is adjusted at factory and provides correct amount 
of supporting trigger connector engagement beneath sear. This 
engagement of sear to top of trigger connector can be seen thru 
hole in housing (with safety forward in FIRE position). 

Note: All adjusting (2) and stop (1) screws are factory sealed •.vith an 
adhesive cement. 

Pull of Trigger is adjusted to desired weight by turning trigger 
adj us ting screw at front. Turn screw inward or clockwise for heavier 
weight of pull. Turn screw outward or counter clockwise for lighter 
weight of pull. 

Travel of Trigger is adjusted by turning trigger stop screw in front 
of housing. To reduce trigger travel, place bolt in receiver to "cock" 
action. Then (1) turn trigger stop screw inward or clockwise until 
firing pin will not fall or gun "fire" as trigger is pulled; (2) Cock gun 
again and back off stop screw counter clockwise until firing pin will 
fall or gun "fire". This method of adjustment will allow least amount 
of trigger overtravel. 
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BOLT STOP is designed to limit rearward travel of bolt final assembly in 
receiver as action is opened. 

To . Dis as s em bl e Remove bolt final assembly. Remove stock assembly.· 
Partially disassemble trigger assembly by tapping out sear pin only at 
front of assembly. Drop trigger assembly only enough to clear bolt stop 
pin hole in receiver. See sketch below. Tap out bolt stop pin. 
Disassemble bolt stop and bolt stop spring. 

Bolt Stop Pin 

Bolt Stop S(.iring 

Bolt Stop 

To Service Bolt stop and bolt stop spring interchangeable as replacement. 
No adjustment required. 

To Re assemble Follow reverse order. Make sure bolt stop spring 
located properly in bolt stop notch and seats correctly against receiver 
in bolt slot. Reassemble trigger assembly to receiver. 
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BARREL ASSEMBLY 
stud (6), receiver. 
assembly. 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

is factory-listed to include barrel, barrel bracket, barrel 
Special factory processes join the components of this 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Remove sights and rib. Remove bolt final assembly. 
Remove trigger guard and stock assembly. 
assemblies. Remove bolt stop and spring. 
plug screws (5). 

Remove magazine and trigger 
Unscrew and remove receiver 

To Service Selective assembly at factory as replacement. Special 
gauges and fixture and factory processing is required for proper operation 
with bolt final assembly. Replace as an assembly. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. 
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SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY and MOUNTINGS COMPLETE (Part No. 2 6990) include 
front swivel nut, front swivel screw, rear swivel screw, sling strap assembly, 
swivel assembly (2). 

Note: Sling strap assembly includes strap, rear keeper; front keeper, 
fastener. Strap is 7/8" wide. Swivel assemblies are quick
detachable (Q. D.) type. 

Assemblv Swivel Screws to Stock 

Red.r Swivel Screw - Use No. 15 size drill ( .180"). Locate screw hole 
2 1/2 inches from toe of stock (minus butt plate). Drill hole 1 inch deep 
at 900 with bottom line of stock. Countersink this drilled hole with 
No. l size (.228") drill to depth of 1/8 inch. This countersink allows 
for seating shoulder on swivel screw. 

Front Swivel Screw 
Front Swivel Nut 

Use No. 13 drill 
Use 3/8 inch drill. 

Locate screw hole approx. 3 inches from front end of stock. Drill hole 
completely thru stock at 90° with barrel radius stock cut. Countersink 
barrel radius cut into this drilled hole to depth of . 225 inches. Counter
sink allows for seating of front swivel nut. Assemble front swivel thru 
hole and tighten to stock with front swivel nut. 

Assemblv Swivel Assembly (2) Q.D. 
Swivel assembly (same for front and rear) can be assembled to swivel screw in 
stock as follows. Press against spring loaded release plunger to lift locking 
plate from attachment pin. Swing plate to clear attachment pin. 

Locking Plate 

Attachment Pin 

7/8" Swivel (Q.D.) 

Release Plunger 

Arter attaching to swivel screw, swing and lower locking plate upon attachment 
pin. This will lock swivel to screw. 
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SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY and MOUNTINGS COMPLETE Continued 

Assembly Strao to Assembled Swivels 
Remove fron.t keeper (band) if on strap. Insert tongue of strap thru rear swivel. 
Then loop strap back and thru attached rear keeper. Draw strap thru keeper 
until tight loop is made against rear swivel. Slide front keeper on free end of 
strap. Then insert strap thru front swivel and double strap back thru attached 
front keeper. Assemble brass fastener thru matching slots in strap to join 
strap in desired position. 

Note: To disassemble strap from rifle, simply unsnap quick 
detachable (Q.D.) swivels from swivel screws in stock. 
Remove strap and attached swivels from stock. 
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Model 600 Carbine is a light weight, high power, bolt action, fixed 
magazine repeater chambered for a number of center fire calibers. The vent 
rib barrel makes it a natural sighter, plus receiver being drilled and tapped 
ready to accept most popular makes of scopes and mounts. Basic operation 
of bolt is similar to most rifles of this type. Movement of bolt handle upward 
and fully back opens; forward and down closes and locks bolt. 

FIRING 

Firing cycle is basically release of a spring-loaded firing pin for purpose 
of striking primer of cartridge and igniting same. More specifically, pulling or 
squeezing of trigger moves connector forward leaving sear unsupported against 
"cocked" firing pin head. With support removed, sear is cammed down by 
spring-loaded firing pin and main spring drives firing pin forward to strike 
primer. 

UNLOCKING 

Raising bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head from recoil shoulders 
in receiver. 

COCKING 

Cocking takes place as bolt handle is raised. A cam at rear of rotating 
bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward and holds it in cocked position, in a 
notch at rear of bolt. See LOCKING for transfer cocking movement to sear. 

EXTRACTION 

This phase of operation cycle is essentially one of two parts referred to 
as (1) primary extraction, and (2) secondary extraction. Primary extraction 
occurs simultaneously with unlocking. The rim of case, being completely 
encased by bolt head, is gripped by a circular recessed claw-type extractor. 
During final upward throw of bolt handle, a primary extraction cam retracts 
bolt approximately 1/8" with a mechanical advantage of about 8 to 1, com-
pleting primary portion of this phase. Bolt lugs are now free of locking 
shoulders in receiver and bolt may now be moved to rear completing second 
phase of extraction. 
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EJECTION 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

Within the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head of cartridge, 
is a spring-loaded ejector. As bolt is retracted and front edge of cartridge 
reaches ejection port, pressure, along with opposing grip of extractor, ejects 
cartridge from port. Rearward motion of bolt is halted by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 

With bolt halted rearward, topmost cartridge in magazine is allowed to move 
upward against feeding lips on bottom edge of receiver, allowing itself to be moved 
ahead as bolt is advanced with a forward motion of bolt handle. Bullet guides 
cartridge into chamber via a feeding ramp on ·lower side of receiver. 

LOADING 

Loading cycle consists briefly of moving cartridge into chamber once it 
is free of feeding lips in receiver. 

LOCKING 

Locking cycle is accomplished by rotating bolt with a downward motiori of 
bolt handle, locking cartridge in chamber. Four engagements are made by this 
cycle: (1) Locking lugs on bolt head are engaged with recoil shoulders in receiver. 
(2) Head of cartridge is seated into bolt head depressing ejector and extractor 
claw is snapped over rim of cartridge. (3) Sear engages and locks firing pin in a 
cocked position by action of (4) Sear being supported from beneath by connector. 
Gun is now ready to be fired, by release of trigger. 

SAFETY 

The safety button, located on right rear of receiver, is operated by a push 
and pull action of thumb. This two-position safety has two intentional functions. 
When safety button is pulled rearward by a slight down pressure of thumb, a cam 
is brought into position under safety cam, that locks cam against firing pin head 
preventing firing. Second function of safety in this SAFE position brings an arm 
into slot in bolt preventing bolt being opened. Pushing safety button forward to 
FIRE position nullifies above conditions and will allow firing. 

Ins truct10ns for loading, unloading, assembly, disassembly and care are contained 
in instruction folder (RD 5473) supplied with each Carbine. 

·• 
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Listed below are possible "cause" and "correction". of malfunctions. Each grouping will correspond 
basically to movement of bolt as related to the Cycle of Operations. 

Quite often, during the occurrence of a malfunction, evidence of cause may be found in a careful 
study of cartridge itself. Take a look at the brass case or bullet end of unfired cartridge. 
Frequently damage will mark cartridge or bullet in some telltale manner during bolt operation. 

Excessive wear or damage to gun parts may also point up cause of gun failure. Inspect appearance 
of components after "dry" cycling action a few times {without ammunition). 

Malfunction 

Firing 

Unlocking 

Extraction 

MALFUNCTIONS, POSSIBLE CAUSE AND CORRECTION 

Cause 

1. Firing pin damaged. 
2. Firing pin binds. 
3. Firing pin protrusion faulty. 
4. Trigger assembly out of adjustment. 
5. Faulty ammunition. 

1. See Extraction. 
2. Upset extraction cam on bolt handle. 
3, Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
4. Blown or set back primer on shell. 

1. Fouled, rough, or enlarged chamber. 

2, Extractor broken or damaged. 
3. Not enough hook space on extractor. 
4, Height of claw not correct. 

Correction 

1. Replace. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Replace firing pin. 
4. Adjust. 
5. Replace ammunition. 

1. · See Extraction. 
2. Smooth up bolt handle cam. 
3. De burr. 
4. Ammunition may be at fault. 

1. Polish if fouled or rough. Replace 
barrel assembly if enlarged. 

2. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
3. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
4. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
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MALFUNCTIONS, POSSIBLE CAUSE AND CORRECTION 
{Continued) 

Cause 

1. Guard screws protrude into bolt track. 
2. Receiver plug screws protrude into 

bolt track. 
3. Bolt handle interfe~es in stock. 
4. Damage at rear of bolt lugs . 

1. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
2. Ejector binds or fails to retract far 

enough. 
3. Extractor binds. 

1. Bolt stop or bolt release binds. 
2. Bolt stop or bolt release broken. 
3. Bolt stop spring damaged. 

l. Magazine follower binds. 
2. Weak or defective follower spring. 
3. Magazine spring caught under guard. 
4. Damaged chamfer on bolt head. 
s. Tabs on follower bent. 

l. Damaged receiver rails. 
2. Sharp edge - rear end of chamber. 
3. Rough loading ramp in recelver. 

Correction 

1. File ends of screws. 
2. File ends of screws. 

3. Clear stock or fit new stock. 
4. Store to blend. Check head space. 

I. De burr. 
2. Free up or replace. 

3. Adjust or fit new extractor (and rivet). 

I. Free up. 
2. Replace. 
3. Replace. 

1 • Adjust side angle on magazine. 
2. Replace spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Replace bolt, or stone smooth. 
5. Straighten or replace follower. 

1. Pollsh or reshape. 
2. Remove sharpness. 
3. Polish ramp. 
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Malfunction 

Locking 

Cocking 
(see Trigger 
Adjust.ment) 

Bulges or 
Blows Cases 

Safety 
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MALFUNCTIONS, POSSIBLE CAUSE AND CORRECTION 
(Continued) 

Ca.use Correction 

1. Shallow throat. 1 • Ream. 
2. Min. head space. 2. Re-head. 
3. Damaged chamber. 3. Re-head. 
4. Extractor interferes with shell rim. 4. Fit new extractor (grind relief 

in new extractor behind claw). 
5. Ejector binds or fails to retract far 5. Free up or replace. 

enough. 
6. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 6. De burr. 
7. Sharp corners in bolt lugs. 7. Stone radius. 

l . Trigger adjusting screw at rear out 1. Adjust. 
of adjustment (improper horizontal 
engagement of sear and connector) . 

2. Improper vertical engagement of sear 2. Fit new trigg:er assembly. 
and connector. 

3. Trigger doesn't retract. 3. Fit new trigger assembly. 
4. Corners on sear or connector rounded. 4. Fit new sear and safety cam 

or connector. 

1. Oversize chamber. 1. Replace barrel assembly. 
2. Max. head space. 2. Fit new bolt. 

1. Safe binds (safe works hard). 1. Free up. 
2. Safety sn·ap washer stretched out 2. Replace washer or reseat in 

(safe works too freely). safety pivot pin slot. 
3. Safety damaged. 3. Replace safety. 
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Malfunction 

Accuracy 

- Group 
Size 

- Point of 
Impact 

MALFUNCTIONS, POSSIBLE CAUSE AND CORRECTION 
(Continued) 

Cause 

1. Crown of barrel damaged. 
2. Barrel bore fouled. 
3 . Enlarged bore . 
4. Improper bedding of barrel in stock. 
5. Loose sights . 

1. Barrel not straight. 
2. Improper or loose sights. 

Correction 

1. Recrown. 
2. Lead or replace barrel. 
3. Replace barrel. 
4. Refloat barrel. 
5. Tighten or replace. 

1. Straighten or replace barrel. 
2. Tighten or change sights. 
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MODEL 600 Magnum 
Introduction 

REMINGTON 
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The Reming-ton MAGNUM Model 600 Carbine is chambered to shoot MAGNUM 
big game cartridges. This MAGNUM Model 600 has been introduced in the 
350 Remington Magnum caliber with two (2') bullet sizes ---- 200 and 250 
grain weights. 

i I J) ;; 

This bolt action repeater has the same strong action features as Standard 
Model 600. The barrel is turned extra heavy to keep magnum loads on 
target. The action, however, is custom-bedded in firm-setting epoxy at 
barrel bracket slot in stock. A "Delrin" tang support at rear gives added 
bearing in stock for the magnum action. 

This top-loading carbine has a capacity of four (4) Magnum cartridges, counting 
three (3) in fixed box magazine and one in barrel chamber. 

The Monte Carlo stock is laminated for the Magnum Model 600 ---- two 
color select wood laminates are carefully bonded, sealed, and shaped to 
give strength and rigidity. Custom checkering is applied to grip and 
forearm of stock and protected overall with the durable and lustrous Du Pont 
RK-W wood finish. 

A recoil pad and carrying strap with quick detachable swivels is standard 
equipment on the Model 600 Magnum. 
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Remington has introduced a raised barrel bracket on the Magnum Model 600 
Carbine.. Long eye relief telescope mounts must be assembled snugly against 
this bracket. Rear sight may be removed to locate long relief mount bases 
in forward position. Standard eye relief mounts may also be assembled 
against bracket and to receiver by removing receiver plug screws. 

See MAGNUM Instruction Folder - RD 5653 for care and operation information. 
This folder also contains part prices, service and shipping instructions. 

This SERVICE SUPPLEMENT for the Model 600 MAGNUM Carbine will list only 
those parts that require different assembly instructions from Standard Model 600. 
See Standard Model 600 for parts not listed. 

MAGNUM Parts 
MAGNUM Model. 

JFF:T 665 
Ilion Res. Div. 

See added SECTIONAL VIEW for complete listing of 
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MODEL 600 Magnum 
Assembly 
Page 1 

STOCK ASSEMBLY is custom bedded with epoxy adhesive to match each 
individual action and barrel. Assembly includes stock, recoil pad, recoil 
pad screw (2), reinforcing screw (2), front swivel nut, swivel screw, front; 
swivel screw, rear. 

To Dis ass em b 1 e Unscrew and remove trigger guard. Lift away 
and disassemble stock assembly from action and barrel. Note 
fully cured epoxy in barrel bracket slot of stock. See Sketch. 

Epoxy 

Barrel Bracket 

NOTE: "Delrin" tang support may separate from action at rear. 

To Service Stock assemblies are interchangeable as replacement. 
However, replacement stock requires a new epoxy bedding to match 
action and barrel. Use a good proprietary or commercial grade of 
bedding epoxy. 

NOTE: Use all recommended epoxy handling precautions. 
To apply --- squeeze fluid epoxy mix into barrel bracket 
slot in replacement stock. Fill slot to approximately 
half capacity. 
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STOCK ASSEMBLY Continued 

To Service Apply lubricant lightly to barrel bracket section of 
action. Then assemble action and barrel to replacement stock. 
Allow barrel bracket to bed firmly into epoxy fill. Reassemble 
trigger guard and trigger guard screws to stock. Tighten action 
and barrel securely in stock with guard screws. 

NOTE: Barrel should assemble free-floating into replacement stock. 
Allow required time for epoxy to cure full strength. Any 
subsequent disassembly and reassembly then can easily be 
made. A slight taper design to barrel bracket allows 
bracket to slide easily in or out of epoxy bedding. During 
shooting this insures a constant bedding position. 
Consistent accuracy is thus attained ---- shot after shot. 

NOTE: Make certain tang support relocated properly at rear of 
action before stock is reassembled. See TANG SUPPORT. 

NOTE: Stock assembly for both Standard (and Magnum) Models no 
longer are cut to allow clearance for old style magazine 
assembly and screw •. Therefore, any replacement for 
early design stocks requires clearance cutting forward 
of magazine position. 

TANG SUPPORT is designed of "Delrin" material to provide added support 
or bearing for action at rear of stock. 

To Disassemble Remove stock assembly. Remove loosened 
tang support from rear of action. 

To Service Replacement tang supports are interchangeable with 
no adjustment required. 
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TANG SUPPORT Continued 

To Reassemble Tang support must be positioned at rear of action 
before action is replaced in stock. See sketch. 

Action 

\r 
Tang Support 

Reassemble stock assembly to action. Tighten firmly with 
guard screws . 

TRlGGER GUARD is designed of lightweight Du Pont "Delrin" material 
wtth expanded rib section at bottom·. This insures full magazine capacity 
for Magnum Carbine. 

To Dis assemble Unscrew front guard screw, rear guard screw. 
Lift away and disassemble guard from stock. 

To Service Front guard screw is of slightly longer ler.gth than same 
part of short length for Standard Model 600. Short length screw is 
used for trigger guard without expanded rib section on Standard 
Model 600. 
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Continued 

To Re a s s em bl e Make certain bottom leaf of magazine spring 
locates centrally into expanded rib section of trigger g·uard. See sketch. 

Bottom Leaf 

Expanded Rib Section 

Turn t:oth guard screws to tighten guard and stock securely to action. 
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MAGAZINE (marked MAGNUM) is designed for MAGNUM model use only. 
Do not use for Standard Model 600. 

NOTE short width cross leaf (2) at bottom of MAGNUM magazine. This allows 
full depth for bottom leaf of magazine spring against trigger guard ---- and 
insures full Magnum cartridge capacity in magazine. 

To Re ass em b 1 e Make certain magazine locates correctly into 
base of receiver. Upper magazine rim must assemble fully into 
magazine recess channel in receiver • 
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The Remington Model 600 is a light weight, compact length carbine. This bolt action repeater is produced in a number of center 
fire cal11lers. A fixed box magazine may be top loaded to full capacity. Open sight - bead ramp front and adjustable rear - are 
mounted on a ventilated rib barrel. The receiver is drilled and tapped for telescope or receiver sights. 

-
'i 5 

The Instruction Folder/Parts Lists, Form RD 5473, packaged with each gun gives operating instructions, care and maintenance for 
the Remington Model 600. A breakdown of part prices, service, and shipping instructions is included. 

INDEX 

Bolt Final Assembly ··---·-----·--·-----------------------------------
Bolt Final Assembly, Components -------------------------------
Firing Pin Assembly from Bolt Assembly -----------------
Ejector - Ejector Spring ----------------------------------------------
Ex tractor - Ex tractor Rivet --------------·--------------------------
Firing Pin Assembly, Components -------------------------------
Front Sight Assembly --------------------------------------------------
Rear Si!1ht Assemhly ------·-·----------------------------------·------
Rear Sight Assembly, Ccmponents ·--------------------------------
Rib -----------------------------·-------------------------------------------------
Trigger Guard ------------------------------------------------------------
Stock Assembly ------------------------------------------------------------
Stock Ass em bl y, Components -------------------------------------
Magazine Assembly -------------------------------------------------------
Magazine Fol lower -·-----------------------------------------------------
Magazine Spring --------------------------------------------------------
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Send all guns for factory service and inquiries on 
$ervice and parts to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
Arms Service Division 

Ilion, New York 13357 

Magazine Spacer -------------------------------------------------------
Safety Assembly ------------------------------------------------------·-
Trigger Assembly --------------------------------------------------------
Trigger Assembly Components . --------------------------------
Sear and Safety Cam Assembly ---------------------------------

Trigger & Trigger Connector 

Trigger f:1ousing 
Trigger Adjustment ---------------------------------------------------

Bolt Stop ---------------------------------------------------------------------

Barrel Assembly -------------------------------------------------------------

Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings Complete --------

Cycle of Operation ---------------------------------------------------

Malt unctions ----------------------------------------------------------------

Parts List --------------------------------------------------------------------

Exploded View ------------------------------------------------------------

All other inquiries are to be addressed to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 

Bridgeport, Connecticut 06602 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Push safety assembly forward to FI RE pos
ition. Lift bolt handle to unlock and open action. Pull bolt 
rearward until bolt stop halts bolt. Insert small tool against 
bolt stop and press downward. (See Fig. 1 ). This will release 
bolt. Withdraw bolt final assembly from gun. 

Fig. 1 f SAFETY (FORWARD I 

-? 
To Service - The bolt assembly component of Bolt Final As· 
sembly is serially numbered to match the serial number on the 
gun. Selective assembly at factory is required for replacement. 
However, the firing, cocking, extractor, and ejector parts are 
interchangeable and may be replaced with no factory adjust
ment required. 

To Reassemble (To Gun) - Push safety forward to Fl RE pos
ition. Insert bolt to gun with lugs positioned horizontally 
nheau of safety. Push bolt forward, by upraised handle, until 
bolt stop snaps into place to lock bolt in gun. 

Note: Bolt must remain "cocked" to put into gun. If bolt be
comes uncocke<.J, firing pin head will be forward and show as 
nearly flush to bolt plug at rear. TO COCK BOLT, hold firing 
pin he<id firmly to prevent movement; the turn bolt with hand
le. Bolt will cam on cocking surface (beneath handle) against 
firill!I pin heml. Continue turning bolt handle until cockin~ 
notch on n~ar l!ll!lil!les firin!J pin head. Bolt is then cocked and 
ready for re-entry to gun. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS - Include Bolt 
Assembly; Ejector, Ejector Pin, Ejector Spring, Extractor, 
Extractor Rivet, and Firing Pin Assembly - which includes 
Bolt Plug, Firing Pin, Firing Pin Cross Pin, Firing Pin Head, 
Main Spring. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY from BOLT ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Hold 
firing pin head in secure grip and pull away remainder of as
sembly until separation is visible at rear of bolt plug. Insert 
thin .washer (or coin) in separation (See Fig. 2) Then turn bolt 
plug to unscrew firing pin assembly from bolt assembly. 

To Service - Firing pin assembly is interchangeable. May be 
replaced as a unit with no factory adjustment required. Re
placement of bolt assembly requires selective assembly for pro
per function. 
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To Reassemble - Hold washer (or coin) separation between 
firing pin head and bolt plug. Insert firing pin assembly into 
bolt assembly. Turn bolt plug to screw firing pin" assembly in· 
to position. Position final turn of plug until channel in bottom 
of plug matches small cocking notch on rear rim of bolt. See 
sketch below. Then remove separation. washer (or coin) to al· 
low firing pin head to snap into cocking notch. 

(CT -
~--

BOLT ASSEMBLY 

Fig. 2 

BOLT PLUG 

EJECTOR - EJECTOR SPRING (in Bolt Assembly) 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt flnal assembly from gun. Drive 
out ejector pin. Pull out and disassemble ejector and ejector 
spring from bolt face. (See Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3 

To Reassemble - Insert ejector spriny and ejector into bolt 
face. Push in ejector and hold against ejector spring tension. 
Line up ejector pin slot in ejector to pin hole in bolt. Drive in 
ejector pin. 

Note: Ejector, when reassembled, must have free plunging 
motion for proper ejection operation. 

EXTRACTOR - EXTRACTOR RIVET (in Bolt Assembly) 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Re· 
move ejector, Drive out extractor rivet - from outside of bolt. 
Remove rivet from inside of bolt rim. Dislodge loosened ex
tractor and disassemble from inside of bolt rim. 

To Service - Interchangeable. However. extractor rivet will 
mutilate when extractor is disassembled. Use replacement rivet 
to secure extractor properly, when reassembled. Use fired cart· 
ridge case to check extractor tension. 
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To Reassemble - Position extractor within rim in bolt face. 
Line up with rivet hole in bolt. Insert replacement extractor 
rivet into extractor to protrude from outside of bolt. Support 
head of rivet insde bolt rim; then - peen over protruding, end 
of rivet to tighten extractor in bolt. Reassemble ejector to 
bolt. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS include: Firing 
pin, Main Spring, Bolt Plug, Firing Pin Head, Firing Pin Cross 
Pin (In Firing Pin Assemblyl. 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Sep
arate firing pin assembly (with holding washer). Unscrew and 
disassemble from bolt assembly. Hold firing pin head securely 
(in separation from bolt plug) and drive out firing pin cross 
µin. All parts of firing pin assembly should separate for dis
assembly. (See Fig. 4). 

fig_ 4 

BOLT PLUG 

,/SEPARATION WASHER 

/ 

Precaution: Main spring is under tension. 

DRIVE HERE 
(FIRING PIN 

CROSS PINI 

To Service -All parts in firing pin assembly are interchange
al.Jle. No factory fitting required. However, it replacing firing 
pin, u hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is necessary. 
To do this, use a No. 42 size drill (.093 .. ). 

Assemlile shank of replacement firing pin into firing pin head. 
Make sure recess in head is clear and free of any obstruction. 
Seat shank of firing pin firmly into firing pin head. Align drill 
thru cross µin hole in firing pin head. Drill thru firing pin 
shank . (See Fig. 5). 

Fig. 5 

PIN HEAD 
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MODEL 600 

To Reassemble - Reassemble all µarts of FIRING PIN AS
SEMBLY. Hold bolt plug retracted against tension of re· 
assembled mainspring. Insert firing pin cross pin thru firing pin 
head and shank of firing pin. Release tension on bolt plug. 

FRONT SIGHT ASSEMBLY - Includes Front Sight, Front 
Sight Bead. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew Sight screw (2). A thin white nylon 
sight washer (2) is seated under sight screw head. Lift and dis· 
assembly rear sight assembly from rib on barrel. 

To Service - Interchangeable as replacement, However, bright 
metal bead is factory welded to front sight. Replace as an as
sembly. 

To Reassemble - Reposition front sight assembly upon rib. 
Align sight holes to matching holes in barrel studs. Screw in 
sight screws (2) to secure front sight assembly to barrel. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY - includes Elevation Screw, Rear 
Sight Base, Rear Sight Eyepiece, Rear Sight Leaf, Windage 
screw. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew sight screw (2) in rear sight base. 
A thin white nylon sight washer (2) is seated under sight 
screw head. Lift disassemble rear sight assembly from rib on 
barrel. 

To Service - All parts of rear sight assembly are interchange
able. No factory fitting required. 

Note: A rear sight nut is seated under rib to tighten rear sight 
screw to rib. Rib must be removed to service this nut. See 
RIB Disassembly. 

To Reassemble - Relocate rear sight assembly to rib on barrel. 
Screw in sight screw to tighten front of base to barrel stud. 
Tighten sight screw at rear of sight base into rear sight nut 
which underlies rib. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS 

REAR SIGHT EYEPIECE 
ELEVATION SCREW 

To Disassemble - A small rear sight wrench is supplied with 
each gun. This wrench fits into small socket head of elevation 
screw to turn elevation screw. Unscrew to loosen eyepiece. 
Slide rear sight eyepiece up and disassemble from rear sight 
leaf. U5e wrench also for windage screw_ 

REAR SIGHT BASE 
REAR SIGHT LEAF 
WINDAGE SCREW 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove windage screw. Lift and 
disassemble rear sight leaf from rear sight base. 

Note: Rear sight base for 35 Rem. Caliber is slightly higher 
than base used for other calibers. 
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To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

RIB - is designed of Du Pont "Zytel" to provide a light 
weight, matted sight line and tor location of sights. 

To Disassemble - Remove front and rear sights. Unscrew and 
remove rib screw (4). Lift and disassemble rib from barrel. 

Note: When rib is removed, a small rear sight nut will also dis· 
<1sscmblc fi om beneath the rearmost rear sight hole. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. taking care that rear 
sight nut is placed beneath rib in proper position. 

TRIGGER GUARD 

To Disassemble - Unscrew front guard screw, rear guard 
screw. Lift away and disassemble trigger guard. 

Note: Stock assembly can also be disassembled when trigger 
quard is removed. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make certain both 
lront and reur yu<Jrd screws are tightened evenly and securely 
to receiver. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Unscrew both front and rear trigger guard 
screws. Remove trigger guard. Lift away and disassemble stock 
assembly from barrel and action. 

To Service - Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment 
required. Repliicement includes stock, butt plate, butt plate 
screw (21 .. reinforcing screw(2). Barrel is free f10<1tiny. 

To Reassemble - Follow reve1se order. Tighten yu<1rd screws 
secu1ely. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS 

BUTT PLATE 
BUTT PLATE SCREW(~ 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove butt plate screw (2). 
Disassemble butt plate from stock. 

To Service - Replacement butt plate may be fitted to stock. 
Some sanding to match outline of stock may be required. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

MAGAZINE ASSEMBLY - is "fixed" box design for top load· 
ing operation only. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew guard screws and remove trigger 
guard. Remove loosened stock assembly. Unscrew magainze 
support screw 11). Loosen and disassemble magazine assembly. 
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Note: Magazine follower and magazine spring will disassemble 
when magazine assembly is removed. Magazine spacer, used for 
222 Rem. Caliber, will also disassemble. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine 
follower and spring are held tightly enclosed as magazine is re· 
assembled. Locate magazine fully into magazine cavity from 
bottom of receiver. Magazine support at front magazine should 
seat against bottom of receiver. Insert support screw and turn 
to tighten magazine assembly in position. 

MAGAZINE FOLLOWER 
MAGAZINE SPRING 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard. Remove stock. Re· 
move magazine assembly. Magazine follower and magazine 
spring will disassemble freely from magazine assembly. Lift 
rear of magazine spring and slide back to disassemble from 
magazine follower. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make certain mag
azine assembly (with enclosed follower and spring) is snapped 
fully into magazine cavity in receiver from below. Tighten 
magazine securely with magazine support screws. 

MAGAZINE SPACER - is designed for load spacing use with 
smaller .222 Rem. caliber cartridge. 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard. Remove stock as· 
sembly. Remove magazine assembly, magazine follower, mag· 
azine spring. Dis<1ssemble magaLine spacer from mag<1zine as· 
sembly. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine 
Follower and spring function µroperly with assembled spacer. 

SAFETY ASSEMBLY - in ret.ir, ON SAFE stoJJ position, to 
(1) support safety cam against cocked firing pin head and pre· 
vent release, (2) to cam up and prevent closed bolt from ro· 
l<1liuy to uµun i.IClion. In Si.lluty i.I nylou delunl hull, under tun· 
sion, slips into either detent position in trigger assembly. 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trigger 
guard. Remove stock assembly. Slide off and disassemble 
safety snap washer. Lift off and disassemble safety decent 
spring. Pull out and disassemble safety pivot pin. Disassemble 
small nylon safety detent ball from hole position in safety as· 
sembly. Slide loosened safety assembly to rear and disassemble 
from trigger assembly. See Exploded View. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY - is designed to house the fire control 
parts of the action. These parts include housing, sear and 
safety cam assembly, sear spring, trigger, trigger adjusting 
screw (2), trigger connector, trigger pin, trigger spring, trigger 
stop screw, and sear pin (2). 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly and trigger 
guard. Remove stock assembly. Tap out sear pin (2), left to 
right. Pull out and disassemble trigger assembly from receiver. 
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To Service - Trigger assembly may be replaced as a complete 
interchangeable assembly. See listing above. When ordered, 
slave pins (2) hold sear and safety cam assembly in housing. 
Remove slave pin (2) and use existing sear pin (2) to assemble 
trigger assembly to receiver. No adjustment required. 

To Reassemble - Hold sear and safety cam assembly in hous
ing to align sear pin holes to receiver. Insert sear pin (2). Make 
sure pins do not protrude into bolt stop slot in receiver. Seat 
µins only flush with this slot. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS - See below for 
component listing (in sequence). 

SEAR AND SAFETY CAM ASSEMBLY - is matched set of 
components. An engaging surface at rear shoulder of both is 
ground to bear equally against cocking notch in firing pin 
head. ( 1) The safety cam part when supported from beneath 
by safety engages firing pin head to hold head in cocked pos· 
ition. This ON SAFE support by safety cam prevents release of 
spring-loaded firing pin, hence no "firing" can occur. (2) The 
"matched" engaging surface on sear part also when supported 
from beneath by trigger connector cannot release the spring 
loacled firinc1 pin for "firing" unless connector is pulled by trig· 
!1er out of eng<igement with sear. 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger assembly. See TRIGGER 
ASSEMBLY removal. Lift away and disassemble loosened sear 
ancl safety cam. Shake out underlying sear spring. 

To Service - Interchangeable as "matched" assembly. How
ever, re-adjustment of trigger connector engagement may be re
quired. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure sear spring 
reassembles to function properly under sear and safety cam. 
E nc1acre flat end of sear spring upwards against sear and safety 
cam. Closed end of sear spring seats into housing. 

TRIGGER & TRIGGER CONNECTOR 

To Disassemble - Remove stock assembly. Remove magazine 
assembly. Tap out trigger pin. Pull out and disassemble loosen
ed trigger and trigger connector. 

Note: Care must be taken to prevent dislodging trigger spring. 

To Service - Both trigger and trigger connector are inter
changeable. No factory adjustment required. However, a check 
for tricmer pull and weight may be required. See TRIGGER 
ADJUSTMENT. 

To Reassemble - Locate trigger connector on trigger. Position 
assembled trigger and trigger connector into housing. Align 
trigger to trigger pin hole in housing. Make certain trigger 
spring remains assembled to forward trigger adjusting screw as 
trigger and trigger connector are reassembled. Reassemble trig· 
ger pin and tap into housing. 
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MODEL 600 

TRIGGER HOUSING 

To Disassemble - Remove stock assembly. Remove sear pins 
to disassemble trigger assembly from receiver. Disassemble saf· 
ety assembly, sear and safety cam assembly, sear spring, trig· 
ger, trigger connector, trigger spring,. trigger adjusting screw (2) 
trigger stop screw. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Restake adjusting 
screws to secure in location. 

TRIGGER ADJUSTMENT - (See Fig. 6). Remove stock as
sembly and trigger guard. 

ENGAGEMENT 
VIEW HOLE 

ADJUSTING 
SCREW 

TRIGGER Piii 

Fig. 6 

STOP SCREW 

SCREW 

IMPORTANT: No adjustment or removal of trigger adjusting 
screw at rear is recommended unless for replacement. This trig· 
ger adjusting screw at rear is adjusted at factory and provides 
correct amount of supporting trigger connector engagement 
beneath sear. This engagement of sear to top of trigger con
nector can be seen thru hole in housing (with safety forward in 
FIRE position). 

Note: All adjusting (2) and stop (1) 5crews are factory sealed 
with adhesive cement. 

Pull of Trigger - is adjusted to desired weight by turning trig
ger adjusting screw at front. Turn screw inward or clockwise 
for heavier weight of pull. Turn screw outward or counter 
clockwise for lighter weight pull. 

Travel of trigger - is adjusted by turning trigger stop screw in 
front of housing. To reduce trigger travel, place bolt in re
ceiver to "cock" action. Then ( 1) turn trigger stop screw in
ward or clockwise until firing pin will not fall or gun "fire " 
as trigger is pulled; (2) Cock gun again and back off stop screw 
counter clockwise until firing pin will fall or gun "fire". This 
method of adjustment will allow least amount of trigger over· 
travel.· 

BOLT STOP 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove stock 
assembly. Partially disassemble trigger assembly by tapping out 
sear pin only at front of assembly. Drop trigger assembly only 
enough to clear bolt stop pin hole in receiver. (See Fig. 7). Tap 
out bolt stop pin. Disassemble bolt stop and bolt stop spring. 
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·MODEL 600 

(? Fig. 7 

'X~ / ~,q,r~BOLT STOP PIN 
( 1// .; 1~ BOLT STOP SPRING 

~~ BOLTSTOP 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure bolt stop 
spring locates properly in bolt stop notch and seats correctly 
against receiver in bolt slot. Reassemble trigger assembly to re· 
ceiver. 

BARREL ASSEMBLY - is factory-listed to include barrel, 
barrel bracket, barrel stud (6), receiver. Special factory pro· 
cesses join the components of this assembly. 

To Disassemble - Remove sights and rib. Remove bolt final 
assernhly. Remove trigger guard and stock assembly. Remove 
magaLine and trigger assemblies. Remove bolt stop and spring. 
Unscrew and remove receiver plug screws ( 5). 

To Service - Selective assembly at factory as replacement. 
Special gauges and fixture and factory processing is required 
for proper operation with bolt final assembly. Replace as an 
assembly. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY and MOUNTINGS COMPLETE 
(Part No. 26990) - include front swivel nut, front swivel 
screw, rear swivel screw, sling strap assembly, swivel assem
hly (2). 

Note: Sling strap assembly includes strap, rear keeper. front 
keeper, fastener, Strap is 7/8" wide. Swivel assemblies are 
quick - detachable (Q. D. ) type. 

ASSEMBLE - SWIVEL SCREWS TO STOCK 

Rear Swivel Screw - Use No. 15 size drill(.180"). Locate 
screw hole 2 1 /2 inches from toe of stock (minus butt plate). 
Drill hole 1 inch deep at 90° with bottom of stock. Counter
sink this drilled hole with No. 1 size (.228") drill to depth of 
1 /8 inch. This countersink allows for seating shoulder on 
swivel screw. 

Front Swivel Screw - Use No. 13 drill. 
Front Swivel Nut - Use 3/8 inch drill. 
Locate screw hole approx. 3 inches from front end of stock. 
Drill hole completely thru stock at 90° with barrel radius 
stock cut. Countersink barrel radius cut into this drilled hole 
to depth of .225 inches. Countersink allows for seating 
of front swivel nut. Assemble front swivel thru hole and tight· 
w1d to stock with front swivel nut. 
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ASSEMBLE - SWIVEL ASSEMBL y (2) a.o. 

Swivel assembly (same for front and rear) can be ·assembled to 
swivel screw in stock as follows. Press against spring loaded re· 
lease plunger to lift locking plate from attachment pin. Swing 
plate to clear attachment pin. (See Fig:8). 

Fig.8 

LOCKING PLATE 

/~TACHMENT 

~w 
7/S"SWIVEL (Q.D.)~t.SE PLUNGER 

PIN 

After attaching to swivel screw, swing and lower locking plate 
upon attachment pin. This will lock swivel to screw. 

ASSEMBLE - STRAP TO ASSEMBLED SWIVELS 

Remove front keeper (band) if on strap. Insert tongue of strap 
thru rear swivel. Then loop strap back and thru attached rear 
keeper. Draw strap thru keeper until tight loop is made against 
rear swivel. Slide front keeper on free end of strap. The insert 
strap thru front swivel and double strap back thru attached 
front keeper. Assemble brass fastener thru matching slots in 
strap to join strap in desired position. 

Note: To disassemble strap from rifle. simply unsnap quick de· 
tachable (Q. D.) swivels from swivel screws in stock. Remove 
strap and attached swivels from stock. 

CYCLE OF OPERATION 

Model 600 Carbine is a light weight, high power, bolt action, 
fixed magazine repeater chambered for a number of center 
fire calibers. The vent rib barrel makes it a natural sighter, plus 
receiver being drilled and tapped ready to accept most popular 
makes of scopes and mounts. Basic operation of bolt is similar 
to most rifles of this type. Movement of bolt handle upward 
and fully back opens; forward and down closes and locks bolt. 

FIRING 

Firing cycle is basically release of a spring-loaded firing pin 
for purpose of striking primer of cartridge and igniting same. 
More specifically, pulling or squeezing of trigger moves con· 
nectar forward leaving sear unsupported against "cocked" fir· 
ing pin head. With support removed, sear is cammed down by 
spring-loaded firing pin and main spring drives tiring pin for· 
ward to strike primer. 

UNLOCKING 

Raising bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head from re· 
coil shoulders in receiver. 
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COCKING 

Cocking takes place as bolt handle is raised. A cam at rear of 
rotating bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward and holds it 
in cocked position, in a notch at rear of bolt. See LOCKING 
for transfer cocking movement to sear. 

EXTRACTION 

This phase of operation cycle is essentially one of two parts 
referred to as ( 1) primary extraction, and (2) secondary ex
traction. Primary extraction occurs simultaneously with un
locking. The rim of case, being completely encased by bolt 
heacl, is gripped by a circular recessed claw-type extractor. 

During final upward throw of bolt handle, a primary ex
traction cam retracts bolt approximately 1/8" with a mechan
ical advantage of about 8 to 1, completing primary portion of 
this phase. Bolt lugs are now free of locking shoulder in re
ceiver and bolt may now be moved to rear completing second 
phase of extraction. 

EJECTION 

With the bolt face. maintaining constant pressure on head of 
cartridge, is a spring-loaded ejector, As bolt is retracted and 
front edge of cartridge reaches ejection port, pressure, along 
with opposing grip of ex tractor, ejects cartridge from port. 
Rearward motion of bolt is halted by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 

With tJolt halted rearwarcl, topmost cartridge in magazine is 
allowed to move upward against feeding lips on bottom edge 
of receiver. allowing itself to be moved ahead as bolt is ad
vanced with ii forward motion of bolt handle. Bullet guides 
cartridge into chamber via a feeding ramp on lower side of re
C<?iv1?r. 

LOADING 

Loading cycle consists briefly of moving cartridge into cham
ber once it is free of feeding lips in receiver. 

LOCKING 

Locking cycle is accomplised by rotating bolt with a down
ward motion of bolt handle, locking cartridge in chamber. 
Four engagements are made by this cycle: ( 1) Locking lugs on 
bolt head are engaged with recoil shoulders in receiver. (2) 
Head of cartridge is seated into bolt head depressing ejector 
and extractor claw is snapped over rim of cartridge. (3) Sear 
engages and locks firing pin in a cocked position by action of 
(41 Sear being supported from beneath by connector. Gun is 
now ready to be fired, by release of trigger. 
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SAFETY 

The safety button, located on right rear of· receiver, is op
erated by a push and pull action of thumb. This two-position 
safety had two intentional functions. When safety button is 
pulled rearward by a slight down prnssure of thumb, a cam is 
hrou!lht into position under safety cam, that locks cam against 
Firing pin head preventing firing. Second function of safety in 

this SAFE position brings an arm into slot in bolt preventing 
bolt being opened. Pushing safety button forward to FIRE 
position nullifies above conditions and will allow firing. 

Listed below are possible "cause" and "correction" of mal
functions. Each grouping will correspond basically to move
ment of bolt as related to the Cycle of Operations. 

Quite often, during the occurrence of a malfunction, evidence 
of cause may be found in a careful study of cartridge itself. 
Take a look at the brass case or bullet end of unfired cartridge. 
Frequently damage will mark cartridge or bullet in some tell
tale manner during bolt operation. 

Excessive wear or damage to gun parts may also point up cause 
of gun failure. Inspect appearance of components after "dry" 
cycling action a few times (without ammunition). 

MALFUNCTIONS 
Cause and Correction 

FIRING 

Cause: 1. Firing pin damaged. 
2. Firing pin binds. 
3. Firing pin protrusion faulty. 
4. Trigger assembly out of adjustment. 
5. Faulty ammunition. 

Correction: 1. Replace. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Replace firing pin. 
4. Adjust. 
5. Replace ammunition.--

UNLOCKING 

Cause: 1. See Extraction. 
2. Upset extraction cam on bolt handle. 
3. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
4. Blown or set back primer on shell. 

Correction: 1. See Extraction. 
2. Smooth up bolt handle cam. 
3. Deburr. 
4. Ammunition may be at fault. 
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EXTRACTION 

Cause: 1. Fouled, rough, or eni"arged chamber. 
2. Extractor broken or damaged. 
3. Not enough hook space on extractor.' 
4. Height of claw not correct. 

Correction: 1. Polish if fouled or rough. Replace barrel as-
sembly if enlarged. 

2. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
3. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
4. Fit new extractor and rivet. 

BOLT BINDS 

Cause: 1. Guard screws protrude into bolt track. 
2. Receiver plug screws protrude into bolt track 
3. Bolt hanclle enterferes in stock. 
4. Damage at rear of bolt lugs. 

Correction: 1. File end of screws. 
2. File ends of screws. 
3. Clear stock or fit new stock. 
4. Stone to blend. Check head space. 

EJECTION 

Cause: 1. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
2. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
3. Extractor binds. 

Correction: ·1. Deburr. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Adjust or fit new extractor (and rivet). 

BOLT PULLS OUT 

Cause: 1. Bolt stop or bolt release binds. 

2. Bolt stop or bolt release broken. 
3. Bolt stop spring damaged. 

Correction: 1. Free up. 
2. Replace. 
3. Replace. 

FEEDING 

Cause: 1. Magazine follower binds. 
2. Weak or defective follower spring. 
3. Magazine spring caught under guard. 
4. Damaged chamfer on bolt head. 
5. Tabs on follower bent. 

Correction: 1. Adjust side angle on magazine. 
2. Replace spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Replace bolt, or stone smooth. 
5. Straighten or replace follower. 
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LOADING 

Cause: 1. Damaged receiver rails. 
2. Sharp edge- rear end of chamber. 
3. Rough loading ramp in receiver. 

Correction: 1. Polish or reshape_ 
2. Remove sharpness. 
3. Polish ramp. 

LOCKING 

Cause: 1. Shallow throat. 
2. Min. head space. 
3. Damaged chamber. 
4. Extractor interferes with shell rim. 
5. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
6. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
7. Sharp corners in bolt lugs. 

Correction: 1. Ream. 
2. Re-head. 
3. Re-head. 
4. Fit new extractor (grind relief in new ex-

tractor behind claw). 
5. Free up or replace. 
6. Oeburr. 
7. Stone radius. 

COCKING (See trigger Adjustment) 

Cause: 1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

Correction: 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Trigger adjusting screw at rear out of adjust· 
ment (improper horizontal engagement of 
sear and connector.) 
Improper vertical engagement of sear and 
connector. 
Trigger doesn't retract. 
Corners on sear or connector rounded. 
Adjust. 
Fit new trigger assembly. 
Fit new trirnJer assembly; 
Fit new sear and safety cam or connector. 

BULGES OR BLOWS CASES 

Cause: 1. Oversize chamber. 
2. Max. head space. 

Correction: 1. Replace barrel assembly. 
2. Fit new bolt. 

SAFETY 

Cause: 1. Safe binds (safe works hard). 
2. Safety snap washer stretches out (safe works 

too freely). 
3. Safety damaged. 

Correction: 1. Free up. 
2. Replace washer or reseat in safety pivot pin 

slot. 
3. Replace safety. 
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ACCURACY - Group Size 

Cause: 1. Crown of barrel damaged. 
2. Barrel bore fouled. 
3. Enlarged bore. 
4. Improper bedding of barrel in stock. 
5. Loose sights. 

Correction: 1. R ecrown. 
2. Lead or replace barrel. 
3. Replace barrel. 
4. Refloat barrel. 
5. Tighten or replace. 

POINT OF IMPACT 

Cause: 1. Barrel not straight. 
2. Improper or loose sights. 

Correction; 1. Straighten or replace barrel. 
2. Tighten or change sights. 

MODEL 600 
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MODEL 600 PARTS LIST 

View Port 
No. No. 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 

7 
8 
9 

10 

11 

12 
13 

14 
15 
16 
17 

18 

19 

lO 
l l 
n 

l3 

!4 
!5 
16 
!7 
18 

l9 

10 
ll 

26684 

26686 
26680 

26707 

26705 

26702 

26700 

15409 
15412 
24484 
15413 
15741 
25410 
17017 
17676 
17019 
l .S70'i 
16254 
27341 

27340 
15410 
26715 

17022 
23321 
15653 
27365 

15648 
27260 
15667 

17056 
17891 
15411 
17580 
26841 

15600 
15727 
15733 
15726 
15728 
15418 
15732 
15778 
17034 
15651 

18186 
15488 
15417 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

NAME OF PART 

Barrel Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag. (includes Bar
rel, Barrel Bracket, Barrel Stud (6), Receiver) 

Barrel Assembly, 6.5 MM Rem. Mag. 
Barrel Assembly, JOB Win. (includes Barrel, 

Barrel Brocker, Barrel Stud (6), Receiver) 
Boll Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. 

Mag. (includes Bolt Body Assembly and Bolt 
Handle) .. 

Bolt Assembly, 308 Win. (includes Bolt Body 
Assembly and Bolt Handle) 

Bolt Final Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM 
Rem. Mag. (includes Bolt Assembly, Ejector, 
E1ector Pin, Ejector Spring, Extractor. Extrac
tor Rivel, Firing Pin Assembly) 

Boll Final Assembly, 308 Win. (includes Bolt 
Assembly, Ejector, Ejector Pin, Ejector Spring, 
Extractor, Etractor Rivet, Firing Pin Assembly) 

Bo!t Plug 
Bolt Stop 
Bolt Stop Pin 
Bolt Stop Spring 
Bull Ploh' !Model 600 only) 
Butt Plate Screw (Model 600 only) 
Ejector 
Eector Pin 
Ejector Spring 
I ,11,hullOr, 350 Rc111. Mug., 6.5 MM RL"nl. Mag. 
Extractor 
Extractor Rivet, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. 

Mag. 
Extractor Rivel (except 222 Rem.) 
Firing Pin 
firing Pin Assembly (includes Bolt Plug, firing 

Pin, Firing Pin Cross Pin, Firing Pin Head, 
Main Spring) 

Firing Pin Cross Pin 
Firing Pin Head 
Front Guard Screw 
Front Sight Assembly cincludes Front Sight and 

Front Sight Bead) 
Magazine, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. Mag. 
Magazine, 308 Win., 6MM Rem., 243 Win. 
Magazine follower, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM 

Rem. Mag. 
Magazine Follower 
Magazine Spring 
Main Spring 
Rear Guard Screw 
Reor Sight Assembly (includes Rear Sight Eleva

tion Screw, Rear Sight Bose, Rear Sight Eye
piece, Rear Sight Leaf, Rear Sight Windage 
Screw) 

Rear Sight Base, 350 Rem. Mag. 
Rear Sight Base 
Rear Sight Elevation Screw 
Rear Sight Eyepiece 
Rear Sight Leaf 
Rear Sight Nut 
Rear Sight Windage Screw 
Rear Sight Wrench 
Receiver Plug Screw 
Reinforcing Screw, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM 

Rem. Mag. 
Reinforcing Screw 
Rib 
Rib Screw 

View Part NAME OF PART No. No. 

32 

33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 

44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

51 
52 
53 

54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 

26795 

21386 
25410 
26850 
15432 
17043 
17044 
15666 
24476 
17047 
15416 
16968 
26990 

15376 
15357 
15356 
15358 
26625 
26555 
27651 

276.50 

15883 
15435 
17049 
26730 

15436 
15437 
15429 
24477 
17978 
17053 

Safety Assembly (includes Safety and Safety 
Thumbpiece) .......... -·--······ 

Recoil Pad (Magnum only) 
Recoil Pod Screw (Magnum only) 
Safety Detent Ball 
Safety Detent Spring 
Safety Pivot Pin 
Safety Snap Wosher 
Sear Safety Cam 
Sear Pin 
Sear Spring 
Sight Screw 
Sight Wosher 
Sling Strop Assembly and Mountings, Complete 

Includes: 44 thru 49 
Fastener 
Front Swivel Nut 
Front Swivel Screw 
Rear Swivel Screw 
Sling Strop Assembly, 7 / 8" 
Swivel Assembly. Q.D. (each) 
Stock Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. 

Mag. (includes Recoil Pad, Recoil Pad Screw 
(2), Srock, Swivel Screw, Rear; Swivel Screw, 
Front; Front Swivel Nut, Reinforcing Screw) 

Slack A.snmhly !include< Bull Plate, Butt Plate 
Screw 12J, and SrockJ 

Tong Support (Magnum only) 
Trigger 
Trigger Adjusting Screw 
Trigger Assembly <includes Trigger Housing, 

Sear Safety Com, Sear Spring, Trigger, Trig
ger Adjusting Screw l2l, Trigger Connector, 
Trigger Pin, Trigger Spring, Trigger Stop 
Screw) 

Trigger Connector 
Trigger Guard 
Trigger Housing 
Trigger Pin 
Trigger Spring 
Trigger Stop Screw 

ADDITIONAL CALIBER PARTS 

(Not Shown in Sectional View) 

26682 Barrel Assembly, 35 Rem (Superseded) 
26681 Barrel Assembly, 222 Rem. 
26683 Barrel Assembly, 6 MM Rem. 
26685 Barrel Assembly, 243 Win. 
26706 Bolt Assembly, 35 Rem. (Superseded) 
26775 Bolt Assembly, 222 Rem. 
26701 Bolt Final Assembly, 35 Rem. (Superseded) 
26770 Bolt Final Assembly, 222 Rem. 
15852 Ejector, 222 Rem. 
15850 Extractor, 222 Rem. 
27342- Extractor Rivel, 222 Rem. .. 
27366 Front Sight Assembly, 6 MM Rem., 243 Win. 
27261 Magazine, 222 Rem. 
27262 Magazine. 35 Rem. (Superseded) 
16793 Magazine Follower, 222 Rem .. 
157 42 Magazine Spacer, 222 Rem. 
17983 Magazine Spring, 222 Rem. 
15600 Rear Sight Base, 35 Rem. (Superseded) 
NOTE: See basic Paris List for parts not listed above. 
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MODEL 600 MAGNUM 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington MAGNUM Model 600 Carbine is chambered to shoot MAGNUM big game cartridges. This MAGNUM Model 600 
has been introduced in the 350 Remington Magnum caliber with two (2) bullet sizes ---- 200 and 250 grain weights. 

This top-loading carbine has a capacity of four (4) Magnum cartridges, counting three (3) in fixed box magazine and one in bar
rel chamber. 

A recoil pad and carrying strap with quick detachable swivels is standard equipment on the Model 600 Magnum. 

See MAGNUM Instruction Folder - RD 5653 for care and operation information. This folder also contains part prices, service and 
shipping instructions. 

The SERVICE SUPPLEMENT for the Model 600 MAGNUM Carbine will list only those parts that require different assembly in
structions from Standard Model 600. See Standard Model 600 tor parts not listed. 
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MqDEL 600 MAGNUM 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - is custom bedded with epoxy ad
hesive to match each individual action and barrel. Assembly in
cludes stock, recoil pad, recoil pad screw (2), reinforcing screw 
(2), front swivel nut, swivel screw, front; swivel screw, rear. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove trigger guard. Lift 
away and disassemble stock assembly from action and barrel. 
Note fully cured epoxy in barrel bracket slot of stock. 

NOTE: "Delrin" tang support may separate from action at 
rear. 

To Service - Stock assemblies are interchangeable as replace
ment. However, replacement stock requires a new epoxy bed
ding to match action and barrel. Use a good proprietary or 
commercial grade of bedding epoxy. 

NOTE: Use all recommended epoxy handling precautions. To 
apply --- squeeze fluid epoxy mix into barrel bracket slot 
in replacement stock. Fill slot to approximately half capacity. 

To Service - Apply lubricant lightly to barrel bracket section 
of action. Then assemble action and barrel to replacement 
stock. Allow barrel bracket to bed firmly into epoxy fill. Re
assemble trigger guard and trigger guard screws to stock. Tight· 
en action and barrel securely in stock with guard screws. 

NOTE: Barrel should assemble free - floating into replace
ment stock. Allow required time for epoxy to cure full 
strenyth. Any subsequent disassembly and reassembly then can 
easily be made. A sliqht taper design to barrel bracket allows 
bracket to slide easily in or out of epoxy bedding. During 
shootin!J this insure~ a constant bedding position. 

NOTE: M<.1ke certain t<mg support relocated properly at rear of 
action before stock is reassembled. See TANG SUPPORT' 

NOTE: Stock assembly for both Standard (and Magnum) 
Models no longer are cut to allow clearance for old style mag
azine assembly and screw. Therefore, any replacement for 
early design stocks requires clearance cutting forward of mag
azine position. 

TANG SUPPORT - is designed of "Delrin" material to pro
vide added support or bearing for action at rear of stock. 

To Disassemble - Remove stock assembly. Remove loosened 
tang support from rear of action. 

To Reassemble - Tang support must be positioned at rear of 
action before action is replaced in stock. (See Fig. 1 ). 

1 

Fig. 1 

Reassemble stock assembly to action. Tighten firmly with 
guard screws. 

TRIGGER GUARD 

To Disassemble - Unscrew front guard screw, rear guard screw. 
Lift away and disassemble guard from stock. 

To Service - Front guard screw is of slightly longer length 
than same part of short length for Standard Model 600. Short 
length screw is used for trigger guard on Standard Model 600. 

To Reassemble - Make certain bottom leaf of magazine spring 
locates centrally into well in trigger guard. (See Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2 

Turn both guard screws to tighten guard and stock securely to 
action. 

MAGAZINE (marked MAGNUM) - is designed for MAGNUM 
model use only. Do not use for Standard Model 600. 

NOTE: Short width cross leaf (2) at bottom of MAGNUM 
magazine. This allows full depth for bottom of magazine 
spring against trigger guard ---- and insures full magnum 
cartridge in magazine. 

To Reassemble - Make certain magazine locates correctly into 
base of receiver. Upper magazine rim must assemble fully into 
magazine recess channel in receiver. 
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MODEL 600 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington Model 600 is a light weight. compact length carbine. This bolt action repeater is produced in a number of center 
lire c.:iilbers. A fixed box magazine may be top loaded to. full capacity. Open sight - bead ramp front and adjustable rear - are 
mounted on a ventilated rib barrel. The receiver is drilled and tapped for telescope or receiver sights. 

-
h 

The I nstruct1on Folder/Parts Lists. Form RD 5473. packaged with each gun gives operating instructions, care and maintenance for 
the Remington Model 600. A breakdown of part prices. service, and shipping instructions is included. 

INDEX 

Solt F indl Assembly .................................................. . 
Bal t F 1nal Assembly. Components ............................... . 
F1r1ng Pin Assembly lrom Bolt Assembly ................. . 
Ejector - Ejector Spring .............................................. . 
Extractor - Ex tractor Riv et ......................................... . 
F 1r111q ?in Assembly. Components .............................. .. 
Front S1ynt Assembly .................................................. . 
Redr S1yht Assembly .................................................. . 
Rear S1yht A~embly, Ccmponents ............................... .. 
RI b ............................................................................... . 

Tr 1 gger Guard ............................................................ . 
Stock Assemoly .......................................................... .. 

Stock .-l.ssembly. Components .................................... . 
Mag..il 1ne Assembly ....................................................... . 

Ma<Jdl 1ne Fol lower ....................................................... . 

Ma gal ine Soring ....................................................... . 

Page 
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REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
Arms Service Division 

Ilion, New York 13357 

Magazine Spacer ....................................................... . 
Safety Assembly ....................................................... . 
Trigger Assembly ...................................................... .. 
Trigger Assembly Components ............................... .. 

Sear and Safety Cam Assembly ................................ . 

Trigger & Trigger Connector 

Trigger Housing 
Trigger Adjustment .................................................. . 

Bolt Stop .................................................................... .. 

Barrel Assembly ............................................................ . 
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MODEL 600 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Push safety assembly forward to FIRE pos
ition. Lift bolt handle to unlock and open action. Pull bolt 
rearward until bolt stop halts bolt. Insert small tool against 
bolt stop and press downward. (See Fig. 1). This will release 
bolt. Withdraw bolt final assembly from gun. 

Fig. 1 
~SAFETY(FORWARD) 

T!) Service - The bolt assembly component of Bolt Final As· 
sembly is serially numbered to match the serial number on the 
gun. Selective assembly at factory is required for replacement. 
However. the firing, cocking, extractor, and ejector parts are 
interchangeable and may be replaced with no factory adjust· 
ment required. 

To Reassemble (To Gunl - Push safety forward to FIRE pos
ition. Insert bolt to gun with lugs positioned horizontally 
ahead ot safety. Push bolt forward, by upraised handle, until 
bolt stop snaps into place to lock bolt in gun. 

Note: Bolt must remain '"cocked'" to put into gun. If bolt be· 
comes uncocKed. firing pin head will be forward and show as 
nearly flush to bolt plug at rear. TO COCK BOLT, hold firing 
pin head firmly to prevent movement; the turn bolt with hand· 
le. Bolt will cam on cocking surface (beneath handle) against 
firing pin head. Continue turning bolt handle until cocking 
notch on rear engages tiring pin head. Bolt is then cocked and 
ready for re-entry to gun. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS - Include Bolt 
Assembly: Ejector, Ejector Pin, Ejector Spring, Extractor, 
Extractor Rivet, and Firing Pin Assembly - which includes 
Bolt Plug, Firing Pin, Firing Pin Cross Pin, Firing Pin Head, 
Main Spring. 

FIRING PIN ASSEM.BLY from BOLT ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Hold 
firing pin head in secure grip and pull away remainder of as· 
sembly until separation is visible at rear of bolt plug. Insert 
thin washer (or coinl in separation (See Fig. 21 Then turn bolt 
plug to unscrew firing pin assembly from bolt assembly. 

To Service - Firing pin assembly is interchangeable. May be 
replaced as a unit with no factory adjustment required. Re
placemen1 ol bolt assembly requires selective assembly for pro
per function. 

To Reassemble - Hold washer (or coin) separation between 
firing pin head and bolt plug. Insert firing pin assembly into 
bolt assembly. Turn bolt plug to screw firing pin assembly 1n· 
to position. Position final turn ot plug until channel in bottom 
ot plug matches small cocking notch on rear rim of bolt. See 
sketch below. Then remove separ;:ition washer (or coin) to ;ii 
low firing pin head to snap into cocking notch. 

EJECTOR - EJECTOR SPRING (in Bolt Assemblyl 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt flnal assembly from gun. Drive 
out ejector pin. Pull out and disassemble ejector and ejector 
spring from bolt face. (See Fig. 31. 

Fig. 3 

To Reassemble - Insert ejector spring and ejector into bolt 
face. Push in ejector and hold against ejector spring tension. 
Line up ejector pin slot in ejector to pin hole in bolt. Drive in 
ejector pin. 

Note: Ejector, when reassembled, must have free plunging 
motion for proper ejection operation. 

EXTRACTOR - EXTRACTOR RIVET (in Bolt Assembly) 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Re
move· ejector. Drive out extractor rivet - from outside of bolt. 
Remove rivet from inside of bolt rim. Dislodge loosened ex· 
tractor and disassemble from inside of bolt rim. 

To Service - lnterchanyeable. However, extractor rivet will 
mutilate when ex tractor is disassembled. Use replacement rivet 
to secure extractor properly. when reassembled. Use fired cart· 
ridge case to check ex tractor tension. 
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To Reassemble - Position ex tractor within rim in bolt face. 
Line up with rivet hole in bolt. Insert replacement extractor 
rivet into extractor to protrude from outside of bolt. Support 
head of rivet insde bolt rim; then - peen over protruding, end 
of rivet to tighten extractor in bolt. Reassemble ejector to 
bolt. 

Fl RI NG Pl N ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS include: Firing 
pin, Main Spring, Bolt Plug, Firing Pin Head, Firing Pin Cross 
Pin (In Firing Pin Assembly). 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Sep· 
arate firing pin assembly (with holding washer). Unscrew and 
disassemble from bolt assembly. Hold firing pin head securely 
(in separation from bolt plug) and drive out firing pin cross 
pin. All parts of firing pin assembly should separate for dis· 
assembly. (See Fig. 41. 

FIRING PIN HEAD 

Fig. 4 

BOLT PLUG 

_/SEPARATION WASHER 

/ 
DRIVE HERE 

(FIRING PIN 
CROSS PINI 

Precaution: Main spring is under tension. 

To Service -All parts in firing pin assembly are interchange· 
Jble. No factory fitting required. However. if replacing firing 
pin, a hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is necessary. 
To do this, use a No. 42 size dn II ( .093 .. ). 

Assemble shank of replacement firing pin into firing pin head. 
Make sure recess 1n head is clear and free of any obstruction. 
Seat shank of firing pin firmly into firing pin head. Align drill 
thru cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill thru firing pin 
shank . (See Fig. 5). 

Fig. 5 

Piii HEAD 
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MODEL 600 

To Reassemble - Reassemhle ull purts of FIRING PIN AS 
SEMBL Y. Hold bolt plug retracted against tension of re· 
assembled mainspring. Insert firing pin cross pin thru firing pin 
head and shank of firing pin. Release tension on bolt plug. 

FRONT SIGHT ASSEMBLY - Includes Front Sight, Front 
Sight Bead. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew Sight screw (2). A thin white nylon 
sight washer (2) is seated under sight screw head. Lift and dis· 
assemb!Y rear sight assembly fro.m rib on barrel. 

To Service - Interchangeable as replacement. However, bright 
metal bead is factory welded to front sight. Replace as an as· 
sembly. · 

To Reassemble - Reposition front sight assembly upon rib. 
Align sight holes to matching holes in barrel studs. Screw in 

sight screws (2) to secure front sight assembly to barrel. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY .,... includes Elevation Screw, Rear 
Sight Base. Rear Sight Eyepiece, Rear Sight Leaf, Windage 
screw. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew sight screw (2) in rear sight base. 
A thin white nylon sight washer (2) is seated under sight 
screw head. Lift disassemble rear sight assembly from rib on 
barrel. 

To Service - All parts of rear sight assembly are interchange· 
able. No factory fitting required. 

Note: A rear sight nut is seated under rib to tighten rear sight 
screw to rib. Rib must be removed to service this nut. See 
RIB Disassembly. 

To Reassemble - Relocate rear sight assembly to rib on barrel. 
Screw in sight screw to tighten front of base to barrel stud. 
Tighten sight screw at rear of sight base into rear sight nut 
which u'nderlies rib. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS 

REAR SIGHT EYEPt ECE 
ELEVATION SCREW 

To Disassemble - A small rear sight wrench is supplied with 
each gun. This wrench fits into small socket head of elevation 
screw to turn elevation screw. Unscrew to loosen eyepiece. 
Slide rear sight eyepiece up and disassemble from rear sight 
leaf. Use wrench also for windage screw. 

REAR SIGHT BASE 
REAR SIGHT LEAF 
WINDAGE SCREW 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove windage screw. Lift and 
disassemble rear sight leaf from rear sight base. 

Note: Rear siqht base for 35 Rem. CJliber is slightly higher 
than hase used for other calibers. 
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MODEL 600 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

RIB - is designed of Ou Pont ."Zytel" to provide a light 
weight. matted sight line and for location of sights. 

To Disassemble - Remove front and rear sights. Unscrew and 
remove rib screw (4). Lift and disassemble rib from barrel. 

Note: When rib is removed, a small rear sight nut will also dis·. 
dssernble from beneath the rearmost rear sight hole. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. taking care that rear 
sight nut is placed beneath" rib in proper position. 

TRIGGER GUARD 

To Disassemble - Unscrew front guard screw, rear guard 
screw. Lift away and disassemble trigger guard. 

Note: Stock assembly can also be disassembled when trigger 
quard 1s removed. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make certain both 
front and rear guard screws are tightened evenly and securely 
to receiver. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Unscrew both front and rear trigger guard 
screws. Remove trigger guard. Lift away and disassemble stock 
assembly trom barrel and action. 

To Service - Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment 
required. Replacement includes stock, butt plate. butt plate 
screw ( 2l.. reinforcing screw( 2). Barrel is free floating. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Tighten guard screws 
securely. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS 

BUTT PLATE 
BUTT ?LA TE SCREW 121 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove butt plate screw (21. 
Disassemble butt plate from stock. 

To Service - Replacement butt plate may be fitted to stock. 
Some sanding to match outline of stock may be required. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

MAGAZINE ASSEMBLY - is "fixed" box design for top load· 
ing operation only. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew guard screws and remove trigger 
guard. Remove loosened stock assembly. Unscrew magainze 
support screw ( 1). Loosen and disassemble magazine assembly. 

3 

Note: Magazine follower and magazine spring will disassemble 
when magazine assembly is removed. Magazine spacer, used for 
222 Rem. Caliber, will also disassemble. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine 
follower and spring are held tightly enclosed as magazine is re· 
assembled. Locate magazine fully into magazine cavity from 
bottom of receiver. Magazine support at front magazine should 
seat against bottom of receiver. Insert support screw and turn 
to tighten magazine assembly in position. 

MAGAZINE FOLLOWER 
MAGAZINE SPRING 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard. Remove stock. Re· 
move magazine assembly. Magazine follower and magazine 
spring will disassemble freely from magazine assembly. Lift 
rear of magazine spring and slide back to disassemble from 
magazine follower. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse oroer. Make certain mag· 
azine assembly (with enclosed follower and spring) is snapped 
fully into magazine cavity in receiver from below. Tighten 
magazine securely with magazine support screws. 

MAGAZINE SPACER - is designed for load spacing use with 
smaller .222 Rem. caliber cartridge. 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard. Remove stock as· 
sembly. Remove magazine assembly, magazine follower, mag· 
azine spring. Disassemble magaLine spacer tram magazine as· 
sembly. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine 
Follower and spring function properly with assembled spacer. 

SAFETY ASSEMBLY - in rear, ON SAFE stop position, to 
( 1 J support safety cam against cocked firing pin head and pre· 
vent release, (21 to cam up and prevent closed bolt from ro· 
ta ting to open action. In safety a nylon de tent ball, under ten· 
sion, slips into either detent position in trigger assembly. 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final <Jssembly. Remove trigge' 
guard. Remove stock assembly. Slide off and disassemble 
safety snap washer. Lift off and disassemble safety detent 
spring. Pull out and disassemble safety pivot pin. Disassemble 
small nylon safety detent ball from hole position in safety as· 
sembly. Slide loosened safety assembly to rear and disassemble 
from trigger assembly. See Exploded View. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY - is designed to house the fire control 
parts of the action. These parts include housing, sear and 
safety cam assembly, sear spring, trigger, trigger adjusting 
screw I 21. trigger connector. trigger pin, trigger spring, trigger 
stop screw. and sear pin !21. 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly and trigger 
guard. Remove stock assembly. Tap out sear pm (2), left to 
right. Pull out and disassemble trigger assembly from receiver. 
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To Service - Trigger assembly may be replaced as a complete 
interchangeable assembly. See listing above. When ordered, 
slJve pins (2) hold sear and safety cam assembly in housing. 
Remove sla11e pin ( 21 and use existing sear pin ( 2) to assemble 
trigger assembly to receiver. No adjustment required. 

To Reassemble - Hold sear and safety cam assembly 1n hous· 
1ng to align sear pin holes to receiver. Insert sear pin (2). Make 
sure pins do not protrude into bolt stop slot in receiver. Seat 
pins only flush with this slot. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS - See below for 
component listing (in sequence). 

SEAR AND SAFETY CAM ASSEMBLY - is matched set of 
components. An engaging surface at rear shoulder of both is 
ground to bear equally against cocking notch in firing pin 
head. ( 1) The safety cam part when supported from beneath 
by satety engages firing pin head to hold head in cocked pas· 
1t1on. This ON SAFE support by safety cam prevents release of 
sµring-:-loaded firing pin, hence no "firing" can occur. (2) The 

. "matched" engaging surface on sear part also when supported 
from beneath by trigger connector cannot release the spring 
loaded firing pin for "firing" unless connector is pulled by trig· 
yer out of enyagemenr wnh sear. 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger assembly. See TRIGGER 
ASSEMBLY removal. Lift away and disassemble loosened sear 
.rnd safety cam. Shake out underlying sear spring. 

To Suv1ce - Interchangeable as "marched" assembly. How· 
ever. re·ad1ustmenr of trigger connector engagement may be re
quired. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure sear spring 
reassemoles to function properly under sear and safety cam. 
Engage flat end of sear spring upwards against sear and safety 
cam. Closed end of sear spring seats into housing. 

TRIGGER & TRIGGER CONNECTOR 

To Disassemble - Remove stock assembly. Remove magazine 
assembly. Tap out trigger pin. Pull out and disassemble loosen· 
ed trigger and trigger connector. 

Note: CJre must be taken to prevent dislodging trigger spring. 

To Service - Both trigger and trigger connector are inter· 
changeaoie. No factory adjustment required. However, a check 
tor trigger pull and weight may be required. See TRIGGER 
ADJUSTMENT. 

To Reassemble - Locate trigger connector on trigger. Position 
assembled trigger and trigger connector into housing. Align 
trigger to trigger pin hole in housing. Make certain trigger 
sprang remains assembled to forward trigger ad1usting screw as 
trigger and trigger connector are reassembled. Reassemble trig· 
yer pin and tap into housing. 
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MODEL 600 

TRIGGER HOUSING 

To Disassemble - Remove scock assembly. Remove sear pins 
to disassemble trigger assembly from receiver. Disassemble saf· 
ety assembly, sear and safety cam assembly, sear spring, trig· 
ger, trigger connector, trigger spring, trigger adjusting screw ( 2) 
trigger stop screw. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Restake adjusting 
screws to secure in location. 

TRIGGER ADJUSTMENT - (See Fig. 61. Remove stock as· 
sembly and trigger guard. 

ENCACEMENT 
VIEW HOLE 

ADJUSTING 
SCREW 

TRICCER Piii 

SPRING 

STOP SCREW 

Fig. 6 

SCREW 

IMPORTANT: No adjustment or removal of trigger adjusting 
screw at rear is recommended unless for replacement. This trig· 
ger adjusting screw at rear is adjusted at factory and provides 
correct amount of supporting trigger connector engagement 
beneath sear. This engagement of sear to top of trigger con· 
nectar can be seen thru hole in housing (with safety forward in 
FIRE positionl. 

Note: All adjusting ( 2) and stop ( 1) .;crews are factory sealed 
with adhesive cement. 

Pull of Trigger - is adjusted to desired weight by turning trig· 
ger adjusting screw at front. Turn screw inward or clockw1w 
for heavier weight of pull. Turn screw outward or counter 
clockwise for lighter weight pull. 

Travel of trigger - is adjusted by turning trigger stop screw in 
front of housing. To reduce trigger travel, place bolt in re
ceiver to "cock" action. Then ( 1) turn trigger stop screw in· 
ward or clockwise until firing pin will not fall or gun "fire " 
as trigger is pulled; (2) Cock gun again and back off stop screw 
counter clockwise until firing pm will fall or gun "fire". This 
method of adjustment will allow least amount of trigger over· 
travel. 

BOLT STOP 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove stock 
assembly. Partially disassemble trigger assembly by tapping out 
sear prn only at lrnr.t of assembly. Drop trigger assembly only 
enough to clear bolt stop pin hole in receiver. (See Fig. 71. Tap 
out bolt stop pin. Disassemble bolt stop and bolt stop spring. 
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Fig. 7 
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To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure bolt stop 
spring locates properly in bolt stop notch and seats correctly 
against receiver in bolt slot. Reassemble trigger assembly to re
ceiver. 

BARREL ASSEMBLY - is factory-listed to include barrel, 
barrel bracket, barrel stud (61. receiver. Special factory pro· 
cesses join the components of this assembly. 

To Disassemble - Remove sights and rib. Remove bolt final 
assembly. Remove trigger guard and stock assembly. Remove 
magazine and trigger assemblies. Remove bolt stop and spring. 
Unscrew and remove receiver plug screws (51. 

To Service - Selective assembly at factory as replacement. 
Special gauges and fixture and factory processing is required 
for proper operation with bolt final assembly. Replace as an 
assembly. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY and MOUNTINGS COMPLETE 
(Part No. 269901 - include front swivel nut. front swivel 
screw, rear swivel screw, sling strap assembly, swivel assem· 
bly 12). 

Note: Sling >trap assembly includes strap, rear keeper, front 
keeper. lastener, Strap is 7/8" wide. Swivel assemblies are 
quick - detachable 10. D. I type. 

ASSEMBLE - SWIVEL SCREWS TO STOCK 

Rear Swivel Screw - Use No. 15 size drill(.180"). Locate 
screw hole 2 1 /2 inches from toe at stock (minus butt plate I. 
Drill hole 1 inch deep at goo with bottom of stock. Counter
sink this drilled hole with No. 1 size (.228") drill to depth of 
1/8 inch. This countersink allows for seating shoulder on 
swivel screw. 

Front Swivel Screw - Use No. 13 drill. 
Front Swivel Nut - Use 3/8 inch drill. 
Locate screw hole approx. 3 inches from front end of stock. 
Drill hole completely thru stock at goo with barrel radius 
stock cul. Countersink.barrel radius cut into this drilled hole 
to depth of .225 inches. Countersink allows for seating 
of front swivel nut. Assemble front swivel thru hole and tight· 
t>ncJ to stock with front swivel nu!. 
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ASSEMBLE - SWIVEL ASSEMBL y (2) a.o. 

Swivel assembly (same for front and rear) can be assembled to 
swivel screw in stock as follows. Press against spring loaded re
lease plunger to lift locking plate from attachment pin. Swing 
plate to clear attachment pin. (See Fig. 8). 

Fig.8 

LOCKING PLATE 

. l~TACHMENT 

~ 
7/8" SWIVEL (Q.D.l~'SE PLUNGER 

PIN 

After attaching to swivel screw, swing and lower locking plate 
upon attachment pin. This will lock swivel to screw. 

ASSEMBLE - STRAP TO ASSEMBLED SWIVELS 

Remove front keeP.er (band) if on strap. Insert tongue of strap 
thru rear swivel. Then loop strap back and thru attached rear 
keeper. Draw strap thru keeper until tight loop is made against 
rear swivel. Slide front keeper on free ~nd of strap. The insert 
strap thru front swivel and double strap back thru attached 
front keeper. Assemble brass fastener thru matching slots 1n 
strap to join strap in desired position. 

Note: To disassemble strap from rifle, simply unsnap quick de· 
tachable ( Q. D. ) swivels from swivel screws in stock. Remove 
straµ and JllJched swivels from stock. 

CYCLE OF OPERATION 

Model 600 Carbine is a light weight. high power. bolt action. 
fixed magazine repeater chambered· for a number of center 
fire calibers. The vent rib barrel makes it a natural sighter, plus 
receiver qeing drilled and tapped ready to accept most popular 
makes of scopes and mounts. Basic operation of bolt is similar 
to most rifles of this type. Movement of bolt handle upward 
and fully back opens: forward and down closes and locks bolt. 

FIRING 

Firing cycle is basically release of a spring-loaded firing pin 
for purpose of striking primer of cartridge and igniting same. 
More specifically, pulling or squeezing of trigger moves con· 
nectar forward leaving sear unsupported against "cocked" fir· 
ing pin head. With support removed, sear is cammed dawn by 
spring-loaded firing pin and main spring drives firing pin for· 
ward to strike primer. 

UNLOCKING 

R;:iising bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head from re· 
coli shoulders in receiver. 
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COCKING 

Cocking takes place as bolt handle is raised. A cam at rear of 
rotJting bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward and holds it 

· 1n cocked position, in a notch at rear of bolt. See LOCKING 
far transfer cocking movement to sear. 

EXTRACTION 

This phase of operation cycle is essentially one of two parts 
referred ta as ( 1) primary extraction, and (2) secondary ex
traction. Primary extraction occurs simultaneously with un
locking. The rim of case. being completely encased by bolt 
head. is gripped by a circular recessed claw-type extractor. 

During final upward throw of bolt handle, a primary ex
traction cam retracts bolt approximately 1 /8" with a mechan
ical advantage of about 8 to 1, completing primary portion of 
this phase. Bolt lugs are now free of locking shoulder in re
ceiver and bolt may now be moved to rear completing second 

·phase of ex traction. 

EJECTION 

With the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head of 
cartridge, 1s a spring-loaded ejector, As bolt is retracted and 
front edge of cartridge reaches ejection port, pressure, along 
with opposing grip of extractor. ejects cartridge from port. 
Rearward motion of ool t is halted by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 

With bolt halted rearward, topmost cartridge in magazine is 
allowed ro move upward against feeding lips on bottom edge 
al receiver. allowing itself to be moved ahead as bolt is ad
vanced wirh a forward motion of bolt handle. Bullet guides 
cartridge into chamber via a feeding ramp on lower side of re
ceiver. 

LOADING 

Loading cycle conmts briefly of moving cartridge into cham
ber once 1t is free of feeding lips in receiver. 

LOCKING 

Locking cycle is accompl1sed by rotating bolt with a down
ward motion of bolt handle, locking cartridge in chamber. 
Four engagements are made by this cycle: ( 1 l Locking lugs on 
Llul t head are engaged with recoil shoulders in receiver. (2) 
Head of cartridge is seated into bolt head depressing ejector 
and extractor claw is snapped over rim of cartridge. (3) Sear 
engJges Jnd locks firing pin in a cocked position by action of 
(4) Sear being supported from beneath by connector. Gun is 
now ready ro be fired, by release of trigger. 
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MODEL 600 

SAFETY 

The safety button, located on right rear of receiver, is op
erated by a push and pull action of thumb. This two-position 
safety had two intentional functions. When safety button is 
pulled rearward by a slight down pressure of thumb. a cam is 
brought into position under safety cam. that locks cam aqains1 
Firing pin head· preventing firing. Second function of safety 1n 

this SAFE position brings an arm into slot in bolt preventing 
bolt being opened. Pushing safety button forward to FIRE 
position nullifies above conditions and will allow firing. 

Listed below are possible "cause" and "correction" of mJI· 
functions. Each grouping will correspond basically to move
ment of bolt as related to the Cv.cle of Operations. 

Quite often, during the occurrence of a malfunction, evidence 
·of cause may be found in a careful study of cartridge itself. 
Take a look at the brass case or bullet end of unfired cartridge. 
Frequently damage will mark cartridge or bullet in some tell· 
tale manner during bolt operation. 

Excessive wear or damage to gun parts may also point up cause 
of gun failure. Inspect appearance of components after "dry" 
cycling action a few times (without ammunition). 

MALFUNCTIONS 
Cause and Correction 

FIRING 

Cause: 1. Firing pin damaged. 
2. Firing pin binds. 
3. Firing pon protrusion faulty. 
4. Trigger assembly out of adjustmeot. 
5. Faulty ammunition. 

Correction: 1. Aeµlace. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Replace firing pin. 
4. Adjust. 
5. Replace ammunition. 

UNLOCKING 

Cause: 1. See Ex traction. 
2. Upset extraction cam on bolt handle. 
3. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
4. Blown or set back primer on shell. 

Correction: 1. See Ex traction. 
2. Smooth up bolt handle earn. 
3. Deburr. 
4. Ammunition may be at fault. 
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MODEL 600 

EXTRACTION 

Cl use: 1. Fouled, rough, or enlarged chamber. 
2. Extractor broken or damaged. 
3. Not enough hook space on extractor.· 
4. Height of claw not correct. 

Correction: 1. Polish if fouled or rough. Replace barrel as· 
sembly if enlarged. 

2. Fit new ex tractor and rivet. 
3. Fit new ex tractor and rivet, 
4. Fit new ex tractor and rivet. 

BOLT BINDS 

Cause: 1. Guard screws protrude into bolt track. 
2. Receiver plug screws protrude into bolt track 
3. Bolt handle enterferes in stock. 
4. Damage at rear of bolt lugs. 

Correction: 1. File end of screws. 
2. File ends of screws. 
3. Clear stock or fit new stock. 
4. Stone to blend. Check head space. 

EJECTION 

Cause: 1. Burr at e1ector hole in bolt. 
2. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
3. Ex tractor binds. 

Correction: 1. Deburr. 

BOLT PULLS 

Cause: 

Correction: 

FEEDING 

C...use: 

Correction: 

2. Free up or replace. 
3. Adjust or tit new ex tractor {and rivet). 

OUT 

1. Bolt stop or bolt release binds. 

2. Bolt stop or bolt release broken. 

3. Bolt stop spring damaged. 
1. Free up. 
2. Replace. 
3. Replace. 

1. Magazine follower binds. 
2. Weak or defective follower spring. 
3. Magazine spring caught under guard. 
4. Damaged chamfer on bolt head. 
S. Tabs on follower bent. 
1. Ad1ust side angle on magazine. 
2. Replace spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Replace bolt, or stone smooth. 
S. Straighten or replace follower. 
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LOADING 

Cause: 1. Damaged receiver rails. 
2. Sharp edge- rear end of chamber. 
3. Rough loading ramp in receiver. 

Correction: 1. Polish or reshape. 
2. Remove sharpness. 
3. Polish ramp. 

LOCKING 

Cause: 1. Shallow throat. 
2. Min. head space. 
3. Damaged chamber. 
4. Extractor interferes with shell rim. 
5. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
6. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
7. Sharp corners in bolt lugs. 

Correction: 1. Ream. 
2. Re-head. 
3. Re-head. 
4. Fit new extractor {grind relief in new ex· 

tractor behind claw). 
5. Free up or replace. 
6. Deburr. 
7. Stone radius. 

COCKING {See trigger Adjustment) 

Cause: 1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

Correction: 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Trigger adjusting screw at rear out of adjust
ment {improper horizontal engagement of 
sear and connector.) 
Improper vertical engagement of sear and 
connector. 
Trigger doesn't retract. 
Corners on sear or connector rounded. 
Adjust. 
Fit new trigger assembly. 
Fit new trigger assembly; 
Fit new sear and safety cam or connector. 

BULGES OR BLOWS CASES 

Cause: 

Correction: 

SAFETY 

Cause: 

Correction: 

1. Oversize chamber. 
2. Max. head space. 
1. Replace barrel assembly. 
2. Fit new bolt. 

1. Safe binds !safe works hard). 
2. Safecy snap washer stretches out {safe works 

too freely). 
3. Safety damaged. 
1. Free up. 
2. Replace washer or reseat in safety pivot pin 

slot. 
3. Replace safety. 
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MODEL 600 

ACCURACY - Group Size 

Cause: 1. Crowr.i of barrel damaged. 
2. Barrel bore fouled. 
3. Enlarged bore. 
4. Improper bedding of barrel in stock. 
5. Loose sights. 

Correction: 1. Recrown. 
2. Lead or replace barrel. 
3. Replace barrel. 
4. Refloat barrel.. 
5. Tighten or replace. 

POINT OF IMPACT 

Cause: 1. Barrel not straight. 
2. Improper or loose sights. 

Correction; 1. Straighten or replace barrel. 
2. Tighten or change sights. 
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MODEL 600 PARTS LIST 

View Part 
No. No. 

6 

7 
8 I 
9 

10 

11 

I 2 
13 

I 4 
I 5 I 
161 
17 ' 

i 
18 I 

I 

19 : 
I 
I 

20 i 
21 
22 

24 
25 
26 
27 
28 

29 

JO 
) l 

26684 

26686 
26680 

26707 

26705 

26702 

26700 

15409 
15412 
24484 
15413 
15741 
25410 
17017 
17676 
17019 
15709 
16254 
27341 

27340 
15410 
26715 

17022 
23321 
15053 
27365 

15648 
27260 
15607 

17056 
17891 
1541 l 
17580 
26841 

15000 
157'7 
15733 
15726 
15728 
15418 
I 5732 
15778 
17034 
15651 

18186 
15488 
I 54 17 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

NAME OF PART 

Barrel Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag. !includes Bar
rel, Barrel Bracket, Barrel Stud i61, Receiver! 

Barrel Auembly, 6.5 MM Rem. Mag. 
Barrel Assembly, 308 Win. !includes Barrel, 

Barrel Brocker. Barrel Stud (6), Receiver) 
Bait Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. 

Mag. :includes Bait Body Assembly and Boil 
Handle) 

Bolt Assembly, 308 Win. (includes Bolt Bady 
A'5embly end Bolt Handle) 

Bait final Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM 
Rem. Mag. !includes Boil Assembly, Ejeetor, 
Ejector Pin, Ejector Spring, Extractor, ExlrOC· 
tor Rivel, Firing Pin Assembly) 

Bolt Final Assembly, 308 Win. (includes Boil 
A»embly, Ejector, Ejector Pin, Ejector Spring, 
Extractor, Etroctor Rivel, Firing Pin Assembly) 

Bolt Plug 
Bolt Stop 
Bolt Stop Pin 
Bolt Stop Spring 
Bull Plate !Model 600 only1 
Burr Plate Screw tModel 600 onlyl 
E1ector 
Eecror Pin 
Ejecior Spring 
Extrocror, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. Mag ... 
Ex rroctor 
Exrractor River, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. 

Mag. 
Exrrocror Rivel texcept 222 Rem.I 
Firing Pin 
Forong Pin Assembly !includes Boil Plug, Firing 

Pin, Firing Pin Cro~s Pin, Firing Pin Head, 
Morn Spring1 

F1r1n9 Pin Cron Pin 
F1r1ng Pin Head 
Front Guard Screw 
Fronr Sight Assembly 1includes fronl Sight and 

Front Sight Beodl 
Mogozone. 350 Rem. Mag .. 6.5 MM Rem. Mag. 
Mogozone. 308 Win., 6MM Rem., 243 Win. 
Magazon., Follower, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM 

Rem Mag. 
Magazine Follower 
Mogozone Sprrng 
Main Spring 
Rear Guard Screw 
Rear Soghr Assemoly !includes Rear Sight Elevo· 

roon Screw, Rear Sight Base, Rear Sight Eye
piece. Rear Sight Leaf. Rear Sight Windage 
Screw! 

Rear Sighr Bose, J50 Rem. Mag. 
Rear Sight Base 
Rear Sight Elevation Screw 
Rear Soght Eyepoece 
Rear Sight leaf 
Rear Sight Nur 
Rear Sight Windage Screw 
Rear Sight Wrench 
Receiver Plug Screw 
Rernforcong Screw, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM 

Rem. Mag. 
Reinforcing S~rew 
~·b 
Rib Screw 
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View Part NAME OF PART No. No. 

J2 

33 
34 
JS 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 

44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

51 
52 
53 

54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 

26795 

21386 
25410 
26850 
15432 
17043 
17044 
15666 
24476 
17047 
15416 
16968 
26990 

Safety Assembly (includes Safety and Sofery 
Thumbpiece) 

Recoil Pod <Magnum only) 
Recoil Pad Screw \Magnum only! 
Safety Detent Boll 
Safety Deren! Spring 
Safety Pivot Pin 
Safety Snap Wosher 
Sear Safery Com 
Sear Pin 
Sear Spring 
Sight Screw 
Sight Washer 
Sling Strop Assembly and Mountings, Complete 

Includes: 44 thru 49 
Fastener 
Front Swivel Nut 
Front Swivel Scrnw 
Rear Swivel Screw 
Sling Strop Assembly, 7 / 8" 
Swivel Assembly, Q.D. (each) 

15376 
15357 
15356 
15358 
26625 
26555 
27651 Srock Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. 

Mag. (includes Recoil Pod. Recoil Pod Screw 
12), Stock, Swivel Screw, Rear; Swivel Screw, 
Fronr; Front Swivel Nur, Reinforcing Screw) 

27650 

15B83 
15435 
17049 
26730 

Srock Assembly (includes Bull Plate, Burt Plate 
Screw \2), and Stock) 

Tong Support !Magnum only) 
Trigger 
Trigger Adjusting Screw 
Trigger Assembly \includes Trigger Housing, 

Sear Safely Com, Sear Spring, Trigger, Trig
ger Adjusting Screw <2l. Trigger Connector, 
Trigger Pin, Trigger Spring, Trigger Stop 
Screw I 

15436 
15437 
15429 
24477 
17978 
17053 

Trigger Connector 
Trigger Guard 
Trigger Housing 
Trigger Pin 
Trigger Spring 
Trigger Srop Screw 

ADDITIONAL CALIBER PARTS 

(Nol Shown in Sectional Viewl 

26682 Barrel Assembly, JS Rem \Superseded) 
26681 Barrel Assembly, 222 Rem. 
26693 Barrel Assembly, 6 MM Rem. 
26685 Barrel Assembly, 243 Win. 
26706 Bair Assembly, 35 Rem. (Superseded) 
2677 5 Bolt Auembly, 222 Rem. 
26701 Bolt final Assembly, 35 Rem. !Superseded) 
26770 Boil final Assembly, 222 Rem. 
1 5852 Ejector, 222 Rem. 
15850 Extractor, 222 Rem. 
27342 Extractor Rivel, 222 Rem. 
27366 Front Sight Assembly, 6 MM Rem., 243 Win. 
27261 Magazine, 222 Rem. 
27262 Mogaune, 35 Rem. <Superseded) 
16793 Magazine Follower. 222 Rem. 
157 42 Mogozrne Spacer, 222 Rem. 
17983 Magazine Spring, 222 Rem. 
15600 Rear Sight Bose, 35 Rem. \Superseded) 
NOTE: See basic Parts List for ports nol listed obove. 
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MODEL 600 MAGNUM 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington MAGNUM Model 600 Carbine is chambered to shoot MAGNUM big game cartridges. This MAGNUM Model 600 
has been i11troduced in the 350 Remington Magnum caliber with .two (2) bullet sizes ---- 200 and 250 grain weights. 

·~-
-·~ 

This top-loading carbine has a capacity of four (4) Magnum cartridges, counting three (3) in fixed box magazine and one in bar· 
rel chamber. 

A recoil pad and carrying strap with quick detachable swivels is standard equipment on the Model 600 Magnum. 

See MAGNUM I nstrucuon Folder - RD 5653 for care and operation information. This folder also contains part prices. service Jni.l 
shipping instructions. 

The SERVICE SUPPLEMENT for the Model 600 MAGNUM Curhine will list only those parts thilt require different assembly in· 
struct1ons from Standard Model 600. See Standard Model 600 for parts not listed. 
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MODEL 600 MAGNUM 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - is custom bedded with epoxy ad· 
hes1ve to match each individual action and barrel. Assembly in· 
eludes stock. recoil pad, recoil pad screw (2). reinforcing screw 
(21. front swivel nut. swivel screw. front: swivel screw, rear. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove trigger guard. Lift 
away and disassemble stock assembly from action and barrel. 
Note fully cured epoxy in barrel bracket slot of stock. 

NOTE: .. Oelrin .. tang support may separate from action at 
rear. 

To Service - Stock assemblies are interchangeable as replace
ment. However. replacement stock requires a new epoxy bed
ding to match action and barrel. Use a good proprietary or 
commercial grade of bedding epoxy. 

NOTE: Use all recommended epoxy handling precautions. To 
aoplv --- squeeze fluid epoxy mix into barrel bracket slot 
in replacement stock. Fill slot to approximately half capacity. 

To Service - Apply lubricant lightly to barrel bracket section 
ot action. Then assemQJe action and barrel to replacement 
stock. Allow barrel bracket to bed firmly into epoxy fill. Re
assemble trigger guard and trigger guard screws to stock. Tight· 
en actoon and barrel securely in stock with guard screws. 

NOTE: Barrel should assemble free - floating into replace
rnent stock. Allow required time for epoxy to cure full 
s1ren<Jth. Any subsequent disassembly and reassembly then can 
t!dSoly be made. A slight taµer design to barrel bracket allows 
bracket to slide easily in or out of epoxy bedding. During 
shootmg this insures a constant bedding position. 

NOTE: Make certain tang support relocated properly at rear of 
act1un before stock is reassembled. See TANG SUPPORT' 

NOTE: Stock assembly for both Standard (and Magnum) 
Models no longer are cut to allow clearance tor old style mag· 
az1ne assembly and screw .. Therefore. any replacement for 
early design stocks requires clearance cumng forward of mag
azine µos1 to on. 

TANG SUPPORT - is designed of "Delrin" material to pro
vide added support or bearing for action at rear of stock. 

To Disassemble - Remove stock assembly. Remove loosened 
tang support from rear of acuon. 

To Reassemble - Tang support must be positioned at rear of 
action before action is replaced in stock. (See Fig. 1 ). 

Fig. 1 

~
,!· 

-:::::;:.--.w i 
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TANG SUPPORT 

Reassemble stock assembly to action. Tighten firmly with 
guard screws. 

TRIGGER GUARD 

To Disassemble - Unscrew front guard screw, rear guard screw. 
lift away and disassemble guard from stock. 

To Service - Front guard screw is of slightly longer length 
than same part of short length for Standard Model 600. Short 
length screw is used for trigger guard on Standard Model 600. 

To Reassemble - Make certain bottom leaf of magazine spring 
locates centrally into well in trigger guard. (See Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2 

Turn both guard screws to tighten guard and stock securely to 
action. 

MAGAZINE (marked MAGNUM) - is designed for MAGNUM 
model use only. Do not use for Standard Model 600. 

NOTE: Short width cross leaf (2) at bottom of MAGNUM 
magazine. This allows full depth tor bottom of magazine 
spring against trigger guard ---- and insures full magnum 
cartridge in magazine. 

To Reassemble - Make certain magazine locates correctly into 
base of receiver. Upper magazine rim must assemble fully into 
magazine recess channel in receiver. 
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MODEL 600 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington Model 600 is a light weight, compact length carbine. This bolt action repeater is produced in a number of center 
fire calibers. A fixed box magazine may be too loaded to full capacity. Open sight - bead ramp front and adjustable rear - are 
mounted on a ventilated rib barrel. The receiver is drilled and tapped for telescope or receiver sights. 

-

The Instruction Folder/Parts Lists, Form RD 5473, packaged with each gun gives operating instructions, care and maintenance for 
the Remington Model 600. A breakdown of part prices, service, and shipping instructions is included. 

INDEX 

Bal t Final Assembly ................................... ·-······-··-··-
Bolt Final Assembly, Components ·-·············--····--·-·-·-·-
Fir1ng Pin Assembly from Bolt Assembly ·-·-···--·-·-·-··
Ejector - Ejector Spring ---··············-----·--·-··-············-···· 
Extractor - Extractor Rivet ········••·•·•············•····•·····••··· 
Firing Pin Assembly, Components ·················•········•····• 
Front Sight Assembly ·················-··············-··············-··· 
Rear Sight Assembly ··-··········-····-·-··················-····-··-· 
Rear Sight Assembly. Ccmponents ·-····-··--···-··-······-···· 
Rib -···············-··············-··········-···-·················-····-·-·····
Trigger Guard --------------·······-·--···-----··--------·-···----·-·-·--
Stock Assembly ----·-·····--·············-······-············-·······----· 
Stock Assembly, Components -----------························· 
Magazine Assembly ··············································-·------· 
Magazine Follower -----------------------------------------------------·· 
Magaz 1 ne Spring -------------------.. ·------.. ------·--------· ........ . 
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Magazine Spacer ....................................................... . 

Safety Assembly ························••·············•·•····•••··•·•·· 
Trigger Assembly ···································-·····-·············· 
Trigger Assembly Components ···•·····•••·•··•····•·•·•······· 
Sear and Safety Cam Assembly ···-···························· 

Trigger & Trigger Connector ---··········--·---·-··············· 

Trigger f:iousing ·····-····················-·······-·····-------········· 

Trigger Adjustment -·················--·-······-················-·· 

Bolt Stop ···································-···-·····-············-········· 

Barrel Assembly ·············----------------------························· 

Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings Complete ·••·•·••• 

Cycle ot Operation 

Malfunctions ······-···········································-············· 

Parts List --········----------·----·------·······-···············-------------

Exploded View ·--·-······-·-·············································· 
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MODEL 600 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Push safety assembly forward to FI RE pos· 
ition. Lift bolt handle to unlock and open action. Pull bolt 
rearward until bolt stop halts bolt. Insert small tool against 
bolt stop and press downward. (See Fig. 1 ). This will release 
bolt. Withdraw bolt final assembly from gun. 

Fig. 1 f SAFETY (FORWARD) 

To Service - The bolt assembly component ot Bolt Final As· 
sembly is serially numbered to match the serial number on the 
gun. Selective assembly at factory is required for replacement. 
However, the firing, cocking, extractor, and ejector parts are 
interchangeable and may be replaced with no factory adjust· 
ment required. 

To Reassemble (To Gun) - Push safety forward to Fl RE pos· 
ition. Insert bolt to gun with lugs positioned horizontally 
ahead of safety. Push bOI t forward. by upraised handle, until 
bolt stop snaps into place to lock bolt in gun. 

Note: Bolt must remain '"cocked" to put into gun. If bolt be· 
.:omes uncocked, firing pin head will be forward and show as 
neatly flush to bolt plug at rear. TO COCK SOLT, hold firing 
pin head firmly to prevent movement; the turn bolt with hand· 
le. Bolt will cam on cocking surface (beneath handle) against 
firing pin head. Continue turning bolt handle until cocking 
notch on rear engages firing pin head. Bolt is then cocked and 
reddy for re·entry to gun. 

SOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS - Include Bolt 
Assembly; Ejector. Ejector Pin, Ejector Spring, Extractor, 
Ex tractor Rivet, and Firing Pin Assembly - which includes 
Bolt Plug. Firing Pin, Firing Pin Cross Pin, Firing Pin Head, 
Main Soring. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY from BOLT ASSEMBL V 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Hold 
firing pin head in secure grip and pull away remainder of as· 
sembly until separation is visible at rear of bolt plug. Insert 
thin washer (or coin) in separation (See Fig. 2) Then turn bolt 
plug to unscrew firing pin assembly from bolt assembly. 

To Service - Firing pin assembly is interchangeable. May be 
replaced as a unit with no factory adjustment required. Re
placement of bolt assembly requires selective assembly for pro· 
per function. 

To Reassemble - Hold washer (or coin) separation between 
firing pin head and bolt plug. Insert firing pin assembly into 
bolt assembly. Turn bolt plug to screw firing pin assembly in· 
to position. Position final turn of plug until channel in bottom 
of plug matches small cocking notch on rear rim of bolt. See 
sketch below. Then remove separation washer (or coin) to al· 
low firing pin head to snap into cocking notch. 

EJECTOR - EJECTOR SPRING (in Bolt Assembly) 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt flnal assembly from gun. Drive 
out ejector pin. Pull out and disassemble ejector and ejector 
spring from bol~ face. (See Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3 

To Reassemble - Insert ejector spring and ejector into bolt 
face. Push in ejector and hold against ejector spring tension. 
Line up ejector pin slot in ejector to pin hole in bolt. Drive in 
ejector pin. 

Note: Ejector, when reassembled, must have free plunging 
motion for proper ejection operation. 

EXTRACTOR - EXTRACTOR RIVET (in Bolt Assembly) 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Re
move ejector, Drive out extractor rivet - from outside of bolt. 
Remove rive1: from inside of bolt rim. Dislodge loosened ex·. 
tractor and disassemble from inside of bolt rim. 

To Service - Interchangeable. However, extractor rivet will 
mutilate when extractor is disassembled. Use replacement rivet 
to secure extractor properly, when reassembled. Use fired cart· 
ridge case to check ex tractor tension. 
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To Reassemble - Position extractor within rim in bolt face. 
Line up with rivet hole in bolt. Insert replacement extractor 
rivet into extractor to protrude from outside of bolt. Support 
head of rivet insde bolt rim; then - peen over protruding, end 
of rivet to tighten extractor in bolt. Reassemble ejector to 
bolt. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS include: Firing 
pin, Main Spring, Bolt Plug, Firing Pin Head, Firing Pin Cross 
Pin (In Firing Pin Assembly). 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Sep· 
arate firing pin assembly (with holding washer). Unscrew and 
disassemble from bolt assembly. Hold firing pin head securely 
(in separation from bolt plug) and drive out firing pin cross 
pin. All parts of firing pin assembly should separate for dis· 
assembly. (See Fig. 41. 

Fig. 4 

BOLT PLUG 

,/SEPARATION WASHER 
/ 

FIRING PIN HEAD 

Precaution: Main spring os under tension. 

DRIVE HERE 
(FIRI NC Pl N 

CROSS PINI 

To St!rv1ce -All parts in firing pin assembly are interchange· 
able. No factory fitting required. However. if replacing firing 
pin. a hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is necessary. 
To do this. use a No. 42 size drill (.093 .. ). 

Assemble shank of replacement firing pin into firing pin head. 
Make sure recess in head is clear and free of any obstruction. 
Seat shank of firing pin firmly into firing pin head. Align drill 
thru cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill thru firing pin 
shank . (See Fig. 5). 

FIRING PIN 

~ FIRING PIN HEAD 

Fig. 5 
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MODEL 600 

To Reassemble - Reassemble all parts of FIRING PIN AS
SEMBLY. Hold bolt plug retracted against tension of re· 
assembled mainspring. Insert firing pin cross pin thru firing pin 
head and shank of firing pin. Release tension on bolt plug. 

FRONT SIGHT ASSEMBLY - Includes Front Sight. Front 
Sight Bead. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew Sight screw (2). A thin white nylon 
sight washer (2) is seated under sight screw head. Lift and dis· 
assembly rear sight assembly from rib on barrel. 

To Service - Interchangeable as replacement, However, bright 
metal bead is factory welded to front sight. Replace as an as· 
sembly. 

.To Reassemble - Reposition front sight assembly upon rib. 
Align sight holes to matching holes in barrel studs. Screw in 
sight screws ( 2) to secure front sight assembly to barrel. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY - includes Elevation Screw, Rear 
Sight Base, Rear Sight Eyepiece, Rear Sight Leaf, Windage 
screw. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew sight screw (2) in rear sight base. 
A thin white nylon sight washer (2) is seated under sight 
screw head. Lift disassemble rear sight assembly from rib on 
barrel. 

To Service - All parts of rear sight assembly are interchange· 
able. No factory fitting required. 

Note: A rear sight nut is seated under rib to tighten rear sight 
screw to rib. Rib must be removed to service this nut. See 
RIB Disassembly. 

To Reassemble - Relocate rear sight assembly to rib on barrel. 
Screw in sight screw to tighten front of base to barrel stud. 
Tighten sight screw at rear of sight base into rear sight nut 
which underlies nb. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS 

REAR SIGHT EYEPIECE 
ELEVATION SCREW 

To Disassemble - A small rear sight wrench is supplied with 
each gun. This wrench fits into small socket head of elevation 
screw to turn elevation screw. Unscrew to loosen eyepiece. 
Slide rear sight eyepiece up and disassemble from rear sight 
leaf. Use wrench also for windage screw. 

REAR SIGHT BASE 
REAR SIGHT LEAF 
WINDAGE SCREW 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove windage screw. Lift and 
disassemble rear sight leaf from rear sight base. 

Note: Rear sight base for 35 Rem. Caliber is slightly higher 
than base used for other calibers. 
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MODEL 600. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

RIB - is designed of Du Pont "Zytel .. to µrovide a light 
weight. matted sight line and for location of sights. 

To Disassemble - Remove front and rear sights. Unscrew and 
remove rib screw (4). Lift and disassemble rib from barrel. 

Note: When rib is removed, a small rear sight nut will also dis· 
assemble from beneath the rearmost rear sight hole. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. taking care that rear 
sight nut is placed beneath rib in proper position. 

TRIGGER GUARD 

To Disassemble - Unscrew front guard screw, rear guard 
screw. Lift away and disassemble trigger guard. 

Note: Stock assembly can also be disassembled when trigger 
9uard is removed. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make certain both 
front and rear guard screws are tightened evenly and securely 
to receiver. 

STOCK ASS EMBLY 

To Disassemble - Un.screw both front and rear trigger guard 
screws. Remove trigger guard. L1 ft away and disassemble stock 
Jssembly from barrel and action. 

To Service - Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment 
required. Replacement includes stock, butt plate, butt plate 
screw ( 2l.. reinforcing screw( 2). Barrel is free floating. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Tighten guard screws 
securely. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS 

BUTT PLATE 
BUTT PLATE SCREW (2) 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove butt plate screw (2). 
Disassemble butt plate from stock. 

To Service - Replacement butt plate may be fitted to stock. 
Some sanding to match outline of stock may be required. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

MAGAZINE ASSEMBLY - is .. fixed" box design for top load
ing operatton only. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew guard screws and remove trigger 
guard. Remove loosened stock assembly. Unscrew magainze 
support screw ( 1). Loosen and disassemble magazine assembly. 
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Note: Maqa7ine follower and magazine sprinq will disassemhlP. 
when magazine assembly is removed. Magazine spacer. used for 
222 Rem. Caliber. will also disassemble. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine 
follower and spring are held tightly enclosed as magazine is re· 
assembled. Locate magazine fully into magazine cavity from 
bottom of receiver. Magazine support at front magazine should 
seat against bottom of receiver. Insert support screw and turn 
to tighten magazine assembly in position. 

MAGAZINE FOLLOWER 
MAGAZINE SPRING 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard. Remove stock. Re
move magazine assembly. Magazine follower and magazine 
spring will disassemble freely from magazine assembly. Lift 
rear of magazine spring and slide back to disassemble from 
magazine follower. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make certain mag
azine assembly (with enclosed follower and spring) is snapped 
fully into magazine cavity in receiver from below. Tighten 
magazine securely with magazine support screws. 

MAGAZINE SPACER - is designed for load spacing use with 
smaller .222 Rem. caliber cartridge. 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard. Remove stock as· 
sembly. Remove magazine assembly, magazine follower, mag· 
azine spring. Disassemble magazine sµacer from magazine as· 
sembly. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine 
Follower and spring function properly with assembled sµacer. 

SAFETY ASSEMBLY - in rear. ON SAFE stop position, to 
( 1) support safety cam against cocked firing pin head and pre
vent release. (2) to cam up and prevent closed bolt from ro
tating to open action. In safety a nylon detent ball, under ten· 
sion, slips into either detent position in trigger assembly. 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trigger 
guard. Remove stock assembly. Slide off and disassemble 
safety snap washer. Lift off and disassemble safety detent 
spring. Pull out and disassemble safety pivot pin. Disassemble 
small nylon safety detent ball from hole position in safety as
sembly. Slide loosened safety assembly to rear and disassemble 
from trigger assembly. See Exploded View. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY - is designed to house the fire control 
parts of the. action. These parts include housing, sear and 
safety cam assembly, sear spring, trigger. trigger adjusting 
screw (2). trigger connector, trigger pin, trigger spring, trigger 
stop screw, and sear pin (2). 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly and trigger 
guard. Remove stock assembly. Tap out sear pin 121. left to 

right. Pull out and disassemble trigger assembly from receiver. 
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To Service - Trigger assembly may be replaced as a complete 
interchangeable assembly. See listing above. When ordered, 
slave pins (2) hold sear and safety cam assembly in housing. 
Remove slave pin (2) and use existing sear pin (2) to assemble 
trigger assembly to receiver. No adjustment required. 

To Reassemble - Hold sear and safety cam assembly in hous· 
1ng to align sear pin holes to receiver. Insert sear pin (2). Make 
sure pins do not protrude into bolt stop slot in receiver. Seat 
pins only flush with this slot. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS - See below for 
compone~ listing (in sequence). 

SEAR AND SAFETY CAM ASSEMBLY ""- is matched set of 
components. An engaging surface at rear shoulder of both is 
ground to bear equally against cocking notch in firing pin 
head. ( 1) The safety cam part when supported from beneath 
by safety engages firing pin head to hold head in cocked pos-
111on. This ON SAFE support by safety cam prevents release of 
spring-loaded firing pin, hence no "firing" can occur. (2) The 
''matched" engaging surface on sear part also when supported 
from beneath by trigger connector cannot release the spring 
loaded firing pin for "firing" unless connector is pulled by trig
ger out of engagement with sear. 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger assembly. See TRIGGER 
ASSEMBLY removal. Lift away and disassemble loosened sear 
and satety cam. Shake out underlying sear spnng. 

To Service - Interchangeable as "matched" assembly. How
ever. re-ad1ustment of trigger connector engagement may be re
quired. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure sear spring 
rt:dssemoles to function properly under sear and safety cam. 
Engage flat end of sear spring upwards against sear and safety 
cam. Closed end of sear spring seats into housing. 

TRIGGER & TRIGGER CONNECTOR 

To Disassemble - Remove stock assembly. Remove magazine 
assembly. Tap out tngger pin. Pull out and disassemble loosen
ed trigger and trigger connector. 

Note: Care must be taken to prevent dislodging trigger spring. 

To Service - Both trigger and trigger connector are inter
changeatJle. No factory adjustment required. However, a check 
tor trigger pull and weight may be required. See TRIGGER 
ADJUSTMENT. 

To Reassemble - Locate trigger connector on trigger. Position 
assembled trigger and trigger connector into housing. Align 
trigger to trigger pm hole in housing. Make certain trigger 
spring remains assembled to forward trigger adjusting screw as 
tngger and mgger connector are reassemoled. Reassemble trig
ger pin and tap into housing. 
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MODEL 600 

TRIGGER HOUSING 

To Disassemble - Remove stock assembly. Remove sear pins 
to disassemble trigger assembly from receiver. Disassemble saf
ety assembly, sear and safety cam assembly, sear spring, trig· 
ger, trigger connector, trigger spring, trigger adjusting screw (2) 

trigger stop screw. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Restake adjusting 
screws to secure in location. 

TRIGGER ADJUSTMENT - (See Fig. 6). Remove stock as· 
sembly and trigger guard. 

ENGAGEMENT 
VIEW HOLE 

ADJUSTING 
SCREW 

TRIGGER Piii 

Fig. 6 

STOP SCREW 

SCREW 

IMPORT ANT: No adjustment or removal of trigger adjusting 
screw at rear is recommended unless tor replacement. This tr1y· 

ger adjusting screw at rear is adjusted at factory and provides 
correct amount of supporting trigger connector engagement 
beneath sear. This engagement of sear to top of trigger con
nector can be seen thru hole in housing (with safety forward in 
Fl RE position). 

Note: Al I adjusting ( 2) and stop ( 11 screws are factory sealed 
with adhesive cement. 

Pull of Trigger - is adjusted to desired weight by turning trig
ger adjusting screw at front. Turn screw inward or clockwise 
tor heavier weight of pull. Turn screw outward or counter 
clockwise for lighter weight pull. 

Travel of trigger - is adjusted by turning trigger stop screw in 
front of housing. To reduce trigger travel, place bolt in re
ceiver to "cock" action. Then { 1) turn trigger stop screw in
ward or clockwise until tiring pin will not fall or gun ""fire " 
as trigger is pulled; ( 2) Cock gun again and back off stop screw 
counter clockwise until tiring pin will fall or gun "fire". This 
method of adjustment will allow least amount of trigger over
travel. 

BOLT STOP 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove stock 
assembly. Partially disassemble trigger assembly by tapping out 
sear pin only at front of assembly. Drop trigger assembly only 
enough to clear bolt stop pin hole in receiver. (See Fi9. 7). Tap 
out bolt stop pin. Disassemble bolt stop and bolt stop spring. 
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MODEL 600 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure bolt stop 
spring locates properly in bolt stop notch and seats correctly 
against receiver in bolt slot. Reassemble trigger assembly to re
ceiver. 

BARREL ASSEMBLY - is factory-listed to include barrel, 
barrel bracket. barrel stud 161. receiver. Special factory pro· 
cesses 1oin the components of this assembly. 

To Disassemble - Remove sights and rib. Remove bolt final 
assembly. Remove trigger guard and stock assembly. Remove 
magazine and trigger assemblies. Remove bolt stop and spring. 
Unscrew and remove receiver plug screws (5). 

To Service - Selective assembly at factory as replacement. 
Special gauges and fix tu re and factory processing is required 
for proper operation with bolt final assembly. Replace as an 
assembly. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY and MOUNTINGS COMPLETE 
(Part No. 26990) - include front swivel nut, front swivel 
screw. rear swivel screw, sling strap assembly, swivel assem
bly (2). 

Note: Sling strap assembly includes strap, rear keeper, front 
keeper, fastener, Strap is 7 /8" wide. Swivel assemblies are 
quick - detachable (0. 0. ) type. 

ASSEMBLE - SWIVEL SCREWS TO STOCK 

Rear Swivel Screw - Use No. 15 size drill(. 180"). Locate 
screw hole 2 1 f2 inches from coe of stock (minus butt platel. 
Drill hole 1 inch deep at goo with bottom of stock. Counter· 
sink this drilled hole with No. 1 size ( .228") drill to depth of 
1 /8 inch. This countersink allows for seating shoulder on 
swivel screw. 

Front Swivel Screw - Use No. 13 drill. 
Front Swivel Nut - Use 3/8 inch drill. 
Locate screw hole approx. 3 inches from front end of stock. 
Drill hole completely thru stock at goo with barrel radius 
stock cul. Countersink barrel radius cut into this drilled hole 
to depth of .225 inches. Countersink allows for seating 
of front swivel nut. Assemble front swivel thru hole and tight· 
end to stock with front swivel nut. 
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ASSEMBLE - SWIVEL ASSEMBL y (2) a.o. 

Swivel assembly (same for front and rear) can be assembled to 
swivel screw in stock as follows. Press against spring loaded re
lease plunger to lift locking plate from attachment pin. Swing 
plate. to clear attachment pin. (See Fig. 8). · 

Fig.8 

LOCKING PLATE 

l~TACHMENT 

~ 
7/8 .. SWIVEL (Q.D.)~t.SE PLUNGER 

Pill 

After attaching to swivel screw, swing and lower locking plate 
upon atta~hment pin. This will lock swivel to screw. 

ASSEMBLE - STRAP TO ASSEMBLED SWIVELS 

Remove front keeper (band) if on strap. Insert tongue of strap 
thru rear swivel. Then loop strap back and thru attached rear 
keeper. Draw strap thru keeper until tight loop is made against 
rear swivel. Slide front keeper on free end of strap. The insert 
strap thru front swivel and double strap back thru attached 
front keeper. Assemble brass fastener thru matching slots in 
strap to join strap in desired position. 

Note: To disassemble strap from rifle, simply unsnap quick de· 
tachable (0. D.) swivels from swivel screws in stock. Remove 
strap and attached swivels from stock. 

CYCLE OF OPERATION 

Model 600 Carbine is a light weight, high power, bolt action. 
fixed magazine repeater chambered for a number of center 
fire calibers. The vent rib barrel makes it a natural sighter, plus 
receiver being drilled and tapped ready to accept most popular 
makes of scopes and mounts. Basic operation of bolt is similar 
to most rifles of this type. Movement of bolt handle upward 
and fully back ope~; forward and down closes and locks bolt. 

FIRING 

Firing cycle is basically release of a spring-loaded firing pin 
for purpose of striking primer of cartridge and igniting same. 
More specifically, pulling or squeezing of trigger moves con· 
nectar forward leaving sear unsupported against "'cocked" fir· 
ing pin head. With support removed, sear is cammed down by 
spring-loaded firing pin and main spring drives tiring pin for· 
ward to strike primer. 

UNLOCKING 

Raising bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head from re· 
coi I shou Ide rs in receiver. 
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COCKING 

Cocking takes place as bolt handle is raised. A cam at rear of 
rotating bolt forces tiring pin assembly rearward and holds it 
in cocked position. in a notch at rear of bolt. See LOCKING 
for transfer cocking A'lovement w sear. 

EXTRACTION 

This phase of operation cycle is essentially one of two parts 
referred to as ( 1) primary extraction. and 12) secondary ex· 
traction. Primary extraction occurs simultaneously with un· 
locking. The rim of case, being completely encased by bolt 
head. is gripped by a circular recessed claw-type extractor. 

During final upward throw of bolt handle, a primary ex· 
traction cam retracts bolt approximately 1/8" with a mechan· 
ical advantage of about 8 to 1, completing primary portion of 
this phase. Bolt lugs are now free of locking shoulder in re· 
ce1ver and bolt may now be moved to rear completing second 
phase of ex traction. 

EJECTION 

With the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head of 
cartridge, is a spring-loaded ejector, As bolt is retracted and 
lront edge of cartridge reaches e1ection port, pressure. along 
with opposing grip of extractor. ejects cartridge from port. 
Rearward motion of bolt is halted by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 

With bolt halted rearward, topmost cartridge in magazine is 
allowed to move upward against feeding lips on bottom edge 
or receiver. allowing itself w oe moved ahead as bolt is ad· 
vanced with a forward motion of bolt handle. Bullet guides 
cartridge into chamber via a feeding ramp oo lower side of re
ceiver. 

LOADING 

Loading cycle consists briefly of moving cartridge into cham· 
ber once 11 is free of feeding lips in receiver. 

LOCKING 

Locking cycle is accomplised by rotating bolt with a down· 
ward motion of bolt handle, locking cartridge in chamber. 
Four engagements are made by this cycle: ( 1) Locking lugs on 
bolt head are engaged with recoil shoulders in receiver. (21 
Head of cartridge is seated into bolt head depressing ejector 
and extractor claw is snapped over rim of cartridge. {3) Sear 
engages and locks firing pin in a cocked position by action of 
(41 Sear being supported from beneath by connector. Gun is 
now ready to be fired, by release of trigger. 
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MODEL 600 

SAFETY 

The safety button, located on right rear of receiver, is op· 
erated by a push and pull action of thumb. This two-position 
safety had two intentional functions. Wheri safety button is 
pulled rearward by a slight down pressure of thumb, a cam is 
brought into position under safety cam, that locks cam aqainst 
Firing pin head preventing firing. Second function of safety in 

this SAFE position brings an arm into slot in bolt preventing 
bolt being opened. Pushing safety button forward to FIRE 
position nullifies above conditions and will allow tirinCJ. 

Listed below are possible "cause" and "correction" of mal· 
functions. Each grouping will correspond basically to move
ment of bolt as related to the Cycle of Operations. 

. Quite often, during the occurrence of a malfunction, evidence 
of cause may be found in a careful study of cartridge itself. 
Take a look at the brass case or bullet end of unfired cartridge. 
Frequently damage will mark cartridge or bullet in some tell· 
tale manner during bolt operation. 

Excessive wear or damage to gun parts may also point up cause 
of gun failure. Inspect appearance of components after "dry" 
cycling action a few times {without ammunition). 

MALFUNCTIONS 
Cause and Correction 

FIRING 

Cause: 1. Firing pin damaged. 
2. Firing pin binds. 
3. Firing pin protrusion faulty. 
4. Trigger assembly out of adjustment. 
5. Faulty ammunition. 

Correction: 1. Replace. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Replace firing pin. 
4. Adjust. 
5. Replace ammunition. 

UNLOCKING 

Cause: 1. See Extraction. 
2. Upset extraction cam on bolt handle. 
3. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
4. Blown or set back primer on shell. 

Correction: 1. See Extraction. 
2. Smooth up bolt handle cam. 
3. Deburr. 
4. Ammunition may be at fault. 
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MOOEL600 

EXTRACTION 

Cause: 1. Fouled, rough, er enlarged chamber. 
2. Extractor broken er damaged. 
3: Not enough hook space 9n extractor. 
4. Height of claw not correct. 

Correction: 1. Polish if fouled or rough. Replace barrel as-
sembly if enlarged. 

2. Fit new ex tractor and rivet. 
3. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
4. Fit new ex tractor and rivet. 

SOLT BINDS 

Cause: 1. Guard screws protrude into bolt track. 
2. Receiver plug screws protrude into belt track 
3. Bolt handle enterferes in stock. 
4. Damage at rear of bolt lugs. 

Correction: 1. File end of screws. 
2. File ends of screws. 
3. Clear stock or fit new stock. 
4. Stone to blend. Check head space. 

EJECTION 

Cause: 1. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
2. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
3. Extractor binds. 

Correcuon: 1. Deburr. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Adjust or fit new ex tractor (and rivet). 

BOLT PULLS OUT 

Cause: 1. Bolt step or bolt release binds. 
2. Bolt stop or bolt release broken. 

3. Belt stop spring damaged. 

Correction: 1. Free up. 

2. Replace. 
3. Replace. 

FEEDING 

Cause: 1. Magazine follower binds. 
2. Weak er defective follower spring. 
3. Magazine spring caught under guard. 
4. Damaged chamfer on bolt head. 
5. Tabs on follower bent. 

Correction: 1. Adjust side angle on magazine. 
2. Replace spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Replace bolt, or stone smooth. 
5. Straighten or replace follower. 
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LOADING 

Cause: 1. Damaged receiver rails. 
2. Sharp edge- rear end of chamber. 
3. Rough loading ramp in receiver. 

Correction: 1. Polish or reshape. 
2. Remove sharpness. 
3. Polish ramp. 

LOCKING 

Cause: 1 . Shall ow threat. 
2. Min. head space. 
3. Damaged chamber. 
4. Extractor interferes with shell rim. 
5. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
6. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
7. Sharp corners in bolt lugs. 

Correction: 1. Ream. 
2. Re-head. 
3. Re-head. 
4. Fit new extractor (grind relief in new ex·· 

tractor behind claw). 
5. Free up or replace. 
6. Deburr. 
7 .. Stene radius. 

COCKING (See trigger Adjustment I 

Cause: 1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

Correction: 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Trigger adjusting screw at rear out of adjust· 
ment (improper horizontal engagement of 
sear and connector.) 
Improper vertical engagement of sear and 
connector. 
Trigger doesn't retract. 
Corners on sear or connector rounded. 
Adjust. 
Fit new trigger assembly. 
Fit new trigger assembly; 

Fit new sear and safety cam or connector. 

BULGES OR BLOWS CASES 

Cause: 

Correction: 

SAFETY 

Cause: 

Correction: 

1. Oversize chamber. 
2. Max. head space. 
1. Replace barrel assembly. 
2. Fit new bolt. 

1. Safe binds (safe works hardl. 
2. Safety snap washer stretches out (safe works 

too freely). 
3. Safety damaged. 
1. Free up. 
2. Replace washer or reseat in safety pivot pin 

slot. 
3. Replace safety. 
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ACCURACY - Group Size 

Cause: 1. Crown of barrel damaged. 
2. Barrel bore fouled. 
3. Enlarged bore. 
4. Improper bedding of barrel in stock. 
5. Loose sigh ts. 

Correction: 1. Recrown. 
2. Lead or replace barrel. 
3. Replace barrel. 
4. Refloat barrel. 
5. Tighten or replace. 

POINT OF IMPACT 

Cause: 1. Barrel not straight. 
2. Improper or loose sights. 

Correction; 1. Straighten or replace barrel. 
2. Tighten or change sights. 

MODEL 600 
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MODEL 600 PARTS LIST 

Vi•- Patt 
No. No. 

26684 

26686 
26680 

2 26707 

2670S 

26702 

26700 

3 I I 5409 
4· I 54 12 
5 
6 

7 
8 
9 

10 

11 

24484 
15413 
I 57 41 
25410 
17017 
17676 
17019 
15709 
10254 
27341 

273 40 
I 2 ! 54 I 0 
13 26715 

14 17022 
15 23321 
I 0 I I 5653 
17 i 27365 

18 I 5648 
2 7260 

19 I 5667 

17056 
20 17891 
21 15411 
22 17580 

26841 

23 I 5600 
I 5727 

24. 15733 
25 I 5726 
26 I 5728 
27 15418 
28 15732 

I 5778 
29 17034 

15651 

18186 
30 15488 
JI I 54 17 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

NAME OF PART 

Barrel Auembly, JSO Rem. Mag. linciudes Bar· 
rel, Barrel Brocket, Barrel Stud (6), Receiver) 

Barrel Assembly, 6.S MM Rem. Mag. 
Barrel Assembly, 308 Win. <includes Barrel, 

Barrel Bracket, Barrel Stud (6), Receiver) 
Bait Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag .. 6.S MM Rem. 

Meg. !includes Bait Bady Assembly end Bolt 
Handle) 

Bolt Assembly, JOB Win. (includes Bolt Body 
Assembly ond Bolt Handle) 

Bolt Final Assembly, JSO Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM 
Rem. Meg. (includes Bolt Assembly, Ejector, 
Ejector Pin, Ejector Spring, Extractor, Extrac· 
tor Rivet, Firing Pin A<semblyl 

Bolt Final Assembly, 308 Win. (includes Bolt 
Assembly, Ejector, Ejector Pin, Ejector Spring, 
Extractor, Etroctor Rivet, Firing Pin Assembly! 

Bo!t Plug 
Bolt Stop 
Bolt Stop Pin 
Bolt Stop Spring 
Butt Plate •Model 600 only) 
Butt Plo1e Screw \Model 600 onlyl 
E1ector 
Eector Pin 
EjeClor Spring 
Extractor, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.S MM Rem. Meg ... 
Exrrocror 
Extractor Rivet. 350 Rem. Mag., 6.S MM Rem. 

Meg, 
Extractor Rivet !dxcepl 222 Rem.) 
F;r1ng Pin 
Firin9 Pin AHemb(y •includes Bolt Plug, firing 

Pin. Firing Pin Cross Pin. Firing Pin Head, 
Main SpruigJ 

Firon9 Pin Cro.s Pin 
Firing Pin Head 
Front Guord Screw 
Front Sigh! Assembly 1 includes Front Sight ond 

Front Sigh1 Beed) 
Mogo11ne. 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. Mag. 
Magazine, 308 Win., 6MM Rem .. 243 Win. 
MogoZTne Follower, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM 

Rem. Mag. 
Moqoz1ne follower 
Magazine Spring 
Main Soring 
Rear Guard Screw 
Rear Sighr AHembly !includes Rear Sight Eleva· 

Toon Screw, Rear Sight Bose, Rear Sight Eye· 
poece, Rear Sight Leaf, R,.or Sight Windoge 
Screw I 

Rear Sighr Ba•e. J50 Rem. Meg. 
Rear Sigh1 Bose 
Rear Sighr Elevo1ion Screw 
Rear Sight Eyepoece 
Rear Sight Leaf 
Rear Sigh1 Nur 
Rear Sight Windage Screw 
Rear Sight Wrr>nch 
Receiver Plug Sc:rew 
Re1nlorcing Screw, 350 Rem. Mag .. 6.5 MM 

Rem. Meg. 
Reinforcing Screw 
Rib 
Rib Screw 

9 

Vi•w Pctf NAME OF PART No. No. 

32 

3·3 
34 
JS 
J6 
J7 
38 
J9 
40 
41 
42 
43 

44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
so 

51 
52 
S3 

S4 
5S 
S6 
57 
58 
59 

26795 

21386 
25410 
268SO 
15432 
1704J 
17044 
1 S666 
24476 
17047 
15416 
16968 
26990 

Saf..ry Assembly (include• Sofery end Safety 
Thumbpiece) 

Recoil Pod !Magnum only) 
Recoil Pod Screw (Magnum only) 
Safety Oetenl Boll 
Safely Oetenl Spring 
Safety Pivor Pin 
Safety Snap Wosher 
Seer Safety Com 
Sear Pin 
Sear Spring 
Sight Screw 
Sighr Washer 
Sling Strop Assembly ond Mounting•, Complete 

Includes: 44 thru 49 
Foslener 
Front Swivel Nut 
Front Swivel Screw 
Rear Swivel Screw .. 
Sling Strap Assembly, 7 / 8" 
Swivel Assembly, Q.D. leach) 

15376 
153S7 
ISJS6 
153S8 
2662S 
2655S 
276Sl Stock Auembly, J50 Rem. Mag., 6.S MM Rem. 

Mag. !includes Recoil Pod, Recoil Pad Screw 
12_1, Stack. Swivel Screw, Rear; Swivel Screw, 
Fron!; Fronr Swivel Nut, Reinforcing Screw) 

27650 

1588J 
IS43S 
17049 
267.30 

Stock Auembly (includes Butt Plate, Bull Plate 
Screw (2), and Srock) 

Tong Support !Magnum only) 
Trigger 
Trigger Adjusiing Screw 
Trigger Auembly (include• Trigger Housing. 

Sear Safery Com, Sear Spring, Trigger, Tri9· 
ger Adjusiing Screw \2l, Trigger Connec1or. 
Trigger Pin, Trigger Spring, Trigger Stop 
Screw) 

15436 
15437 
15429 
24477 
17978 
170S3 

Trigger Connector 
Trigger Guard 
Trigger Housing 
Trigger Pin 
Trigger Spring 
Trigger Slop Screw 

ADDITIONAL CALIBER PARTS 

(Not Shown in Sectional View) 

26682 Barrel Assembly, JS Rem !Superseded> 
26681 Barrel Assembly. 222 Rem. 
2668J Barrel Assembly, 6 MM Rem. 
26685 Sorrel Assembly, 243 Win. 
26706 Boll A.sembly. J5 Rem. !Superseded) 
26775 Bolt Assembly, 222 Rem. 
2670 I Boll Final Assembly, 35 Rem. 'Superseded) 
26770 Bolt Final AHembly, 222 Rem. 
15852 Ejecior. 222 Rem. 
I 58SO Extractor. 222 Rem. 
27J42 Exrroctor Rivel, 222 Rem. 
27366 Front Sight Assembly, 6 MM Rem., 24J Win. 
27261 Magazine, 222 Rem. 
27262 Magazine, 35 Rem. !Superseded) 
I 679J Magazine Follower, 222 Rem. 
157 42 Magazine Spacer, 222 Rem. 
17983 Magazine Sprong, 222 Rem. 
I 5600 Rear Sight Base. JS Rem. !Superseded) 
NOTE; See basic Parts Lisi for parts not listed above. 
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MODEL 600 MAGNUM 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington MAGNUM Model 600 Carbine is chambered to shoot MAGNUM big game cartridges. This MAGNUM Model 600 
has been introduced in the 350 Remington Magnum c_aliber with rwo 12) bullet sizes ---- 200 and 250 grain weights. 

This top-loading carbine has a capacity of four (41 Magnum cartridges, counting three (3) in fixed box magazine and one in bar· 
rel chamber. 

A recoil pad and carrying strap with quick detachable swivels is standard equipment on the Model 600 Magnum. 

See MAGNUM Instruction Folder - RD 5653 for care and operation information. This folder also contains part prices, service and 
shipping 1nstrucr1ons. 

The SERVI CE SUPPLEMENT for the Model 600 MAGNUM Carbine will list only those parts that require different assembly in· 
struct1ons from S1an.dard Model 600. See Standard Model 600 for parts no1 listed. 
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MODEL 600 MAGNUM 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - is custom bedded with epoxy ad· 
"hesive to match each individual action and barrel. Assembly in· 
eludes stock, recoil pad, recoil pad screw (2). reinforcing screw 
(2), front swivel nut, swivel screw, front; swivel screw, rear. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove trigger guard. Lift 
away and disassemble stock assembly from action and barrel. 
Note fully cured epoxy in barrel bracket slot of stock. 

NOTE: "Oelrin" tang support may separate from action at 
rear. 

To Service - Stock assemblies are interchangeable as replace
ment. However, replacement stock requires a new epoxy bed
ding to match action and barrel. Use a good proprietary or 
commercial grade of bedding epoxy. 

NOTE: Use all recommended epoxy handling precautions. To 
apply --- squeeze fluid epoxy mix into barrel bracket slot 
1n replacement stock. Fill slot to approximately half capacity, 

To Service - Apply lubricant lightly to barrel bracket section 
of actton. Then assemble action and barrel to replacement 
stock. Allow barrel bracket to bed firmly into epoxy fill. Re
assemble trigger guard and trigger guard screws to stock. Tight· 
en dCt1on and barrel securely in stock with guard screws. 

NOTE: Barrel should assemble free - floating into replace
ment stocK. Allow required time for epoxy to cure full 
strength. Any subsequent disassembly and reassembly then can 
easily be ma<.Je. A slight taper design to barrel bracket allows 
bracket to slide easily in or out of epoxy bedding. During 
shooung this insures a constant bedding position. 

NOTE: Make certain tang support relocated properly at rear of 
action before stock is reassembled. See TANG SUPPORT"· 

NOTE: Stock assembly for both Standard (and Magnum) 
Models no longer are cut to allow clearance for old style mag· 
azine Jssembly and screw. Therefore, any replacement for 
early design stocks requires clearance cutting forward of mag
azine µos1t1on. 

TANG SUPPORT - is designed of "Oelrin'" material to pro
v1oe added support or bearing for action at rear of stock. 

To Disassemble - Remove stock assembly. Remove loosened 
tang support trom rear of action. 

To Reassemble - Tang support must be positioned at rear of 
action before action is replaced in stock. (See Fig. 11. 

Fig. 1 

Reassemble stock assembly to action. Tighten firmly with 
guard screws. 

TRIGGER GUARD 

To Disassemble - Unscrew front guard screw, rear guard screw. 
Lift away and disassemble guard from stock. 

To Service - Front guard screw is of sliqhtly longer length 
than same part of short length for Standard Model 600. Short 
length screw IS used for trigger guard on Standard Model 600. 

To Reassemble - Make certain bottom leaf of magazine spring 
locates centrally into well in trigger guard. (See Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2 

Turn both guard screws to tighten guard and stock securely to 
action. 

MAGAZINE (marked MAGNUM) - is designed for MAGNUM 
model use only. Do not use for Standard Model 600. 

NOTE: Short width cross leaf (2) at bottom of MAGNUM 
magazine. This allows full depth for bottom of magazine 
spring against trigger guard ---- and insures full magnum 
cartridge in magazine. 

To Reassemble - Make certain magazine locates correctly into 
base of receiver. Upper magazine rim must assemble fully into 
magazine recess channel in receiver. 
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MODEL 600 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington Model 600 is a light weight, compact length carbine. This bolt action repeater is produced in a number of center 
fire calibers. A fixed box magazine may be top loaded to full capacity. Open sight - bead ramp front and adjustable rear - are 
mounted on a ventilated rib barrel. The receiver is drilled and tapped for telescope or receiver sights. 

The Instruction Folder/Parts Lists, Form RD 5473, packaged with each gun gives operating instructions, care and maintenance for 
the Remington Model 600. A breakdown of part prices, service, and shipping instructions is included. 

INDEX 

Bolt Final Assembly -----------------------------
_Bolt Final Assembly, Components -----------------
Firing Pin Assembly from Bolt Assembly ----------
Ejector - Ejector Spring -----------------------------
Extractor - Extractor Rivet -----------------------
Firing Pin Assembly, Components ----------------·-----
Front Sight Assembly ----------------------------------------· 
Rear Sight Assembly --------·-----------------------------
Rear Sight Assembly, Components ---------------·------
Rib ------------------------------------------·----
Trigger Guard ----------------------------------
Stock Assembly -------------------------------------.---
Stock Assembly, Components ---------------------
Magazine Assembly ---------------------------------
Magazine Follower ---------------------------------·-----
Magazine Spring -----------------------------------------------

Page 

1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

Send all guns for factory service and inquiries on 
service and parts to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
Arms Service Division 

Ilion, New York 13357 

Magazine Spacer -----------------------------·--·------------·----· 
Safety Assembly ------·------------------------------------·----· 
Trigger Assembly ---------------------·-·----·-··-----------------
Trigger Assembly Components ---------------·---·--------·--
Sear and Safety Cam Assembly --------·----------------------

Trigger & Trigger Connector -----------------------------------

Trigger Housing -----------------·------------------------------------
Trigger Adjustment ---------------------------------------··· 

Bolt Stop ·-····-·----------------------------------------------------

Barrel Assembly --------------------------------------------
Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings Complete -----·-· 
Cycle of Operation 

Malfunctions ----------------------------------------------------

Parts List ------------------------------------------·---------------
Ex pl oded View --·······-·········-····-···--------·-······-···-········-· 

All other inquiries are to be addressed to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 

Bridgeport, Connecticut 06602 

Page 
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MODEL 600 

BOLT Fl NAL ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Push safety assembly forward to Fl RE pos
ition. Lift bolt handle to unlock and open action. Pull bolt 
rearward until bolt stop halts bolt. Insert small tool against 
bolt stop and press downward. (See Fig. 1). This will release 
bolt. Withdraw bolt final assembly from gun. 

Fig. 1 

To Service - The bolt assembly component of Bolt Final As· 
sembly is serially numbered to match the serial number on the 
gun. Selective assembly at factory is required for replacement. 
However, the firing, cocking, extractor, and ejector parts are 
interchangeable and may be replaced with no factory adjust
ment required. 

To Reassemble (To Gun) - Push safety forward to FIRE pos
ition. Insert bolt to gun with lugs positioned horizontally 
ahead of safety. Push bolt forward, by upraised handle, until 
bolt stop snaps into place to lock bolt in gun. 

Note: Bolt must remain "cocked" to put into gun. If bolt be
comes uncocked, firing pin head will be forward and show as 
nearly flush to bolt plug at rear. TO COCK BOLT, hold firing 
pin head firmly to prevElnt movement; the.turn bolt with hand· 
le. Bolt will cam on cocking surface (beneath handle) against 
firing pin head. Continue turning bolt handle until cocking 
notch on rear engages firing pin head. Bolt is then cocked and 
ready for re-entry to gun. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS - Include Bolt 
Assembly; Ejector, Ejector Pin, Ejector Spring, Extractor, 
Extractor Rivet, and Firing Pin Assembly - which includes 
Bolt Plug, Firing Pin, Firing Pin Cross Pin, Firing Pin Head, 
Main Spring. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY from BOLT ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Hold 
firing pin head in secure grip and pull away remainder of as· 
sembly until separation is visible at rear of bolt plug. Insert 
thin washer (or coin) in separation (See Fig. 2) Then turn bolt 
plug to unscrew firing pin assembly from bolt assembly. 

To Service - Firing pin assembly is interchangeable. May be 
replaced as a unit with no factory adjustment required. Re· 
placement of bolt assembly requires selective assembly for pro
per function. 

1 

To Reassemble - Hold washer (or coin) separation between 
firing pin head and bolt plug. Insert firing pin assembly into/ 
bolt assembly. Turn bolt plug to screw firing pin assembly in\ 
to position. Position final turn of plug until channel in bottom 
of plug matches small cocking notch on rear rim of bolt. See 
sketch below. Then remove separation washer (or coin) to al
low firing pin head to snap into cocking notch. 

EJECTOR - EJECTOR SPRING (in Bolt Assembly) 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt flnal assembly from gun. Drive 
out ejector pin. Pull out and disassemble ejector and ejector 
spring from bolt face. (See Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3 

To Reassemble - Insert ejector spring and ejector into bolt 
face. Push in ejector and hold against ejector spring tension. 
Line up ejector pin slot in ejector to pin hole in bolt. Drive in 
ejector pin. 

Note: Ejector, when reassembled, must have free plunging 
motion for proper ejection operation. 

EXTRACTOR - EXTRACTOR RIVET (in Bolt Assembly) 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Re
move ejector, Drive out extractor rivet - from outside of bolt. 
Remove rivet from inside of bolt rim. Dislodge loosened ex· 
tractor and disassemble from inside of bolt rim. 

To Service - Interchangeable. However, extractor rivet will 
mutilate when extractor is disassembled. Use replacement rivet 
to secure extractor properly, when reassembled. Use fired cart· 
ridge case to check extractor tension. 
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To Reassemble - Position extractor within rim in bolt face. 
Line up with rivet hole in bolt. Insert replacement extractor 
rivet into extractor to protrude from outside of bolt. Support 
head of rivet insde bolt rim; then - peen over protruding, end 
of rivet to tighten extractor in bolt. Reassemble ejector to 
bolt. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS include: Firing 
pin, Main Spring, Bolt Plug, Firing Pin Head, Firing Pin Cross 
Pin (In Firing Pin Assembly). 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Sep· 
arate firing pin assembly (with holding washer). Unscrew and 
disassemble from bolt assembly. Hold firing pin head securely 
(in separation from bolt plug) and drive out firing pin cross 
pin. All parts of firing pin assembly should separate for dis· 
assembly. (See Fig. 4). 

FIRING PIN HEAD 

Fig. 4 

BOLT PLUG 

/SEPARATION WASHER 
/ 

DRIVE HERE 
(FIRING PIN 

CROSS PIN) 

Precaution: Main ·spring is under tension. 

To Service -All parts in firing pin assembly are interchange
able. No factory fitting required. However, if replacing firing 
pin, a hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is necessary. 
To do this, use a No. 42 size drill (.093 .. ). 

Assemble shank of replacement firing pin into firing pin head. 
Make sure recess in head is clear and free of any obstruction. 
Seat shank of firing pin firmly into firing pin head. Align drill 
thru cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill thru firing pin 
shank . (See Fig, 5). 

Fig. 5 

PIN HEAD 
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MODEL 600 

To Reassemble - Reassemble all parts of Fl RING PIN AS
SEMBLY. Hold bolt plug retracted against tension of re
assembled mainspring. Insert firing pin cross pin thru firing pin 
head and shank of firing pin. Release tension on bolt plug. 

FRONT SIGHT ASSEMBLY - Includes Front Sight, Front 
Sight Bead. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew Sight screw (2). A thin white nylon 
sight washer (2) is seated under sight screw head. Lift and dis
assembly rear sight assembly from rib on barrel. 

To Service - Interchangeable as replacement, However. bright 
metal bead is factory welded to front sight. Replace as an as
sembly. 

To Reassemble - Reposition front sight assembly upon rib. 
Align sight holes to matching holes in barrel studs. Screw in 
sight screws (2) to secure front sight assembly to barrel. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY - includes Elevation Screw, Rear 
Sight Base, Rear Sight Eyepiece, Rear Sight Leaf, Windage 
screw. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew sight screw (2) in rear sight base. 
A thin white nylon sight washer (2) is seated under sight 
screw head. Lift disassemble rear sight assembly from rib on 
barrel. 

To Service - All parts of rear sight assembly are interchange· 
able. No factory fitting required. 

Note: A rear sight nut is seated under rib to tighten rear sight 
screw to rib. Rib must be removed to service this nut. See 
RIB Disassembly. 

To Reassemble - Relocate rear sight assembly to rib on barrel. 
Screw in sight screw to tighten front of base to barrel stud. 
Tighten sight screw at rear of sight base into rear sight nut 
which underlies rib. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS 

REAR SIGHT EYEPIECE 
ELEVATION SCREW 

To Disassemble - A small rear sight wrench is supplied with 
each gun. This wrench fits into small socket head of elevation 
screw to turn elevation screw. Unscrew to loosen eyepiece. 
Slide rear sight eyepiece up and disassemble from rear sight 
leaf. Use wrench also for windage screw. 

REAR SIGHT BASE 
REAR SIGHT LEAF 
WINDAGE SCREW 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove windage screw. Lift and 
disassemble rear sight leaf from rear-sight base. 

Note: Rear sight base for 35 Rem._ Caliber is slightly higher 
than base used for other calibers. 
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MODEL 600 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

RIB - is designed of Du Pont "Zytel" to provide a light 
weight. matted sigtit line and for location of sights. 

To Disassemble - Remove front and rear sights. Unscrew and 
remove rib screw (4). Lift and disassemble rib from barrel. 

Note: When rib is removed, a small rear sight nut will also dis
assemble from beneath the rearmost rear sight hole. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. taking care that rear 
sight nut is placed beneath rib in proper position. 

TRIGGER GUARD 

To Disassemble - Unscrew front guard screw, rear guard 
screw. Lift away and disassemble trigger guard. 

Note: Stock assembly can also be disassembled when trigger 
quard is removed. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make certain both 
front and rear guard screws are tightened evenly and securely 
to receiver. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Unscrew both front and rear trigger guard 
screws. Remove trigger guard. Lift away and disassemble stock 
assembly from barrel and action. 

To Service - Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment 
required. Replacement includes stock, butt plate, butt plate 
screw (2) .. reinforcing screw(2). Barrel is free floating. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Tighten guard screws 
securely. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS 

BUTT PLATE 
BUTT PLATE SCREW (2) 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove butt plate screw (2). 
Disassemble butt plate from stock. 

To Service - Replacement butt plate may be fitted to stock. 
Some sanding to match outline of stock may be required. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

MAGAZINE ASSEMBLY - is "fixed" box design for top load
ing operation only. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew guard screws and remove trigger 
guard. Remove loosened stock assembly. Unscrew magainze 
support screw (1). Loosen and disassemble magazine assembly. 

3 

Note: Magazine follower and magazine spring will disassemble 
when magazine assembly is removed. Magazine spacer, used for . 
222 Rem. Caliber. will also disassemble. ( 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine 
follower and spring are held tightly enclosed as magazine is re
assembled. Locate magazine fully into magazine cavity from 
bottom of receiver. Magazine support at front magazine should 
seat against bottom of receiver. Insert support screw and turn 
to tighten magazine assembly in position. 

MAGAZINE FOLLOWER 
MAGAZINE SPRING 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard. Remove stock. Re
move magazine assembly. Magazine follower and magazine 
spring will disassemble freely from magazine assembly. Lift 
rear of magazine spring and slide back to disassemble from 
magazine follower. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make certain mag
azine assembly (with enclosed fol.lower and spring) is snapped 
fully into magazine cavity in receiver from below. Tighten 
magazine securely with magazine support screws. 

MAGAZINE SPACER - is designed for load spacing use with 
smaller .222 Rem. caliber cartridge. 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard. Remove stock as
sembly. Remove magazine assembly, magazine follower, mag
azine spring. Disassemble magazine spacer from magazine as- r· 
sembly. .__ 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine 
Follower and spring function properly with assembled spacer. 

SAFETY ASSEMBLY - in rear, ON SAFE stop position, to 
(1) support safety cam against cocked firing pin head and pre
vent release, (2) to cam up and prevent closed bolt from ro
tating to open action. In safety a nylon detent ball, under ten
sion, slips into either detent position in trigger assembly. 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trigger 
guard. Remove stock assembly. Slide off and disassemble 
safety snap washer. Lift off and disassemble sa_fety detent 
spring. Pull out and disassemble safety pivot pin. Disassemble 
small nylon safety detent ball from hole position in safety as
sembly. Slide loosened safety assembly to rear and disassemble 
from trigger assembly. See Exploded View. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY - is designed to house the fire control 
parts of the action. These parts include housing, sear and 
safety cam assembly, sear spring, trigger, trigger adjusting 
screw (2), trigger connector, trigger pin, trigger spring, trigger 
stop screw, and sear pin (2). 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly and trigger ( 
guard. Remove stock assembly. Tap out sear pin (2), left to\. 
right. Pull out and disassemble trigger assembly from receiver. 
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To Service - Trigger assembly may be replaced as a complete 
interchangeable assembly. See listing above. When ordered, 
slave pins (2) hold sear and safety cam assembly in housing. 
Remove slave pin (2) and use existing sear pin (2) to assemble 
trigger assembly to receiver. No adjustment required. 

To Reassemble - Hold sear and safety cam assembly in hous
ing to align sear pin holes to receiver. Insert sear pin (2). Make 
sure pins do not protrude into bolt stop slot in receiver. Seat 
pins only flush with this slot. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS - See below for 
component listing (in sequence). 

SEAR AND SAFETY CAM ASSEMBLY - is matched set of 
components. An engaging surface at rear shoulder of both is 
ground to bear equally against cocking notch in firing pin 
head. ( 1) The safety cam part when supported from beneath 
by safety engages firing pin head to hold head in cocked pos
ition. This ON SAFE support by safety cam prevents release of 
spring-loaded firing pin, hence no "firing" can occur. (2) The 
"matched" engaging surface on sear part also when supported 
from beneath by trigger connector cannot release the spring 
loaded firing pin for "firing" unless· connector is pulled by trig
ger out of engagement with sear. 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger assembly. See TRIGGER 
ASSEMBLY removal. Lift away and disassemble loosened sear 
and safety cam. Shake out underlying sear spring. 

To Service - Interchangeable as "matched" assembly. How
ever. re-adjustment of trigger connector engagement may be re
quired. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure sear spring 
reassembles to function properly under sear and safety cam. 
Engage flat end of sear spring upwards against sear and safety 
cam. Closed end of sear spring seats into housing. 

TRIGGER & TRIGGER CONNECTOR 

To Disassemble - Remove stock assembly. Remove magazine 
assembly. Tap out trigger pin. Pull out and disassemble loosen· 
ed trigger and trigger connector. 

Note: Care must be taken to prevent dislodging trigger spring. 

To Service - Both trigger and trigger connector are inter
changeable. No factory adjustment required. However, a check 
for trigger pull and weight may be required. See TRIGGER 
ADJUSTMENT. 

To Reassemble - Locate trigger connector on trigger. Position 
assembled trigger and trigger connector into housing. Align 
trigger to trigger pin hole in housing. Make certain trigger 
spring remains assembled to forward trigger adjusting screw as 
trigger and trigger connector are reassembled. Reassemble trig· 
ger pin and tap into housing. 
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TRIGGER HOUSING 

To Disassemble - Remove stock assembly. Remove sear pins 
to disassemble trigger assembly from receiver. Disassemble saf
ety assembly, sear and safety cam assembly, sear spring, trig
ger, trigger connector. trigger spring, trigger adjusting screw (2) 
trigger stop screw. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Restake adjusting 
screws to secure in location. 

TRIGGER ADJUSTMENT - (See Fig. 6). Remove stock as
sembly and trigger guard. 

ENGAGEMENT 
VIEW HOLE 

ADJUSTING 
SCREW 

TRIGGER Piii 

SPRING 

STOP SCREW 

Fig. 6 

SCREW 

IMPORTANT: No adjustment or removal of trigger adjusting 
screw at rear is recommended unless for ·replacement. This trig
ger adjusting screw at rear is adjusted at factory and provides 
correct amount of supporting trigger connector engagement 
beneath sear. This engagement of sear to top of trigger con
nector can be seen thru hole in housing (with safety forward in 
FIRE position). 

Note: All adjusting (2) and stop ( 1) screws are factory sealed 
with adhesive cement. 

Pull of Trigger - is adjusted to desired weight by turning trig· 
ger adjusting screw at front. Turn screw inward or clockwise 
for heavier weight of pull. Turn screw outward or counter 
clockwise for lighter weight pull. 

Travel of trigger - is adjusted by turning trigger stop screw in 
front of housing. To reduce trigger travel, place bolt in re
ceiver to "cock" action. Then ( 1) turn trigger stop screw in· 
ward or clockwise until firing pin wrn not fall or gun "fire " 
as trigger is pulled; (2) Cock gun again and back off stop screw 
counter clockwise until firing pin will fall or gun "fire". This 
method of adjustment will allow least amount of trigger over
travel. 

BOLT STOP 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove stock 
assembly. Partially disassemble trigger assembly by tapping out 
sear pin only at front of assembly. Drop trigger assembly only 
enough to clear bolt stop pin hole in receiver. (See Fig. 7). Tap 
out bolt stop pin. Disassemble bolt stop and bolt stop spring. 
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PIN 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure bolt stop 
spring locates properly in bolt stop notch and seats correctly 
against receiver in bolt slot. Reassemble trigger assembly to re
ceiver. 

BARREL ASSEMBLY - is factory-listed to include barrel, 
barrel bracket, barrel stud (6), receiver. Special factory pro
cesses join the components of this assembly. 

To Disassemble - Remove sights and rib. Remove bolt final 
assembly. Remove trigger guard and stock assembly. Remove 
magazine and trigger assemblies. Remove bolt stop and spring. 
Unscrew and remove receiver plug screws (5). 

To Service - Selective assembly at factory as replacement. 
Special gauges and fixture and factory processing is required 
for proper operation with bolt final assembly. Replace as an 
assembly. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY and MOUNTINGS COMPLETE 
{Part No. 26990) - include front swivel nut, front swivel 
screw, rear swivel screw, sling strap assembly, swivel assem· 
bly (2). 

Note: Sling strap assembly includes strap, rear keeper, front 
keeper, fastener, Strap is 718" wide. Swivel assemblies are 
quick - detachable (Q. D. ) type. 

ASSEMBLE - SWIVEL SCREWS TO STOCK 

Rear Swivel Screw - Use No. 15 size drill(.180"). Locate 
screw hole 2 1/2 inches from toe of stock (minus butt plate). 
Drill hole 1 inch deep at goo with bottom of stock. Counter
sink this drilled hole with No. 1 size (.228") drill to depth of 
1/8 inch. This countersink allows for seating shoulder on 
swivel screw. 

Front Swivel Screw - Use No. 13 drill. 
Front Swivel Nut - Use 3/8 inch drill. 
Locate screw hole approx. 3 inches from front end of stock. 
Drill hole completely thru stock at goo with barrel radius 
stock cut. Countersink barrel radius cut into this drilled hole 
to deptlt of .225 inches. Countersink allows for seating 
of front swivel nut. Assemble front swivel thru hole and tight· 
end to stock with front swivel nut. 
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ASSEMBLE - SWIVEL ASSEMBLY (2) Q.O. 

Swivel assem?ly {same for front and rear)_ can be_ assembled t{. 
swivel screw m stock as follows. Press against sprmg loaded re- · 
lease plunger to lift locking plate from attachment pin. Swing 
plate to clear attachment pin. {See Fig. 8). 

Fig.8 

LOCKING PLATE 

~ACIMIUPll 

l/S" SWIVEL (Q.D.)~fu:SE PLUNGER 

After attaching to swivel screw, swing and lower locking plate 
upon attachment pin. This will lock swivel to screw. 

ASSEMBLE - STRAP TO ASSEMBLED SWIVELS 

Remove front keeper {band) if on strap. Insert tongue of strap 
thru rear swivel. Then loop strap back and thru attached rear 
keeper. Draw strap thru keeper until tight loop is made against 
rear swivel. SI ide front keeper on. free end of strap. The insert 
strap thru front swivel and double strap back thru attach~ 
front keeper. Assemble brass fastener thru matching slots i. \ 
strap to join strap in desired position. · 

Note: To disassemble strap from rifle, simply unsnap quick de
tachable (Q. D. ) swivels from swivel screws in stock. Remove 
strap and attached swivels from stock. 

CYCLE OF OPERATION 

Model 600 Carbine is a light weight, high power, bolt action, 
fixed magazine repeater chambered for a number of center 
fire calibers. The vent rib barrel makes it a natural sighter, plus 
receiver being drilled and tapped ready to accept most popular 
makes of scopes and mounts. Basic operation of bolt is similar 
to most rifles of this type. Movement of bolt handle upward 
and fully back opens; forward and down closes and locks bolt. 

FIRING 

Firing cycle is basically release of a spring-loaded firing pin 
for purpose of striking primer of cartridge and igniting same. 
More specifically, pulling or squeezing of trigger moves con
nector forward leaving sear unsupported against "cocked" fir· 
ing pin head. With support removed, sear is cammed down by 
spring-loaded firing pin and main spring drives firing pin for· 
ward to strike primer. 

UNLOCKING 

Raising bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head from re-( 
coil shoulders in receiver. 
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COCKING 

Cocking takes place as bolt handle is raised. A cam at rear of 
rotating bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward and holds it 
in cocked position, in a notch at rear of bolt. See LOCKING 
for transfer cocking movement to sear. 

EXTRACTION 

This phase of operation cycle is essentially one of two parts 
referred to as ( 1) primary extraction, and (2) secondary ex
traction. Primary extraction occurs simultaneously with un
locking. The rim of case, being completely encased by bolt 
head, is gripped by a circular recessed claw-type extractor. 

During final upward throw of bolt handle, a primary ex
traction cam retracts bolt approximately 1/8" with a mechan
ical advantage of about 8 to 1, completing primary portion of 
this phase. Bolt lugs are now free of locking shoulder in re
ceiver and bolt may now be moved to rear completing second 
phase of extraction~ 

EJECTION 

With the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head of 
cartridge, is a spring-loaded ejector, As bolt is retracted and 
front edge of cartridge reaches ejection port, pressure, along 
with opposing grip of extractor, ejects cartridge from port. 
Rearward motion of bolt is halted by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 

With bolt halted rearward, topmost cartridge in magazine is 
allowed to move upward against feeding lips on bottom edge 
of receiver. allowing itself to be moved ahead as bolt is ad
vanced with a forward motion of bolt handle. Bullet guides 
cartridge into chamber via a feeding ramp on lower side of re
ceiver. 

LOADING 

Loading cycle consists briefly of moving cartridge into cham
ber once it is free of feeding lips in receiver. 

LOCKING 

Locking cycle is accomplised by rotating bolt with a down
ward motion of bolt handle, locking cartridge in chamber. 
Four engagements are made by this cycle: ( 1) Locking lugs on 
bolt head are engaged with recoil shoulders in receiver. (2) 
Head of cartridge is seated into bolt head depressing ejector 
and extractor claw is snapped over rim of cartridge. (3) Sear 
engages and locks firing pin in a cocked position by action of 
(4) Sear being supported from beneath by connector. Gun is 
now ready to be fired, by release of trigger. 
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SAFETY 

The safety button, located on right rear of receiver, is op
erated by a push and pull action of thumb. This two-position 
safety had two intentional functions. When safety button is 
pulled rearward by a slight down pressure of thumb, a cam is 
brought into position under safety cam, that locks cam against 
Firing pin head preventing firing. Second function of safety in 
this SAFE position brings an arm into slot in bolt preventing 
bolt being opened. Pushing safety button forward to FIRE 
position nullifies above conditions and will allow firing. 

Listed below are possible "cause" and "correction" of mal
functions. Each grouping will correspond basically to move
ment of bolt as related to the Cycle of Operations. 

Quite often, during the occurrence of a malfunction, evidence 
of cause may be found in a careful study of cartridge itself. 
Take a look at the brass case or bullet end of unfired cartridge. 
Frequently damage will mark cartridge or bullet in some tell
tale manner during bolt operation. 

Excessive wear or damage to gun parts may also point up cause 
of gun failure. Inspect appearance of components after "dry" 
cycling action a few times (without ammunition). 

MALFUNCTIONS 
Cause and Coi:rection 

FIRING 

Cause: 1. Firing pin damaged. 
2. Firing pin binds. 
3. Firing pin protrusion faulty. 
4. Trigger assembly out of adjustment. 
5. Faulty ammunition. 

Correction: 1. Replace. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Replace firing pin. 
4. Adjust. 
5. Replace ammunition. 

UNLOCKING 

Cause: 1. See Extraction. 
2. Upset extraction cam on bolt handle. 
3. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
4. Blown or set back primer on shell. 

Correction: 1. See Extraction. 
2. Smooth up bolt handle cam. 
3. Deburr. 
4. Ammunition may be at fault. 
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EXTRACTION 

Cause: 1. Fouled, rough, or enlarged chamber. 
2. Extractor broken or damaged. 
3. Not enough hook space on extractor. 
4. Height of claw not correct. 

Correction: 1. Polish if fouled or rough. Replace barrel as-
sembly if enlarged. 

2. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
3. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
4. Fit new extractor and rivet. 

BOLT BINDS 

Cause: 1. Guard screws protrude into bolt track. 
2. Receiver plug screws protrude into bolt track 
3. Bolt handle enterferes in stock. 
4. Damage at rear of bolt lugs. 

Correction: 1. File end of screws. 
2. File ends of screws. 
3. Clear stock or fit new stock. 
4. Stone to blend. Check head space. 

EJECTION 

Cause: 1. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
2. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
3. Extractor binds. 

Correction: 1. Deburr. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Adjust or fit new extractor (and rivet). 

BOLT PULLS OUT 

Cause: 1. Bolt stop or bolt release binds. 
2. Bolt stop or bolt release broken. 
3. Bolt stop spring damaged. 

Correction: 1. Free up. 
2. Replace. 
3. Replace. 

FEEDING 

Cause: 1. Magazine follower binds. 
2. Weak or defective follower spring. 
3. Magazine spring caught under guard. 
4. Damaged chamfer on bolt head. 
5. Tabs on follower bent. 

Correction: 1. Adjust side angle on magazine. 
2. Replace spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Replace bolt, or stone smooth. 
5. Straighten or replace follower. 
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LOADING 

Cause: ( 1. Damaged receiver rails. 
2. Sharp edge- rear end of chamber. 
3. Rough loading ramp in receiver. 

Correction: 1. Polish or reshape. 
2. Remove sharpness. 
3. Polish ramp. 

LOCKING 

Cause: 1. Shallow throat. 
2. Min. head space. 
3. Damaged chamber. 
4. Extractor interferes with shell rim. 
5. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
6. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
7. Sharp corners in bolt lugs. 

Correction: 1. Ream. 
2. Re-head. 
3. Re-head. 
4. Fit new extractor (grind relief in new ex· 

tractor behind claw). 
5. Free up or replace. 
6. Deburr. 
7. Stone radius. 

COCKING (See trigger Adjustment) 

Cause: 1. Trigger adjusting screw at rear out of adjust- . 
ment (improper horizontal engagement of( 
sear and connector.) . 

2. Improper vertical engagement of sear and 
connector. 

3. Trigger doesn't retract. 
4. Corners on sear or connector rounded. 

Correction: 1. Adjust. 
2. Fit new trigger assembly. 
3. Fit new trigger assembly; 
4. Fit new sear and safety cam or connector. 

BULGES OR BLOWS CASES 

Cause: 1. Oversize chamber. 
2. Max. head space. 

Correction: 1. Replace barrel assembly. 
2. Fit new bolt. 

SAFETY 

Cause: 1. Safe binds (safe works hard). 
2. Safety snap washer stretches out (safe works 

too freely). 
3. Safety damaged. 

Correction: 1. Free up. 
2. Replace washer or reseat in safety pivot pin 

slot. 
3. Replace safety. 

( 
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ACCURACY - Group Size 

Cause: 1. Crown of barrel damaged. 
2. Barrel bore fouled. 
3. Enlarged bore. 
4. Improper bedding of barrel in stock. 
5. L-0ose sights. 

Correction: 1. Recrown. 
2. Lead or replace barrel. 
3. Replace barrel. 
4. Refloat barrel. 
5. Tighten or replace. 

POINT OF IMPACT 

Cause: 1. Barrel not straight. 
2. Improper or loose sights. 

Correction; 1. Straighten or replace barrel. 
2. Tighten or change sights. 

MODEL 600 
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MODEL 600 PARTS LIST 

View Part 
No. No. 

26684 

26686 
26680 

2 26707 

26705 

26702 

26700 

3 15409 
4 15412 
5 24484 
6 15413 

15741 
25410 

7 17017 
8 17676 
9 17019 

10 15709 
16254 

11 27341 

27340 
12 15410 
13 26715 

14 17022 
15 23321 
16 15653 
17 27365 

18 15648 
27260 

19 15667 

17056 
20 17891 
21 15411 
22 17580 

26841 

23 15600 
15727 

24 15733 
25 15726 
26 15728 
27 15418 
28 15732 

15778 
29 17034 

15651 

18186 
30 15488 
31 15417 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

NAME OF PART 

Barrel Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag. (includes Bar
.rel, Barrel Bracket, Barrel Stud (6), Receiver) 

Barrel Assembly, 6.5 MM Rem. Mag. ---------------
Barrel Assembly, 308 Win. (includes Barrel, 

Barrel Bracket, Barrel Stud (6), Receiver) -----
Bolt Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. 

Mag. (includes Bolt Body Assembly and Bolt 
Handle) --------------·· ------------------------------------------

Bolt Assembly, 308 Win. (includes Bolt Body 
Assembly and Bolt Handle) ----------------------------

Bolt Final Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM 
Rem. Mag. (includes Bolt Assembly, Ejector, 
Ejector Pin, Ejector Spring, Extractor, Extrac
tor Rivet, Firing· Pin Assembly) --------------------

Bolt Final Assembly, 308 Win. (includes Bolt. 
Assembly, Ejector, Ejector Pin, Ejector Spring, 
Extractor, Etractor Rivet, Firing Pin Assembly) 

Bolt Plug ----------------------------------------------------------
Bolt Stop -----------------------------------------------------------
Bolt Stop Pin ------------------------------------------------------
Bolt Stop Spring -----------------------------------------------
Butt Plate (Model 600 only)------·------·----------------
Butt Plate Screw (Model 600 only) --------------------
Ejector ---------------------------------------------------------------
Eector Pin ----------------------------------------------------------
Ejector Spring ---------------------------------------------------
Extractor, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. Mag. __ 
Extractor ----·------------------------------------------------------
Extractor Rivet, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. 

Mag. --------------------------------------------------------------
Extractor Rivet (except 222 Rem.) ----------------------
Firing Pin --·---··----------------------------------------------------
Firing Pin Assembly (includes Bolt Plug, Firing 

Pin, Firing Pin Cross Pin, Firing Pin Head, 
Main Spring) -------------------------------------------------

Firing Pin Crass Pin -----------------------------------·--------
Firing Pin Head ---------------·-·---- --------------------------
Front Guard Screw -------- ----·-·--------------------------
Front Sight Assembly (includes Front Sight and 

Front Sight Bead) ----------·------------------------------
Magazine, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. Mag. 
Magazine, 308 Win., 6MM Rem., 243 Win. _____ _ 
Magazine Follower, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM 

Rem. Mag. --------------· ··-------------------------------------
Magazine Follower ········-----------------------------------
Magazine Spring -----------------------------------------------
Ma in Spring ··-·------------·-- ·---------------------------------
Rear Guard Screw--·-··---------------------------------------
Reor Sight Assembly (includes Rear Sight Eleva-

tion Screw, Rear Sight Base, Rear Sight Eye
piece, Rear Sight leaf, Rear Sight Windage 
Screw) ··- .... --· ·- . ·-------------------------------------------·-

Rear Sight Base, 350 Rem. Mag .......... ---- ------·-·· 
Rear Sight Base ........... ------------------------ ·---------··· __ 
Rear Sight Elevation Screw ------------------------------·· 
Rear Sight Eyepiece ------------------------------------------ .. 
Rear Sight leaf _ _ ·----- ---·-------------·-·-··-----
Rear Sight Nut ...................... ------------- ---------· 
Rear Sight Windage Screw ......... _____________ ---------
Rear Sight Wrench ·--------------------------------------·--·---
Receiver Plug Screw ---·------·------------------·- ........ . 
Reinforcing Screw, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM 

Rem. Mag. . ........ --------------------------·· ----------
Reinforcing Screw ......... ·----·-··---·-·-------------··-------
Rib ----···------ ---------·-··---·-----------------------------------
Rib Screw -·-·------ .. ·------------------------------------·--------
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View 
No. 

32 

33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 

44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

51 
52 
53 

54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 

Port 
No. 

26795 

21386 
25410 
26850 
15432 
17043 
17044 
15666 
24476 
17047 
15416 
1696B 
26990 

15376 
15357 
15356 
15358 
26625 
26555 
27651 

27650 

15883 
15435 
17049 
26730 

15436 
15437 
15429 
24477 
17978 
17053 

NAME OF PART 

Safety Assembly (includes Safety and Safety 
Thumbp iecel ------------------------------------------------

Recoil Pad (Magnum only) ---------------------------------
Recoil Pad Screw (Magnum only) ---------------------
Safety Oetent Ball --------------------------------------------
Safety Oetent Spring ---------------------------------------
Safety Pivot Pin -----------------------------------------------
Safety Snap Washer -----------------------------------------
Sear Safety Cam ------------------------------------------------
Sear Pin -------------------------------------------------------------
Sear Spring --------------------------------------------------------
Sight Screw -------------··------------------------------------------
Sight Wosher ----------------------------------------------------
Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings, Complete 

Includes: 44 thru 49 

Fastener ------------------------------------------------------------
Front Swivel Nut -----------------------------------------------
Front Swivel Screw -----------------------------------------
Rear Swivel Screw --------------------------------------------
Sling Strap Assembly, 7 / 8" -----------------------------
Swivel Assembly, Q.D. (each) --------------------------
Stock Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. 

Mag. (includes Recoil Pod, Recoil Pad Screw 
(2). Stock, Swivel Screw, Rear; Swivel Screw, 
Front; Front Swivel Nut, Reinforcing Screw) ----

Stock Assembly (includes Butt Plate, Butt Plate 
Screw (2), and Stock) -~---------------------------------

Tang Support (Magnum. only) ----------------------------
Trigger --------- -----------------------------------------------------
Trigger Adjusting Screw --------------------------· --------
Trigger Assembly (includes Trigger Housing, 

Sear Safety Cam, Sear Spring, Trigger, Trig
ger Adjusting Screw. (2), Trigger Connector, 
Trigger Pin, Trigger Spring, Trigger Stop 
Screw) -----------------------------------------------------· ------

Trigger Connector ----------------------------------------------
Trigger Guard ----------------------------------------------------
Trigger Housing --------------------------------------------------
Trigger Pin --------------------------------------------------------
Trigger Spring --------------------------------------------------
Trigger Stop Screw --------------------------------------------

ADDITIONAL CALIBER PARTS 

(Nat Shown in Sectional View) 

26682 Barrel Assembly, 35 Rem (Superseded) --------------
26681 Barrel Assembly, 222 Rem. --------------------------------
26683 Barrel Assembly, 6 MM Rem. ------------------------------
26685 Barrel Assembly, 243 Win. -------------------:·----------· 
26706 Bolt Assembly, 35 Rem. (Superseded) _______________ _ 
2677 5 Bolt Assembly, 222 Rem. ------------------------------------
26701 Bolt Final Assembly, 35 Rem. (Superseded) --------
26770 Bolt Final Assembly, 222 Rem. --------------------------
15852 Ejector, 222 Rem. ----------------------------------------------
15850 Extractor, 222 Rem. --------------------------------------------
27342 Extractor Rivet, 222 Rem. ----------------------------------
27366 Front Sight Assembly, 6 MM Rem., 243 Win. _____ _ 
27261 Magazine, 222 Rem. -----------------------------------------
27262 Magazine, 35 Rem. (Superseded) --------------·------· 
16793 Magazine Follower, 222 Rem.- __ -·-·---·---------···· 
15742 Magazine Spacer, 222 Rem. ------·--·-------------------· 
17983 Magazine Spring, 222 Rem. -------------------·--------·· 
15600 Rear Sight Base, 35 Rem. (Superseded) ............. . 
NOTE: See basic Parts List for parts not listed above. 
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MODEL 600 MAGNUM 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington MAGNUM Model 600 Carbine is chambered to shoot MAGNUM big game cartridges. This MAGNUM Model 600 
has been introduced in the 350 Remington Magnum caliber with two (2) bullet sizes ---- 200 and 250 grain weights. 

This top-loading carbine has a capacity of four (4) Magnum cartridges, counting three (3) in fixed box magazine and one in bar
rel chamber. 

A recoil pad and carrying strap with quick detachable swivels is standard equipment on the Model 600 Magnum. 

See MAGNUM Instruction Folder - RD 5653 for care and operation information. This folder also contains part prices, service and 
shipping instructions. 

The SERVICE SUPPLEMENT for the Model 600 MAGNUM Carbine will list only those parts that require different assembly in
structions from Standard Model 600. See Standard Model 600.for parts not listed. 
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MODEL 600 MAGNUM 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - is custom bedded with epoxy ad
hesive to match each individual action and barrel. Assembly in
cludes stock, recoil pad, recoil pad screw (2), reinforcing screw 
(2). front swivel nut, swivel screw, front; swivel screw, rear. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove trigger guard. Lift 
away and disassemble stock assembly from action and barrel. 
Note fully cured epoxy in barrel bracket slot of stock. 

NOTE: "Delrin" tang support may separate from action at 
rear. 

To Service - Stock assemblies are interchangeable as replace
ment. However, replacement stock requires a new epoxy bed
ding to match action and barreL Use a good proprietary or 
commercial grade of bedding epoxy. _ 

NOTE: Use all recommended epoxy handling precautions. To 
apply --- squeeze fluid epoxy mix into barrel bracket slot 
in replacement stock. Fill slot to approximately half capacity. 

To Service - Apply lubricant lightly to barrel bracket section 
of action. Then assemble action and barrel to replacement 
stock. Allow barrel bracket to bed firmly into epoxy fill. Re
assemble trigger guard and trigger guard screws to stock. Tight
en action and barrel securely in stock with guard screws. 

NOTE: Barrel should assemble free - floating into replace
ment stock. Allow required time for epoxy to cure full 
strength. Any subsequent disassembly and reassembly then can 
easily be made. A slight taper design to barrel bracket allows 
bracket to slide easily in or out of epoxy bedding. During 
shooting this insures a constant bedding position. 

NOTE: Make certain tang support relocated properly at rear of 
action before stock is reassembled. See TANG SUPPORT' 

NOTE: Stock assembly for both Standard (and Magnum) 
Models no longer are cut to allow clearance for old style mag
azine assembly and screw. Therefore, any replacement for 
early design stocks requires clearance cutting forward of mag
azine position. 

TANG SUPPORT - is designed of "Delrin" material to pro
vide added sllpport or bearing for action at rear of stock. 

To Disassemble - Remove stock assembly. Remove loosened 
tang support from rear of action. 

To Reassemble - Tang support must be positioned at rear of 
action before action is replaced in stock. (See Fig. 1 ). 

Fig. 1 

TANG SUPPORT 

Reassemble stock assembly to action. Tighten firmly with 
guard screws. 

TRIGGER GUARD 

To Disassemble - Unscrew front guard screw, rear guard screw. 
Lift away and disassemble guard from stock. 

To Service - Front guard screw is of slightly longer length 
than same part of short length for Standard Model 600. Short 
length screw is used for trigger guard on Standard Model 600. 

To Reassemble - Make certain bottQm leaf of magazine spring 
locates centrally into well in trigger guard. (See Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2 

Turn both guard screws to tighten guard and stock securely to 
action. 

MAGAZINE (marked MAGNUM) - is designed for MAGNUM 
model use only. Do not use for Standard Model 600. 

NOTE: Short width cross leaf (2) at bottom of MAGNUM 
magazine. This allows full depth for bottom of magazine 
spring against trigger guard ---- and insures full magnum 
cartridge in magazine. 

To Reassemble - Make certain magazine locates correctly into 
base of receiver. Upper magazine rim-must assemble fully into 
magazine recess channel in receiver. 

( .) 
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MODEL 600 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington Model 600 is a light weight, compact length carbine. This bolt action repeater is produced in a number of center 
fire calibers. A fixed box magazine may be top loaded to full capacity. Open sight - bead ramp front and adjustable rear - are 
mounted on a ventilated rib barrel. The receiver is drilled and tapped for telescope or receiver sights. 

The Instruction Folder/Parts Lists, Form RD 5473, packaged with each gun gives operating instructions, care and maintenance for 
the Remington Model 600. A breakdown of part prices, service, and shipping instructions is included. 

INDEX 

Page 

Bolt Final Assembly --------------··--·-·-·······- 1 
Bolt Final Assembly, Components ------------·---- 1 
Firing Pin Assembly from Bolt Assembly ------- 1 
Ejector - Ejector Spring ----------·-------·-·--- 1 
Extractor - Extractor Rivet ----·-----·--------·---- 1 
Firing Pin Assembly, Components --------·--·--·--·-·· 2 
Front Sight Assembly ----·----------·-·-----------·-·---- 2 
Rear Sight Assembly ---·--·-----·-··------·--·-·----- 2 
Rear Sight Assembly, Components ----------·--·----·--· 2 
Rib ---·------------------------------·--·------········ 3 
Trigger Guard ·--·--·---------·----------···--·-· 3 
Stock Assembly -------------···--·-··---------·---- 3 
Stock Assembly, Components ----·--------·----··----- 3 
Magazine Assembly ----·-··---------------·····-· 3 
Magazine Follower ------------------------------------ 3 
Magazine Spring ----·-·············-···-------·---····-······- 3 

Send all guns for factory service and inquiries on 
service and parts to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
Arms Service Division 

Ilion, New York 13357 

Magazine Spacer ·-----·-·--------·--------·····------·· 
Safety Assembly --·-------------------------------------
Trigger Assembly ----------------------·-·-----·-·-
Trigger Assembly Components -----------·----···-
Sear and Safety Cam Assembly ···-----·----······------
Trigger & Trigger Connector ---------------------------------

Trigger Housing --·-···---·----·-···········--·------·---·-·---
Trigger Adjustment ---------------·----··-·---·--·--·--·· 
Bolt Stop --·---·-----·----·------·-·---·---·---·-·----· 

Barrel Assembly ------------·------··-·····----·-·---·---·-
Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings Complete ---·-
Cycle of Operation 
Malfunctions ---·----------·------·---·--·---·---·-·· 

Parts List -·----·--------·-------------·----------·--··· 
Exploded View -·-···---···--··-----·-·----·-·-·-·---------·-----

Page 
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3 
4 
4 
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5 
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5 
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9 
10 

Safety Performance Check --·-·--·--·-·--·---------------··-- 11-12 

All other inquiries are to be addressed ·to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 

Bridgeport, Connecticut 06602 
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SOLT Fl NAL ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Push safety assembly forward to FI RE pos· 
ition. Lift bolt handle to unlock and open action. Pull bolt 
rearward until bolt stop halts bolt. Insert small tool against 
bolt stop and press downward. (See Fig. 1 ). This will release 
bolt. Withdraw bolt final assembly from gun. 

Fig. 1 

To Service - The bolt assembly component of Bolt Final As
sembly is serially numbered to match the serial number on the 
gun. Selective assembly at factory is required for replacement. 
However, the firing, cocking, extractor, and ejector parts are 
interchangeable and may be replaced with no factory adjust
ment required. 

To Reassemble (To Gun) - Push safety forward to FIRE pos
ition. Insert bolt to gun with lugs positioned horizontally 
ahead of safety. Push bolt forward, by upraised handle, until 
bolt stop snaps into place to lock bolt in gun. 

Note: Bolt must remain "cocked" to put into gun. If bolt be
comes uncocked, firing pin head will be forward and show as 
nearly flush to bolt plug at rear. TO COCK BOLT. hold firing 
pin head firmly to prevent movement; the.turn b1;1lt with hand· 
le. Bolt will cam on cocking surface (beneath handle) against 
firing pin head. Continue turning bolt handle until cocking 
notch on rear engages firing pin head. Bolt is then cocked and 
ready for re-entry to gun. 

SOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS - Include Bolt 
Assembly; Ejector, Ejector Pin, Ejector Spring, Extractor, 
Extractor Rivet, and Firing Pin Assembly - which includes 
Bolt Plug, Firing Pin, Firing Pin Cross Pin, Firing Pin H.ead, 
Main Spring. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY from BOLT ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Hold 
firing pin head in secure grip and pull away remainder of as
sembly until separation is visible at rear of bolt plug. Insert 
thin washer (or coin) in separation (See Fig. 2) Then turn bolt 
plug to unscrew firing pin assembly from bolt assembly. 

To Service - Firing pin assembly is interchangeable. May be 
replaced as a unit with no factory adjustment required. Re
placement of bolt assembly requires selective assembly for pro· 
per function. 

To Reassemble - Hold washer (or coin) separation between 
firing pin head and bolt plug. Insert firing pin assembly into 
bolt assembly. Turn bolt plug to screw firing pin assembly in- c 
to position. Position final turn of plug until channel in bottom 
of plug matches small cocking notch on rear rim of bolt. See 
sketch below. Then remove separation washer (or coin) to al-
low firing pin head to snap into cocking notch. 

Fig. 2 

BOLT PLUG 

EJECTOR - EJECTOR SPRING (in Bolt Assembly) 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Drive 
out ejector pin. Pull out and disassemble ejector and ejector 
spring from bolt face. (See Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3 

To Reassemble - Insert ejector spring and ejector into bolt 
face. Push in ejector and hold against ejector spring tension. 
Line up ejector pin slot in ejector to pin hole in bolt. Drive in 
ejector pin. 

Note: Ejector, when reassembled, must have free plunging 
motion for proper ejection operation. 

EXTRACTOR - EXTRACTOR RIVET (in Bolt Assembly) 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Re
move ejector, Drive out extractor rivet - from outside of bolt. 
Remove rivet from inside of bolt rim. Dislodge loosened ex
tractor and disassemble from inside of bolt rim. 

To Service - Interchangeable. However, extractor rivet will 
mutilate when extractor is disassembled. Use replacement rivet 
to secure extractor properly, when reassembled. Use fired cart
ridge case to check extractor tension. 

(-
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To Reassemble - Position extractor within rim in bolt face. 
Line up with rivet hole in bolt. Insert replacement extractor 
rivet into extractor to protrude from outside of bolt. Support 
head of rivet insde bolt rim; then - peen over protruding, end 
of rivet to tighten extractor in bolt. Reassemble ejector to 

bolt. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS include: Firing 
pin, Main Spring, Bolt Plug, Firing Pin Head, Firing Pin Cross 
Pin (In Firing Pin Assembly). 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Sep
arate firing pin assembly (with holding washer). Unscrew and 
disassemble from bolt assembly. Hold firing pin head securely 
(in separation from bolt plug) and drive out firing pin cross 
pin. All parts of firing pin assembly should separate for dis
assembly. (See Fig. 4). 

FIRING .PIN HEAD 

Fig. 4 

·BOLT PLUG 

/SEPARATION WASHER 
/ 

DRIVE HERE 
(FIRING PIN 

CROSS PIN) 

Precaution: Main ·spring is under tension. 

To Service -All parts in firing pin assembly are interchange
able. No factory fitting required. However, if replacing firing 
pin, a hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is necessary. 
To do this, use a No. 42 size drill (.093 .. ). 

Assemble shank of replacement firing pin into firing pin head. 
Make sure recess in head is clear and free of any obstruction. 
Seat shank of firing pin firmly into firing pin head. Align drill 
thru cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill thru firing pin 
shank . (See fig, 5). 

Fig. 5 

PIN HEAD 
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MODEL 600 

To Reassemble - Reassemble all parts of FIRING PIN AS
SEMBLY. Hold bolt plug retracted against tension of re
assembled mainspring. Insert firing pin cross pin thru firing pin 
head and shank of firing pin. Release tension on bolt plug. 

FRONT SIGHT ASSEMBLY - Includes Front Sight. Front 
Sight Bead. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew Sight screw (2). A thin white nylon 
sight washer (2) is seated under sight screw head. Lift and dis
assembly rear sight assembly from rib on barrel. 

To Service - Interchangeable as replacement, However, bright 
metal bead is factory welded to front sight. Replace as an as
sembly. 

To Reassemble - Reposition front sight assembly upon rib. 
Align sight holes to matching holes in barrel studs. Screw in 
sight screws (2) to secure front sight assembly to barrel. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY - includes Elevation Screw, Rear 
Sight Base, Rear Sight Eyepiece, Rear Sight Leaf, Windage 
screw. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew sight screw (2) in rear sight base. 
A thin white nylon sight washer (2) is seated under sight 
screw head. Lift disassemble rear sight assembly from rib on 
barrel. 

To Service - All parts of rear sight assembly are interchange
able. No factory fitting required. 

Note: A rear sight nut is seated under rib to tighten rear sight 
screw to rib. Rib must be removed to service this nut. See 
RIB Disassembly. 

To Reassemble - Relocate rear sight assembly to rib on barrel. 
Screw in sight screw to tighten front of base to barrel stud. 
Tighten sight screw at rear of sight base into rear sight nut 
which underlies rib. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBL V COMPONENTS 

REAR SIGHT EYEPIECE 
ELEVATION SCREW 

To Disassemble - A small rear sight wrench is supplied with 
each gun. This wrench fits into small socket head of elevation 
screw to turn elevation screw. Unscrew to loosen eyepiece. 
Slide rear sight eyepiece up and disassemble from rear sight 
leaf. Use wrench also for windage screw. 

REAR SIGHT BASE 
REAR SIGHT LEAF 
WINDAGE SCREW 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove windage screw. Lift and 
disassemble rear sight leaf from rear sight base. 

Note: Rear sight base for 35 Rem. Caliber is slightly higher 
than base used for other calibers. 
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MODEL 600 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

RIB - is designed of Du Pont "Zytel" to provide a light 
weight, matted sight line and for location of sights. 

To Disassemble - Remove front and rear sights. Unscrew and 
remove rib screw (4). Lift and disassemble rib from barrel. 

Note: When rib is removed, a small rear sight nut will also dis
assemble from beneath the rearmost rear sight hole. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. taking care that rear 
sight nut is placed beneath rib in proper position. 

TRIGGER GUARD 

To Disassemble - Unscrew front guard screw, rear guard 
screw. Lift away and disassemble trigger guard. 

Note: Stock assembly can also be disassembled when trigger 
quard is removed. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make certain both 
front and rear guard screws are tightened evenly and securely 
to receiver. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Unscrew both front and rear trigger guard 
screws. Remove trigger guard. Lift away and disassemble stock 
assembly from barrel and action. 

To Service - lr:iterchangeable as replacement. No adjustment 
required. Replacement includes stock, butt plate, butt plate 
screw (2) .• reinforcing screw(2). Barrel is free floating. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Tighten guard screws 
securely. 

STOCK ASSEMBL V - COMPONENTS 

BUTT PLATE 
BUTT PLATE SCREW (2) 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove butt plate screw (2). 
Disassemble butt plate from stock. 

To Service - Replacement butt plate may be fitted to stock. 
Some sanding to match outline of stock may be required. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

MAGAZINE ASSEMBL V - is "fixed" box design for top load
ing operation only. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew guard screws and remove trigger 
guard. Remove loosened stock assembly. Unscrew magainze 
support screw ( 1). Loosen and disassemble magazine assembly. 
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Note: Magazine follower and magazine spring will disassemble 
when magazine assembly is removed. Magazine spacer. used for 
222 Rem. Caliber. will also disassemble. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine 
follower and spring are held tightly enclosed as magazine is re
assembled. Locate magazine fully into magazine cavity from 
bottom of receiver. Magazine support at front magazine should 
seat against bottom of receiver. Insert support screw and turn 
to tighten magazine assembly in position. 

MAGAZINE FOLLOWER 
MAGAZINE SPRING 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard. Remove stock. Re
move magazine assembly. Magazine follower and magazine 
spring will disassemble freely from magazine assembly. Lift 
rear of magazine spring and slide back to disassemble from 
magazine follower. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make certain mag
azine assembly (with enclosed follower and spring) is snapped 
fully into magazine cavity in receiver from below. Tighten 
magazine securely with magazine support screws. 

MAGAZINE SPACER - is designed for load spacing use with 
smaller .222 Rem. caliber cartridge. 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard. Remove stock as
sembly. Remove magazine assemblV. magazine follower, mag
azine spring. Disassemble magazine spacer from magazine as
sembly. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine 
Follower and spring function properly with assembled spacer. 

SAFETY ASSEMBLY - in rear, ON SAFE stop position, to 
(1) support safety cam against cocked firing pin head and pre
vent release, (2) to cam up and prevent closed bolt from ro
tating to open action. In safety a nylon detent ball, under ten
sion, slips into either detent position in trigger assembly. 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trigger 
guard. Remove stock assembly. Slide off and disassemble 
safety snap washer. Lift off and disassemble safety detent 
spring. Pull out and disassemble safety pivot pin. Disassemble 
small nylon safety detent ball from hole position in safety as
sembly. Slide loosened safety assembly to rear and disassemble 
from trigger assembly. See Exploded View. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY - is designed to house the fire control 
parts of the action. These parts include housing, sear and 
safety cam assembly, sear spring, trigger, trigger adjusting 
screw (2). trigger connector, trigger pin. trigger spring, trigger 
stop screw, and sear pin (2). 

() 

( 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly and trigger ( 
guard. Remove stock assembly. Tap out sear pin (2), left to ·· 
right. Pull out and disassemble trigger assembly from receiv~r. 
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To Service - Trigger assembly may be replaced as a complete 
interchangeable assembly. See listing above. When ordered, 
slave pins (2) hold sear and safety cam assembly in housing. 
Remove slave pin (2) and use existing sear pin (2) to assemble 
trigger assembly to receiver. No adjustment required. 

To Reassemble - Hold sear and safety cam assembly in hous· 
ing to align sear pin holes to receiver. Insert sear pin (2). Make 
sure pins do not protrude into bolt stop slot in receiver. Seat 
pins only flush with this slot. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS - See below for 
component listing (in sequence). 

SEAR AND SAFETY CAM ASSEMBLY - is matched set of 
components. An engaging surface at rear shoulder of both is 
ground to bear equally against cocking notch in firing pin 
head. ( 1) The safety cam part when supported from beneath 
by safety engages firing pin head to hold head in cocked pas· 
ition. This ON SAFE support by safety cam prevents release of 
spring-loaded firing pin, hence no "firing" can occur. (2) The 
"matched" engaging surface on sear part also when supported 
from beneath by trigger connector cannot release the spring 
loaded firing pin for "firing" unless· connector is pulled by trig
ger out of engagement with sear. 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger assembly. See TRIGGER 
ASSEMBLY removal. Lift away and disassemble loosened sear 
and safety cam. Shake out underlying sear spring. 

To Service - Interchangeable as "matched" assembly. How· 
ever, re-adjustment of trigger connector engagement may be re
quired. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure sear spring 
reassembles to function properly under sear and safety cam. 
Engage flat end of sear spring upwards against sear and safety 
cam. Closed end of sear spring seats into housing. 

TRIGGER & TRIGGER CONNECTOR 

To Disassemble - Remove stock assembly. Remove magazine 
assembly. Tap out trigger pin. Pull out and disassemble loosen
ed trigger and trigger connector. 

Note: Care must be taken to prevent dislodging trigger spring. 

To Service - Both trigger and trigger connector are inter
changeable. No factory adjustment required. However, a check 
for trigger pull and weight may be required. See TRIGGER 
ADJUSTMENT. 

To Reassemble - Locate trigger connector on trigger. Position 
assembled trigger and trigger connector into housing. Align 
trigger to trigger pin hole in housing. Make certain trigger 
spring remains assembled to forward trigger adjusting screw as 
trigger and trigger connector are reassembled. Reassemble trig
ger pin and tap into housing. 
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MODEL 600 

TRIGGER HOUSING 

To Disassemble - Remove stock assembly. Remove sear pins 
to disassemble trigger assembly from receiver. Disassemble saf
ety assembly, sear and safety cam assembly, sear spring, trig
ger, trigger connector, trigger spring, trigger adjusting screw ( 2) 
trigger stop screw. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Restake adjusting 
screws to secure in location. 

TRIGGER ADJUSTMENT - (See Fig. 6). Remove stock as· 
sembly and trigger guard. 

ENGAGEMENT 
VIEW HOLE 

ADJUSTING 
SCREW 

Fig. 6 

STOP SCREW 

SCREW 

IMPORTANT: No adjustment or removal of trigger adjusting 
screw at rear is recommended unless for·replacement. This trig
ger adjusting screw at rear is adjasted at factory and provides 
correct amount of supporting trigger connector engagement 
beneath sear. This engagement of sear to top of trigger con
nector can be seen thru hole in housing (with safety forward in 
FIRE position). 

Note: All adjusting (2) and stop (1) screws are factory sealed 
with adhesive cement. 

Pull of Trigger - is adjusted to desired weight by turning trig
ger adjusting screw at front. Turn screw inward or clockwise 
for heavier weight of pull. Turn screw outward or counter 
clockwise for lighter weight pull. 

Travel of trigger - is adjusted by turning trigger stop screw in 
front of housing. To reduce trigger travel, place bolt in re
ceiver to "cock" action. Then ( 1) turn trigger stop screw in
ward or clockwise until firing pin will not fall or gun "fire " 
as trigger is pulled; (2) Cock gun again and back off stop screw 
counter clockwise until firing pin will fall or gun "fire". This 
method of adjustment will allow least amount of trigger over
travel. 

BOLT STOP 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove stock 
assembly. Partially disassemble trigger assembly by tapping out 
sear pin only at front of assembly. Drop trigger assembly only 
enough to clear bolt stop pin hole in receiver. (See Fig. 71. Tap 
out bolt stop pin. Disassemble bolt stop and bolt stop spring. 
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MODEL 600 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure bolt stop 
spring locates properly in bolt stop notch and seats correctly 
against receiver in bolt slot. Reassemble trigger assembly to re
ceiver. 

BARREL ASSEMBLY - is factory-listed to include barrel, 
barrel bracket, barrel stud (6), receiver. Special factory pro
cesses join the components of this assembly. 

To Disassemble - Remove sights and rib. Remove bolt final 
assembly. Remove trigger guard and stock assembly. Remove 
magazine and trigger assemblies. Remove bolt stop and spring. 
Unscrew and remove receiver plug screws (5). 

To Service - Selective assembly at factory as replacement. 
Special gauges and fixture and factory processing is required 
for proper operation with bolt final assembly. Replace as an 
assembly. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY and MOUNTINGS COMPLETE 
(Part No. 26990) - include front swivel nut, front swivel 
screw, rear swivel screw, sling strap assembly, swivel assem· 
bly (2). 

Note: Sling strap assembly includes strap, rear keeper, front 
keeper, fastener, Strap is 7/8" wide. Swivel assemblies are 
quick - detachable (0. D. ) type. 

ASSEMBLE - SWIVEL SCREWS TO STOCK 

Rear Swivel Screw - Use No. 15 size drill(.180"1. Locate 
screw hole 2 1/2 inches from toe of stock (minus butt plate). 
Drill hole 1 inch deep at 90° with bottom of stock. Counter
sink this drilled hole with No. 1 size (.228") drill to depth of 
1/8 inch. This countersink allows for seating shoulder on 
swivel screw. 

Front Swivel Screw - Use No. 13 drill. 
Front Swivel Nut - Use 3/8 inch drill. 
Locate screw hole approx. 3 inches from front end of stock. 

· Drill hole completely thru stock at 90° with barrel radius 
stock cut. Countersink barrel radius cut into this drilled hole 
to depth of .225 inches. Countersink allows for seating 
of front swivel nut. Assemble front swivel thru hole and tight· 
end to stock with front swivel nut. 

NOTE: After all reassembling and I or adjustments see safety 
performance check. 
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ASSEMBLE - SWIVEL ASSEMBLY (2) G.D. 

Swivel assembly (same for front and rear) can be assembled to (_- ) 
swivel screw in stock as follows. Press against spring loaded re-
lease plun9er to lift locking plate from attachment pin. Swing 
plate to clear attachment pin. (See Fig. 8). 

Fig.8 

LOCKING PLATE 

fnk:1(c~~TACHMENT 

~ 
7/S .. SWIVEL (Q.D.)~t.SE PLUNGER 

PIN 

After attaching to swivel screw, swing and lower locking plate 
upon attachment pin. This will lock swivel to screw. 

ASSEMBLE - STRAP TO ASSEMBLED SWIVELS 

Remove front keeper (band) if on strap. Insert tongue of strap 
thru rear swivel. Then loop strap back and thru attached rear 
keeper. Draw strap thru keeper until tight loop is made against 
rear swivel. Slide front keeper on free end of strap. The insert 
strap thru front swivel and double strap back thru attached c 
front keeper. Assemble brass fastener thru matching slots in 1 

strap to join strap in desired position. 

Note: To disassemble strap from rifle, simply unsnap quick de
tachable (0. D.) swivels from swivel screws in stock. Remove 
strap and attached swivels from stock. 

CYCLE OF OPERATION 

Model 600 Carbine is a light weight, high power, bolt action, 
fixed magazine repeater chambered for a number of center 
fire calibers. The vent rib barrel makes it a natural sighter, plus 
receiver being drilled and tapped ready to accept most popular 
makes of scopes and mounts. Basic operation of bolt is simllar 
to most rifles of this type. Movement of bolt handle upward 
and fully. back opens; forward and down closes and locks bolt. 

FIRING 

Firing cycle is basically release of a spring-loaded firing pin 
for purpose of striking primer of cartridge and igniting same. 
More specifically, pulling or squeezing of trigger moves con
nector forward leaving sear unsupported against "cocked" fir· 
ing pin head. With support removed, sear is cammed down by 
spring-loaded firing pin and main spring drives firing pin for
ward to strike primer. 

UNLOCKING 

Raising bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head from re
coil shoulders in receiver. 

(__ 
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COCKING 

Cocking takes place as bolt handle is raised. A cam at rear of 
rotating bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward and holds it 
in cocked position, in a notch at rear of bolt. See LOCKING 
for transfer cocking movement to sear. 

EXTRACTION 

This phase of operation cycle is essentially one of two parts 
referred to as ( 1) primary extraction, and (2) secondary ex
traction. Primary extraction occurs simultaneously with un
locking. The rim of case, being completely encased by bolt 
head, is gripped by a circular recessed claw-type extractor. 

During final upward throw of bolt handle, a primary ex
traction cam retracts bolt approximately 1/8" with a mechan
ical advantage of about 8 to 1, completing primary portion of 
this phase. Bolt lugs are now free of locking shoulder in re
ceiver and bolt may now be moved to rear completing second 
phase of extraction. 

EJECTION 

With the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head of 
cartridge, is a spring-loaded ejector, As bolt is retracted and 
front edge of cartridge reaches ejection port, pressure, along 
with opposing grip of extractor, ejects cartridge from port. 
Rearward motion of bolt is halted by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 

With bolt halted rearward, topmost cartridge in magazine is 
allowed to move upward against feeding lips on bottom edge 
of receiver. allowing itself to be moved ahead as bolt is ad
vanced with a forward motion of bolt handle. Bullet guides 
cartridge into chamber via a feeding ramp on lower side of re
ceiver. 

LOADING 

Loading cycle consists briefly of moving cartridge into cham
ber once it is free of feeding lips in receiver. 

LOCKING 

Locking cycle is accomplised by rotating bolt with a down
ward motion of bolt handle, locking cartridge in chamber. 
Four engagements are made by this cycle: (1) Locking lugs on 
bolt head are engaged with recoil shoulders in receiver. (2) 
Head of cartridge is seated into bolt head depressing ejector 
and extractor claw is snapped over rim of cartridge. (31 Sear 
engages and locks firing pin in a cocked position by action of 
(4) Sear being supported from beneath by connector. Gun is 
now ready to be fired, by release of trigger. 
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SAFETY 

The safety button, located on right rear of receiver, is op
erated by a push and pull action of thumb. This two-position 
safety had two intentional functions. When safety button is 
pulled rearward by a slight down pressure of thumb, a cam is 
brought into position under safety cam, that locks cam against 
Firing pin head preventing firing. Second function of safety in 
this SAFE position brings an arm into slot in bolt preventing 
bolt being opened. Pushing safety button forward to FIRE 
position nullifies above conditions and will allow firing. 

Listed below are possible "cause" and "correction" of mal
functions. Each grouping will correspond basically to move
ment of bolt as related to the Cycle of Operations. 

Quite often, during the occurrence of a malfunction, evidence 
of cause may be found in a careful study of cartridge itself. 
Take a look at the brass case or bullet end of unfired cartridge. 
Frequently damage will mark cartridge or bullet in some tell
tale manner during bolt operation. 

Excessive wear or damage to gun parts may also point up cause 
of gun failure. Inspect appearance of components after "dry" 
cycling action a few times (without ammunition). 

MALFUNCTIONS 
Cause and Correction 

FIRING 

Cause: 1. Firing pin damaged. 
2. Firing pin binds. 
3. Firing pin protrusion faulty. 
4. Trigger assembly out of adjustment. 
5. Faulty ammunition. 

Correction: 1. Replace. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Replace firing pin. 
4. Adjust. 
5. Replace ammunition. 

UNLOCKING 

Cause: 1. See Extraction. 
2. Upset extraction cam on bolt handle. 
3. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
4. Blown or set back primer on shell. 

Correction: 1. See Extraction. 
2. Smooth up bolt handle cam. 
3. Deburr. 
4: Ammunition may be at fault. 
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EXTRACTION 

Cause: 1. Fouled, rough, or enlarged chamber. 
2. Extractor broken or damaged. 
3. Not enough hook space on extractor. 
4. Height of claw not correct. 

Correction: 1. Polish if fouled or rough. Replace barrel as-
sembly if enlarged. 

2. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
3. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
4. Fit new extractor and rivet. 

BOLT BINDS 

Cause: 1. Guard screws protrude into bolt track. 
2. Receiver plug screw5 protrude into bolt track 
3. Bolt handle enterferes in stock. 
4. Damage at rear of bolt lugs. 

Correction: 1. File end of screws. 
2. File ends of screws. 
3. Clear stock or fit new stock. 
4. Stone to blend. Check head space. 

EJECTION 

Cause: 1. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
2. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
3. Extractor binds. 

Correction: 1. Deburr. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Adjust or fit new extractor (and rivet). 

BOLT PULLS OUT 

Cause: 1. Bolt stop or bolt release binds. 
2. Bolt stop or bolt release broken. 
3. Bolt stop spring damaged. 

Correction: 1. Free up. 
2. Replace. 
3. Replace. 

FEEDING 

Cause: 1. Magazine follower binds. 
2. Weak or defective follower spring. 
3. Magazine spring caught under guard. 
4. Damaged chamfer on bolt head. 
5. Tabs on follower bent. 

Correction: 1. Adjust side angle on magazine. 
2. Replace spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Replace bolt, or stone smooth. 
5. Straighten or replace follower. 
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LOADING 

Cause: 1. Damaged receiver rails. 
2. Sharp edge- rear end of chamber. ( ) 
3. Rough loading ramp in receiver. 

Correction: 1. Polish or reshape. 
2. Remove sharpness. 
3. Polish ramp. 

LOCKING 

Cause: 1. Shallow throat. 
2. Min. head space. 
3. Damaged chamber. 
4. Extractor interferes with shell rim. 
5. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
6. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
7. Sharp corners in bolt lugs. 

Correction: 1. Ream. 
2. Re-head. 
3. Re-head. 
4. Fit new extractor (grind relief in new ex· 

tractor behind claw). 
5. Free up or replace. 
6. Deburr. 
7. Stone radius. 

COCKING (See trigger Adjustment) 

Cause: 1. Trigger adjusting screw at rear out of adjust- ( 
ment (improper horizontal engagement of 
sear and connector.) · 

2. Improper vertical engagement of sear and 
connector. 

3. Trigger doesn't retract. 
4. Corners on sear or connector ro·unded. 

Correction: 1. Adjust. 
2. Fit new trigger assembly. 
3. Fit new trigger assembly; 
4. Fit new sear and safety cam or connector. 

BULGES OR BLOWS CASES 

Cause: 

Correction: 

SAFETY 

Cause: 

Correction: 

1. Oversize chamber. 
2. Max. head space. 
1. Replace barrel assembly. 
2. Fit new bolt. 

1. Safe binds (safe works hard). 
2. Safety snap washer stretches out (safe works 

too freely). 
3. Safety damaged. 
1. Free up. 
2. Replace washer or reseat in safety pivot pin 

slot. 
3. Replace safety. 

(_ 
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ACCURACY - Group Size 

( Cause: 1. Crown of barrel damaged. 

( 

I 

\ 

2. Barrel bore fouled. 
3. Enlarged bore. 
4. Improper bedding of barrel in stock. 
5. Loose sights. 

Correction: 1. Recrown. 
2. Lead or replace barrel. 
3. Replace barrel. 
4. Refloat barrel. 
5. Tighten or replace. 

POINT OF IMPACT 

Cause: 1. Barrel not straight. 
2. Improper or loose sights. 

Correction; 1. Straighten or replace barrel. 
2. Tighten or change sights. 

MODEL 600 
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MODEL 600 PARTS LIST 

View Part 
No. No. 

26684 

26686 
26680 

2 26707 

26705 

26702 

26700 

3 15409 
4 15412 
5 24484 
6 15413 

15741 
25410 

7 17017 
8 17676 
9 17019 

10 15709 
16254 

11 27341 

27340 
12 15410 
13 26715 

14 17022 
15 23321 
16 15653 
17 27365 

18 15648 
27260 

19 15667 

17056 
20 17891 
21 15411 
22 17580 

26841 

23 15600 
15727 

24 15733 
25 15726 
26 15728 
27 15418 
28 15732 

15778 
29 17034 

15651 

18186 
30 15488 
31 15417 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

NAME OF PART 

Barrel Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag. (includes Bar
rel, Barrel Bracket, Barrel Stud C6J, Receiver) 

Barrel Assembly, 6.5 MM Rem. Mag.---------------
Barrel Assembly, 308 Win. (includes Barrel, 

Barrel Bracket, Barrel Stud (6), Receiver) -----
Bolt Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. 

Mag. (includes Bolt Body Assembly and Bolt 
Handle) -------------····-----------------------------------------

Bolt Assembly, 308 Win. (includes Bolt Body 
Assembly and Bolt Handle) ----------------------------

Bolt Final Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM 
Rem. Mag. (includes Bolt· Assembly, Ejector, 
Ejector Pin, Ejector Spring, Extractor, Extrac
tor Rivet, firing Pin Assembly) --------·---------

Bolt Final Assembly, 308 Win. (includes Bolt 
Assembly, Ejector, Ejector Pin, Ejector Spring, 
Extractor, Etractor Rivel, firing Pin Assembly) 

Bolt Plug ---------------------------------------------------------
Bolt Stop -------------------------·-·----·------------------------
Bolt Stop Pin --·-·-·--·------·-·-·-----------------------·--------
Bolt Stop Spring -------------------------------·--------------
Butt Plate (Model 600 only) ------------------------------
Butt Plate Screw (Model 600 only) --------------------
Ejector ----------------------------------·-·-------------------------
Eector Pin ---------·------·----·-·---------------------------------
Ejector Spring ----------------------------------------------------
Extractor, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. Mag. __ 
Extractor ---------------------------------------------------------
Extractor Rivet, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. 

Mag. -------------------------------------------------------------
E_x!ract~r Rivet (except 222 Rem.) ----------------------
F 1 ring P 1 n --·---·-----------------------------------------------------
Firing Pin Assembly (includes Bolt Plug, Firing 

Pin, Firing Pin Cross Pin, firing Pin Head, 
Main Spring) ----------------·-------------------------------

firing Pin Cross- Pin -------·-·--------------------------------
Firing Pin Head -----------·---------------------------·---------
Front Guard Screw ·------- -------------------------·-------
Front Sight Assembly (includes front Sight and 

Front Sight Bead) ------------··---------------------------
Magazine, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. Mag. 
Magazine, 308 Win., 6MM Rem., 243 Win. -----
Magazine Follower, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM 

Rem. Mag. -----------------·-----------------------------------
Magazine Follower -------------------------------------------
Magazine Spring ---·---·--------·-----------------------------
Main Spring --------·-·----·--- -----·----------------------------
Rear Guard Screw -------·-------------·-----------------------
Rear Sight Assembly (includes Rear Sight Eleva-

tion Screw, Rear Sight Base, Rear Sight Eye
piece, Rear Sight leaf, Rear Sight Windage 
Screw) ___ ----------- ·--------------------------------------------

Rear Sight Base, 350 Rem. Mag. ----·---··-·-----------· 
Rear Sight Base ---------·-----·---------------------------------
Rear Sight Elevation Screw --·----·-·-----------·-------·-
Rear Sight Eyepiece ---------------·------------·--------------
Rear Sight leaf ---------·-···-----------------------------------
Rear Sight Nut ------ ----- ·----·-------------·----------------
Rear Sight Windage Screw ---------------'---------------
Rear Sight Wrench -----···--------------------------·----------
Receiver Plug Screw ---·--------------------------- .. -------·
Reinforcing Screw, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM 

Rem. Mag. -·-·--·-····----------------------------------------
Rein farcing Screw --------- ·--·---------------·-----------------
Rib ------------- -·-----------------------------------------·-----·---
Rib Screw ----------------------------·-------------------------·---
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View 
No. 

32 

33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 

44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

51 
52 
53 

54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 

Port 
No. 

26795 

21386 
25410 
26850 
15432 
17043 
17044 
15666 
24476 
17047 
15416 
16968 
26990 

15376 
15357 
15356 
15358 
26625 
26555 
27651 

27650 

15883 
15435 
17049 
26730 

15436 
15437 
15429 
24477 
17978 
17053 

NAME OF PART 

Safety Assembly (includes Safety and Safety 
Thumbpiecel -------------------------------------------

Recoil Pad (Magnum only) ------------------------------
Recoil Pad Screw (Magnum only) ----------------
Safety Oetent Ball --------------------------------------
Safety Oetent Spring -----'-----------------------
Safety Pivot Pin --------------------------------------------
Safety Snap Washer ------------------------------------
Sear Safety Cam --------------------------------------------
Sear Pin ---·---------------------------------------------------
Sear Spring -----------------------------------------------
Sight Screw --------------------------------------------------------
Sig ht Washer -----------·-------------------------------
SI ing Strap Assembly and Mountings, Complete 

Includes: 44 thru 49 

Fastener ----------------------------------------------------
Front Swivel Nut --------------------------------------
Front Swivel Screw -·-------------------------------
Rear Swivel Screw ---·----------------------------------
Sling Strap Assembly, 7 / 8" --------------------
Swivel Assembly, Q.O. (each) ---------------
Stock Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. 

Mag. (includes Recoil Pad, Recoil Pad Screw 
(2), Stock, Swivel Screw, Rear; Swivel Screw, 
Front; Front Swivel Nut, Reinforcing Screw)° __ _ 

Stock Assembly (includes Butt Plate, Butt Plate 
. Screw (2), and Stock) -------------------·--------------

Ta_ng Support (Magnum. only) -------------------------
Trigger ---·------------------------------------------------------
Trigger Adjusting Screw --------------------------------
Trigger Assembly (includes Trigger Housing, 

Sear Safety Cam, Sear Spring, Trigger, Trig
ger Adjusting Screw (2), Trigger Connector, 
Trigger Pin, Trigger Spring, Trigger Stop 
Screw) ------------------------------------------------------------

Trigger Connector ------·-----------------------·-----------~--
Trigger Guard ---------------------------------------------------
Trigger Housing ------------·------------------------------------
Trigger Pin -----------------------·------------------------------
Trigger Spring --------------------------------------------------
Trigger Stop Screw ---------------·----------------------------

ADDITIONAL CALIBER PARTS 

(Not Shown in Sectional View) 

26682 Barrel Assembly, 35 Rem (Superseded) ---------
26681 Barrel Assembly, 222 Rem. ------------------------
26683 Barrel Assembly, 6 MM Rem. -------------------------
26685 Barrel Assembly, 243 Win. -------------"------
26706 Bolt Assembly, 35 Rem. (Superseded) ---------------
26775 Bolt. Assembly, 222 Rem. ---------------------------------
26701 Bolt Final Assembly, 35 Rem. (Superseded) --------
26770 Bolt Final Assembly, 222 Rem. --------------------------
15852 Ejector, 222 Rem. ---------------------------------------------
15850 Extractor. 222 Rem, _____ ·-------------------------------------
27342 Extractor Rivet, 222 Rem. --------·-------------------------
27366 Front Sight Assembly, 6 MM Rem., 243 Win. ------
27261 Magazine, 222 Rem. ------------------------------------------
27262 Magazine, 35 Rem. (Superseded) ----------------------
16793 Magazine Follower, 222 Rem.· --------------------------
157 42 Magazine Spacer, 222 Rem. ------------------------------
17983 Magazine Spring, 222 Rem. ------------------------------
15600 Rear Sight Base, 35 Rem. (Superseded) -------------
NOTE: See basic Parts List for parts not listed above. 

( 
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MODELS 725-721-722-700-600 

SAFETY PERFORMANCE CHECK 

After reassembly, the following checks for proper function of 
the safety should be made. 

Close bolt. Put safety ON SAFE. Lift bolt handle. (Bolt 
handle should not raise). Pull trigger (firing pin should not 
fall). Action of trigger pull should be smooth (no bind, drag, 
click or catch). Release trigger (trigger should return to former 
position). Put safety ON Fl RE position (firing pin should not 
fall). Pull trigger (firing pin should fall). Repeat test at least 
three (3) times. 

Safety should function on two (2) positive stop positions 
(ON SAFE - Fl RE). If positions are not positive, check parts. 
Inspect detent holes, retainer, retainer pin, detent, detent 
spring and related parts for possible cause. Replace any worn 
or damaged parts and lubricate with a dry lubricant. Re
assemble and check. If stop positions are not positive replace 
complete trigger housing assembly. 

NOTE: Lubrication should not be used as a remedy for 
trigger housing assembly problems. The cause should be 
positively located and corrected. 

When repairing trigger housing assembly wash parts thoroughly 
with a petroleum solvent. An accumulation of gun oil or dried 
oil can build a film that may cause malfunctions. Relubricate 
with a dry lubricant and reassemble. Check clearance between 
trigger and trigger connector .010 MAX. slip fit (MIN.) with 
feeler gage (see Fig. 1). Check trigger connector for straight
ness and cracks at trigger stop screw hole. Make sure there is 
no bind or catch in trigger, sear safety cam or safety lever 
about pivots. 

L 
ll 

.010 MAX. 
SLIP FIT MIN. 

TRIGGER 

TRIGGER CONNECTOR 

Fig. 1 

When replacing trigger housing assembly, take care not to 
bend or spring the housing. Sear safety cam should pivot 
freely: To check, remove bolt, move safety to OFF SAFE, pull 
trigger and press down on rear of sear safety cam and release. 

For proper safety function there must be clearance between 
trigger connector and sear safety cam. To check close bolt and 
put safety ON SAFE. Visually inspect through hole in side of 
trigger housing (see Fig. 2). If there is no clearance, replace 
safety assembly, or trigger housing assembly. Corners must be 
sharp. (Arrows). 

11 

SEAR SAFETY CAM 

0 

TRIGGER 
CONNECTo=e--1 ..----TRIGGER 

Fig. 2 

Sear safety cam and trigger connector engagement of .015" -
.020" on field rifles and .01 O" - .015" on target rifles is 
critical (see Fig. 3). Replace any worn or damaged parts. To 
adjust, close bolt and place safety OFF SAFE. Turn trigger 
engagement screw clockwise until rifle fires. Turn screw coun
terclockwise 1' turn (90°) and check engagement. (see note A). 
Corners must be sharp. (Arrows). 

SEAR SAFETY CAM 

0 

TRIGGER 
CONNECTOR TRIGGER 

Fig. 3 

To adjust trigger stop screw, close bolt and put safety OFF 
SAFE. Turn trigger stop screw clockwise until it touches 
trigger. Pull and hold trigger rearward. Turn trigger.stop screw 
counter clockwise until rifle fires. Turn an additional 1/8 turn 
for clearance. (see note A). 

Trigger pull adjustment on any field rifle should. never be 
adjusted below three (3) pounds. (see note A). 

Trigger pull adjustment on any target rifle should never be 
adjusted below two (2) pounds. (see note A). 

NOTE A: After any adjustments to trigger housing assembly 
screws, repeat all safety checks. Check for "follow down." 
See malfunctions. Restake or reseal screws with DuPont Duco 
cement. 

When replacing stock assembly, check for clearance between 
following parts: Safety Lever - Stock; Trigger - Trigger 
Guard; Trigger - Stock. 

R2524191 
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MODELS 725 - 721-722- 700-600 
MALFUNCTIONS 

1. "Follow Down." After reassembling rifle, check for 
"follow down" condition. (Firing pin moves to un
cocked position as bolt is closed). Put safety OFF SAFE. 
Close bolt smartly. Firing pin should remain cocked 
(dry fire to check). "Follow down" may be caused by 
improper sear safety cam - trigger connector engage
ment or by trigger being held back by interference 
between trigger and stock, trigger and trigger guard, 
and I or trigger housing. "Follow down" can also be 
caused by sear safety cam binding, by missing parts and I 
or broken connector. (see note B). 

2. "Firing Pin Falls." If firing pin falls when rifle is jarred 
or when bolt handle is lifted check following: 

Firing pin head binds in guide slot in receiver. Firing pin 
head and slot should align. To check, remove firing pin 
assembly from bolt. Reassemble bolt to receiver. Small 
cocking notch on rear edge of bolt should align with slot 
in receiver. 

Guide slot in receiver should be free of burrs. Remove 
trigger housing and clean any burrs from slot. 

This malfunction may also be caused by improper sear 
safety cam - trigger connector engagement. Adjust 
engagement as previously described. (see note B). 

3. "Firing Pin Fails to Fall." If firing pin fails to fall when 
trigger is pulled or trigger has to be pulled more than 
once. See firing pin falls for possible cause and cor
rections. (see note 8). 

NOTE B: Correct malfunction 100% or return rifle to factory. 

For smooth operation, a good quality gun grease should be 
applied to threads on bolt plug, firing pin head cocking cam at 
rear of bolt and on locking lug engagement area. 

12 JPL-RES. 
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MODEL 600 MAGNUM 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington MAGNUM Model 600 Carbine is chambered to shoot MAGNUM big game cartridges. This MAGNUM Model 600 
has been introduced in the 350 Remington Magnum caliber with two (2) bullet sizes ---- 200 and 250 grain weights. 

This top-loading carbine has a capacity of four (4) Magnum cartridges, counting three (3) in fixed box magazine and one in bar
rel chamber. 

A recoil pad and carrying strap with quick detachable swivels is standard equipment on the Model 600 Magnum. 

See MAGNUM Instruction Folder - RD 5653 for care and operation information. This folder also contains part prices, service and 
shipping instructions. 

The SERVICE SUPPLEMENT for the Model 600 MAGNUM Carbine will list only those parts that require different assembly in· 
structions from Standard Model 600. See Standard Model 600 for parts not listed. 
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MODEL 600 MAGNUM 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - is custom bedded with epoxy ad
hesive to match each individual action and barreL Assembly in
cludes stock, recoil pad, recoil pad screw (2), reinforcing screw 
(2). front swivel nut, swivel screw, front; swivel screw, rear_ 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove trigger guard. Lift 
away and disassemble stock assembly from action and barrel. 
Note fully cured epoxy in barrel bracket slot of stock_ 

NOTE: "Oelrin" tang support may separate from action at 
rear. 

To Service - Stock assemblies are interchangeable as replace
ment. However, replacement stock requires a new epoxy bed
ding to match action and barrel. Use a good proprietary or 
commercial grade of bedding epoxy. 

NOTE: Use all recommended epoxy handling precautions. To 
apply --- squeeze fluid epoxy mix into barrel bracket slot 
in replacement stock_ Fill slot to approximately half capacity_ 

To Service - Apply lubricant lightly to barrel bracket section 
of action. Then assemble action and barrel to replacement 
stock. Allow barrel bracket to bed firmly into epoxy fill. Re
assemble trigger guard and trigger guard screws to stock. Tight
en action and barrel securely in stock with guard screws. 

NOTE: Barrel should assemble free - floating into replace
ment stock. Allow required time for epoxy to cure full 
strength. Any subsequent disassembly and reassembly then can 
easily be made. A slight taper design to barrel bracket allows 
bracket to slide easily in or out of epoxy bedding. During 
shooting this insures a constant bedding position. 

NOTE: Make certain tang support relocated properly at rear of 
action before stock is reassembled. See TANG SUPPORr 

NOTE: Stock assembly for both Standard (and Magnum) 
Models no longer are cut. to allow clearance for old style mag
azine assembly and screw. Therefore, any replacement for 
early design stocks requires clearance cutting forward of mag
azine position. 

TANG SUPPORT - is designed of "Delrin" material to pro
vide added support or bearing for ·action at rear of stock. 

To Disassemble - Remove stock assembly. Remove loosened 
tang support from rear of action. 

To Reassemble - Tang support must be positioned at rear of 
action before action is replaced in stock. (See Fig. 1 ). 

1 

Fig. 1 

TANG SUPPORT 

Reassemble stock assembly to action. Tighten firmly with 
guard screws. 

TRIGGER GUARD 

To Disassemble - Unscrew front guard screw, rear guard screw. 
Lift away and disassemble guard from stock. 

To Service - Front guard screw is of slightly longer length 
than same part of short length for Standard Model 600. Short 
length screw is used for trigger guard on Standard Model 600. 

To Reassemble - Make certain bottom leaf of magazine spring 
locates centrally into well in trigger guard. (See Fig. 2). 

fig. 2 

Turn both guard screws to tighten guard and stock securely to 
action. 

MAGAZINE (marked MAGNUM) - is designed for MAGNUM 
model use only. Do not use for Standard Model 600. 

NOTE: Short width cross leaf (2) at bottom of MAGNUM 
magazine. This allows full depth for bottom of magazine 
spring against trigger guard ---- and insures full magnum 
cartridge in magazine. 

To Reassemble - Make certain magazine locates correctly into 
base of receiver. Upper magazine rim must assemble fully into 

( 

magazine recess channel in receiver. (__ 
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MODEL 600 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington Model 600 is a light weight, compact length carbine. This bolt action repeater is produced in a number of center 
fire calibers. A fixed box magazine may be top loaded to full capacity. Open sight - bead ramp front and adjustable rear - are 
mounted on a ventilated rib barrel. The receiver is drilled and tapped for telescope or receiver sights. 

The Instruction Folder/Parts Lists. Form RD 5473, packaged with each gun gives operating instructions, care and maintenance for 
the Remington Model 600. A breakdown of part prices, service, and shipping instructions is,included. 

INDEX 

Bolt Final Assembly ......................... . 
Bolt Final Assembly, Components ............... . 
Firing Pin Assembly from Bolt Assembly ........... . 
Ejector - Ejector Spring ...................... . 
Ex tractor - Extractor Rivet ................... . 
Firing Pin Assembly, Components ............... . 
Front Sight Assembly ........................ . 
Rear Sight Assembly ........................ . 
Rear Sight Assembly, Components ............... . 
Rib .................................... . 
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Trigger Guard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 3 
Stock Assembly . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 

Send all 9uns for factory service and inquiries on 
service and parts to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
Arms Service Division 

Ilion, l\lew York 13357 

Page 

Stock Assembly, Components. . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . 3 
Magazine Assembly . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 3 
Magazine Follower ....................... : . . . 3 
Magazine Spring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Magazine Spacer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Trigger Housing Assembly. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Barrel Assembly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings Complete . . . . . . . . 4 
Cycle of Operation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Malfunctions . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . 6·6 
Parts List . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 7 
Exploded View. . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 8 

All other inquiries ore to be addressed to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 

Brid~eport, Connecticut 06602 
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'MODEL 600 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble-Push safety switch assembly forward to FIRE 
position. lift bolt handle to unlock and open action. Pull 
bolt rearward until bolt stop halts bolt. Insert small tool 
against bolt stop and press downward (See Fig. 1 ). This will 
release bolt. Withdraw bolt final assembly from gun. 

To Service - The bolt assembly component of Bolt Final As
sembly is serially numbered to match the serial number on the 
!1un. Selective assembly at factory is required for replacement. 
However, the firing, cocking, extractor, and ejector parts are 
interchangeable and may be replaced with no factory adjust
ment required. 

To Reassemble. (To Gun)- Push safety switch forward to 
Fl RE position. Insert bolt to gun with lugs positioned horizon· 
tally ahead of safety switch. Push bolt forward, by upraised 
handle, until bolt stop snaps into place to lock bolt in gun. 

Note: Bolt must remain "cocked" to put into gun. If bolt be
comes uncocked, firing pin head will be forward and show as 
nearly flush to bolt plug at rear. TO COCK BOLT, hold firing 
pin head firmly to prevent movement, then turn bolt with 
handle. Bolt will cam on cocking surface (beneath handle) 
against firing pin head . Continue turning bolt handle until 
cocking notch on rear engages firing pin head. Bolt is then 
cocked and ready for re-entry to gun. 

BOLT Fl NAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS - Include Bolt 
Assembly; Ejector, Ejector Pin, Ejector Spring, Extractor, 
Extractor Rivet, and Firing Pin Assembly - which includes 
Bolt Plug, Firing Pin, Firing Pin Cross Pin, Firing Pin Head, 
Main Sµring. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY from BOLT ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Hold 
firinq pin head in secure grip and pull away remainder of a~
sembly until separation is visible at rear of bolt plug. Insert 
thin washer (or coin) in separation (See Fig. 2) Then turn bolt 
plug· to unscrew firing pin assembly from bolt assembly. 

To Service - Firing pin assembly is interchangeable. May be 
replaced as a unit with no factory adjustment required. Re
µlacement of bolt assembly requires selective assembly for pro· 
per function. 

1 

To Reassemble - Hold washer (or coin) separation between 
firing pin head and bolt plug. Insert firing pin assembly into 
bolt assembly. Turn bolt plug to screw firing pin assembly in
to position. Position final turn of plug until channel in bottom 
of plug matches small cocking notch on rear rim of bolt. See 
sketch below. Then remove separation washer (or coin) to al
low firing pin head to snap into cocking notch. 

COCKING NOTCH' 
Fig. 2 

BOLT PLUG 

EJECTOR - EJECTOR SPRING (in Bolt Assembly) 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt fTnal assembly from gun. Drive 
out ejector pin. Pull out and disassemble ejector and ejector 
spring from bolt face. (See Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3 

To Reassemble - Insert ejector spring and ejector into bolt 
face. Push in ejector and hold against ejector spring tension. 
Line up ejector pin slot in ejector to pin hole in bolt. Drive in 
ejector pin. 

Note: Ejector, when reassembled, must have free plunging 
motion for proper ejection operation. 

EXTRACTOR - EXTRACTOR RIVET (in Bolt Assembly) 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Re
move ejector, Drive out extractor rivet - from outside of bolt. 
Remove rivet from inside of bolt rim. Dislodge loosened ex· 
tractor and disassemble from inside of bolt rim. 

To Service - Interchangeable. However, extractor rivet will 
mutilate when extractor is disassembled. Use replacement rivet 
to secure extractor properly, when reassembled. Use fired cart· 
ridge case to check extractor tension. 
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To Reassemble - Position extractor within rim in bolt face. 
Line up with rivet hole in bolt. Insert replacement extractor 
rivet into extractor to protrude from outside of bolt. Support 
head of rivet inside bolt rim; then peen over protruding, end 
of· rivet to tighten extractor in bolt. Reassemble ejector to 
bolt. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS include: Firing 
pin, Main Spring, Bolt Plug, Firing Pin Head, Firing Pin Cross 
Pin (In Firing Pin Assembly). 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Sep
arate firing pin assembly (with holding washer). Unscrew and 
disassemble from bolt assembly. Hold firing pin head securely 
(in separation from bolt plug) and drive out firing pin cross 
pin. All parts of firing pin assembly should separate for dis
assembly. (See Fig. 4). 

FIRING PIN HEAD 

Fig. 4 

IOLT PLUG 

_/ SEPUATIOI WASllEI 

/ 
DRIVE HERE 

(FIRING PIN 
CROSS PIN) 

Precaution: Main spring is under tension. 

Ta· Service -All parts in firing pin assembly are interchange
able. No factory fitting required. However, if replacing firing 
pin, a hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is necessary. 
To do this, use a No. 42 size drill (.093 .. ). 

Assemble shank of replacement firing pin into firing pin head. 
Make sure recess in head is clear and free of any obstruction. 
Seat shank of firing pin firmly into firing pin head. Align drill 
thru cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill thru firing pin 
shank . (See Fig. 5). 

Fig. 5 

PIN HEAD 
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MODEL 600 

To Reassemble - Reassemble all parts of FIRING PIN AS
SEMBLY. Hold bolt plug retracted against tension of re
assembled mainspring. Insert firing pin cross pin·thru firing pin 
head and shank of firing pin. Release tension on bolt plug. 

FRONT SIGHT ASSEMBLY - Includes Front Sight, Front 
Sight Bead. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew Sight screw (2). A thin white nylon 
sight washer (2) is seated under sight screw head. Lift and dis
assemble rear sight assembly from rib on barrel. 

To Service - Interchangeable as replacement, However, bright 
metal bead is factory welded to front sight. Replace as an as
sembly. 

To Reassemble - Reposition front sight assembly upon rib. 
Align sight holes to matching holes in barrel studs. Screw in 
sight screws (2) to secure front sight assembly to barrel. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY - includes Elevation Screw, Rear 
Sight Base, Rear Sight Eyepiece, Rear Sight Leaf, Windage 
screw. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew sight screw (2) in rear sight base. 
A thin white nylon sight washer (2) is seated under sight 
screw head. Lift disassemble rear sight assembly from rib on 
barrel. 

To Service - All parts of rear sight assembly are interchange
able. No factory fitting required. 

Note: A rear sight nut is seated under rib to tighten rear sight 
screw to rib. Rib must be removed to service this nut. See 
RIB Disassembly. 

To Reassemble - Relocate rear sight assembly to rib on barrel. 
Screw in sight screw to tighten front of base to barrel stud. 
Tighten sight screw at rear of sight base into rear sight nut 
which underlies rib. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS 

REAR SIGHT EYEPIECE 
ELEVATION SCREW 

To Disassemble - A small rear sight wrench is supplied with 
each gun. This wrench fits into small socket head of elevation 
screw to turn elevation screw. Unscrew to loosen eyepiece. 
Slide rear sight eyepiece up and disassemble from rear sight 
leaf. Use wrench also for windage screw. 

REAR SIGHT BASE 
REAR SIGHT LEAF 
WINDAGE SCREW 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove windage screw. Lift and 
disassemble rear sight leaf from rear sight base. 

Note: Rear sight base for 35 Rem. Caliber is slightly higher 
than base used for other calibers. 
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MODEL 600 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

RIB - is designed of Du Pont "Zytel" to provide a light 
weight, matted sight line and for location of sights. 

To Disassemble - Remove front and rear sights. Unscrew and 
remove rib screw (4). Lift and disassemble rib from barrel. 

Note: When rib is removed, a small rear sight nut will also dis
assemble from beneath the rearmost rear sight hole. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. taking care that rear 
sight nut is placed beneath rib in proper position. 

TRIGGER GUARD 

To Disassemble - Unscrew front guard screw, rear guard 
screw. Lift away and disassemble trigger guard. 

Note: Stock assembly can also be disassembled when trigger 
quard is removed. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make certain both 
front .irHI rei.lr !Ju<ird screws <ire tightened evenly and securely 
to receiver. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Unscrew both front and rear trigger guard 
screws. Remove trigger guard. Lift away and disassemble stock 
assembly from !Jarrel i.llld <1t:tion. 

To Service - Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment 
required. Replacement includes stock, butt plate, butt plate 
screw (2)., reinforcing screw(2). Barrel is free floating. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse orcier. Tighten guard screws 
securely. 

STOCK ASSEMBL V - COMPONENTS 

BUTT PLATE 
BUTT PLATE SCREW(~ 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove butt plate screw (2). 
Disassemble butt plate from stock. 

To Service - Replacement butt plate may be fitted to stock. 
Some sanding to match outline of stock may be required. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

MAGAZINE ASSEMBLY - is "fixed" box design for top load
ing oµeration only. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew guard screws and remove trigger 
guard. Remove loosened stock assembly. Unscrew magazine 
suµport screw ( 1 ). Loosen and disassemble magazine assembly. 
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Note: Magazine follower and magazine spring will disassemble 
when magazine assembly is removed. Magazine spacer, used for 
222 Rem. Caliber, will also disassemble. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine 
follower and spring are held tightly enclosed as magazine is re
assembled. Locate magazine fully into magazine cavity from 
bottom of receiver. Magazine support at front magazine should 
seat against bottom of receiver. Insert support screw and turn 
to tighten magazine assembly in position. 

MAGAZINE FOLLOWER 
MAGAZINE SPRING 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard. Remove stock. Re
move magazine assembly. Magazine follower and magazine 
spring will disassemble freely from magazine assembly. Lift 
rear of magazine spring and slide back to disassemble from 
magazine follower. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make certain mag
azine assembly (with enclosed fol.lower and spring) is snapped 
fully into magazine cavity in receiver from below. Tighten 
magazine securely with magazine support screws. 

MAGAZINE SPACER - is designed for load spacing use with 
smaller .222 Rem. caliber cartridge. 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard. Remove stock as
sembly. Remove magazine assembly, magazine follower, mag
aLine sµring. Dis<issemble m<1ga1ine spacer from m<19azine as
sembly. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine 
Follower and spring function properly with assembled spacer. 

TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY 

NOTE: FACTORY SERVICE IS REQUIRED FOR ALL 
TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY RELATED PROBLEMS. 
RETURN THE FIREARM TO THE FACTORY FOR 
SERVICE. 

BARREL ASSEMBLY - is factory-listed to include barrel, 
barrel bracket, barrel stud (6) receiver. Special factory pro
cesses join the components of this assembly. 

To Disassemble - Remove sights and rib. Remove bolt final 
assembly. Remove trigger guard and stock assembly. Remove 
magazine and trigger assemblies. Remove bolt stop and spring. 
Unscrew and remove receiver plug screws (5). 

To Service - Selective assembly at factory as replacement. 
Special gauges and fixture and factory processing is required 
for proper operation with bolt final assembly. Replace as an 
assembly. 

To Reassemble- Follow reverse order. 
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SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY and MOUNTINGS COMPLETE 
(Part No. 26990) - include front swivel nut, front swivel 
screw, rear swivel screw, sling strap assembly, swivel assem· 
bly (2). 

Note: Sling strap assembly includes strap, rear keeper, front 
keeper, fastener, Strap is 7/8" wide. Swivel assemblies are 
quick - detachable (0.0.) type. 

ASSEMBLE - SWIVEL SCREWS TO STOCK 

Rear Swivel Screw - Use No. 15 size drill (.180"). Locate 
screw hole 2 1 /2 inches from toe of stock (minus butt plate). 
Drill hole 1 inch deep at 90° with bottom of stock, Counter· 
sink this drilled hole with No. 1 size (.228") drill to depth of 
1 /8 inch. This countersink allows for seating shoulder on 
swivel screw. 

Front Swivel Screw - Use No. 13 drill. 
Front Swivel Nut - Use 3/8 inch drill. 
Locate screw hole approx. 3 inches from front end of stock. 
Drill hole completely thru stock at 90° with barrel radius 
stock cut. Countersink barrel radius cut into this drilled hole 
to depth of .225 inches. Countersink allows for seating of 
front swivel nut. Assemble front swivel thru hole and tight
ened to stock with front swivel nut. 

ASSEMBLE - SWIVEL ASSEMBLY (2) Q.D. 

Swivel assembly (same for front and rear) can be assembled to 
swivel screw in stock as follows. Press against spring loaded re
lease plunger to lift locking plate from attachment pin. Swing 
plate to clear attachment pin. (See Fig. 6 ). 

Fig. 6 

LOCKING PLATE 

/l~TACHMENT ~ 
7/8" SWIVEL (Q.DJ~t.SE PLUNGER 

PIN 

After attaching to swivel screw, swing and lower locking plate 
upon attachment pin. This will lock swivel to screw. 

ASSEMBLE - STRAP TO ASSEMBLED SWIVELS 

Remove front keeper (band) if on strap. Insert tongue of strap 
thru rear swivel. Then loop strap back and thru attached rear 
keept:ir. Draw strap thru keeper until tight loop is made against 
rear swivel. Slide front keeper on free end of strap. The insert 
strap thru front swivel and double strap back thru attached 
front keeper. Assemble brass fastener thru matching slots in 
strap to join strap in desired position. 
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MODEL 600 

Note: To disassemble strap from rifle, simply unsnap quick de
tachable (0.D.) swivels from swivel screws in stock. Remove 
strap and attached swivels from stock. 

CYCLE OF OPERATION 

Model 600 Carbine is a light weight, high power, bolt action, 
fixed magazine repeater chambered for a number of center 
fire calibers. The vent rib barrel makes it a natural sighter, plus 
receiver being drilled and tapped ready to accept most popular 
makes of scopes and mounts. Basic operation of bolt is similar 
to most rifles of this type. Movement of bolt handle upward 
and fully back opens; forward and down closes and locks bolt. 

FIRING 

Firing cycle is basically release of a spring-loaded firing pin 
for purpose of striking primer of cartridge and igniting same. 
More specifically, pulling or squeezing of trigger moves con
nector forward leaving sear unsupported against "cocked" fir
ing pin head. With support removed, sear is cammed down by 
spring-loaded firing pin and main spring drives firing pin for· 
ward to strike primer. 

UNLOCKING 

Raising bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head from re
coil shoulders in receiver. 

COCKING 

Cocking takes place as bolt handle is raised. A cam at rear of 
rotating bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward and holds it 
in cocked position, in a notch at rear of bolt. See LOCKING 
for transfer cocking movement to sear. 

EXTRACTION 

This phase of operation cycle is essentially one of two parts 
referred to as ( 1) primary extraction, and (2) secondary ex
traction. Primary extraction occurs simultaneously with un
locking. The rim of case, being completely encased by bolt 
head, _is gripped by a circular recessed claw-type extractor. 

During final upward throw of bolt handle, a primary ex
traction cam retracts bolt approximately 1 /8" with a mechan
ical advantage of about 8 to 1, completing primary portion of 
this phase. Bolt lugs are not free of locking shoulder in re
ceiver and bolt may now be moved to rear completing second 
phase of extraction. 
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·MODEL 600 

EJECTION 

With the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head of 
cartridge, is a spring-loaded ejector. As bolt is retracted and 
front edge of cartridge reaches ejection port, pressure, along 
with opposing grip of extractor, ejects cartridge from port. 
Rearward motion of bolt is halted by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 

With bolt halted rearward, topmost cartridge in magazine is 
allowed to move upward against feeding lips on bottom edge 
of receiver. allowing itself to be moved ahead as bolt is ad
vanced with a forward motion of bolt handle. Bullet guides 
cartridge into chamber via a feeding ramp on lower side of re
ceiver. 

LOADING 

Loading cycle consists briefly of moving cartridge into cham
ber once it is free of feeding lips in receiver. 

LOCKING 

Locking cycle is accomplished by rotating bolt with a down
ward motion of bolt handle, locking cartridge in chamber. 
Four engagements are made by this cycle: ( 1) Locking lugs on 
bolt head are engaged with recoil shoulders in receiver.(2) 
Head of cartridge is seated into bolt head depressing ejector 
and extractor claw is snapped over rim of cartridge. (3) Sear 
engages and locks firing pin in a cocked position by action of 
(4) Sear being supported from beneath by connector. Gun is 
now ready to be fired, by release of trigger. 

SAFETY SWITCH 

The safety switch button, located on right rear of receiver, is 
operated by a push and pull action of thumb. This two-posi
tion safety switch had two intentional functions. When safety 
switch button is pulled rearward by a slight down pressure of 
thumb, a cam is brought into position under safety cam, that 
locks cam against Firing pin head preventing firing. Second 
function of safety switch in this SAFE position brings an arm 
into slot in bolt preventing bolt being opened. Pushing safety 
switch button forward to FIRE position nullifies above con
ditions and will allow firin!}. 
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Listed below are possible "cause" and "correction" of mal· 
functions. Each grouping will correspond basic~lly to move· 
ment of bolt as related to the Cycle of Operations. 

Quite often, during the occurence of a malfunction, evidence 
of cause may be found in a careful $tudy of cartridge itself. 
Take a look at the brass case or bullet end of unfired cartridge. 
Frequently damage will mark cartridge or bullet in some tell
tale manner during bolt operation. 

Excessive wear or damage to gun parts may also point up cause 
of gun failure. Inspect appearance of components after "dry" 
cycling action a few times (without ammunition). 

MALFUNCTIONS 
Cause and Correction 

FIRING 

Cause: 1. Firing pin damaged. 
2. Firing pin binds. 
3. Firing pin protrusion faulty. 
4. Trigger assembly out of adjustment. 
5. Faulty ammunition. 

Correction: 1. Replace. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Replace firing pin. 
4. Return the firearm to the factory. 
5. Replace ammunition. 

UNLOCKING 

Cause: 1. See Extraction. 
2. Upset t:Xlraction cam on bolt handle. 
3. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
4. Blown or set back primer on shell. 

Correction: 1. See Extraction. 
2. Smooth up bolt handle cam. 
3. Deburr. 
4. Ammunition may be at fault. 

EXTRACTION 

Cause: 1. Fouled, rough, or enlarged chamber. 
2. Extractor broken or damaged. 
3. Not enough hook space on extractor. 
4. Height of claw not correct. 

Correction: 1. Polish if fouled or rough. Replace barrel as-
sembly if enlarged. 

2. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
3. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
4. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
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BOLT BINDS 

Cause: 1. Guard screws protrude into bolt track. 
2. Receiver plug screws protrude into bolt 

track. 
3. Bolt handle interferes with stock. 
4. Damage at rear of bolt lugs. 

Correction: 1. File end of screws. 
2. File end of screws. 
3. Clear stock or fit new stock. 
4. Stone to blend. Check head space. 

EJECTION 

Cause: 1. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
2. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
3. Extractor binds. 

Correction: 1. Deburr. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Adjust or fit new extractor (and rivet). 

BOLT PULLS OUT 

Cause: 1. Bolt stop or bolt release binds. 
2. Bolt stop or bolt release broken. 
3. Bolt stop spring damaged. 

Correction: 1. Free up. 
2. Return the firearm to the factory. 

· 3. Return the firearm to the factory. 

FEEDING 

Cause: 1. Magazine follower binds. 
2. Weak or defective follower spring. 
3. Magazine spring caught under guard. 
4. Damaged chamfer on bolt head. 
5. Tabs on follower bent. 

Correction: 1. Adjust side angle on magazine. 
2. Replace spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Replace bolt, or stone smooth. 
5. Straighten or replace follower. 

LOADING 

Cause: 1. Damaged receiver rails. 
2. Sharp edge - rear end of chamber. 
3. Rough loading ramp in receiver. 

Correction: 1. Polish or reshape. 
2. Remove sharpness. 
3. Polish ramp. 

LOCKING 

Cause: 1. Shallow throat. 
2. Min. head space. 
3. Damaged chamber. 
4. Extractor interferes with shell rim. 
5. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
6. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
7. Sharp corners in bolt lugs. 
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Correction: 1. Ream. 
2. Re-head. 
3. Re-head. 
4. Fit new extractor (grind relief in new ex-

tractor behind claw). 
5. Free up or replace. · 
6. Deburr. 
7. Stone radius. 

COCKING 

Cause: 1. Trigger out of adjustment. 
2. Improper vertical engagement of sear and 

connector. 
3. Trigger doesn't retract. 
4. Corners on sear or connector rounded. 

Correction: 1. Return the firearm to the factory. 
2. Return the firearm to the factory. 
3. Return the firearm to the factory. 
4. Return the firearm to the factory. 

BULGES OR BLOWS CASES 

Cause: 1. Oversize chamber. 
2. Max. head space. 

Correction: 1. Replace barrel assembly. 
2. Fit new bolt. 

SAFETY SWITCH 

Cause: 1. Safety switch binds (safety switch works 
hard). 

2. Safety switch snap washer stretches out 
(safety switch works too freely). 

3. Safety switch damaged. 
Correction: 1. Return the firearm to the factory. 

2. Return the firearm to the factory. 
3. Return the firearm to the factory. 

ACCURACY - Group Size 

Cause: 1. Crown of barrel damaged. 
2. Barrel bore fouled. 
3. Enlarged bore. 
4. Improper bedding of barrel in stock. 
5. Loose sights. 

Correction: 1. Recrown. 
2. Lead or replace barrel. 
3. Replace barrel. 
4. Refloat barrel. 
5. Tighten or replace. 

POINT OF IMPACT 

Cause: 1. Barrel not straight. 
2. Improper or loose sights. 

Correction: 1. Straighten or replace barrel. 
2. Tighten or change sights. 

Rev. 382 
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MODEL 600 PARTS LIST 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

View Part NAME OF PART View Part 
No. No. No. No. NAME OF PART 

Barrel Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag. 41 17047 Sear Spring (Restricted) 
Barrel Assembly, 6.5 MM Rem. Mag. 42 15416 Sight Screw 
Barrel Assembly, 308 Win. 43 16968 Sight Washer 

2 Bolt Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. Mag, 26990 Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings, Complete 
Bolt Assembly, 308 Win. Includes: 44 thru 49 
Bolt Final Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. 44 15376 Fastener 

Mag. 45 15357 Front Swivel Nut 
Bolt Final Assembly, 308 Win. 46 15356 Front Swivel Screw 

3 15409 Bolt Plug 47 15358 Rear Swivel Screw 

4 15412 Bolt Stop (Restricted) 48 26625 Sling Strap Assembly, 7/8" 

5 24484 Bolt Stop Pin (Restricted I 49 26555 Swivel Assembly, Q.D. (each) 

6 15413 Bolt Stop Spring (Restricted) 50 27651 Stock Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. 

15741 Butt Plate (Model 600 only) Mag. 

25410 Butt Plate Screw (Model 600 only) 27650 Stock Assembly 

7 17017 Ejector 51 15883 Tang Support (Magnum only) 

8 17676 Ejector Pin 52 15435 Trigger (Restricted) 

9 17019 Ejector Spring 53 17049 Trigger Screw, Front (Restricted) 

10 15709 Extractor, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. Mag. 26730 Trigger Assembly (Restricted) 

16254 Extractor 54 15436 Trigger Connector (Restricted) 

11 27341 Extractor Rivet, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. 55 15437 Trigger Guard 

Mag. 56 15429 Trigger Housing (Restricted) 

27340 Extractor Rivet (except 222 Rem.I 57 24477 Trigger Pin (Restricted) 

12 15410 Firing Pin 58 17978 Trigger Spring (Restricted) 

13 26715 Firing Pin Assembly 59 17053 Trigger Stop Screw (Restricted) 

14 17022 Firing Pin Cross Pin 
15 23321 Firing Pin Head 
16 15653 Front Guard Screw 
17 27365 Front Sight Assembly ADDITIONAL CALIBER PARTS 

18 15648 Magazine 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. Mag. 
27260 Magazine, 308 Win., GMM Rem., 243 Win. (Not Shown in Sectional View) 

19 15667 Magazine Follower. 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM 
Rem. Mag. Barrel Assembly, 35 Rem. (Superseded) 

17056 Magazine Follower Barrel Assembly, 222 Rem, 

20 17891 Magazine Spring Barrel Assembly, 6MM Rem. 

21 15411 Main Spring Barrel Assembly, 243 Win. 

n 1 7580 Rear Guard Screw Bolt Assembly, 35 Rem. (Superseded) 

26841 Rear Sight Assembly Bolt Assembly, 222 Rem. 

23 15600 Rear Sight Base, 350 Rem. Mag. Bolt Final Assembly, 35 Rem. (Superseded) 

15727 Rear Sight Base Bolt Final Assembly, 222 Rem. 

24 15733 Rear Sight Elevation Screw 15852 Ejector, 222 Rem. 

25 15726 Rear Sight Eyepiece 15850 Extractor, 222 Rem. 

26 15728 Rear Sight Leaf 27342 Extractor Rivet, 222 Rem. 

27 15418 Rear Sight Nut 27366 Front Sight Assembly, 6 MM Rem .. 243 Win. 

28 15732 Rear Sight Windage Screw 27261 Magazine, 222 Rem. 

15778 Rear Sight Wrench 27262 Magazine, 35 Rem. (Superseded) 

29 17034 Receiver Plug Screw 16793 Magazine Follower, 222 Rem. 

15651 Reinforcing Screw, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM 15742 Magazine Spacer, 222 Rem. 

Rem. Mag. 17983 Magazine Spring, 222 Rem. 

18186 Reinforcing Screw 15600 Rear Sight Base, 35 Rem. (Superseded) 

JO 15488 Rib 
.ll 15417 Rib Screw NOTE: See Basic Parts list for parts not listed abo~e. 

!2 26795 Safety Switch Assembly (Restricted) 

.l3 21386 Recoil Pad (Magnum only) 

.14 25410 Recoil Pad Screw (Magnum only) 

.JS 26850 Safety Switch Detent Ball (Restricted) 

36 15432 Safety Switch Detem Spring (Restricted) 
31 17043 Safety Switch Pivot Pin {Rewicted) 

!8 17044 Safety Switch Snap Washer (Restricted) 

.19 15666 S"ar Safety Cam (Restricted) 

.IQ 24476 Sear Pin (Restricted) 
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MODEL 600 MAGNUM 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington MAGNUM Model 600 Carbine is chambered to shoot MAGNUM big game cartridges. This MAGNUM Model 600 
has been introduced in the 350 Remington Magnum caliber with two (2) bullet sizes ---- 200 and 250 grain weights. 

This top-loading carbine has a capacity of four (4) Magnum cartridges, counting three (3) in fixed box magazine and one in bar
rel chamber. 

A recoil pad and carrying strap with quick detachable swivels is standard equipment on the Model 600 Magnum. 

See MAGNUM Instruction Folder - RD 5653 for care and operation information_ This folder also contains part prices, service and 
shipping instructi_ons. 

The SERVICE SUPPLEMENT for the Model 600 MAGNUM Carbine will list only those parts that require different assembly in
structions from Standard Model 600. See Standard Model 600 for parts not listed. 
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MODEL 600 MAGNUM 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - is custom bedded with epoxy ad
hesive to match each individual action and barrel. Assembly in
cludes stock, recoil pad, recoil pad screw (2). reinforcing screw 
(2). front swivel nut, swivel screw, front; swivel screw, rear. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove trigger guard. Lift 
away and disassemble stock assembly from action and barrel. 
Note fully cured epoxy in barrel bracket slot of stock. 

NOTE: "Delrin" tang support may separate from action at 
rear. 

To Service - Stock assemblies are interchangeable as replace
ment. However, replacement stock requires a new epoxy bed
ding to match action and barrel. Use a good proprietary or 
commercial grade of bedding epoxy. 

NOTE: Use all recommended epoxy handling precautions. To 
apply - -- squeeze fluid epoxy mix into barrel bracket slot 
in replacement stock. Fill slot to approximately half capacity. 

To Service - Apply lubric<mt lightly to barrel bracket section 
of action. Then assemble action and barrel to replacement 
stock. Allow barrel bracket to bed firmly into epoxy fill. Re· 
assemble trigger guard and trigger guard screws to stock. Tight
en action ;rnd barrel securely in stock with guard screws. 

NOTE: Barrel should assemble free - floating into replace
ment stock. Allow required time for epoxy to cure full 
strength. Any subsequent disassembly and reassembly then can 
easily be made. A slight taper design to barrel bracket allows 
bracket to slide easily in or out of epoxy bedding. During 
shooting this insures a constant bedding position. 

NOTE: Make certain tang support relocated properly at rear of 
action before stock is reassembled. See TANG SUPPORT' 

NOTE: Stock assembly for both Standard (and Magnum) 
Models no longer are cut to allow clearance for old style mag· 
azine assembly and screw. Therefore, any replacement for 
early design stocks requires clearance cutting forward of mag
azine position. 

TANG SUPPORT - is designed of "Delrin" material to pro
vide added support or bearing for action at rear of stock. 

To Disassemble - Remove stock assembly. Remove loosened 
tang su pµort from rear of action. 

To Reassemble - Tang support must be positioned at rear of 
action before action is replaced in stock. (See Fig. 1 ). 

1 

Fig. 1 

TANG SUPPORT 

Reassemble stock assembly to action. Tighten firmly with 
guard screws. 

TRIGGER GUARD 

To Disassemble - Unscrew front guard screw, rear guard screw. 
Lift away and disassemble guard from stock. 

To Service - Front guard screw is of slightly longer length 
than same part of short length tor Standard Model 600. Short 
length screw is used for trigyer guard on Standard Model 600. 

To Reassemble - Make certain bottom leaf of magazine spring 
locates centrally into well in trigger guard. (See Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2 

Turn both guard screws to tighten guard and stock securely to 
action. 

MAGAZINE (marked MAGNUM) - is designed for MAGNUM 
model use only. Do not use for Standard Model 600. 

NOTE: Short width cross leaf (2) at bottom of MAGNUM 
magazine. This allows full depth for bottom of magazine 
spring against trigger guard ---- and insures full magnum 
cartridge in magazine. 

To Reassemble - Make certain magazine locates correctly into 
base of receiver. Upper magazine rim must assemble fully into 
magazine recess channel in receiver. 
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MODEL 700 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington Model 700 is a high power bolt action repeater available in a wide variety of center fire calibers. Two grades are 
supplied - AOL (standard) and BDL. Included in the BDL grade is the Model 700 VARMINT - an extremely accurate rifle 
expressly designed for the high velocity "varmint" calibers. 

The owner's manuals RD 5461 and RD 6664 (L.H.) are packaged with each new rifle. Manuals may also be obtained from the re· 
tailer or dealer. These manuals outline oper.ating instructions, instructions for care and maintenance of the rifle and complete parts 
lists and exploded views. 
When handling rifle for servicing or shipping make certain rifle is empty with no rounds in magazine or chamber. 
Unless described otherwise, parts are interchangeable with no factory adjustment required. 

INDEX 

Bolt Final Assembly ........•............... 
Bolt Final Assembly, Components ............. . 
Firing Pin Assembly ...........•............ 
Firing Pin Assembly, Components •...•......... 
Rear Sight Assembly. Components ............. . 
Front Sight Hood (BDL Gradel ..•..•••.......• 
Front Sight .......•••••...••••.......... 
Front Sight Ramp ...•.••.•.•••••.•......•• 
Trigger Guard (AOL Grade) ..•..•.••.•........ 
Trigger Guard Assembly (BDL Gradel •.•..•...•.. 
Trigger Guard Assembly, Components ........... . 
Magazine .........•..................... 
Magazine Spring .....•................. · · · 
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Send all guns for factory Jervice and inquiries on 

aervica and parts to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
Arms Service Division 
Ilion, New York 13357 

Stock Assembly . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . 
Trigger Assembly ........••.••.•.•......... 
Stock Assembly, Components, (AOL Gradel ...... . 
Stock Assembly, Components, (BDL Grade) ....... . 
Barrel Assembly .....•..•••••••.........•• 
Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings, Complete ..• ". • 
Cycle of Operations . . . • • . • • • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . 
Malfunctions .......•.•......•........... 
Parts List ................•...... · · ·. · · · · · 
Exploded View .......•...•..•.......•..•. 
Parts List (additional calibers) ....•.........•.. 
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REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 

Bridgeport, Connecticut 06602 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY 

w To Di;assemble -With safety switch forward on FIRE Position 
lift bolt handle and pull rearward until action is halted by bolt 
stop. Press upward on bolt stop release - located in front of 
trigger and remove bolt final assembly from rifle. 
To Service - Selective assembly at factory is required for 
replacement of bolt assemblies. However, firing, cocking, ex
tractor and ejection parts are interchangeable and may be 
replaced with no factory adjustment required. 
To Reassemble - With safety switch forward, insert bolt final 
assembly into rifle, push forward as far as possible and lower 
bolt handle. Note: Bolt must remain cocked to install. If un
cocked, firing pin head will be recessed well inside bolt plug. 
To cock bolt, clamp firing pin head firmly to prevent move
ment and turn bolt with handle. Continue turning bolt handle 
until cocking notch on rear engages firing pin head. Bolt is 
then cocked and may be installed. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS: Includes bolt 
assembly, ejector, ejector pin, ejector spring, extractor, ex· 
tractor rivet, firing pin assembly. Firing pin assembly includes 
bolt plug, firing pin, firing pin cross pin, firing pin head and 
main spring. 

EJECTOR - EJECTOR PIN - EJECTOR SPRING 
(in bolt assembly) 

EJECTOR RETAINING PIN 

llECTOR __,, ~ DllVE OUT 

IJICTOI SPRING __,,-~ 

FIG.1 

To Disassemble - With bolt final assembly removed from 
rifle, drive out ejector pin and pull ejector spring from bolt. 
(See Fig. 1 ). 
To Reassemble - Insert ejector spring and ejector into bolt. 
Push ejector and hold against tension of ejector spring. Align 
ejector pin slot in ejector to pin hole in bolt and drive in ejec
tor pin. 
Note: Assembled ejector must work freely in bolt for proper 
ejection. 

EXTRACTOR - EXTRACTOR RIVET (in bolt assembly) 

To Disassemble - Disassemble ejector and ejector spring 
from bolt. 

EJICTOI HO~ 

llTIACTOI ~ 

EXTRACTOR RIVET 

FIG.2 

Drive extractor rivet from bolt. (See Fig. 2). Dislodge and 
remove loosened extractor from inside bolt rim. . 

EXTRACTOR RIVET HOLE Smootla Up 
, EXTRACTOR RIVET ~ 

s ...... ::::::) ~ /45 
llTRACTOI CLAW~ IJICTOI HOLi 

Flattea End FIG.3 

To Service - Parts are interchangeable. Extractor rivet will 
most likely be damaged when driven from bolt and replace
ment rivet should be used in reassembly. 
To Reassemble - Adjust replacement extractor for proper 
tension before reassembly as follows: Squeeze ends of ex· 
tractor together slightly. (See Fig. 3). Straighteh tail of ex
tractor. (See Fig. 3). Place extractor inside rim in bolt face. 
Align hole in extractor with rivet hole in bolt. Insert extractor 
rivet. 
Note: If original disa~embled extractor is reassembled, adjust
ment for proper tension before reassembly may not be nec
essary. 
Place support inside of bolt rim and against head of rivet. Peen 
over protruding end of rivet to tighten extractor in bolt. Re
assemble ejector. Smooth up peening to blend with outside of 
bolt. Check extractor for proper tension using a fired case. Ex
tractor must grip case firmly and hold case when breech is held 
face downwards. 
If fired case is gripped too tightly (case snaps free with diffi· 
culty) tap extractor back under bolt rim using a soft metal 
punch. Test with fired case. Repeat, if necessary, until gripping 
pressure of extractor is satisfactory. 
If fired case is gripped too loosely (case falls away when bolt is 
held face downward) extractor must be pulled from under rim 
to increase tension against case. Disassemble, if necessary, and 
rebend extractor as indicated in Fig. 3. 
After tension has been adjusted satisfactorily, smooth up in· 
cline on extractor to match perfectly to breech bolt rim. (See 
Fig.3). 
Note: An earlier design, in 222 caliber, incorporated a "snap 
in" type extractor requiring no rivet. These may easily be dis
assembled and reassembled by inserting pointed tweezers into 
holes provided in ends of extractor and compressing ends to
gether. When reassembling, hook on extractor should face bolt. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY FROM BOLT ASSEMBL V 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from rifle. Pull 
firing pin head rearward until coin or washer can be inserted 
into slot near back edge of firing pin head. (See Fig. 4). Un
screw and remove firing pin assembly from bolt assembly. 

FIG.4 

To Service - Firing pin assembly is interchangeable and may 
be replaced as a unit with no factory adjustment required. Re
placement of bolt assembly requires selective assembly for 
proper function. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS: Includes bolt 
plug, firing pin, firing pin cross pin, firing pin head, main 
spring. 

FIRING PIN CROSS PIN 

~ !''" "'' 
~11111111111 111111111111111 

\ \ 

FIRING PIN 

I 
~ 

FIRlllG PIN HEAD FIG. 5 IAlllSPRINC 

To Disassemble - (with firing pin assembly removed from bolt). 
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Caution: Main spring is under compression. Disassembly ot 
this unit is not recommended unless necessary for replacement 
of damaged parts. Suitable holding means must ,be used to pre
vent firing pin and I or firing pin head from flying free when 
cross pin is driven out. 
Compress mainspring until firing pin cross pin is exposed. Hold 
firing pin and firing pin head securely and drive out cross pin. 
(See Fig. 51. Release parts carefully and disassemble. 
To Senice - All parts in firing pin assembly are interchange
able with no factory fitting required. However, if replacing fir
ing pin, a hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is neces
sary. To do this, use a No. 42 size drill (.0931. 
Assemble shank of replacement firing pin into firing pin head. 
Make sure recess in head is clean and free of any obstructions. 
Seat shank of firing pin firmly onto firing pin head. Align drill 
through cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill through firing 
pin shank. 
To Reassemble - Reassemble all parts of firing pin assembly. 
Hold bolt plug against tension of reassembled main spring. In· 
sert firing pin cross pin through firing pin head and shank of 
firing pin. Release tension on bolt plug. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY (Includes rear sight aperture, rear 
sight base, rear sight base screw (2), rear sight slide, elevation 
screw, windage screw). 
To Disassemble - Unscrew windage and elevation screws and 
remove rear sight aperture and rear sight slide from base. Un· 
screw and remove rear sight base screws and rear sight base. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. All parts are inter
changeable. 

FRONT SIGHT HOOD (BDL Grade only) 

To Disassemble - Pry bottom ears of hood apart slightly until 
hood can be slid forward and away from front sight base. 
To Service - Interchangeable on all BDL grade front sight 
ramps. No factory adjustment required. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT 
To Disassemble - Drive front sight out of front sight ramp 
11 um lt!ft to right. To prevent damage to sight a soft metal 
punch should be used. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT RAMP 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove front sight ramp screws 
and front sight ramp. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD (AOL Grade) 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove trigger guard screws 
and disassemble trigger guard from stock. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY (BDL Grade) 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt assembly. Unscrew and remove 
front and rear guard screws. Lift loosened stock assembly from 
trigger and disassemble trigger guard from stock assembly. 
Note: To remove magazine follower and spring (assembled to 
floor plate) unlatch floor plate. Lift folded end of spring up
ward, pull back and disassemble from floor plate. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Tighten screws firmly. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (BDL 
Grade) Includes floor plate, floor plate latch, floor plate latch 
pin, tloor plate latch spring, floor plate pivot pin, trigger guard. 
To Disassemble - Drive out floor plate pivot pin and remove 
floor pl<ite from trigger guard. 
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FIG. 6 

Caution: Pivot pin is tight fitting. Support trigger guard pro
perly to prevent damage to front section. 
Unhook rear of floor plate latch spring from floor plate latch 
and front end of spring from trigger guard. Remove spring 
from guard (See Fig. 6) 

FLOOR PLATE LATCH........_~ 

TRIGGER GUARD ~Y~•. 
\.~~ 

FIG. 7 ~LATCH PIN 

Drive out floor plate latch pin - left to right and remove floor 
plate latch from trigger guard. (See Fig. 7). 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Floor plate should 
swing freely and latch properly. 

MAGAZINE - MAGAZINE FOLLOWER - MAGAZINE 
SPRING 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trigger 
guard or (in BDL grade) trigger guard assembly. Remove stock 
assembly. Remove magazine follower and spring. Unscrew 
magazine tab screw (ADL grade only) and remove magazine. 
BDL grade magazines are disassembled by simply lifting from 
receiver. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY 

NOTE: FACTORY SERVICE IS REQUIRED FOR ALL 
TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY RELATED PROBLEMS. 
RETURN THE FIREARM TO THE FACTORY FOR 
SERVICE. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble- Remove trigger guard or trigger guard assem· 
bly and remove stock assembly. 
To Reassemble- Follow reverse order. Tighten screws se· 
curely .. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (AOL Grade) includes 
butt plate, butt plate screw (4), front guard screw bushing, 
stock, stock reinforcing screw, stock reinforcing screw dowel. 
To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove butt plate screws and 
butt plate. Front guard screw bushing may be removed for 
replacement, if necessary, by driving out with a tool from 
inside of stock. Tap against inner edge of bushing until it 
comes free from stock. Avoid damage to stock. 
To Reassemble- Follow reverse order. Replacement butt 
plate may require edge sanding to match stock outline. 
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STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (BO L Grade) includes 
AOL grade components plus butt plate spacer, fore-end tip, 
fore-end tip spacer, grip cap, grip cap spacer, front swivel 
nut. 
To Disassemble- See disassembly of AOL grade. Front swivel 
nut may be disassembled for replacement by carefully driving 
out from inside of stock. 
To Reassemble- Follow reverse order. 

BARREL ASSEMBLY - Includes barrel, barrel brackets, 
receiver. Selective factory assembly is required for replacement 
of parts and to insure proper operation with bolt final assem
bly. Disassembly is not recommended. Replace as a unit. 

SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY AND MOUNTINGS.COMPLETE: 
Includes front swivel nut, front swivel screw, rear swivel screw, 
sling strap assembly, swivel assembly, 0.0. (2). 
Note: Sling Strap Assembly includes sling strap, fastener, 
keeper and buckle. Strap is 7 /8" wide. Swivel assemblies are 
(0.0.) type. 
A sling strap complete with mountings is packaged with each 
BDL Grade rifle. When attaching to rifle - assemble both 
quick detachable (0.D.) swivel assemblies to stock. To do 
this, push plunger on swivel until small plate lifts and can be 
swung free of attaching stud on swivel. Then insert attaching 
stud into eye of stock screw. Close plate on swivel to lock 
swivel to stock screw. 
To attach strap to swivels - insert tongue of strap into rear 
swivel. Loop strap back and through attached keeper band. 
Insert strap into and through buckle and front swivel. Loop 
back and secure with brass fastener. Adjust trap to desired 
position. 
To remove strap from rifle, simply snap quick detachable 
swivels from stock screws and remove strap. 

CYCLE OF OPERATION 
The operation cycle of the Model 700 follows the basic pat· 
tern of bolt action rifles. After firing, raising of bolt handle 
will unlock action. Pulling bolt rearward will open action 
and extract and eject any fired case or round that may be in 
chamber. Pushing bolt handle forward and down closes and 
locks action - completing the cycle. Each operation is des·· 
cribed in sequence below: 

FIRING 
With action closed and locked and safety switch in forward or 
Fl RE position, rifle can be fired by pulling trigger. Pulling or 
squeezing trigger moves trigger connector forward, leaving sear 
unsupported against cocked firing pin head. With support re· 
moved, sear is cammed down by pressure of spring-loaded fir· 
ing pin and firing pin is driven forward to strike primer. 

UNLOCKING 
Raising of bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head from 
recoil shoulders in receiver. 

COCKING 
Cocking takes place as bolt handle is raised. A cam at rear of 
rot<!ting bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward, compressing 
main spring, and holding assembly in cocked pos~tion in a 
notch at rear of bolt. This engagement holds until bolt handle 
is lowered again during locking cycle. Engagement is then 
transferred to sear to cock rifle. 

EXTRACTION 
This phase of operation cycle consists of two parts referred to 
as ( 1) primary extraction, and (2) secondary extraction. Pri· 
mary extraction occurs simultaneously With unlocking. The 
rim of case, being completely encased by bolt ~ead, is gripped 
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by a circular recessed claw-type extractor. During final upward 
throw of bolt handle, a primary extraction cam retracts bolt 
approximately 1 /8" with a mechanical advantage of about 8 to 
1, completing primary portion of this phase. Bolt lugs are now 
free of locking shoulders in receiver and bolt. may now be 
moved to rear - completing second phase of extraction. 

EJECTION 
Within the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head of 
cartridge, is a spring-loaded ejector. As bolt is retracted and 
front edge of cartridge reaches ejection port, pressure along 
with opposing grip of extractor, ejects cartridge from port. 
Rearward motion of bolt is arrested by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 
With bolt stopped in rearward position, topmost cartridge in 
magazine will be urged upwards by magazine spring. It is held 
in position until carried forward by bolt into loading cycle. 

LOADING 
In closing the action, bolt pushes cartridge from magazine into 
barrel chamber. Feeding lips on top of magazine guide cart· 
ridge until bullet enters chamber. 

LOCKING 
Rotating bolt handle downward locks cartridge in barrel 
chamber. Four engagements are made in this cycle: (1) Lock· 
ing lugs on bolt head are engaged with recoil shoulders in re· 
ceiver. (2) Head of cartridge is seated into bolt head, depress· 
ing ejector while extractor claw is snapped over rim of cart· 
ridge. (3) Sear engages and locks firing pin in a cocked position 
by action of (4) Sear being supported from beneath by conn· 
ector. Rifle is now ready for firing by release of trigger. 

SAFETY SWITCH 
The safety switch, located at right rear of receiver is operated 
by a push and pull action on the safety switch button. This 
two-position safety switch has two internal functions. When 
safety switch is rotated rearward, a cam is brought into posi· 
tion beneath sear safety cam. This locks cam against firing 
pin and prevents rifle from firing. Second function of safety 
switch in SAFE position ("S" marking) brings an arm into slot 
in bolt preventing bolt from being opened. Pushing safety 
switch forward to FIRE position ("F" marking) nullifies 
above conditions and rifle may be fired. 

.MALFUNCTIONS 
Cause and Correction 

Over-Ride 

Cause: 1. Magazine Follower binds. 
2. Damaged Follower Spring. 
3. Magazine Spring caught under Guard. 
4. Tabs on Follower bent. 

Correction: 1. Adjust side angle on Magazine Box. 
2. Change Spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Straighten or replace Follower. 
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Stems Chamber 

Cause: 1. Sharp or rough Receiver Rails. 
2. Sharp edge · rear end of Chamber. 
3. Rough Ramp in Receiver. 
4. Magazine Box loose in Receiver. 

Correction: 1. Polish or file. 
2. Remove sharpness. 
3. Polish Ramp. 
4. Adjust. 

Bolt Closes Hard Over Shells 

Cause: 1. Bolt interferes with shell rim. 
2. Extractor interferes with shell rim. 
3. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
4. Burr at Ejector Hole on Bolt. 
5. Sharp corners on Bolt Lugs. 
6. Extractor Rivet loose. 

Correction: 1. Remove interference or change Bolt. 
2. Fit new Extractor (grind relief in new Extractor 

behind Claw). 
3. Free up or replace. 
4. Deburr. 
5. File radius. 
6. Tighten or replace Rivet. 

Fails to Extract 

Cause: 1. Tight, rough or oversize Chamber. 
2. Extractor broken or damaged. 
3. Not enough Hook space on Extractor. 
4. Height of Claw not correct. 
5. Extractor stuck back. 

Correction: 1. Ream if tight or rough. 
Change Barrel Assembly if oversize. 

2. Fit new Extractor. 
3. Fit new Extractor. 
4. Fit new Extractor. 
5. Replace Extractor. 

Fails To Eject 

Cause: 1. Burr at Ejector Hole in Bolt. 
2. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
3. Extractor Rivet loose. 
4. Extractor drops shell. 

Correction: 1. Deburr. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Re-stake or replace. 
4. Replace Extractor. 

Misfires 

Cause: 1. Short Firing Pin (damaged). 
2. Firing Pin binds. 
3. Short Firing Pin protrusion. 
4. Firing Control out of adjustment. 
5. Faulty ammunition. 

Correction: 1. Replace. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Change Firing Pin or Bolt. 
4. Return the firearm to the factory. 
5. Replace ammunition. 
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Follows Down 

Cause: 1. Trigger out of adjustment. 
2. Improper vertical engagement of Sear and 

Connector. 
3. Trigger doesn't retract. 
4. Corners on Sear or Connector rounded. 
5. Trigger binds on Trigger Guard. 
6. Not enough tension on.Weight Screw (light 

pull). 

Correction: 1. Return the firearm to the factory. 
2. Return the firearm to the factory. 
3. Return the firearm to the factory. 
4. Return the firearm to the factory. 
5. File Trigger Guard· eliminate interference. 
6. Return the firearm to the factory. 

Bolt Opens Hard 

Cause: 1. See Fails to Extract. 
2. Upset Extraction Cam on Bolt Handle. 
3. Burr at Ejector Hole in Bolt. 
4. Blown or set back Primer on shell. 

Correction: 1. See Fails to Extract. 
2. Smooth up. 
3. Deburr. 
4. Ream Chamber if throat is shallow (am· 

munition may be at fault). 

Bolt Pulls Out 

Cause: 1. Bolt Stop or Bolt Release binds. 
2. Bolt Stop or Bolt Release broken. 

Correction: 1. Return the firearm to the factory. 
2. Return the firearm to the factory. 

Safety Switch Works Too Hard or Too Freely 

Cause: 1. Safety switch binds (works hard). 
2. Safety switch Snap Washer stretched out 

(Safety Switch works too freely.) 

Correction: 1. Return the firearm to the factory. 
2. Return the firearm to the factory. 

Bulges or Blows Cases 

Cause: 1. Oversize Chamber. 
2. Maximum head space. 

Correction: 1. Change Barrel or Barrel and Receiver 
Assembly. 

2. Fit new Bolt (ammunition may be at fault). 

Bolt Binds 

Cause: 1. Guard Screws protrude into Bolt track. 
2. Scope Screws protrude into Bolt track. 
3. Bolt Handle interference on Stock. 
4. Step at rear of Bolt Lugs. 

Correction: 1. File ends of Screws. 
2. File ends of Screws. 
3. Correct Stock or fit new Stock. 
4. File to blend. 
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REMINGTON PARTS LIST \AODEL 
700 FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

View Part View Part NAME OF PART No. No. NAME OF PA RT No. No. 

NOTE: Basic 30-06 Cali!Mr listed below. See Sectional Vi- for proper 
35 17029 Main Spring 

identity of parts. See added page for othlll' caliber part listings. 
36 26355 Rear Guard Screw 

37 32510 Rear Sight Aperture 
Barrel Assembly 

38 91595 Rear Sight Base 
2 Bolt Assembly 

39 28505 Rear Sight Base Screw (2) 
Bolt Final Assembly 

40 90905 Rear Sight Slide 
3 17012 Bolt Plug 

41 90906 Elevation Screw 
4 17013 Bolt Stop (Restricted) 

42 90904 Windage Screw 
5 24475 B~lt Stop Pin (Restricted) 

43 15358 Rear Swivel Screw, SOL Grade 
6 15478 Bolt Stop Release (Restricted) 

44 17034 Receiver Plug Screw 
7 15224 Bolt Stop Spring (Restricted) 

45 26585 Safety Switch Assembly (Restricted) 
B 90953 Butt Plate 

46 23222 Safety Switch Oetent Ball (Restricted) 
Ba 90954 Butt Plate Spacer. BDL 

47 15368 Safety Switch Oetent Spring (Restricted) 
9 25380 Butt Plate Screw 

48 17043 Safety Switch Pivot Pin (Restricted) 
10 15287 Center Guard Screw. AOL Grade 49 17044 Safety Switch Snap Washer (Restricted) 
11 17017 Ejector 50 15666 Sear Safety cam (Restricted) 
12 17676 Ejector Pin 51 24476 Sear Pin (Restricted) 
13 17019 Ejector Spring 52 17047 Sear Spring (Restricted l 
14 91816 Extractor 53 30855 Sling Strap Assembly, BOL Grade 

15376 Fastener, Sling Strap 26990 Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings Complete 
16 22020 Firing Pin 54 33366 Stock Assembly, AOL Grade 
17 22040 Firing Pin Assembly 

33371 Stock Assembly, SOL Grade 
18 17022 Firing Pin Cross Pin 

18186 Stock Reinforcing Screw (not shown) 
20 15291 Floor Plate Latch, BDL Grade 16970 Stock Reinforcing Screw Dowel (not shown I 
.!1 16451 Floor Plate Latch Pin, BDL Grade 55 26555 Swivel Assembly, BDL Grade (0.D.) 
!2 16452 Floor Plate Latch Spring, BO L Grade 

56 15280 Trigger (Restricted) 
23 16453 Floor Plate Pivot Pin, BDL Grade 

57 17053 Trigger Adjusting Screw (Restricted) 
24 22035 Front Guard Screw 

26345 Trigger Assembly (Restricted) 
75 15161 Front Guard Screw Bushing, AOL Grade 58 19461 Trigger Connector (Rfttrlct1>d) 
26 15373 Front Sight 

59 91128 Trigger Engagement Screw (Restricted) 
15719 Front Sight (Low) 

60 15281 Trigger Guard 
27 28510 Front Sight Ramp 

61 26376 Trigger Guard, SOL Grade 
15635 Front Sight Ramp, BDL Grade 

26371 Trigger Guard Assembly, BDL Grade 
28 28505 Front Sight Ramp Screw 

62 26655 Trigger Housing Assembly (Restricted I 
29 15363 Front Sight Hood, BOL Grade 

63 24477 Trigger Pin (Res.trictedl 
JO 15357 Front Swivel Nut, BDL Grade 

64 15400 Trigger Spring (Restricted I 
31 15358 Front Swivel Screw, SOL Grade 

65 15481 Trigger Stop Screw (Restricted) 
90957 Grip Cap, BDL Grade (not shown) 

25380 Grip Cap Screw 

90958 Grip Cap Spacer, BOL Grade (not shown) 

32 15284 Magazine, AOL Grade 

16430 Magazine, BOL Grade (not shown) 

13 90952 Magazine Follower 

91017 Magazine Follower, BDL Grade 

15940 Magazine Tab Screw, AOL Grade 

34 17028 Magazine Spring 

15677 Magazine Spring, BOL Grade 
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AD-DITIONAL CALIBERS REMINGTON MODEL 
700 Not Shown in Sectional View) 

CLUDES VARMINT MODEL FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

Note: Caliber part numbers not listed below same as 30-06 
(222 Rem. Mag. discontinued) 

fo. 

91837 

91906 

22021 

22041 

16434 

22037 

16204 

14659 

28511 

15992 

15282 

16716 

15283 

NAME OF PART 

Extractor, 7mm Rem., Mag., 264-300 Win. Mag. 

Extractor, 222·223 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Firing Pln,222 Rem., 234.J08 Win., 6mm Rem. Mag., 22· 

250 Rem., 223 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Firing Pin Assembly, 222 Rem. 17 Rem. 243 Win., 308 

Win., 6mm Rem., 22-250 Rem. 223 Rem. 

Floor Plate, BDL Grade, 222 Rem .. 223 Rem. 243 & 308 

Win., 6mm Rem., 22-250 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Front Guard Screw, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 243 & 308 

Win., 6mm Rem., 22·250 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Front Scope Base, Varmint 

Front Sight, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag. 

Front Sight Ramp, AOL Grade 

Front Sight Ramp, BOL Grade 

Magazine, ADL Grade, 222 Rem. 

Magazine, BOL Grade, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Magazine, ADL Grade, 243 & 308 Win., 6mm Rem. 

22-250 Rem. 

16715 Magazine, BDL Grade, 243 & 308 Win., 6mm Rem. 

22-250 Rem. 

147GG 

10951 

10982 

I !J/42 

15286 

1!:>286 

11133 

17!l91 

1!:>698 

15699 

17058 

18843 

10949 

'5410 

18842 

16204 

13380 

13365 

MiJHCllino, BDL GrucJu 

Magazine Follower, 222 Rem., 223 & 17 Rem. 

Magazine Follower, 243 & 308 Win., 6mm Rem. 22·250 

Rem. 
Muuu.t111tt Sµ1:u;ur, 222 Httnt. 

Magazine Spacer. 222 Rem., BDL Grade 

Magazine Spacer, 223 Rem., BDL Grade, 17 Rem. 

Magazine Spring, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Magazine Spring. 243 & 308 Win., 6mm Rem. ADL Grade 

Magazine Spring, 22·250 Rem. 

Magazine Spring, 22·250 Rem., 6mm Rem. 243 Win., 

BDL Grade 

Main Spring, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 243 Win., 308 Win., 

17 Rem. 

Rear Scope Base, Varmint 

Recoil Pad, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 & 300 Win. Mag. 

Recoil Pad Screw, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 & 300 Win. Mag. 

Scope Base Screw, Rear Varmint 

Scope Base Screw, Front Varmint 

Stock Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag .. AOL Grade 

Stock Assembly, 222 Rem., 243 Win., 308 Win., 6mm 

Rem., 22·250 Rem., AOL Grade 

:3385 ·Stock Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag .. 264 & JOO Win. Mag.'. 

BDL Grade 

Deliveries are F.0.8. Ilion, New York 
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Port No. NAME OF PART 

33370 Stock Assembly, 222 Rem., 243 Win., 308 Win., 6mm 

Rem. 22-250 Rem., BOL Grade, 17 Rem. 

33376 

33375 

26375 

26370 

27265 

27266 

15709 

16771 

23805 

27270 

26270 

20467 

17639 

16717 

15361 

24666 

24477 

19025 

28200 

15709 

15850 

27341 

27342 

Stock Assembly, Varmint, BOL Grade, 222 Rem., 223 

Rem.,243 Win., 6mm Rem., 22·250 Rem. 

Stock Assembly, Varmint, BOL Grade, 25-06 

Trigger Guard, BDL Grade. 222 Rem .. 223 Rem .. 243 & 

308 Win., 6mm Rem., 22-250 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Trigger Guard Assembly, BDL Grade, 222 Rem., 17 Rem., 

223 Rem., 243 Win., 6mm Rem., 22-250 Rem. 

CALIBERS: 375 H S. H MAGNUM, 458 WIN. MAGNUM 

Barrel Assembly, 375 H & H Mag. 

Barrel Assembly, 458 Win. Mag. 

Extractor 

Front Sight, 375 H & H Mag. 

Front Sight, 458 Win. Mag. 

Stock Assembly, 375 H & H Mag., 458 Win. Mag. (in

cludes same as standard Magnum except Stock Bolt (2) 

Nut (2), Cover (4) used) 

DISCONTINUED or SERVICE PARTS 

Barrel A<sembly, 280 Rem. 

Extractor, 222 Cal. 

Ejector, 222 Cal. 

Front Sight Ramp, 6mm Rem., 7mm Rem. Mag. 264 

Win. Mag., 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win., AOL 

Grade 

Front Sight Ramp, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag., 222 

Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win., BOL Grade 

Frunt Sight Romp, 30-06, 280 Rem., 308 Win., 270Wln., 

AOL Grade 

Front Sight Ramp Pin, 6mm Rem., 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 

Win. Mag., 222 Rem .. 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win. 

Front Sight Ramp Screw, 7mm Rem. Mag., 6mm Rem., 

264 Win. Mag .. 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win. 

Rear Sight A<sembly, Complete (Includes Rear Sight 

Assembly, Rear Sight Base, Rear Sight Base Screw (2). 

Rear Sight Screw, Rear Sight Step, Rear Sight Washer (2) 

Extractor, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264-300 Win. Mag. 

Extractor, 222-223 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Extractor Rivet, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264-300 Win. Mag. 

Extractor Rivet, 222·223 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Parts Subject to Change Without Notice 
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Doesn't Group 

Cause: 1. Crown of Barrel damaged. 
2. Leading of Bore. 
3. Oversize Bore. 

MALFUNCTIONS 

CAUSE and CORRECTION 

(Con't. from Page 4) 

4. Improper bedding of Barrel in Stock. 
5. Loose Sights. 

Correction: 1. Recrown. 
2. Lead or change Barrel. 
3. Change Barrel. 
4. Correct bedding. 
5. Tighten or replace. 

Point of Impact Not Correct 

Cause: 1. Barrel not straight. 
2. Horns, breaks, etc. in Bore. 
3. Improper or loose Sights. 

Correction: 1. Straighten. 
2. Correct if possible. 
3. Tighten or change Sights. 
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PARTS LIST ~10DEL 

100"' REMINGTON 
.EFT HAND MODEL FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

Part 
Ho. NAME OF PART 

JTE: Basic 30-06 caliber listed below. For other caliber parts 

and numben, - additional caliben list. 

17012 

17013 

24475 

90555 
90554 

90953 
:a 90954 

25380 

17017 

17676 

17019 

91816 
27340 
15376 
22020 
22040 

17022 

15291 
16451 

16452 
16453 
22035 

15373 

15719 

15635 
28505 
15363 

15357 

15358 

90957 

90958 

25380 

16430 

91017 

15677 
17029 

26355 
32510 
91595 

28505 
90905 

90906 

90904 

15358 
17034 
32900 
23222 

90557 

Barrel Assembly 

Bolt Assembly 

Bolt Final Assembly 

Bolt Plug 

Bolt Stop 

Bol t Stop Pin 

Bolt Stop Rel ease 

Bolt Stop Spring 

Butt Plate 

Butt Plate Spacer 

Butt Plate Screw 

Ejector 
Ejector Pin 

Ei ector Spring 

Extractor 
Extractor Rivet 
Fastener. SI ing Strap 

Firing Pin 
Firing Pin Assembly 

Firing Pin Cross Pin 

Floor Plate Latch 

Floor Plate Latch Pin 

Floor Pl ate Latch Spring 
Floor Plate Pivot Pin 
Front Guard Screw 

Front Sight 

Front Sight (Low) 

Front Sight Ramp 
Front Sight Ramp Screw 
Front Sight Hood 

Front Swivel Nut 

Front Swivel Screw 

Grip Cap 

Grip Cap Spacer 

Grip Cap Spacer Screw 

Magazine 

Magazine Follower 

Magazine Spring 

Main Spring 

Rear Guard Screw 
Rear Sight Aperture 
Rear Sight Base 

Rear Sight Screw 
Rear Sight Slide 

Elevation Screw 

Windage Screw 
Rear Swivel Screw 
Receiver Plug Screw 
Safety Switch Assembly 

Safety Switch Oetent Ball 
Safety Switch Detent Spring 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 
(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

View 
No. 

46 

47 

48 
49 

50 
51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 
57 

58 

59 
60 

61 

62 
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Port NAME OF PART No. 

17043 Safety Switch Pivot Pin (Restricted I 
17044 Safety Switch Snap Washer (Restricted I 
15666 Sear Safety Cam (Restricted) 
24476 Sear Pin (Restricted) 
17047 Sear Spring (Restricted) 
30855 Sling Strap Assembly 
26990 Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings Complete 
33391 Stoel< Assembly 

18186 Stoel< Reinforcing Screw 

16970 Stoel< Reinforcing Screw Dowel 

26555 Swivel Assembly (O.D.I 

15280 Trigger (Restricted) 

17053 Trigger Adjusting Screw (Restricted) 

32895 Trigger Assembly (Restricted) 

19461 Trigger Connector (Restricted) 

91128 Trigger Engagement Screw (Restricted) 
26376 Trigger Guard 

26371 Trigger Guard Assembly 

32905 Trigger Housing As~embly (Restricted) 

24477 Trigger Pin (Restricted) 

15400 Trigger Spring (Restricted) 

15481 Trigger Stop Screw (Restricted) 

ADDITIONAL CALIBERS 

NOTE: Parts not listed, same as 30-06 Caliber. 

Barrel Assemblv, 7mm Rem. Mag. 

Barrel Assembly, 270 Win. 

Bolt Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag. 
91837 Extractor. 7mm Rem. Mag. 
27341 Extractor Rivet. 7mm Rem. Mag. 
14659 Front Sight, 7mm Rem. Mag. 

90949 Recoil Pad, 7mm Rem. Mag. 

25410 Recoil Pad Screw, 7mm Rem. Mag. 
33395 Stock Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag. 
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MODEL 600 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington Model 600 is a light weight, compact length carbine. This bolt action repeater is produced in a number of center 
fire calibers. A fixed box magazine may be top loaded to full capacity. Open sight - bead ramp front and adjustable rear - are 
mounted on a ventilated rib barrel. The receiver is drilled. and tapped for telescope or receiver sights. 

-

The Instruction Folder/Parts Lists, Form RD 5473, packaged with each gun gives operating instructions, care and maintenance for 
the Remington Model 600. A breakdown of part prices, service, and shipping instructions is.included. 
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MODEL 600 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble-Push safety switch assembly forward to FIRE 
position. Lift bolt handle to unlock and open action. Pull 
bolt rearward until bolt stop halts bolt. Insert small tool 
against bolt stop and press downward (See Fig. 11. This will 
release bolt. Withdraw bolt final assembly from gun. 

To Service - The bolt assembly component of Bolt Final As· 
sembly 1s serially numbered to match the serial number on the 
gun. Selective assembly at factory is required for replacement. 
However, the firing, cocking, extractor, and ejector parts are 
interchangeable and may be replaced with no factory adjust· 
ment required. 

To Reassemble (To Gunl- Push safety switch forward to 
FIRE Position. Insert bolt to gun with lugs positioned horizon· 
tally ahead of saferv switch. Push bolt forward, by upraised 
handle, until bolt stop snaps into place to lock bolt in gun. 

Note: Bolt must remain "cocked" to put into gun. If bolt be
comes uncocked, firing pin head will be forward and show as 
nearly flush to bolt plug at rear. TO COCK SOLT, hold firing 
pin head firmly to prevent movement, then turn bolt with 
handle. Bolt will cam on cocking surface (beneath handle) 
against firing pin head . Continue turning bolt handle until 
cocking notch on rear engages firing pin head. Bolt is then 
cocked and ready for re-entry to gun. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS - Include Bolt 
Assemoly: Ejector, Ejector Pin, Ejector Spring, Extractor, 
Ex tractor Rivet. and Firing Pin Assembly - which includes 
Bolt Plug. Firing Pin. Firing Pin Cross Pin, Firing Pin Head. 
Main Spring. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY from BOLT ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Hold 
firing pin head in secure grip and pull away remainder ot a~· 
sembly until separation is visible at rear of bolt plug. Insert 
thin washer (or coin) in separation (See Fig. 21 Then turn bolt 
plug to unscrew firing. pin assembly from bolt assembly. 

To Service - Firing pin assembly is interchangeable. May be 
replaced as a unit with. no factory adjustment required. Re· 
placement of bolt assembly requires selective assembly for pro· 
per function. . 

To Reassemble - Hold washer (or coin) separation between 
firing pin head and bolt plug. Insert firing pin assembly into 
bolt assembly. Turn bolt plug to screw firing pin assembly in· 
to position. Position final turn of plug until channel in bottom 
of plug matches small cocking notch on rear rim of bolt. See 
sketch below. Then remove separation washer (or coin) to al· 
low tiring pin head to snap into cocking notch. 

Fig. 2 

~ 
BOLT ASSEMBLY 

BOLT PLUG 

EJECTOR - EJECTOR SPRING (in Bolt Assembly) 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt flnal assembly from gun. Drive 
out ejector pin. Pull out and disassemble ejector and ejector 
spring from bolt face. (See Fig. 31. 

Fig. 3 

To Reass~mble - Insert ejector spring ana ejector into bolt 
face. Push in ejector and hold ag<!inst ejector spring tension. 
Line up ejector pin slot in ejector to pin hole in bolt. Drive in 
ejector pin. 

Note: Ejector, when reassembled, must have free plunging 
motion for proper ejection operation. 

EXTRACTOR - EXTRACTOR RIVET (in Bolt Assemblyl 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Re
move ejector. Drive out extractor rivet - from outside of bolt. 
Remove rivet from inside of bolt rim. Dislodge loosened ex· 
tractor and disassemble from inside of bolt rim. 

To Service - Interchangeable. However, extractor rivet will 
mutilate when extractor is disassembled. Use replacement rivet 
to secure ex tractor properly, when reassembled. Use fired cart
ridge case to check ex tractor tension. 
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To Reassemble - Position extractor within rim in bolt face. 
Line up with rivet hole in bolt. Insert replacement extractor 
rivet into ex tractor to protrude from outside of bolt. Support 
head of rivet inside bolt rim; then peen over protruding, end 

of· rivet to tighten extractor in bolt. Reassemble ejector to 

bolt. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS include: Firing 
pin. Main Spring. Bolt Plug, Firing Pin Head, Firing Pin Cross 
Pin (In Firing Pin Assembly). 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Sep
arate firing pin assembly (with holding washer). Unscrew and 
disassemble from bolt assembly. Hold firing pin head securely 
(in separauon from bolt plug) and drive out firing pin cross 
pin. All parts of firing pin assembly should separate for dis· 
assembly. (See Fig. 4). 

Fig. 4 

IOLT PLUG 

FIRING 

FIRINC PIN HEAD 

/ SEPAllTIOll WASllEa 
/ 

DRIVE HERE 
(FIRING PIN 

CROSS PIK) 

Precaution: Main spring is under tension. 

To Service -All parts 1n firing pin assembly are interchange· 
able. No factory fitting required. However, if replacing firing 
pin. a hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is necessary. 
To do this. use a No. 42 size drill (.093 .. ). 

Assemble shank of replacement firing pin into firing pin head. 
Mak~ sure recess 1n head is clear and free of any obstruction. 
S~at shank of firing pin firmly into firing pin head. Align drill 
thru cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill thru firing pin 
shank (See Fig. 51. 

Fig. 5 

DRILL HERE 
(USE NO. 42 DRIU) 
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MODEL 600 

To Reassemble - Reassemble all parts of FIRING PIN AS
SEMBLY. Hold bolt plug retracted against tension of re
assembled mainspring. Insert firing pin cross pin thru firing pin 
head and shank of firing pin. Release 'tension on bolt plug. 

FRONT SIGHT ASSEMBLY - Includes Fron·t Sight. Front 
Sight Bead. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew Sight screw (2). A thin white nylon 
sight washer ( 2) is seated under sight screw head. Lift and dis
assemble rear sight assembly from rib on barrel. 

To Service - Interchangeable as replacement, However, bright 
metal bead is factory welded to front sight. Replace as an as
sembly. 

To Reassemble -·Reposition front sight assembly upon rib. 
Align sight holes to matching holes in barrel studs. Screw in 
sight screws ( 2) to secure front sight assembly to barrel. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY - includes Elevation Screw, Rear 
Sight Base, Rear Sight Eyepiece, Rear Sight Leaf, Windage 
screw. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew sight screw (21 in rear sight base. 
A thin white nylon sight washer (2) is seated under sight 
screw head. Lift disassemble rear sight assembly from rib on 
barrel. 

To Service - All parts of rear sight assembly are interchange
able. No factory fitting required. 

Note: A rear sight nut is seated under rib to tighten rear sight 
screw to rib. Rib must be removed to service this nut. See 

. RIB Disassembly. 

To Reassemble - Relocate rear sight assembly to rib on barrel. 
Screw in sight screw to tighten front of base to barrel stud. 
Tighten sight screw at rear of sight base into rear sight nut 
which underlies rib. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS 

REAR SIGHT EYEPIECE 
ELEVATION SCREW 

To Disassemble - A small rear sight wrench is supplied with 
each gun. This wrench fits into small socket head of elevation 
screw to turn elevation screw. Unscrew to loosen eyepiece. 
Slide rear sight eyepiece up and disassemble from rear sight 
leaf. Use wrench also for windage screw. 

REAR SIGHT BASE 
REAR SIGHT LEAF 
WINDAGE SCREW 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove windal)e screw. Lift and 
disassemble rear sight leaf from rear sight base. 

Note: Rear sight base for 35 Rem. Caliber is sliyh{ly higher 
than base used for other calibers. 
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MODEL 600 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

RIB - is designed of Du Pont "Zytel" to provide a light 
weight. matted sight line and for location of sights. 

To Disassemble - Remove front and rear sights. Unscrew and 
remove rib screw (4). Lift and disassemble rib from barrel. 

Note: When rib is removed, a small rear sight nut will also dis
assemble from beneath the rearmost rear sight hole. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. taking care that rear 
sight nut is placed beneath rib in proper position. 

TRIGGER GUARD 

To Disassemble - Unscrew front guard screw, rear guard 
screw. Lift away and disassemble trigger guard. 

Note: Stock assembly can .also be disassembled when trigger 
quard is removed. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make certain both 
front and rear guard screws are tightened evenly and securely 
to receiver. 

STOCK ASS EMBLY 

To Disassemble - Unscrew both front and rear trigger guard 
screws. Remove trigger guard. Lift away and disassemble stock 
assembly from barrel and action. 

To Service - Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment 
required. Replacement includes stock, butt plate, butt plate 
screw (2)., reinforcing screw(2). Barrel is free floating. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Tighten guard screws 
securely. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS 

BUTT PLATE 
BUTT PLATE SCREW (2) 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove butt plate screw (2). 
01s;.issemllle butt plate from stock. 

To Service - Replacement butt plate may be fitted to stock. 
Some sanding to match outline of stock may be required. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

MAGAZINE ASSEMBLY - is "fixed" box design for top load· 
ing operation only. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew guard screws and remove trigger 
gudrd. Remove loosened stock assembly. Unscrew magazine 
support screw ( 11. Loosen and disassemble magazine assembly. 

3 

Note: Magazine follower· and magazine spring will disassemble 
when magazine assembly is removed. Magazine spacer, used for 
222 Rem. Caliber. will also disassemble. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine 
follower and spring are held tightly enclosed as magazine is re· 
assembled. Locate magazine fully into magazine cavity from 
bottom of receiver. Magazine support at front magazine should 
seat against bottom of receiver. Insert support screw and turn 
to tighten magazine assembly in position. 

MAGAZINE FOLLOWER 
MAGAZINE SPRING 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard. Remove stock. Re
move magazine assembly. Magazine follower and magazine 
spring will disassemble freely from magazine assembly. Lilt 
rear of magazine spring and slide back to disassemble from 
magazine follower. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make cenain mag
azine assembly (with enclosed follower and spring) is snapped 
fully into magazine cavity in receiver from below. Tighten 
magazine securely with magazine support screws. 

MAGAZINE SPACER - is designed for load spacing use with 
smaller .222 Rem. c.aliber cartridge. 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard. Remove stock as· 
sembly. Remove magazine assembly, magazine follower. mag· 
azine spring. Disassemble magazine spacer from magazine as· 
sembly. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine 

Follower and spring function properly with assembled spacer. 

TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY 

NOTE: FACTORY SERVICE IS REQUIRED FOR ALL 
TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY RELATED PROBLEMS. 
RETURN THE FIREARM TO THE FACTORY FOR 
SERVICE. 

BARREL ASSEMBLY is factory-listed to include barrel, 
barrel bracket, barrel stud (6) receiver. Special factorv pro· 
cesses joi.n the components of this assembly. 

To Disassemble - Remove sights and rib. Remove bolt final 
assembly. Remove trigger guard and stock assembly. Remove 
magazine and trigger assemblies. Remove bolt stop and spring. 
Unscrew and remove receiver plug screws (5). 

To Service - Selective assembly at factorv as replacement. 
Special gauges· and fixture and factorv processing is required 
for proper operation with bolt final assembly. Replace as an 
assembly. 

To Reassemble- Follow reverse order. 
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SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY and MOUNTINGS COMPLETE 

(Part No. 26990} - include front swivel nut, front swivel 

screw, rear swivel screw. sling strap assembly, swivel assem· 
bly (2). 

Note: Sling strap assembly includes strap, rear keeper. front 

keeper, fastener. Strap is 7/8" wide. Swivel assemblies are 

quick. detachable (0.0.) type. 

ASSEMBLE - SWIVEL SCREWS TO STOCK 

Rear Swivel Screw - Use No. 15 size drill (.180"). Locate 

screw hole 2 1 /2 inches from toe of stock (minus bun plate}. 

Drill hole 1 inch deep at 90° with bottom of stock, Counter· 

sink this drilled hole with No. 1 size (.228") drill to depth of 

1 /8 inch. This countersink allows for seating shoulder on 

swivel screw. 

Front Swivel Screw - Use No. 13 drill . 

. Front Swivel Nut - Use 3/8 inch drill. 

Locate screw hole approx. 3 inches from front end of stock. 

Drill hole completely thru stock at 90° with barrel radius 

stock cu1. Countersink barrel radius cut into this drilled hole 

to depth of .225 inches. Countersink allows for seating of 
front swivel nut. AiSemble front swivel thru hole and tight· 

ened to stock with front swivel nut. 

ASSEMBLE - SWIVEL ASS EMBLY (2} 0.0. 

Swivel assembly !same for front and rear) can be assembled to 

swivel screw in stock as follows. Press against spring loaded re· 

lease plunger to lift locking plate from attachment pin. Swing 

plate to clear attachment pin. ISde Fig. 6 ). 

Fig. 6 

LOCKlllC PLATE 

~''""''' 
7/S .• SWIVEL (Q.D.)~fusE PLUllCER 

PIN 

After attaching to swivel screw, swing and lower locking plate 

upon attachment pin. This will lock swivel to screw. 

ASSEMBLE - STRAP TO ASSEMBLED SWIVELS 

Remove front keeper lbandl if on strap. Insert tongue of strap 

thru rear swivel. Then loop strap back and thru attached rear 
keeper. Draw strap thru keeper until tight loop is made against 
rear swivel. Slide front keeper on free end of strap. The insert 

strap thru front swivel and double strap back thru attached 

tronr keeper. Assemble brass fastener thru matching slots in 

strap w 101n strap in desired position. 
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MODEL 600 

Note: To disassemble strap from rifle, simply unsnap quick de· 
tachable (Q.D.) swivels from swivel screws in stock. Remove 

strap and attached swivels from stock. 

CYCLE OF OPERATION 

Model 600 Carbine is a light weight, high power, bolt action. 
fixed magazine repeater chambered for a number of center 

fire calibers. The vent rib barrel makes it a natural sighter, plus 

receiver being drilled and tapped ready to accept most popular 

makes of scopes and mounts. Basic operation of bolt is similar 

to most rifles of this type. Movement of bolt handle upward 

and fully back opens; forward and down closes and locks bolt. 

FIRING 

Firing cycle is basically release of a spring·loaded firing pin 

for purpose of striking primer of cartridge and igniting same. 

More specifically, pulling or squeezing of trigger moves con· 

nector forward leaving sear unsupported against "cocked" fir· 
ing pin head. With support removed, sear is cammed down by 

spring·loaded firing pin and main spring drives firing pin for· 
ward to strike primer. 

UNLOCKING 

Raising bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head from re· 

coil shoulders in receiver. 

COCKING 

Cocking takes place as bolt handle is raised. A cam at rear of 
rotating bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward and holds ir 

in cocked position, in a notch at rear of bolt. See LOCKING 

for transfer cocking movement to sear. 

EXTRACTION 

This phase of operation cycle is essentially one of two pans 

referred to as ( 1 l primary extraction, and (2! secondary ex· 

traction. Primary extraction occurs simultaneously with un· 

locking. The rim of case. being completely encased by bolt 

head, is gripped by a circular recessed claw-type extractor. 

During final upward throw of bolt handle, a primary ex· 
traction cam retracts bolt approximately 1 /8" with a mechan· 

ical advantage of about 8 to 1, completing primary portion of 

this phase. Bolt lugs are not free of locking shoulder in re· 

ceiver and bolt may now be movei::t to rear completing second 

phase of extraction. 
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MODEL 600 

EJECTION 

With the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head of 
cartridge, is a spring-loaded ejector. As bolt is retracted and 
front edge of cartridge reaches ejection port, pressure, along 
with opposing grip of extractor, ejects cartridge from port. 
Rearward motion of bolt is halted by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 

With bolt halted rearward, topmost cartridge in magazine is 
allowed to move upward against feeding lips on bonom edge 
of receiver, allowing itself to be moved ahead as bolt is ad· 
vanced with a forward motion of bolt handle. Bullet guides 
cartridge into chamber via a feeding ramp on lower side of re· 
ceiver. 

LOADING 

Loading cycle consists briefly of moving cartridge into cham· 
ber once it is free of feeding lips ·in receiver. 

LOCKING 

Locking cycle is accomplished by rotating bolt with a down· 
ward motion of bolt handle, locking cartridge in chamber. 
Four engagements are made by this cycle: ( 1) Locking lugs on 
bolt head are engaged with recoil shoulders in receiver.(2) 
Head of cartridge is sec:ited into bolt head depressing ejector 
and extractor claw is snapped over rim of cartridge. (3) Sear 
engages and locks firing pin in a cocked position by action of 
(4) Sear being supported from beneath by connector. Gun is 
now ready to be fired, by release of trigger. 

SAFETY SWITCH 

The safety switch button, located on right rear of receiver. is 
operated by a push and pull action of thumb. This two·posi· 
tion safety switch had two intentional functions. When safety 
switch button is pulled rearward by a slight down pressure of 
thumb, a cam is brought into position under safety cam, that 
locks cam against Firing pin head preventing firing. Second 
function of safety switch in this SAFE position brings an arm 
into slot 1n bolt preventing bolt being opened. Pushing safety 
sw1ccn button forward to FIRE position nullifies above con· 
dit1ons and will allow firing. 
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Listed below are possible "cause" and "correction" of mal· 
functions. Each grouping will correspond basically to move· 
ment of bolt as related to the Cycle of Operations. 

Quite often, during the occurence of a malfunction, evidence 
of cause may be found in a careful study of cartridge itself. 
Take a look at the brass case or bullet end of unfired cartridge. 
Frequently damage will mark cartridge or bullet in some tell· 
tale manner during bolt operation. 

Excessive wear or damage to gun parts may also point up cause 
of gun failure. Inspect appearance of components aher "dry" 
cycfin!l action a few times (without ammunition). 

FIRING 

Cause: 

Correction: 

UNLOCKING 

Cause: 

Correction: 

MALFUNCTIONS 
Cause and Correction 

I. Firing pin damaged. 
2. Fjring pin binds. 
3. Firing pin protrusion faulty. 
4. Trigger assembly out of adjustment. 
5. Faulty ammunition. 
I. Replace. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Replace firing pin. 
4. Return the firearm to the factory. 
5. Replace ammunition. 

1. See Extraction. 
2. Upset extraction cam on bolt handle. 
3. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
4. Blown or set back primer on shell. 
1. See Extraction. 
2. Smooth up bolt handle cam. 
3. Deburr. 
4. Ammunition may be at fault. 

EXTRACTION 

Cause: 1. Fouled, rough, or enlarged chamber. 
2. Extractor broken or damaged. 
3. Not enough hook space on extractor. 
4. Height of claw not correct. 

Correction: 1. Polish if fouled or rough. Replace barrel as· 
sembly if enlarged. 

2. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
3. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
4. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
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BOLT BINDS 

Cause: 1. Guard screws protrude into bolt track. 
2. Receiver plug screws protrude into bolt 

track. 
3. Bolt handle interferes with stock. 
4. Damage at rear of bolt lugs. 

Correction: 1. File end of screws. 
2. File end of screws. 
3. Clear stock or fit new stock. 
4. Stone to blend. Check head space. 

EJECTION 

Cause: 1. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
2. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
3. Extractor binds. 

C-Orrection: 1. Deburr. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Adjust or fit new extractor (and rivet I. 

SOLT PULLS OUT 

Cause: 1. Bolt stop or bolt release binds. 
2. Bolt stop or bolt release broken. 
3. Bolt stop spring damaged. 

Correction: 1. Free up. 
2. Return the firearm to the factory. 
3. Return the firearm to the factory. 

FEEDING 

Cause: 1. Magazine follower binds. 
2. Weak or defective follower spring. 
3. Magazine spring caught under guard. 
4. Damaged chamfer on bolt head. 
5. Tabs on follower bent. 

Correction: 1. Adjust side angle on magazine. 
2. Replace spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Replace bolt. or stone smooth. 
5. Stra1gnten or replace follower. 

LOADING 

Cluse: 1. Damaged receiver rails. 
2. Sharp edge - rear end of chamber. 
3. Rough loading ramp in receiver. 

Correction: 1. Polish or reshape. 
2. Remove sharpness. 
3. Polish ramp. 

LOCKING 

Cause: 1. Shallow throat. 
2. Min. head space. 
3. Damaged chamber. 
4. Extractor interferes with shell rim. 
5. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
6. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
7. Sharp corners in bolt lugs. 

MODEL 600 

Correction: 1. Ream. 
2. Re-head. 
3. Re-head. 
4. Fit new extractor (grind relief in new ex· 

tractor behind clawl. 
5. Free up or replace. 
6. Deburr. 
7. Stone radius. 

. COCKING 
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Cause: 1. Trigger out of adjustment. 
2. Improper vertical engagement of sear and 

connector. 
3. Trigger doesn't retract. 
4. Corners on sear or connector rounded. 

Correction: 1. Return the firearm to the factory. 
2. Return the firearm to the factory. 
3. Return the firearm to the factory. 
4. Return the firearm to the factory. 

BULGES OR BLOWS CASES 

Cause: 1. Oversize chamber. 
2. Max. head space. 

Correction: 1. ~eplace barrel assepibly. 
2. Fit new bolt. 

SAFETY SWITCH 

Cause: 1. Safety switch binds (safety switch works 
hard). 

2. Safety switch snap washer stretches out 
(safety switch works too freely). 

3. Safety switch damaged. 
Correction: 1. Return the firearm to the factory. 

2. Return the firearm to the factory. 
3. Return the firearm to the factory. 

ACCURACY - Group Size 

Cause: 1. Crown of barrel damaged. 
2. Barret bore fouled. 
3. Enlarged bore. 
4. Improper bedding of barrel in stock. 
5. Loose sights. 

Correction: 1. Recrown. 
2. Lead or replace barrel. 
3. Replace barrel. 
4. Refloat barrel. 
5. Tighten or replace. 

POINT OF IMPACT 

Cause: 1. Barrel not straight. 
2. Improper or loose sights. 

Correction: 1. Straighten or replace barrel. 
2. Tighten or change sights. 

Rev. 382 
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MODEL 600 PARTS LIST 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

View Port NA ME OF PA II T Vi•w Part NAME OF PART No. No. No. No. 

Barrel Assembly, 350 Rom. Mag. 41 17047 Sear Spring (Restricted) 
Barrel Assembly. 6.5 MM Rem. Mag. 42 15416 Sight Screw 
Barrel Assembly, 308 Win. 43 16968 Sight Washer 

2 Bolt Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag .. 6.5 MM Rem. Mag. 26990 Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings. Complete 
Bolt Assembly, 308 Win. Includes: 44 thru 49 
Bolt Final Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. 44 15376 Fastener 

Mag. 45 15357 Front Swivel Nut 
Bolt Final Assembly, 308 Win. 46 15356 · Front Swivel Screw 

J 15409 Bolt Plug 47 1535B Rear Swivel Screw 
4 15412 Bolt Stop (Restricted) 48 26625 Sling Strap Assembly, 7/8" 

5 24484 Bolt Stoo Pin (Restricted) 49 26555 Swivel Assembly, Q.O. (each) 

6 15413 Bolt Stop Spring (Restricted I 50 27651 Stock Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. 
15741 Butt Plate !Model 600 onlvl Mag. 
25410 Butt Plate Screw (Model 600 only) 27650 Stock Assembly 

7 17017 Ejector 51 15883 Tang Support (Magnum only) 

8 17676 Ejector Pin 52 15435 Trigger (Restricted) 

9 17019 Ejector Spring 53 17049 Trigger Screw. Front (Restricted) 

10 15709 Extractor. 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. Mag. 26730° Trigger Assembly (Restricted) 

16254 Extractor 54 15436 Trigger Connector (Restricted) 

11 27341 Extractor Rivet, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. 55 15437 Trigger Guard 

Mag. 56 15429 Trigger Housing (Restricted) 

27340 Extractor Rivet (except 222 Rem.I 57 24477 Trigger Pin (Restricted) 

12 15410 Firing Pin 58 17978 Trigg~r Spring (RestriC1edl 

13 26715 Firing Pin Assembly 59 17053 Trigger Stop Screw (Restricted I 
14 17022 Firing Pin Crou Pin 
15 23321 Firing Pin Head 
16 15653 F rent Guard Screw 
I 7 27365 Front Sight Assembly ADDITIONAL CALIBER PARTS 

18 15648 Magazine 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. Mag. 
27'.!60 Magallne. 308 Win., 6MM Rem .. 243 Win. (Not Shown in S•ction~I Vi9W) 

19 15667 Magazine Follower. 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM 
Rem. Mag. Barrel Assembly. 35 Rem. (Supersededl 

17056 Magazine Follower Barrel Assembly, 222 Rem. 

20 17891 Magazine Spring Barrel Assembly. 6MM Rem. 

21 15411 Main Spring Barrel Assembly, 243 Win. 

22 17580 Rear Guard Screw Bolt Assembly, 35 Rem. (Superseded) 

26841 Rear Signt Assembly Bolt Assembly, 222 Rem. 

23 15600 Rear Signt Base, 350 Rem. M39. Bolt Final Assembly, 35 Rem. (Superseded) 

15727 Rear Signt Base Bolt Final Assembly, 222 Rem. 

24 15733 Rear Sight Eleva11on Screw 15852 Ejector, 222 Rem. 

25 15726 Rear Signt Eyepiece 15850 Extractor, 222 Rem. 

26 15728 Rear Sign1 Leaf 27342 Extractor Rivet. 222 Rem. 

27 15418 Rear Sight Nut 27366 Front Sight Assembly, 6 MM Rem., 243 Win. 

2B 15732 Rear Signt Windage Screw 27261 Magaiine, 222 Rem. 

15778 Rear Signt Wrench 27262 Magazine. 35 Rem. (Superseded) 

29 17034 Receiver Plug Screw 16793 Magazine Follower. 222 Rem. 

15651 Reinforcing Screw, 350 Rem. Mag .• 6.5 MM 15742 Magazine Spacer, 222 Rem. 
Rem. Mag. 17983 Magazine Spring, 222 Rem. 

18186 Reinforcing Screw 15600 Rear Sight Base. 35 Rem. (Superseded) 

30 15488 Rib 
JI 15417 Rib Screw NOTE: See Basic Pans List for pans not listlld above. 

32 26795 Safety Switch Assembly (Restricted) 
J3 21386 Recoil Pad (Magnum onlvl 
34 25410 Recoil Pad Screw (Magnum only) 
JS 26850 SafetY Switch Oe1ent Ball (Restricted) 
36 15432 Safety Swotch Oetenr Spring (Restrtctedl 
37 17043 Safety Swotcn Pivot Pin (Restricted) 
JS 17044 Safew Switch Snap Washer (Restricted) 
39 15666 Sur Sdletv Cam (Restricted) 
-10 24476 Sear Pin (Restricted) 
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MODEL 600 MAGNUM 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington MAGNUM Model 600 Carbine is chambered to shoot MAGNUM big game cartridges. This MAGNUM Model 600 
has been introduced in the 350 Remington Magnum caliber with two (21 bullet sizes ---- 200 and 250 grain weights. 

This top-loading carbine has a capacity of four (4) Magnum cartridges, counting three (31 in fixed box magazine and one in bar· 
rel chamber. 

A recoil pad and carrying strap with quick detachable swivels is standard equipment on the Model 600 Magnum. 

See MAGNUM Instruction Folder - RD 5653 tor care and operation information. This folder also contains part prices, service and 
sh1pp1ng instructions. 

The SERVICE SUPPLEMENT for the Model 600 MAGNUM Carbine will list only those parts that require ditterent assembly in· 
struc11ons from Standard Model· 600. See Standard Model 600 for parts not listed. 
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MODEL 600 MAGNUM 

STOCK ASSEMBL V - is custom bedded with epoxy ad· 
hesive to match each individual action and barrel. Assembly in· 
eludes stock. recoil pad, recoil pad screw (2), reinforcing screw 
( 2l. tront swivel nut. swivel screw. front; swivel screw, rear. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove trigger guard. Lift 
away and disassemble stock assembly from action and barrel. 
Note fully cured epoxy in barrel bracket slot of stock. 

NOTE: "Delrin" tang support may .separate from action at 
rear. 

To Service - Stock assemblies are interchangeable as replace
ment. However, replacement stock requires a new epoxy bed· 
ding to match action and barrel. Use a good proprietary or 
commercial grade of bedding epoxy. 

NOTE: Use all recommended epoxy handling precautions. To 
apply --- squeeze fluid epoxy mix into barrel bracket slot 
1n replacement stock. Fill slot to approximately half capacity. 

To Service - Apply lubricant lightly to barrel bracket section 
of action. Then assemble action and barrel to replacement 
stock. Allow barrel bracket to bed firmly into epoxy fill. Re
assemble trigger guard and trigger guard screws to stock. Tight· 
en action and barrel securely in stock with guard screws. 

NOTE: Barrel should assemble free - floating inco replace
ment stock. Allow required time for epoxy to cure full 
strength. Any subsequent disassembly and reassembly then can 
easily be made. A slight taper design to barrel bracket allows 
bracket to slide easily in or out of epoxy bedding. During 
shooting this insures a constant bedding position. 

NOTE: Make certain tang support relocated properly at rear of 
acuon before stock is reassembled. See TANG SUPPORT' 

NOTE: Stock assembly for both Standard (and Magnum) 
Models no tonger are cut to allow clearance for old style mag
anne assembly and screw. Therefore. any replacement for 
early design stocks requires clearance cutting forward of mag
azine position. 

TANG SUPPORT - is designed of "Delrin" material to pro· 
v1de added support or bearing for action at rear of stock. 

To Disassemble - Remove stock assembly. Remove loosened 
tang support from rear of action. 

To Reassemble - Tang support must be positioned at rear of 
acuon before action is replaced in stock. (See Fig. 1 ). 

Fig. 1 

TANG SUPPORT 

Reassemble stock assembly to action. Tighten firmly with 
guard screws. 

TRIGGER GUARD 

To Disassemble - Unscrew front guard screw, rear guard screw. 
Lift away and disassemble guard from stock. 

To Service - Front guard screw is of slightly longer length 
than same part of shurt length for Standard Model 600. Short 
length screw is used for trigger guard on Standard Model 600. 

To Reassemble - Make certain bottom leaf of magazine spring 
locates centrally into well in trigger guard. (See Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2 

Turn both guard screws to tighten guard and stock securely to 
action. 

MAGAZINE (marked MAGNUM) - is designed for MAGNUM 
model use only. Do not use for Standard Model 600. 

NOTE: Short width cross leaf (21 at bottom of MAGNUM 
magazine. This allows lull depth for bottom of magazine 
spring against trigger guard ---- and insures full magnum 
cartridge in magazine. 

To Reassemble - Make certain magazine locates correctly into 
base of receiver. Upper magazine rim must assemble fully into 
magazine recess channel in receiver. 
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REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington Model 600 is a light weight, compact length carbine. This bolt action repeater is produced in a number of center 
fire calibers. A fixed box magazine may be top loaded to full capacity. Open sight - bead ramp front and adjustable rear - are 
mounted on a ventilated rib barrel. The receiver is drilled and tapped for telescope or receiver sights. 

The Instruction Folder/Parts Lists, Form RD 5473, packaged with each gun gives operating instructions, care and maintenance for 
the Remington Model 600. A breakdown of part prices, service, and shipping instructions is'included. 

INDEX 

Bolt Final Assembly .....................•.••• 
Bolt Final Assembly, Components ...••.......•... 
Firing Pin Assembly from Bolt Assembly •.......•••. 
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Send all guns for factory service and inquiries an 
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REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
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All other inquiries are to be addressed to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 

Bridgeport, Connecticut 06602 
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MODEL 600 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble-Push safety switch assembly forward to FIRE 
position. Lift bolt handle to unlock and open action. Pull 
bolt rearward until bolt stop halts bolt. Insert small tool 
against bolt stop and press downward (See Fig. 1 ). This will 
release bolt. Withdraw bolt final assembly from gun. 

To Service - The bolt assembly component of Bolt Final As· 
sembly is serially numbered to match the serial number on the 
gun. Selective assembly at factory is required for replacement. 
However, the firing, cocking, extractor, and ejector parts are 
interchangeable and may be replaced with no factory adjust· 
ment required. 

To Reassemble (To Gun)- Push safety switch forward to 
FIRE position. Insert bolt to gun with lugs positioned horizon· 
tally ahead of safety switch. Push bolt forward, by upraised 
handle, until bolt stop snaps into place to lock bolt in gun. 

Note: Bolt must remain "cocked" to put into gun. If bolt be
comes uncocked, firing pin head will be forward and show as 
nearly flush to bolt plug at rear. TO COCK BOLT, hold firing 
pin head firmly to prevent movement, then turn bolt with 
handle. Bolt will cam on cocking surface (beneath handle) 
against firing pin head . Continue turning bolt handle until 
cocking notch on rear engages firing pin head. Bolt is then 
cocked and ready for re-entry to gun. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBL V - COMPONENTS - Include Bolt 
Assembly; Ejector, Ejector Pin, Ejector Spring, Extractor, 
Extractor Rivet, and Firing Pin Assembly - which includes 
Bolt Plug, Firing Pin, Firing Pin Cross Pin, Firing Pin Head, 
Main Spring. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBL V from BOLT ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Hold 
firing pin head in secure grip and pull away remainder of ac;· 
sembly until separation is visible at rear of bolt plug. Insert 
thin washer (or coin) in separation (See Fig. 21 Then turn bolt 
plug to unscrew firing pin assembly from bolt assembly. 

To Service - Firing pin assembly is interchangeable. May be 
replaced as a unit with no factory adjustment required. Re
placement of bolt assembly requires selective assembly for pro
per function. 

1 

To Reassemble - Hold washer (or coin) separation between 
firing pin head and bolt ·plug. Insert firing pin assembly into 
bolt assembly. Turn bolt plug to screw firing pin assembly in
to position. Position final turn of plug until channel in bottom 
of plug matches small cocking notch on rear rim of bolt. See 
sketch below. Then remove separation washer (or coin) to al
low firing pin head to snap into cocking notch. 

Fig. 2 

BOLT PLUG 

EJECTOR - EJECTOR SPRING (in Bolt Assembly) 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt flnal assembly from gun. Drive 
out ejector pin. Pull out and disassemble ejector and ejector 
spring from bolt face. (See Fig. 31. 

Fig. 3 

To Reassemble - Insert ejector spring and ejector into bolt 
face. Push in ejector and hold against ejector spring tension. 
Line up ejector pin slot in ejector to pin hole in bolt. Drive in 
ejector pin. 

Note: Ejector, when reassembled, must have free plunging 
motion for proper ejection operation. 

EXTRACTOR - EXTRACTOR RIVET (in Bolt Assembly) 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Re
move ejector, Drive out extractor rivet - from outside of bolt. 
Remove rivet from inside of bolt rim. Dislodge loosened ex
tractor and disassemble from inside of bolt rim. 

To Service - Interchangeable. However, extractor rivet will 
mutilate when extractor is disassembled. Use replacement rivet 
to secure extractor properly, when reassembled. Use fired cart· 
ridge case to check extractor tension. 

c ' 

( 
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To Reassemble - Position extractor within rim in bolt face. 
Line up with rivet hole in bolt. Insert replacement extractor 
rivet into extractor to protrude from outside of bolt. Support 
head of rivet inside bolt rim; then peen over protruding, end 
of· rivet to tighten extractor in bolt. Reassemble ejector to 

bolt. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS .include: Firing 
pin, Main Spring, Bolt Plug, Firing Pin Head, Firing Pin Cross 
Pin (In Firing Pin Assembly). 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Sep
.arate firing pin assembly (with holding washed. Unscrew and 
disassemble from bolt assembly. Hold firing pin head securely 
(in separation from bolt plug) and drive out firing pin cross 
pin. All parts of firing pin assembly should separate for dis
assembly. (See Fig. 4). 

Precaution: Main spring is under tension. 

To Service -All parts in firing pin assembly are interchange
able. No factory fitting required .. However, if replacing firing 
pin, a hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is necessary. 
To do this, use a No. 42 size drill (.093 .. ). 

Assemble shank of replacement firing pin into firing pin head. 
Make sure recess in head is clear and free of any obstruction. 
Seat shank of firing pin firmly into firing pin head. Align drill 

• thru cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill thru firing pin 
shank . (See Fig. 5). 

Fig. 5 

PIN HEAD 
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MODEL 600 

To Reassemble - Reassemble all parts of FIRING PIN AS
SEMBLY. Hold bolt plug retracted against tension of re
assembled mainspring. Insert firing pin cross pin thru firing pin 
head and shank of firing pin. Release tension on bolt plug. 

FRONT SIGHT ASSEMBLY - Includes Front Sight, Front 
Sight Bead. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew Sight screw (2). A thin white nylon 
sight washer (2) is seated under sight screw head. Lift and dis
assemble rear sight assembly from rib on barrel. 

To Service - Interchangeable as replacement, However, bright 
metal bead is factory welded to front sight. Replace as an as
sembly. 

To Reassemble - Reposition front sight assembly upon rib. 
Align sight holes to matching holes in barrel studs. Screw in 
sight screws (2) to secure front sight assembly to barrel. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY - includes Elevation Screw, Rear 
Sight Base, Rear Sight Eyepiece, Rear Sight Leaf, Windage 
screw, 

To Disassemble - Unscrew sight screw (2) in rear sight base. 
A thin white nylon sight washer (2) is seated under sight 
screw head. Lift disassemble rear sight assembly from "rib on 
barrel. 

To Service - All parts of rear sigltt assembly are interchange
able. No factory fitting required. 

Note: A rear sight nut is seated under rib to tighten rear sight 
screw to rib. Rib must be removed to service this nut. See 
RIB Disassembly. 

To Reassemble - Relocate rear sight assembly to rib on barrel. 
Screw in sight screw to tighten front of base to barrel stud. 
Tighten sight screw at rear of sight base into rear sight nut 
which underlies rib. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS 

REAR SIGHT EYEPIECE 
ELEVATION SCREW 

To Disassemble - A small rear sight wrench is supplied with 
each gun. This wrench fits into small socket head of elevation 
screw to turn elevation screw. Unscrew to loosen eyepiece. 
Slide rear sight eyepiece up and disassemble from rear sight 
leaf. Use wrench also for windage screw. 

REAR SIGHT BASE 
REAR SIGHT LEAF 
WINDAGE SCREW 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove windage screw. Lift and 
disassemble rear sight leaf from rear sight base. 

Note: Rear sight base for 35 Rem. Caliber is slightly higher 
than base used for other calibers. 
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MODEL 600 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

RIB - is designed of Du Pont "Zytel" to provide a light 
weight, matted sight line and for location of sights. 

To Disassemble - Remove front and rear sights. Unscrew and 
remove rib screw (4}. Lift and disassemble rib from barrel. 

Note: When rib is removed, a small rear sight nut will also dis-. 
assemble from beneath the rearmost rear sight hole. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. taking care that rear 
sight nut is placed beneath rib in proper position. 

TRIGGER GUARD 

To Disassemble - Unscrew front guard screw, rear guard 
screw. Lift away and disassemble trigger guard. 

Note: Stock assembly can also be disassembled when trigger 
quard is removed. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make certain both 
front and rear guard screws are tightened evenly and securely 
to receiver. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Unscrew both front and rear trigger guard 
screws. Remove trigger guard. Lift away and disassemble stock 
assembly from barrel and action. 

To Service - Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment 
required. Replacement includes stock, butt plate, butt plate 
screw (2) .•. reinforcing screw(2). Barrel is free floating. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Tighten guard screws 
securely. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS 

BUTT PLATE 
BUTT PLATE SCREW (2) 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove butt plate screw (2). 
Disassemble butt plate from stock. 

To Service - Replacement butt plate may be fitted to stock. 
Some sanding to match outline of stock may be required. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

MAGAZINE ASSEMBLY - is "fixed" box design for top load
ing operation only. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew guard screws and remove trigger 
guard. Remove loosened stock assembly. Unscrew magazine 
support screw ( 1 ). Loosen and disassemble magazine assembly. 

3 

Note: Magazine follower and magazine spring will disassemble 
when magazine assembly is removed. Magazine spacer, used for 
222 Rem. Caliber, will also disassemble. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine 
follower and spring are held tightly enclosed as magazine is re
assembled. Locate magazine fully into magazine cavity from 
bottom of receiver. Magazine support at front magazine should 
seat against bottom of receiver. Insert support screw and turn 
to tighten magazine assembly in position. 

MAGAZINE FOLLOWER 
MAGAZINE SPRING 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard. Remove stock. Re
move magazine assembly. Magazine follower and magazine 
spring will disassemble freely from magazine assembly. Lift 
rear of magazine spring and slide back to disassemble from 
magazine follower. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make certain mag
azine assembly (with enclosed follower and spring) is snapped 
fully into magazine cavity in receiver from below. Tighten 
magazine securely with magazine support screws. 

MAGAZINE SPACER - is designed for load spacing use with 
smaller .222 Rem. caliber cartridge. 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard. Remove stock as· 
sembly. Remove magazine assembly, magazine follower, mag-

( 

azine spring. Disassemble magazine spacer from magazine as- ( 
sembly. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine 
Follower and spring function properly with assembled spacer. 

TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY 

NOTE: FACTORY SERVICE IS REQWIRED FOR ALL 
TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY RELATED PROBLEMS. 
RETURN THE FIREARM TO THE FACTORY FOR 
SERVICE. 

BARREL ASSEMBLY - is factory·listed to include barrel, 
barrel bracket, barrel stud (6) receiver. Special factory pro· 
cesses join the components of this assembly. 

To Disassemble - Remove sights and rib. Remove bolt final 
assembly. Remove trigger guard and stock assembly. Remove 
magazine and trigger assemblies. Remove bolt stop and spring. 
Unscrew and remove receiver plug screws (5). 

To Service - Selective assembly at factory as replacement. 
Special gauges and fixture and factory processing is required 
for proper operation with bolt final assembly. Replace as an 
assembly. 

To Reassemble- Follow reverse order. 
( 
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SLING STRAP ASSEMBL V and MOUNTINGS COMPLETE 
(Part No. 26990) - include front swivel nut, front swivel 
screw, rear swivel screw, sling strap assembly, swivel assem
bly (2). 

Note: Sling strap assembly includes strap, rear keeper, front 
keeper, fastener, Strap is 7/8" wide. Swivel assemblies are 
quick ·detachable (Q.D.) type. 

ASSEMBLE - SWIVEL SCREWS TO STOCK 

Rear Swivel Screw - Use No. 15 size drill (.180"). Locate 
screw hole 2 1/2 inches from toe of stock (minus butt plate). 
Drill hole 1 inch deep at 90° with bottom of stock, Counter· 
sink this drilled hole with No. 1 size (.228") drill to depth of 
1/8 inch. This countersink allows for seating shoulder on 
swivel screw. 

Front Swivel Screw - Use No. 13 drill. 
Front Swivel Nut - Use 3/8 inch drill. 
Locate screw hole approx. 3 inches from front end of stock. 
Drill hole completely thru stock at 90° with barrel radius 
stock cut. Countersink barrel radius cut into this drilled hole 
to depth of .225 inches. Countersink allows for seating of 
front swivel nut. Assemble front swivel thru hole and tight· 
ened to stock with front swivel nut. 

ASSEMBLE - SWIVEL ASSEMBL V (2) 0.0. 

Swivel assembly (same for front and rear) can be assembled to 
swivel screw in stock as follows. Press against spring loaded re· 
lease plunger to lift locking plate from attachment pin. Swing 
plate to clear attachment pin. (See Fig. 6 ). 

Fig. 6. 

LOCKING PLATE 

f~~TACHMENT 

~ 
l/S"SWIVEL (Q.D.)~'SE PLUNGER 

PIN 

After attaching to swivel screw, swing and lower locking plate 
upon attachment pin. This will lock swivel to screw. 

ASSEMBLE - STRAP TO ASSEMBLED SWIVELS 

Remove front keeper (band) if on strap. Insert tongue of strap 
thru rear swivel. Then loop strap back and thru attached rear 
keeper. Draw strap thru keeper until tight loop is made against 
rear swivel. Slide front keeper on free end of strap. The insert 
strap thru front swivel and double strap back thru attached 
front keeper. Assemble brass fastener thru matching slots in 
strap to join strap in desired position. 
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Note: To disassemble strap from rifle, simply unsnap quick de
tachable (0.D.) swivels from swivel screws in stock. Remove 
strap and attached swivels from stock. 

CYCLE OF OPERATION 

Model 600 Carbine is a light weight, high power, bolt action, 
fixed magazine repeater chambered for a number of center 
fire calibers. The vent rib barrel makes it a natural sighter, plus 
receiver being drilled and tapped ready to accept most popular 
makes of scopes and mounts. Basic operation of bolt is similar 
to most rifles of this type. Movement of bolt handle upward 
and fully back opens; forward and down closes and locks bolt. 

FIRING 

Firing cycle is basically release of a spring-loaded firing pin 
for purpose of striking primer of cartridge and igniting same. 
More specifically, pulling or squeezing of trigger moves con
nector forward leaving sear unsupported against "cocked" fir· 
ing pin head. With support removed, sear is cammed down by 
spring-loaded firing pin and main spring drives firing pin for· 
ward to strike primer. 

UNLOCKING 

Raising bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head from re· 
coif shoulders in receiver. · 

COCKING 

Cocking takes place as bolt handle is raised. A cam at rear of 
rotating bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward and holds it 
in cocked position, in a notch at rear of bolt. See LOCKING 
for transfer cocking movement to sear. 

EXTRACTION 

This phase of operation cycle is essentially one 'of two parts 
referred to as (1) primary extraction, and (2) secondary ex
traction. Primary extraction occurs simultaneously with un· 
locking. The rim of case, being completely encased by bolt 
head, is gripped by a circular recessed cfaw-tYpe extractor. 

During final upward throw of bolt handle, a primary ex· 
traction cam retracts bolt approximately 1/8" with a mechan· 
ical advantage of about 8 to 1, completing primary portion of 
this phase. Bolt lugs are not free of locking shoulder in re
ceiver and bolt may now be moved to rear completing second 
phase of extraction. 
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EJECTION 

With the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head of 
cartridge, is a spring-loaded ejector. As bolt is retracted and 
front edge of cartridge reaches ejection port, pressure, along 
with opposing grip of extractor, ejects cartridge from port. 
Rearward motion of bolt is halted by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 

With bolt halted rearward, topmost cartridge in magazine is 
allowed to move upward against feeding lips on bottom edge 
of receiver, allowing itself to be moved ahead as bolt is ad
vanced with a forward motion of bolt handle. Bullet guides 
cartridge into chamber via a feeding ramp on lower side of re
ceiver. 

LOADING 

Loading cycle consists briefly of moving cartridge into cham
ber once it is free of feeding lips in receiver. 

LOCKING 

Locking cycle is accomplished by rotating bolt with a down· 
ward motion of bolt handle, locking cartridge in chamber. 
Four engagements are made by this cycle: (1) Locking lugs on 
bolt head are engaged with recoil shoulders in receiver.(2) 
Head of cartridge is seated into bolt head depressing ejector 
and extractor claw is snapped over rim of cartridge. (3) Sear 
engages and locks firing pin in a cocked position by action of 
(4) Sear being supported from beneath by connector. Gun is 
now ready to be fired, by release of trigger. 

SAFETY SWITCH 

The safety switch button, located on right rear of receiver, is 
operated by a push and pull action of thumb. This two-posi
tion safety switch had two intentional functions. When safety 
switch button is pulled rearward by a slight down pressure of 
thumb, a cam is brought into position under safety cam, that 
locks cam against Firing pin head preventing firing. Second 
function of safety switch in this SAFE position brings an arm 
into slot in bolt preventing bolt being opened. Pushing safety 
switch button forward to FIRE position nullifies above con
ditions and will allow firing. 
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Listed below are possible "cause" and "correction" of mal· 
functions. Each grouping will correspond basically to move-
ment of bolt as related to the Cycle of Operations. c· 
Quite often, during the occurence of a malfunction, evidence 
of cause may be found in a careful study of cartridge itself. 
Take a look at the brass case or bullet end of unfired cartridge. 
Frequently damage will mark cartridge or bullet in some tell
tale manner during bolt operation. 

Excessive wear or damage to gun parts may also Point up cause 
of gun failure. Inspect appearance of components after "dry" 
cycling action a few times (without ammunition). 

MALFUNCTIONS 
Cause and Corredion 

FIRING 

Cause: 1. Firing pin damaged. 
2. Firing pin binds. 
3. Firing pin protrusion faulty. 
4. Trigger assembly out of adjustment. 
5. Faulty ammunition. 

Correction: 1. Replace. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Replace firing pin. 
4. Return the firearm to the factory. 
5. Replace ammunition. 

UNLOCKING 

Cause: 1. See Extraction. 
2. Upset extraction cam on bolt handle. 
3. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
4. Blown or set back primer on shell. 

Correction: 1. See Extraction. 
· 2. Smooth up bolt handle cam. 

3. Deburr. 
4. Ammunition may be at fault. 

EXTRACTION 

Cause: 1. Fouled, rough, or enlarged chamber. 
2. Extractor broken or damaged. 
3. Not enough hook space on extractor. 
4. Height of claw not correct. 

Correction: 1. Polish if fouled or rough. Replace barrel as· 
sembly if enlarged. 

2. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
3. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
4. Fit new extractor a11d rivet. 

( 
'. 

i 
\ 
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BOLT BINDS 

Cause: 1. Guard screws protrude into bolt track. 
2. Receiver plug screws protrude into bolt 

track. 
3. Bolt handle interferes with stock. 
4. Damage at rear of bolt lugs. 

Correction: 1. File end of screws. 
2. File end of screws. 
3. Clear stock or fit new stock. 
4. Stone to blend. Check head space. 

EJECTION 

Cause: 1. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
2. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
3. Extractor binds. 

Correction: 1. Deburr. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Adjust or fit new extractor (and rivet). 

BOLT PULLS OUT 

Cause: 1. Bolt stop or bolt release binds. 
2. Bolt stop or bolt release broken. 
3. Bolt stop spring damaged. 

Correction: 1. Free up. 
2. Return the firearm to the factory. 
3. Return the firearm to the factory. 

FEEDING 

Cause: 1. Magazine follower binds. 
2. Weak or defective follower spring. 
3. Magazine spring caught under guard. 
4. Damaged chamfer on bolt head. 
5. Tabs on follower bent. 

Correction: 1. Adjust side angle on magazine. 
2. Replace spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Replace bolt, or stone smooth. 
5. Straighten or replace follower. 

LOADING 

Cause: 1. Damaged receiver rails. 
2. Sharp edge - rear end of chamber. 
3. Rough loading ramp in receiver. 

Correction: 1. Polish or reshape. 
2. Remove sharpness. 
3. Polish ramp. 

LOCKING 

Cause: 1. Shallow throat. 
2. Min. head space. 
3. Damaged chamber. 
4. Extractor interferes with shell rim. 
5. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
6. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
7. Sharp corners in bolt lugs. 

6 

MODEL 600 

Correction: 1. Ream. 
2. Re-head. 
3. Re-head. 
4. Fit new extractor (grind relief in new ex· 

tractor behind claw). 
5. Free up or replace. 
6. Deburr. 
7. Stone radius. 

COCKING 

Cause: 1. Trigger out of adjustment. 
2. Improper vertical engagement of sear and 

connector. 
3. Trigger doesn't retract. 
4. Corners on sear or connector rounded. 

Correction: 1. Return the firearm to the factory. 
2. Return the firearm to the factory. 
3. Return the firearm to the factory. 
4. Return the firearm to the factory. 

BULGES OR BLOWS CASES 

Cause: 1. Oversize chamber. 
2. Max. head space. 

Correction: 1. Replace barrel assembly. 
2. Fit new bolt. 

SAFETY SWITCH 

Cause: 1. Safety switch binds (safety switch works 
hard). 

2. Safety switch snap washer stretches out 
(safety switch works too freely). 

3. Safety switch damaged. 
Correction: 1. Return the firearm to the factory. 

2. Return the firearm to the factory. 
3. Return the firearm to the factory. 

ACCURACY - Group Size 

Cause: 1. Crown of barrel damaged. 
2. Barrel bore fouled. 
3. Enlarged bore. 
4. Improper bedding of barrel in stock. 
5. Loose sights. · 

Correction: 1. Recrown. 
2. Lead or replace barrel. 
3. Replace barrel. 
4. Refloat barrel. 
5. Tighten or replace. 

POINT OF IMPACT 

Cause: 1. Barrel not straight. 
2. Improper or loose sights. 

Correction: 1. Straighten or replace barrel. 
2. Tighten or change sights. 

Rev. 382 
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MODEL 600 PARTS LIST 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

15409 
15412 
24484 
15413 
15741 
25410 
17017 
17676 
17019 
15709 
16254 
27341 

27340 
15410 
26715 
17022 
23321 
15653 
27365 
15648 
27260 
15667 

17056 
17891 
15411 
17580 
26841 
15600 
15727 
15733 
15726 
15728 
15418 
15732 
15778 
17034 
15651 

18186 
15488 
15417 
26795 
21386 
25410 
26850 
15432 
17043 
17044 
15666 
24476 

NAME OF PART 

Barrel Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag. 
Barrel Assembly, 6.5 MM Rem. Mag. 
Barrel Assembly, 308 Win. 
Bolt Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. Mag. 
Bolt Assembly, 308 Win. 
Bolt Final Assembly. 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. 

Mag. 
Bolt Final Assembly,308 Win. 
Bolt Plug 
Bolt Stop 
Bolt Stop Pin 
Bolt Stop Spring 
Butt Plate (Model 600 only) 
Butt Plate Screw (Model 600 only) 
Ejector 
Ejector Pin 
Ejector Spring 

(Restricted) 
(Restricted) 
(Restricted) 

Extractor, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. Mag. 
Extractor 
Extractor Rivet, 350 Rem. Mag •• 6.5 MM Rem. 

Mag. 
Extractor Rivet (except 222 Rem.I 
Firing Pin 
Firing Pin Assembly 
Firing Pin Cross Pin 
Firing Pin Head 
Front Guard Screw 
Front Sight Assembly 
Magazine 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. Mag. 
Magazine, 308 Win., 6MM Rem .. 243 Win. 
Magazine Follower, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM 

Rem.Mag. 
Magazine Follower 
Magazine Spring 
Main Spring 
Rear Guard Screw 
Rear Slgnt Assembly 
Rear Signt Base, 350 Rem. Mag. 
Rear Sight Base 
Rear Signt Elevation Screw 
Rear Slgnt Eyepiece 
Rear Sight Leaf 
Rear Slgnt Nut 
Rear Sight Windage Screw 
Rear Sight Wrencti 
Receiver Plug Screw 
Reinforcing Screw, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM 

Rem.Mag. 
Reinforcing Screw 
Rib 
Rib Screw 
Safety Switch Assembly 
Recoil Pad (Magnum only) 
Recoil Pad Screw (Magnum only) 
Safety Switch Detent Ball 
Safety Switch Detent Spring 
Safety Switch Pivot Pin 
Safety Switch Snap Washer 
Sear Safety Cam 
Sear Pin 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted I 
(Restricted) 
{Restricted) 
(Restricted) 
(Restricted) 
(Restricted) 

View 
No. 

41 
42 
43 

44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

51 
52 
53 

54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 

7 

( 

Part NAME OF PA RT No. 

17047 Sear Spring (Restricted) 
15416 Sight Screw 
16968 Sight Washer 
26990 Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings, Complete 

Includes: 44 thru 49 
15376 Fastener 
15357 Front Swivel Nut 
15356 Front Swivel Screw 
15358 Rear Swivel Screw 
26625 Sling Strap Assembly. 7/8" 
26555 Swivel Assembly. a.o. (each I 
27651 Stock Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. 

Mag. 
27650 Stock AAembiy 
15883 Tang Support (Magnum only) 
15435 Trigger (Restricted) 
17049 Trigger Screw, Front (Restricted) 
26730 Trigger Assembly (Restricted) 
15436 Trigger Connector (Restricted) 
15437 Trigger Guard 
15429 Trigger Housing (Restricted) 
24477 Trigger Pin (Restricted) 
17978 Trigger Spring (Restricted) 
17053 Trigger Stop Screw (Restricted) 

ADDITIONAL CALIBER PARTS (\ 
(Not Shown in Sectional View) 

Barrel Assembly, 35 Rem. (Superseded) 
Barrel Assembly, 222 Rem. 
Barrel Assembly, 6MM Rem. 
Barrel Assembly, 243 Win. 
Bolt Assembly, 35 Rem. (Superseded) 
Bolt Assembly, 222 Rem. 
Bolt Final Assembly, 35 Rem. (Superseded) 
Bolt Final Assembly, 222 Rem. 

15852 Ejector, 222 Rem. 
15850 Extractor, 222 Rem. 
27342 Extractor Rivet, 222 Rem. 
27366 Front Sight Assembly, 6 MM Rem .. 243 Win. 
27261 Magazine, 222 Rem. 
27262 Magazine, 35 Rem. (Superseded) 
16793 Magazine Follower. 222 Rem. 
15742 Magazine Spacer, 222 Rem. 
179B3 Magazine Spring. 222 Rem. 
15600 Rear Sight Base, 35 Rem. (Superseded) 

NOTE: See Basic Parts List for parts not listed above. 
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MOCEL 500 ),faqrn:.::i 
In trcd t:c:icn 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MA:--IUAL 

T!-ie Reming:on MAGNUM Model 600 Carbine is chambered :o shoot ~L\G}Iu(vf 
big game cartridges. This MAGNUM Model 500 has been introduced in :he 
350 Reming:cn Magnum caliber with two (2) bullet sizes ---- 200 and 250 
grain weights. 

----- ±Ii± 2 

This b::llt action repeater has the same strong action features as Standard 
Medel 600. The barrel is turned extra heavy to keep magnum loads on 
target. The action, however, is custom-bedded in firm-setting e,::oxy at 
barrel bracket slot in stock. A '"Delrin" tang support at rear gives added 
bearing in stock fer the magnum action. 

This top-loading carbine has a capacity of four (4) Magnum car..ridges, counting 
three (3) in fixed box magazine and one in barrel chamber. 

The Monte Carlo stock is laminated for the Magnum Model 600 ---- two 
color select wood laminates are carefully bonded, sealed, and shaped to 
give strength and rigidity. Custom checker::.ng is applied to grip and 
forearm of stock and ;:irotected overall with the durable and lustrous Du Pcm 
RK-W wood finish. 

A recoil pad and carrying strap with quick detachable swivels is standard 
equipment on the Model 500 :V!agnum. 
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:AOI:EL 600 Magnum 
Intrcducnon 

R E lvH N G l' 0 N' 
F I E L D S E R 'l I C Z )1I A N U ,;. L 

Reminc;-:on has introduced a raised barrel bracket on the Magnum Medel 600 
Carbine. Leng eye relief telescope mounts must be assembled snugly against 
this bracket. Rear sight may be removed to locate long relief mount bases 
in Ecrward position. Standard eye relief mounts may also be assembled 
against bracket ar:d to receiver by removi.'1g receiver ;:ill.!g scews. 

See MAGNUM InstruC'::icn Folder - RD 5653 for care and operation inior:nation. 
!hi.s folder al.so contains ;::art prices, service and shipping instructions. 

This SERVICE SUPPU~,,,fENT fer the Medel 600 MAGNUM Carbine will list only 
these parts that require dii:erent assembly instructions from Standard Maciel 500. 
See Standard Medel 600 for pans ~at listed. 

MAG?.J'UM ?arts 
MAGNUM Model. 

JFF:T 665 
r l.io n ?.es • Div. 

See added SECTIONAL VT'i:N for complete listing of 
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MODEL 500 ;,fagnum 

Assembly 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

?age l 

STCC:< ASS.EMBLY is custom l:edded with epoxy adhesive to mat=:i each 
individual ac:ion and carrel. Assembly includes stock, recoil pad, recoLl 
pad screw (2}, rei.n£crcing sc:ew (2), front swivel nut, s·.vi•1el screw, f:cnt: 
swivel sc:ew, rear. 

To Dis ass e :n b le Unscrew and remove t:ic;ger guard. Lift away 
and disassemble stock assembly from action and barrel. Note 
fully cured epoxy in barrel bracket slot of stock. See Sketch. 

Barrel 3rac:<et 

NOTE: "Delrin" tang support may separate from action at rear. 

To Service Stock assemblies are interchanc;eable as replace:nent. 
However, replacement stock requires a new epoxy bedding to :natch. 
action and barrel. Use a good proprietary er commercial grade of 
bedding epoxy. 

NOTE: Use all recommended epoxy handling precaut!cns. 
To apply --- squeeze fluid epoxy mL~ Lnto barrel ::racket 
slot 'in replacement stock. Fill slot to approximately 
hall capacity. 
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:,10DEL 500 Magnum 
Assembly 
?age Z RE:vfINGTON 

FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

S:'GC:< ASS.EMBLY C.::nti..'1ued 

To Service Apply lul:ricant lightly to barrel bracket sec::on of 
action. Then assemble action and barrel to replacement stock. 
Allow barrel bracket to bed fir:nly into epoxy fill. Reassemble 
trigger guard and tr:gger guard scre•.vs to stock. T!.ghten ac:icn 
and barrel securely in stock with guard screws. 

NOTE: Barrel should assemble free-floating into replacement stock. 
Allow required time for epoxy to cure full strength. Any 
subsequent disassembly and reassembly then can easily '::e 
made. A slight taper design to barrel bracket allows 
bracket to slice easily in or out of epoX'/ bedding. Dun:c.;
shoctmg this insures a constant bedding ~osition. 
Ccnsis:ent accuracy i.s thus attained ---- shot after sl":ot. 

NOTE: Make certain tang support relocated p.roperly at rear of 
action before stock is reassembled. See TAi'!G SU?PCRT. 

NOTE: Stock assembly for both Standard (and Magnum) :-Vfcdels no 
longer are cut to allow clearance for old style magazine 
assembly and screw. Therefore, any re~lace::nent :or 
early design stocks requires clearance cutting for.vard 
of magazine position. 

TA.'IG SUPPORT is designed of "Delrin" material to ;:rovide added su;;:;;:crt 
er !:earing for action at rear of stock. 

To Disassem'.Jle Remove stock assembly. Remove loosened 
tang support from rear of action. 

To Service Replacement tang supports are interchangeable w1th 
no adjustment required. 
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MODEL 5CO ~-rag:l\.~::1 

Asse:n::;ly 
Page 3 

REMI:IGTON 
FIELD SER 1/ICE MANUAL 

TANG SUP FCRT Cant:nued 

To Re ass~ :-n ':) te Tang support must be positioned at rear of ac::cn 
before ac::on ls replaced in stock. See sketch. 

Tang Supper: 

Reassemble stock assembly to action . 
guard s c:-ew s • 

Tighten fi!"r:lly wit.'1 

TRIGGER GUARD is designed of lightweight Du Pont "Delrin" material 
with excanded rib section at bottom. This insures full magazine capacity 
for Magnum Carbine. 

To Dis ass em '::l le Unscrew front guard screw, rear guard sc:-ew. 
Lift away and disassemble guard from stock. 

To Service Front guard sc:ew is of slightly longer lem;;:h than same 
part of short length for Standard Medel 600. Short leng~h sc::-ew is 
used for trigger guard 'Ntthcut excanded rib section en Standard 
Medel 600. 
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'.\.1COEL 500 ~.tag:'lum 
Assembly 
?age 4 

T.RlC-GER GUARD 

' 

REMDIGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

Continued 

To Re assemble Make certain bottom leaf of :nagazine spr:ng 
locates centrally Lato expanded rib seci:::.cn of :r'!.:;ger guar:::i. See ske~c:i. 

Bottcm ~aaf 

Turn toth guard screws to tighten guard and stock sec"Urely to action. 
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MC1:EI. 500 :.!asw..:::i 
A.sse:nbly 
Page S 

RE~.rI)l"GTON 

? I.SI. w SE RI/ IC.:: ~,1;. ~I U ..\ L 

:-.~:;::;: (:narked :vfAG}fUM) is des igr.ed for M.AGNU:Vi :ncdel use only, 
Do not use for Standard \fodel 500. 

NO~ shcrt ·.vidth coss leaf (2) at ::.Ot:om of ~IAG~·IUivl :nagazi:le. T~is allows 
full depth for 'oottcm leaf of :nagaz!ne spring against trigger guard ---- and 
inscres full :V!agnum car.tidge ca;::acity in magazine. 

To ReaSS<:!:n'.:JLe Make cer:ain :nagazine locates correc:ly into 
l::ase of :ece i.ver. Upper :nagazine rim must assemble foll? in:c 
::iac;az.:.ne recess channel L-: receiver . 
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MODEL 600 Magnum 
Introduction 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington MAGNUM Model 600 Carbine is chambered to shoot MAGNUM 
big game cartridges. This MAGNUM Model 600 has been introduced in the 
350 Remington Magnum caliber with two (2) bullet sizes ---- 200 and 250 
grain weights. 

This bolt action repeater has the same strong action features as Standard 
Model 600. The barrel is turned extra heavy to keep magnum loads on 
target. The action, however, is custom-bedded in firm-setting epoxy at 
barrel bracket slot in stock. A "Delrin" tang support at rear gives added 
bearing in stock for the magnum action. 

This top-loading carbine has a capacity of four (4) Magnum cartridges, counting 
three (3) in fixed box magazine and one in barrel chamber. 

The Monte Carlo stock is laminated for the Magnum Model 600 ---- two 
color select wood laminates are carefully bonded, sealed, and shaped to 
give strength and rigidity. Custom checkering is applied to grip and 
forearm of stock and protected overall with the durable and lustrous Du Pont 
RK-W wood finish. 

A recoil pad and carrying strap with quick detachable swivels is standard 
equipment on the Model 600 Magnum. 
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MODEL 600 Magnum 
Introduction 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

Remingt~m has introduced a raised barrel bracket on the Magnum Model 600 
Carbine. Long eye relief telescope mounts must be assembled snugly against 
this bracket. Rear sight may be removed to locate long relief mount bases 
in forward position. Standard eye relief mounts may also be assembled 
against bracket and to receiver by removing receiver plug screws. 

See MAGNUM Instruction Folder - RD 5653 for care and operation information. 
This folder also contains part prices, service and shipping instructions. 

This SERVICE SUPPLEMENT for the Model 600 MAGNUM Carbine will list only 
those parts that require different assembly instructions from Standard Model 600. 
See Standard Model 600 for parts not listed. 

MAGNUM Parts 
MAGNUM Model. 

JFF:T 665 
Ilion Res. Div. 

See added SECTIONAL VIEW for complete listing of 

( 

( 
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REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

MODEL 600 Magnum 
Assembly 
Page 1 

STOCK ASSEMBLY is custom bedded with epoxy adhesive to match each 
individual action and barrel. Assembly includes stock, recoil pad, recoil 
pad screw (2), reinforcing screw (2), front swivel nut, swivel screw, front; 
swivel screw, rear. 

To D i s a s s e m b 1 e Unscrew and remove trigger guard. Lift away 
and disassemble stock assembly from action and barrel. Note 
fully cured epoxy in barrel bracket slot of stock. See Sketch. 

Barrel Bracket 

NOTE: "Delrin11 tang support may separate from action at rear. · 

To Service Stock assemblies are interchangeable as replacement. 
However, replacement stock requires a new epoxy bedding to match 
action and barrel. Use a good proprietary or commercial grade of 
bedding epoxy. 

NOTE: Use all recommended epoxy handling precautions. 
To apply --- squeeze fluid epoxy mix into barrel bracket 
slot in replacement stock. Fill slot to approXimately 
half capacity. 
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MODEL 600 Magnum 
Assembly 
Page 2 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

Continued 

To Service Apply lubricant lightly to barrel bracket section of 
action. Then assemble action and barrel to replacement stock. 
Allow barrel bracket to bed firmly into epoxy fill. Reassemble 
trigger guard and trigger guard screws to stock. Tighten action 
and barrel securely in stock with guard screws. 

NOTE: Barrel should assemble free-floating into replacement stock. 
Allow required time for epoxy to cure full strength. Any 
subsequent disassembly and reassembly then can easily be 
made. A slight taper design to barrel bracket allows 
bracket to slide easily in or out of epoxy bedding. During 
shooting this insures a constant bedding position. 
Consistent accuracy is thus attained ---- shot after shot. 

NOTE: Make certain tang support relocated properly at rear of 
action before stock is reassembled. See TANG SUPPORT. 

NOTE: Stock assembly for both Standard (and Magnum) Models no 
longer are cut to allow clearance for old style magazine 
assembly and screw. Therefore, any replacement for 
early design stocks requires clearance cutting forward 
of magazine position. 

TANG SUPPORT is designed of "Delrin" material to provide added support 
or bearing for action at rear of stock. 

To Dis a s s em b 1 e Remove stock assembly. Remove loosened 
tang support from rear of action. 

To Service Replacement tang supports are interchangeable with 
no adjustment required. 

( 
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REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

TANG SUPPORT Continued 

MODEL 600 Magnum 
Assembly 
Page 3 

To Reassemble Tang support must be positioned at rear of action 
before action is replaced in stock. See sketch. 

Tang Support 

Reassemble stock assembly to action • 
guard screws • 

Tighten firmly with 

TRIGGER GUARD is designed of lightweight Du Pont "Delrin 11 material 
with expanded rib section at bottom. This insures full magazine capacity 
for Magnum Carbine • 

To Dis a s s em b 1 e Unscrew front guard screw, rear guard screw. 
Lift away and disassemble guard from stock. 

To Servi c e Front guard screw is of slightly longer length than same 
part of short length for Standard Model 600. Short length screw is 
used for trigger guard without expanded rib section on Standard 
Model 600. 
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Assembly 
Page 4 

TRIGGER GUARD 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

Continued 

To Re a s s e m bl e Make certain bottom leaf of magazine spring 
locates centrally into expanded rib section of trigger guard. See sketch. 

/ 
Bottom Leaf 

Expanded Rib Section 

Turn both guard screws to tighten guard and stock securely to action. 

( 

( 
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MODEL 600 Magnum 
Assembly 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

Page 5 

MAGAZINE (marked MAGNUM) is designed for MAGNUM model use only. 
Do not use for Standard Model 600. 

NOTE short width cross leaf (2) at bottom of MAGNUM magazine. This allows 
full depth for bottom leaf of magazine spring against trigger guard ---- and 
insures full Magnum cartridge capacity in magazine. 

To Re assemble Make certain magazine locates correctly into 
base of receiver. Upper magazine rim must assemble fully into 
magazine recess channel in receiver. 
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MODEL 600 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The RemingtOn Model f100 is a li!tit wei!tit, compact length carbine. This bolt action repeater is produced in a number of center 
fire calibers. A fixed bOx magazine may be top loaded to full capacity. Open sight - bead ramp front and adjustable rear - are 
mounted on a ventila, rib barref. The receiver is drilled and tapped for telescope or receiver sights. 

I 

The Instruction Folder/Parts Lists, Form RO 5473, packaged with each gun gives operating instructions, care arid maintenance for 
the Remington Model 6Qo. A breakdown of part prices, service, and shipping instructions is, included. 

INDEX 

I 
Bolt Final Assembly .. I ........ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

Page 

Bolt Final Assembly, Ctmponenu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
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Front Sight Assembly. j . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Rear Sight Assembly . I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
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Stock Assembly, Components . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 3 
Magazine Assembly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
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Trigger Housing Assembly, . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . 3 
Barrel Assembly . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . 3 
Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings Complete . . . . . . . . 4 
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MODEL 60/ 

SOLT Fl NAL ASSEMBL V i 

! 
To Disassemble-Push safety ~itch assembly forward to FIRE 
position. Lift bolt handle lb unlocJc and open action. Pull 
bolt rearward until bolt stPP halts bolt. Insert small tool 
against bolt stop and press ~ownward (SM Fig. 1 ). This will 
release bolt. Withdraw bolt fira1 assembly from gun. 

To Service - The bolt assefTlbly component of Bolt Final As
sembly is serially numbered 1o match the serial number on the 
gun. Selective assembly at faj:tory is required for replacement. 
However, the ·firing, cockin!i, extractor, and ejector parts are 
interchangeable and may bei replaced with no factory adjust-
ment required. I 

I 
To Reassemble (To Gun)-1 Push safety switch forward to 
FIRE position. lnsen bolt to~n with lugs positioned horizon· 
tally ahead of safety switchj Push bolt forward, by upraised 
handle'_ until bolt stop snapl into place to· lode bolt in gun. 

Note: Bolt must remain "c04ked" to put into gun. If bolt be
comes uncocked, firing pin ~ead will be forward and show as 
nearly flush to bolt plug at~- TO COCK BOLT, hold firing 
pin head firmly to prevent! movement, then turn bolt with 
handle. Bolt will cam on ~king surface (beneath handle) 

' against firing pin head . 14"tinue turning bolt handle until 
cocking notch on rear an~ firing pin head. Bolt is than 
cocked and ready for re-entr'ij to gun. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY~ COMPONENTS - Include Bolt 
Assembly; Ejector, Ejector jPin, Ejector Spring, Extractor, 
Extractor Rivet, and FiringjPin Assembly - which includes 
Bolt Plug, Firing Pin. FirinJ' Pin Cross Pin, Firing Pin Head, 
Main Spring. . 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY m BOLT ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Remove J.t final assembly from gun. Hold 
firing pin head in secure~· and pull away remainder of n
sembly until separation is vifible at rear of bolt plug. Insert 
thin washer (or coinl in separ· tion (See Fig. 2) Then turn bolt 
plug to unscrew firing pin assembly from bolt assembly. 

To Service - Firing pin a5511mbly is interchangeable. May be 
replaced as a unit with no tctory adjustment required. Re
placement of bolt assembly rrires selective assembly for pro
per function. 

. ! 
I 
! \ 
I 
' 

1 

To Reassemble - Hold washer (or coinl separation between 
firing pin head and bolt plug. Insert firing pin assembly into 
bolt assembly. Turn bolt plug to screw firing pin assembly in· 
to position. Position final tum of plug until channel in bottom 
of plug matches small cocJcing notch on rear rim of bolt. See 
sketch below. Then remove separation washer (or coinl to al· 
low firing pin head to snap into cocking notch. 

Fig. 2 

IDLT PLUC 

EJECTOR - EJECTOR SPRING (in Bolt Assembly) 

To Disusemble - Remove bolt fTnal assembly from gun. Drive 
out ejector pin. Pull out and disassemble ejector and ejector 
spring from bolt face. (See Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3 

To Reusemble - Insert ejector spring and ejector into bolt 
face. Push in ejector and hold against ejector spring tension. 
Line up ejector pin slot in ejector to pin hole in bolt. Drive in 
ejector pin. 

Note: Ejector, when reassembled, must have free plunging 
motion for proper ejection operation. 

EXTRACTOR - EXTRACTOR RIVET (in Bolt Assembly) 

To Oi1UHmble - Remove bolt final assembly from gun. Re
move ejector, Drive out extractor rivet - from outside of bolt. 
Remove rivet from inside of bolt rim. Dislodge loosened ex· 
tractor and disassemble from inside of bolt rim. 

To Service - Interchangeable. However. extractor rivet will 
mutilate when extractor is disassembled. Use replacement rivet 
to secure extractor properly, when reassembled. Use fired cart· 
ridge case to check extractor tension. 

\ . 
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To Reassemble - Position! extractor within rim in bolt face. 
Line up with rivet hole i11 bolt. Insert replacement extractor 
rivet into extractor to p±o · de from ouUide of bolt. Support 
head of rivet. inside bolt r ; ~en peen over protru~ing, end 
of· rivet to tighten ext or 1n bolt. Rqssemble e1ector to 
bolt. j 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY~- COMPONENTS include: Firing 
pin, Main Spring. Bolt Ptu , Firing Pin Head, Firing Pin Cross 
Pin (In Firing Pin Assembl • 

To Disassemble - Removelbolt final assembly from gun. Sep
arate firing pin assembly ("ith holding wash.-). Unscrew and 
disassemble from bolt assef' bly. Hold ~ring pin. ~ead ~urely 
{in separation from bolt ugJ and drive out fmng pin cross 
pin. All parts of firing pi assembly should separate for dis
a5Sefllbly. (See Fig. 4). 

Fig. 4 

FlllH Pll IUI 

Precaution: Main spring is tJndar tension. 
I 

To ~niica -All parts in fting pin assembly are interchange
able. No factory fitting r~uired. However, if replacing firing 
pin, a hole drilling operatiofi in shank of firing pin is necessary. 
To do this, use a No. 42 sizjt drill (.093 .. ). 

k f I I f" . . . 1· . . h Assemble shan o rep acerient iring pm into iring pin ead. 
Make sure recess in head i~ clear and free of any obstruction. 
Seat shank of firing pin firtnly into firing pin head. Align drill 
thru cross pin hole in firtng pin head. Drill thru tiring pin 
shank . ISee Fig. 51. I 

! 
Fll,IC P11 IW 

I 
i 

I 
i 
! 

! ' ! 
l 
I 

Fig. 5 
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MODEL 600 

To Reassemble - Reassemble all parts of FIRING PIN AS
SEMBLY. Hold bolt plug retracted against tension of re
assembled mainspring. Insert firing pin cross pin thru firing pin 
head and shank of firing pin. Release tension on bolt plug. 

FRONT SIGHT ASSEMBL V - Includes Front Sight, Front 
Sight Bead. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew Sight screw (2). A thin white nylon 
sight washer (2) is seated under sight screw head. Lift and dis
assemble rear sight assembly from rib on barrel. 

To Service - Interchangeable as replacement, However, bright 
metal bead is factory welded to front sight. Replace as an as
sembly. 

To Reassemble - Reposition front sight assembly upon rib. 
Align sight holes to matching holes in barrel studs. Screw in 
sight screws 121 to secure front sight assembly to barrel. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBL V - includes Elevation Screw, Rear 
Sight Base, Rear Sight Eyepiece, Rear Sight Leaf, Windage 
screw. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew sight screw (2) in rear sight base. 
A thin white nylon sight washer (2) is seated under sight 
screw head. Lift disassemble rear sight assembly from rib on 
barrel. 

To Seniice - All parts of rear sight assembly are interchange
able. No factory fitting required. 

Note: A rear sight nut is seated under rib to tighten rear sight 
screw to rib. Rib must be removed to service this nut. See 
RIB Disassembly. 

To Reassemble - Relocate rear sight assembly to rib on barrel. 
Screw in sight screw to tighten front of base to barrel stud. 
Tighten sight screw at rear of sight base into rear sight nut 
which underlies rib. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBL V COMPONENTS 

REAR SIGHT EYEPIECE 
ELEVATION SCREW 

To Disassemble - A small rear sight wrench is supplied with 
each gun. This wrench fits into small socket head of elevation 
screw to tum elevation screw. Unscrew to loosen eyepiece. 
Slide rear sight eyepiece up and disassemble from rear sight 
leaf. Use wrench also for windage screw. 

REAR SIGHT BASE 
REAR SIGHT LEAF 
WINDAGE SCREW 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove windage screw. Lift and 
disassemble rear sight leaf from rear sight base. 

Note: Rear sight base for 35 Rem. Caliber is slightly higher 
than base used for other calibers. 
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. MODEL 600 

To Reassemble - Follow r~erse order. 

RIB - is desi~Td of Du Pont .. Zytel .. to provide a light 
weight, matt~fight line a~d for location of sights. 

To Disassemble - Remove front and rear sights. Unscrew and 
remove rib screw (41. Lift and disassemble rib from barrel. 

• 
Note: When rib is removed4 a small rear sight nut will also dis-
assemble from beneath the rearmost rear sight hole. 

I 
I 

To Reassemble - Follow r!everse order. taking care that rear 
sight nut is µlaced beneath jrib in proper position. 

I 

TRIGGER GUARD ! 
i 

To Disassemble - Unscrej,v front guard screw, rear guard 
screw. Lift away and disa~mble trigger guard. 

Note: Stock assembly can :also be disassembled when trigger 
quard is removed. 

To Reassemble - Follow' reverse order. Make certain both 
front and rear guard screws are tightened evenly and securely 
to receiver. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Unscrew both front and rear trigger guard 
screws. Remove trigger guard. Li~ away and disassemble stock 
assembly from barrel and action. 

To Service - Interchangeable as replacement. No adjustment 
required. Replacement includes stock, butt plate, butt plate 
screw (2)., reinforcing screw(2). Barrel is free floating. 

To Reassemble - Follow ~erse order. Tighten guard screws 
securely. · 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS 

BUTT PLATE 
BUTT PLATE SCREW (2) · 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove butt plate screw (2). 
Disassemble butt plate from stock. 

To Service - Replacement! butt plate· may be fitted to stock. 
Some sanding to match-, Qutline of stock may be required. 

I-

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 
i 

MAGAZINE ASSEMBLY ~ is "fixed .. box design for top load
ing operation only. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew guard screws and remove trigger 
guard. Remove loosened Stock assembly. Unscrew magazine 
suppcrt screw ( 1). Loosen and disassemble magazine assembly. 

3 

Note: Magazine follower and magazine spring will disassemble 
when magazine assembly is removed. Magazine spacer. used for 
222 Rem. Caliber, will also disassemble. · 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine 
follower and spring are held tightly enclosed as magazine is re
assembled. Locate magazine fully into magazine cavity from 
bottom of receiver. Magazine support at front magazine should 
seat against bottom of receiver. Insert support screw and turn 
to tighten magazine assembly in position. 

MAGAZINE FOLLOWER 
MAGAZINE SPRING 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard. Remove stock. Re
move magazine assembly. Magazine follower and magazine 
spring will disassemble freely from magazine assembly. Lift 
rear of magazine spring and slide back to disassemble from 
magazine follower. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make certain mag
azine assembly (with enclosed follower and spring) is snapped 
fully into magazine cavity in receiver from below. Tighten 
magazine securely with magazine support screws. 

MAGAZINE SPACER - is designed for load spacing use with 
smaller .222 Rem. caliber cartridge. 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard. Remove stock as· 
sembly. Remove magazine assembly, magazine follower, mag
azine spring. Disassemble magazine spacer from magazine as· 
sembly. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure magazine 
Follower and spring function properly with assembled spacer. 

TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY 

NOTE: FACTORY SERVICE IS REQUIRED FOR ALL 
TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY RELATED PROBLEMS. 
RETURN THE FIREARM TO THE FACTORY FOR 
SERVICE. 

BARREL ASSEMBLY is factory-listed to include barrel, 
barrel bracket, barrel stud (6) receiver. Special factory pro
cesses join the components of this assembly. 

To Disassemble - Remove sights and rib. Remove bolt final 
assembly. Remove trigger guard and stock assembly. Remove 
magazine and trigger assemblies. Remove bolt stop and spring. 
Unscrew and remove receiver plug screws (5). 

To Service - Selective assembly at factory as replacement. 
Special gauges and fixture and factory processing is required 
for proper operation with bolt final assembly. Replace as an 
assembly. 

To Reassemble- Follow reverse order. 
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SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY and MOUNTINGS COMPLETE 
(Part No. 26990) -· include front swivel nut, front swivel 
screw, rear swivel screw, sling strap assembly, swivel assem· 
bly (2). 

Note: Sling strap assembl\t includes strap, rear keeper. front 
keeper, fastener, Strap isi 7 /8" wide. Swivel assemblies are 
quick ·detachable (Q.D.) J,pe. 

ASSEMBLE - SWIVEL S<;REWS TO STOCK 
I 

Rear Swivel Screw - Use No. 15 size drill (.180"). Locate 
screw hole 2 1 /2 inches from toe of stock (minus butt plate). 
Drill hole 1 inch deep at ~ with bottom of stock, Counter· 
sink this drilled hole with lNo. 1 size (.228") drill to depth of 
1 /8 inch. This countersiiilk allows for seating shoulder on 
swivel screw. 

Front Swivel Screw - Use No. 13 drill. 
Front Swivel Nut - Use 3/8 inc:tl drill. 
locate screw hole approx;. 3 inches from front end of stock. 
Drill hole completely thru stock at 90° with barrel radius 
stock cut. Countersink barrel radius cut into this drilled hole 
to depth of .225 inches .. Countersink allows for seating of 
front swivel nut. Assemble front swivel thru hole and tight· 
ened to stock with front swivel nut. 

ASSEMBLE - SWIVEL A~EMBLY (2) C.D. 

Swivel assembly (same for'front and rear) can be assembled to 
swivel screw in stock as foJlows. Press against spring loaded re
lease plunger to lift locking plate from attachment pin. Swing 
plate to clear attachment pin. (See Fig. 6 ). 

Fig, 6 

LOClllC PLATE 

l~~ICl1£1T 
~ 

7/1 '"SWIVEL lUl_/ ~£ PUICEI 

Pll 

After attaching to swivel·~. swing and lower locking plate 
upon attachment pin. This rm lock swivel to screw. . 
ASSEMBLE - STRAP TO ASSEMBLED SWIVELS 

I 
1 

Remove front keeper (band) if on strap. Insert tongue of strap 
thru rear swivel. Then loo~ strap back and thru attached rear 
keeper. Draw strap thru keeper until tight loop is made against 
rear swivel. Slide front keeper on free end of strap. The insert 
strap thru front swivel and double strap back thru attached 
from keeper. Assemble brass fastener thru matching slots in 
strap to join strap in desired position. 
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MODEL 600 

Note: To disassemble strap from rifle, simply unsnap quick de
tachable (Q.0.) swivels from swivel screws in stock. Remove 
strap and attached swivels from stock. 

CYCLE OF OPERATION 

Model 600 Carbine is a light weight, high power, bolt action, 
fixed magazine repeater chambered for a number of center 
fire calibers. The vent rib barrel makes it a natural sighter, plus 
receiver being drilled and tapped ready to accept most popular 
makes of scopes and mounts. Basic operation of bolt is similar 
to most rifles of this type. Movement of bolt handle upward 
and fully back opens; forward and down closes and locks bolt. 

FIRING 

Firing cycle is basically release of a spring-loaded firing pin 
for purpose of striking primer of cartridge and igniting same. 
More specifically, pulling or squeezing of trigger moves con
nector forward leaving sear unsupported against "cocked" fir· 
ing pin head. With support removed, sear is cammej:I down by 
spring-loaded firing pin and main spring drives firing pin for· 
ward to strike primer. · 

UNLOCKING 

Raising bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head from re· 
coil shoulders in receiver. 

COCKING 

Cocking takes place as bolt handle is raised. A cam at rear of 
rotating bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward and holds it 
in cocked position, in a notch at rear of bolt. See LOCKING 
for transfer cocking movement to sear. 

EXTRACTION 

This phase of operation cycle is essentially one of two parts 
referred to as (1) primary extraction, and (2) secondary ex· 
traction. Primary extraction occurs simultaneously with un· 
locking. The rim of case, being completely encased by bolt 
head, is gripped by a circular recessed claw-type extractor. 

During final upward throw of bolt handle. a primary ex· 
traction cam retracts bolt approximately 1/8" with a mechan
ical advantage of about 8 to 1, completing primary portion of 
this phase. Bolt lugs are not free of locking shoulder in re· 
ceiver and bolt may now be moved to rear completing second 
phase of extraction. 

---------~ 
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MODEL 600 

EJECTION 

With the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head of 
cartridge, is a spring·loaded·ejector. As bolt is retracted and 
front edge of cartridge re~es ejection part, pressure, along 
with opposing grip of extrlc:tor, ejects cartridge from pert. 
Rearward motion of bolt is ~alted by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 
; 

With bolt halted rearward, topmost cartridge in magazine is 
allowed to move upward ag11inst feeding lips on bottom edge 
of receiver, allowing iuelf ~ be moved ahead as bolt is ad· 
vanced with a forward modon of bolt handle. Bullet guides 
cartridge into chamber via af feeding ramp on lower side of re· 
ceiver. l 

LOADING 

Loading cycle consisu briefly of moving cartridge into cham· 
ber once it is free of feeding !ips in receiver. 

LOCKING 

Locking cycle is accomplished by rotating bolt with a down· 
w_ard motion of bolt handle, locking cartridge in chamber. 
Four engagemen? are m~e by thi~ cycle: (1) L~cking !ugs on 
bolt head are f"gaged with recoil shoulders in rece1ver.(2) 
Head of cartridge is seated into bolt head depressing ejector 
and extractor claw is snapped over rim of cartridge. (3) Sear 
engages and locks firing pin in a cocked position by action of 
(41 Sear being supported from beneath by connector. Gun is 
now ready to be fired, by release of trigger. 

SAFETY SWITCH 

The safety switch button, lcicated on right rear of receiver, is 
operated by a push and pull action of thumb. This two·posi· 
tion safety switch had two intentional functions. When safety 
switch button is pulled rearward by a slight down pressure of 
thumb, a cam is brought into position under safety cam, that 
locks cam against Firing pin head preventing firing. Second 
function of safety switch in 1his SAFE PoSitlon brings an arm 
into slot in bolt preventing bolt being· opened. Pushing safety 
switch button forward to· FJ8E position nullifies above con· 
ditions and will allow firi~~-r ,_. ·-

. ' 

·. \ 
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Listed below are p0ssible "cause" and "correction" of mal· 
functions. Each grouping will correspond basicaliy to move
ment of bolt as related to the Cyde of Operations. 

Quite often, during the occurence of a ·malfunction, evidence 
of cause may be found in a careful study of cartridge iuelf. 
Take a look at the brass case or bullet end of unfired cartridge. 
Frequently damage will mark cartridge or bullet in $0me tell· 
tale manner during bolt operation. 

Excessive wear or damage to gun parts may also P<>int up cause 
of gun failure. Inspect appearance of companents after "dry" 
cycling actfon a few times (without ammunition). 

MALFUNCTIONS 
Cause and Correction 

FIRING 

Cause: 1. Firing pin damaged. 
2. Firing pin binds. 
3. Firing pin protrusion faulty. 
4. Trigger assembly out of adjustment. 
5. Faulty ammunition. 

Correction: 1. Replace. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Replace firing pin. 
4. Return the firearm to the factory. 
5. Replace ammunition. 

UNLOCKING 

Cause: 1. See Extraction. 
2. Upset extraction cam on bolt handle. 
3. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
4. Blown or set back primer on shell. 

Correction: 1. See Extraction. 
2. Smooth up bolt handle cam. 
3. Deburr. 
4. Ammunition may be at fault. 

EXTRACTION 

Cause: 1. Fouled, rough, or enlarged chamber. 
2. Extractor broken or damaged . 
3. Not enough hook space on extractor. 
4. Height of claw not correct. 

Correction: 1. Polish if fouled or rough. Replace barrel as· 
sembly if enlarged. 

2. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
3. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
4. Fit new extractor and rivet. 
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BOLT BINDS 

Cause: 1. Guard screws protrude into bolt track. 
2. Receiver plug screws protrude into bolt 

track. · 
3. Bolt hanctle interferes with stock. 
4. Damage at rear of bolt lugs. 

Correction: 1. File end Qf screws. 
2. File end of screws. 
3. Clear stock or fit new stock. 
4. Stone to blend. Check head space. 

EJECTION 

Cause: l: Burr at ejf!ctor hole in bolt. 
Ejector b!nds or fails to retract far enough. 

. Extractori binds. 
Correction: 1. Oeburr. ~ 

2. Free up or replace. 
3. Adjust on fit new extractor (and rivet}. 

BOLT PULLS OUT 

Cause: 1. Bolt stop·or bolt release binds. 
2. Bolt stop.or bolt release broken. 
3. Bolt stop:spring damaged. 

Correction: 1. Free up. · 
2. Return the firearm to the factory. 
3. Return the firearm to the factory. 

FEEDING 

Cause: 1. Magazine follower binds. 
2. Weak or defective follower spring. 
3. Magazine'spring caught under guard. 
4. Damaged'chamfer on bolt head. 
5. Tabs on follower bent. 

Correction: 1. Adjust side angle on magazine. 
2. Replace spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Replace tiolt, or stone smooth. 
5. StraighteA or replaca follower. 

LOADING 

Cause: 1. Damaged.receiver rails. 
2. Sharp edge - rear end of chamber. 
3. Rough lofding ramp in rec:aiver. 

Conection: 1. Polish or reshape. 
2. Remow sharpness. 
3. Polish raf!!P· 

LOCKING 

Causa: 1. Shallow throat. 
2. Min. head space. 
3. Damaged.chamber. 
4. Extractol' interferes with shell rim. 
5. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
6. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
7. Sharp comers in bolt lugs. 
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MODEL 600 

Correction: 1. Ream. 
2. Re-head. 
3. Re-head. 
4. Fit new extractor (grind relief in new ex-

tractor behind claw).-
5. Free up or replace. 
6. Deburr. 
7. Stone radius. 

COCKING 

Cause: 1. Trigger out of adjustment. 
2. Improper vertical engagement of sear and 

connector. 
3. Trigger doesn't retract. 
4. Corners on sear or connector rounded. 

Conection: 1. Return the firearm to the factory. 
2. Return the firearm to the factory. 
3. Return the firearm to the factory. 
4. Return the firearm to the factory. 

BULGES OR BLOWS CASES 

Cause: 1. Oversize chamber. 
2. Max. head space. 

Correction: 1. Replace barrel assembly. 
2. Fit new bolt. 

SAFETY SWITCH 

Cause: 1. Safety switch binds (safety switch works 
hard). 

2. Safety switch snap washer stretches out 
(safety switch works too freely}. 

3. Safety switch damaged. 
Conection: 1. Return the firearm to the factory. 

2. Return the firearm to the factory. 
3. Return the firearm to the factory. 

ACCURACY - Group Size 

Cause: 1. Crown of barrel damaged. 
2. Barrel bore fouled. 
3. Enlarged bore. 
4. Improper bedding of barrel in stock. 
5. Loose sights. 

Correction: 1. Recrown. 
2. Lead or replace barrel. 
3. Replace barrel. 
4. Refloat barrel. 
5. Tighten or replace. 

POINT OF IMPACT 

Cause: 1. Barrel not straight. 
2. Improper or loose sights. 

Correction: 1. Straighten or replace barrel. 
2. Tighten or change sights. 

Rev. 382 
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MODEL 600 PARTS LIST 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

View Part 
No. No. 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 

7 
8 
9 

10 

11 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

19 

20 
21 
22 

23 

14 
15 
26 
!7 
28 

29 

.30 
Jl 
32 
33 
34 
J5 
J6 
J7 
JS 
J9 
.io 

15409 
15412 
24484 
15413 
15741 
25410 
17017 
17676 
17019 
15709 
16254 
27341 

27340 
15410 
26715 
17022 
23321 
15653 
27365 
15648 
272E!O 
15667 

17056 
17891 
15411 
17580 
26841 
15600 
15727 
15733 
15726 
15728 
15418 
15732 
15778 
17034 
15651 

18186 
15488 
15417 
26795 
:!1386 
25410 
26850 
15432 
17043 
17044 
15666 
24476 

NAME; 0 F PART 

Barrel Auembly. 360 Ram. Mag. 
Barrel Assembly. 6t5 MM Rem. Mag. 
Barrel Assembly. 308 Win. 
Bolt Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag •• 6.5 MM Rem. Mag. 
Bolt Assembly. 301 Win. 
Bolt Final Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag •• 6.5 MM Rem. 

Mag. ~ 

Bolt Final Assembl~. 308 Win. 
Bolt Plug f 
Bolt Stop I 
Bolt Stop Pin 
Bolt Stop Spring 
Butt Plate (Model 600 only) 
Butt Plate Screw (Model 600 only) 
Ejector · 
Ejector Pin 
Ejector Spring , 

(Restricted) 
(Restricted) 
(Restricted I 

Extractor. 350 Rerii. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. Mag. 
Extractor 
Extractor Rivet, 35i0 Rem. Mag .• 6.5 MM Rem. 

Mag. 
Extractor Rivet (e>eeePt 222 Rem.) 
Firing Pin · 
Firing Pin Assembly 
Firing Pin Cross Pin 
Firing Pin Head 
Front Guard Screw 
Front Sight AssemQly 
Magazine 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. Mag. 
Magazine. JOB Win., 6MM Rem., 243 Win. 
Magazine Follo-r~ 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM 

Rem. Mag, 
Magazine Follower' 
Magazine Sgring .: 
Main Spring ' 
Rear Guard Screw l 
Rear Sight Assembl¥ 
Rear Sight Base. 350 Rem. Mag. 
Rt1ar Sight Base 
Rear Sight Elevation Screw 
Rear Sight Eyepiece 
Rear Sight Leaf l 
Rear Sight Nut 
Rear Sight WindagtJ Screw 
Rear Sight Wrench 
Receiver Plug Screw 
Reinforcing Scnw,i350 Ram. M8g •• 6.S MM 

Rem.Mag. . 
Reinforcing Screw~ 
Rib . . 

Rib ew 
Satet Switch AlsllnblY 
Rec I Pad (Magnuin only) 
R ii Pad Screw (jilagnum only) 
Safety Switch Detmit Sall 
Safety Switch Detant Sllring 
Safety Switch Pivot Pin 
Safety Switch SnaR Washer 
Sear Safety Cam ' 
Sear Pin 

(Restricted I 

(Restricted I 
(Restricted) 
(Restricted I 
(Restricted I 
(Restricted) 
(Restricted I 
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View Part 
Ne. Ne. 

41 
42 
43 

44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

51 
52 
53 

54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 

17047 
15416 
16968 
26990 

15376 
15357 
15356 
15358 
26625 
26555 
27651 

27650 
15883 
15435 
17049 
26730 
15436 
15437 
15429 
24477 
17978 
17053 

15852 
15850 
27342 
27366 
27261 
27262 
16793 
15742 
17983 
15600 

NOTE: 

NAME OF PART 

Sear Sgring 
Sight Screw 
Sight Wasner 

(Restricted) 

Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings, Complete 
Includes: 44 tnru 49 

Fastener 
Front Swivel Nut 
Front Swivel Screw 
Rear Swivel Screw 
Sling Strap Assembly. 7 /8" 
Swivel Assembly, Q.D. (each I 
Stock Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag., 6.5 MM Rem. 

Mag. 
Stock Assembly 
Tang Support (Magnum only I 
Trigger 
Trigger Screw. Front 
Trigger Assembly 
Trigger Connector 
Trigger Guard 
Trigger Housing 
Trigger Pin 
Trigger Spring 
Trigger Stop Screw 

ADDITIONAL CALIBER PARTS 

(Not Shown in Sectional Vi-I 

Barrel Assembly. 35 Rem. (Superseded) 
Barrel Assembly, 222 Rem. 
Barrel Assembly, SMM Rem. 
Barrel Assembly, 243 Win. 
Bolt Assembly, 35 Rem. (Superseded) 
Bolt Assembly, 222 Rem. 
Bolt Final Assembly, 35 Rem. (Sugeneaedl 
Bolt Final Assembly, 222 Rem. 
Ejector, 222 Rem. 
Extractor, 222 Rem. 
Extractor Rivet, 222 Rem. 

(Restricted) 
(Restricted I 
(Restricted) 
(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 
(Allstrictedl 
(Restricted) 
IR9strictedl 

Front Sight ASHmbly, 6 MM Rem., 243 Win. 
Magazine, 222 Rem. 
Magazine, 35 Rem. (Superseded) 
Magazine Folio_,, 222 Rem. 
Magazine Spai:er, 222 Rem. 
Magazine Sgring. 222 Rem. 
Rear Sight Base, 35 Rem. (Supersadedl 

s. 8asic P8ns List for l*'1S not listm move. 
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MODEL 600 MAGNUM 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

I 111· Fl1·111111qto11 MAGNUM Model GOO C..irbine is chambered to shoot MAGNUM big game cartridges. This MAGNUM Model GOO 
,,,, •• 111•1·11 111troduccd in the 350 Remington Magnum caliber with two (2) bullet siLes ---- 200 ;.incJ 250 yr;.i111 we111ht'>. 

This to11-loading carbine has a capacity of four (4) Magnum cartridges, counting three (3) in fixed box magazine and one in bar

' el chamber. j 
.L\ 1 L><:rnl 11ad and carrying strap with quick detachable swivels is standard equipment on the Model 600 Magnum. 

Set! MAGNUM Instruction Folder - RD 5653 for care and operation information. This folder also contains part pr-ices, service and 
sh1µµinq instructions. 

The SERVICE SUPPLEMENT .for- the Model 600 MAGNUM Carbine will list only those parts that require different assembly in
structions trom Standard Model 600. See Standard Model 600 for parts not listed. 
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MODEL 600 MAGNUM 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - is ~ustom bedded with epoxy ad
hesive to match each individ4al action and barrel. Assembly in
cludes stock, recoil pad, recoil pad screw 12), reinforcing screw 
( 21. front swivel nut, swiveli screw, front; swivel screw, rear. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew! and remove trigger guard. Lift 
away and disassemble stock ~ssembly from action and barrel. 
Note fully cured epoxy in b.rrel bracket slot of stock. 

! 
NOTE: "Oelrin" tang sup1rt may separate from action at 
rear. 

To Service - Stock assemblij!s are interchangeable as replace
ment. However. rllf)lacementlstock requires a new epoxy bed
ding to match action and t;rrel. Use a good proprietary or 
commercial grade of bedding epaxy. 

I 
NOTE: Use all recommended epaxy handling precautions. To 
apply --- squeeze fluid eP<>xy mix into barrel bracket slot 
in replacement stock. Fill sl~ to approximately half capacity. 

i 

To Service - Apply lubrican~ lightly to barrel bracket section 
of action. Then assemble aCtion and barrel to replacement 
stock. Allow ·barrel bracket tP bed firmly into epoxy fill. Re
assemble trigger guard and trigger guard screws to stock. Tight
en action and barrel securely in stock with guard screws. 

! 

NOTE: Barrel should assemble free - floating into replace
ment stock. Allow required time for epo1ey to cure full 
strength. Any subsequent disassembly and reassembly then can 
easily be made. A slight ta~ design to barrel bracket allows 
bracket to slide easily in or out of epoxy bedding. During 
shooting this insures a cons,.nt bedding position. 

NOTE: Make certain tang sui:l>ort relocated properly at rear of 
action before stock is rea~mbled. See TANG SUPPORT' 

" NOTE: Stock assembly tori both Standard (and Magnuml 
Models no longer are cut to Jllow clearance for old style mag
azine assembly and screw. Therefore, any replacement for 
early design stocks requires clearance cutting forward of mag-
azine position.. r. 

r 
TANG SUPPORT - is desi~ of "Oelrin" material to pro
vide added support or bearrg for action at rear of stock. 

To Disassemble -; Remove $tock assembly. Remove loosened 
tang support fro7 rear of ;tion. 
To Reassemble /Tang sup~rt must be positioned at rear of 
action before action is replac-r in stock. (See Fig. 1 ). 

\ 

1 

Fig. 1 

Reassemble stock assembly to action. Tighten firmly with 
guard screws. 

TRIGGER GUARD 

To Disassemble - Unscrew front guard screw, rear guard screw. 
Lift away and disassemble guard from stock. 

To Service - Front guard screw is of slightly longer length 
than same part of s"ort length for Standard Model 600. Short 
length screw is used for trigger guard on Standard Model 600. 

To Reassemble - Make certain bottom leaf of magazine spring 
locates centrally into well in trigger guard. (See Fig. 2). 

"!-

Fig. 2 

Turn both guard screws to tighten guard and stock securely to 
action. 

MAGAZINE (marked MAGNUM) - is designed for MAGNUM 
model use only. Do not use for Standard Model 600. 

NOTE: Short width cross leaf (2) at bottom of MAGNUM 
magazine. This allows full depth for bottom of magazine 
spring against trigger guard ---- and insures full magnum 
cartridge in magazine. 

To Reassemble - Make certain magazine locates correctly into 
base of receiver. Upper magazine rim must assemble fully into 
magazine recess channel in receiver. 

--------
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MODEL 660 & 660 MAGNUM 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington Models 660 and 660 Magnum <1re lightweight, compoct length, carl.Jini;s. These cw I.Jines are I.Jolt <.1ctio11 reµeate1s 
and are produced in a number of center fire calibers. A fixed box magazine may be top lo<Jded to full C<Jpacity. Open sights-"fixecl" 
front and au1ustable rear - are mounted on the barrel. The receiver is drilled and tapped for telescope or receiver sights. 

The basic operation of the bolt and repeating action of these carbines is similar to that of Models 600 and 600 Magnum. Therefore, 
the assembly and seniicing instructions for 660 and 660 Magnum will list only those parts of unlike design and operation. 

The instruction folder/parts list, Form RD 5733, packaged with each carbine gives operating instructions, care and maintenance for 
these models. A breakdown of part prices, service and shipping instructions is included. 

Precau11on: Make sure no live cartridges remain in rifle before cleaning, servicing or shipping. 

IN DEX 

Bolt Final Assembly - Components ·············•····•········· 
Firing Pin Assembly from Bolt Assembly ····•·••·•·•··········· 
Firing Pin Assembly - Components ···························· 
Front Sight ................................................................ . 

Front Sight Ramp ···················•········•·•·•······················· 
Rear Sight Assembly ·······················•·••••····•·••······••·•···• 
Rear Sight Step ·········--··--························-···················· 

Page 

S•nd aH 9un1 for factory \uvice and inquiries on 
\erv1ce and partt to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
Arms Service Division 

Ilion, New York 13357 

Rear Sight Base ............................................................ . 
Trigger Assembly ....................................................... . 

Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings Complete 
Sling Strap ................................................................. . 
Cycle of Operation ....................................................... . 
Parts List ..................................................................... . 

Exploded View ············•·•·•·············•·•·•·••••··••·•··••·••····•·•• 

All other inq..,iries ore to be oddrened to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 

Bridgeport, Connecticut 06602 

Page 
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MODEL 660 & 660 MAGNUM 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS: includes bolt 
assembly. e1ector, ejector pin, e1ector spring, ex tractor, ex· 
tractor rivet and firing pin assembly which includes bolt plug, 
firing pin, firing pin cross pin, firing pin head and main spring. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY from BOLT ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from rifle. Pull 
firinu pin head rearward until coin or washer can be inserted in 
slot near back edge of firing pin head. (See Fig. 1 ). Hold Bolt 
handle and turn bolt plug until entire firing pin assembly can 
be unscrewed and removed from bolt assembly. 

"" ~'"\ Et " 
lt• h•: 

I 
Fig. 1 

FIRING PIN HEAD 

To Service - Firing pin assembly is interchangeable. May be 
1 epl<1c11d JS a unit with no factory adjustment required. Re· 
pl.i<:ement of bolt assembly requires selective assembly for 
proper fu11cr1on_ 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS - includes bolt 
plug, firing pin. liring pin cross pin, firing pin head, main 
sµring. 

To Disassemble - (with firing pin assembly removed from bolt) 
Caution: Mam spring 1s under compression. Disassembly of this 
unit is not recommended unless necessary for replacement of 
damaged or broken parts. Suitable holding means must be used 
to prevent firing pin and/or firing pin head from flying free 
when lirmg pin cross pin is driven out. 

Compress mainspring until firing pin cross pin is exposed. Hold 
f1r1ng pin and firing pin head securely and drive out cross pin. 
(See Fig. 21. 

FIRING PIN CROSS PIN FIRING PIN 

I 
:=:::. 

~ 1- BOLT PLUG 

~IITTDlllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
\ \ 

FIRING PIN HEAD MAINSPRING 

Fig. 2 

Rde;,se p<1rts carefully and disassemble. 

To Service - All p<1rts in firing pin Jssembly are interchamJe
able .:. no factory fitting required. However, if replacing firing 
pin, a hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is necessary. 
To do this, use a no. 42 size drill (.093"). 

Assemble shank of replacement firing pin into firing pin head. 
Make sure recess in head is clear and free of any obstructions. 
Seat shank of firing pin firmly onto firing pin head. Align drill 
thru cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill thru firing pin 
shank 

-To .Reassemble - Reassemble all parts of firing pin assembly. 
Hold Bolt plug retracted against tension of reassembled main· 
spring. Insert firing pin cross pin thru firing pin liead and 
shank of firing pin. Release tension on bolt plug. 

FRONT SIGHT 

To Disassemble - Support front sight ramp to prevent dam· 
age to barrel and drive out front sight. Use brass rod or plastic 
hammer to avoid damaging front sight. 

- To Reassemble - Place front sight in dovetail slot of front 
sight ramp. Support ramp and drive front sight into ramp from 
right to left. 

FRONT SIGHT RAMP 

To Disassemble -- Unscrew and remove front sight ramp 
screws and front sight ramp. 

To Reassl!mble 
ly. 

Follow IUVt<rSu oruer. Tiyhlell ...:1ews St!CUIU· 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY - factory listed to include rear 
sight collar, rear sight eyepiece, rear sight leaf, rear sight wind· 
age screw. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove rear sight screw and 
rear sight assembly. 

To Reassemble - Place bent tabs on bottom of rear sight as· 
sembly into slot in rear sight base. Align holes, assemble and 
tighten rear sight screw. 

REAR SIGHT STEP - design to raise or lower rear sight as· 
sembly tor range purposes. 

To Disassemble - Grasp eyepiece, lift upward and slide rear 
sight step rearward and remove from base. 

To Replace - Interchangeable - no factory Jdjustment re
quired. Additional steps, marked for size are available for 
range purposes. 

To Reassemble - Lift eyepiece and slide step into place. High 
end faces forward. 

REAR SIGHT BASE 

To Disassemble - (with rear sight assembly and step removed! 
Unscrew and remove rear sight base screws and washers. Dis· 
assemble rear sight base from barrel. 

To ReassemblP. - Follow reverse order. 
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TRIGGER ASSEMBLY - in general, this assembly is similar 
to M/600 - differing only in the redesign of sear and safety 
cam assembly(2 piecesl to sear safety cam ( 1 piece). Function, 
assembly and disassembly is unaltered. 

SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY and MOUNTINGS COMPLETE
include front swivel nut, front swivel screw, rear swivel screw, 
sling strap assembly, swivel assembly 121. 

Note: Sling strap assembly includes strap, keeper, fastener. 
Strap is 7 /8" wide. Swivel assemblies are quick-detachable 
( Q. D.l. type. 

Assembly - Swivel Screws to Stock (M/66-0 Only) 

Rear Swivel Screw - Use No. 15 size dri.11 (. 180"). Locate 
screw hole 2% inches from toe of stock (minus butt plate). 
Drill hole 1 inch deep at 90° with bottom line of stock. 
Countersink this drilled hole with no. 1 size (.228") drill to 
depth of 1/8 inch. This countersink allows for seating shoulder 
on swivel screw. 

Front Swivel Screw - Use No. 13 drill. 

Front Swivel Nut - Use 3/8 inch drill. Locate screw hole 
approximately 3 inches from front end of stock. Drill hole 
completely thru stock at 90° with barrel radius stock cut. 
Countersink barrel radius cut into this drilled hole to depth of 
.225 inches. Countersink allows for seating of front swivel nut. 
Assemble front swivel thru hole and tigbten to stock with 
front swivel nut. 

Assembly - Swivel Assembly (2) Q. 0. 

Sw1v!!I assembly (same for front and rearl can be assembled to 
swivel screw in stock as follows. Press against spring loaded re
lease plunger to lift locking plate from attachment pin. Swing 
plate to clear attachment pin. (See Fig. 3). 

LOCKING PLATE 

/l~TACHMEHT 
~ 

7/8 .. SWIVEL (Q.n.r/ / 
RELEASE PLUNGER 

Piii 

Fig. 3 

After attaching to swivel screw, swing and lower locking plate 
upon attachment pin. This will lock swivel to screw. 

Assembly - Strap to Assembled Swivels 

Insert tongue of strap through one swivel. Loop strap back and 
through keeper and pull strap until buckle is near mid point of 
strap. Slide keeper back near swivel to form loop. Insert 
tongue of strap through large and then small openings of buck· 
le. lns~rt strap through other swivel, double strap back and in
sert small diameter of brass fastener through slots. Adjust strap 
to suit. 

2 

MODEL 660 & 660 MAGNUM 

To remove strap, simply unsnap quick detachable swivels from 
stock screws. 

S1.ING STRAP - A sling strap complete with mountings is 
packaged with each MAGNUM carbine. When attaching, assem· 
ble both quick detachable (Q. D. l swivel assemblies to stock. 
To do this, push plunger or swivel until small plate lifts and 
can be swung free of attaching stud on swivel. Insert attaching 
stud into eye of stock screw. Close plate on swivel to lock 
swivel to stock screw. 

CYCLE OF OPERATION 

Models 660 and 660 Magnum Carbine are lightweight, high 
power, bolt action, fixed magazine repeaters chambered for a 
number of center fire calibers. The receiver is drilled and tap
ped - ready to accept most popular makes of scopes and 
mounts. Basic operation of bolt is similar to most rifles of this 
type. Movement of bolt handle upward and fully back opens; 
forward and down closes and locks bolt. 

FIRING 

Firing cycle is basically release of a spring-loaded firing pin for 
purpose of striking primer of cartridge and igniting same. More 
specifically, pulling or squeezing of trigger moves connector 
forward' leaving sear unsupported against "cocked" firing pin 
head. With support removed, sear is cammed down by spring
loaded firing pin and mainspring drives firing pin forward to 
strike primer. 

UNLOCKING 

Raising bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head from re
coil shoulders in receiver. 

COCKING 

Cocking takes place as bolt handle is raised. A cam at rear ot 
rotating bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward and holds it 
in cocked position. in a notch at rear of bolt. See LOCKING 
for transfer cocking movement to sear. 

EXTRACTION 

This phase of operating cycle is essentially one of two parts 
referred to as ( 1) primary extraction, and (2) secondary ex· 
traction. Primary extraction occurs simultaneously with un· 
locking. The rim of case. being completely encased by bolt 
head, is gripped by a circular recessed claw-type extractor. 
During final upward throw of bolt handle, a primary ex tract· 
ion cam retracts bolt approximately 1/8" with a mechanical 
advantage of about 8 to 1, completing primary portion of this 
phase. Bolt fugs are now free of locking shoulders in receiver 
and bolt may now be moved _to rear completing second phase 
of ex traction. 

(Cont. on Page 5) 
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MODEL 660 & 660 MAGNUM PARTS LIST 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

•li•w 
No. 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7 

8 
9 

10 

11 

12 
IJ 

14 

15 

16 
17 

18 
19 

!O 

!1 

Port 
No. 

29860 

29861 
29863 
29865 
29866 
29867 
29870 

29871 
29873 
29890 

29891 
29893 

15676 
15412 
2448-1 
15413 
15741 
25410 

N>\ME OF PART 

Barrel Assembly, 308 Win. (includes Barrel, 
Barrel Bracker, Receiver) 

Barrel Assembly, 222 Rem ........... . 
Barrel Assembly, 6MM Rem. .. ......... _. __ _ 
Barrel Assembly, 243 Win •............................. 
Barrel A>Sembly, 6.5 Rem. Mag ........................ . 
Barrel Assembly, 350 Rem. Meg. . .................... . 
Bolt Assembly, 30B Win. (includes Solt Body As-

sembly and Bait Handle) .. .. 
Bolt Assembly, 222 Rem .................................... . 
Bolt Assembly, 6.5 Rom. Mog., 350 Rem. Mag. 
Bolr Final Assembly, 308 Win. (includes Bait 

Assembly, Ejector, Ejector Pin, Ejector Spring, 
Extractor, Extractor Rivel, Firing Pin Assembly) 

Bolt Final Assembly, 222 Rem .......................... . 
Bolt Finol Assembly, 6.5 Rem. Mag., 350 Rem. 

Mag. 
Bolt Plug 
Bolt Srap 
Bolt Srap Pin .................................................... . 
Bolt Srop Spring ............................................... . 
Burr Plate 
Burr Plare Screw 

14390 Burr Piere Spacer 
17017 
15852 
17676 
17019 
16254 
15850 
15709 
27340 
27342 
27341 
15410 

28600 

17022 

15673 

15653 

15373 

28510 
28505 

15357 
14391 

15390 

15757 

Ejector 
Eiecror. 222 Rom. 
Ejecror Pin 
Ejector Spring 
Extractor 

Exrracror, 222 Rem. 
Exrrocror, 6.5 Rem. Mag., 350 Rem. Mag. 
Extractor Rivet . ... . ... ... . ...........................•.•.... 

Exrracror River, 222 R .. m. . ........... ···············-
E:<rrocror River, 6.5 Rem. Mag., 350 Rem. Mag. 

Firing Pin ............................................. . 

Firing Pin Assembly (includes Boll Plug, firing 
Pin, Firing Pin Crou Pin, Firing Pin Head, 
Main Spring) ....................... ·····-··············· 

Firing Pin Cro~s Pin 

Firing Pin H&ad 

Fronr Guard Scr11w 

Fronr Sig hr .................................................... . 
Fronr Sighr Ramp . .. ... 
Fronr Sighr Ramp Screw 
Front Swivel Nur 

Grip Cop ....... . 

Grip Cop Inlay 

Grip Cap Screw 

14392 Grip Cap Spacer 

15433 
15842 

15648 

17056 
16793 

15667 

Magazine 

Magazine, 222 Rem. 

Magazine, 6.5 Rem. Meg., 350 Rem. Mag. 

Ma9ozino Follower . . ................................... . 
Magcune Follower, 222 Rem ........ . 

Magazine Follower, 6.5 Rem. Mog., 350 Rem. 
Ma9. 

15742 Mogozino Spacer. 222 Rem. 

View 
No. 

22 

23 
24 
25 

26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 

·34 

35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 

46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 

52 
53 
54 
SS 

3 

Part 
No. 

17891 
17983 
15411 
17580 
24525 

25313 
16023 
16456 
28095 
16968 
17034 
21386 
25410 
15651 
26795 

26850 
15432 
17043 
17044 
15666 
24476 
17047 
29835 

29880 

15883 
15435 
17049 
14714 
26730 

15436 
15437 
15429 
24477 
17978 
17053 

14694 

15356 
15358 
30855 
26555 
15357 

NAME OF PART 

Magazine Spring .........•...................... 
Magazine Spring, 222 Rem. 

Main S~ring ......... ... . .... ······-··············· 
Rear Guard Screw ....................... ·-·-·············----
Rear Sight Assembly (includes Rear Sight Collar, 

Rear Sight Eyepiece, Rear Sight Leaf, Rear 
Sight Windage Screw) ........•.•........•.•..••....... 

Rear Sig hr Base .. ... .... .. . ................... ··-······· 
Rear Sight Base Screw . ........... ... .. .. 
Rear Sight Screw .....................•..•............•.......... 
Rear Sight Srep (selected sizes) ····················-·-··· 

Rear Si~ht Washer ············-···········-···-·--·····-····· 
Receiver Plug Screw ............. ·----·-·-·······-·······-···-
Recoil Pad, Magnum Caliber ···············-·-····-····· 
Recoil Pad Screw, Magnum Caliber ..........•........ 
Reinforcing jicrew .. ....... .... . ........•.•.......••.••.•• 
Safery Assembly !includes Safety and Safety 

Thumbpiece) 
Safety Detent Ball ............... . ......................... . 

Safety Detent Spring ······················-······-·-········· 
Safery Pivot Pin ···············--·······-······-···········-····· 
Safely Snap Washer ............•...•......•.. ··-······-··· 
Sear Safety Cam .....................•.........•....•..• 
Sear Pin 
Sear Spring ...... . ................. . 
Stock Assembly (includes Bull Plato, Bull Piere 

Screw (2), Burr Piere Spacer, Fore-end Tip, 
Fore-end Tip Plug, Fore-end Tip Spacer, Grip 
Cap, Grip Cap Inlay, Grip Cap Screw, Grip 
Cap Spacer, Reinforcing Screw (2), Srock) ....•. 

Srock Assembly, Magnum Caliber (include• Fore
end Tip, Fore-end Tip Plug, Fore-end Tip 
Spacer, Grip Cap, Grip Cap Inlay, Grip Cap 
Screw, Grip Cap Spacer, Recoil Pad, Recoil 
Ped Screw (2), Front Swivel Nut, Reinforcing 
Screw <2), Stock) .. . ................................. . 

Tong Support, Magnum Caliber 
Trigger ......................................................... . 
Trigger Adjusting Screw 
Trigger Adju•ting Screw, Front .........•..•....•........ 
Trigger Assembly (includes Trigger Housing, 

Safely Snap Washer, Sear Safely Cam, Sear 
Spring, Trigg11r, Trigger Adjusring Screw (2), 
Trigger Connector. Trigger Pin, Trigger Spring, 
Trigger Stop Screw) ················-····················· 

Tri1Jger Connector 
Trigger Guard 
Trigger Housing ............................................... . 
Trigger Pin ........................... .. 
Trigger Spring ....................................... . 
Trigger Srop Screw 

SLING STRAP EQUIPMENT 

Sling Srrap Assembly and Mountings Complero 

Includes: 
Front Swivel Screw 
Rear Swivel Screw .................... . 
Sling Srrap Assembly 7 /B" ............................. . 
Swivel Assembly, Q.O. . .........•............ 
Front Swivel Nur 
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MODEL 660 & 660 MAGNUM 

(Cont. from Page 2) 

EJECTION 

Within the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head of 
cartrnlue. 1s .i spring-loaded ejector. As bolt is retracted and 
front edge of cartridge reaches ejection port, pressure, along 
w11h opposing grip of extractor, e1ects cartridge from port. 
Rearward motion of bolt is halted by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 

With bolt halted rearward, topmost. cartridge in magazine is 
Jllowed to move upward against feeding lips on bottom edge 
of receiver, allowing itself to be moved ahead as bolt is advanc· 
ed with a forward motion of bolt handle. Bullet guides cart
ridge into chamber via a feeding ramp 'on lower side of re
ceiver. 

LOADING 

Loading cycle consists briefly of moving cartridge into cham· 
tJer once 1t is free at feeding lips in receiver. 

LOCKING 

Locking cycle is accomplished by rotating bolt with a down
ward motion of bolt handle, locking cartridge in chamber. 
Four enuagements are made by this cycle: ( 1 l locking lugs on 
bolt nead are engaged with recoil shoulders in receiver. (2) 
Head of cartridge is seated into bolt head depressing ejector 
antJ t!X uaccor claw 1s snapped over rim of cartridge. (3} Sear 
cngaqes and locks firing pin in a cocked position by action of 
(4} Sear being supported from beneath by connector. Gun is 
now ready to be fired by release of trigger. 

SAFETY 

The safety thumbp1ece. located on right rear of receiver, is op
erated t.>y a push and pull acuon of thumb. This two-position 
safety has two internal functions. When safety thumbpiece is 
pulled rearward by a slight down pressure of thumb, a cam is 
brougtit into position under safety cam that locks cam against 
firing pin head preventing firing. Second function of safety in 

this SAFE position ("S marking) brings an arm into slot in 
bolt preventing bolt being opened, Pushing safety forward to 
FIRE pos1t1on ("F marking) nulifies above condition and will 
Jllow firing. 

5 
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MODEL 660 & 660 MAGNUM 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington Models 660 and 660 Magnum are lightweight, compact length, carbines. These carbines are bolt action repe11ters 
and are produced in a number of center fire calibers. A fixed box magazine may be top loaded to full capacity. Open sights-"fixed" 
front and ad1ustable rear - are mounted on the barrel. The receiver is drilled and tapped for telescope or receiver sights . 

... 

The basic operation of the bolt and repeating action of these carbines is similar to that of Models 600 and 600 Magnum. Therefore, 
the assembly and servicing instructions for 660 and 660 Magnum will list only those parts of unlike design and operation. 

The instruction folder/parts list. Form RD 5733, packaged with each carbine gives operating instructions, care and maintenance for 
these models. A breakdown of part prices, service and shipping instructions is included. · 

Precauuon: Make sure no live cartridges remain in rifle before cleaning, servicing or shipping. 
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.-
MODEL 660 & 660 MAGNUM 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS: includes bolt 
assembly, e1ector, ejector pin, ejector spring, ex tractor, ex· 
tractor rivet and firing pin assembly which includes bolt plug, 
firing µin, firing pin cross pin, firing pin head and main spring. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY from BOLT ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from rifle. Pull 
firing µ1n head rearward until coin or washer can be inserted in 
slot near back edge of firing pin head. (See Fig. 1 ). Hold Solt 
handle and turn bolt plug until entire firing pin assembly can 
l>t! unscrewed and removed from bolt assembly. 

BOLT PLUC 

FIRlllC Pill HEAD 
Fig. 1 

To St!rv1ce - Firing pin assembly is interchangeable. May be 
1eµlaced JS .i unit with no factory adjustment required. Re· 
placernenc of bolt assemllly requires selective assembly for 
proµt!r lunctron. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS - includes bolt 
pluCJ. lrring pin. firing pin cross pin, firing pin head, main 
sµr111g. 

To Disassemble - (with firing pin assembly removed from bolt) 
Caution: Main spring is under compression. Disassembly of this 
unit is not recommended unless necessary for replacement of 
oamayer.J or broken parts. Suitable holding means must be used 
to prevent firing µ1n anr.J/or firing pin head from flying free 
when firing pin cross pin is driven out. 

Compress mainspring until firing pin cross pin is exposed. Hold 
tmnq µ1n .ind firing pin head securely and drive out cross pin. 
(~e Fig. 21. 

FIRIHC Pill CROSS Piii FIRING PIN 

I 
'==> 

\ I- BOLT PLUG 

~llllll!llllllllllllllllll[J 
\ \ 

flRINC PIH KEAO MAINSPRING 

Rcie..ise p..irts carefully and d1sassemole. 

To Service - All parts in firing µin assembly are interchange· 
able ··· no factory fitting required. However, if replacing firimJ 
pin, a hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is necessary. 
To do this, use a no. 42 size drill (.093"). 
Assemble shank 9f replacement firing pin into firing pin head. 
Make sure recess in head is clear and free of any obstructions. 
Seat shank of firing pin firmly onto firing pin head. Align drill 
thru cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill thru firing pin 
shank 

To Reassemble - Reassemble all parts of firing pin assembly. 
Hord Solt plug retracted against tension at reassembled main· 
spring. Insert firing pin cross pin thru firing pin head and 
shank of firing pin. Release tension on bolt plug. 

FRONT SIGHT 

To Disassemble - Support front sight ramp to prevent dam· 
age to barrel and drive out front sight. Use brass rod or plastic 
hammer to avoid damaging front sight. 

To Reassemble - Place front sight in dovetail slot of front 
sight ramp. Support ramp and drive front sight into ramp from 
right to left. 

FRONT SIGHT RAMP 

To Disassemble :.... Unscrew and remove front sight ramp 
screws and front sight ramp. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Tighten screws secure· 
ly, 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY - factory listed to include rear 
sight collar, rear sight eyepiece, rear sight leaf, rear sight wind· 
age screw. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove rear sight screw and 
rear sight assembly. 

To Reassemble - Place bent tabs on bottom of rear sight as· 
sembly into slot in rear s1yht buse. Align holes, usscmbh: •.inu 
tighten rear sight screw. 

REAR SIGHT STEP - design to raise or lower rear sight as· 
sembly for range purposes. 

To Disassemble - Grasp eyepiece, lift upward and slide rear 
sight step rearward and remove from base. 

To Replace - Interchangeable - no factory adjustment re· 
quired. Additional steps, marked for size are available lor 
range purposes. 

To Reassemble - Lift eyepiece and slide step into place, High 
end faces forward. 

REAR SIGHT BASE 

To Disassemble - (with rear sight assembly and step removec1l 
Unscrew and remove rear sight base screws and washers. Dis· 
assemble rear sight base from barrel. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 
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TRIGGER ASSEMBLY - in general, this assembly is similar 
to M/600 - differing only in the redesign of sear and safety 
cam assembly(2 pieces) to sear safety cam ( 1 piece). Function, 
assembly and disassembly is unaltered. 

SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY and MOUNTINGS COMPLETE
inclulle lront swivel nut, front swivel screw, rear swivel screw, 
sling strap assembly, swivel assembly (2). 

Note: SI ing strap assembly includes strap, keeper, fastener. 
Strap is 7/8 .. wide. Swivel assemblies are quick-detachable 
(Q. D.I type. 

Assembly - Swivel Screws to Stock (M/660 Only) 

Rear Swivel Screw - Use No. 15 size drill (.180"). Locate 
screw hole 2% inches from toe of stock (minus butt plate). 
Drill hole 1 inch deep at 90° with bottom line of stock. 
Countersink this drilled hole with no. 1 size (.228") drill to 
depth of 1 /8 inch. This countersink allows for seating shoulder 
on swivel screw. 

Front Swivel Screw - Use No. 13 drill. 

Front Swivel Nut - Use 3/8 inch drill. Locate screw hole 
approximately 3 inches from front end of stock. Drill hole 
completely thru stock at 90° with barrel radius stock cut. 
Cuumersink 1.J<1rrel radius cut into this drilled hole to cJeplh of 
.225 inches. Countersink allows for seating of front swivel nut. 
Assemble front swivel thru hole and tighten to stock with 
front swivel nut. 

Assembly - Swivel Assembly (2) Q. 0. 

Swivel assembly (same for front and rear) can be assembled to 
swivel screw 1n stock as follows. Press against spring loaded re
lease plunger to lift locking plate from attachment pin. Swing 
plate to clear attachment pin. (See Fig. 31. 

LOCKING PLATE 

/~TACHMENT 

~ 
7/8" SWIVEL IQ.DJ/_/ 

RELEASE PLUNGER 

Fig. 3 

PIN 

After attaching to swivel screw, swing and lower locking plate 
upon attachment pin. This will lock swivel to screw. 

Assembly - Strap to Assembled Swivels 

Insert tongue of strap through one swivel. Loop strap back and 
through k!!i":per and pull strap until buckle is near mid point of 
strap. Slide keeper back near swivel to form loop. Insert 
tongue of strap through large and then small openings of buck· 
le. Insert strap through other swivel, double strap back and in· 
sert small diameter of brass fastener through slots. Adjust strap 
!O SUI[. 
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MODEL 660 & 660 MAGNUM 

To remove strap, simply unsnap quick detachable swivels from 
stock screws. 

SLING STRAP - A sling strap complete with mountings is 
packaged with each MAGNUM carhine. When attaching, assem· 
ble both quick detachable (Q. 0. ) swivel assemblies to stock. 
To do this, push plunger or swivel until small plate lifts and 
can be swung free of attaching stud on swivel. Insert attaching 
stud into eye of stock screw. Close plate on swivel to lock 
swivel to stock screw. 

CYCLE OF OPERATION 

Models 660 and 660 Magnum Carbine are lightweight, high 
power, bolt action, fixed magazine repeaters chambered for a 
number of center fire calibers. The receiver is drilled and tap· 
pect - ready to accept most popular makes of scopes and 
mounts. Basic operation of bolt is similar to most rifles of this 
type. Movement of bolt handle upward and fully back opens; 

· forward and down closes and locks bolt. 

FIRING 

Firing cycle is basically release of a spring·loaded firing pin for 
purpose of striking_primer of cartridge and igniting same. More 
specilic<.llly, pulliny or s4uc1ui11y of trl!Jy<:r moves conm.'l:tur 
forward leaving sear unsupported against "cocked" firing pin 
head. With support removed, sear is cammed down by spring
loaded firing pin and mainspring drives firing pin forward to 
strike primer. 

UNLOCKING 

Raising bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head from re
coil shoulders in receiver. 

COCKING 

Cocking takes place as bolt handle is raised. A cam at rear of 
rotating bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward and holds it 
in cocked position, in a notch at rear of bolt. See LOCKING 
for transfer cocking movement to sear. 

EXTRACTION 

This pha.se of operating cycle is essentially one of two parts 
referred to as ( 1) primary extraction. and (2) secondary ex· 
traction. Primary extraction occurs simultaneously with un· 
locking. The rim of case, being completely encased by bolt 
head, is gripped by a circular recessed claw·type extractor. 
During final upward throw of bolt handle, a primary extract· 
ion cam retracts bolt approximately 1/8" with a mechanical 
advantage of about 8 to 1, completing primary portion of this 
phase. Bolt lugs are now free of locking shoulders in receiver 
and bolt may now be moved to rear completing second phase 
of ex traction. 

(Cont. on Page 5) 
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MODEL 660 & 660 MAGNUM PARTS LIST 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MAN UAL 

29860 

29861 
29863 
29865 
29866 
29867 
29870 

29871 
2 29873 

29890 

29891 
29893 

3 15676 
4 15412 
S 2·U84 
6 15413 

15741 
25410 
14390 
17017 
15852 

8 17676 
9 i 17019 
i 16254 

15850 
15709 
273.10 
27342 

11 27341 
12 15410 
13 28600 

17022 

14 15673 

15 15653 

16 15373 

17 28510 

18 28505 
19 15357 

NAME OF PART 

Barrel Assembly, 308 Win. (includes Barrel, 
Barrel Bracket, Receiver) 

Barrel Assembly, 222 Rem. 
Barrel Assembly, 6MM Rem. 
Barrel Auembly, 243 Win. 
Barrel Assembly, 6.5 Rem. Mag, 
Barrel Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag. . .... 
Bolt Assembly, 308 Win. (includes Bolt Body As

sembly and Bolt Handle) 
Solt Assembly, 222 Rem ..... 
Bolt Assembly, 6.5 Rem. Mag., 350 Rem. Mag. 
Bolt Final Assembly, 308 Win. (includes Bolt 

Assembly, Ejector, Ejector Pin, Ejector Spring, 
Extractor, Extractor Rivet, Firing Pin Assembly) 

Boll Final Assembly, 222 Rem. 
Solt Final Assembly, 6.5 Rem. Mag., 350 Rem. 

Mag. 
Bolt Plug ......................................................... . 
Bolt Stop 
Bolt Stop Pin 
Bolt Stop Spring 
Bull Plate 
Butt Piere S<row 
Butt Plato Spacer 
Eiecror 
Eiecror, 222 Rem. 
Ejector Pin 
Eiecror Spring 
Ex rrocror 
Exrracror, 222 Rem. 
Exrracror, 6.5 Rem. Mag., 350 Rem. Mag. 
Extractor Ai vet ................ . 

Extractor River, 222 Rem. 
Exrrocror Rivet, 6.5 Rem. Mag., 350 Rem. Mag. 
Firing Pin 

Firing Pin Assembly !includes Bait Plug, Firing 
Pin, Firing Pin Cross Pin, Firing Pin Head, 
Main SprinQ) ........ ...... ... . ................. . 

Firing Pin Cross Pin 

Firing Pin H~ad ... ........ .. .. . .................... . 

Front Guard Screw ....................................... . 
Front Sighr 

Front Sig hr Ramp ... . ... ... .. 

Front Sighr Ramp Screw ................................... . 
Front Swivel Nut 

14391 GripCap 

20 

21 

15390 Grip Cop Inlay 

157 57 Grip Cop Screw 

14392 Grip Cap SpoC!tr 

1 5433 MoQazino 

1584 2 Magazine. 222 Rem. 
15648 

17056 
16793 

15667 

Magazine, 6.5 Rem. Mag., 350 Rem. Mag. 
Magazine Follower 
Magazine Follower, 222 Rem. 

Magazine Follower, 6.5 Rem. Mag., 350 Rem. 
Mag. 

15742 Magazine Spacer, 222 Rem. 

3 

View Patt 
No. No. 

22 

23 
24 
25 

26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 

34 

35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 

42 

43 
44 
45 

46 
47 
48 

17891 
17983 
15411 
17580 
24525 

25313 
16023 
16456 
28095 
16968 
17034 
213B6 
25410 
15651 
26795 

26850 
15432 
17043 
17044 
15666 
24476 
17047 
29835 

29880 

15883 
15435 
17049 
14714 
26730 

15436 
15437 
15429 

49 24477 
50 17978 
51 17053 

NAME OF PART 

Magazine Spring 
Magazine Spring, 222 Rem. 
Main SfJring ........... . ........ . ............................ . 
Rear Guo rd Screw ................ . .................... . 
Rear Sight Assembly (includes Rear Sight Collar, 

Rear Sight Eyepiece, Rear Sight Leaf, Rear 
Sight Windoge Screw) ........ . 

Rear Sight Bose 
Rear Sight Bose Screw . 
Rear Sight Screw 
Rear Sighl Step (selected sizes) 
Rear Si~ht Washer .... 
Receiver Plug Screw ..... . 
Recoil Pod, Magnum Caliber 
Recoil Pod Screw, Magnum Caliber ............ . 
Reinforcing Screw .. 
Safety Assembly (includes Safely and Safety 

Thumbpiece) ................................................. . 
Safety Detent Boll ................................... . 
Safely Detent Spring ......... . ................ . 
Safety Pivot Pin ................................................ . 
Safety Snap Washer .................. . 
Sear Safety Com 
Sear Pin 
Sear Spring 
Stock AS$embly (includes Butt Plate, Burt Plate 

Screw (2), Bun Piere Spacer, Fore-end Tip, 
Fore-end Tip Plug, Fore-end Tip Spacer, Grip 
Cop, Grip Cap Inlay, Grip Cap Screw, Grip 
Cop Spacer, Reinforcing Screw 12), Stock) ..... . 

Stock Auembly, Magnum Caliber (includes Fore· 
end Tip, Fore·end Tip Plug, Fore-end Tip 
Spacer, Grip Cap, Grip Cop Inlay, Grip Cap 
Screw, Grip Cop Space.r, Recoil Pad, Recoil 
Pad Screw (2), Front Swivel Nut, Reinforcing 
Screw (2), Stock) .. 

Tang Support, Magnum Caliber 
Trigger 
Trigger Adjuoring Screw ............................. . 
Trigger Adjuoting Screw, Front ................ . 
Trigger Assembly !includes Trigger Housing, 

Safety Snap Wosher, Sear Sofery Com, Sear 
Spring, Trigger, Trigger Adjusting Screw (2), 
Trigger Connector, Trigger Pin, Trigger Spring, 
Trigger Slop Screw) ................................. . 

Tri<Jger Connector .................... . ................... . 
Trigger Guard .................................................. . 
Trigger Housing ................................................. . 
Trigger Pin .................. .. . .................. . 
Trigger Spring .......... . .................... . 
Trigger Stop Screw ............................. . 

SLING STRAP EQUIPMENT 

14694 Sling Strop Assembly and Mountings Complete 

Includes: 
52 
53 
54 
55 

15356 
15358 
30855 
26555 

Front Swivel Screw 
Rear Swivel Screw 
Sling Strap Assembly 7 / 8"' 
Swivel Assembly, Q.O. 

15357 Front Swivel Nut 
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: "· MODEL 660 & 660 MAGNUM 

!Cont. from Page 21 

EJECTION 

Within the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head of 
cartridge. is a spring-loaded ejector. As bolt is retracted and 
front e<.Jge of cartridge reaches ejection port, pressure, along 
with opposing grip of extractor, ejects cartridge from port. 
Rearward motion of bolt is halted by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 

With bolt halted rearward, topmosc.cartridge in magazine is 
dllowed to move upward against feeding lips on bottom edge 
of receiver. allowing itself to be moved ahead as bolt is advanc· 
ed with a forward motion of bolt handle. Bullet guides cart· 
ridge into chamber via a feeding ramp on lower side of re
ceiver. 

LOADING 

Ladding cycle consists briefly of moving cartridge into cham· 
ber once 1t is free of feeding lips in receiver. 

LOCKING 

Locking cycle is accomplished by rotating bolt with a down· 
ward motion of bolt handle, locking cartridge in chamber. 
Four engagements are made by this cycle: (1) locking lugs on 
bolt nead are engaged with recoil shoulders in receiver. (2) 
Head of cartridge is seated into bolt head depressing ejector 

and extractor claw is snapped over rim of cartridge. (3) Sear 
engages and locks firing pin in a cocked position by action of 
(4) Sear being supported from beneath by connector. Gun ts 
now ready to be fired by release of trigger. 

SAFETY 

The safety thumbp1ece, located on right rear of receiver. is op
erate<.J by a push and pull action of thumb. This two-position 
safety has two internal functions. When safety thurnbpiece is 
pulled rearward by a slight down pressure of thumb. a cam is 

brought into pos1 t1on under safety cam that locks cam against 
firing pin head preventing firing. Second function of safety in 

this SAFE pos1uon ("S marking) brings an arm into slot in 
bolt prevenung bolt being opened. Pushing safety forward to 
Fl RE pos111on ("F marking) nulifies above condition and will 
allow firing. 

5 
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.. 
MODEL 660 & 660 MAGNUM 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington Models 660 and 660 Magnum Jre lightweight, compact length, carbines. These carbines are bolt action rep~aters 
and are produced in a number of center fire calibers. A fixed box magazine may be top loaded to full CJpacity. Open sights-"fixed" 
front and adjustable rear - are mounted on the barrel. The receiver is drilled' and tapped for telescope or receiver sights. 

The basic operation of the bolt and repeating action of these carbines is similar to that of Models 600 and 600 Magnum. Therefore, 
the assembly and servicing instructions for 660 and 660 Magnum will list onl_y those parts of unlike design and operation. 

The instrucuon folder/parts list, Form RO 5733, packaged with each carbine gives operating instructions, care and maintenance for 
these models. A breakdown of part prices, service and shipping instructions is included. 

Precaution: Make sure no live cartridges remain in rifle before cleaning, servicing or shipping. 
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MODEL 660 & 660 MAGNUM 

SOLT -FINAL ASSEMBLY ._ COMPONENTS: includes bolt 
assembly, e1ector. ejector pin, ejector spring, extractor, ex· 
tractor rivet and firing pin assembly which includes bolt plug. 
firing pin, firing pin cross pin, firing pin head and main spring. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY from SOLT ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from rifle. Pull 
firing pin head rearward until coin or washer can be inserted in 
slot near back edge of tiring pin head. (See Fig. 1 ). Hold Bolt 
handle and turn bolt plug until entire firing pin assembly can 
be unscrewed and removed from bolt assembly. 

CODI 

FIRlllG 19111 HEAD 
Fig. 1 

To Service - Firing pin assembly is interchangeable. May be 
replaced as a unit with no factory adjustment required. Re
placement of bolt assembly requires selective assembly for 
µroper function. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS - includes bolt 
µlug, tiring pon, fifing pon cross pm, firing pin head, main 
sµrin<J. 

To Disassemble - (with firing pm assembly removed from bolt) 
G.luuon: Main spring is under compression. Disassembly of this 
unit is not recommended unless necessary for replacement of 
damaged or broken parts. Suitable holding means must be used 
to prevent fifing pin and/or firing pm head from flying free 
when iiflng pin cross pm is driven out. 

Compress mainspnng until firing pin cross pin is exposed. Hold 
fifing pm and fifing pin head securely and drive out cross pin. 
(See Fig. 21. 

flRlllG Pill CROSS Pill FIRING Piii 

I 
'== 

\ I- BOLT PLUG 

~11111111111111111111111111111 
\ \ 

FIRING Pill HEAD MAINSPRING 

Fig. 2 

ReleJ'e µJ1 ts caretully and disassemble. 

To Service - All parts in firing pin assembly are interchange· 
able ··• no factory fitting required. However. if replacing tiring 
pin, a hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is necessary. 
To do this, use a no. 42 size drill (.093"l. 
Assemble shank of replacement firing pin into firing pin head. 
Make sure recess in head is clear and fr~ of any obstructions. 
Seat shank of firing pin firmly onto firing pin head~Align drill 
thru cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill thru firing pin 
shank 

To Reassemble - Reassemble all parts of firing pin assembly. 
Hold Bolt plug retracted against tension of reassembled main· 
spring. Insert firing pin cross pin thru firing pin head and 
shank of firing pin. Release tension on bolt plug. 

FRONT SIGHT 

To. Disassemble - Support front sight ramp to prevent dam· 
age to barrel and drive out front sight. Use brass rod or plastic 
hammer to avoid damaging front sight. 

To Reassemble - Place front sight in dovetail slot of front 
sight ramp. Support ramp and drive front sight into ramp from 
right to left. 

FRONT SIGHT RAMP 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove front sight ramp 
screws and front sight ramp. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Tighten screws secure
ly. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY - factory listed to include rear 
sight collar, rear sight eyepiece, rear sight leaf, rear sight wind· 
age screw. 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove rear sight screw and 
rear sight assembly. 

To Reassemble - Place bent tabs on bottom of rear sight as· 
sembly into slot in rear sight base. Align holes. assemble and 
tighten rear sight screw. 

REAR SIGHT STEP - design to raise or lower rear sight as· 
sembly for range purposes. 

To Disassemble - Grasp eyepiece, lift upward and slide rear 
sight step rearward and remove from base. 

To Replace - Interchangeable - no factory adjustment re
quired. Additional steps, marked for size are available for 
range purposes. 

To Reassemble - Lift eyepiece and slide step into place, High 
end faces forward. 

REAR SIGHT BASE 

To Disassemble - (with rear sight assembly and step removed) 
Unscrew and remove rear sight llase screws and washers. Dis· 
assemble rear sight base from barrel. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 
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TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY 

NOTE: FACTORY SERVICE IS REQUIRED FOR ALL 
TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY RELATED PROBLEMS. 
RETURN THE FIREARM TO THE FACTORY FOR 
SERVICE. 

SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY and MOUNTINGS COMPLETE
include front swivel nut. front swivel screw, rear swivel screw, 
sting strap assembly, swivel assembly (2). 

Note: Sling strap assembly includes strap, keeper, fastener. 
Strap is 7/8'" wide. Swivel assemblies are quick-detachable 
(Q. 0.) type, 

Assembly - Swivel Screws to Stock (M/660 Only) 

Rear Swivel Screw - Use No. 15 size drill (. 180"). Locate 
screw hole 2Y2 inches from toe of stock (minus butt plate). 
Drill hole 1 inch deep at 90° with bottom line of stock. 
Countersink this drilled hole with no. 1 size (.228") drill to 
depth of 1/8 inch. This countersink allows for seating shoulder 
on swivel screw. 

Front Swivel Screw - Use No. 13 drill. 

Front Swivel Nut - Use 3/8 inch drill. Locate screw hole 
approximately 3 inches from front end of stock. Drill hole 
completely thru stock at 90° with barrel radius stock cut. 
Countersink barrel radius cut into this drilled hole to depth of 
.225 inches. Countersink allows for seating of front swivel nut. 
Assemble front swivel thru hole and tighten to stock with 
front swivel nut. 

Assembly - Swivel Assembly (2) 0. D. 

Swivel assembly {same for front and rear) can be assembled to 
swivel screw in stock as follows. Press against spring loaded re
lease plunger to lift locking plate from attachment pin. Swing 
µlate to clear attachment pin. (See Fi9. 3). 

PIN 

Fig. 3 

After attaching to swivel screw, swing and lower locking plate 
upon attachment pin. This will lock swivel to screw. 

Assembly - Strap to Assembled Swivels 

Insert tongue of strap through one swivel. Loop strap back and 
through keeper and pull strap until buckle is near mid point of 
strap. Slide keeper back near swivel to form loop. Insert 
tongue of strap through large and then small openings of buck· 
le. Insert strap through other swivel. double strap back and in· 
sert small diameter of brass fastener through slots. Adjust strap 
10 SUI!. 
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MODEL 660 & 660 MAGNUM 

To remove strap, simply unsnap quick detachable swivels from 
stock screws. 

SLING STRAP - A sling strap complete with mountings is 
packaged with each MAGNUM carbine. When attaching, assem· 
ble both quick detachable (0. D. ) swivel assemblies to stock. 
To do this, push plunger or swivel until small plate lifts and 
can be swung free of attaching stud on swivel. Insert attaching 
stud into eye of stock screw. Close plate on swivel to lock 
swivel to stock screw. 

CYCLE OF OPERATION 

Models 660 and 660 Magnum Carbine are lightweight, high 
power, bolt action, fixed magazine repeaters chambered for a 
number of center fire calibers. The receiver is drilled and tap· 
ped - ready to accept most popular makes of scopes and 
mounts. Basic operation of bolt is similar to most rifles of this 
type. Movement of bolt handle upward and fully back opens; 
forward and down closes and locks bolt. 

FIRING 

Firing cycle is basically release of a spring·loaded firing pin for 
purpose of strikirig primer of cartridge and igniting same. More 
specifically, pulling or squeezing of trigger moves connector 
forward leaving sear unsupported against "cocked" firing pin 
head. With support removed, sear is cammed down by spring
loaded firing pin and mainspring drives firing pin forward to 
strike primer. 

UNLOCKING 

Raising bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head from re· 
coil shoulders in receiver. 

COCKING 

Cocking takes place as bolt handle is raised. A cam at rear of 
rotating bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward and holds it 
in cocked position, in a notch at rear of bolt. See LOCKING 
for transfer cocking movement to sear. 

EXTRACTION 

This phase of operating cycle is essentially one of two parts 
referred. to as ( 1 l primary extraction, and (21 secondary ex· 
traction. Primary extraction occurs simultaneously with un· 
locking. The rim of case, being completely encased by bolt 
head, is gripped by a circular recessed claw-type extractor. 
During final upward throw of bolt handle, a primary extract· 
ion cam retracts bolt approximately 1/8" with a mechanical 
advantage of about 8 to 1, completing primary portion of this 
phase. Bolt lugs are now free of locking shoulders in receiver 
and bolt may now be moved to rear completing second phase 
of ex traction. 

(Cont. on Page 5) 
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Vi•w '"" NAME OF PART N•. No. 

Barrel Assembly, 308 Win. 
Barrel Assembly, 222 Rem. 
Barrel Assembly,6MM Rem. 
Barrel Assembly, 243 Win. 
Barrel Assembly, 6.5 Rem. Mag. 
Barrel Assemblt. 350 Aem. M119. 
Bolt A$sembly, 308 Win. 
Bolt A•$embly, 222 Rem. 

2 Bolt Assembly, 65. Rem. Mag., 350 Rem. Mag. 
Solt Final Auembly, 308 Win. 
Bolt Final Assembly, 222 Rem. 
Solt Final Assembly, 6.5 Rem. Mag., 350 Rem. 

Mag. 

3 15676 Bolt Plug 
4 15412 Bolt Stop (Aesuicted) 

5 24484 Bolt Stop Pin (Restricted) 

6 1541::! Bal t Stop Spring !Restricted) 

·15741 Butt Plate 
25410 Butt Plate Screw 

14390 Butr Plate Spacer 
17017 Ejector 
15852 Ejector, 222 Rem. 

8 17676 Ejector Pin 

9 17019 Ei ector Spring 

16254 Exrractor 
15850 Extractor, 222 Rem. 

10 15709 Extractor. 6.5 Rem. Mag .. 350 Rem. Mag. 

27340 E"rraetor Rivet 

27342 Extrac1or Rivet. 222 Rem. 

11 27341 Exiractor River, 6.5 Rem. Mag .. 350 Rem. Mag. 

I 2 15410 Firing Pin 

IJ 28600 Firtng Pin A·nembly 

17022 Firing Pin Cross Pin 

14 15673 F inng Pin Head 

15 15653 Fro11t Guard Screw 

16 15373 Front Signt 

17 28510 i:,ont Siqllt Ramo 

18 28505 Front Signe Ramo Screw 

19 15357 Front Swivel Nur 

14391 Grop CaP 
15390 Gnp CJc lnlav 

15757 Grip Cac Screw 
14392 Grip Cac Spacer 
15433 '.Vlaga11ne 

15842 Magazine. 222 Rem. 

20 15648 Magallne. 6.5 Rem. Mag .. 350 Rem. Mag. 

17056 Magal1ne Follower 

16793 Maqaz1ne Follower. 222 Rem. 

21 15667 Maqazine Follower, 6.5 Rem. Mag .. 350 Rem. 
Maq. 

15 742 Maqallne Spacer. 222 Rem. 

22 17891 M~gJllne Spring 
17893 Magazine Spring, 222 Rem. 

iJ 15411 Main Spnn9 

24 17580 Rear Guard Screw 

25 24525 Rear Sign1 Assembly 

26 25313 Rear Sight Bao.e 

27 16023 Rear Sigh 1 Base Screw 

28 16456 Rear Sight Screw 

29 28095 Rear Soqllt Step (selected sizes) 

Vl•w ...... 
No. Ho. 

30 16968 
31 17034 
32 21386 
33 25410 

15651 
34 26795 
35 26850 
36 15432 

37 17043 
38 17044 
39 15666 
40 24476 
41 17047 

29835 
42 29880 
43 15883 
44 15435 
45 17049 

14714 
26730 

46 15436 
47 15437 
48 15429 
<19 24477 
50 17978 
51 17053 

14694 

52 15356 
53 15358 
54 30855 
55 26555 

15:157 

3 

NAME OF PART 

Rear Sight Washer 
Receiver Plug Screw 
Recoil Pad. Magnum Caliber 
Recoil Pad Screw, Magnum Caliber 
Reinforcing Screw 
Safew Switch_ Assembly (Restricted) 
Safety Switch Oetent Ball (Remictedl 
Safety Switch Oe1en1 Spring !Restricted) 

Safety Switch Pivot Pin (Restricted I 
Safety Switcn Snap Washer (R"5tricted) 
Sear Satew Cam (R"5tricted) 
Sear Pin I Restricted I 
Sear Spring (Restricted) 
Srock Assembly 
Stock Assembly, Magnum Caliber 
Tang Support, Magnum Caliber 
Trigger (Restricted I 
Trigger Screw (Restricted) 

. Trigger Screw. Front {Retricted) 
Trigger Assembly lflestrictedl 
Trigger Connector !Restricted) 
Trigger Guard 
Trigger Housing I Restricted I 
Trigger Pin !Restricted) 
Trigger Spring !Restricted) 
Trigger Stop Screw (Restricted I 

SLING STRAP EQUIPMENT 

Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings Complete 
Jnctuaes: 

F rent Swivel Screw 
Rear Swivel Screw 
Sling Strap A$semblv 7f8" 
Swivel Assembly, Q.O. 
Front Swivel Nut 
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MODEL 660 & 660 MAGNUM 

(Cont. from Page 2) 

EJECTION 

Within the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head of 
cartridge, is a spring-loaded ejector. As bolt is retracted and 
front edge of cartridge reaches ejection port. pressure, along 
with opposing grip of ex tractor, ejects cartridge from port. 
Rearward motion of bolt is halted by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 

With bolt halted rearward, topmost cartridge in magazine is 
allowed to move upward against feeding lips on bonom edge 
of receiver, allowing itself to be moved ahead as bolt is advanc· 
ed with a forward motion of bolt handle. Bullet guides cart· 
ridge into chamber via a feeding ramp on lower side of re
ceiver. 

LOADING 

Loading cycle consists briefly of moving cartridge into cham· 
ber once it is free of feeding lips in receiver. 

LOCKING 

Lucking cycle is accomplished by rotating bolt with a down
ward motion of bolt handle, locking cartridge in chamber. 
Four engagements are made by this cycle: ( 1) locking lugs on 
bolt head are engaged with recoil shoulders in receiver. (2) 
Head of cartridge is seated into bolt head depressing ejector 
and ex tractor claw is snapped over rim of cartridge. (3) Sear 
engages and locks firing pin in a cocked position by action of 
(4) Sear being supported from beneath by connector. Gun is 
now ready to be fired by release of trigger. 

SAFETY SWITCH 

The safety switch thumbpiece.located on right rear of receiver, 
is opera tea by a push and pull action of thumb. This two·posi· 
t1on safety switch has two internal functions. When safety 
switch thumbpiece is pulled rearward by a slight down press· 
ure of thumb, a cam is brought into position under safety cam 
that locks cam against firing pin head preventing firing.Second 
function of safety switch in this SAFE position ("S" marking) 
brings an arm into slot in bolt preventing bolt being opened. 
Pushing safety switch forward to FI RE position ("F" marking) 
nullifies above conditions and will allow firing. 

Rev.382 
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The Remington Model 700 is a high power, bolt action repeating rifle. 
The basic operation of the bolt and repeating action is similar to the 
Models 721, 722 and 725. 
Therefore, the assembly and servicing instructions for the Model 700 
will list only parts that are of design and operation not used in any 
other model. 

" 

The Instruction Folder RD-54'61 is packaged with each new rifle shipped 
from the factory. Folders may also be obtained from the dealer or 
retailer. The folder outlines the operating instructions and the 
instructions for the care and maintenance of the rifle. 

When handling the rifle for servicing or shipping make certain the 
rifle is empty with no rounds in the magazine or barrel chamber. 

·MODEL 700 
Introduction 
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MODEL 700 
Index REMINGTON 

FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

( 
Page 

Trigger Guard (ADL Grade) #15281 1 

Center Guard Screw #15287 1 

Rear Guard Screw #26355 1 

Trigger Guard Assembly (BDL Grade} #26371 1 
(See 72 5 Manual} 

Magazine (ADL Grade) #15284 1 

Bolt Final Assembly (ADL Grade) #26317 1, 2 & 3 

Bolt 4f26327 1, 2 & 3 

Ejector #17017 1, 2 & 3 

Ejector Pin 4fl76.76 1, 2 & 3 

Ejector Spring 4fl7019 1, 2 & 3 
( 

Extractor #16254 1, 2 & 3 

Extractor Rivet #27340 1, 2 & 3 

Bolt Stop :11:17013 3 

Bolt Stop Pin :!1:24475 3 

Bolt Stop Spring #15224 3 

Sights 4 

Rear Sight Assembly 4 
(See 725 Manual) 

Front Sight :!1:15373 4 

Front Sight Hood #15363 4 

Front Sight Ramp #16717 4 

Front Sight Ramp Pin (2} #24477 4 

Front Sight Ramp Screw #19025 4 
L 
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Sling Strap Assembly & Mountings, Complete #26990 

Sling Strap Assembly 

Swivel Assembly (2} 

Front Swivel Nut 

Front Swivel Screw 

Rear Swivel Screw 

Sectional View 

Send all gun1 for factory .. rvlc• and inquiri91 an 
.. rvlu and ports to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
Arms Service Division 

lllon, New York 

#26625 

#26555 

#15357 

#15356 

#15358 

All other inquiries ar• ta b• addr•11•d to 
REMINGTON ARMS· COMPANY, INC. 

Bridgeport, Connecticut 

MODEL 700 
Index 

Page 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 
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MODEL 700 
Assembly 
Page 1 REMINGTON 

FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

TRIGGER GUARD (ADL GRADE) 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove rear and center guard screws and 
remove trigger guard. 

To Replace - Interchange with no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY {BDL GRADE - Hinged Floor Plate) 

{See Model 725 Manual) 

MAGAZINE 
same manner. 

is of similar design to the Model 725 and assembled in the 

Caution: Before assembling stock to receiver, particularly on ADL Grade, 
locate magazine fully into magazine recess in bottom of 
receiver. This will prevent any damage to stock when stock 
is tightened against receiver. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - is similar to the Model 725 and assembles in the 
same manner. The extractor, however, is of a different design and requires 
a different assembly. 

To Disassemble - Disassemble breech bolt from rifle. Drive ejector retaining 
pin from breech bolt. (See sketch below} 

Caution: Hold ejector with forefinger to prevent ejector from 
springing free of bolt during disassembly. 

EJECTOR RETAINING PIN 
EJECTOR 

( 

( 

Drive Out Here 
EJECTOR SPRING 

(__ 
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FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY Continued 

Disassemble ejector and ejector spring from breech bolt. Drive extractor 
rivet from breech bolt - outside to inside. (See sketch below} 

EJECTOR HOLE 

EXTRACTOR 

EXTRACTOR RIVET 

Pry up extractor from inner rim, on fact of bolt, and disassemble extractor 
and rivet from bolt. 

To Reassemble - Adjust replacement for proper tension before reassembly 
as follows: Squeeze ends of extractor together slightly. (See sketch below} 

EXTRACTOR RIVET 
HOLE 

~ 
:::~ 

EXTRACTOR 

EXTRACTOR CLAW 
~ 

f 
Flatten End 

Straighten tail of extractor. (See sketch above) 

E]'f:CTOR 
HOLE 

Smoot! 
Up 
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Assembly 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY Continued 

Reassemble extractor to bolt face and snap under bolt rim. Align extractor 
rivet hole in extractor with rivet hole in bolt rim. Insert extractor rivet thru 
aligned hole with rivet head against extractor when reassembling. 

Note: If original disassembled extractor is reassembled, adjustment 
for proper tension before reassembly may not be necessary. 
A replacement extractor rivet must be supplied for reassembly. 

Place support inside of bolt rim and against head of rivet. Stake rivet against 
outside of breech bolt. 

Smooth up staking to blend with outside wall of bolt. Adjust extractor for 
proper tension, using a fired case. Extractor must grip the fired case firmly 
and hold the fired case when the breech is held face downwards. 

If the fired case is gripped too securely (case snaps free with difficulty) -
tap extractor smartly, with a soft metal punch, back under bolt rim. Test 
with fired cartridge case again. Repeat same operation if extractor needs 
further adjustment to reduce tension. 

If the fired case is gripped too loosely (case drops away when bolt is held 
face downward) - extractor must be pulled from under rim to increase tension 
against fired case. Disassemble, if necessary, and rebend extractor as 
indicated in sketch on preceding page 

After proper tension has been adjusted, smooth up incline on extractor to 
match perfectly to breech bolt rim. (See sketch on preceding page) 

Note: An earlier design, in 222 Caliber, incorporated a "snap in" type 
extractor which required no rivet. These may be assembled and 
disassembled in the same manner as the Model 725. 

BOLT STOP (See sectional view on last page) 

To Disassemble See Model 725 manual and disassemble in the same manner. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble The bolt stop spring is of a new design and therefore is 
assembled in a different manner than the Model 725. Place bolt stop spring 
in the recess in the receiver so that the long end is forward and the bent end 

( 

faces outward. Place bolt stop in receiver slot with the contoured edge on l 
top and the hole to the rear. Align and tap in bolt stop pin. 

R&D:FGH 
3-12-63 
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SIGHTS 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY (See 725 Manual} 

MODEL 700 
Assembly 
Page 4 

FRONT SIGHT COVER (BDL Grade) is designed to provide housing for the 
front sight blade. 

To Disassemble - Spread cover slightly and push forward in cover slots 
on either side of the ramp. 

To Replace - Interchangeable - no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble - Spread slightly and slide along side slots and over front 
sight blade. Assemble in central location, straight end of cover to 
rear. 

FRONT SIGHT 

To Disassemble
right. 

To Replace 

Drive front sight out of front sight ramp from left to 

Interchangeable - no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT RAMP (Screw on type, used on the following calibers 
only: 222, 222 Magnum, 243, Gmm, 7mm Magnum and 264 Magnum) 

To Disassemble 
ramp pins. 

Unscrew front sight ramp screw and pry ramp up off 

To Replace Interchangeable - no factory adjustrre nt require.ct. 

To Reassemble Place ramp pins in holes on top of barrel, align pins with 

NOTE: 

holes in bottom of ramp and tap ramp down on to barrel until seated. 
Screw in ramp screw • 

Other calibers (308, 270, 280 and 30-0G} have a brazed on front 
sight ramp which is not easily disassembled. 
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SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY & MOUNTINGS, COMPLETE A sling strap 
complete with mountings is packaged with each BDL Grade rifle. When 
attaching to rifle --- assemble both quick detachable (Q.D.) swivel 
assemblies to stock. To do this, push plunger on swivel until small 
plate lifts and can be swung free of attaching stud on swivel. Then 
insert attaching stud into eye of stock screw. Close plate on swivel to 
lock swivel to stock screw. 

To attach strap to swivels --- insert tongue of strap in rear swivel. 
Then loop strap back and thru attached rear keeper band. Pull strap 
to move rear keeper back in tight loop against rear swivel. 

Slide front keeper band on free end of strap. Then insert strap thru 
front swivel and double strap back and thru attached front keeper. 
Insert brass fastener thru matching slots to join strap in desired 
position. 

To remove strap from rifle, simply snap quick det~chable swivels from 
stock screws and remove strap. 

R&D:FGH 
3-14-63 
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The Remington Model 700 is a high power bolt action repeater available in a wide variety of center fire calibers. Two grades are 
supplied - AOL (standard) and BDL. Included in the BDL grade is the Model 700 VARMINT - an extremely accurate rifle 
expressly designed for the high velocity "varmint" calibers. 

The owner's manuals RD 5461 and RD 6664 (L.H.) are packaged with each new rifle. Manuals may also be obtained from the re· 
tailer or dealer. These manuals outline operating instructions, instructions for care an<! maintenance of the rifle and complete parts 
lists and exploded views. 
When handling rifle for servicing or shipping make certain rifle is empty with no rounds in magazine or chamber. 
Unless described otherwise, parts are interchangeable with no factory adjustment required. 

Bolt Final Assembly ......................•. 
Bolt Final Assembly, Components .•..••..••..•. 
Firing Pin Assembly ............•...•....... 
Firing Pin Assembly, Components ..•.....•.•... 
Rear Sight Assembly, Components ............. . 
Front Sight Hood (BDL Grade) ............... . 
Front Sight .......................••.... 
Front Sight Ramp ...•.•....••.•.•••......• 
Trigger Guard (AOL Grade) ••..•..•.•••.•••.•. 
Trigger Guard Assembly (BDL Grade) •.•••.•••••. 
Trigger Guard Assembly, Components ....•. '. ..... 
Magazine ........•...•..•.•••••...•..•.. 
Magazine Spring ......................... . 

INDEX 

Page 

1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

Page 

Stock Assembly . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Trigger Assembly. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Stock Assembly, Components, (AOL Grade) . . . . . . . 3 
Stock Assembly, Components. (BDL Grade). . . . . . . . 3 
Barrel Assembly . . . . • • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings, Complete . . . . . 3 
Cycle of Operations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 3 
Malfunctions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-4 
Parts List . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Exploded View. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Left Hand Model . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . 8 · 9 

Send all guns for factory service and Inquiries on service and parts to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
Arms Service Division 
Ilion, New York 13357 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble -With safety switch forward on FIRE position 
lift bolt handle and pull rearward until action is halted by bolt 
stop. Press upward on bolt stop release - located in front of 
trigger and remove bolt final assembly from rifle. 
To Service - Selective assembly at factory is required for 
replacement of bolt assemblies. However, firing, cocking, ex· 
tractor and ejection parts are interchangeable and may be 
replaced with no factory adjustment required. 
To Reassemble - With safety switch forward, insert bolt final 
assembly into rifle, push forward as far as possible and lower 
bolt handle. Note: Bolt must remain cocked to install. If un
cocked, firing pin head will be recessed well inside bolt plug. 
To cock bolt, clamp firing pin head firmly to prevent move
ment and turn bolt with handle. Continue turning bolt handle 
until cocking notch on rear engages firing pin head. Bolt is 
then cocked and may be installed. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS: Includes bolt 
assembly, ejector, ejector pin, ejector spring, extractor, ex· 
tractor rivet, firing pin assembly. Firing pin assembly includes 
bolt plug, firing pin, firing pin cross pin, firing pin head and 
main spring. 

EJECTOR- EJECTOR PIN- EJECTOR SPRING 
(in bolt assembly) 

EJECTOR RETAINING PIN 

EJECTOR__,.,~ DRIVE OUT 

EJECTOR SPRING ___,,-~ 

FIG.1 

To Disassemble - With bolt final assembly removed from 
rifle, drive out ejector pin and pull ejector spring from bolt. 
(See Fig. 1 ). 
To Reassemble - Insert ejector spring and ejector into bolt. 
~sh ei8<'.tor an? h~ld against tension of ejector spring. Align 
eiector pm slot m eiector to pin hole in bolt and drive in ejec
tor pin. 
fl!ote_: Assembled ejector must work freely in bolt for proper 
e1ect1on. 

EXTRACTOR - EXTRACTOR RIVET (in bolt assembly) 
To Disassemble - Disassemble ejector and ejector spring 
from bolt. 

EJECTOR HOL~E • 

EXTRACTOR 

' 

FIG.2 

EXTRACTOR RIVET 

Drive extractor rivet from bolt. (See Fig. 2). Dislodge and 
remove loosened extractor from inside bolt rim. 

EXTRACTOR RIVET HOLE Smooth Up 1 EXTRACTOR RIVET H 
Squeeze-~ L~. 

-..~ _____.;;J g 
EXTRACTOR CLAW/ I EJECTOR HOLE 

Flatten End FIG. 3 

To Service - Parts are interchangeable. Extractor rivet will 
most likely be damaged when driven from bolt and replace
ment .rivet should be used in reassembly. 
To Reassemble - Adjust replacement extractor for proper 
tension before reassembly as follows: Squeeze ends of ex· 
tractor together slightly. (See Fig. 3). Straighten tail of ex· 
tractor. (See Fig. 3). Place extractor inside rim in bolt face. ( 
Align hole in extractor with rivet hole in bolt. Insert extractor 
rivet. 
Note: If original disassembled extractor is· reassembled, adjust
ment for proper tension before reassembly may not be nee· 
essary. · 
Place support inside of bolt rim and against head of rivet. Peen 
over protruding end of rivet to tighten extractor in bolt. Re· 
assemble ejector. Smooth up peening to blend with outside of 
bolt. Check extractor for proper tension using a fired case. Ex· 
tractor must grip case firmly and hold case when breech is held 
face downwards. 
If fired case is gripped too tightly (case snaps free with diffi· 
culty) tap extractor back under bolt rim using a soft metal 
punch. Test with fired case. Repeat, if necessary, until gripping 
pressure of extractor is satisfactory. 
If fired case is gripped too loosely {case falls away when bolt is 
held face downward) extractor must be pulled from under rim 
to increase tension against case. Disassemble, if necessary, and 
rebend extractor as indicated in Fig. 3. 
After. tension has been adjusted satisfactorily, smooth up in· 
cline on extractor to match perfectly to breech bolt rim. (See 
Fig.3). 
Note: An earlier design, in 222 caliber, incorporated a "snap 
in" type extractor requiring no rivet. These may easily be dis· 
assembled and reassembled by inserting pointed tweezers into 
holes provided in ends of extractor and compressing ends to· 
gether. When reassembling, hook on extractor should face bolt. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY FROM BOLT ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from rifle. Pull 
firing pin head rearward until coin or washer can be inserted 
into slot near back edge of firing pin head. (See Fig. 4). Un
screw and remove firing pin assembly from bolt assembly. 

FIG.4 

To Service - Firing pin assembly is interchangeable and may 
be replaced as a unit with no factory adjustment required. Re· 
placement of bolt assembly requires selective assembly for 
proper function. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS: Includes bolt 
plug, firing pin, firing pin cross pin, firing pin head, main 
spring. 

FIRING PIN CROSS PIN 

~ 'BOLT PLUO 

Q:Jmm11111111m111111111111111 

FIRING PIN 

I 
'-=> 

\ \ 
FIRING PIN HEAD FIG.5 MAINSPRING 

To Disassemble - (with firing pin assembly removed from boltl. 
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Caution: Main sprjng is under compression. Disassembly of 
this unit is not recommended unless necessary for replacement 
of damaged parts. Suitable holding means must be used to pre· 
vent firing pin and I or firing pin head from flying free when 
cross pin is drive_n out. . 
Compress mainspring until firing pin cross pin is exposed. Hold 
firing pin and firing pin head securely and drive out cross pin. 
(See Fig. 5). Release parts carefully and disassemble. 
To Service - All parts in firing pin assembly are interchange
able ·with no factory fitting required. However, if replacing fir· 
ing pin, a hole drilling oper·ation in shank of firing pin is neces
sary. To do this, use a No. 42 size drill (.093). 
Assemble shank of replacement firing pin into firing pin head. 
Make sure recess in head is clean and free of any obstructions. 
Seat shank of firing pin firmly onto firing pin head. Align drill 
through cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill through firing 
pin shank. 
To Reassemble - Reassemble all parts of firing pin assembly. 
Hold bolt plug against tension of reassembled main spring. In· 
sert firing pin cross pin through firing pin head and shank of 
firing pin. Release tension on bolt plug. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY (Includes rear sight aperture, rear 
sight base, rear sight base screw (2). rear sight slide, elevation 
screw, windage screw). 
To Disassemble - Unscrew windage and elevation screws and 
remove rear sight aperture and rear sight slide from base. Un· 
screw and remove rear sight base screws and rear sight base. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. All parts are inter· 
changeable. 

FRONT SIGHT HOOD (BDL Grade only) 

To Disassemble - Pry bottom ears of hood apart slightly until 
hood can be slid forward and away from front sight base. 
To Service - Interchangeable on all BDL grade front sight 
ramps. No factory adjustment required. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT 
To Disassemble - Drive front sight out of front sight ramp 
from left to right. To prevent damage to sight a soft metal 
punch should be used. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT RAMP 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove front sight ramp screws 
and front sight ramp. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD {AOL Gradel 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove trigger guard screws 
and disassemble trigger guard from stock. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY (BDL Gradel 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt assembly. Unscrew and remove 
front and rear guard screws. Lift loosened stock assembly from 
trigger and disassemble trigger guard from stock assembly. 
Note: To remove magazine follower and spring {assembled to 
floor plate) unlatch floor plate. Lift folded end of spring up· 
ward, pull back and disassemble from floor plate. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Tighten screws firmly. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (BDL 
Grade) Includes floor plate, floor plate latch, floor plate latch 
pin, floor plate latch spring, floor plate pivot pin, trigger guard. 
To Disassemble - Drive out floor plate pivot pin and remove 
floor plate from trigger guard. 
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FIG.6 

Caution: Pivot pin is tight fitting. Support trigger guard pro· 
perly to prevent damage to front section. 
Unhook rear of floor plate latch spring from floor plate latch 
and front end of spring from trigger guard. Remove spring 
from guard (See Fig. 6) 

FLOOR PLATE LATCH_......._~ 

ii~ 
TRIGCER GIARD '""'r~~~~::""I 

~ 

FIG. 7 'lAtCll PIN 

Drive out floor plate latch pin - left to right and remove floor 
plate latch from trigger guard. (See Fig. 7). 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Floor plate should 
swing freely and latch properly. 

MAGAZINE - MAGAZINE FOLLOWER - MAGAZINE 
SPRING 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trigger 
guard or (in BDL grade) trigger guard assembly. Remove stock 
assembly. Remove magazine follower and spring. Unscrew 
magazine tab screw (AOL grade only) and remove magazine. 
BDL grade magazines are disassembled by simply lifting from 
receiver. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY 

NOTE: FACTORY SERVICE IS REQUIRED FOR ALL 
TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY RELATED PROBLEMS. 
RETURN THE FIREARM TO THE FACTORY FOR 
SERVICE. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble- Remove trigger guard or trigger guard assem· 
bly and remove stock assembly. 
To Reassemble- Follow reverse order. Tighten screws se
curely. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (AOL Grade) includes 
butt plate, butt plat~ screw (4), front guard screw bushing, 
stock, stock reinforcing screw, stock reinforcing screw dowel. 
To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove butt plate screws and 
butt plate. Front guard screw bushing may be removed for 
replacement, if necessary, by driving out with a tool from 
inside of stock. Tap against inner edge of bushing until it 
comes free from stock. Avoid damage to stock. 
To Reassemble- Follow reverse order. Replacement butt 
plate may require edge sanding to match stock outline. 
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STOCK ASS EMBLY - COMPONENTS {BD L Grade) includes 
AOL grade components plus butt plate spacer, fore-end tip, 
fore-end tip spacer, grip cap, grip cap spacer, front swivel 
nut. 
To Disassemble- See disassembly of AOL grade. Front swivel 
nut may be disassembled for replacement by carefully driving 
out from inside of stock. 
To Reassemble- Follow reverse order. 

BARREL ASSEMBLY - Includes barrel, barrel brackets, 
receiver. Selective factory assembly is required for replacement 
of parts and to insure proper operation with bolt final assem· 
bly. Disassembly is not recommended. Replace as a unit. 

SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY AND MOUNTINGS.COMPLETE: 
Includes front swivel nut, front swivel screw, rear swivel screw, 
sling strap assembly, swivel assembly, 0.D. (2). 
Note: Sling Strap Assembly includes sling strap, fastener, 
keeper and buckle. Strap is 7/8" wide. Swivel assemblies are 
(0.D.) type. 
A sling strap complete with mountings is packaged with each 
BDL Grade rifle. When attaching to rifle - assemble both 
quick detachable {0.D.) swivel assemblies to stock. To do 
this, push plunger on swivel until small plate lifts and can be 
swung free of attaching stud on swivel. Then insert attaching 
stud into eye of stock screw. Close plate on swivel to lock 
swivel to stock screw. 
To attach strap to swivels - insert tongue of strap into rear 
swivel. Loop strap back and through attached keeper band. 
Insert strap into and through buckle and front swivel. Loop 
back and secure with brass fastener. Adjust trap to desired 
position. 
To remove strap from rifle, simply snap quick detachable 
swivels from stock screws and remove strap. 

CYCLE OF OPERATION 
The operation cycle of the Model 700 follows the basic pat· 
tern of bolt action rifles. After firing, raising of bolt handle 
will unlock action. Pulling bolt rearward will open action 
and extract and eject any fired case or round that may be in 
chamber. Pushing bolt handle forward and down closes and 
locks action - completing the cycle. Each operation is des· 
cribed in sequence below: 

FIRING 
With action closed and locked and safety switch in forward or 
FIRE position, rifle can be fired by pulling trigger. Pulling or 
squeezing trigger moves trigger connector forward, leaving sear 
unsupported against cocked firing pin head. With support re· 
moved, sear is cammed down by pressure of spring-loaded fir· 
ing pin and firing pin is driven forward to strike primer. 

UNLOCKING 
Raising of bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head from 
recoil shoulders in receiver. 

COCKING 
Cocking takes place as bolt handle is raised. A cam at rear of 
rotating bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward, compressing 
main spring, and holding assembly in cocked position in a 
notch at rear of bolt. This engagement holds until bolt handle 
is lowered again during locking cycle. Engagement is then 
transferred to sear to cock rifle. 

EXTRACTION 
This phase of operation cycle consists of two parts referred to 
as (1 ~ primary extraction, and (2) secondary extraction. Pri· 
mary extraction occurs simultaneously with unlocking. The 
rim of case, being completely encased by bolt head, is gripped 
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by a circular recessed claw-tYpe extractor. During final upward 
throw of bolt handle, a primary extraction cam retracts bolt 
approximately 1 /8" with a mechanical advantage of about 8 to 
1, completing primary portion of this phase. Bolt lugs are now 
free of locking shoulders in receiver and bolt may now be 
moved to rear - completing second phase of extraction. 

EJECTION 
Within the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head of 
cartridge, is a spring·loaded ejector. As bolt is retracted and 
front edge of cartridge reaches· ejection port, pressure along 
with opposing grip of extractor, ejects cartridge from port. 
Rearward motion of bolt is arrested by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 
With bolt stopped in rearward position, topmost cartridge in 
magazine will be urged upwards by magazine spring. It is held 
in position until carried forward by bolt into loading cycle. 

LOADING 
In closing the action, bolt pushes cartridge from magazine into 
barrel chamber. Feeding lips on top of magazine guide cart· 
ridge until bullet enters chamber. 

LOCKING 
Rotating bolt handle downward locks cartridge in barrel 
chamber. Four engagements are made in this cycle: (1) Lock· 
ing lugs on bolt head are engaged with recoil shoulders in re· 
ceiver. (2) Head of cartridge is seated into bolt head, depress· 
ing ejector while extractor claw is snapped over rim of cart· 
ridge. (3) Sear engages and locks firing pin in a cocked position 
by action of (4) Sear being supported from beneath by conn· 
ector. Rifle is now ready for firing by release of trigger. 

SAFETY SWITCH 
The safety switch, located at right rear of receiver is operated 
by a push and pull action on the safety switch button. This 
two-position safety switch has two internal functions. When 
safety switch is rotated rearward, a cam is brought into posi· 
tion beneath sear safety cam. This locks cam against firing 
pin and prevents rifle from firing. Second function of safety 
switch in SAFE position ("S" marking) brings an arm into slot 
in bolt preventing bolt from being opened. Pushing safety 
switch forward to FIRE position ("F" marking) nullifies 
above conditions and rifle may be fired. 

MALFUNCTIONS 
Cause and Correction 

Over-Ride 

Cause: 1. Magazine Follower binds. 
2. Damaged Follower Spring. 
3. Magazine Spring caught under Guard. 
4. Tabs on Follower bent. 

Correction: 1. Adjust side angle on Magazine Box. 
2. Change Spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Straighten or replace Follower. 
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Stems Chamber 

Cause: 1. Sharp or rough Receiver Rails. 
2. Sharp edge • rear end of Chamber. 
3. Rough Ramp in Receiver. 
4. Magazine Box loose in Receiver. 

Correction: 1. Polish or file. 
2. Remove sharpness. 
3. Polish Ramp. 
4. Adjust. 

Bolt Closes Hard Over Shells 

Cause: 1. Bolt interferes with shell rim. 
2. Extractor interferes with shell rim. 
3. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
4. Burr at Ejector Hole on Bolt. 
5. Sharp corners on l;!olt Lugs. 
6. Extractor Rivet loose. 

Correction: 1. Remove interference or change Bolt. 
2. Fit new Extractor (grind relief in new Extractor 

behind Claw). 
3. Free up or replace. 
4. Deburr. 
5. File radius. 
6. Tighten or replace Rivet. 

Fails to Extract 

Cause: 1. Tight, rough or oversize Chamber. 
2. Extractor broken or damaged. 
3. Not enough Hook space on Extractor. 
4. Height of Claw not correct. 
5. Extractor stuck back. 

Correction: 1. Ream if tight or rough. 
Change Barrel Assembly if oversize. 

2. Fit new Extractor. 
3. Fit new Extractor. 
4. Fit new Extractor. 
5. Replace Extractor. 

Fails To Eject 

Cause: 1. Burr at Ejector Hole in Bolt. 
2. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
3. Extractor Rivet loose. 
4. Extractor drops shell. 

Correction: 1. Oeburr. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Re-stake or replace. 
4. Replace Extractor. 

Misfires 

Cause: 1. Short Firing Pin (damaged). 
2. Firing Pin binds. 
3. Short Firing Pin protrusion. 
4. Firing Control out of adjustment. 
5. Faulty ammunition. 

Correction: 1. Replace. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Change Firing Pin or Bolt. 
4. Return the firearm to the factory. 
5. Replace ammunition. 
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Follows Down 

Cause: 1. Trigger out of adjustment. 
2. Improper vertical engagement of Sear and 

Connector. 
3. Trigger doesn't retract. 
4. Corners on Sear or Connector rounded. 
5. Trigger binds on Trigger Guard. 
6. Not enough tension on Weight Screw (light 

pull). 

Correction: 1. Return the firearm to the factory. 
2. Return the firearm to the factory. 
3. Return the firearm to the factory. 
4. Return the firearm to the factory. 
5. File Trigger Guard ·eliminate interference. 
6. Return the firearm to the factory. 

Bolt Opens Hard 

Cause: 1. See Fails to Extract. 
2. Upset Extraction Cam on Bolt Handle. 
3. Burr at Ejector Hole in Bolt. 
4. Blown or set back Primer on shell. 

Correction: 1. See Fails to Extract. 
2. Smooth up. 
3. Oeburr. 
4. Ream Chamber if throat is shallow (am· 

munition may be at fault). 

Bolt Pulls Out 

Cause: 1. Bolt Stop or Bolt Release binds. 
2. Bolt Stop or Bolt Release broken. 

Correction: 1. Return the firearm to the factory. 
2. Return the firearm to the factory. 

Safety Switch Works Too Hard or Too Freely 

Cause: 1. Safety switch binds (works hard). 
2. Safety switch Snap Washer stretched out 

(Safety Switch works too freely.) 

Correction: 1. Return the firearm to the factory. 
2. Return the firearm to the factory. 

Bulges or Blows Cases 

Cause: 1. Oversize Chamber. 
2. Maximum head space. 

Correction: 1. Change Barrel or Barrel and Receiver 
Assembly. 

2. Fit new Bolt (ammunition may be at fault). 

Bolt Binds 

Cause: 1. Guard Screws protrude into Bolt track. 
2. Scope Screws protrude into Bolt track. 
3. Bolt Handle interference on Stock. 
4. Step at rear of Bolt Lugs. 

Correction: 1. File ends of Screws. 
2. File ends of Screws. 
3. Correct Stock or fit new Stock. 
4. File to blend. 
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REMINGTON PARTS LIST MODEL 
700 FIELD SERVICE MANUAL· 

View 
No. NAME OF PART 

NOTE: Basic 30-06 Caliber listed below. See Sectional VI- for proper 

identity of parts. 

, 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
8a 

9 
10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

1.6 

17 

18 

20 
21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

Barrel Assembly 

Bolt Assembly 

Bolt Final Assembly 

Bolt Plug 

Bolt Stop 

Bolt Stop Pin 

Bolt Stop Release 

Bolt Stop Spring 

Butt Plate 

Butt Plate Spacer, SOL 

Butt Plate Screw 

Center Guard Screw, AOL Grade 

Ejector 

Ejector Pin 

Ejector Spring 

Extractor 

Fastener, Sling Strap 

Firing Pin 

Firing Pin Assembly 

Firing Pin Cross Pin 

Floor Plate Latch, SOL Grade 

Floor Plate Latch Pin, SOL Grade 

Floor Plate Latch Spring, SOL Grade 

Floor Plate Pivot Pin, BOL Grade 

Front Guard Screw 

Front Guard Screw Bushing, AOL Grade 

Front Sight 

Front Sight (Low) 

Front Sight Ramp 

Front Sight Ramp, BOL Grade 

Front Sight Ramp Screw 

Front Sight Hood, BDL Grade 

Front Swivel Nut, BOL Grade 

Front Swivel Screw, BDL Grade 

Grip Cap, BOL Grade (not shown) 

Grip Cap Screw 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

Grip Cap Spacer, BOL Grade (not shown) 

Magazine, AOL Grade 

Magazine, SOL Grade (not shown) 

Magazine Follower 

Magazine Follower, BDL Grade 

Magazine Tab Screw, AOL Grade 

Magazine Spring 

Magazine Spring, BOL Grade 

s. 

View 
No. 

35 

36 

37 
38 
39 

40 
41 

42 

43 
44 

45 

46 
47 

48 
49 
50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

NAME OF PART 

Main Spring 

Rear Guard Screw 

Rear Sight Aperture 

Rear Sight Base 

Rear Sight Base Screw (2) 

Rear Sight Slide 

Elevation Screw 

Wlndage Screw 

Rear Swivel Screw, BDL Grade 
Receiver Plug Screw 

Safety Switch Assembly 

Safety Switch Detent Ball 

Safety Switch Detent Spring 

Safety Switch Pivot Pin 

Safety Switch Snap Washer 

Sear Safety Cam 

Sear Pin 

Sear Spring 

Sling Strep Assembly, SOL Grade 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings Complete 

Stock Assembly, AOL Grade 

Stock Assembly, SOL Grade 

Stock Reinforcing Screw (not shown) 

Stock Reinforcing Screw Dowel (not shown) 

Swivel Assembly, BDL Grade (0.D.I 

Trigger 

Trigger Adjusting Screw 

Trigger Assembly 

Trigger Connector 

Trigger Engagement Screw 

Trigger Guard 

Trigger Guard, SOL Grade 

Trigger Guard Assembly, BOL Grade 

Trigger Housing Assembly 

Trigger Pin 

Trigger Spring 

Trigger Stop Screw 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

I 

\ 
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MODEL 700 

Doesn't Group 

Cause: 1. Crown of Barrel damaged. 
2. Leading of Bore. 
3. Oversize Bore. 

MALFUNCTIONS 

CAUSE and CORRECTION 

(Con't. from Page 4) 

4. Improper bedding of Barrel in Stock. 
5. Loose Sights. 

Correction: 1. Recrown. 
2. Lead or change Barrel. 
3. Change Barrel. 
4. Correct ·bedding. 
5. Tighten or replace. 

Point of Impact Not Correct 

Cause: 1. Barrel not straight. 
2. Horns, breaks, etc. in Bore. 
3. Improper or loose Sights. 

Correction: 1. Straighten. 
2. Correct if possible. 
3. Tighten or change Sights. 

7 
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Vi•w 
No. 

NOTE: 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
8a 

9 
10 
11 

12 
13 
14 

15 
16 
17 

19 
20 
21 
22 
23 

'24 

25 
26 
27 
28 
29 

30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 

NAME OF PART 

Basic 30-06 caliber listed below. 

Barrel Assem bl y 

Bolt Assembl Y 

Bolt Final Assembly 
Bolt Plug 
Bolt Stop 
Bolt Stop Pin 
Bolt Stop Rel ease 
Bolt Stop Spring 
Butt Plate 
Butt Plate Spacer 
Butt Plate Screw 
Ejector 
Ejector Pin 
Ejector Spring 
Extractor 
Extractor Rivet 
Fastener. Sling Strap 
Firing Pin 
Firing Pin Assembly 
Firing Pin Cross Pin 
F Joor Plate Latch 
Floor Plate Latch Pin 
Floor Pl ate Latch Spring 

Floor Pl ate Pivot Pin 
Front Guard Screw 
Front Sight 
Front Sight (Low) 
Front Sight Ramp 
Front Sight Ramp Screw 
Front Sight Hood 
Front Swivel Nut 

Front Swivel Screw 
Grip Cap 
Grip Cap Spacer 
Grip Cap Spacer Screw 
Magazine 
Magazine Follower 
Magazine Spring 
Main Spring 
Rear Guard Screw 
Rear Sight Aperture 
Rear Sight Base 
Rear Sight Screw 
Rear Sight Slide 
Elevation Screw 
Windage Screw 
Rear Swivel Screw 
Receiver Plug Screw 
Safety Switch Assembly 
Safety Switcn Detent Ball 
Safety Switch Oetent Spring 

REMINGTON 

700 
LEFT HAND MODEL 
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(Restricted) 
(Restricted) 
(Restricted) 
(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 
(Restricted) 
(Restricted) 
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View 
No. 

46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 

52 

53 
54 

55 

56 
57 
58 

59 
60 
61 
62 

NAME OF PART 

Safety Switch Pivot Pin !Restricted! 
SafetY Switch Snap Washer (Restricted! 
Sear Safety Cam (Restricted) 
Sear Pin (Restricted) 
Sear Spring (Restricted) 
Sling Strap Assembly 
Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings Complete 
Stock Assembly 
Stock Reinforcing Screw 
Stock Aeinfon:lng Screw Dowel 
Swivel Assembly (0.0.) 
Trigger (Restricted) 
Trigger Adjusting Screw (Restricted) 
Trigger Assembly (Restricted) 
Trigger Connector (Restricted) 
Trigger Engagement Screw (Restricted) 
Trigger Guard 
Trigger Guard Assembly 
Trigger Housing As~embly !Restricted) 
Trigger Pin (Restricted) 
Trigger Spring (Restricted) 
Trigger Stop Screw (Restricted) 
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The Remington Model 700 is a high power bolt action repeater available in a wide variety of center fire calibers. Two grades are 
supplied - AOL (standard) and BDL. Included in the BDL grade is the Model 700 VARMINT - an extremely accurate rifle 
expressly designed for the high velocity "varmint" calibers. 

The owner's manuals RD 5461 and RD 6664 (L.H.) are packaged with each new rifle. Manuals may also be obtained from the re· 
tailer or dealer. These manuals outline operating instructions, instructions for care and maintenance of the rifle and complete oarts 
lists and exploded views. 
When handling rifle for servicing or shipping make certain rifle is empty with no rounds in magazine or chamber. 
Unless described otherwise, parts are interchangeable with no factory adjustment required. 

INDEX 

Page 

Bolt Final Assembly ------------------------------·-----·-··············· 1 
Bolt Final Assembly, Components------·-············--······ 1 
Firing Pin Assembly -·-------···--·-------------------·-----·-------· 1 
Firing Pin Assembly, Components----···········--------········ 1 
Rear Sight Assembly, Components ··--·-----------·--·······-- 2 
Front Sight Hood (BDL Grade) --------·--············--·-····-- 2 
Front Sight --------·······--·--------···----------·-····----·--·····-- 2 
Front Sight Ramp···············------·-·········-----------·--------· 2 
Trigger Guard (AOL Grade) ---------·-····-····-···----·------·- 2 
Trigger Guard Assembly (BDL Grade) -----------------···· 2 
Trigger Guard Assembly, Components------------------· 2 
Magazine ----·---------------------·----------------------------------- 2 
Magazine Fol I ower ---···-···--······-····-------·------------------------- 2 
Magazine Spring·-·········-·----·---------------------------------------· 2 
Bolt Stop ----····-·-------------------------------------------------- 2 

S.nd all 9un1 for factory service and inquiries on 
service and parts to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
Arms Service Division 
Ilion, New York 13357 

Page 

Bolt Stop Spring-------------------·-···-------------········ 2 
Safety Assembly --~-----·------------------------·-----··-···---- 2 
Trigger Assembly ----------------------------------·-----·--·········-- 3 
Trigger Assembly, Components----------------------------·-··· 3 
Stock Assembly ----···-----------···-------······--·------------·-· 3 
Stock Assembly, Components (AOL Grade)-------------- 3 
Stock Assembly, Components (BDL Grade)-----······-· 3 
Barrel Assembly ·-···-···-----·-----·········---------······--· 3 
Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings Complete---·-·---- 3 
Cycle of Operations --------·-------·-------·--------------·- 4 
Mal functions ----------------------------------·········------- 4 
Parts List -·-·-----·----·--------·-------------·--------------------- 5 
Exploded View---------------------·-······---·------·-------------·-·· 6 
Parts List (additional calibers) ------------------------·-···------··· 7 
Left Hand Model ------·---·-----·····------------------·------·-- 9-10 
Safety Performance Check ----------·------·--------·---·-··---·· 11-12 

All other inquiries are to b1 addr9Ssed to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 

Bridgeport, Connecticut 06602 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - With safety forward on FI RE position, lift 
bolt handle and pull rearward until action is halted by bolt 
stop. Press upward on bolt stop release - located in front of 
trigger and remove bolt final assembly from rifle. 
To Service - Selective assembly at factory is required for 
replacement of bolt assemblies. However, firing, cocking, ex· 
tractor and ejection parts are interchangeable and may be 
replaced with no factory adjustment required. 
To Reassemble - With safety forward, insert bolt final assem
bly into rifle, push forward as far as possible and lower bolt 
handle. Note: Bolt must remain cocked to install. If uncocked, 
firing pin head will be recessed well inside bolt plug. To cock 
bolt, clamp firing pin head firmly to prevent movement and 
turn bolt with handle. Continue turning bolt handle until 
cocking notch on rear engages firing pin head. Bolt is then 
cocked and may be installed. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS: Includes bolt 
assembly, ejector, ejector pin, ejector spring, extractor, ex· 
tractor rivet, firing pin assembly. Firing pin assembly includes 
bolt plug, firing pin, firing pin cross pin, firing pin head and 
main spring. 

EJECTOR - EJECTOR PIN - EJECTOR SPRING 
(in bolt assembly) 

EJECTOR RETAINING PIN 

llECTOR ___ , ~ DRIVE OUT 

EJECJDR SPRING -----~ 
FIG. 1 

To Disassemble - With bolt final assembly removed from 
rifle, drive out ejector pin and pull ejector spring from bolt. 
(See Fig. 1 ). 
To Reassemble - Insert ejector spring and ejector into bolt. 
Push ejector and hold against tension of ejector spring. Align 
ejector pin slot in ejector to pin hole in bolt and drive in ejec
tor pin. 
Note: Assembled ejector must work freely in bolt for proper 
ejection. 

EXTRACTOR - EXTRACTOR RIVET (in bolt assembly) 

To Disassemble - Disassemble ejector and ejector spring 
from bolt. 

EJECTOR HOL~E 
0 0 

EXTRACTOR ' 

' 

FIG.2 

EXTRACTOR RIVET 

Drive extractor rivet from bolt. (See Fig. 2). Dislodge and 
remove loosened extractor from inside bolt rim. 

EXTRACTOR RIVET HOLE Smooth Up -
, EXTRACTOR RIVET Ji> 

''""' ::::::""" L~ . ~~ g 
EXTRACTOR CLAW / I EJECTOR HOLE 

flatten End FIG. 3 

To Service - Parts are interchangeable. Extractor rivet will 
most likely be damaged when driven from bolt and replace· 
ment rivet should be used in reassembly. 
To Reassemble - Adjust replacement extractor for proper 
tension before reassembly as follows: Squeeze ends of ex· / 
tractor together slightly. (See Fig. 3). Straighten tail of ex· 
tractor. (See Fig. 3). Place extractor inside rim in bolt face. ( 
Align hole in extractor with rivet hole in bolt. Insert extractor . 
rivet. 
Note: If original disassembled extractor is reassembled, adjust· 
ment for proper tension before reassembly may not be nec-
essary. · 
Place support inside of bolt rim and against head of rivet. Peen 
over protruding end of rivet to tighten extractor in bolt. Re
assemble ejector. Smooth up peening to blend with outside of 
bolt. Check extractor for proper tension using a fired case. Ex· 
tractor must grip case firmly and hold case when breech is held 
face downwards. 
If fired case is gripped too tightly (case snaps free with diffi· 
culty) tap extractor back under bolt rim using a soft metal 
punch. Test with fired case. Repeat, if necessary, until gripping 
pressure of extractor is satisfactory. 
If fired case is gripped too loosely (case falls away when bolt is 
held face downward) extractor must be pulled from under rim 
to increase tension against case. Disassemble, if necessary, and 
rebend extractor as indicated in Fig. 3. 
After tension has been adjusted satisfactorily, smooth up in· 
cline on extractor to match perfectly to breech bolt rim. (See 
Fig.3). 
Note: An earlier design, in 222 caliber, incorporated a "snap 
in" type extractor requiring no rivet. These may easily be dis· 
assembled and reassembled by inserting pointed tweezers into 
holes provided in ends of extractor and compressing ends to· 
gether. When reassembling, hook on extractor should face bolt. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY FROM BOLT ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from rifle. Pull 
firing pin head rearward until coin or washer can be inserted 
into slot near back edge"of firing pin head. (See Fig. 4). Un· 
screw and remove firing pin assembly from bolt assembly. 

FIG.4 

To Service - Firing pin assembly is interchangeable and may 
be replaced as a unit with no factory adjustment required. Re· 
placement of bolt assembly requires selective assembly for 
proper function. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS: Includes bolt 
plug, firing pin, firing pin cross pin, firing pin head, main 
spring. 

FIRING PIN CROSS PIN 

~ r"" "" 
cr=J-i111111n111111111111111111 

\ \ 

FIRING PIN 

I 
= 

FIRING PIN HEAD FIG. 5 MAINSPRING 

To Disassemble - (with firing pin assembly removed from bolt). 
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Caution: Main spring is under compression. Disassembly of 
this unit is not recommended unless necessary for replacement 
of damaged parts. Suitable holding means must be used to pre· 
vent firing pin and I or firing pin head from flying free when 
cross pin is driven out. 
Compress mainspring until firing pin cross pin is exposed. Hold 
firing pin and firing pin head securely and drive out cross pin. 
(See Fig. 5). Release parts carefully and disassemble. 
To Service - All parts in firing pin assembly are interchange· 
able with no factory fitting required. However, if replacing fir· 
ing pin, a hole drilling opetation in shank of firing pin is neces· 
sary. To do this, use a No. 42 size drill (.093). 
Assemble shank of replacement firing pin into firing pin head. 
Make sure recess in head is clean and free of any obstructions. 
Seat shank of firing pin firmly onto firing pin head. Align drill 
through cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill through firing 
pin shank. 
To Reassemble - Reassemble all parts of firing pin assembly. 
Hold bolt plug against tension of reassembled main spring. In· 
sen firing pin cross pin through firing pin head and shank of 
fidng pin. Release tension on bolt plug. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY (Includes rear sight aperture, rear 
sight base, rear sight base screw (2), rear sight slide, elevation 
screw, windage screw). 
To Disassemble - Unscrew windage and elevation screws and 
remove rear sight aperture and rear sight slide from base. Un· 
screw and remove rear sight base screws and rear sight base. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. All parts are inter
changeable. 

FRONT SIGHT HOOD (BDL Grade only I 
To Disassemble - Pry bottom ears of hood apart slightly until 
hood can be slid forward and away from front sight base. 
To Service - Interchangeable on all BDL grade front sight 
ramps. No factory adjustment required. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT 
To Disassemble - Drive front sight out of front sight ramp 
from left to right. To prevent damage to sight a soft metal 
punch should be used. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT RAMP 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove front sight ramp screws 
and front sight ramp. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD (AOL Grade) 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove trigger guard screws 
and disassemble trigger guard from stock. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY (BDL Grade) 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt assembly. Unscrew and remove 
front and rear guard screws. Lift loosened stock assembly from 
trigger and disassemble trigger guard from stock assembly. 
Note: To remove magazine follower and spring (assembled to 
floor plate) unlatch floor plate. Lift folded end of spring up· 
ward, pull back and disassemble from floor plate. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Tighten screws firmly. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (BDL 
Grade) Includes floor plate, floor plate latch, floor plate latch 
pin, floor plate latch spring. floor plate pivot pin, trigger guard. 
To Disassemble - Drive out floor plate pivot pin and remove 
floor plate from trigger guard. 

2 

FIG. 6 

Caution: Pivot pin is tight fitting. Support trigger guard pro· 
perly to prevent damage to front section. 
Unhook rear of floor plate latch spring from floor plate latch 
and front end of spring from trigger guard. Remove spring 
from guard (See Fig. 6) 

FIG. 7 "'LATCH PIN 

Drive out floor plate latch pin - left to right and remove floor 
plate latch from trigger guard. (See Fig. 7). 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Floor plate should 
swing freely and latch properly. 

MAGAZINE - MAGAZINE FOLLOWER - MAGAZINE 
SPRING 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trigger 
guard or (in BDL grade) trigger guard assembly. Remove stock 
assembly. Remove magazine follower and spring. Unscrew 
magazine tab screw (AOL grade only) and remove magazine. 
BDL grade magazines are disassembled by simply lifting from 
receiver. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

BOLT STOP - BOLT STOP SPRING - BOLT STOP PIN 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly and stock as· 
sembly. Drive out bolt stop pin and remove bolt stop and bolt 
stop spring. 
To Reassemble - Place bolt stop spring in recess in bottom left 
side of receiver. Long end of spring should face forward with 
bent end facing outward. Place bolt stop in slot with contoured 
edge facing up and hole to rear. Align holes and drive in bolt 
stop pin. When bolt stop release is pressed bolt stop should 
pivot freely. 

SAFETY ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly, trigger guard or 
trigger guard assembly, stock assembly, magazine, magazine 
follower and spring. Drive out bolt stop pin and remove 
bolt stop and spring.· Disassemble safety snap washer and 
safety detent spring. Drive out safety pivot pin and remove 
safety assembly and safety detent ball. (See Fig. 8). 
Note: Trigger housing will pivot on sear pin when bolt stop pin 
is removed. Take care that sear spring (beneath sear safety 
cam) is not lost. Bolt stop release may also be removed at this 
time. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Safety assembly and 
bolt stop should pivot freely. 
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FIG. 8 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt stop pin, bolt stop and spring. 
Drive out sear pin and remove trigger assembly, sear spring and 
sear safety cam. 
To Service - Trigger assembly may be replaced as a complete 
unit with no factory adjustment required (see trigger assembly 
components for listing). Readjustment of trigger connector
sear engagement may be required. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure sear spring 
is reassembled to function properly beneath sear safety cam. 

TRIGGER ASS EMBLY COMPONENTS: Includes bolt stop re
lease, trigger housing assembly, safety assembly, safety detent 
ball, safety detent spring, safety pivot pin, safety snap washer, 
sear safety cam, sear spring, trigger, trigger adjusting screw, 
trigger connector, trigger engagement screw, trigger pin, trigger 
spring, trigger stop screw. 
To Disassemble - Remove trigger assembly. Disassemble sear 
safety cam, sear spring, safety assembly and bolt stop release. 
Unscrew and remove trigger engagement screw, trigger stop 
screw, trigger adjusting screw and trigger spring. Drive out 
trigger pin and remove trigger and trigger connector. 
To Service - All parts of trigger assembly are interchangeable. 
However, readjustment of trigger connector-sear engagement 
may be required (see trigger adjustment). 
To Reassemble - Place trigger connector on trigger (longer tab 
on top). Place assembled trigger and connector into housing, 
align holes and tap trigger pin into housing until flush with 
right side. Reassemble trigger spring, trigger adjusting screw, 
trigger engagement screw, and trigger stop screw. Replace 
safety assembly and bolt stop release. Reassemble sear spring 

FIG. 9 

and sear safety cam, align holes and tap in sear pin. Pin 
should not protrude into bolt stop slot. Adjust trigger if neces
sary and reseal or stake adjusting screws in place. 
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TRIGGER ADJUSTMENT (See Fig. 9) 
Remove stock assembly and trigger guard. 
IMPORTANT: Adjustment or removal of trigger engagement 
screw (behind trigger) is not recommended unless for replace· 
ment. This screw is factory adjusted to provide correct amount 
of trigger connector-sear engagement. This engagement can be 
seen through hole in housing when safety is forward in FIRE 
position. 
Note: All adjusting screws are factory sealed with cement. 
Pull of Trigger - is adjusted to desired weight by turning front 
trigger adjusting screw. Turn screw clockwise for heavier 
weight of pull and counter clockwise for lighter pull. 
Travel of Trigger - is adjusted by turning trigger stop screw in 
front of housing. To reduce trigger travel, place bolt in receiver 
and cock action. Turn trigger stop screw clockwise until firing 
pin will not fall or fire rifle when trigger is pulled. Re-cock rifle 
and back off screw counter clockwise until firing pin will fall 
or fire rifle. This method of adjustment will allow least amount 
of trigger over travel. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard or trigger guard assem
bly and remove stock assembly. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Tighten screws se: 
cu rely. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (AOL Grade) includes 
butt plate, butt plate screw (4), front guard screw bushing, 
stock, stock reinforcing screw, stock reinforcing screw dowel. 
To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove butt plate screws and 
butt plate. Front guard screw bushing may be removed for 
replacement if necessary, by driving out with a tool from inside 
of stock. Tap against inner edge of bushing until it comes free 
from stock. Avoid damage to stock. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Replacement butt 
plate may require edge sanding to match stock outline. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (BDL Grade) includes 
AOL grade components plus butt plate spacer, fore-end tip, 
fore-end tip spacer, grip cap, grip cap spacer, front swivel nut. 
To Disassemble - See disassembly of AOL grade. Front swivel 
nut may be disassembled for replacement by carefully driving 
out from inside of stock. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

BARREL ASSEMBLY - Includes barrel, . barrel bracket, 
receiver. Selective factory assembly is required for replacement 
of parts and to insure proper operation with bolt final assem· 
bly. Disassembly is not recommended. Replace as a unit. 

SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY AND MOUNTINGS, COMPLETE: 
Includes front swivel nut, front swivel screw, rear swivel screw, 
sling strap assembly, swivel assembly, Q.D. (2). 
Note: Sling Strap Assembly includes sling strap, fastener, 
keeper and buckle. Strap is 7/8" wide. Swivel assemblies are 
(Q.0.) type. · 
A sling strap complete with mountings is packaged with each 
BDL Grade rifle. When attaching to rifle - assemble both 
quick detachable (0.0.) swivel assemblies to stock. To do this. 
push plunger on swivel until small plate lifts and can be swung 
free of attaching stud on swivel. Then insert attaching stud 
into eye of stock screw. Close plate on swivel to lock swivel to 
stock screw. 
To attach strap to swivels - insert tongue of strap into rear 
swivel. Loop strap back and through attached keeper band. 
Insert strap into and through buckle and front swivel. Loop 
back and secure with brass fastener. Adjust strap to desired 
position. 
To remove strap from rifle, simply snap quick detachable 
swivels from stock screws and remove strap. 

NOTE: After all reassembling and I or adjustments see safety 
performance check. 

FGH-RES. 
3·76 
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CYCLE OF OPERATION 
The operation cycle of the Model 700 follows the basic pattern 
of bolt action rifles. After firing, raising of bolt handle will un· 
lock action. Pulling bolt rearward will open action and extract 
and eject any fired case or round that may be in chamber. 
Pushing bolt handle forward and down closes and locks action 
- completing the cycle. Each operation is described in se
quence below: 

FIRING 
With action closed and locked and safety in forward or FIRE 
position, rifle can be fired by pulling trigger. Pulling or squeez· 
ing trigger moves trigger connector forward, leaving sear un· 
supported against cocked firing pin head. With support re
moved, sear is cammed down by pressure of spring-loaded fir· 
ing pin and firing pin is driven forward to strike primer. 

UNLOCKING 
Raising of bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head from 
recoil shoulders in receiver. 

COCKING 
Cocking takes place as bolt handle is raised. A cam at rear of 
rotating bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward, compressing 
main spring, and holding assembly in cocked position in a 
notch at rear of bolt. This engagement holds until bolt handle 
is lowered again during locking cycle. Engagement is then 
transferred to sear to cock rifle. 

EXTRACTION 
This phase of operation cycle consists of two parts referred to 
as (1) primary extraction, and (2) secondary extraction. Pri
mary extraction occurs simultaneously with unlocking. The 
rim of case, being completely encased by bolt head, is gripped 
by a circular recessed claw-type extractor. During final up
ward throw of bolt handle, a primary extraction cam retracts 
bolt approximately 1 /8" with a mechanical advantage of about 
8 to 1, completing primary portion of this phase. Bolt lugs are 
now free of locking shoulders in receiver and bolt may now be 
moved to rear - completing second phase of extraction. 

EJECTION 
Within the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head of 
cartridge, is a spring-loaded ejector. As bolt is retracted and 
front edge of cartridge reaches ejection port, pressure, along 
with opposing grip of extractor, ejects cartridge from port. 
Rearward motion of bolt is arrested by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 
With bolt stopped in rearward position, topmost cartridge in 
magazine will be urged upwards by magazine spring. It is held 
in position until carried forward by bolt into loading cycle. 

LOADING 
In closing the action, bolt pushes cartridge from magazine into 
barrel chamber. Feeding lips on top of magazine guide car
tridge until bullet enters chamber. 

LOCKING 
Rotating bolt handle downward locks cartridge in barrel cham
ber. Four engagements are made in this cycle: ( 1) Locking lugs 
on bolt head are engaged with recoil shoulders in receiver. (2) 
Head of cartridge is seated into bolt head, depressing ejector 
while extractor claw is snapped over rim of cartridge. (3) Sear 
engages and locks firing pin in a cocked position by action of 
(4) Sear being supported from beneath by connector. Rifle is 
now ready for firing by release of trigger. 
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SAFETY 
The safety, located at right rear of receiver is operated by a 
push and pull action on the safety button. This two-position 
safety has two internal functions. When safety is rotated rear
ward, a cam is brought into position beneath sear safety cam. 
This locks cam against firing pin and prevents rifle from firing. 
Second function of safety in SAFE position ("S" marking) 
brings an arm into slot in bolt preventing bolt from being 
opened. Pushing safety forward to Fl RE position "F" mark
ing) nullifies above conditions and rifle may be fired. 

Over· Ride 

Cause: 1. Magazine Follower binds. 
2. Damaged Follower Spring. 
3. Magazine Spring caught under Guard. 
4. Tabs on Follower bent. 

Correction: 1. Adjust side angle on Magazine Box. 
2. Change Spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Straighten or replace Follower. 

Stems Chamber 

Cause: 1. Sharp or rough Receiver Rails. 
2. Sharp edge - rear end of Chamber. 
3. Rough Ramp in Receiver. 
4. Magazine Box loose in Receiver. 

Correction: 1. Polish or file. 
2. Remove sharpness. 
3. Polish Ramp. 
4. Adjust. 

Bolt Closes Hard Over Shells 

Cause: 1. Bolt interferes with shell rim. 
2. Extractor interferes with shell rim. 
3. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
4. Burr at Ejector Hole on Bolt. 
5. Sharp corners on Bolt Lugs. 
6. Extractor Rivet loose. 

Correction: 1. Remove interference or change Bolt. 
2. Fit new Extractor (grind relief in new Extractor 

behind Claw). 
3. Free up or replace. 
4. Oeburr. 
5. File radius. 
6. Tighten or replace Rivet. 

Fails to Extract 

Cause: 1. Tight, rough or oversize Chamber. 
2. Extractor broken or damaged. 
3. Not enough Hook space on Extractor. 
4. Height of Claw not correct. 
5. Extractor stuck back. 

Correction: 1. Ream if tight or rough. 
Change Barrel Assembly if oversize. 

2. Fit new Extractor. 
3. Fit new Extractor. 
4. Fit new Extractor. 
5. Replace Extractor. 
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REMINGTON PARTS LIST MODEL 
700 FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

( 

View Port 
No. No. 

View Port 
No. No. NAME OF PART NAME OF PART 

NOTE: Basic 30-06 Caliber listed below. See Sectional View for proper 91017 Magazine Follower, SOL Grade 
identity of parts. Seo added page for other caliber part listings. 15940 Magazine Tab Screw, AOL Grade 

Barrel Assembly 34 17028 Magazine Spring 

2 Bolt Assembly 15677 Magazine Spring, BOL Grade 

Bolt Final Assembly 35 17029 Main Spring 

3 17012 Bolt Plug 36 26355 Rear Guard Screw 

4 17013 Bolt Stop 37 32510 Rear Sight Aperture 

5· 24475 Bolt Stop Pin 38 32500 Rear Sight Base 

6 15478 Bolt Stop Release 39 28505 Rear Sight Base Screw (2) 

7 15224 Bolt Stop Spring 40 90905 Rear Sight Slide 

8 90953 Butt Plate 41 90906 Elevation Screw 

Sa 90954 Butt Plate Spacer, BOL 42 90904 Windage Screw 

9 25380 Butt Plate Screw 43 15358 Rear Swivel Screw, BDL Grade 

10 15287 Center Guard Screw, AOL Grade 44 17034 Receiver Plug Screw 

11 17017 Ejector 45 26585 Safety Assembly 

12 17676 Ejector Pin 46 23222 Safety Detent Ball 

13 17019 Ejector Spring 47 15368 Safety Oetent Spring 

14 14669 Extractor 48 17043 Safety Pivot Pin 

15 27340 Extractor Riv et 49 17044 Safety Snap Washer 

15376 Fastener, Sling Strap 50 15666 Sear Safety Cam 

16 22020 Firing Pin 51 24476 Sear Pin 

17 22040 Firing Pin Assembly 52 17047 Sear Spring 

18 17022 Firing Pin Cross Pin 53 30855 Sling Strap Assembly, BDL Grade 

20 15291 Floor Plate Latch, BOL Grade 26990 Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings Complete 

21 16451 Floor Plate Latch Pin, BDL Grade 54 33366 Stock Assembly, AOL Grade 

22 16452 Floor Plate Latch Spring, BDL Grade 33371 Stock Assembly. BDL Grade 

23 16453 Floor Plate Pivot Pin, 8DL Grade 18186 Stock Reinforcing Screw (not shown} 

24 22035 Front Guard Screw 16970 Stock Reinforcing Screw Dowel (not shown) 

25 15161 Front Guard Screw Bushing, AOL Grade 55 26555 Swivel Assembly, BDL Gracie (Q.D.) 

26 15373 Front Sight 56 15280 Trigger 

15719 Front Sight (Low) 57 17053 Trigger Adjusting Screw 

27 28510 Front Sight Ramp 26345 Trigger Assembly 

15635 Front Sight Ramp, BDL Grade 58 19461 Trigger Connector 

28 28505 Front Sight Ramp Screw 59 91128 Trigger Engagement Screw 

29 15363 Front Sight Hoed, BDL Grade 60 15281 Trigger Guard 

30 15357 Front Swivel Nut, BDL Grade 61 26376 Trigger Guard, BDL Grade 

31 15356 Front Swivel Screw, BDL Grade 26371 Trigger Guard Assembly, BDL Grade 

90957 Grip Cap, BDL Grade (not shown) 62 26655 Trigger Housing Assembly 

25380 Grip Cap Screw 63 24477 Trigger Pin 

90958 Grip Cap Spacer, BDL Grade (not shown) 64 15400 Trigger Spring 

32 15284 Magazine, AOL Grade 65 15481 Trigger Stop Screw 

16430 Magazine, BDL Grade (not shown} 

33 90952 Magazine Follower 

5 
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ADDITIONAL ·cALIBERS REMINGTON MODEL 
700 (Not Shown in Sectional View) 

INCLUDES VARMINT MODEL FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

Note: Caliber part numbers not listed below same as 30.06 
(222 Rem. Mag. discontinued) 

Part No. 

15709 

15850 

27341 

27342 

22021 

22041 

16434 

22037 

16204 

14659 

28511 

15992 

15282 

· NAME Of PART 

Extractor, 7mm Rem .• Mag., 264·300 Win. Mag. 

Extractor, 222·223 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Extractor Rivet, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264·300 Win. Mag. 

Extractor Rivet, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Firing Pin, 222 Rem., 243·308 Win., 6mm Rem. Mag., 22· 

250 Rem., 223 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Firing Pin Assembly, 222 Rem. 17 Rem. 243 Win., 308 

Win.,6mm Rem., 22·250 Rem. 223 Rem. 

Floor Plate. BOL Grade. 222 Rem .• 223 Rem. 243 & 308 

Win., 6mm Rem., 22-250 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Front Guard Screw, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 243 & 308 

Win., 6mm Rem., 22-250 Rem .• 17 Rem. 

Front Scope Base, Varmint 

Front Sight, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag. 

Front Sight Ramp, AOL Grade 

Front Sight Ramp, BOL Grade 

Magazine, AOL Grade, 222 Rem. 

16716 Magazine, BOL Grade, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 17 Rem. 

15283 Magazine, AOL Grade, 243 & 308 Win., 6mm Rem. 

22-250 Rem. 

16715 

14756 

90951 

90982 

15742 

15286 

15286 

91133 

17891 

15698 

15699 

17058 

18843 

90949 

25410 

18842 

16205 

33380 

33365 

33385 

Magazine, SOL Grade, 243 & 308 Win., 6mm Rem; 

22-250 Rem. 

Magazine, BOL Grade 

Magazine Follower, 222 Rem., 223& 17 Rem. 

Magazine Follower, 243 & 308 Win., 6mm Rem. 22·250 

Rem. 

Magazine Spacer, 222 Rem. 

Magazine Spacer, 222 Rem., BOL Grade 

Magazine Spacer, 223 Rem., SOL Grade, 17 Rem. 

Magazine Spring, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Magazine Spring, 243 & 308 Win., 6mm Rem. AOL Grade 

Magazine Spring, 22·250 Rem. 

Magazine Spring, 22-250 Rem., 6mm Rem., 243 Win., 

SOL Grade 

Main Spring, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 243 Win., 308 Win., 

17 Rem. 

Rear Scope Base. Varmint 

Recoil Pad, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 & 300 Win. Mag. 

Recoil Pad Screw, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 & 300 Win. Mag. 

Scope Base Screw, Rear Varmint 

Scope Base Screw, Front Varmint 

Stock Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag., AOL Grade 

Stock Assembly, 222 Rem., 243 Win., 308 Win., 6mm 

Rem., 22-250 Rem., AOL Grade 

Stock Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 & 300 Win. Mag., 

BOL Grade 

Deliveries are F.0.8. /lion, New York 

Part No. 

33370 

33376 

33375 

26375 

26370 

27265 

27266 

15709 

16771 

23805 

27270 

26270 

20467 

17639 

16717 

15361 

24666 

24477 

19025 

28200 

NAME OF PART 

Stock Assembly. 222 Rem .• 243 Win .• 308 Win., 6mm 

Rem., 22·250 Rem .• BOL Grade, 17 Rem. 

Stock Assembly, Varmint, BOL Grade, 222 Rem., 223 

Rem., 243 Win., 6mm Rem., 22·250 Rem. 
Stock Assembly, Varmint, BDL Grade, 25-06 

Trigger Guard, SOL Grade, 222 Rem., 223 Rem .• 243 & 

308 Win., 6mm Ram .• 22-250 Rem .• 17 Rem. 

Trigger Guard Assembly, SOL Grade, 222 Rem., 17 Rem., 

223 Rem., 243 Win., 308 Win., 6mm Rem., 22-250 Rem. 

CALIBERS: 375 H & H M-anum, 458 WIN. MAGNUM 

Barrel Assembly, 375 H & H Mag. 

Barrel Assembly, 458 Win. Mag. 

Extractor 

Front Sight, 375 H & H Mag. 

Front Sight, 458 Win. Mag. 

Stock Assembly, 375 H & H Mag., 458 Win. Mag. (in· 

eludes same as standard Magnum except Stock Bolt (2), 

Nut (2), Cover (4) used) 

DISCONTINUED or SERVICE PARTS 

Barrel Assembly, 280 Rem. 

Extractor, 222 Cal. 

Ejector, 222 Cal. 

Front Sight Ramp, 6mm Rem., 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 

Win. Mag., 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win., AOL 

Grade 

Front Sight Ramp, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag., 222 

Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win., BDL Grade 

Front Sight Ramp, 30-06, 280 Rem., 3oS Win .• 270 Win., 

AOL Grade 

Front Sight Ramp Pin, 6mm Rem., 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 

Win. Mag., 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win. 

Front Sight Ramp Screw, 7mm Rem. Mag., 6mm Rem .. 

264 Win. Mag., 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win. 

Rear Sight Assembly, Complete (includes Rear Sight 

Assembly, Rear Sight Base, Rear Sight Base Screw (2), 

Rear Sight Screw, Rear Sight Step, Rear Sight Washer .(2) 

Parts Subject to Change Witho11t Notice 

( 

l. 
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MODEL 700 

MALFUNCTIONS 
CAUSE and CORRECTION 

(Con1t. from Page 4) 

Fails to Eject 

Cause: 

Correction: 

Misfires 

Cause: 

1. Burr at Ejector Hole in Bolt. 
2. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
3. Extractor Rivet loose. 
4. Extractor drops shell. 

1. Oeburr. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Re·stake or replace. 
4. Replace Extractor. 

1. Short Firing Pin (damaged). 
2. Firing Pin binds. 
3. Short Firing Pin protrusion. 
4. Firing Control out of adjustment. 
5. Faulty ammunition. 

Correction: 1. Replace. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Change Firing Pin or Bolt. 
4. Adjust. 

Follows Down 

Cause: 1. Trigger Adjusting Screw, rear, out of adjust· 
ment (improper horizontal engagement of 
Sear and Connector). 

2. Improper vertical engagement of Sear and 
Connector. 

3. Trigger doesn't retract. 
4. Corners on Sear or Connector rounded. 
5. Trigger binds on Trigger Plate. 
6. Not enough tension on Weight Screw (light 

pull). 

Correction: 1. Adjust. 
2. Fit new Fire Control. 
3. Fit new Fire Control. 
4. Fit new Fire Control. 
5. File - eliminate interference. 
6. Adjust. 

Bolt Opens Hard 

Cause: 1. See Fails to Extract. 
2. Upset Extraction Cam on Bolt Handle. 
3. Burr at Ejector Hole in Bolt. 
4. Blown or set back Primer on shell. 

Correction: 1. See Fails to Extract. 
2. Smooth up. 
3. Deburr. 
4. Ream Chamber if throat is shallow (am· 

munition may be at fault). 
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Bolt Pulls Out 

Cause: 1. Bolt Stop or Bolt Release binds. 
2. Bolt Stop or Bolt Release broken. 

Correction: 1. Free up. 
2. Replace. 

Safe Works Too Hard or Too Freely 

Cause: 1. Safe binds (works hard). 
2. Safety Snap Washer stretched out (Safe 

works too freely). 

Correction: 1. Free up. 
2. Replace Washer. 

Bulges or Blows Cases 

Cause: 1. Oversize Chamber. 
2. Maximum head space. 

Correction: 1. Change Barrel or Barrel and Receiver 
Assembly. 

2. Fit new Bolt (ammunition may be at fault). 

Bolt Binds 

Cause: 1. Guard Screws protrude into Bolt track. 
2. Scope Screws protrude into Bolt track. 
3. Bolt Handle interference on Stock. 
4. Step at rear of Bolt Lugs. 

Correction: 1. Fiie ends of Screws. 
2. File ends of Screws. 
3. Correct Stock or fit new Stock. 
4. File to blend. 

Doesn't Group 

Cause: 1. Crown of Barrel damaged. 
2. Leading of Bore. 
3. Oversize Bore. . 
4. Improper bedding of Barrel in Stock. 
5. Loose Sights. 

Correction: 1. Recrown 
2. Lead or change Barrel. 
3. Change Barrel. 
4. Correct bedding. 
5. Tighten or replace. 

Point of Impact Not Correct 

Cause: 1. Barrel not straight. 
2. Horns, breaks, etc. in Bore. 
3. Improper or loose Sights. 

Correction: 1. Straighten. 
2. Correct if possible. 
3. Tighten or change Sights. 
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MODEL 
700 REMINGTON 

LEFT HAND MODEL FIELD SERVICE· MAN UAL 

View Part 
No. No. NAME OF PART 

NOTE: Basic 30-06 caliber listed below. For other caliber parts 
and numbers see additional calibers list. 

2 

3 17012 

4 17013 

5 24475 

6 90555 

7 90554 

8 90953 

Ba 90954 

9 25380 
10 . 17017 

11 17676 

12 17019 

13 14669 

14 27340 

Barrel Assembly 

Bolt Assembly------

Bolt Final Assembly ----
Bolt Plug··---------· 

Bolt Stop·-----------·-···-··---· 

Bolt Stop Pin------·---------

Bolt Stop Release-------·-------

Bolt Stop Spring--------------

E!utt Plate 

Butt Plate Spacer -----·--·------
Butt Plate Screw----·----·--···-· 

Ejector-------------·--···-··-

Ejector Pin----·---------·-·-·-· 

Ejector Spring----------------

Extractor·-------·---------------·-

Extractor Rivet------------------

15376 Fastener, Sling Strap------------------

15 

16 

17 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 
39 

40 

22020 

22040 

17022 
15291 

16451 

16452 

16453 

22035 

15373 

15719 

15635 

28505 

Firing Pin---------------------·

Firing Pin Assembly---------------------

Firing Pin Cross Pin --------
Floor Plate Latch---------------

Floor Plate Latch Pin-----------

Floor Plate Latch Spring --------------
Floor Plate Pivot Pin 

Front Guard Screw-------·-···-··-

Front Sight ----·-----
Front Sight (Low)-----·--··--------

Front Sight Ramp------------

Front Sight Ramp Screw---------

15363 Front Sight Hood------------·····-·-

15357 Front Swivel Nut--------------
15356 

90957 

90958 

Front Swivel Screw-------- ----
Grip Cap 

Grip Cap Spacer -----

25380 Grip Cap Spacer Screw ----··--·--····-··-·--
16430 Magazine----------··--·-··-···---· 

91017 Magazine Follower-·----------·--·-------
15677 

17029 

26355 

23510 

32500 

28505 

90905 

Magazine Spring ----·--·-----·-··--··-···
Main Spring···--------·--··--·-·---···

Rear Guard Screw -----------· 
Rear Sight Aperture-------·-··-·---

Rear Sight Base-----------------·-···-

Rear Sight Screw ---

Rear Sight Slide ----
90906 Elevation Screw-----------------

90904 Windage Screw -··--···-·-·· 

View 
Na. 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

4S 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 
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Parr 
Na. 

15358 

17034 

32900 

23222 

90557 

17043 

17044 

15666 

24476 

17047 

30855 

26990 

33391 

18186 

16970 

26555 

15280 

17053 

32895 

19461 

91128 

26376 

26371 

32905 

24477 

15400 

15481 

15709 

27341 

14659 

90949 

25410 

33395 

NAME OF PART 

Rear Swivel Screw ----------
Receiver Plug Screw----·-----------
Safety Assembly 

Safety Oetent Ball ----·-
Safety Oetent Spring 

Safety Pivot Pin 

Safety Snap Washer 

Sear Safety Cam 

Sear Pin 

Sear Spring 

Sling Strap Assembly 

Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings Complete --

Stock Assembly · 

Stock Reinforcing Screw -~-----·---
Stock Reinforcing Screw Dowel 

Swivel Assembly (Q.O.) 

Trigger 

Trigger Adjusting Screw ---------·--
Trigger Assembly--------------

Trigger Connector------·-----·-··-· 

Trigger Engagement Screw-----------

Trigger Guard----------·------

Trigger Guard Assembly--·----------

Trigger Housing Assembly -·--------·-····· 
Trigger Pin ·------
Trigger Spring------------·-----· 

Trigger Stop Screw ------------·---··-· 

ADDITIONAL CALIBERS 

NOTE: Part not listed same as 30-06 Caliber 

Barrel Assembly, 7mm Rem. M::g. ----···--··-· 

Barrel Assembly, 270 Win.--·-··-··-------····· 
Bolt Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag. ------·----·-· 

Extractor, 7mm Rem. Mag.-·----··--····-··-· 

Extractor Rivet, 7mm Rem. Mag.·---··-------· 

Front Sight, 7mm Rem. Mag.--·-··-·-·----··-· 

Recoil Pad. 7mm Rem. Mag.------·-·-·-···
Recoil Pad Screw. 7mm Rem. Mag.----·--··

Stock Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag.-·-------····-· 

( 
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REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MAN UAL 
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MODEL 
700 

LEFT HAND MODEL 
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MODELS 725-721-722-700-600 

SAFETY PERFORMANCE CHECK 

After reassembly, the following checks for proper function of 
the safety should be made. 

Close bolt. Put safety ON SAFE. Lift bolt handle. (Bolt 
handle should not raise). Pull trigger (firing pin should not 
fall). Action of trigger pull should be smooth (no bind, drag, 
click or catch). Release trigger (trigger should return to former 
position). Put safety ON Fl RE position (firing pin should not 
fall). Pull trigger (firing pin should fall). Repeat test at least 
three (3) times. 

Safety should function on two (2) positive stop positions 
(ON SAFE - Fl RE). If positions are not positive, check parts. 
Inspect detent holes, retainer, retainer pin. detent. detent 
spring and related parts for possible cause. Replace any worn 
or damaged parts and lubricate with a dry lubricant. Re
assemble and check. If stop positions are not positive replace 
complete trigger housing assembly. 

NOTE: Lubrication should not be used as a remedy for 
trigger housing assembly problems. The cause should be 
positively located and corrected. 

When repairing trigger housing assembly wash parts thoroughly 
with a petroleum solvent. An accumulation of gun oil or dried 
oil can build a film that may cause malfunctions. Relubricate 
with a dry lubricant and reassemble. Check clearance between 
trigger and trigger connector .010 MAX. slip fit (MIN.) with 
feeler gage (see Fig. 1). Check trigger connector for straight
ness and cracks at trigger stop screw hole. Make sure there is 
no bind or catch in trigger, sear safety cam or safety lever 
about pivots. 

L 
Tl 

.010 MAX. 
SLIP FIT MIN. 

TRIGGER 

TRIGGER CONNECTOR 

Fig. 1 

When replacing trigger housing assembly, take care not to 
bend or spring the housing. Sear safety cam should pivot 
freely. To check, remove bolt, move safety to OFF SAFE, pull 
trigger and press down on rear of sear safety cam and release. 

For proper safetY function there must be clearance between 
trigger connector and sear safety cam. To check close bolt and 
put safety ON SAFE. Visually inspect through hole in side of 
trigger housing (see Fig. 2). If there is no clearance, replace 
safety assembly. or trigger housing assembly. Corners must be 
sharp. (Arrows). 

11 

SEAR SAFETY CAM 

TRIGGER 
CONNECTO.=R---1 i----TRIGCER 

Fig. 2 

Sear safety cam and trigger connector engagement of .015" -
.020" on field rifles and .01 O" - .015" on target rifles is 
critical (see Fig. 3). Replace any worn or damaged parts. To 
adjust, close bolt and place safety OFF SAFE. Turn trigger 
engagement screw clockwise until rifle fires. Turn screw coun
terclockwise ~ turn (90°) and check engagement. (see note A). 
Corners must be sharp. (Arrows). 

SEAR SAFETY CAM 

TRIGGER 
CONNECTOR 

ENGAGEMENT 

TRIGGER 

Fig. 3 

To adjust trigger stop screw, close bolt and put safety OFF 
SAFE. Turn trigger stop screw clockwise until it touches 
trigger. Pull and hold trigger rearward. Turn trigger.stop screw 
counter clockwise until rifle fires. Turn an additional 1/8 turn 
for clearance. (see note Al. 

Trigger pull adjustment on any field rifle should never be 
adjusted below three (3) pounds. (see note A). 

Trigger pull adjustment on any target rifle should never be 
adjusted below two (2) pounds. (see note A). 

NOTE A: After any adjustments to trigger housing assembly 
screws, repeat all safety checks. Check for "follow down.". 
See malfunctions. Restake or reseal screws with DuPont Duca 
cement. 

When replacing stock assembly, check for clearance between 
following parts: Safety Lever - Stock; Trigger - Trigger 
Guard; Trigger - Stock. 

( 

( 
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MODELS 725-721-722-700-600 
MALFUNCTIONS 

1. "Follow Down." After reassembling rifle, check for 
"follow down" condition. (Firing pin moves to un
cocked position as bolt is closed). Put safety OFF SAFE. 
Close bolt smartly. Firing pin should remain cocked 
(dry fire to check). "Follow down" may be caused by 
improper sear· safety cam - trigger connector engage
ment or by trigger being held back by interference 
between trigger and stock, trigger and trigger guard, 
and I or trigger housing. "Follow down" can also be 
caused by sear safety cam binding, by missing parts and I 
or broken connector. (see note B). 

2. "Firing Pin Falls." If firing pin falls when rifle is jarred 
or when bolt handle is lifted check following: 

Firing pin head binds in guide slot in receiver. Firing pin 
head and slot should align. To check, remove firing pin 
assembly from bolt. Reassemble bolt to receiver. Small 
cocking notch on rear edge of bolt should align with slot 
in receiver. 

Guide slot in receiver should be free of burrs. Remove 
trigger housing and clean any burrs from slot. 

This malfunction may also be caused by improper sear 
safety cam - trigger connector engagement. Adjust 
engagement as previously described. (see note 8). 

3. "Firing Pin Fails to Fall." If firing pin fi\lils to fall when 
trigger is pulled or trigger has to be pulled more than 
once. See firing pin falls for possible cause and cor
rections. (see note 8). 

NOTE B: Correct malfunction 100% or return rifle to factory. 

For smooth operation, a good quality gun grease should be 
applied to threads on bolt plug, firing pin head cocking cam at 
rear of bolt and on locking lug engagement area. 

12 JPL-flES. 
3-76 
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MODEL 700 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington Model 700 is a high power bolt action repeater available in a wide variety of center fire calibers. Two grades are 
supplied - AOL (standard) and BOL. Included in the BDL grade is the Model 700 VARMINT - an extremely accurate rifle 
expressly designed for the high velocity "varmint" calibers. 

The owner's manuals RO 5461 and RD 6664 (L.H.) are packaged with each new rifle. Manuals may also be obtained from the re
tailer or dealer. These manuals outline operating instructions, instructions for care anti maintenance of the rifle and complete parts 
lists and exploded views. 
When handling rifle for servicing or shipping make certain rifle is empty with no rounds in magazine or chamber. 
Unless described otherwise, parts are interchangeable with no factory adjustment required. 

INDEX 

Bolt Final Assembly ..•..................... 
Bolt Final Assembly, Components ... - ......... . 
Firing Pin Assembly ....................... . 
Firing Pin Assembly, Components ......•....... 
Rear Sight Assembly, Components ............. . 
Front Sight Hood (BOL Grade) ......•......... 
Front Sight .••....•.•••.•...•....... · . · · 
Front Sight Ramp ...•.••.....••..•........ 
Trigger Guard (AOL Grade) •.•..•.•........... 
Trigger Guard Assembly (BDL Grade) ........... . 
Trigger Guard Assembly, Components ........... . 
Magazine ..............•................ 
Magazine Spring .•.•...................... 

Page 

1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

Send all guna for factory service and inquiries on 

service ond port1 to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
Arms Service Division 
Ilion, New York 13357 

Stock Assembly ...... - .................. . 
Trigger Assembly .•...•..•........ · .•....... 
Stock Assembly, Compone[lts, (AD L Gradel ...... . 
Stock Assembly, Components, (BDL Grade) ..•..... 
Barrel Assembly .•.•......•............... 
Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings, Complete .... . 
Cycle of Operations ....................... . 
Malfunctions ...........•................ 
Parts List .....•.•.........••.•.......... 
Exploded View .•••...•.....•............. 
Parts List (additional calibers) ..........•...... 
Left Hand Model. . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 

All other inquiries ore to be addressed to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 

Bridgeport, Connecticut 06602 

Page 
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3 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble -With safety switch forward on FIRE Position 
lift bolt handle and pull rearward until action is halted by bolt 
stop. Press upward on bolt stop release - located in front of 
trigger and remove bolt final assembly from rifle. 
To Service - Selective assembly at factory is required for 
replacement of bolt assemblies. However, firing, cocking, ex
tractor and ejection parts are interchangeable and may be 
replaced with no factory adjustment required. 
To Reassemble - With safety switch forward, insert bolt final 
assembly into rifle, push forward as far as passible and lower 
bolt handle. Note: Bolt must remain cocked to install. If un
cocked, firing pin head will be recessed well inside bolt plug. 
To cock bolt, clamp firing pin head firmly to prevent move· 
ment and turn bolt with handle. Continue turning bolt handle 
until cocking notch on rear engages firing pin head. Bolt is 
then cocked and may be installed. 

SOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS: Includes bolt 
assembly, ejector, ejector pin, ejector spring, extractor, ex
tractor rivet, firing pin assembly. Firing pin assembly includes 
bolt plug, firing pin, firing pin cross pin, firing pin head and 
main spring. 

EJECTOR - EJECTOR PIN - EJECTOR SPRING 
(in bolt assembly) 

EJECTOR RETAINING PIN 

lllCTOR __,, ~ lllVE OUT 

EJECTOR SPlmG __---~ 

FIG. 1 

To Disassemble - With bolt final assembly removed from 
rifle, drive out ejector pin and pull ejector spring from bolt. 
(See Fig. 1 ). 
To Reassemble - Insert ejector spring and ejector into bolt. 
P.ush ej~tor an? h~ld against ~ension of ejector spring. Align 
eiector pm slot in eiector to pm hole in bolt and drive in ejec
tor pin. 
fl!ote_: Assembled ejector must work freely in bolt for proper 
e1ect1on. 

EXTRACTOR - EXTRACTOR RIVET (in bolt assembly) 
To Disassemble - Disassemble ejector and ejector spring 
from bolt. 

EJECTOR HOL~E • 

EXTRACTOR 
~ 

FIG.2 

EXTRACTOR RIVET 

Drive extractor rivet from bolt. (See Fig. 2). Dislodge and 
remove loosened extractor from inside bolt rim. 

EXTRACTOR RIVET HOLE Smooth Up 

~. EXTRACTOR RIVET ~.:> 

''""' ::::::) ~ /41 
EXTRACTOR CLAW ~ EJECTOR HOLE 

Flatten End FIG. 3 

To Service - Parts are interchangeable. Extractor rivet will 
most likely be damaged when driven from bolt and replace· 
ment rivet should be used in reassembly. 
To Reassemble - Adjust replacement extractor for proper 
tension before reassembly as follows: Squeeze ends of ex· 
tractor together slightly. (See Fig. 3). Straighten tail of ex-
tractor. (See Fig. 31. Place extractor inside rim in bolt face. ( 
Align hole in extractor with rivet hole in bolt. lnser'. extractor 
rivet. 
Note: If original disassembled extractor is reassembled, adjust
ment for proper tension before reassembly may not be nec
essary. 
Place support inside of bolt rim and against head of rivet. Peen 
over protruding end of rivet to tighten extractor in bolt. Re
assemble ejector. Smooth up peening to blend with outside of 
bolt. Check extractor for proper tension using a fired case. Ex
tractor must grip case firmly and hold case when breech is held 
face downwards. 
If fired case is gripped too tightly (case snaps free with diffi
culty) tap extractor back under bolt rim using a soft metal 
punch. Test with fired case. Repeat, if necessary, until gripping 
pressure of extractor is satisfactory. 
If fired case is gripped too loosely (case falls away when bolt is 
held face downward) extractor must be pulled from under rim 
to increase tension against case. Disassemble, if necessary, and 
rebend extractor as indicated in Fig. 3. 
After tension has been adjusted satisfactorily, smooth up in
cline on extractor to match perfectly to breech bolt rim. (See 
Fig.3). 
Note; An earlier design, in 222 caliber, incorporated a "snap 
in" type extractor requiring no rivet. These may easily be dis
assembled and reassembled by inserting pointed tweezers into 
holes provided in ends of extractor and compressing ends to
gether. When reassembling, hook on extractor should face bolt. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY FROM BOLT ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from rifle. Pull 
firing pin head rearward until coin or washer can be inserted ( 
into slot near back edge of firing pin head. (See Fig. 4). Un
screw and remove firing pin assembly from bolt assembly. 

FIG.4 

To Service - Firing pin assembly is interchangeable and may 
be replaced as a unit with no factory adjustment required. Re
placement of bolt assembly requires selective assembly for 
proper function. · 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS: Includes bolt 
plu.g, firing pin, firing pin cross pin, firing pin head, main 
spring. 

FIRING PIN CROSS PIN 

~ 'BOLT PLUG 

~lllllll!IHlllllllllllllllJ 

FIRING PIN 

I 
·~ 

\ \ 
FIRING PIN HEAD FIG. s MAINSPRING 

To Disassemble - (with firing pin assembly removed from bolti. 
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Caution: Main spring is under compression. Disassembly of 
this unit is not recommended unless necessary for replacement 
of damaged parts. Suitable holding means must be used to pre· 
vent firing pin and I or firing pin head from flying free when 
cross pin is driven out. 
Compress mainspring until firing pin cross pin is exposed. Hold 
firing pin and firing pin head securely and drive out cross pin. 
(See Fig. 5). Release parts carefully and disassemble. 
To Service - All parts in firing pin assembly are interchange· 
able with no factory fitting required. However, if replacing fir· 
ing pin, a hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is neces· 
sary. To do this, use a No. 42 size drill (.093). 
Assemble shank of replacement firing pin into firing pin head. 
Make sure recess in head is clean and free of any obstructions. 
Seat shank of firing pin firmly onto firing pin head. Align drill 
through cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill through firing 
pin shank. 
To Reassemble - Reassemble all parts of firing pin assembly. 
Hold bolt plug against tension of reassembled main spring. In· 
sert firing pin cross pin through firing pin head and shank of 
firing pin. Release tension on bolt plug. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY (Includes rear sight aperture, rear 
sight base, rear sight base screw (2), rear sight slide, elevation 
screw, wind!ige screw). 
To Disassemble - Unscrew windage and elevation screws and 
remove rear sight aperture and rear sight slide from base. Un· 
screw and remove rear sight base screws and rear sight base. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. All parts are inter· 
changeable. 

FRONT SIGHT HOOD (BDL Grade only) 

To Disassemble - Pry bottom ears of"hood apart slightly until 
hood can be slid forward and away from front sight base. 
To Service - Interchangeable on all BDL grade front sight 
ramps. No factory adjustment required. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT 
To .Disassemble - Drive front sight out of front sight ramp 
from left to right. To prevent damage to sight a soft metal 
punch should be used. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT RAMP 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove front sight ramp screws 
and front sight ramp. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD (AOL Grade) 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove trigger guard screws 
and disassemble trigger guard from stock. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY (BDL Grade) 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt assembly. Unscrew and remove 
front and rear guard screws. Lift loosened stock assembly from 
trigger and disassemble trigger guard from stock assembly. 
Note: To remove magazine follower and spring (assembled to 
floor plate) unlatch floor plate. Lift folded end of spring up· 
ward, pull back and disassemble from floor plate. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Tighten screws firmly. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (BDL 
Grade) Includes floor plate, floor plate latch, floor plate latch 
pin, floor plate latch spring, floor plate pivot pin, trigger guard. 
To Disassemble - Drive out floor plate pivot pin and remove 
floor plate from trigger guard. 

2 

FIG.6 

Caution: Pivot pin is tight fitting. Support trigger guard pro· 
perly to prevent damage to front section. 
Unhook rear of floor plate latch spring from floor plate latch 
and front end of spring from trigger guard. Remove spring 
from guard (See Fig. 6) 

FLOOR PLATE LATCH---~ 

ii~~ 
TRIGGER GUARD ~y-;;:::, , 

\.~ 

FIG. 7 ""'LATCH PIN 

Drive out floor plate latch pin - left to right and remove floor 
plate latch from trigger guard. (See Fig. 7). 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Floor plate should 
swing freely and latch properly. 

MAGAZINE - MAGAZINE FOLLOWER - MAGAZINE 
SPRING 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trigger 
guard or (in BDL grade) trigger guard assembly. Remove stock 
assembly. Remove magazine follower and spring. Unscrew 
magazine tab screw (AOL grade only) and remove magazine. 
BDL grade magazines are disassembled by simply lifting from 
receiver. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY 

NOTE: FACTORY SERVICE IS REQUIRED FOR ALL 
TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY RELATED PROBLEMS. 
RETURN THE FIREARM TO THE FACTORY FOR 
SERVICE. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble- Remove trigger guard or trigger guard assem· 
bly and remove stock assembly. 
To Reassemble- Follow reverse order. Tighten screws se· 
curely. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (AOL Gradel includes 
butt plate, butt plate screw (4), front guard screw bushing, 
stock, stock reinforcing screw, stock reinforcing screw dowel. 
To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove butt plate screws and 
butt plate. Front guard screw bushing may be removed for 
replacement, if necessary, by driving out with a tool from 
inside of stock. Tap against inner edge of bushing until it 
comes free from stock. Avoid damage to stock. 
To Reassemble- Follow reverse order. Replacement butt 
plate may require edge sanding to match stock outline. 

R2524318 



STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (BDL Grade) includes 
AOL grade comPonents plus butt plate spacer, fore-end tip, 
fore-end tip spacer, grip cap, grip cap spacer, front swivel 
nut. 
To Disassemble- See disassembly of AOL grade. Front swivel 
nut may be disassembled for replacement by carefully driving 
out from inside of stock. 
To Reassemble- Follow reverse order. 

BARREL ASSEMBLY - Includes barrel. barrel brackets, 
receiver. Selective factory assembly is required for replacement 
of parts and to insure proper operation with bolt final assem
bly. Disassembly is not recommended. Replace as a unit. 

SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY AND MOUNTINGS,COMPLETE: 
Includes front swivel nut, front swivel screw, rear swivel screw, 
sling strap assembly, swivel assembly, C.D. (2). 
Note: Sling Strap Assembly includes sling strap, fastener, 
keeper and buckle. Strap is 7/8" wide. Swivel assemblies are 
(C.D.) tYPe. 
A 'sling strap complete with mountings is packaged with each 
BO L Grade rifle. When attaching to rifle - assemble both 
quick detachable (C.D.) swivel assemblies to stock. To do 
this, push plunger on swivel until small plate lifts and can be 
swung free of attaching stud on swivel. Then insert attaching 
stud into eye of stock screw. Close plate on swivel to lock 
swivel to stock screw. 
To attach strap to swivels - insert tongue of strap into rear 
swivel. Loop strap back and through attached keeper band. 
Insert strap into and through buckle and front swivel. Loop 
back and secure with brass fastener. Adjust trap to desired 
position. 
To remove strap from rifle, simply snap quick detachable 
swivels from stock screws and remove strap. 

CYCLE OF OPERATION 
The .operation cycle of the Model 700 follows the basic pat· 
tern of bolt action rifles. After firing, raising of bolt handle 
will unlock action. Pulling bolt rearward will open action 
and extract and eject any fired case or round that may be in 
chamber. Pushing bolt handle forward and down closes and 
locks action - completing the cycle. Each operation is des
cribed in sequence below: 

FIRING 
With action closed and locked and safety switch in forward or 
Fl RE position, rifle can be fired by pulling trigger. Pulling or 
squeezing trigger moves trigger connector forward, leaving sear 
unsupported against cocked firing pin head. With support re
moved, sear is cammed down by pressure of spring-loaded fir
ing pin and firing pin is driven forward to strike primer. 

UNLOCKING 
Raising of bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head from 
recoil shoulders in receiver. 

COCKING 
Cocking takes place as bolt handle is raised. A cam at rear of 
rotating bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward, compressing 
main spring, and holding assembly in cocked position in a 
notch at rear of bolt. This engagement holds until bolt handle 
is lowered again during locking cycle. Engagement is then 
transferred to sear to cock rifle. 

EXTRACTION 
This phase of operation cycle consists of two parts referred to 
as ( 1) primary extraction, and (2) secondary extraction. Pri· 
mary extraction occurs simultaneously with unlocking. The 
rim of case, being completely encased by bolt head. is gripped 

3 

by a circular recessed claw-type extractor. During final upward 
throw of bolt handle, a primary extraction cam retracts bolt 
approximately 1 /8" with a mechanical advantage of about 8 to 
1, completing primary portion of this phase. Bolt lugs are now 
free of locking shoulders in receiver and bolt may now be 
moved to rear - completing second phase of extraction. 

EJECTION 
Within the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head of 
cartridge, is a spring-loaded ejector. As bolt is retracted and 
front edge of cartridge reaches ejection port, pressure along 
with opposing grip of extractor, ejects cartridge from port. 
Rearward motion of bolt is arrested by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 
With bolt stopped in rearward position, topmost cartridge in 
magazine will be urged upwards by magazine spring. It is held 
in position until carried forward by bolt into loading cycle. 

LOADING 
In closing the action, bolt pushes cartridge from magazine into 
barrel chamber. Feeding lips on top of magazine guide cart· 
ridge until bullet enters chamber. 

LOCKING 
Rotating bolt handle downward locks cartridge in barrel 
chamber. Four engagements are made in this cycle: (1) Lock· 
ing lugs on bolt head are engaged with recoil shoulders in re· 
ceiver. (2) Head of cartridge is seated into bolt head, depress· 
ing ejector while extractor claw is snapped over rim of cart· 
ridge. (3) Sear engages and locks firing pin in a cocked position 
by action of (4) Sear being supported from beneath by·conn
ector. Rifle is now ready for firing by release of trigger. 

SAFETY SWITCH 
The safetY switch, located at right rear of receiver is operated 
by a push and pull action on the safety switch button. This 
two-position safety switch has two internal functions. When 
safety switch is rotated rearward, a cam is brought into posi· 
tion beneath sear safety cam. This locks cam against firing 
pin and prevents rifle from firing. Second function of safety 
switch in SAFE position ("S" marking) brings an arm into slot 
in bolt preventing bolt from being opened. Pushing safety 
switch forward to FIRE position ("F" marking) nullifies 
above conditions and rifle may be fired. 

MALFUNCTIONS 
Cause and Correction 

Over-Ride 

Cause: 1. Magazine Follower binds. 
2. Damaged Follower Spring. 
3. Magazine Spring caught under Guard. 
4. Tabs on Follower bent. 

Correction: 1. Adjust side angle on Magazine Box. 
2. Change Spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Straighten or replace Follower. 

( 

f 
\.. 
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Stems Chamber 

Cause: 1. Sharp or rough Receiver Rails. 
2. Sharp edge • rear end of Chamber. 

( 
3. Rough Ramp in Receiver. 
4. Magazine Box loose in Receiver. 

Correction: 1. Polish or file. 
2. Remove sharpness. 
3. Polish Ramp. 
4. Adjust. 

Bolt Closes Hard Over Shells 

Cause: 1. Bolt interferes with shell rim. 
2. Extractor interferes with shell rim. 
3. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
4. Burr at Ejector Hole on Bolt. 
5. Sharp corners on Bolt Lugs. 
6. Extractor Rivet loose. 

Correction: 1. Remove interference or change Bolt. 
2. Fit new Extractor (grind relief in new Extractor 

behind Claw). 
·3. Free up or replace. 
4. Deburr. 
5. File radius. 
6. Tighten or replace Rivet. 

Fails to Extract 

Cause: 1. Tight, rough or oversize Chamber. 
2. Extractor broken or damaged. 
3. Not enough Hook space on Extractor. 
4. Height of Claw not correct. 
5. Extractor stuck back. 

Correction: 1. Ream if tight or rough. 
Change Barrel Assembly if oversize. 

2. Fit new Extractor. 
3. Fit new Extractor. 
4. Fit new Extractor. 
5. Replace Extractor. 

Fails To Eject 

Cause: 1. Burr at Ejector Hole in Bolt. 
2. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
3. Extractor Rivet loose. 
4. Extractor drops shell. 

Correction: 1. Deburr. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Re-stake or replace. 
4. Replace Extractor. 

Misfires 

Cause: 1. Short Firing Pin (damaged). 
2. Firing Pin binds. 
3. Short Firing Pin protrusion. 
4. Firing Control out of adjustment. 
5. Faulty ammunition. 

Correction: 1. Replace. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Change Firing Pin or Bolt. 
4. Return the firearm to the factory. 
5. Replace ammunition. 

4 

Follows Down 

Cause: 1. Trigger out of adjustment. 
2. Improper vertical engagement of Sear and 

Connector. 
3. Trigger doesn't retract. 
4. Corners on Sear or Connector rounded. 
5. Trigger binds on Trigger Guard. 
·s. Not enough tension on Weight Screw (light 

pull). 

Correction: 1. Return the firearm to the factory. 
2. Return the firearm to the factory. 
3. Return the firearm to the factory. 
4. Return the firearm to the factory. 
5. File Trigger Guard ·eliminate interference. 
6. Return the firearm to the factory. 

Bolt Opens Hard 

Cause: 1. See Fails to Extract. 
2. Upset Extraction Cam on Bolt Handle. 
3. Burr at Ejector Hole in Bolt. 
4. Blown or set back Primer on shell. 

Correction: 1. See Fails to Extract. 
2. Smooth up. 
3. Oeburr. 
4. Ream Chamber if throat is shallow (am· 

munition may be at fault). 

Bolt Pulls Out 

Cause: 1. Bolt Stop or Bolt Release binds. 
2. Bolt Stop or Bolt Release broken. 

Correction: 1. Return the firearm to the factory. 
2. Return the firearm to the factory. 

Safety Switch Works Too Hard or Too Freely 

Cause: 1. Safety switch binds (works hard). 
2. Safety switch Snap Washer stretched out 

(Safety Switch works too freely.) 

Correction: 1. Return the firearm to the factory. 
2. Return the firearm to the factory. 

Bulges or Blows Cases 

Cause: 1. Oversize Chamber. 
2. Maximum head space. 

Correction: 1. Change Barrel or Barrel and Receiver 
Assembly. 

2. Fit new Bolt (ammunition may be at fault). 

Bolt Binds 

Cause: 1. Guard Screws protrude into Bolt track. 
2. Scope Screws protrude into Bolt track. 
3. Bolt Handle interference on Stock. 
4. Step at rear of Bolt Lugs. 

Correction: 1. File ends of Screws. 
2. File ends of Screws. 
3. Correct Stock or fit new Stock. 
4. File to blend. 
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REMINGTON PARTS LIST MODEL 
700 FIELD SERVICE MANUAL· 

View Part PART View , ... NAME OF PART No. No. NAME OF No. No. 

NOTE: Basic 30-06 Caliber listed below. See Section•! VI- for proper 
35 17029 Main Spring 

identity of p•rts. See edded P-ati for other Qliber 1Mrt listings. 
36 26355 Rear Guard Screw 

37 32510 Rear Sight Aperture 
1 Barrel Assembly 

3B 91595 Rear Sight Base 
2 Bolt Assembly 

39 28505 Rear Sight Base Screw (21 
Bolt Final Assembly 

40 90905 Rear Sight Sllde 
3 17012 Bolt Plug 

41 90906 Elevation Screw 
4 17013 Bolt Stop (Restricted I 

42 90904 Wtndage Screw 
5 24475 Bolt Stop Pin (Restricted I 

43 15358 Rear Swivel Screw, SOL Grade 
6 1547B Bolt Stop Release (Restricted) 

44 17034 Receiver Plug Screw 
7 15224 Bqlt Stop Spring (Restricted) 

45 26585 Safety Switch Assembly (Restricted) 
8 90953 Butt Plate 

46 23222 Safety Switch Oetent Ball (Restricted) 
Sa 90954 Sutt Plate Spacer, SOL 

47 15368 Safety Switch Oetent Spring (Restricted) 
9 25380 Butt Plate Screw 

48 17043 Safety Switch Pivot Pin (Restricted) 
10 15287 Center Guard Screw, AOL Grade 

49 17044 Safety Swltcn Snap Washer (Restricted) 
11 17017 Ejector 

50 15666 Sear Safety Cam (Restricted) 
12 17676 Ejector Pin 

51 24476 Sear Pin (Restricted) 
13 17019 Ejector Spring 

52 17047 Sear Spring (Restricted) 
~14 91816 Extractor 

53 30855 Sling Strap Assembly, BDL Grade 
15376 Fastener, Sling Strap 

26990 Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings Complete 
16 22020 Firing Pin 

54 33366 Stock Assembly, AOL Grade 
17 22040 Firing Pin Assembly 

33371 Stock Assembly, BOL Grade 
18 17022 Firing Pin Cross Pin 

18186 Stock Reinforcing Screw (not shown) 
20 15291 Floor Plate Latch, SOL Grade 

16970 Stock Reinforcing Screw Dowel (not shown) 
21 16451 Floor Plate Latch Pin, BDL Grade 

55 26555 Swivel Assembly, BDL Grade (0.0.) 
22 16452 Floor Plate Latch Spring, BO L Grade 

56 15280 Trigger (Restricted) 
23 16453 Floor Plate Pivot Pin, BDL Grade 

57 17053 Trigger Adjusting Screw (Restricted) 
24 22035 Front Guard Screw 

26345 Trigger Assembly (Restricted) 
25 15161 Front Guard Screw Bushing, AOL Grade 

58 19461 Trigger Connector (Restricted) 
26 15373 Front Sight 

59 91128 Trigger Engagement Screw (Restricted) 
15719 Front Sight (Low) 

60 152S1 Trigger Guard 
27 2S510 Front Sight Ramp 

61 26376 Trigger Guard, SOL Grade 
15635 Front Sight Ramp, SOL Grade 

26371 Trigger Guard Assembly, SOL Grade 
2S 2S505 Front Sight Ramp Screw 

62 26655 Trigger Housing Assembly (Restricted) 
29 15363 Front Sight Hood, SOL Grade 

63 24477 Trigger Pin (Restricted) 
30 15357 Front Swivel Nut, SOL Grade 

64 15400 Trigger Spring (Restricted) 
31 15358 Front Swivel Screw, BOL Grade 

65 15481 Trigger Stop Screw (Restricted) 
90957 Grip Cap, SOL Grade (not shown) 

25380 Grip Cap Screw 

90958 Grip Cap Spacer, SOL Grade (not shown) 
32 15284 Magazine, AOL Grade 

16430 Magazine, BOL Grade (not shown) 
33 90952 Magazine Follower 

91017 Magazine Follower, BDL Grade 
15940 Magazine Tab Screw, AOL Grade 

34 17028 Magazine Spring 

( 

15677 Magazine Spring, BDL Grade _....:.:.:.:__::::::..:::::::=.:= ____ __L ____________ ( 

s 
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ADDITIONAL CALIBERS REMINGTON MODEL 
700 (Not Shown in Sectional View} 

INCLUDES VARMINT MODEL FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

Note: Caliber part numbers not listed below same as 30-06 
(222 Rem. Mag. discontinued} 

Part No. 

91837 

91906 

22021 

22041 

16434 

22037 

16204 

14659 

28511 

15992 

15282 

16716 

15283 

NAME OF PART 

Extractor, 7mm Rem., Mag., 264-300 Win. Mag. 

Extractor,222-223 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Firing Pln.222 Rem., 234-308 Win., 6mm Rem. Mag., 22-

250 Rem., 223 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Firing Pin Assembly, 222 Rem. 17 Rem. 243 Win., 308 

Win., 6mm Rem., 22-250 Rem. 223 Rem. 

Floor Plate, BOL Grade, 222 Rem., 223 Rem. 243 & 308 

Win., 6mm Rem., 22·250 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Front Guard Screw, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 243 & 308 

Win., 6mm Rem., 2i·250 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Front Scope Base, Varmint 

Front Signt, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag. 

Front Sight Ramp, AOL Grade 

Front Sight Ramp, BOL Grade 

Magazine, AOL Grade, 222 Rem. 

Magazine, BOL Grade, 222 Rem., 223 Rem •• 17 Rem. 

Magazine, AOL Grade, 243 & 308 Win .. 6mm Rem. 

22·250 Rem. 

16715 Magazine, BOL Grade, 243 & 308 Win., 6mm Rem. 

22-250 Rem. 

14756 

90951 

90982 

15742 

15286 

15286 

91133 

17891 

15698 

15699 

17058 

18843 

90949 

25410 

18842 

16204 

33380 

33365 

Magazine, BOL Grade 

Magazine Follower, 222 Rem., 223 & 17 Rem. 

Magazine Follower, 243 & 308 Win., 6mm Rem. 22·250 

Rem. 

Magazine Spacer, 222 Rem. 

Magazine Spacer, 222 Rem., SOL Grade 

Magazine Spacer, 223 Rem., SOL Grade, 17 Rem. 

Magazine Spring, 222 Rem., 223 Rem •• 17 Rem. 

Magazine Spring, 243 & 308 Win., 6mm Rem. AOL Grade 

Magazine Spring, 22-250 Rem. 

Magazine Spring, 22-250 Rem., 6mm Rem. 243 Win., 

SOL Grade 

Main Spring, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 243 Win .. 308 Win., 
17 Rem. 

Rear Scope Base, Varmint 

Recoil Pad, 7mm Rem. Mag .. 264 & 300 Win. Mag. 

Recoil Pi;id Screw, 7mm Rem. Mag .. 264 & 300 Win. Mag. 

Scope Base Screw, Rear Varmint 

Scope Base Screw, Front Varmint 

Stock Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag .. AOL Grade 

Stock Assembly. 222 Rem .. 243 Win .. 308 Win .. 6mm 

Rem .• 22-250 Rem., AOL Grade 

33385 Stock Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 & 300 Win. Mag., 

BOLGrade 

Deliveries ore F.0.8. //ion, New York 

7 

Port No. NAME OF PART 

33370 Stock Assembly, 222 Rem., 243 Win., 308 Win., 6mm 

Rem. 22-250 Ram., SOL Grade, 17 Rem. 

33376 

33375 

26375 

26370 

27265 

27266 

15709 

16771 

23805 

27270 

26270 

20467 

17639 

16717 

15361 

24666 

24477 

19025 

28200 

15709 

15850 

27341 

27342 

Stock Assembly, Varmint, SOL Grade, 222 Rem., 223 

Rem.,243 Win .. 6mm Ram., 22-250 Rem. 

Stock Assembly, Varmint, SOL Grade, 25-06 

Trigger Guard, SOL Grade, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 243 & 

308 Win.,6mm Rem., 22-250 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Trigger Guard Assembly, SOL Grade, 222 Rem., 17 Rem., 

223 Rem., 243 Win., 6mm Rem., 22·250 Rem. 

CALIBERS:.375 H. & H MAGNUM, 458 WIN. MAGNUM 

Barrel Assembly, 375 H & H Mag. 

Barrel Assembly, 458 Win. Mag. 

Extractor 

Front Sight, 375 H & H Mag. 

Front Sight, 458 Win. Mag. 
Stock Assembly, 375 H & H Mag., 458 Win. Mag. (in· 

eludes same as standard Magnum except Stock Bolt 12) 

Nut (2), Cover (4) used) 

DISCONTINUED or SERVICE PARTS 

Barret Assembly. 280 Rem. 

Extractor, 222 Cal. 

Ejector, 222 Cal. 

Front Sight Ramp, 6mm Rem., 7mm Rem. Mag. 264 

Win. Mag., 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win., AOL 

Grade 

Front Sight Ramp, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag., 222 

Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win., BDL Grade 

Front Sight Ramp, 30-06, 280 Rem., 308 Win., 270 Win., 

AOL Grade 

Front Sight Ramp Pin, 6mm Rem., 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 

Win. Mag., 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win. 

Front Sight Ramp Screw, 7mm Rem. Mag., 6mm Rem., 

264 Win. Mag., 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win. 

Rear Sight Assembly, Complete (Includes Rear Sight 

Assembly, Rear Sight Base, Rear Sight Base Screw (2), 

Rear Sight Screw, Rear Sight Step, Rear Sight Washer (21 

E><tractor, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264-300 Win. Mag. 

E><tractor, 222-223 Rem,. 17 Rem. 

Extractor Rivet, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264-300 Win. Mag. 

Extractor Rivet, 222·223 Rem .. 17 Rem. 

Parts Subject to Change Without Notice 

( 
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MALFUNCTIONS 
CAUSE and CORRECTION 

(Con1t. from Page 4) 

Doesn't Group 

Cause: 1. Crown of Barrel damaged. 
2. Leading of Bore. 
3. Oversize Bore. 
4. Improper bedding of Barrel in Stock. 
5. Loose Sights. 

Correction: 1. Recrown. 
2. Lead or change Barrel. 
3. Change Barrel. 
4. Correct bedding. 
5. Tighten or replace. 

Point of Impact Not Correct 

Cause: 1. Barrel not straight. 
2. Horns, breaks, etc. in Bore. 
3. Improper or loose Sights. 

Correction: 1. Straighten. 
2. Correct if possible. 
3. Tighten or change Sights. 

( 

Rev. 382 
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MUD EL 
700 

PARTS LIST 

REMINGTON 
LEFT HAND MODEL FIELD SERVICE MAN UAL 

( 

View I' art NAME OF PART View I' art NAME OF PART Na. No. Na. No. 

NOTE: Basic 30-06 caliber 11 sted below. For other caliber parts 46 17043 Safety Switch Pivot Pin (Restricted) 
•nd numbers, see additional calibers list. 47 17044 SafetV Switch Snap Washer (Restricted) 

48 15666 Sear Safety Cam (Restricted) 
Barrel Assembly 49 24476 Sear Pin (Restricted) 

2 Bolt Assembly 50 17047 Sear Spring (Restricted) 
Bolt Final Assembly 51 30855 Sling Strap Assembly 

3 17012 Bolt Plug 26990 Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings Complete 
4 17013 Bolt Stop (Restricted) 52 33391 Stock Assembly 
5 24475 Bolt Stop Pin (Restricted) 18186 Stock Reinforcing Screw 
6 90555 Bolt Stop Rel ease (Restricted) 16970 Stock Reinforcing Screw Dowel 
7 90554 Solt Stop Spring (Restricted) 53 26555 Swivel Assembly (Q.O.) 
8 90953 Butt Plate 54 15280 Trigger (Restricted) 
8a 90954 Butt Plate Spacer 55 17053 Trigger Adjusting Screw (Restricted) 
9 25380 Butt Plate Screw 32895 Trigger Assembly (Restricted) 

10 17017 Ejector 56 19461 Trigger Connector (Restricted) 
11 17676 Ejector Pin 57 91128 Trigger Engagement Screw (Restricted) 
12 17019 Ejector Spring 58 26376 Trigger Guard 
13 91816 Extractor 26371 Trigger Guard Assembly 
14 27340 Extractor RI vet 59 32905 Trigger Housing As'Sembly (Restricted) 

15376 Fastener. Sling Strap 60 24477 Trigger Pin (Restricted) 
15 22020 Firing Pin 61 15400 Trigger Spring (Restricted) 
16 22040 Firing Pin Assembly 62 15481 Trigger StoP Screw (Restricted I 
17 17022 Firing Pin Cross Pin 

19 15291 Floor Plate Latch 

20 16451 Floor Plate Latch Pin 
ADDITIONAL CALIBERS 

21 16452 Floor Pl ate Latch Spring 

22 16453 Floor Plate Pivot Pin NOTE: Parts not listed, same as 30-06 Caliber. 
23 22035 Front Guard Screw 
24 15373 Front Sight Barrel Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag. 

15719 Front Sight (Low) Barrel Assembly, 270 Win. 
25 15635 Front Sight Ramp Solt Assembly, ?mm Rem. Mag. 
26 28505 Front Sight Ramp Screw 91837 Extractor, ?mm Rem. Mag. 
27 15363 Front Sight Hood 27341 Extractor Rivet, 7mm Rem. Mag. 
28 15357 Front Swivel Nut 14659 Front Sight, 7mm Rem. Mag. 
29 15358 Front Swivel Screw 90949 Recoil Pad, ?mm Rem. Mag. 

90957 Grip Cap 25410 Recoil Pad Screw, ?mm Rem. Mag. 
90958 Grip Cap Spacer 33395 Stock Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag. 
25380 Grip Cap Spacer Screw 

30 16430 Magazine 

31 91017 Magazine Follower 

32 15677 Magazine Spring 

33 17029 Main Spring 

34 26355 Rear Guard Screw 

35 32510 Rear Sight Aperture 

36 91595 Rear Sight Base 
37 28505 Rear Sight Screw 
38 90905 Rear Sight Slide 
39 90906 Elevation Screw 
40 90904 Windage Screw 
41 15358 Rear Swivel Screw 
42 17034 Receiver Plug Screw 
43 32900 Safew Switch Assembly (Restricted) ( 44 23222 Safety Switch Oetent Ball (Restricted) 
45 90557 Safety Switch Oetent Spring (Restricted) 

9 
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MODEL 700 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington Model 700 is a high power bolt adion repeater ovoiloble in a wide variety of center fire calibers. Two grades are 
supplied - ~Dl (standard) end BDL. Included in the BDL grade is the model 700 VARMINT - on extremely accurate rifle expressly 
designed for the high velocity "varmint" calibers. 

The instruction folder RD-5461 is packaged with each new rifle. Folders may also be obtained from the retailer or dealer. This folder 
outlines operating instructions, instructions for care and maintenance of the rifle and a complete ports list. 

When handling rifle for servicing or shipping make certain rifle is empty with no rounds in magazine or chamber. 
Unless described otherwise, ports ore interchangeable with no factory adjustment required. 

INDEX 

Page 

Bolt Final Assembly ............................................................. . 
Bolt Final Assembly, Components ....................................... . 
Firing Pin Assembly ............................................................. . 
Firing Pin Assembly, Components ....................................... . 

Rear Sight Assembly·-·-······--·-·-··-··········-·---··-·--·---··-····-···-·-·- 2 
Rear Sight Step................ ....... ........................................... 2 

Rear Sight Base. ----··············--·-·········---·-·--·---·-····-··-·----··------ 2 
Front Sight Hood (BDL Grode)............................................. 2 
Front Sight ........................................................................... 2 
Front Sight Romp .................................................. ,.............. 2 
Trigger Guard (AOL Grode)................................................. 2 
Trigger Guard Assembly (BDL Grade) ................................. 2 
Trigger Guard Assembly, Components................................ 2 
Magazine ............. ...... .................... ............. ........................ 2 
Magazine Follower ............................................................. 2 
Magazine Spring ................................................................ 2 

Send all guns for factory service and inquiries on 

service ond ports to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
Arms Service Division 
Ilion, New York 13357 

Page 

Bolt Stop............................................................................... 2 
Bolt Stop Spring................................................................... 2 
Safety Assembly.................................................................. 2 
Trigger Assembly··------·-···-----···............................................ 3 
Trigger Assembly, Components........................................... 3 
Stock Assembly ............................................................... ,.... 3 
Stock Assembly, Components (ADL Grode)........................ 3 
Stock Assembly, Components (BDL Grode)......................... 3 
Barrel Assembly................................................................... 3 
Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings, Complete................. 3 
Cycle of Operations............................................................. 4 
Malfunctions ....................................................................... 4 
Ports List .............................................................................. 5 
Sectional View .................................................................... 6 
Parts List (additional calibers).............................................. 7 

Left Hand Model---·-·····--·---····-······-·---···-···---·-·--··········· 9· 10 

All other inquiries ore to be addressed to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 

Bridgeport, Connecticut 06602 
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BOLT FINAl ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble - With safety forward on FIRE position, lift 
bolt handle and pull rearward until action is halted by bolt 
stop. Press upward on bolt stop release - located in front of 
trigger and remove bolt final assembly from rifle. 
To Service - Selective assembly at factory is required for 
replacement of bolt assemblies. However, firing, cocking, ex
tractor and ejection parts are interchangeable and may be 
replaced with no factory adjustment required. 
To Reassemble-With safety forward, insert bolt final assem
bly into rifle, push forward as far as possible and lower bolt 
handle. Note: Bolt must remain cocked to install. If uncocked, 
firing pin head will be recessed well inside bolt plug. To cock 
bolt, clamp firing pin head firmly to prevent movement and turn 
bolt with handle. Continue turning bolt handle until cocking 
notch on rear engages firing pin head. Bolt is then cocked and 
may be installed. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS: Includes bolt 
assembly, ejector, ejector pin, ejector spring, extractor, extrac
tor rivet, firing pin assembly. Firing pin assembly includes bolt 
plug, firing pin, firing pin cross pin, firing pin head and main 
spring. · 

EJECTOR- EJECTOR PIN- EJECTOR SPRING 
(in bolt assembly) 

EJECTOR RETAINING PIN 

IJICTOR ~'~ IRIVI OUT 

IJICTOR SPRING _..-~ 

FIG. 1 

To Disassemble - With bolt final assembly removed from 
rifle, drive out ejector pin and pull ejector spring from bolt. 
See Fig. 1. 
To Reassemble - Insert ejector spring and ejector into bolt. 
Push ejector and hold against tension of ejector spring. Align 
ejector pin slot in ejector to pin hole in bolt and drive in ejector 
pin. 

Note: Assembled ejector must work freely in bolt for proper 
ejection. 

EXTRACTOR - EXTRACTOR RIVET (in bolt assembly) 
To Disassemble-Disassemble ejector and ejector spring from 
bolt. 

EJECTOR HOL~E • 

EXTRACTOR .. 

EXTRACTOR RIVET 

FIG. 2 

Drive extractor rivet from bolt. See Fig. 2. Dislodge and 
remove loosened extractor from inside bolt rim. 

EXTRACTOR RIVET HOLE Smooth Up 
, EXTRACTOR RIVET ~~ 

''""' ::::'.) Ll) /J 
EXTRACTOR CLAW~ EJECTOR HOLE 

Flatten End 
FIG. 3 

To Service - Ports ore interchangeable. Extractor rivet will' 
most likely be damaged when driven from bolt and replace
ment rivet should be used in reassembly. 
To Reassemble-Adjust replacement extractor for proper ten
sion before reassembly as follows: Squeeze ends of extractor 
together slightly. See Fig. 3. Straighten tail of extractor. See ( 
Fig. 3. Place extractor inside rim in bolt face. Align hole in 
extractor with rivet hole in bolt. Insert extractor rivet. 

Note: If original disassembled extractor is reassembled, ad
justment for proper tension before reassembly may not be nec
essary. 

Place support inside of bolt rim and against head of rivet. 
Peen over protruding end of rivet to tighten extractor in bolt. 
Reassemble ejector. Smooth up peening to blend with outside 
of bolt. Check extractor for proper tension using a fired case. 
Extractor must grip case firmly and hold case when breech is 
held face downwards. 

If fired case is gripped too tightly (case snaps free with dif
ficulty) top extractor back under bolt rim using a soft metal 
punch. Test with fired case. Repeat, if necessary, until gripping 
pressure of extractor is satisfactory. 

If fired case is gripped too loosely (case falls away when bolt 
is held face downward) extractor must be pulled from under rim 
to increase tension against case. Disassemble, if necessary, and 
rebend extractor as indicated in Fig. 3. 

Aften tension has been adjusted satisfactorily, smooth up in
cline on extractor to match perfectly to breech bolt rim. See 
fig. 3. 

Note: An earlier design, in 222 caliber, incorporated a 
"snap in" type extractor requiring no rivet. These may easily be 
disassembled and reassembled by inserting pointed tweezers 
into holes provided in ends of extractor and compressing ends 
together. When reassembling, hook on extractor should face 
bolt. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY FROM BOLT ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from rifle. Pull 

.firing pin head rearward until coin or washer can be inserted i 
into slot near back edge of firing pin head. See Fig. 4. Unscrew ' 
and remove firing pin assembly from bolt assembly. 

FIG. 4 

To Service - Firing pin assembly is interchangeable and may 
be replaced cs a unit with no factory adjustment required. Re
placement of bolt assembly requires selective assembly for 
proper function . 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS: Includes bolt 
plug, firing pin, firing pin cross pin, firing pin head, main spring. 

FIRING PIN 

I 
<= 

FIRING PIN CROSS PIN 

~ 'BOlT PLUG 

cr:J-i11111111111111111111111111 J 

\ \ 
FIRING PIN HEAD FIG. 5 MAINSPRING 

To Disassemble-( with firing pin assembly removed from bolt). 

( 
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Caution: Main spring is under compression. Disassembly of 
this unit is not recommended unless necessary for replacement 
of damaged parts. Suitable holding means must be ·used to pre
vent firing pin and/or firing pin head from flying free when 
cross pin is driven out. · 

Compress mainspring until firing pin cross pin is exposed. 
Hold firing pin and firing pin head securely and drive out cross 
pin. See Fig. S. Release parts carefully and disossemole. · 
To Service - All parts in firing pin assembly are interchange
able with no factory fitting required. However, if replacing fir
ing pin, o hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is neces
sary. To do this, use o No. 42 size drill (.093). 

Assemble shank of replacement firing pin into firing pin 
head. Make sure recess in head is clean and free of any obstruc
tions. Seat shank of firing pin firmly onto firing pin head. Align 
drill through cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill through firing 
pin shank. 
To Reassemble - Reassemble all ports of firing pin assembly. 
Hold bolt plug against tension of reassembled main spring. 
Insert firing pin cross pin through firing pin head and shank of 
firing pin. Release tension on bolt plug. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY (indudes rear sight collar, rear sight 
eyepiece, rear sight leaf, rear sight windoge screw). 
To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove rear sight screw. 
Remove rear sight assembly from rear sight base. 
To Service - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re
quired. Replacement as a unit is recommended. 
To Reassemble - Place bent tab~ on bottom of rear sight 
assembly into slot in rear sight base. Align holes, assemble and 
tighten rear sight screw. 

REAR SIGHT STEP 
To Disassemble-Grasp and lift rear sight eyepiece and slide 
rear sight step rearward. 
To Service - Interchangeable. Additional steps, marked for 
size, are available for range purposes. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Large end of step 
should face forward. 

REAR SIGHT BASE 
To Disassemble - Remove rear sight assembly and rear sight 
step. Unscrew and remove rear sight base screws, washer and 
base. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT HOOD (BDL Grode only) 
To Disassemble - Pry bottom ears of hood apart slightly until 
hood con be slid forward and away from front sight base. 
To Service - Interchangeable on all BDL grade front sight 
romps. No factory adjustment required. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT 
To Disassemble - Drive front sight out of front sight ramp 
from left to right. To prevent damage to sight a soft metal punch 
should be used. 
Ta Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT RAMP 
To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove front sight romp 
screws and front sight ramp. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD (AOL Grode) 
To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove trigger guard screws 
and disassemble trigger guard from stock. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY (BDL Grode) 
To Disassemble-Remove bolt assembly. Unscrew and remove 
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front and rear guard screws. Lift loosened stock assembly from 
trigger and disassemble trigger guard from stock assembly. 

Note: To remove magazine follower and spring {assembled 
to floor plate) unlatch floor plate. lift folded end of spring 
upward, pull back and disassemble from floor plate. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Tighten screws firmly. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY-COMPONENTS (BDL Grode) 
includes floor plate, floor plate latch, floor plate latch pin, floor 
plate latch spring, floor plate pivot pin, trigger guard. 
To Disassemble - Drive out floor plate pivot pin and remove 
floor plate from trigger guard. · 

FIG. 6 

Caution: Pivot pin is tight fitting. Support trigger guard 
properly to prevent damage to front section. 

Unhook rear of floor plate latch spring from floor plate latch 
and front end of spring from trigger guard. Remove spring from 
guard. See Fig. 6. 

TRIGGER 

FIG. 7 

Drive out floor plate latch pin - left to right and remove 
floor plate latch from trigger guard. See Fig. 7. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Floor plate should 
swing freely and latch properly. 

MAGAZINE - MAGAZINE FOLLOWER- MAGAZINE 
SPRING 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trig· 
ger guard or (in BDL grade) trigger guard assembly. Remove 
stock assembly. Remove magazine follower and spring. Unscrew 
magazine tab screw (AOL grade only) and remove magazine. 
BDL grade magazines are disassembled by simply lifting from 
receiver. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

BOLT STOP - BOLT STOP SPRING - BOLT STOP PIN 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly and stock os· 
sembly. Drive out bolt stop pin and remove bolt stop end bolt 
stop spring. 
To Reassemble - Place bolt stop spring in recess in bottom 
left side of receiver. Long end of spring should face forward 
with bent end facing outward. Place bolt stop in slot with con
toured edge facing up and hole to rear. Align holes and drive 
in bolt stop pin. When bolt stop release is pressed bolt stop 
should pivot freely. 

SAFETY ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly, trigger guard 
or trigger guard assembly, stock assembly, mogazine, maga
zine follower and spring. Drive out bolt stop pin and remove 
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SAFETY • 
DETENT BALL_,,,- 1 

FIG. 8 

bolt stop and spring. Disassemble safety snap washer and 
safety detent spring. Drive out safety pivot pin and remove 
safety assembly and safety detent boll. See Fig. 8. 

Note: Trigger housing will pivot en seer pin when bolt stop 
pin is removed. Toke core that sear spring (beneath sear safety 
cam) is not lost. Bolt stop release may also be removed at this 
time. . 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Safety assembly and 
belt stop should pivot freely. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt stop pin, b.olt stop end spring. 
Drive out sear pin and remove trigger assembly, sear spring 
and sear safety com. 
To Service - Trigger assembly may be replaced as a complete 
unit with no factory adjustment required (see trigger assembly 
components for listing). Readjustment of trigger connector-sear 
engagement may be required. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure sear spring 
is reassembled to function properly beneath sear safety com. 

TRIGGER ASS EMBLY COMPONENTS: Includes bolt stop re
lease, trigger housing assembly, safety assembly, safety detent 
ball, safety detent spring, safety pivot pin, safety snap washer, 
sear safety com, sear spring, trigger, trigger adjusting screw, 
trigger connector, trigger engagement screw, trigger pin, trig
ger spring, trigger stop screw. 
To Disassemble-Remove trigger assembly. Disassemble sear 
safety com, sear spring, safety assembly and bolt stop release. 
Unscrew and remove trigger engagement screw, trigger stop 
screw, trigger adjusting screw and trigger spring. Drive out 
trigger pin and remove trigger and trigger connector. 
To Service - All parts of trigger assembly are interchange
able. However, readjustment of trigger connector-sear engage
ment may be required (see trigger adjustment). 
To Reassemble - Place trigger connector on trigger (longer 
tab on top). Place assembled trigger and connector into hous
ing, align holes and tap trigger pin into housing until flush with 
right side. Reassemble trigger spring, trigger adjusting screw, 
trigger engagement screw, and trigger stop screw. Replace 
safety assembly and bolt stop release. Reassemble sear spring 

SEAR 

TRIGGER 
ENGAGEMENT 

SCREW 

, ~STOP SCREW 

:""· TRIGGER SPRING 

w:o TRIGGER 
~DJUSTING SCREW 

FIG. 9 

TRIGGER 
CONNECTOR 
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and sear safety cam, align holes and top in sear pin. Pin should 
not protrude into bolt stop slot. Adjust trigger if necessary and 
reseal or stoke adjusting screws in ploce. 

TRIGGER ADJUSTMENT. See Fig. 9. 
Remove stock assembly and trigger guard. 
IMPORTANT: Adjustment or removal of trigger engagement(· 

screw {behind trigger) is not recommended unless for replace· 
ment. This screw is factory adjusted to provide correct amount 
of trigger connector-sear engagement. This· engagement can be 
seen through hole in housing when safety is forward in FIRE 
position. · 

Note: All adjusting screws ore factory sealed with cement. 
Pull of Trigger-is adjusted to desired weight by turning front 
trigger adjusting screw. Turn screw clockwise for heavier weight 
of pull and counter clockwise for lighter pull. 
Travel of Trigger - is adjusted by turning trigger stop screw 
in front of housing. To reduce trigger travel, place bolt in re
ceiver end cock action. Turn trigger stop screw clockwise until 
firing pin will not fall or fire rifle when trigger is pulled .. 
Re-cock rifle and back off screw counter clockwise until firing 
pin will fall or fire rifle. This method of adjustment will allow 
least amount of trigger over travel. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard or trigger guard 
assembly and remove stock assembly. 
To Reassemble- Follow reverse order. Tighten screws 
securely. · 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (AOL Grade) includes 
butt plate, butt plate screw (2), front guard screw bushing, 
stock, stock reinforcing screw, stock reinforcing screw dowel. 
To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove butt plate screws end 
butt plate. Front guard screw bushing may be removed for 
replacement if necessary, by driving out with a tool from inside 
of stock. Tap against inner edge of bushing until it comes free 
from stock. Avoid damage to stock. 
To Reassemble-Follow reverse order. Replacement butt plate· 
may require edge sanding to match stock outline. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (BDL Grode) includes 
AOL grade components plus butt plate spacer, fore end tip, fore 
end tip spacer, grip cop, grip cop spacer, front swivel nut. 
To Disassemble-See disassembly of AOL grade. Front swivel 
nut may be disassembled for replacement by carefully driving 
out from inside of stock. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

BARREL ASSEMBLY-Includes barrel, barrel bracket, receiver. 
Selective factory assembly is required for replacement of ports 
and to insure proper operation with bolt final assembly. Disas
sembly is not recommended. Replace as a unit. 

SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY AND MOUNTINGS, COMPLETE: 
Includes front swivel nut, front swivel screw, rear swivel screw, 
sling strap assembly, swivel assembly, Q. D. (2). 

Note: Sling Strap Assembly includes sling strop, fastener, 
keeper and buckle. Strap is %" wide. Swivel assemblies are 
(Q. D.) type. 

A sling strap complete with mountings is packaged with each 
BDL Grade rifle. Wh~n attaching to rifle - assemble both quick 
detachable (Q. D.) swivel assemblies to stock. To do this, push 
plunger on swivel until small plate lifts and can be swung free 
of attaching stud on swivel. Then insert attaching stud into eye 
of stock screw. Close plate on $wivel to lock swivel to stock screw. 

To attach strop to swivels - insert tongue of strop into rear 
swivel. Loop strap bock and through attached keeper bond. 
Insert strap into and through buckle and front swivel. Loop back 
and secure with brass fastener. Adjust strap to desired position{ 

To remove strop from rifle, simply snop quick detachable · 
swivels from stock screws and remove strap. 

FGH-RES. 
569 
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CYCLE OF OPERATION 

The operation c:ycle of the Model 700 follows the basic pat
tern of bolt action rifles. After firing, raising of bolt handle will 
unlock action. Pulling bolt rearward will open action and ex
tract and ejec:t any fired case or round that may be in c:homber. 
Pushing bolt handle forward and down closes ond locks action 
-completing the cycle. Each operation is described in sequence 
below: 

FIRING 

With action closed and locked and safety in forward or 
FIRE position, rifle con be fired by pulling trigger. Pulling or 
squeezing trigger moves trigger connector forward, leaving 
sear unsupported against cocked firing pin head. With support 
removed, sear is cammed down by pressure of spring-loaded 
firing pin and firing pin is driven forward to strike primer. 

UNLOCKING 

Raising of bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head 
from recoil shoulders in receiver. 

COCKING 

Cocking tokes place as bolt handle is raised. A com at rear 
of rotating bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward, compress
ing main spring, and holding assembly in cocked position in o 
notch at rear of bolt. This engagement holds until bolt handle is 
lowered again during loc:king cycle. Engagement is then trans
ferred to sear to cock rifle. 

EXTRACTION 

This phase of operation cycle consists of two ports referred to 
as (1) primary extraction, and (2) secondary extraction. Primary 
extraction occurs simultaneously with unlocking. The rim of case, 
being completely encased by bolt head, is gripped by o circular 
recessed claw-type extractor. During final upward throw of bolt 
handle, a primary extraction com retracts bolt approximately 
Ya" with a mechanical advantage of about 8 to 1, completing 
primary portion of this phase. Bolt lugs ore now free of locking 
shoulders in receiver and bolt may now be moved to rear -
completing second phase of extraction. 

EJECTION 

Within the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head 
of cartridge, is a spring-loaded ejector. As bolt is retracted and 
front edge of cartridge reaches ejection port, pressure, along 
with opposing grip of extractor, ejects cartridge from port. 
Rearward motion of bolt is arrested by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 

With bolt stopped in rearward position, topmost cartridge in 
magazine will be urged upwards by magazine spring. It is held 
in position until carried forward by bolt into loading cycle. 

LOADING 

In closing the action, bolt pushes cartridge from magazine 
into barrel chamber. Feeding lips on top of magazine guide 
cartridge until bullet enters chamber. 

LOCKING 

Rotating bolt handle downward locks cartridge in barrel 
chamber. Four engagements are mode in this cycle: (l) Locking 
lugs on bolt head are engaged with recoil shoulders in receiver. 
(2) Head of cartridge is seated into bolt head, depressing ejec
tor while extractor claw is snapped over rim of cartridge. (3) 
Sear engages and locks firing pin in a cocked position by action 
of (4) Sear being supported from beneath by connector. Rifle 
is now ready for firing by release of trigger. · 
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SAFETY 

The safety, located at right rear of receiver, is operated by a 
push and pull action on the safety button. This two-position 
safety has two internal functions. When safety is rotated rear
ward, a cam is brought into position beneath sear safety cam. 
This locks com against firing pin and prevents rifle from firing. 
Second function of safety in SAFE position ("S" marking) brings 
on arm into slot in bolt preventing bolt from being opened. 
Pushing safety forward to FIRE position ("F" marking) nullifies 
above conditions and rifle may be fired. 

MALFUNCTIONS 
Cause and Correction 

Over-Ride 

Cause: 1. Magazine Follower binds. 
2. Damaged Follower Spring. 
3. Magazine Spring caught under Guard. 
4. Tabs on Follower bent. 

Correction: 1. Adjust side angle on Magazine Box. 
2. Change Spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Straighten or replace Follower. 

Stems Chamber 

Cause: 1. Sharp or rough Receiver Rails. 
2. Sharp edge - rear end of Chamber. 
3. Rough Ramp in Receiver. 
4. Magazine Box loose in Receiver. 

Correction: 1. Polish or file. 
2. Remove sharpness. 
3. Polish Ramp. 
4. Adjust. 

Bolt Closes Hard Over Shells 

Cause: 1. Bolt interferes with shell rim. 
2. Extractor interferes with shell rim. 
3. Ejector binds or foils to retract for enough. 
4. Burr at Ejector Hole on Bolt. 
S. Sharp corners on Bolt Lugs. 
6. Extractor Rivet loose. 

Correction: 1. Remove interference or change Bolt. 
2. Fit new Extractor (grind relief in new Extractor 

behind Claw). 
3. Free up or replace. 
4. Deburr. 
5. File radius. 
6. Tighten or replace Rivet. 

Fails to Extract 

Cause: 1. Tight, rough or oversize Chamber. 
2. Extractor broken or damaged. 
3. Not enough Hook space on Extractor. 
4. Height of Clow not c:orrec:t. 
5. Extractor stuck back. 

Correction: 1. Ream if tight or rough. 
Change Barrel Assembly if oversize. 

2. Fit new Extractor. 
3. Fit new Extractor. 
4. Fit new Extractor. 
5. Replace Extractor. (Continued on page Bl 
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MODEL 
700 

REMINGTON PARTS LIST 

FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

View 
No. 

Port 
No. NAME OF PART 

NOTE: Basic 30-06 Caliber listed below, See Sectionol View for proper 
identity of parts. See added poge for other caliber part listings. 

1 Barrel Assembly 

2 Bolt Assembly 

Bolt Final Assembly 

3 17012 Bolt Plug 

4 17013 Bolt Stop 

5 24475 Bolt Stop Pin 

6 15478 Bolt Stop Release 

7 15224 Bolt Stop Spring 

8 14472 Butt Plate 

9 25410 Butt Plate Screw 

10 15287 Center Guard Screw, AOL Grade 

11 17017 Ejector 

12 17676 Ejector Pin 

13 17019 Ejector Spring 

14 14669 Extractor 

15 27340 Extractor Rivet 

15376 Fastener. Sling Strap 

16 22020 Firing Pin 

17 22040 Firing Pin Assembly 

18 17022 Firing Pin Cross Pin 

19 19800 Floor Plate, BDL Grade 

20 15291 Floor Plate Latch, BDL Grade 

21 16451 Floor Plate Latch Pin, BDL Grade 

22 16452 Floor Plate Latch Spring, SOL Grade 

23 16453 Floor Plate Pivot Pin, BOL Grade 

24 22035 Front Guard Screw 

25 15161 Front Guard Screw Bushing, AOL Grade 

26 15373 Front Sight 

15719 Front Sight (Low) 

27 28510 Front Sight Ramp 

15635 Front Sight Ramp, SOL Grade 

28 28505 Front Sight Ramp Screw 

29 15363 Front Sight Hood, BDL Grade 

30 15357 Front Swivel Nut. SOL Grade 

31 15356 Front Swivel Screw, BDL Grade 

15331 Grip Cap, SOL Grade (not shown) 

30505 Grip Cap Spacer, BDL Grade (not shown) 

32 152S4 Magazine, AOL Grade 

16430 Magazine, BOL Grade (not shown) 

33 17024 Magazine Follower 

Deliveries ore F.O.B. Ilion, New York 
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View 
No. 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

Port 
No. 

15752 

15940 

17028 

15677 

17029 

26355 

32510 

32500 

28505 

90905 

90906 

90904 

15358 

17034 

26585 

23222 

15368 

17043 

17044 

15666 

24476 

17047 

30855 

26990 

26381 

NAME'OF PART 

Magazine Follower, BDL Grade 

Magazine Tab Screw (AOL Gradel 

Magazine Spring 

Magazine Spring. BDL Grade 

Main Spring 

Rear Guard Screw 

Rear Sight Aperture 

Rear Sight Base 

Rear Sight Base Screw (21 

Rear Sight Slide 

Elevation Screw 

Windage Screw 

Rear Swivel Screw. BDL Grade 

Receiver Plug Screw 

Safety Assembly 

Safety Oetent Ball 

Safety Detent Spring 

Safety Pivot Pin 

Safety Snap Washer 

Sear Safety Cam 

Sear Pin 

Sear Spring 

Sling Strap Assembly, BDL Grade 

Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings Complete 

Stock Assembly, AOL Grade 

26401 Stock Assembly, BDL Grade 

18186 Stock Reinforcing Screw (not shown) 

16970 

26555 

15280 

17053 

26345 

Stock Reinforcing Screw Dowel (not shown) 

Swivel Assembly, BOL Grade (Q.O.I 

Trigger 

Trigger Adjusting Screw 

Trigger Assembly 

58 19461 Trigger Connector 

59 17053 Trigger Engagement Screw 

60 15281 Trigger Guard 

61 26376 . Trigger Guard. SOL Grade 

26371 Trigger Guard Assembly, BOL Grade 

62 26655 Trigger Housing Assembly 

63 24477 Trigger Pin 

64 15400 Trigger Spring 

65 15481 Trigger Stop Screw 

Ports Sub;ect to Change Without Notice 

( 
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ADDITIONAL CALIBERS REMINGTON 
(Not Shown in Sectional View) 

INCLUDES VARMINT MODEL FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 
MODEL 

700 

Part No. 

15709 
15850 
27341 

27342 
22021 

22041 

16434 

22037 

16204 
14659 
28511 
15992 
15282 
16716 

15283 

16715 

14756 
91018 
90982 

15285 
16826 
15286 
17983 
17891 

15698 
15699 

17058 

18843 
90949 
25410 

18842 
16205 
33380 
33365 

33385 

33370 

33376 

Note: Caliber part numbers not listed below same as 30-06 
(222 Rem. Mag. discontinued) 

( 

NAME OF PART 

Extractor, 7mm Rem .• Mag., 264·300 Win. Mag. 
Extractor, 222·223 Rem., 17 Rem. 
Extractor Rivet, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264-300 Win. 

Mag. 
Extractor Rivet, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 17 Rem. 
Firing Pin, 222 Rem., 243·308 Win., 6mm Rem. 

Mag., 22-250 Rem.. 223 Rem., 17 Rem. 
Firing Pin Assembly,222 Rem.17 Rem.243 Win .. 

308 Win.,6mm Rem .. 22·250 Rem.223 Rem. 
Floor Plate, BDL Grade, 222 Rem .• 223 Rem. 

243 & 308 Win., Gmm Rem., 22·250 Rem., 
17 Rem. · 

Front Guard Screw, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 243 & 
308 Win.,Gmm Rem.,22·250 Rem .. 17 Rem. 

Front Scope Base, Varmint 
Front Sight, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag. 
Front Sight Ramp, ADL Grade 
Front Sight Ramp, BDL Grade 
Magazine, ADL Grade, 222 Rem. 
Magazine. BDL Grade, 222 Rem .. 223 Rem .. 

17 Rem. 
Magazine, AOL Grade, 243 & 308 Win., 6mm 

Rem. 22·250 Rem. 
Magazine, SOL Grade, 243 & 308 Win., 6mm 

Rem. 22-250 Rem. 
Magazine. BDL Grade 
Magazine Follower, 222 Rem. 
Magazine Follower, 243 & 308 Win., Gmm Rem. 

22-250 Rem. 
Magazine Spacer, 222 Rem. 
Magazine Spacer, 222 Rem., BDL Grade 
Magazine Spacer,223 Rem .. BDL Grade, 17 Rem. 
Magazine Spring, 222 Rem .. 223 Rem .. 17 Rem. 
Magazine Spring, 243 & 308 Win., Gmm Rem. 

AOL Grade 
Magazine Spring, 22·250 Rem. 
Magazine Spring, 22·250 Rem., Gmm Rem., 243 

Win., BOL Grade 
Main Spring, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 243 Win .• 

308 Win., 17 Rem. 
Rear Scope Base, Varmint 
Recoil Pad, 7mm Rem.Mag.264 & 300 Win.Mag. 
Recoil Pad Screw,7mm Rem.Mag.,264 & 300 

Win. Mag. 
Scope Base Screw, Rear Varmint 
Scope Base Screw, F rant Varmint 
Stock Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag .. AOL Grade 
Stock Assembly, 222 Rem .. 243 Win., 308 Win., 

6mm Rem., 22·250 Rem., ADL Grade 
Stock Assembly,7mm Rem.Mag .• 264-300 Win. 

Mag., SOL Grade 
Stock Assembly .222 Rem.,243 Win.,308 Win. 

6mm Rem.,22-250 Rem.,BDL Grade, 17 Rem. 
Stock Assembly,Varmint,BDL Grade,222 Rem., 

223 Rem.,243 Win.,6mm Rem.,22·250 Rem. 

Deliveries are F.0.8. Ilion, New York 
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Part No. 

33375 
26375 

26370 

27265 
27266 
15709 
16771 
23805 
27270 

26270 
20467 
17639 
16717 

15361 

24666 
24477 

19025 

28200 

NAME OF PART 

Stock Assembly, Varmint, BDL Grade, 25-06 
Trigger Guard, BDL Grade, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 

243 & 308 Win., 6mm Rem .• 22-250 Rem~ 
17 Rem. 

Trigger Guard Assembly, BDL Grade, 222 Rem., 
17 Rem •• 223 Rem .• 243 Win.,308 Win.,Gmm 
Rem., 22-250 Rem. 

CALIBERS: 375 H&H Magnum, 458 WIN. MAGNUM 
Barrel Assembly, 375 H&H Mag. 
Barrel Assembly, 458 Win. Mag. 
Extractor 
Front Sight, 375 H&H Mag. 
Front Sight, 458 Win. Mag. 
Stock Assembly, 375 H&H Mag., 458 Win. Mag. !includes same as 

standard Magnum except Stock Bolt (2), Nut (2), Cover (4) used) 

DISCONTINUED or SERVICE PARTS 
Barrel Assembly, 280 Rem. 
Extractor, 222 Cal. 
Ejector, 222 Col. 
Front Sight Ramp, 6mm Rem .• 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag., 222 

Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win., AOL Grade 
Front Sight Romp, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag., 222 Rem., 222 

Rem. Mag., 243 Win., BDL Grade 
Front Sight Ramp, 30·06, 280 Rem., 308 Win., 270 Win .• AOL Grade 
Front Sight Ramp Pin, 6mm Rem., 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag., 

222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win. { 
Front Sight Ramp Screw,7mm Rem. Mag., 6mm Rem., 264 Win. Mag ... 

222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win. 
Rear Sight Assembly, Complete (includes Rear Sight Assembly, Rear 

Sight Base, Reor Sight Base Screw (2), Rear Sight Screw, Rear 
Sight Step, Rear Sight Washer (2) 

Part! Sub;ect ta Change Without Notice 
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MODEL 700 

MALFUNCTIONS 
CAUSE and CORRECTION 

(Con't. from Page 4) 

Fails to Eject 

Cause: 1. Burr at Ejector Hole in Bolt. 
2. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
3. Extractor Rivet loose. 
4. Extractor drops shell. 

Correction: 1. Deburr. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Re-stake· or replace. 
4. Replace Extrac~or. 

Misfires 

Cause: 1. Short Firing Pin (damaged). 
2. Firing Pin binds. 
3. Short Firing Pin protrusion. 
4. Firing Control out of adjustment. 
5. Faulty ammunition. 

Correction: 1. Replace. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Change Firing Pin or Bolt. 
4. Adjust. 

Follows Down 

Cause: 1. Trigger Adjusting Screw, rear, out of adjust
ment (improper horizontal engagement of Sear 
and Connector). 

2. Improper vertical engagement of Sear and 
Connector. 

3. Trigger doesn't retract. 
4. Corners on Sear or Connector rounded. 
5. Trigger binds on Trigger Plate. 
6. Not enough tension on Weight Screw 

(light pull). 

Correction: 1. Adjust. 
2. Fit new Fire Control. 
3. Fit new Fire Control. 
4. Fit new Fire Control. 
5. File - eliminate interference. 
6. Adjust. 

Bolt Opens Hard 

Cause: 1. See Fails to Extract. 
2. Upset Extraction Cam on Bolt Handle. 
3. Burr at Ejector Hole in Bolt. 
4. Blown or set back Primer on shell. 

Correction: 1. See Fails to Extract. 
2. Smooth up. 
3. Deburr. 
4. Ream Chamber if throat is shallow 

lion may be at fault). 
(ammuni· 
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Bolt Pulls Out 

Cause: 1. Bolt Stop or Bolt Release binds. 
2. Bolt Stop or Bolt Release broken. 

Correction: 1. Free up. 
2. Replace. 

Safe Works Too Hard or Too Freely 

Cause: 1. Safe binds (works hard). 
2. Safety Snap Washer stretched out (Safe works 

too freely). 

Correction: 1. Free up. 
2. Replace Washer. 

Bulges or Blows Coses 

Cause: 1. Oversize Chamber. 
2. Maltimum head space. 

Correction: 1. Change Barrel or Barrel ond Receiver 
Assembly. 

2. Fit new Bolt (ammunition may be at fault). 

Bolt Binds 

Cause: 1. Guard Screws protrude into Bolt frock. 
2. Scope Sc:rews protrude into Bolt track. 
3. Bolt Handle interference on Stock. 
4. Step at rear of Bolt Lugs. 

Correction: 1. File ends of Screws. 
2. File ends of Screws. 
3. Correct Stock or flt new Stock. 
4. File to blend. 

Doesn't Group 

Cause: 1. Crown of Barrel damaged. 
2. Leading of Bore. 
3. Oversize Bore. 
4. Improper bedding of Barrel in Stock. 
5. Loose Sights. 

Correction: 1. Recrown. 
2. Lead or change Barrel. 
3. Change Barrel. 
4. Correct bedding. 
5. Tighten or replace. 

Point of Impact Not Correct 

Cause: 1. Barrel not straight. 
2. Horns, breaks, etc. in Bore. 
3. Improper or loose Sights. 

Correction: 1. Straighten. 
2. Correct if possible. 
3. Tighten or change Sights. 
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PARTS LIST MODEL 
700 REMINGTON 

LEFT HAND MODEL FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

View Part 
No. No. NAME OF PART 

NOTE: Basic 30-06 caliber listed below. For other caliber parts 
and numbers see additional calibers list. 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

25 
26 
27 
28 
29 

30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

17012 
17013 
24475 
90555 
90554 
14472 
25410 
17017 
17676 
17019 
14669 
27340 
15376 
22020 
22040 
1702:! 
19800 
15291 
16451 
16452 
16453 
22035 
15373 
15719 
15635 
28505 
15363 
15357 
15356 
15331 
30505 
16430 
15752 
15677 
17029 
25355 
32510 
32500 
28505 
90905 
90906 
90904 
15358 
17034 
32900 
23222 
90557 
17043 
17044 
15666 
24476 
17047 

Barrel Assembly------
Bolt Assembly 
Bolt Final Assembly 
Bolt Plug-·---· 
Bolt Stop-·-··-------·· 
Bolt Stop Pin-------·---
Bolt Stop Release· 
Bolt Stop Spring--·-·-----·---·---
Butt Plate·-·-·- ·-·-----
Butt Plate Screw···--------···----
Ejector--------
Ejector Pin··----·------·-·------· 
Ejector Spring·--···----------·---
Extractor-··--·-·---· -------·----
Extractor Rivet-·-··---------·--
Fastener. Sling Strap--·-----··----
Firing Pin····-·--·· 
Firing Pin Assembly----·--·----------
Firing Pin Cross Pin-·-----------·
Floor Plate----·---·------·----
Floor Plate Latch··----··--·-··----· 
Floor Plate Latch Pin----------··----· 
Floor Plate Latch Spring·------------· 
Floor Plate Pivot Pin---------··----
Front Guard Screw----·-·-·-·-------
Front Sight-----·------····----·----·--· 
Front Sight (Low)-···--·-·--·-···-----· 
Front Sight Ramp-------·-·-··--··-----
Front Sight Ramp Screw--··-··-···--·-----
Front Sight Hood····-----··--· 
Front Swivel Nut··-···---···-··--··----
Front Swivel Screw-·--··--·---·-·--·---· 
Grip Cap·---·-·-------------·----
Grip Cap Spacer··-·------------···--·-
Magazine-----·-··--·------------
Magazine Follower··--··--·--··------
Magazine Spring---------·--·-----· 
Main Spring···-··---------·-------
Rear Guard Screw--------··----·-
Rear Sight Aperture· 
Rear Sight Base---·--·------------
Rear Sight Screw····---·-·-·······---·-·'-·--·· 
Rear Sight Slide-------··--------
Elevation Screw--------··--------
Windage Screw----··---·--·-··-·-------
Rear Swivel Screw····-----·······---·-·--·-··-
Receiver Plug Screw------···-··-----
Safety Assembly·--··-·-··--··---------
Safety Oetent Ball-----·----··--·----· 
Safety Detent Spring··-·-·-·-------
Safety Pivot Pin·--··---------·····---·--
Safety Snap Washer-------·------
Sear Safety Cam····-·--··-··-·-·-··-···---
Sear Pin-··--··-···-·--·-------~---·--
Sear Spring·-·-····-------·----··--··---· 
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( 
View Part 
No. No. NAME OF PART 

51 30855 Sling Strap Assembly----

52 

53 
54 
55 

56 
57 
58 

59 
60 
61 
62 

26990 
32890 
18186 
16970 
26555 
15280 
17053 
32895 
19461 
17053 
26376 
26371 
32905 
24477. 
15400 
15481 

32862 
15709 
27341 
14659 
21387 
25410 
32880 

Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings Complete-
Stock Assembly··--· 
Stock Reinforcing Screw--------
Stock Reinforcing Screw Dowel------
Swivel Assembly (Q. D.l------
Trigger 
Trigger Adjusting Screw-------
Trigger Assembly 
Trigger Connector-------------
Trigger Engagement Screw 
Trigger Guard 
Trigger Guard Assembly·-·--------·· 
Trigger Housing Assembly-------·-··-
Trigger Pin-----------·-·--·--·--·· 
Trigger Spring---·---·--------· 
Trigger Stop Screw ··--------·· 

ADDITIONAL CALIBERS 

NOTE: Part not listed same as 30·06 Caliber 

Barrel Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag.-------· 
Barrel Assembly, 270 Win.--------·---
Bolt Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag.-----·-· 
Extractor. 7mm Rem. Mag.-------··--
Extractor Rivet, 7mm Rem. Mag.--·--·-·-
Front Sight, 7mm Rem. Mag.-------··--·
Recoil Pad, 7mm Rem. Mag.--·------
Recoil Pad Screw, 7mm Rem. Mag.------··
Stock Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag.-·:·--------

R2524336 
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RS Ml NG TON 
FIELD SERVIOE MANUAL 

The Remington Model 700 la a high power, bolt action repeating rifle. 
The boaic operoUo~ of the bolt and repeaUng eoUon la similar to the 
Models 721, 722 and 725 or other bolt action repeaUn; rifles. 
Thereiore, the aaaembly and aerviclng lnstrucUona for the Model 700 
will liat only perts that are of deaiqn end operation. not used 1n any 
other modei. 

The Instruction Folder RD-5461 ls packaged wtth each new rifle shipped 
from the factory. folders may also be obtained from the deeler or 
retailer. The folder outlines the oper!lt1nq instructions end the 
instructions for the care and maintenance of the rifle. 

When handl1n9 the rifle for servicing or shipping make certain the 
rifle 1&: empty with no roundri in the magazine or barrel chamber. 

MODEL 70Q 
Introduction 

R2524338 
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MODEL 700 
IJldex 

Stock Aaaembly (SM 721·-Manual) 

Trigger Guard Aaaembly 

Magazine (also 1ee 725 Manual) 

Bolt Final Assembly 

Bolt Stop, Bolt Stop Pin, Bolt Stop Sprtn; 

Safety (See 721•722 Manual) 

Trtgger A111embly (See 721-722 Manual) 

........ , 

... ;· 

··.-.:. 

. ,·_ 

l 
' ..... 

1 

1&2 

3 
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MODEL 700 
AHembly·· 
Page 1 

~ ' t. ' • 

. FIBLt> ~.llVICI'. M_ANVAL 
-- 2-_ --~. .--:;;~~~~:~·'~ 

TRIGGER GUAAI> (A.DL GRAI»I) 

Io p11111tmblt - Unacnw ud remow rear and center guerd 1c:reW1 and 
remove tr19g• guard• · 

, 
To Rtplaet - lnWohange with no ,factory adJuatment required. 

To 8!0111mb1• - Follow rewr .. ord•. 
TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY (BDL GRADE • Hinged Floor Plate) 

(See Model 725 Manuell 

MAGAZINE • 1• of elmilar de1lgn to the Model 725 end auembled in the 
1ame manner, 

CeuUooi Before a11emblln; atock to receiver, particularly on AOL Grade, 
locate maqazlne fully Into ma9e&ine receu in bottom of 
receiver. Thia wW prevent any dame;• to 1took when stook 
la Uqhtened e9a1n1t nceiver. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY • lf •lmilar to the Model 725 and e&1emblef ln the 
••me manner. The extractor, however, 1• of a different de•i;n and require• 
a different aaaembly. 

To Otaa111mble - Diaaaaemble breech bolt from rifle. Drive ejector retatntn; 
pin from breecb bolt. (See sketch below) 

CtuUon; Hold ejector with forefinger to prevent ejector from 
•Pl'inGlft9 free of bolt durtnq diae11ernbly. 

R2524340 



MODEL 100 
AHembly 
Pave 2 REMINGTON 

FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY Conunued 

Diaaasemble ejector and ejector 1prtng from breech bolt. Drive extractor 
rivet from b"eeeh bolt • out•id• to !nsld•. (See 1ketah below) 

Pry up extractor from inner rim, on fact of bolt, and cUaauamble extractor 
and rivet from bolt. 

To Reauemble - Adjust replacement for proper ~nsion before reauemblY 
as follow1: Squeeze enda of extractor together slightly. (See sketch below)· 

Stral~hten tall of extractor. (Sea aketch above) 

R2524341 



REMINGTON 

MODEL 700 
Auembly 
Pao• 3 

FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

BOLT nNAL ASSEMBLY Continued 

Rea11emble extractor to bolt faoe and anep under bolt rim. Align extractor 
rlvet bole 1n extractor wlth rivet hole 1n bolt dm. Inaert extractor rivet thru 
aUOM<i hole wlth rlvet head a9alut extractor when rea11emblln;. 

J'i2ll.: If or1;1nal dilaaaembled extracstor 11 reaHembled, adJuatment 
for proper temion before re•H•mbly may not be neoe1111ry. 
A replacement extraator rivet must be 1upplled for reaaaembly. 

Place aupport lnalde of bolt rim and a;a1n1t head of rivet. Stake rivet a9a1n1t 
out11de of br•ch bolt. 

Smooth up ataking to blend with out11de wall of bolt. AdJuat extractor for 
proper te1111on, uai119 a fired oaH. Extractor muat grip the fired caae firmly 
end hold the fired caH when the breech ii held face downward•. 

If the fired caae 11 gripped too Hcwely (caH 1nap1 free with difficulty) -
tap extraotor smartly, with a aoft metal punch, back under bolt rim. Test 
with fired oartridge ca1e again. Re~at aame operation if extraotor needa 
further adjustment to reduce tanaJ.on. 

If the fired case la gripped too looaely (oaH dropa away when bolt ls held. 
face downward) - extractor must be pulled from under rim to lnareaae tension 
against fired oa1e. Dt1a11emble, 1f neca11ary, and rebend extractor aa 
indicated ln eketch above. 

After proper tension ha• been adJuatad, smooth up inaline on extractor to 
match perfectly to brMch bolt rim. (See sketch on pracedlno paoe) 

.liQa.: An eviler daai;n, in 222 CaU.ber, incorporated a "snap in" type 
extractor which required no rivet. Theae may be aHembled and 
diaaHembled 1n the aame manner at the Modal 72 S. 

BOLT STOP (Se• sectional view on last page) 

To D1111umblt - See Model 725 manual and diHHembla in the same maMer. 

To Replaca - Interchanqeable with no factory adjustment required. 

To Ro1111mbla - The bolt stop spring ia of a new design and therefore is 
aHembled ln a different manner than the Model 725. Place bolt stop sprinq 
in the receu in the recei'lfer ao that the long end 11 forward and the bent end 
faoea outward. Place bolt atop ln receiver slot with tha contoured ed!ir• on 
top and the hole to the rear. Ali;n and tap 1n bolt atop pln. 

R2524342 



MODEL 700 
Index REMINGTON 

FI E.L D SER V l CE MANUAL 

Trigger Guard (ADL Grade) il5281 

Center Guard Screw #15207 

Rear Guard Screw #26355 

Triqqer Guard Assembly (BDL Grade)' i26371 
(See 725 Manual) 

Magezine (AOL Grade) 1H5284 

Bolt Final Asaembly (AOL Grade) 426317 

Bolt i26327 

Ejector #17017 

Ejector Pin #17676 

EJector Sprin9 #17019 

Extractor #16254 

Extractor Rivet t27340 

Bolt Stop -# 17013 

Bolt Stop Pin #24475 

Bolt Stop Spring #15224 

Siqhts 

Rear Sight A•aembly 
(See 725 Manual) 

Front Sight 4tlS373 

Front Siqht Hood #15363 

Front Sight Romp 416717 

Front Si;ht Ramp Pin (2) 4i24477 

Front Siqht Ramp Screw 4tl9025 

Pa;e 

1 

l 

1 

1 

1 

1 t 2 & 3 

1, 2 & 3 

1, 2 & 3 

l, 2 & 3 

1, 2 & 3 

1, 2 & 3 

1, 2 & 3 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 
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8Un9 Strap Aaaembly & MountlnQ1, Complete fl6990 

SUn; Strap AaHmbly 

Swivel Altambly (2) 

Front Swivel Nut 

Front Swivel Screw 

Reor Swivel Screw 

tuns 
t26555 

115357 -

il53S6 

115358 

MODEL 700 
Index 

5 

5 

S· 

a 
5 

s 
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SIGHTS 

!EMINGTON 
FlELD SERVICE MANUAL 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY (See 725 Manual) 

FRON? SIGHT COVER (BDL Grade) 
front 1t11ht blade • 

11 de1igned to provtde hou1lno for the 

tp D1au1tmb11 - Spread cover •lightly and puah forward in cover alot1 
on either 11de of the ramp. 

'f9 Replace - Interchangeable - no factory adJuatment required. 

To Raao11mble - Spread allghtly and 1llde along aide 1lot1 ond over front 
sight blade. Auemble in central location, straight end of cover to 
rear. 

FRONT SIGHT 

To P1u11tmble - Drive front 1ioht oat of front 1ight ramp from left to 
rioht. 

Io Replaca - Interchangeable - no factory adjustment required. 

To Reusambl! - Follow reverH order. 

FRONT SIGHT RAMP - (Screw on type, used on the following calibers 
only: 222, 222 Magnum, 243, 6mm, 7mm Magnum and 264 Magnum) 

To D1su11mbl1 Unacrew front sight ramp screw and pry ramp up off 
ramp pina. 

Io Replace - Interchangeable - no factory adJu1trm nt required. 

To ReHtemblt Place ramp pin• in holea on top of barrel, o.11Qn pins with 

NOTE: 

holes 1n bottom of ramp and tap ramp down on to barrel until seated. 
Screw in romp a crew. 

Other calibers (308, 270, 280 and 30-06) have a brazed on front 
a19ht rem._ which is not easlly disassembled. 
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REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVIOI MANUAL 

SIJNO STRAP ASSEMBLY & MOUNTINGS. COMPLETE - A •lintJ atrap 
complete wlth meunttn;• la peoka9ed wlth Heh BDL Grade tlfle. When 
attaohinq to rifle -- aHembl• both qulok detachable (Q.O.) awtvel 
aaaembUea to atock. To do this, puah plu09• on awlvel until small 
plate Uft1 end con be awung fr•• of ottaohlng atud on 1wivel. Then 
1nHrt attaching atud into eye of stock screw. Close plate on awtvel to 
lock swivel to stock screw. 

To attach strap to sw1ve11 --- insert tonQue of strap 1n rear swivel. 
Then loop a trap back end thru attached rear keeper band. Pull a trap 
to move rear keeper back in U9ht loop aQeinat rear awivel. 

Slldtt front keeper bond on free end of strap. Then inaert atrap thru 
front swivel and double strap back and thru attached front keeper. 
Insert braH fastener thru matehlnq slota to Join strap in dealred 
POa1Uon. 

To remove 1trap from rifle, aimply snap quick detachable swivels from 
etock screws and remove atrap. 

R&D:FGH 
3-14-63 

MODEL 700 
Aaaembly 
Pao• 5 
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(Re serve for Sectional View) 
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S l q ht 1 (SH 725 Manual) 

Barrel AHembly (See 725 Manual) 

Stock AHemhly (See 725 Manual) 

Ma;azil\e (alao aee 725 Manual) 

Bolt Final AHembly 

Bolt Stop• Bolt Stop Pln, Bolt Stop 8prt119 

Safety (See 721•722 Manual) 

Tr1~9er Aasembly (See 721-722 Manual) 

MODEL 700 
INDEX 
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ASSEMBLY REMINGTON 

FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

TRIGGER GUARD (AOL GRADE) 

To Disauemblt - Unscrew and remove rear and center ;uerd screws and 
remove trig9er guard. 

To Replace - Interchange with no factory adJuatment req\lired. 

To Reessemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY (BDL GRADE • Hin;ed Floor Plate 

(See Modal 725 Manual) 

MAGAZINE - i• of similar dea1;n to the Model 725 and assembled in the 
same manner. 

Caution: Before auemblin; stock to receiver, particularly on 
AOL Grade, locate magazine fully into magazine recess 
in bottom of receiver. This will prevent any damage to 
stock when stock is tightened aqainst receiver. 

To D1sesaemble Pry up extractor from inner rim, on face of bolt, and 
d1aa11emble extractor and rivet from bolt. 

To Replpce - Adjust replacement for proper tension beiore reossembly 
as follows: Squeeze ends of extractor together slightly. (See sketch 
below) 

Straighten tail of extractor. (See sketch above) 
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. REMINGTON 
FIELD SBRVIOE MANUAL 

The bmlntatOn Model 700 la a blgh PoW•r, bolt act1on NP9•tin9 rifle. 
The baato operation of the bolt and repeating acUon-1• •imilar to the 
Modale 721, 722 and 725 or othec bolt action repeaUJa9 rtflH. 
Therefore, the aHembly and 1ervlctng lnltnaOUOu for the Model 700 
wlll Uat only Par1I that are of deatgn and operation not used 1n any 
other model. 

The tnatrucUon Folder RD-5461 1• packaged. with each new rifle ahipped 
from the factory. Foldeu may alao be obtained from th• dealer or 
retailer. The folder outline• the operaUng in1trucUona and the 
in1truct1om for the care and maintenance of the rifle. 

When handling the rifle for 1erv1ctng or 1hlppinQ make certain the 
rifle 11 empty with no round• in the magazine or barrel chamber. 
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MAGAZINE Continued 

To ReeaHmblt - Reaaaemble extractor to bolt face and snap under bolt rim. 
Allgu extractor rivet hole in extractor with rivet hole in bolt rim. Insert 
extractor rivet thru ali;ned hcle with rivet head aga1n1t extractor when 
reassembling. 

Note: If original diaaHembled extractor la reauamhled, adJu1tment 
for proper ten1ion before rea11embly may not be nece111ary. 
A replacement extractor unit must be supplied for reassembly. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - 11 similar to the Model 725 and aaaembla1 in the 
same maMer. The extractor, however, ii of a different design and requ1re1 
a different a11ambly. 

To pisouemble Disauemble breech bolt from gun. Drive ejector retaining 
pln from breech bolt. (Seellketch below) 

Caution: Hold ejector with foreflnger to prevent ejector from 
springing free of bolt during disassembly. 

Disassemble ejector and ejector aprlng from breech bolt. Drive extractor 
rivet from breech bolt - outside to inside. (See sketch below) 
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MODEL 700 
ASSEMBLY REMINGTON 

FIELD SBRVICB MANUAL 

BOLT nNAL ASSEMBLY OonUnued 

Place 1upport Wide of bolt rim and aga1n1t head of rivet. Stake rivet 
a;ainlt · out11de of breech bolt. 

To Ru11emb1e - Smooth up 1taklnvto blend w1th·out1lde wall of bolt. Adjust 
extractor for proper teneion, u11nq a fired case. Extractor mu1t grip the 
fired ca1e firmly and hold the fired caae when the breech la held face 
downward1. 

If the fired ceae la gripped too securely (oa1e 1nap1 free with difficulty) -
tap axtraotor smartly, with a &oft metal punch, baok under bolt rim. Test 
with Und cartridge ce1e agaJn. Repeat same operaUc:n 1f extraotor need• 
further adJu1tment to reduce teulon. 

If the fired oa1e 11 gripped too loosely (oa1e drop1 away when Oe>lt 11 held 
face downward) - extractor mu1t be pulled from under rim to increase tension 
again1t fired caH. · Or di1aHemble, if neces111ry, and re bend extractor as 
indicated in sketoh above. 

After proper tension has been adjusted, smooth up incline on extraotor to 
match perfectly to breech bolt rim. (See sketch above) 

lf21!.I An eerller de1iqn, in 222 Celtber, lnoorporetecl a "snap in" type 
extractor which required no rivet. Tbeee may be aHembled and 
diaa11embled 1n the same manner ea the Model 725. 
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BOLT STOP (See sectional view on laat page) 

To Diaouemble - See Model 725 manual and diaaasemble in the same maDMr. 

to Re?1oce - Interchangeable with no factory adJu1tment required. 

To Rt111emb1t - The bolt atop aprtng 11 of a new design and therefore 1• 
auembled 1n a different menur than the Model 725. Place bolt stop 
•Plin9 in the reoe11 in the reoelver 110 that the long end 11 forward and 
the bent end facea outward. Place bolt 1top in receiver 11ot with the 
contoured edge on top and the hole to the rear. Align hole and tap• 1n 
bolt stop pin. 
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MODEL 700 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington Model 7po is a high power bolt action repeater available in a wide variety of center fire calibers. Two grades are 
;upplieo - AOL (standard) and SOL. Included in the BDL grade is the Model 700 VARMINT - an extremely accurate rifle 
expressly designed for the high velocity .. varmint" calibers. 

The owner's manuals RO. 5461 and AO 6664 (L.H.) are packaged with each new rifle. Manuals may also be obtained from the re
tailer or dealer. These manuals outline operating instructions, instructions for care and maintenance of the rifle and complete parts 
lists and exploded views. ; 
When handling rifle for servicing or shipping make certain rifle is empty with no rounds in magazine or chamber. 
Unless described otherwi2, parts are interchangeable with no factory adjustment required. 

INDEX 

Bolt Final Assrnbly ... ~ ................... . 
Bolt Final A1embly, Co'l1ponents ............. . 
Firing Pin AJsembly ... ~ ............... · · · · · 
Firing Pin Assembly, Contponents ............. . 
Rear Sight Assembly, Components ............. . 
Front Sight Hood (SOL Grade) ............... . 

Front Sight ........ j ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Front Sight Ramp .... ~ .....•.............. 
Trigger Guard (AOL Grade) ..•................ 
Trigger Guard Assembly (BOL Grade) •........... 
Trigger Guard Assembly,!components ........... . 

Magazine .......... ~ ......... · · · · · · · · · · · 

Magazine Spring .... :-t· ... · ..... · · · . · · · · · · · 
I 
I 
I . 
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Send '.all guna fcw factwy 1erv1ce and inquirin on 

service and parts to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
! Arma Service Division 
1 \ Ilion, New York 13357 

Stock Assembly ......................... . 
Trigger Assembly ......................... . 
Stock Assembly, Components, (AOL Grade) ...... . 
Stock Assembly, Components. (BOL Grade) ....... . 
Barrel Assembly ......................... . 
Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings, Complete .... . 
Cycle of Operations ....................... . 
Malfunctions ....................... . 
Parts List ....................... . 
Exploded View ...................... . 
Parts List (additional calibers) ........ . 
Left Hand Model ......................... . 

All otn., inquiries are to b. addreu.d ro 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 

Bridgeport, Connecticut 06602 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBL '{ 

To Dis.assemble -With safety switch forward on FIRE position 
lift bolt handle and pull rearward until action is halted by bolt 
stop. Press upward on bott stop release - located in front of 
trigger and remove bolt final assembly from rifle. 
To Service - Selective assembly at factory is required for 
replacement of bolt assemblies. However, firing, cocking, ex· 
tractor and ejection pans are interchangeable and may be 
replaced with no factory adjustment required. 
To Reassemble - With safety switch forward, insert bolt final 
assembly into rifle, push forward as far as possible and lower 
bolt handle. Note: Bolt must remain cocked to install. If un· 
cocked. firing pin head will be reces~ well inside bolt plug. 
To cock bolt, clamp firing pin head firmly to prevent move· 
ment and turn bolt with ttandle. Continue turning bolt handle 
until cocking notch on r•ar engages firing pin head. Solt is 
then cocked and may be installed. 

' SOLT FINAL ASSEMBlr - COMPONENTS: Includes bolt 
assembly. ejector, ejector, pin, ejector spring, extractor, ex· 
tractor rivet, firing pin a~mbly. Firing pin assembly includes 
bolt plug, firing pin, firinp pin cross pin, firing pin head and 
main spring. ( 

EJECTOR - EJECTOR PIN - EJECTOR SPRING 
(in bolt assembly) 

! EJECTOR RETAINING Piii 

[J[CTOR r' ~ DRIVE OUT 

EJECTat SPRING -r ~· 
I " 

! 
I 
,FIG. 1 

To Disassemble - With bolt final assembly removed from 
rifle, drive out ejector pi~ and pull ejector spring from bolt. 
(See Fig. 1). : 
To Reassemble - Insert ejector spring and ejector into bolt. 
Push ejector and hold against tension of ejector spring. Align 
ejector pin slot in ejector fo pin hole in bolt and drive in ejec-
tor pin. , 
Note: Assembled ejector ,Pust work freely in bolt for proper 
ejection. j 

I 

EXTRACTOR - EXTR.AFTOR RIVET (in bolt assembly) 

To Disassemble - Disas~emble ejector and ejector spring 
from bolt. i 

I 

EJECTOR KOL~E ! , 

EXTRACTOI 
! ..... 
i ' . 

-r EXTRACTOR RIVET 

FIG. 2 

i 
Drive extractor rivet from bolt. (See' Fig. 2). Dislodge and 
remove loosened extractorltrom inside bolt rim. 

EXTRACTOR RIVET KOLEJ Smoet~ U11 
, jEXTRACTOI RIVET ~.:> 

,,, .... :::::) i ~ /J 
EXTRACTOR CLAW ~ EJECTOR HOLE 

flattH hd FIG. 3 

To Service - Parts are interchangeable. Extractor rivet will 
most likely be damaged when driven from bolt and replace-
ment rivet should be used in reassembly. . 
To Aussemble - Adjust replacement extractor for proper 
tension before reassembly as follows: Squeeze ends of ex· 
tractor together slightly. (See Fig. 3). Straighten tail of ex· 

. tractor. (See Fig. 3). Place extractor inside rim in bolt face. 
Align hole in extractor with rivet hole in bolt. Insert extractor 
rivet. 
Note: If original disassembled extractor is reassembled, adjust· 
ment for proper tension before reassembly may not be nec
essary. 
Place support inside of bolt rim and against head of rivet. Peen 
over protruding end of rivet to tighten extractor in bolt. Re
assemble ejector_ Smooth up peening to blend with outside of 
bolt. Check extractor for proper tension using a fired case. Ex· 
tractor must grip case firmly and hold case when breech is held 
face downwards. 

·If fired case is gripped too tightly (case snaps free with diffi. 
culty) tap extractor back under bolt rim using a soft metal 
punch. Test with fired case. Repeat, if necessary, until gripping 
pressure of extractor is satisfactory. 
if fired case is gripped too loosely (case falls away when bolt is 
held face downward) extractor must be pulled from under rim 
to increase tension against case. Disassemble, if necessary, and 
rebend extractor as indicated in Fig. 3. 
After tension has been adjusted satisfactorily, smooth up in· 
cline on extractor to match perfectly to breech bolt rim. (See 
Fig. 3). 
Note: An earlier design, in 222 caliber, incorporated a "snap 
in" type extractor requiring no rivet. These may easily be dis· 
assembled and reassembled by inserting pointed tweezers into 
holes provided in ends of extractor and compressing ends to· 
gether. When reassembling, hook on extractor should f~e bolt. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY FROM BOLT ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from rifle. Pull 
firing pin head rearward until coin or washer can be inserted 
into slot near back edge of firing pin head. (See Fig. 41. Un· 
screw and remove firing pin assembly from bolt assembly. 

FIG.4 

To Service - Firing pin assembly is interchangeable and may 
be replaced as a unit with no factory adjustment required. Re
placement of bolt assembly requires selective assembly for 
proper function. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS: Includes bolt 
plug, firing pin, firing pin cross pin, firing pin head, main 
spring. 

FIRING Piii CROSS Piii 1 !"" ""' 
~11111111111111111111111111 

\ \ 

FIRING PIN 

I 
c= 

FIRING Piii KEAD FIG. 5 MAINSPRING 

To Disassemble - (with firing pin assembly removed from bolt!. 
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Caution: Main spring 1s under compression. Disassembly of 
this unit is not recommended unless necessary for replacement 
of damaged parts. Suitabh1 holding means must be used to pre
vent firing pin and I or fir,ing pin head from flying free when 
cross pin is driven out. i 
Compress mainspring until;firing pin cross pin is exposed. Hold 
firing Pin and firing pin h~ad securely and drive out cross pin. 
(See Fig. 5). Release parts carefully and disassemble. 
To Service - All parts in firing pin assembly are interchange
able with no factory fitting required. However, if replacing fir
ing pin, a hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is neces· 
sary. To do this, use a No. :42 size drill (.093). 
Assemble shank of replac~ent firing Pin into firing pin head. 
Make sure recess in head ,5 clean and free of any obstructions. 
S11at shank of firing pin fi{mly onto firing pin head. Align drill 
through cros1in hole in !firing pin head. Drill through firing 
pin shank. I 
To Reassem e - Reasse"lbie all parts of firing pin assembly. 
Hold bolt plug against tellSion of reassembled main spring. In· 
sert firing pin cross pin t~rough firing pin head and shank of 
firing pin. Release tension pn bolt plug. 

' REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY (Includes rear sight aperture, rear 
sight base, rear sight base screw (2). rear sight slide, elevation 
screw, windage screw). . 
To Disassemble - Unscrew windage and elevation screws and 
remove rear sight aperture and rear sight slide from base. Un
screw and remove rear sight base screws and rear sight base. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. All parts are inter· 
changeable. j 

FRONT SIGHT HOOD IBPL Gracia only) 

To Disassemble - Pry bo~om ears of hood apart slightly until 
hood can be slid forwar(I and away from front sight base. 
To Service - Interchangeable on all SOL grade front sight 
ramps. No factory adjustment required. 
To Reassemble - Follow ~verse order. 

i 
FRONT SIGHT 
To Disassemble Drive front sign out of front sight ramp 
from left to right. To prFvent damage to sight a soft metal 
punch should be used. 1 

To Reassemble - Follow neverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT RAMP i 
To Disassemble - Unscrevt and remove front sight ramp screws 
and front sight ramp. i 
To Reassemble - Follow rieverse order. 

I 

TRIGGER GUARD (ADU Gradt) 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove trigger guard screws 
and disassemble trigger gu•rd from stock. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

! 
TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY (BDL Gradtl 

' To Disassemble - Remove bolt assembly, Unscrew and remove 
front and rear guard scre\'lfs. Lift loosened stock assembly from 
trigger and disassemble trigger guard from stock assembly. 
Note: To remove magazine follower and spring (assembled to 
floor plate) unlatch floe~ plate. Lift folded end of spring up
ward, pull back and disassemble from floor plate. 
To Reassemble - Followlreverse order. Tighten screws firmly. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (BCL 
Grade) Includes floor plafe. floor plate latch, floor plate latch 
pin, floor plate latch spring, floor plate pivot pin, trigger guard. 
To Disassemble - Drive qut floor plate pivot pin and remove 
floor plate from trigger guard. 

2 

FIG. 6 

Caution: Pivot pin is tight fitting. Support trigger guard pro· 
perly to prevent damage to front section. 
Unhook rear of floor plate latch spring from floor plate latch 
and front end of spring from trigger guard. Remove spring 
from guard (See Fie. 6) 

FLOOR PLATE LATCH........_~ 
/ 

~-~ 1/ 

"'"" cum--="~\'1"""' • ' ~~. '·· 
~~ ~ 

FIG. 7 ""LATCH Piii 

Drive out floor plate latch pin - left to right and remove floor 
plate latch from trigger guard. (See Fig. 7). 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Floor plate should 
swing freely and latch properly. . 

MAGAZINE - MAGAZINE FOLLOWER 
SPRING 

MAGAZINE 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trigger 
guard or (in BDL grade) trigger guard assembly. Remove stock 
assembly. Remove magazine follower and spring. Unscrew 
magazine tab screw (AOL grade only) and remove magazine. 
BDL grade magazines are disassembled by simply lifting from 
receiver. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY 

NOTE: FACTORY SERVICE IS REQUIRED FOR ALL 
TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY RELATED PROBLEMS. 
RETURN THE FIREARM TO THE FACTORY FOR 
SERVICE. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble- Remove trigger guard or trigger guard assem· 
bly and remove stock assembly. 
To Reassemble- Follow reverse order. Tighten screws se
curely. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (AOL Grade) includes 
bun plate, bun plate screw (4), front guard screw bushing, 
stock, stock reinforcing screw, stock reinforcing screw dowel. 
To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove butt plate screws and 
bun plate. Front guard screw bushing may be removed for 
replacement, if necessary, by driving out with a tool from 
inside of stock. Tap against inner edge of bushing until it 
comes free from stock. Avoid damage to stock. 
To Reassemble- Follow reverse order. Replacement butt 
plate may require edge sanding to match stock outline. 
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STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (SOL Gradel includes 
AOL grade components plus butt plate spacer, fore-end tip, 
fore-end tip spacer, grip ~P. grip CiiP spacer, front swivel 
nut. : 
To Disassembl- See disasiiembly of AOL grade. Front swivel 
nut may be disassembled tor replacement by carefully driving 
out from inside of stock. l 
To Reassemble- Follow rewrse order. 

BARREL ASSEMBLY - ! Includes barrel. barrel brackets, 
receiver. Selective factory a~sembly is required for replacement 
of parts and to insure proper oileration with bolt final assem· 
bly. Disassembly is not ~mmended. Replace as a unit. 

SLING STRAP ASSEMBL ~ANO MOUNTINGS.COMPLETE: 
Includes front swivel nut, foont swivel screw, rear swivel screw, 
sling strap assembly, swivel •ssembly, C.O. (2). 
Note: Sling Strap Assemtjly includes sling strap, fastener, 
keeper and buckle. Strap ir 7 /8" wide. Swivel assemblies are 
(Q.0.) type. , 
A sling strap complete wit~ mountings is packaged with each 
BO L Grade rifle. When aqtaching to rifle - assemble both 
quick detachable (0.0.) swivel assemblies to stock. To do 
this, push plunger on swivel until small plate lifts and can be 
swung free of attaching sttid on swivel. Then insert attaching 
stud into eye of stock scr~w. Close plate on swivel to lock 
swivel to stock screw. 
To attach strap to swivels:- insert tongue of strap into rear 
swivel. Loop strap back a~d through attached keeper band. 
Insert strap into and through buckle and front swivel. Loop 
back and secure with bra~ fastener. Adjust trap to desired 
position. I 
To remove strap from ri!fe, simply snap quick detachable 
swivels from stock screws a~d remove strap. 

CYCLE Ofi OPERATION . 
The operation cycle of the Model 700 follows the basic pat· 
tern of bolt action rifles. After firing, raising of bolt handle 
will unlock action. Pulling bolt rearward will open action 
and extract and eject any fired case or round that may be in 
chamber. Pushing bolt handle forward and down closes and 
locks action - completingj the cycle. Each operation is des· 
cribed in sequence below: I 
FIRING \ 
With action closed and locJt.ed and safety switch in forward or 
FIRE position, rifle can beifired by pulling trigger. Pulling or 
squeezing trigger moves tri!ller connector forward, leaving sear 
unsupported against cocke• firing pin head. With support re· 
moved, sear is cammed do1'fn by pressure of spring-loaded fir· 
ing pin and firing pin isjdriven forward to strike primer. 

I 
UNLOCKING j 
Raising of bolt handle unseiats locking lugs on bolt head from 
recoil shoulders in receiver_ ;z · 
COCKING . f 
Cocking takes place as boluhandle is raised. A cam at rear of 
rotating bolt forces firing i:fn assembly real'Ward, compressing 
main spring, and holding ;ssembly in cocked position in a 
notch at rear of bolt. This tngagement holds until bolt handle 
is lowered again during IQ<:king cycle. Engagement is then 
transferred to sear to cock rifle. 

EXTRACTION 
This phase of operation cycle consists of two parts referred to 
as 11) primary extraction, and (21 secondary extraction. Pri· 
mary extraction occurs simultaneously with unlocking. The 
rim of case, being completeJy._encased by bolt head, is gripped 

3 

by a circular recessed claw-type extractor. During final upward 
throw of bolt handle, a primary extraction cam retracts bolt 
approximately 1 /8" with a mechanical advantage of about 8 to 
1, completing primary PDrtion of this phase. Bolt lugs are now 
free of locking shoulders in receiver and bolt may now be 

. moved to rear - completing second phase of extraction. 

EJECTION 
Within the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head of 
cartridge, is a spring-loaded ejector. As bolt is retracted and 
front edge of cartridge reaches ejection port, pressure along 
with opposing grip of extractor. ejects cartridge from port. 
Rearward motion of bolt is arrested by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 
With bolt stopped in rearward position, topmost cartridge in 
magazine will be urged upwards by magazine spring. It is held 
in position until carried forward by bolt into loading cycle. 

LOADING 
In closing the action, bolt pushes cartridge from magazine into 
barrel chamber. Feeding lips on top of magazine guide cart· 
ridge until bullet enters chamber. 

LOCKING 
Rotating bolt handle downward locks cartridge in barrel 
chamber. Four engagements are made in this cycle: (1) Lock· 
ing lugs on bolt head are engaged with recoil shoulders in re· 
ceiver. (2) Head of cartridge is seated into bolt head, depress· 
ing ejector while extractor claw is snapped over rim of cart· 
ridge. (3) Sear engages and locks firing pin in a cocked position 
by action of (4) Sear being supported from beneath by conn· 
ector. Rifle is now ready for firing by release of .trigger. 

SAFETY SWITCH 
The safety switch, located at right rear of receiver is operated 
by a push and pull action on the safety switch button. This 
two-position safety switch has two internal functions. When 
safety switch is rotated rearward, a cam is brought into posi· 
tion beneath sear safety cam. This locks cam against firing 
pin and prevents rifle from firing. Second function of safety 
switch in SAFE position ("S" marking) brings an arm into slot 
in bolt preventing bolt from being opened. Pushing safety 
switch forward to FIRE position ("F" marking) nullifies 
above conditions and rifle may be fired. 

MALFUNCTIONS 
Cause and Correction 

Over-Ride 

Cause: 1. Magazine Follower binds. 
2. Damaged Follower Spring. 
3. Magazine Spring caught under Guard. 
4. Tabs on Follower bent. 

Correction: 1. Adjust side angle on Magazine Box. 
2. Change Spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Straighten or replace Follower. 
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Stems Chamber 

Cause: 1. Sharp or r0:Ugh Receiver Rai Is. 
2. Sharp edgei- rear end of Chamber. 
3. Rough Ramp in Receiver. 
4. Magazine &x loose in Receiver. 

Correction: 1. Polish or file. 
2. Remove sh,rpne5'. 
3. Polish Ramp. 
4. Adjust. i 

Bolt Closes Hard Over Shells 
i 

Cause: 1. Bolt interf!f'es with shell rim. 
2. Extractor iiilterferes with shell rim. 
3. Ejector bin~s or fails to retract far enough. 
4. Burr at Ej~or Hole on Bolt. 
5. Sharp cornjrs on Bolt Lugs. 
6. Extractor 1ivet loose. 

Correction: 1. Remove in~rference or change Bolt. 
2. Fit new Extractor (grind relief in new Extractor 

behind Claw). 
3. Free up or replace. 
4. Deburr. · 
5. File radius.! 
6. Tighten or replace Rivet. 

Fails to Extract 

Cause: 1. Tight, roug~ or oversize Chamber. 
2. Extractor broken or damaged. 
3. Not enough Hook space on Extractor. 
4. Height of Oaw not correct. 
5. Extractor stuck back. 

! 
Correction: 1. Ream if tig~t or rough. 

Change Barrel Assembly if oversize. 
2. Fit new Extractor. 
3. Fit new Extractor. 
4. Fit new Extractor. 
5. Replace Extractor. 

Fails To Eject 
I 

Cause: 1. Burr at Ejector Hole in Bolt. 
2. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
3. Extractor Rivet loose. 
4. Extractor drops shell. 

Correction: 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Misfires 

Deburr. 
Free up or fePlace. 
Re-stake orireplace. 
Replace Exiractor. 

I 

' 
~ 
: 

Cause: 1. Short Firin~ Pin (damaged). 
2. Firing Pin binds. 
3. Short Firint Pin protrusion. 
4. Firing Contiol out of adjustment. 
5. Faulty am1J1unition. 

Correction: 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

l 
Replace. f 
Free up or f!!Place. 
Change Firing Pin or Bolt. 
Return the ifirearm to the factory. 
Replace a~unition. 

l 
4 

Follows Down 

Cause: 1. Trigger out of adjustment. 
2. Improper vertical engagement of Sear and 

Connector. 
3. Trigger doesn't retract. 
4. Corners on Sear or Connector rounded. 
5. Trigger binds on Trigger Guard. 
6. Not enough tension on Weight Screw (light 

pull). 

Correction: 1. Return the firearm to the factory. 
2. Return the firearm to the factory. 
3. Return the firearm to the factory. 
4. Return the firearm to the factory. 
5. File Trigger Guard· eliminate interference. 
6. Return the firearm to the factory. 

Bolt Opens Hard 

Cause: 1. See Fails to Extract. 
2. Upset Extraction Cam on Bolt Handle. 
3. Burr at Ejector Hole in Bolt. 
4. Blown or set back Primer on shell. 

Correction: 1. See Fails to Extract. 
2. Smooth up. 
3. Deburr. 
4. Ream Chamber if throat is shallow (am

munition may be at fault). 

Bolt Pulls Out 

Cause: 1. Bolt Stop or Bolt Release binds. 
2. Bolt Stop or Bolt Release broken. 

Correction: 1. Return the firearm to the factory. 
2. Return the firearm to the factory. 

Safety Switch Works Too Hard or Too Freely 

Cause: 1. Safety switch binds (works hard). 
2. Safety switch Snap Washer stretched out 

(Safety Switch works too freely.) 

Correction: 1. Return the firearm to the factory. 
2. Return the firearm to the factory. 

Bulges or Blows Cases 

Cause: 1. Oversize Chamber. 
2. Maximum head space: 

Correction: 1. Change Barrel or Barrel and Receiver 
Assembly. 

2. Fit new Bolt (ammunition may be at fault). 

Bolt Binds 

Cause: 1. Guard Screws protrude into Bolt track. 
2. Scope Screws protrude into Bolt track. 
3. Bolt Handle interference on Stock. 
4. Step at rear of Bolt Lugs. 

Correction: 1. File ends of Screws. 
2. File ends of Screws. 
3. Correct Stock or fit new Stock. 
4. File to blend. 
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REMINGTON PARTS LIST MODEL 
700 .I FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

V1•w ,.,. ;o,. PAIT View ,_ 
NAME OF PA fl T ""• ..... NAME Ne . Ne. 

NOH: Bmic 30-06 Calibs list9d ~. S.. Sectional View for PIO!*' 
35 17029 Main Sprir19 

identitY of pal'tl. S.. 8dd9d ;ave for oUMr calibs pen linines. 
36 26355 Rear Guard Ser-l 

l 37 32510 Rear Sight Aperture 
Barrel Assambly 

I 38 91595 Rear Sight Ban 
2 Bolt Assembly I 39 28505 Rear Sight Base Screw 121 

Bolt Final Assambl+ 
40 90905 Rear Sight Slide 

3 17012 Boll Plug I 41 90906. Elevation Screw 
4 17013 Boll Stop 

I 
I Restricted I 

42 90904 Windage Ser-
5 24475 Bo11 Stop Pin (Restricted) 

43 15358 Rear Swivel Ser-. BDL Grade 
6 15478 Bolt Stop Release 

i 
(Restrlctec!I 

44 17034 Receiver Plug Screw 
7 15224 Bolt Stop Spring I ( R estrlcted I 

45 26585 Safety Switch Assembly (Renrlctecll 
' IRenrlctectl 

8 90953 Butt Ptate 
40 23222 Saf•tV Switch Detent Ball 

Sa 90954 Butt Plate Spacer, ~OL 
47 15368 Satew Switch Detent Spring !Restricted) 

9 253BO Butt Ptate Ser- ! 48 17043 Safety Switch Pivot Pin I Restricted! 
10 152B7 Center Guard Screw. AOL Grad• 

49 17044 Satew Switch Snap Washer (Restricted) 
11 17017 Ejector 

50 15666 Seer SafetV Cam !Rmrlctectl 
12 17676 Ejector Pin 

51 24476 Saar Pin (Restricted) 
13 17019 Ejector Spring 

52 17047 Sear Spring !Restrlctlldl 
14 91816 Extractor 

53 30855 Sling Strap Assembly, BOL Grade 
15376 Fastener. Sling Strap 

26990 Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings Complete 
16 22020 Firing Pin 

54 33366 Stock Assambly, AOL Grade 
1 7 22040 Firing Pin AssemblV 

33371 Stock Assembly, BOL Grade 
18 17022 Fi ring Pin Cross Pl~ 

18186 Stock Reinforcing Ser- (not shown) 
20 15291 Floor Plate Latch, $OL Grade 

16970 Stock Reinforcing Screw Dowel (not shown) 
21 16451 Floor Plate Latch P!n, SOL Grade 

55 26555 Swivel Assembly, BOL Grade 10.0.l 
22 16452 Floor Plate Latch Sprir19, SOL Grade 

56 15280 Trigger (Restricted) 
23 16463 Floor Plate Pivot Pih, BOL Grad• 

57 17053 Trigger Adjusting Screw (Restricted l 
24 22035 Front Guard Screwj 

26345 Trigger Assembly ( R estrictlld ) 
25 15161 Front Guard ScrewiBushlng, AOL Grade 

58 19461 Trigger Connector (Restricted) 
26 15373 F ronr Sight i 

59 91128 Trigger Engagement Screw (Restricted} 
15719 Front Sight (Low) ~ 

60 15281 Trigger Guard 
27 28510 Fron1 Sight Ramp ! 

61 26376 Trigger Guard, SOL Grade 
15635 Front Sight Rarnp,;BDL Grade 

26371 Trigger Guard Assembly, SOL Grade 
28 28505 Front Sight Ramp Screw 

62 26655 Trigger Housing Assembly (Restrlctlld I 
29 15363 Front Sight Hood, $OL Grad• 

63 24477 Trigger Pin (Restricted) 
JO 15357 Front Swivel Nut, qoL Grade 

64 15400 Trigger Spring (Restricted l 
31 15358 Front Swivel Screwi BOL Goo• 

65 15481 Trigger Stop Screw (Restricted l 
90957 Grip Cap, BOL Gr;• (nonhown} 

25380 Grip Cap Ser- _ 

90958 Grip Cap Spacer, B~L Grade (not shown) 

J2 15284 Magazine, AOL Gr~• 
16430 Magazine, SOL Grail• (not shown> 

13 90952 Magazine Follo-r i 
91017 

I 
Magazine Follo-r.jBOL Grad• 

15940 Magazine Tao Sere..,, AOL G,...;je 

' ]4 17028 Magazine Spring I 
I 

15677 Magazine Spring, S~L Grad• 

5 
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ADDITIONAL CALIBERS REMINGTON .MODEL 
700 (Not Shown in Sectional View) 

FIELD SERVICE MANUAL CLUDES VARMINT MODEL 

~o. 

,!1837 

]1906 

22021 

22041 

16434 

22037 

16204 

14659 

28511 

15992 

15282 

16716 

15283 

16715 

14756 

10951 

10982 

15742 

15286 

15286 

11133 

17891 

15698 

15699 

17058 

18843 

10949 

!5410 

18842 

16204 

13380 

13365 

i3385 

I 
j 
I 

Note: Caliber part numbers not listed below same as 3~6 
(22:2 Rem. Ma9. discontinu.G) 

NAt1f Of ,AlT 

Extractor, 7mm Rem., Maji·· 264-300 Win. Mag. 

Extractor, 222·223 Rem., r 7 Rem. 

Firing Pln,222 Rem., 234·f08 Win., Smm Rem. Mag., 22· 

250 Rem .. 223 Rem., 17 ~em. 

Firing Pin Auembly, 222 tern. 17 Rem. 243 Win., 308 

Win .. 6mm Rem., 22·250 '"'"· 223 Rem. 
Floor Plate, BOL Grate, 2p2 Rem., 223 Rem. 243 & 308 

Win., 6mm Rem .• 22·250f ., 17 Rem. 
Fron! Guard Ser-. 222 ., 223 Rem .• 243 & 308 

Win., 6mm Rem., 22·250 em., 17 Rem. 

Fron! ScOIM Base, Varmlnf 

Front Sight, 7mm Rem. Mjig .• 264 Win. Mag. 

Front Sight Remp, AOL Gfade 

Front Sight Ramp, SOL Gtade 

M39<1Zine, AOL Grade, 22~ Rem. 

Magazine, SOL Grade, 22~ Rem., 223 Rem .. 17 Rem. 

Magazine, AOL Grade, 24~ & 308 Win., 6mm Rem. 

22·250 Rem. ! 
Magazine, SOL Grade, 24~ & 308 Win., Smm Rem. 

22-250 Rem. I 
Magazine, SOL Grade I 
Magazine Follower, 222 R ...... 223 & 17 Rem. 

Magazine Follower, 243~1 08 Win., Smm Rem. 22·250 

Rem. 

Magazine Spacer, 222 R 

Magazine Spacer. 222 R"'1, SOL Grade 

Magazine Spacer, 223 R~. SOL Grade, 17 Rem, 

Magazine Spring, 222 Reml. 223 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Magazine Spring, 243 & Jaji Win., 6mm Rem. AOL Grad• 

Magazine Spring, 22·250 AFm· 
Magazine Spring, 22-250 Alim·· iimm Rem. 243 Win., 

BDL Grade l 
Main Spring, 222 Rem., 2i' Rem., 243 Win., 308 Win., 

17 Rem. I 
Rear Scope Base, Varmint : 

Recoil Pad, 7mm Rem. Maf., 264 & 300 Win. Mag. 

Recoil Pad Ser-. 7mm Rt. Meg., 264 & 300 Win. M119. 

Scope Base Ser-. Anr Vapnint 

Scope Base Ser-. Front_VJ""'int· 

Stock Assembly, 7mm A.,,. Mag., AOL Grade 

Stock Assembly, 222 Remf 243 Win., 308 Win., iimm 

Rem .. 22-250 Rem., AOL frade · . 

Stock Auembly, 7mm R,. M11Q., 264 & JOO Win, Mag., 

SOL Grade 

I 
Deliveries are F.O.B. ,lian, New York 

• 
' 
t 
I 
t 
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Part No. MAME Of PAIT 

33370 Stock Assembly, 222 Rem .. 243 Win., 308 Win .. 6mm 

Rem. 22·250 Rem .. SOL Grade, 17 Rem. 

33376 

33375 

26375 

26370 

27265 

27266 

15709 

16771 

23805 

27270 

26270 

20467 

17639 

16717 

15361 

24666 

24477 

19025 

28200 

15709 

15850 

27341 

27342 

Stock Assembly, Varmint. SOL Grade, 222 Rem .. 223 

Rem .• 243 Win., 6mm Rem., 22·250 Rem. 

S1ock Assembly, Varmint, SOL Grade, 25-06 

Trigger Guard, SOL Grade. 222 Rem .. 223 Rem .. 243 & 

308 Win., 6mm Rem .. 22·250 Rem .. 17 Rem. 

Trigger Guard Assembly, SOL Grade, 222 Rem .• 17 Rem .. 

223 Rem .. 243 Win .. 6mm Rem., 22·250 Rem. 

CALIBERS: 375 H & H MAGNUM. 468 WIN. MAGNUM 

Barrel Assembly, 375 H & H Mag. 

Barrel Assembly, 458 Win. Mag. 

Extractor 

Front Sight, 375 H & H Mag. 

Fron1 Sight, 458 Win. Mag. 

Stock Assembly, 375 H & H Mag., 458 Win. Mag. lin· 

eludes same as standard Magnum e><cept Stock Bolt (2) 

Nut 121, Cover (4) usedl 

DISCONTINUED or SERVICE PARTS 

Barrel Assembly, 280 Rem. 

Extractor, 222 Cal. 

Ejector, 222 Cal. 

Front Sight Ramp, 6mm Rem., 7mm Rem, Mag. 264 

Win. Mag., 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win., AOL 

Grade 

Front Sight Ramp, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag., 222 

Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win., SOL Grade 

Front Sight Ramp, 30--06, 280 Rem., 308 Win., 270 Win., 

AOL Grade 

Front Sight Ramp Pin, 6mm Rem., 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 

Win. Mag., 222 Rem .. 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win. 

Front Sight Ramp Screw, 7mm Rem. Mag., 6mm Rem., 

264 Win. Mag., 222 Rem., 222 Rem, Mag., 243 Win. 

Rear Sigh1 Assembly, Complete (Includes Rear Sight 

Assembly, Rear Sight Base, Rear Sight Base Screw (2), 

Rear Si11ht Ser-, Rear Sight Step, Rear Sight Washer (2) 

Extractor, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264·300 Win. Mag. 

Extractor, 222·223 Rem., 17 Rem, 

Extractor Rivet, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264·300 Win. Mag. 

Extractor Rivet, 222·223 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Parts Sub;ect lo Change Without Notice 
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Doesn't Group 

Cause: 
I 

1. Crown o4 Barrel damaged. 
2. Leading of Bore. 
3. Oversize aore. 

MALFUNCTIONS 
CAUSE and CORRECTION 

(Con't. from Page 4) 

4. lmprope~ bedding of Barrel in Stock. 

Correc:tion: 

5. Loose Si~hts. 

1. Recrownj 
2. Lead or iilange Barrel. 
3. Change Barrel. 
4. Correct t:iedding. 
5. Tighten cjr replace. 

! 
Point of Impact Not Correr 

Cause: 1. Barrel noi: straight. 
2. Horns, b119aks, etc. in Bore. 
3. lmprope~ or loose Sights. 

I 
Correction: 1. Straightefl. 

2. Correct if possible. 
3. Tighten qr change Sights. 

i 
I 
t 
i 
f 
f 

{_ 
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t 
r 
r 
I 

I I 

I 
I I , 
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"'f100El 
700 REMINGTON 

PARTS LJST 

.EFT HAND MODEL FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

vTE: 

~-" 
No. 

17012 

17013 

24475 

90555 

90554 

90953 
>a 90954 

25380 

17017 

17676 

17019 

91816 

27340 

15376 

22020 

22040 

17022 

15291 

16451 

16452 

16453 

22035 

15373 

15719 

15635 

285-05 
15363 

15357 

15358 

90957 

90958 

25380 

16430 

91017 

15677 

17029 

26355 

32510 
.; 91595 

28505 

90905 

90906 
l 90904 

15358 
l 17034 

32900 

23222 
90557 

NAME OF PART 
' 
I 

Baic 30.()6 caliber ll•ed below. For ot'- caliber pam 

ind numben, - .dd+onel calibers lia. 

Barrel Assembly 

Bolt Assembly 

Solt Final Assembly 

Bolt Plug 

Bolt Stop 

Solt Stop Pl n 

Bolt Stop Releue 

Bolt Stop Spring 

Butt Pl atl 

Butt Plate Spacer 

Butt Plate Screw 

Ejector 

Ejector Pin 
Ei ector Spring 

Extractor 

Extractor RI vet 
Fastener, Sling Strap 

Fi ring Pl n 

I 
I 

I 
I 
i 
I 
l 
I 

! 
i 
i 
i 

Firing Pin Auembly I 
Firing Pin Cross Pin 

Floor Plate Latch i 
Floor Plate Latch Pin.! 

Floor Plate Latch sprifg 
Floor Plate Pivot Pin 

Front Guard Screw I 

I 
Front Sight 

Front Sight (Low) 

Front Sight Ramp ! 

Front Sight Ramp Scriiw 

Front Sight Hood ii 
Front Swivel Nut 

Front Swivel Screw 

Grip Cap I 
Grip Cap Spacer j 
Grip Cap Spacer Screw! 

Magazine 1· 

Magazine Follower 
1 

Magazine Spring 

Main Spring 

Rear Guard Screw 
Rear Sight Aperture 

Rear Sight Bu. 

Rear Sight Screw 

Rear Sight Slid• 

Elevation Screw 

Windage Screw 
Rear Swivel Screw 

Receiver Plug Screw 
1 

Safety Switch Assemb~ 

Safety Switch Detent !Jail 

S<ite1y Switch Oetent ~ring 
\ 

(Aestrictedl 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted I 

(Restricted I 

(Restricted) 

IR estricted I 

9 

46 17043 

47 17044 

48 15666 

49 24476 

50 17047 

51 30855 

26990 

52 33391 

18186 

16970 

53 26555 

54 15280 

55 17053 

32895 

56 19461 

57 91128 

58 26376 

26371 

59 32905 
60 24477 

61 15400 
62 15481 

91837 

27341 

14659 

90949 
25410 
33395 

NAME OF PART 

Safety Switch Pivot Pin 

SafetY Switch Snap Washer 

Sur Safety Cam 

Sear Pin 

Sear Spring 

Sling Str-89 Assembly 

I Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

(Remicted) 

I Restricted) 

Sling Strap Assambly and Mountings Complete 

Stock Assembly 

Stock Reinforcing Screw 

Stock Reinforcing Screw Dowel 

Swivel Assembly (0.0.) 

Trigger 

Trigger Adjusting Screw 

Trigger Assembly 

Trigger Connector 

Trigger Engagement Screw 

Trigger Guard 

Trigger Guard Assembly 
Trigger Housing Assembly 

Trigger Pin 

Trigger Spring 

Trigger Stop Screw 

ADDITIONAL CALIBERS 

(Restricted) 

I Restricted) 

!Restricted) 

(Restricted) 
(Restricted) 

(Restricted~ 

(Restricted) 

(Restrictedl 

IRestrictedi 

NOTE: Paru not lisied, ..,m• as 30-06 C.liber. 

Barrel Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag. 

Barrel Assembly, 270 Win. 

Bolt Assembly. 7mm Rem. Mag. 

Extractor. 7mm Rem. Mag. 

Extractor Rivet, 7mm Rem. Mag. 

Front Sight, 7mm Rem. Mag. 

Recoil Pad, 7mm Rem. Mag. 

Recoil Pad Screw, 7mm Rem. Mag. 

Stock Assembly. 7mm Rem. Mag. 
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REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington Model 700 is a high power, bolt action repeating rifle. 
The basic operation of the bolt and repeating action is similar to the 
Models 721, 722 and 725. 
Therefore, the assembly and servicing instructions for the Model 700 
will list only parts that are of design and operation not used in any 
other model. 

. -~' .. 

The Instruction Folder RD-5461 is packaged with each new rifle shipped 
from the factory. Folders may also be obtained from the dealer or 
retailer. The folder outlines the operating instructions and the 
instructions for the care and maintenance of the rifle. 

When handling the rifle for servicing or shipping make certain the 
rifle is empty with no rounds in the magazine or barrel chamber. 

MODEL 700 
Introduction 
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Trigger Guard (ADL Grade) #15281 

Center Guard Screw #15287 

Rear Guard Screw #26355 

Trigger Guard Assembly {BDL Grade} #26371 
(See 725 Manual) · 

Magazine (ADL Grade) #15284 

Bolt Final Assembly (ADL Grade) #26317 

Bolt #26327 

Ejector #17017 

Ejector Pin #17676 

Ejector Spring #17019 

Extractor #16254 

Extractor Rivet #27340 

Bolt Stop #17013 . 
Bolt Stop Pin 41:24475 

Bolt Stop Spring #15224 

Sights 

Rear Sight Assembly 
(See 725 Manual) 

Front Sight il5373 

Front Sight Hood #15363 

Front Sight Ramp #16717 

Front Sight Ramp Pin (2) i24477 

Front Sight Ramp Screw #19025 

Page 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1, 2 & 3 

1, 2 & 3 

1, 2 & 3 

1, 2 & 3 

1, 2 & 3 

1, 2 & 3 

1, 2 & 3 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 
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Sling Strap Assembly & Mountings, Complete #26990 

Sling Strap Assembly 

Swivel Assembly (2) 

Front Swivel Nut 

Front Swivel Screw 

Rear Swivel Screw 

Sectional View 

S.M all guR1 far facto<y ...,,i.. aM l11quirie1 OR 
MrYice allcl parla la 

REMINGTON AIMS COMPANY, INC. 
Amis Service Division 

Ilion, New York 

#26625 

#26555 

if15357 

#15356 

#15358 

All olher IRqulrle1 are to !wt addreuecl ta 
REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 

lrld9eport, Connedlcut 

MODEL 700 
Index 

·Page 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

s 
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MOD.EL 700 
Assembly 
Page 1 REMINGTON 

FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

TRIGGER GUARD (ADL GRADE) 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove rear and center guard screws and 
remove trigger guard. 

To Re place - Interchange with no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY (BDL GRADE - Hinged Floor Plate) 

(See Model 725 Manual) 

MAGAZINE 
same manner. 

is of similar design to the Model 725 and assembled in the 

Caution: Before assembling stock to receiver, particularly on ADL Grade, 
locate magazine fully into magazine recess in bottom of 
receiver. This will prevent any damage to stock when stock 
is tightened against receiver. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY is similar to the Model 725 and assembles in the 
same manner. The extractor, however, is of a different design and ·requires 
a different assembly. 

To Disassemble - Disassemble breech bolt from rifle. Drive ejector retaining 
pin from breech bolt. (See sketch below) 

Caution: Hold ejector with forefinger to prevent ejector from 
springing free of bolt during disassembly. 

EJECTOR RETAINING PIN 
EJECTOR 

Drive Out Here 
EJECTOR SPRING 

R2524369 
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Squeeze 

REMINGTON 

MODEL 700 
Assembly 
Page 2 

FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY Continued 

Disassemble ejector and ejector spring from breech bolt. Drive extractor 
rivet from breech bolt - outside to inside. (See sketch below} 

EJECTOR HOLE 

EXTRACTOR 

EXTRACTOR RIVET 

Pry up extractor from inner rim, on fact of bolt, and disassemble extractor 
and rivet from bolt. 

To Reassemble - Adjust replacement for proper tension before reassembly 
as follows: Squeeze ends of extractor together slightly. {See sketch below) 

EXTRACTOR RIVET 
HOLE 

\ EXTRACTOR 
, RIVET 

--~ L_~ 
---~ ~· 

EXTRACTOR CLA w . I 
Flatten End 

Straighten tail of extractor. {See sketch above) 

EJECTOR 
HOLE 

Smooth 
Up 

R2524370 
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Page 3 REMINGTON 

FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY Continued 

Reassemble extractor to bolt face and snap under bolt rim. Align extractor 
rivet hole in extractor with rivet hole in bolt rim. Insert extractor rivet thru 
aligned hole with rivet head against extractor when reassembling. 

Note: If original disassembled extractor is reassembled, adjustment 
for proper tension before r~assembly may not be necessary. 
A replacement extractor rivet must be supplied for reassembly. 

Place support inside of bolt rim and against head of rivet •.. Stake rivet against 
outside of breech bolt. 

Smooth up staking to blend with outside wall of bolt. Adjust extractor for 
proper tension, using a fired case. Extracto~ must grip the fired case firmly 
and hold the fired case when the breech is held face downwards. 

If the fired case is gripped too securely (case snaps free with difficulty) -
tap e,xtractor smartly I With a soft metal punch I back_ under bolt rim. Test 
with fired cartridge case again. Repeat same operation if extractor needs 
further adjustment to reduce tension. 

If the fired case is gripped too loosely (case drops away when bolt is held 
face downward) - extractor must be pulled from under rim to increase tension 
against fired case. Disassemble, if necessary, and re bend extractor as 
indicated in sketch on preceding page 

After proper tension has been adjusted, smooth up incline on extractor to 
match perfectly to breech bolt rim. (See sketch on preceding page) 

Note: An earlier design, in 222 Caliber, incorporated a "snap in" type 
extractor which required no rivet. These may be assembled and 
disassembled in the same manner as the Model 725. 

BOLT STOP (See sectional view on last page) 

To Disassemble See Model 725 manual and disa~semble in the same manner. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble The bolt stop spring is of a new design and therefore is 

~D:FGH 

12-63 

assembled in a different manner than the Model 725. Place bolt stop spring 
in the recess in the receiver so that the long end is forward and the bent end 
faces outward. Place bolt stop in receiver slot with the contoured edge on 
top and the hole to the rear. Align and tap in bolt stop pin. 

R2524371 
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SIGHTS 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY {See 725 Manual) 

MODEL 700 
Assembly 
Page 4 

FRONT SIGHT COVER {BDL Grade) 
front sight blade. 

is designed to provide housing for the 

To Disassemble - Spread cover slightly and push forward in cover slots 
on either side of the ramp. 

To Replace - Interchangeable - no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble - Spread slightly and slide along side slots and over front 
sight blade. Assemble in central location, straight end of cover to 

rear. 

FRONT SIGHT 

To Disassemble 
right. 

To Replace 

Drive front sight out of front sight ramp from left to 

Interchangeable - no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT RAMP (Screw on type, used on the following calibers 
only: 222, 222 Magnum, 243, 6mm, 7mm Magnum and 264 Magnum) 

To Disassemble 
ramp pins. 

. Unscrew front sight ramp screw and pry ramp up off 

To Replace - Interchangeable - no factory adjustrre nt required. 

To Reassemble Place ramp pins in holes on top of barrel, align pins with 

NOTE: 

holes in bottom of ramp and tap ramp down an to barrel until seated. 
Screw in ramp screw. 

I 

Other calibers (308, 270, 280 and 30-06) have a brazed on front 
sight ramp which is not easily disassembled. 
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SUNG STRAP ASSEMBLY & MOUNTINGS. COMPLETE - A sling strap 
complete with mountings is packaged with each BDL Grade rifle. When 
attaching to rifle --- assemble both quick detachable (Q.D.) swivel 
assemblies to stock. To do this, push plunger on swivel until small 
plate lifts and can be swung free of attaching stud on swivel. Then 
insert attaching stud into eye of stock screw. Close plate on swivel to 
lock swivel to stock screw. 

To attach strap to swivels --- insert tongue of strap in rear swivel. 
Then loop strap back and thru attached rear keeper band. Pull strap 
to move rear keeper back in tight loop against rear swivel. 

Slide front keeper band on free end of strap. Then insert strap thru 
front swivel and double strap back and thru attached front keeper. 
Insert brass fastener thIU matching slots to join strap in desired 
position. 

To remove strap from rifle, simply snap quick detachable swivels from 
stock screws and remove strap • 

R&D:FGH 
3-14-63 

. : 
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MODEL 700 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington Model 700 is a high power bolt action repeater available in a wide variety of center fire calibers. Two grades are 
supplied -AOL {standard) and BOL. Included in the BOL grade is the model 700 VARMINT - an extremely accurate rifle expressly 
designed for the high velocity "varmint" cali~ers. 

The instruction folder RD-5461 is packaged with each new rifle. Folders may also be obtained from the retailer or dealer. This folder 
outlines operating instructions, instructions for care and maintenance of the rifle and a complete parts list. 

When handling rifle for servicing or shipping make certain rifle is empty with no rounds in magazine or chamber. 
Unless described otherwise, ports are interchangeable with no factory adjustment required. 

INDEX 

Page 

Bolt Final Assembly ............................................................ . 
Bolt Final Assembly, Components ....................................... . 
Firing Pin Assembly .................................................. . 
Firing Pin Assembly, Components........................................ l 
Rear Sight Assembly............................................................ 2 
Rear Sight Step.................................................................... 2 
Rear Sight Base ................................................................. 2 
Front Sight Hood (BDL Grade) ............................. ,.............. 2 
Front Sight . .. ... . . . .................................................... 2 
Front Sight Ramp . .... .. .......... ........................................ 2 
Trigger Guard {AOL Grade)................................................. 2 
Trigger Guard Assembly {BDL Grade) ................................. 2 
Trigger Guard Assembly, Components ................................ 2 
Magazine ............ ...... ......................................................... 2 
Magazine follower ............................................................. 2 
~agazine Spring . ...... ......... ................................................ 2 

Send all guns for factory Hrvice and inquiries on 

iervice ond parts to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
Arms Service Division 
Ilion, New York ·13357 

Page 

Bolt Stop............................................................................... 2 
Bolt Stop Spring ................................................................... 2 
Safety Assembly.................................................................. 2 
Trigger Assembly................................................................. 3 
Trigger Assembly, Components........................................... 3 
Stock Assembly.................................................................... 3 
Stock Assembly, Components {AOL Grade)......................... 3 
Stock Assembly, Componenh {BOL Grade)......................... 3 
Barrel Assembly................................................................... 3 
Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings, Complete................. 3 
Cycle of Operations............................................................. 4 
Malfunctions ....................................................................... 4 
Parts List .............................................................................. 5 
Sectional View .................................................................... 6 
Parts List {additional calibers).............................................. 7 

All other inquiriet are to be addressed to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 

Bridgeport, Connecticut 06602 
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T~ Disassemble - With safety forward an FIRE position, lift 
bait handle and pull rearward until action is halted by bolt 
stop. Press upward on bait stop release - located in front of 
trigger and remove bolt final assembly from rifle. 
To Service - Selective assembly at factory is required for 
replacement of bolt assemblies. However, firing, cocking, ex· 
tractor and ejection parts are interchangeable and may be 
replaced with no factory adjustment required. 
To Reassemble-With safety forward, insert bait final assem· 
bly into rifle, push forward as for as possible and lower bolt 
handle. Nate: Bolt must remain cocked to install. If uncocked, 
firing pin head will be recessed well inside bolt plug. To cock 
bolt, clamp firing pin head firmly to prevent movement and turn 
bolt with handle. Continue turning bolt .handle until cocking 
notch on rear engages firing pin head. Bait is then cocked and 
may be installed. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS: Includes bolt 
assembly, ejector, ejector pin, ejector spring, extractor, extrac· 
tor rivet, firing pin assembly. Firing pin assembly includes bolt 
plug, firing pin, firing pin cro~s pin, firing pin head and main 
spring. 

EJECTOR- EJECTOR PIN - EJECTOR SPRING 
(in bolt assembly} 

EJECTOR RETAINING PIN 

IJICYDR ___,, ~ DRIVI OUT 

""'" """ ---. ~ 
FIG. 1 

To Disassemble - With bolt final assembly removed from 
rifle,-drive out ejector pin and pull ejector spring from bolt. 
See Fig. 1. 
To Reassemble - Insert ejector spring and ejector into bolt. 
Push ejector and hold against tension of ejector spring. Align 
ejector pin slat in ejector to pin hole in bolt and drive in ejector 
pin. 

Note: Assembled ejector must work freely in bolt for proper 
ejection. 
EXTRACTOR - EXTRACTOR RIVET (in bolt assembly) 
To Disassemble-Disassemble ejector and ejector spring from 
bolt. 

EJECTOR HOL~E 
• 0 

. EXTRACTOR .. 
' 

F!G. 2 

EXTRACTOR RIVET 

Drive extractor rivet from bolt. See Fig. 2. Dislodge and 
remove loosened extractor from inside bolt rim. · 

. EXTRACTOR RIVET HOLE Smooth Up 

, E~TOR RIVET ~:> 

Squeeze===~ __>-) /J 
EXTRACTOR CLAW / I EJECTOR HOLE 

FliltH End 
FIG. 3 

\ 

lo :»erv1ce - !'arts or" interchang.,abl.,. Extractor rivet w 111 
most likely be damaged when driven from bait and replace· 
ment rivet should be used in reassembly. 
To Reassemble-Adjust replacement extractor for proper ten· 
sian before reassembly as follows: Squeeze ends of extractor 
together slightly. See Fig. 3. Straighten tail of extractor. See 
Fig. 3. Place extractor inside rim in bait face. Align hale in 
extractor with rivet hole in bolt. Insert extractor rivet. 

Note: If original disassembled extractor is reassembled, ad· 
justment for proper tension before reassembly may not be nee· 
essary. 

Place support inside of bolt rim and against head of rivet. 
Peen aver protruding end of rivet ta tighten extractor in bolt. 
Reassemble ejector. Smooth up peening to blend with outside 
of bolt. Check extractor for proper tension using a fired case. 
Extractor must grip case firmly and hold case when breech is 
held face downwards. 

If fired case is gripped too tightly (case snaps free with dif. 
ficulty) tap extractor bock under bolt rim using a soft metal 
punch. Test with fired case. Repeat, if necessary, until gripping 
pressure of extractor is satisfactory. 

If fired case is gripped too loosely (case falls away when bolt 
is held face downward) extractor must be pulled from under rim 
to increase tension against case. Disassemble, if necessary, and 
rebend extractor as indicated in Fig. 3. 

Aften tension has been adjusted satisfactorily, smooth up in· 
·dine on extractor to match perfectly to breech bait rim. See 
Fig. 3. 

Note: An earlier design, in 222 caliber, incorporated a 
"snap in" type extractor requiring no rivet. These may easily be 
disassembled and reassembled by inserting pointed tweezers 
into holes provided in ends of extractor and compressing ends 
together. When reassembling, hook an extractor should face 
bolt. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY FROM BOLT ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from rifle. Pull 
firing pin head rearward until coin or washer can be inserted 
into slot near back edge of firing pin heed. See Fig. 4. Unscrew 
and remove firing pin assembly from bolt assembly. 

FIG. 4 

To Service - Firing pin assembly is interchangeable and may 
be replaced as a unit with no factory adjustment required. Re· 
placement of bolt assembly requires selective assembly for 
proper function • 
To Reassemble- Follow reverse order. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS: Includes bolt 
plug, firing pin, firing pin cross pin, firing pin head, main spring. 

FIRING PIN CROSS PIN 

~ !"'' PLUC 

cr::J-n11111111111111m1111111111 

FIRING PIN 

I 
·~ 

\ \ 
FIRING PIN HEAD FIG. 5 MAINSPRING 

To Disassemble-( with firing pin assembly removed from bolt). 
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'-au~1on: Main sprang 1) vn~er compression. ~1:.a:.s~n1DAy or 
1his unit is not recommended unless necessary for replacement 
of damaged parts. Suitable holding means must be used ta pre
vent firing pin and/or firing pin head from flying free when 
cross pin is driven out. 

Compress mainspring until firing pin cross pin is e11posed. 
Hold firing pin and firing pin head securely and drive out crass 
pin. See Fig. 5. Release ports carefully and disassemble. 
To Service - All parts in firing pin assembly are interchange
able with no factory fitting required. However, if replacing fir
ing pin, a hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is neces
sary. To do this, use a No. 42 size drill (.093). 

Assemble shank of replacement firing pin into firing pin 
head. Make sure recess in head is clean and free of any obstruc
tions. Seat shank of firing pin firmly onto firing pin head. Align 
drill through cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill through firing 
pin shank. 
To Reassemble - Reassemble all parts of firing pin assembly. 
Hold bait plug against tension of reassembled main spring. 
Insert firing pin cross pin through firing pin head and shank of 
firing pin. Release tension on bolt plug. f, 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY (includes rear sight collar, rear sight 
eyepiece, rear sight leaf, rear sight windoge screw). 
To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove rear sight screw, 
Remove rear sight assembly from rear sight base. 
To Service - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re
quired. Replacement as a unit is recommended. 
To ·Reassemble - Place bent tabs on bottom of rear sight 
anembly into slot in rear sight base. Align holes, assemble and 
tighten rear sight screw. 

REAR SIGHT STEP 
To Disassemble-Grasp and lift rear sight eyepiece and slide 
rear sight step rearward. 
To Service......:... Interchangeable. Additional steps, marked for 
size, are available for range purposes. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Large end of step 
should face forward. · 

REAR SIGHT BASE 
To Disassemble - Remove rear sight assembly and rear sight 
step. Unscrew and remove rear sight base screws, washer and 
base. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT HOOD (BOL Grade only) 
Ta Disassemble - Pry bottom ears of hood apart slightly until 
hood can be slid forward and away from front sight base. 
To Service - Interchangeable on all BDL grade front sight 
romps. No Factory adjustment required. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT 
To Disassemble·- Drive front sight out of front sight romp 
from left ta right. To prevent damage to sight a soft metal punch 
should be used. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT RAMP 
To Disassemble- Unscrew and remove front sight romp 
screws and front sight ramp. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD (AOL Grade) 
To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove trigger guard screws 
and disassemble trigger guard from stock. 
To Reassemble -- Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY (SOL Grade) 
To Disassemble-Remove bolt assembly •. Unscrew and remove 

2 

rronr and rear guaro screws. Lilt loosened stock assembly from 
trigger and disassemble trigger guard from stock assembly. 

Note: To remove magazine follower and spring (assembled 
to floor plate) unlatch floor plate. Lift folded end of spring 
upward, pull back and disassemble from floor plate. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Tighten screws firmly. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY-COMPONENTS (BDL Grade) 
includes floor plate, floor plate latch, floor plate latch pin, floor 
plate latch spring, floor plate pivot pin, trigger guard. 
To Disassemble - Drive out floor plate pivot pin and remove 
floor plate from trigger guard. 

--~,r 
FIG. 6 

Caution: Pivot pin is tight fitting. Support trigger guard 
properly to prevent damage to front section. 

Unhook rear of floor plate latch spring from floor plate latch 
and front end of spring from trigger guard. Remove spring from 
guard. See Fig. 6. 

TRIGGER 

FIG. 7 
""'LATCH PIN 

Drive out floor plate latch pin - left to right and remove 
floor plate latch from trigger guard. See Fig. 7. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Floor plate should 
swing freely and latch properly. 

MAGAZINE - MAGAZINE FOLLOWER - MAGAZINE 
SPRING 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trig
ger guard or (in BDL grade) trigger guard assembly. Remove 
stock assembly. Remove magazine follower and spring. Unscrew 
magazine tab screw (AOL grade only) and remove magazine. 
BDL grade magazines are disassembled by simply lifting from 
receiver. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

BOLT STOP-BOLT STOP SPRING-BOLT STOP PIN 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly and stock as
sembly. Drive out bolt stop pin and remove bolt stop and bolt 
stop spring. 
To Reassemble - Place bolt stop spring in recess in bottom 
left side of receiver. Long end of spring should face forward 
with bent end facing outward. Place bolt stop in slot with con
toured edge facing up and hole to rear. Align holes and drive 
in bolt stop pin. When bolt stop release is pressed bolt stop 
should pivot freely. 

SAFETY ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly, trigger guard 
or trigger guard assembly, stock assembly, magazine, moga· 
zine follower and spring. Drive out bolt stop pin and remove 
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BOLT STOP 
RELEASE ~ 

SUETY 
PIVOT Pill 

FIG. 8 

bolt stop and spring. Disassemble safety snap washer and 
safety detent spring. Drive out safety pivot pin and remove 
safety assembly and safety detent ball. See Fig. 8. 

Note: Trigger housing will pivot on sear pin when bolt stop 
pin is removed. Take core that sear spring (beneath sear safety 
cam) is not lost. Bolt stop release may also be removed at this 
time. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Safety assembly and 
bolt stop should pivot freely. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt stop pin, bolt stop and spring. 
Drive out sear pin and remove trigger assembly, sear spring 
and sear safety cam. 
To Service - Trigger assembly may be replaced as a complete 
unit with no factory adjustment required (see trigger assembly 
components for listing). Readjustment of trigger connector-sear 
engagement may be required. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure sear spring 
is reassembled to function properly beneath sear safety cam. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS: Includes bolt stop re
lease, trigger housing assembly, safety assembly, safety detent 
ball, safety detent spring, safety pivot pin, safety snap washer, 
sear safety cam, sear spring, trigger, trigger adjusting screw, 
trigger connector, trigger engagement screw, trigger pin, trig· 
ger spring, trigger stop screw. 
To Disassemble-Remove trigger assembly. Disassemble sear 
safety cam, sear spring, safety assembly and bolt stop release. 
Unscrew and remove trigger engagement screw, trigger stop 
screw, trigger adjusting screw and trigger spring. Drive out 
trigger pin and remove trigger and trigger connector. 
To Service - All parts of trigger assembly are interchange· 
able. However, readjustment of trigger connector-sear engage
ment may be required (see trigger adjustment). 
To Reassemble - Place trigger connector on trigger (longer 
tob on top). Place assembled trigger and connector into hous· 
ing, align holes and tap trigger pin into housing until flush with 
right side. Reassemble trigger spring, trigger adjusting screw, 
trigger engagement screw, and trigger stop screw. Replace 
safety.assembly and bolt stop release. Reassemble sear spring 

STOP SCREW 

SEAR 

FIG. 9 
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not protrude into bolt stop slot. Adjust trigger if necessary ond 
reseal or stake adjusting screws in place. 

TRIGGER ADJUSTMENT. See Fig. 9. 
Remove stock assembly and trigger guard. 
IMPORTANT: Adjustment or removal of trigger·engagement 

screw (behind trigger) is not recommended unless for replace· 
ment. This screw is factory adjusted to provide correct amount 
of trigger connector·sear engagement. This engagement can be 
seen through hole in housing when sdfety is forward in FIRE 
position. 

Note: All adjusting screws ar_e factory sealed with cement. 
Pull of Trigger-is adjusted to .desired weight by turning front 
trigger adjusting screw. Turn screw clockwise for heavier weight 
of pull and counter clockwise for lighter pull. 
Travel of Trigger - is adjusted by turning trigger slop screw 
in front of housing. To reduce trigger travel, place bolt in re· 
ceiver and cock action. Turn trigger stop screw clockwise until 
firing pin will not fall or fire rifle when trigger is pulled. 
Re-cock rifle and back off screw counter clockwise until firing 
pin will fall or fire rifle. This method of adjustment will allow 
least amount of trigger over travel. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard or trigger guard 

. assembly and remove stock assembly. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Tighten screws 
securely. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (AOL Grade) includes 
butt plate, butt plate screw (2), front guard screw bushing, 
stock, stock reinforcing screw, stock reinforcing screw dowel. 
To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove butt plate screws and 
butt plate. Front guard screw bushing may be removed for 
replacement if necessary, by driving out with a tool from inside 
of stock. Tap against inner edge of bushing until it comes free 
from stack. Avoid damage to stock. 
To Reassemble--Follow reverse order. Replacement butt plate 
may require edge sanding to match stock outline. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (BDL Grade) includes 
AOL grade components plus butt plate spacer, fore end tip, fore 
.end tip spacer, grip cap, grip cap spacer, front swivel nut. 
To Disassemble-See disassembly of AOL grade. Front swivel 
nut may be disassembled for replacement by carefully driving 
out from inside of stock. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

BARREL ASSEMBLY-Includes barrel, barrel bracket, receiver. 
Selective factory assembly is required for replacement of parts 
and to insure proper operation with bolt final assembly. Disas
sembly is not recommended. Replace as a unit. 

SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY AND MOUNTINGS, COMPLETE: 
Includes front swivel nut, front swivel screw, rear swivel screw, 
sling strap assembly, swivel assembly, Q. 0. (2). 

Note: Sling Strap Assembly includes sling strap, fastener, 
keeper and buckle. Strap is %" wide. Swivel assemblies are 
(Q. D.) type. 

A sling strap complete with mountings is packaged with eoch 
BDL Grade rifle. When attaching to rifle - assemble both quick 
detachable (Q. D.) swivel assemblies to stock. To do this, push 
plunger on swivel until small plate lifts and can be swung free 
of attaching stud on swivel. Then insert attaching stud into eye 
of stock screw. Close plate on swivel to lack swivel to stack screw. 

To attach strap ta swivels - insert tongue of strap into rear 
swivel. Loop strap back and through attached keeper band. 
Insert strap into and through buckle and front swivel. Loop back 
and secure with brass fastener. Adjust strap to desired position. 

To remove strap from rifle, simply snap quick detachable 
swivels from stock screws and remove strap. 

FGH-RES. 
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CYCLE OF OPERATION 

The operation cycle of the Model 700 follows the basic pat
tern of bolt action rifles. After firing, raising of bolt handle will 
unlock action. Pulling bolt rearward will open action and ex
tract and eject any fired case ar round that may be in chamber. 
Pushing bolt handle forward and down closes and locks action 
-completing the cycle. Each operation is described in sequence 
below: 

FIRING 

With action closed and locked and safety in forward or 
FIRE position, rifle can be fired by pulling trigger. Pulling or 
squeezing trigger moves trigger conne·ctor forward, leaving 
sear unsupported against cocked firing pin head. With support 
removed, sear is cammed down by pressure of spring-loaded 
firing pin and firing pin is driven forward to strike primer. 

UNLOCKING 

Raising of bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head 
from recoil shoulders in receiver. 

COCKING 

Cocking takes place as bolt handle is raised. A cam at rear 
of rotating bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward, compress
ing main spring, and holding assembly in cocked position in a 
notch at rear of bolt. This engagement holds until bolt handle is 
lowered again during locking cycle. Engagement is then trans
ferred to sear to cock rifle. 

EXTRACTION 

This phase of operation cycle consists of two ports referred to 
as (1) primary extraction, and (2) secondary extraction. Primary 
extraction occurs simultaneously with unlocking. The rim of case, 
being completely encased by bolt head, is gripped by a circular 
recessed claw-type extractor. During final upward throw of bolt 
handle, a primary extraction cam retracts bolt approximately 
1 a" with a mechanical advantage of about 8 to l. completing 
primary portion of this phase. Bolt lugs are now free of loc:king 
shoulders in receiver and bolt may now be moved to rear -
completing second phase of extraction. 

EJECTION 

Within the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head 
of cartridge, is a spring-loaded ejector. As bolt is retracted and 
front edge of cartridge reaches ejection port, pressure, along 
with opposing grip of extractor, ejects cartridge from port. 
Rearward motion of bolt is arrested by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 

With bolt stopped in rearward position, topmost cartridge in 
magazine will be urged upwards by magazine spring. It is held 
in position until carried forward by bolt into loading cycle. 

LOADING 

In closing the action, bolt pushes cartridge from magazine 
into barrel chamber. Feeding lips on top of magazine guide 
cartridge until bullet enters chamber. 

LOCKING 

Rotating bolt handle downward locks cartridge in barrel 
chamber. Faur engagements are mode in this cycle: (1) Locking 
lugs on bolt head are engaged with recoil shoulders in receiver. 
(2) Head af cartridge is seated into bolt head, depressing ejec
tor while extractor claw is snapped aver rim of cartridge. (3) 
Sear engages and locks firing pin in a cocked position by action 
of (4) Sear being supported from beneath by connector. Rifle 
is now ready for firing by release of trigger. 

SAFETY 

The safety, located at right rear of receiver, is 9perated by a 
push and pull action on the safety button. This two·position 
safety has two internal func:tions. When safety is rotated rear
ward, a cam is brought into position beneath sear safety cam. 
This locks cam against firing pin and prevents rifle from firing. 
Second function of safety in SAFE position ("S" marking) brings 
an arm into slot in bolt preventing bolt from being opened. 
Pushing safety forward to FIRE position ("F" marking) nullifies 
above conditions and rifle may be fired. 

MALFUNCTIONS 
Cause and Correction 

Over-Ride 

Cause: 1. Magazine Follower binds. 
2. Damaged Follower Spring. 
3. Magazine Spring caught under Guard. 
4. Tabs on Follower bent. 

Correction: 1. Adjust side angle on Magazine Box. 
2. Change Spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Straighten or replace Follower. 

Stems Chamber 

Cause: 1. Sharp or rough Receiver Roils. 
2. Sharp edge - rear end of Chamber. 
3. Rough Romp in Receiver. 
4. Magazine Box loose in Receiver. 

Correction: 1. Polish or file. 
2. Remove sharpness. 
3. Polish Romp. 
4. Adjust. 

Bolt Closes Hard Over Shells 

Cause: 1. Bolt interferes with shell rim. 
2. Extractor interferes with shell rim. 
3. Ejector binds or fails lo retract far enough. 
4. Burr at Ejector Hole on Bolt. 
S. Sharp corners on Bolt Lugs. 
6. Extractor Rivet loose. 

Correction: 1. Remove interference or change Bolt. 
2. Fit new Extractor (grind relief in new Extractor 

behind Claw). 
3. Free up or replace. 
4. Deburr. 
S. File radius. 
6. Tighten or replace Rivet. 

Fails to Extract 

Cause: 1. Tight, rough or oversize Chamber. 
2. Extractor broken or damaged. 
3. Not enough Hook space on Extractor. 
4. Height of Claw not correct. 
S. Extractor stuck back. 

Correction: 1. Ream if tight or rough. 
Change Barrel Assembly if oversize. 

2. Fit new Extractor. 
3. Fit new Extractor. 
4. Fit new Extractor. 
S. Reploce Extractor. (Continued on poge 8) 
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REMINGTON PARTS LIST 'AODEL 
700 FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

Part NAME OF PART Vi•w Port NAME Of PART No. No. No. 

rE: Baaic 30-06 Caliber listed below, See Sectional View for proper 37 24525 Rear Sight Assembly (includes Rear Sight Callar, Rear Sight 
identity of parts. See added page for other caliber part listings. Eyepiece, Rear Sight Leaf, Rear Sight Windage Screw) 

Barrel Assembly (includes Barrel, Barrel Brocket, Receiver) 
38 16454 Rear Sight Bose 

26271 39 16023 Rear Sight ~.>se Screw 
26327 Bolt Assembly (includes Boll Body Assembly and Bait 40 16456 Rear Sight Screw Handle) 
26317 Bolt Final Assembly (includes Bolt Assembly, Ejector. Ejector 41 28095 Rear Sight Step (Selected Sites) 

Pin, Ejector Spring, Extractor. Extractor Rivel, Firing Pin 42 16968 Rear Sight Washer 
Assembly) 43 15358 Rear Swivel Screw, BDL Grade 

17012 Bolt Plug 44 17034 Receiver Plug Screw 
17013 Bolt Stop 45 26585 Safety Assembly (includes Safety, Safety Button) 
24475 Bolt Stop Pin 46 23222 Safety Detenl Ball 
15478 Bait Stop Release 47 15368 Safety Oetent Spring 
17014 Bolt Stop Spring 48 17043 Safety Pivot Pin 
14472 Butt Plate 49 17044 Safety Snap Washer 

25410 Butt Plate Screw so 15666 Sear Safety Cam 

15287 Center Guard Screw, AOL Grade 51 24476 Sear Pin 

17017 Ejector 52 17047 Sear Spring 

17676 Ejector Pi~ 53 3085S Sling Strap Assembly, BDL Grade (includes Sling Strap, 

17019 Ejector Spring Fastener, Keeper, Buckle) 

16254 Extractor 26990 Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings Complete (includes 

27340 Extractor Rivet 
Sling Strap Assembly, Swivel Assembly, Q. O. (2), Front 
Swivel Nut, Front Swivel Screws, Rear Swivel Screw) 

1S376 Fastener, Sling Strop 54 26381 Stock Assembly, AOL Grade (includes Butt Plate, Butt Plate 
22020 Firing Pin Screw (21, Front Guard Screw Bushing, Stack, Stock Rein· 
22040 Firing Pin Assembly (includes Boll Plug, Firing Pin, Firing forcing Screw, Stock Reinforcing Screw Dowell 

Pin Cross Pin, Firing Pin Head, Main Spring) 26401 Stock Assembly, BOl Grade (includes Bult Plate, Butt Plate 
17022 Firing Pin Cross Pin Screw (2), Fore-end Tip, Fore-end Tip Spacer, Grip Cap, 

19800 Floor Plate, BOL Grade Grip Cap Spacer, Front Swivel Nut, Stock, Stock Reinforc· 

15291 Floor Plate latch, BOL Grade 
ing Screw, Stock Reinforcing Screw Dowell (not shown) 

18186 Stock Reinforcing Screw (not >hewn) 
16451 Floor Plate latch Pin, BOL Grode 16970 Stock Reinforcing Screw Dowel (not shown) 
16452 Floor Plate latch Spring, BDL Grade SS 26555 Swivel AHembly, BOL Grade (Q. 0.) 
164S3 Floor Plate Pivot Pin, SOL Grade 56 15280 Trigger 
22035 Front Guo rd Screw 57 17053 Trigger Adjusting Screw 
15161 Front Guard Screw Bushing, AOL Grade 26345 Trigger Assembly (includes Bolt Stop Release, Trigger Hous-
15373 Front Sight ing Auembly, Safety Auembly, Safely Oetent Ball, 
1S719 Frnnt Sight (low) Safety Detent Spring, Safety Pivot Pin, Safety Snap 
28510 Front Sight Ramp Wash"" Sear and Sof.,ty Cam Au.,mbly, Sear Spring, 

15635 Front Sight Ramp, BOL Grade Trigger, Trigger Adjusting Screw, Trigger Connector, 
Trigger Engagement Screw, Trigger Pin, Trigger Spring, 

28505 Front Sight Ramp Screw Trigger Stop Screw) (not shown) 
15363 Front Sight Hood, SOL Grade 57 17053 Trigger Engagement Screw 
15357 Front Swivel Nut, BOL Grade sa 19461 Trigger Connector 
15356 Front Swivel Screw, SOL Grade 59 15281 Trigger Guard 
15331 Grip Cap, BOL Grade (not shown) 60 26376 Trigger Guard, BOL Grade 
1S332 Grip Cop Spacer, BDL Grade (not shown) 26371 Trigger Guard Assembly, SOL Grade (includes Floor Plate, 
15284 Magatine, AOL Grade Floor Plate Latch, Floor Plate latch Pin, Floor Plate latch 
16430. Moga tine, BOL Grach !not shown) Spring, Floor Plate Pivot Pin, Trigger Guard) (not shown) 
17024 Mogatine Follower 61 266S5 Trigger Housing Anembly !includes Trigger Hou•ing Spacer 
15752 Magazine Follower, IDL Grade (3), Trigger Side Plate 12) 

17028 Magazine Spring 62 244n · Trigger Pin 

IS677 Mogatine Spring, BDL Grade 63 15400 Trigger Spring 

17029 Main Spring 64 15481 Trigger Stop Screw 

263~5 Rear Guard Screw 

Deliveries are F.O.B. //ion, New Yorlc Ports Subjecl la Change Without Notice 
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ADDITIONAL CALIBER~ 
' (Not Shown in Sectional View) 

REMINGTON MODEL 
700 

CLUDES VARMINT MODEL FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

Note: Caliber part numbers not listed below same as 30.06 
(222 Rem. Mag. discontinued) 

... o. NAME Of PART 

'2 Barrel Assembly. 7mm Rem. Mag. 
l 4 Barrel Assembly, 6mm Rem. Mag. 
13 Barrel Assembly, 264 Win. Mag. 
\S Barrel Assembly, 222 Rem. 
\6 Barrel Assembly, 222 Rem. Mag. 
\7 Barrel Assembly, 243 Win. 
TS Barrel Assembly, 300 Win. Mag. 
\8 Barrel Assembly, 308 Win. 
W Barrel Assembly, 270 Win. 
19 Barrel Assembly, 22-250 Rem. 
16 Barrel Assembly, 6.Smm Rem. Mag. 
17 Barrel Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag. 
10 Barrel Assembly, Varmint, 222 Rem. (includes Barrel, Barrel Bracket, 

Receiver] 
fl Barrel Assembly, Varmint, 22-250 Rem. 
12 Barrel Assembly, Varmint, 223 Rem. 
'3 Barrel Assembly, Varmint, 6mm Rem. 
14 Barrel Assembly, Varmint, 243 Win. 
l8 Bolt Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 and 300 Win. Mag. 
/9 Bolt Assembly, 6.5mm Rem. Mag., 350 Rem. Mag. 
IS Bolt Assembly, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag. 
!6 Bolt Assembly, 243 Win., 308 Win.,_ 6mm Rem., 22-250 Rem. 
18 Bolt Final A .. .,mbly, 7mm R .. m. Mag., 264 and 300 Win. Mag. (in· 

eludes same as 3().06) 
19 Bolt Final Assembly, 6.5mm Rem. Mag., 350 Rem. Mag. • 
15 · Bolt Final Assembly, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag. 
16 Bolt final Assembly, 243 Win., 308 Win., 6mm Rem .. 22-250 Rem. 
S2 Ejector. 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 223 Rem. Mag. 
)9 Extractor, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264-300 Win. Mag., 6.5mm Rem. Mag., 

350 Rem. Mag. 
\0 Extroctar. 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag. 
H Extractor Rivet, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264-300 Win. Mag., 6.5mm Rem. 

Meg., 350 Rem. Mag. 
12 Extractor Rivet, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag. 
11 firing Pin, 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243-308 Win., 6mm Rem. Mag., 

22-250 Rem., 6.5mm Rem. Mag., 350 Rem. Mag., 223 Rem. 
11 firing Pin Assembly, 222 Rem .• 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win., 308 Win., 

6mm Rem., 22-250 Rem., 6.5mm Rem. Mag., 350 Rem. Mag., 223 
Rem. 

14 Floor Plate, BDL Grade, 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 223 Rem., 243 
and 308 Win., 6mm Rem., 22-250 Rem. 

17 Front Guard Screw, 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 223 Rem., 243 and 
308 Win., 6 mm Rem., 22-250 Rem. · 

l4 Front Scope Base, Varmint 
l2 Magazine, AOL Grade, 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag. 
16 Magazine, SOL Grade, 222 Rem., m Rem. Mag., 223 Rem. 
i3 Magazine. AOL Grade, 243 and 308'Win., 6mm Rem., 22-250 Rem. 
I 5 Magazine, BDL Grade, 243 and 308 Win., 6mm Rem., 22-250 Rem. 
S6 Magazine, BDL Grade, 6.5•m Rem. Mag., 350 Rem. Mag. 
15 Magazine Follower. 222 Rem. 
13 Magazine Follower. 222 Rem. Mag. 
)6 Magazine Follower, 243 and 308 Win., 6mm Rem., 22-250 Rem., 6.5 

mm Rem. Mag., 350 Rem. Mag. 
15 Magazine Spacer. 222 Rem. 
!6 Magazine Spacer, 222 Rem., BDL Grade 
16 Magazine Spacer, 222 Rem. Mag., 223 Rem., BDL Grade 
12 Magazine Spacer, 222 Rem. Mag., AOL Grade 
13 Magazine Spring, 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 223 Rem. 

Deliveries are F.0.8.1/ion, New Yorlc 

1 

Part No • 

17891 

15698 
15699 
17058 

18843 
24526 
21387 
25410 
18842 
16205 
26382 

26380 

26415 

26400 

29585 

26402 

26375 

26370 

27265 
27266 
15709 
16771 
23805 
27270 

26270 
20467 
17639 
16717 

15361 

24666 
24477 

19025 

28200 

NAME Of PART 

Maga1ine Spring, 243 and 308 Win., 6mm Rem,. 6.5mm Rem. Mag., 
350 Rem. Mag., AOL Grade 

Maga1ine Spring, 22-250 Rem. 
Magazine Spring, 22·2~0 Rem., 6mm Rem., 243 Win., BDL Grade 
Main Spring, 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 223 Rem., 243 Win., 308 

Win., 6.5mm Rem. Mag., 350 Rem. Mag. 
Rear Scope Base. Varmint 
Rear Sight Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag. 
Recoil Pad, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 and 300 Win. Mag. 
Recoil Pad Screw, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 and 300 Win. Mag. 
Scope Base Screw, Rear. Varmint 
Scope Base Screw Front, Varmint 
Stock Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag .. AOL Grade !in

cludes Front Guard Screw Bushing, Recoil Pad, Recoil Pad Screw 
(2), Stock. Stock Reinforcing Screw, Stack Reinforcing Screw 
Dowell 

Steck Assembly, 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag .. 243 Win., 308 Win., 
6mm Rem., 22-250 Rem., AOL Grade 

Stock Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264-300 Win. Meg., BDL Grade 
(includes Fore-End, Fore-End Spacer. Grip Cap, Grip Cap Spacer. 
Recoil Pad, Recoil Pad Screw (2), Front Swivel Nut, Stack, Stack 
Reinforcing Screw, Stack Reinforcing Screw Dowell 

Stack Assembly, 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win., 308 Win., 
6mm Rem., 22-250 Rem .. BDL Grade 

Stack Assembly, Varmint, BDL Grade (includes 8utt Plate, Butt Plate 
Screw (2), Fore-End, Fore-End Spacer, Grip Cap, Grip Cap 
Spacer, Front Swivel Nut, Stack, Stock Reinforcing Screw, Stock 
Reinforcing Screw Dowell 

Stock Assembly, 6.5mm Rem. Mag., 350 Rem. Mag. (includes Fore
End Spacer. Fore-End Tip, Front Swivel Nut, Grip Cap, Grip Cap 
Spacer, Recoil Pad, Recoil Pad Screw l2l, Stocki 

Trigger Guard, BDL Grade, 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 223 Rem., 
243 and 308 Win., 6mm Rem., 22-250 Rem. 

Trigger Guard Assembly, BOL Grade, 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 
223 Rem., 243 Win., 308 Win., 6mm Rem., 22-250 Rem., 6.Smm 
Rem. Mag., 350 Rem. Mag. (includes same cs 30-06 BDL Grade) 

CALIBERS: 375 H&H Magnum, 458 WIN. MAGNUM 
Barrel Assembly, 375 H&H Mag. 
Barrel Assembly, "458 Win. Mag. 
Extractor 
Front Sight, 375 H&H Mag. 
Front Sight, 458 Win. Mag. 
Stock Assembly, 375 H&H Mag., 458 Win. Mag. (includes same as 

standard Magnum except Stack Bait (2), Nut (2), Caver (4) used) 

DISCONTINUED or SERVICE PARTS 
Barrel Assembly, 280 Rem. 
Extrador. 222 Cal. 
Ejector, 222 Cal. 
Front Sight Ramp, 6mm Rem., 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag., 222 

Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win., AOL Grade 
Front Sight Ramp, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag., 222 Rem., 222 

Rem. Mag., 243 Win., BDL Grade 
Front Sight Ramp, 30.06, 280 Rem., 308 Win., 270 Win., AOL Grade 
Front Sight Ramp Pin, 6mm Rem., 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag., 

222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win. 
Front Sight Ramp Screw, 7mm Rem. Mag., 6mm Rem., 264 Win. Mag., 

222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win. 
Rear Sight Assembly, Complete (includes Rear Sight Assembly, Rear 

Sight Base, Rear Sight Base Screw (2), Rear Sight Screw, Rear 
Sight Step·, Rear Sight Wa•her (2) 

Paris Subject to Change Without Notice 
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MODEL 700 

MALFUNCTIONS 

CAUSE and CORRECTION 

(Con't. from Page 4) 

Fails to Eject 

Cause: 1. Burr at Ejector Hole i~ Bolt. 
2. Ejector binds or foils to retract for enough. 
3. Extractor Rivet loose. 
4. Extractor drops shell. 

Correction: 1. Deburr. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Re-stoke or replace. 
4. Replace Extractor. 

Misfires 

Cause: 1. Short Firing Pin (domoged). 
2. Firing Pin binds. 
3. Short Firing Pin protrusion. 
4. Firing Control out of adjustment. 
5. Faulty ammunition. 

Correction: 1. Replace. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Change Firing Pin or Bolt. 
4. Adjust. 

Follows Down 

Cause: 1. Trigger Adjusting Screw, rear, out of adjust
ment (improper horizontal engagement of Seer 
and Connector). 

2. Improper vertical engagement of Sear and 
Connector. 

3. Trigger doesn't retract. 
4. Corners on Sear or Connector rounded. 
5. Trigger binds on Trigger Plate. 
6. Not enough tension on Weight Screw 

{light pull). 

Correction: 1. Adjust. 
2. Fit new Fire Control. 
3. Fit new Fire Control. 
4. Fit new Fire Control. 
5. File - eliminate interference. 
6. Adjust. 

Bolt Opens Hard 

Cause: 1. See Foils to Extract. 
2. Upset Extraction Cam on Bolt Handle. 
3. Burr ct Ejector Hole in Bolt. 
4. Blown or set bock Primer on shell. 

Correction: 1. See Foils to Extract. 
2. Smooth up. 
3. Deburr. 
4. Ream Chamber if throat is shallow {ammuni

tion may be at fault). · 

8 

Bolt Pulls Out 

Cause: 1. Bolt Stop or Bolt Release binds. 
2. Bolt Stop or Bolt Release broken. 

Correction: 1. Free up. 
2. Replace. 

Safe Works Too Hard or Too Freely 

Cause: 1. Safe binds (works hard). 
2. Safety Snap Washer stretched out (Safe works 

too freely). 

Correction: 1. Free up. 
2. Replace Washer. 

Bulges or Blows Cases 

Cause: 1. Oversize Chamber. 
2. Maximum head space. 

Correction: 1. Change Barrel or Barrel and Receiver 
Assembly. 

2. Fi! new Bolt (ammunition may be at fault). 

Bolt Binds 

Cause: 1. Guard Screws protrude into Bait track. 
2. Scope Screws protrude into Bolt track. 
3. Bolt Handle interforence on Stock. 
4. Step at rear of Bolt Lugs. 

Correction: 1. File ends of Screws. 
2. File ends of Screws. 
3. Correct Stack or fit new Stock. 
4. File to blend. 

Doesn't Group 

Cause: 1. Crown of Barrel damaged. 
2. Leading of Bore. 
3. Oversize Bore. 
4. Improper bedding of Barrel in Stock. 
5. Loose Sights. 

Correction: 1. Recrown. 
2. Lead or change Barrel. 
3. Change Barrel. 
4. Correct bedding. 
5. Tighten or replace. 

Point of Impact Not Correct 

Cause: 1. Barrel not straight. 
2. Horns, breaks, etc. in Bore. 
3. Improper or loose Sights. 

Correction: 1. Straighten. 
2. Correct if possible. 
3. Tighten or change Sights. 
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'• £1.' MODEL 700 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington Model 700 is a high power bolt action repeater available in a wide variety of center fire calibers. Two grades are 
supplied - AOL (standard) and BOL. Included in the BDL grade is the model 700 VARMINT- an extremely accurate rifle expressly 
designed for the high velocity "varmint" calibers. 

_..,,. 

The instruction folder RD-5461 is packaged with each new rifle. Folders may also be obtained from the retailer or dealer. This folder 
outlines operating instructions, instructions for care and maintenance of the rifle and a complete parts list. 

When handling rifle for servicing or shipping make certain rifle is empty with no rounds in magazine or chamber. 
Unless described otherwise, parts are interchangeable with no factory. adjustment required. 
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Bolt final Assembly, Components 
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Send all guns for factory service and inquiries an 
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REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
Arms Service Division 
Ilion, N~w York 13357 
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BOU FINAL ASSEMBLY 
·To Disassemble - With safety forward on FIRE position, lih 
bolt handle and pull rearward until action is halted by bolt 
stop. Press upward on bolt stop release - located in front of 
trigger and remove bolt final assembly from rifle. 
To Service - Selective assembly at factory is required for 
replacement of bolt assemblies. However, firing, cocking, ex· 
tractor and ejection parts are interchangeable and may be 
replaced with no factory adjustment required. 
To Reassemble-With safety forward, insert bolt final assem· 
bly into rifle, push forward as far as possible and lower bolt 
handle. Note: Bolt must remoin cocked to install. If uncocked, 
firing pin heod will be recessed well inside bolt plug. To cock 
bolt, clomp firing pin head firmly to prevent movement and turn 
bolt with handle. Continue turning bolt handle until cocking 
notch on rear engages firing pin head. Bolt is then cocked and 
may be installed. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY.;..... COMPONENTS: Includes bolt 
assembly, ejector, ejector pin, ejector spring, extractor, extrac· 
tor rivet, firing pin assembly. Firing pin assembly includes bolt 
plug, firing pin, firing pin cross pin, firing pin head and main 
spring. 

EJECTOR- EJECTOR PIN - EJECTOR SPRING 
(in bolt assembly) 

EJECTOR RETAINING PIN· 

EJECTOR ___ , ~ DRIVE Oil 

IJICTOR SPRINC ----~ 
FIG. 1 

To Disassemble - With bolt final assembly removed from 
rifle, drive out ejector pin and pull ejector spring from bolt. 
See Fig. 1. 
Ta Reassemble - Insert ejector spring and ejector into bolt. 
Push ejector and hold against tension of ejector spring. Align 
ejector pin slot in ejector to pin hole in bolt and drive in ejector 
pin. 

Note: Assembled ejector must work freely in bolt for proper 
ejection. 

EXTRACTOR - EXTRACTOR RIVET (in bolt assembly) 
To Disassemble-Disassemble ejector and ejector spring from 
bolt. 

EJECTOR HOL~E • 

EXTRACTOR . .. 

FIG. 2 

EXTRACTOR RIV£l 

Drive extractor rivet from bolt. See Fig. 2. Dislodge and 
remove loosened extractor from inside bolt rim. 

EXTRACTOR RIV£T HOLE Smooth Up 
· , El!RACTOR RIVET ~) 

....... ::::::) L_~ /J 
EXTRACTOR CLAW~ EJECTOR HOLE 

Flattu End 
FIG. 3 

To Service - Ports or~ i11tcrchang~abl~. Extractor rivet will 
most likely be damaged when driven from bolt and replace
ment rivet should be used in reassembly. 
To Reassemble-Adjust replacement extractor for proper ten· 
sion before reassembly as follows: Squeeze ends of extractor 
together slightly. See fig. 3. Straighten toil of \!Xtroctor. See 
Fig. 3. Place extractor inside rim in bolt face. Align hole in 
extractor with rivet hole in bolt. Insert extractor rivet. 

Note: If original disassembled extractor is reassembled, ad· 
justment for proper tension before reassembly may not be nec
essary. 

Place support inside of bolt rim and against head of rivet. 
Peen over protruding end of rivet to tighten extractor in bolt. 
Reassemble ejector. Smooth up peening to blend with outside 
of bolt. Check extractor for proper tension using a fired case. 
Extractor must grip case firmly ond hold case when breech is 
held face downwards. 

If fired case is gripped too tightly (case snaps free with dif. 
ficulty) tap extractor bock under bolt rim using a soft metal 
punch. Test with fired case. Repeat, if necessary, until gripping 
pressure of extractor is satisfactory. 

If fired case is gripped too loosely (case falls away when bolt 
is held face downward) extractor must be pulled from under rim 
to increase tension against case. Disassemble, if necessary, and 
rebend extractor as indicated in Fig. 3. 

Aften tension hos been adjusted satisfactorily, smooth up in· 
dine on extractor to match perfectly to breech bolt rim. See 
Fig. 3. 

Note: An earlier design, in 222 caliber, incorporated a 
"snap in" type extractor requiring no rivet. These may easily be 
disassembled and reassembled by inserting pointed tweezers 
into holes provided in ends of extractor and compressing ends 
together. When reassembling, hook on extractor should face 
bolt. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY FROM BOLT ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly from rifle. Pull 
firing pin head rearward until coin or washer can be inserted 
into slot near bock edge of firing pin head. See Fig. 4. Unscrew 
and remove firing pin assembly from bolt assembly. 

FIG. 4 

To Service - Firing pin assembly is interchangeable and may 
be replaced as a unit with no factory adjustment required. Re
placement of bolt assembly requires selective assembly for 
proper function • 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS: Includes bolt 
plug, firing pin, firing pin cross pin, firing pin head, main spring. 

FIRING PIN CROSS PIN 

~ !""PLUG 
Cf=]ni1111111111111111111111111LJ 

FIRING PIN 

I 
~ 

\ \ 
FIRING PIN HEAD FIG. 5 MAINSPRING 

To Disassemble-(with firing pin ouembly removed from bolt). 
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1his unit is not recommended unless necessary for replacement 
of damaged parts. Suitable holding means must be used lo pre
vent firing pin and/or firing pin head from flying free when 
cross pin is driven out. 

Compress mainspring until firing pin cross pin is exposed. 
Hold firing pin and firing pin head securely and drive out cross 
pin. See fig. 5. Release parts carefully and disassemble. 
To Service - All parts in firing pin assembly are interchange· 
able with no factory fitting required. However, if replacing fir· 
ing pin, a hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is neces· 
sary. To do this, use a No. 42 size drill (.093). 

Assemble shank of replacement firing pin into firing pin 
head. Make sure recess in head is clean and free of any obstruc· 
tions. Seat shank of firing pin firmly onto firing pin head. Align 
drill through cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill through firing 
pin shank. 
To Reassemble - Reassemble all parts of firing pin assembly. 
Hold bolt plug against tension of reassembled main spring. 
Insert firing pin cross pin through firing pin head and shank of 
firing pin. Release tension on bolt plug. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY (includes rear sight collar, rear sight 
eyepiece, rear sight leaf, rear sight windage screw). 
To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove rear sight screw. 
Remove rear sight assembly from rear sight base. 
To Service - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re
quired. Replacement as a unit is recommended. 
To Reassemble - Place bent tab. on bottom of rear sight 
assembly into slot in rear sight base. Align holes, assemble and 
tighten rear sight screw. 

REAR SIGHT STEP 
To Disassemble · Grasp and lift rear sight eyepiece and slide 
rear sight step rearward. 
To Service - Interchangeable. Additional steps, marked for 
size, are available for range purposes. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. large end of step 
should face forward. 

REAR SIGHT BASE 
To Disassemble - Remove rear sight assembly and rear sight 
step. Unscrew and remove rear sight base screws, washer ond 
base. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT HOOD (SOL Grade only) 
To Disassemble - Pry bottom ears of hood apart slightly until 
hood con be slid forward and away from front sight base. 
To Service - Interchangeable on all BDL grade front sight 
ramps. No factory adjustment required. ' · 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT 
To Disassemble - Drive front sight out of front sight ramp 
from left to right. To prevent damage to sight a soft metal punch 
should be used. 
To Reassemble - Follow revene order. 

FRONT SIGHT RAMP 
To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove front sight ramp 
screws and front sight romp. · 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order, 

TRIGGER GUARD (AOL Grode) 
To Disassemble - Unscrew ond remove trigger guard screws 
and disassemble trigger guard from stock. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY (BDL Grade) 
To Disassemble-Remove bolt assembly. Unscrew and remove 

2 

11u•n uuu rear guard \Crews. LUI 1ooscnt..•d stock assembly tron1 

trigger and disassemble trigger guard from stock assembly. 
Note: To remove magazine follower and spring (assembled 

to floor plate) unlatch floor plate. Lift folded end of spring 
upward, pull back and disassemble from floor plate. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Tighten screws firmly. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY-COMPONENTS (SOL Grade) 
includes floor plate, floor plate latch, floor plate latch pin, floor 
plate latch spring, floor plate pivot pin, trigger guard. 
To Disassemble - Drive out floor pldte pivot pin and remove 
floor plate from trigger guard. 

FIG. 6 

Caution: Pivot pin is light fitting. Support trigger guard 
properly to prevent damage to front section. 

Unhook rear of floor plate latch spring from floor plate latch 
and front end of spring from trigger guard. Remove spring from 
guard. See Fig. 6. 

FLOOR PLATE LATCH-........~ 

TRIGGER 

,,,.... . / 

l~~~-L~-~ GUARD--.;..;..y--" ~ ---~ 
\. - '%\., " -. ....,.,,. 

'""LATCH Piii 
FIG. 7 

Drive out floor plate latch pin - left lo right and remove 
floor plate latch from trigger guard. See Fig. 7. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Floor plate should 
swing freely and latch properly. 

MAGAZINE - MAGAZINE FOLLOWER - MAGAZINE 
SPRING 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trig
ger guard or (in SOL grade) trigger guard assembly. Remove 
stock assembly. Remove magazine follower and spring. Unscrew 
magazine tab screw (AOL grade only) and remove magazine. 
SDL grade magazines are disassembled by simply lifting from 
receiver. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

BOLT STOP - BOLT STOP SPRING - BOLT STOP PIN 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly and stock as
sembly. Drive out bolt stop pin and remove bolt stop and bolt 
stop spring. 
To Reassemble - Place bolt stop spring in recess in bottom 
left side of receiver. Long end of spring should face forward 
with bent end facing outward. Place bolt stop in slot with con
toured edge facing up and hole to rear. Align holes and drive 
in bolt stop pin. When bolt stop release is pressed bolt stop 
should pivot freely. · 

SAFETY ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly, lrigger guard 
or trigger guard assembly, stock assembly, magazine, maga
zine follower and spring. Drive out bolt stop pin and remove 
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FIG. B 

bolt >lop and spring. Disassemble safety snap washer and 
safety detent spring. Drive out safety pivot pin and remove 
safety assembly and safety detent ball. See fig. 8. 

Note: Trigger housing will pivot on sear pin when bolt stop 
pin is removed. Toke care that sear spring (beneath sear safety 
cam) is not lost. Bolt stop release may also be removed at this 
time. 
To Reassemble. - Follow reverse order. Safety assembly and 
bolt stop should pivot freely. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt stop pin, bolt stop and spring. 
Drive out sear pin and remove trigger assembly, sear spring 
and sear safety cam. 
To Service - Trigger assembly may be replaced as a complete 
unit with no factory adjustment required (see trigger assembly 
components for listing). Readjustment of trigger connector-sear 
engagement may be required. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure sear spring 
is reassembled to function properly beneath sear safety cam. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS: Includes bolt stop re
lease, trigger housing assembly, safety assembly, safety detent 
ball, safety detenl spring, safety pivot pin, safety snap washer, 
sear safety cam, sear spring, trigger, trigger adjusting screw, 
trigger connector, trigger engagement screw, trigger pin, trig
ger spring, trigger stop screw. 
To Disassemble- Remove trigger assembly. Disassemble sear 
safety cam, sear spring, safety_ assembly and bolt stop release. 
Unscrew and remove trigger engagement screw, trigger stop 
screw, trigger adjusting screw and trigger spring. Drive out 
trigger pin and remove trigger and trigger connector. 
To Service - All parts of trigger assembly are interchange· 
able. However, readjustment of trigger connector-sear engage· 
ment may be required (see trigger adjustment). 
To Reassemble - Place trigger connector on trigger (longer 
tab on top). Place assembled trigger and connector into hous· 
ing, align holes and top trigger pin into housing until flush with 
right side. Reassemble trigger spring, trigger adjusting screw, 
trigger engagement screw, and trigger stop screw. Replace 
safety assembly and bolt stop release. Reassemble sear spring 

FIG. 9 

1 

rind \l•or sofoty com. nlig1_1 holes and top in sear pin. Pin should 
nor protrude into boll stop slot. Adjust trigger if necessary and 
reseal or stake adjusting screws in place. 

TRIGGER ADJUSTMENT. See fig. 9. 
Remove stock assembly and trigger guard. 
IMPORTANT: Adjustment or removal of trigger engagement 

screw (behind trigger) is not recommended unless for replace· 
ment. This screw is factory adjusted to provi~e correct amount 
of trigger connector-sear engagement, This engagement can be 
seen through hole in housing when safety is forward in FIRE 
position. 

Note: All adjusting screws are factory sealed with cement, 
Pull of Trigger-is adjusted to desired weight by turning front 
trigger adjusting screw. Turn screw clockwise for heavier weight 
of pull and counter clockwise for lighter pull. 
Travel of Trigger - is adjusted by turning trigger stop screw 
in front of housing. To reduce trigger travel, place bolt in re· 
ceiver and cock action. Turn trigger stop screw clockwise until 
firing pin will not fall or fire rifle when trigger is pulled. 
Re-cock rifle and bock off screw counter clockwise until firing 
pin will fall or fire rifle. This method of adjustment will allow 
least amount of trigger over travel. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard or trigger guard 
assembly and remove stock assembly. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Tighten screws 
securely. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (AOL Grade) includes 
butt plate, butt plate screw (2), front guard screw bushing, 
stock, stock reinforcing screw, stock reinforcing screw dowel, 
To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove butt plat& screws and 
butt plate. Front guard screw bushing may be removed for 
replacement if necessary, by driving out with a tool from inside 
of stock. Tap against inner edge of bushing until it comes free 
from stock. Avoid damage to stock. 
To Reassemble--Follow reverse order. Replacement butt plate 
may require edge sanding to match stock outline. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (BDL Grade) includes 
AOL grade components plus butt plate spacer, fore end tip, lore 
end tip spacer, grip cap, grip cap spacer, front swivel nut. 
To Disassemble-See disassembly of AOL grade. Front swivel 
nut may be disassembled for replacement by carefully driving 
out from insido of stock. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

BARREL ASSEMBLY-Includes barrel, barrel bracket, receiver. 
Selective factory assembly is required for replacement af parts 
and to insure proper operation with bolt final assembly. Disas
sembly is not recommended. Replace as a unit. 

SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY AND MOUNTINGS, COMPLETE: 
Includes front swivel nut, front swivel screw, rear swivel screw, 
sling strap assembly, swivel assembly, Q, D. (2). 

Note: Sling Strap Assembly includes sling strop. fastener, 
keeper and buckle. Strop is %" wide. Swivel assemblies ore 
(Q. 0.) type. 

A sling strop complete with mountings is packaged with eoch 
BDL Grode rifle. When attaching to rifle - assemble both quick 
detachable (Q. D.) swivel assemblies to stock. To do this, push 
plunger on swivel until small plate lifts and can be swung free 
of attaching stud on swivel. Then insert attaching stud into eye 
of stock screw. Close plore on swivel to lock swivel to stock screw. 

To attach strap to swivels - insert tongue of strap into rear 
swivel. Loop strap back and through attached keeper bond. 
Insert strop into and through buckle and front swivel. Loop bock 
and secure with brass fastener. Adjust strop to desired position. 

To remove strap from rifle, simply snap quick detachable 
swivels from stock screws and remove strap. 

i=GH-R~S. 
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CYCLE OF OPERATION 
The operation cycle of the Model 700 fallows the basic pat

tern of bolt action rifles. After firing, raising of bolt handle will 
unlock action. Pulling bolt rearward will open action and ex
tract and eject any fired case or round that may be in chamber. 
Pushing bolt handle forward and down closes and locks action 
-completing the cycle. Each operation is described in sequence 
below: 

FIRING 

With action closed and locked and .. sof~ty in forward or 
FIRE position, rifle con be fired by putling trigger. Pulling or 
squeezing trigger moves trigger connector forward, leaving 
sear unsupported against cocked firing pin head. With support 
removed, sear is cammed down by pressure of spring-loaded 
firing pin and firing pin is driven forward to strike primer. 

UNLOCKING 

Raising of bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head 
from recoil shoulders in receiver. 

COCKING 

Cocking tokes place as bolt.handle is raised. A com at rear 
of rotating bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward, compress
ing main spring, and holding assembly in cocked position in o 
notch at rear of bolt. This engagement holds until bolt handle is 
lowered again during locking cycle. Engagement is then trans
ferred to sear to cock rifle. 

EXTRACTION 

This phase of operation cycle consists of two parts referred to 
as ( l) primary extraction, and (2) secondary extraction. Primary 
extraction occurs simultaneously with unlocking. The rim of case, 
being complete!y encased by bait head, is gripped by a circular 
recessed claw-type extractor. During final upwo.rd throw of bolt 
handle; a primary extroction com retracts bolt approximately 
1 11" with o mechanical advantage of about 8 to 1, compleling 
primary portion of this phase. Bolt lugs ore now free of locking 
shoulders in receiver and bolt may now be moved to rear -
completing second phase of extraction. 

EJECTION 

Within the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head 
of cartridge, is o spring-loaded ejector. As bolt is retracted and 
front edge of cartridge reaches ejection port, pressure, along 
with opposing grip of extractor, ejects cartridge from port. 
Rearward motion of bolt is arrested by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 

With bolt stopped in rearward position, topmost cartridge in 
magazine will be urged upwards by magazine spring. It is held 
in position until carried forward by bolt into loading cycle. 

LOADING 

In closing the action, bolt pushes cartridge from magazine 
into barrel chamber. Feeding lips on top of magazine guide 
cartridge until bullet enters chamber. 

LOCKING. 

Rotating bolt handle downward locks cartridge in barrel 
chamber. Four engagements ore made in this cycle: (1) Locking 
lugs on bolt head ore engaged with recoil shoulders in receiver. 
(2) Head of cartridge is seated into bolt head, depressing ejec
tor while extractor claw is snapped over rim of cartridge. (3) 
Sear engages and locks firing pin in a cocked position by action 
of (4) Scar being supported from beneath by connector. Rifle 
is now ready for firing by release of trigger. 

SAFETY 

The safety, located at right rear of receiver, is·operoted by a 
push and pull action on the safety button. This two-position 
safety hos two internal functions. When safety is rotated rear
ward, a cam is brought into position beneath sear safety com. 
This locks com against firing pin and prevents rifle from firing. 
Second function of safety in SAFE position ("S" marking) brings 
an arm into slot in bolt preventing bolt from being opened. 
Pushing safety forward to FIRE position ("F" marking) nullifies 
above conditions and rifle may be fired. 

MALFUNCTIONS 
Cause and Correction 

Over-Ride 

Cause: l. Magazine Follower binds. 
2. Damaged Follower Spring. 
3. Magazine Spring caught under Guard. 
4. Tabs on Follower bent. 

Correction: 1. Adjust side angle on Magazine Box. 
2. Change Spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Straighten or replace Follower. 

Stems Chamber 

Cause: 1. Sharp or rough Receiver Roils. 
2. Sharp edge - rear end of Chamber. 
3. Rough Romp in Receiver. 
4. Magazine Box loose in Receiver. 

Correction: 1. Polish or file. 
2. Remove sharpness. 
3. Polish Romp. 
4. Adjust. 

Bolt Closes Hard Over Shells 

Cause: 1. Bolt interferes with shell rim. 
2. Extractor interferes with shell rim. 
3. Ejector binds or foils to retract far enough. 
4. Burr at Ejector Hole on Bolt. 
S. Sharp earners on Bolt Lugs. 
6. Extractor Rivet loose, 

Correction: 1. Remove interference or change Bolt. 
2. Fit new Extractor (grind relief in new Extractor 

behind Clow). 
3. Free up or replace. 
4. Deburr. 
S. File radius. 
6. Tighten or replace Rivet. 

Fails to Extract 

Cause: 1. Tight, rough or oversize Chamber. 
2. Extractor broken or damaged. 
3. Not enough Hook space on Extractor. 
4. Height of Clow not correct. · 
5. Extractor stuck ba4'k. 

Correction: 1. Ream if tight or rough. 
Change Barrel Assembly if oversize. 

2. Fit new Extractor. 
3. Fit new Extractor. 
4. Fit new Extractor. 
S. Replace Extractor. (Continued an page Bl 
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REMINGTON PARTS LIST ·MODEL 
700 FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

..... Part NAME Of PART View Port 
~o. No. No. No. NAME Of PART 

10TE: Basic 30-06 Caliber listed below, See Sectional View far proper 15752 Magazine Follower. BDL Grade 
identity of parts. See added page for other caliber part listings. 15940 Magazine Tab Screw (AOL Gradel 

Barrel Assembly 34 17028 Magazine Spring 

2 Bull Assembly 15677 Magazine Spring. BDL Grade 

Bult Final Assembly 35 17029 Main Spring 

J 17012 Bolt Plug 36 26355 Rear Guard Screw 

4 17013 Bolt S1op 37 32510 Rear Sight Aperture 

5 24475 Bolt Stop Pin 38 32500 Rear Sight Base 

li 15478 Bolt S10µ Release 39 28505 Rear Sight Base Screw (21 

15224 Bolt Stop Spring 40 90905 Rear Sight Slide 

H 14472 Bull Plale 41 90906 Elevation Screw 

9 25410 Bull Plate Screw 42 90904 Windage Screw 

0 15287 c~nler Guard Screw. AOL Grade 43 15358 Rear Swivel Screw. BDL Grade 

17017 Ejector 44 17034 Receiver Plug Screw 

.' I /(;/(j E::1c1..:lur Pm 45 2G585 Safely AsSt1mbly 

J 17019 Ejector Spring 46 23222 Safety Derent Ball 

4 14669 E xlractor 47 15368 Safety Detent Spring 

" :n:.Mo F. )l(.lr.11:tu1 Jl1vcl 4A 17043 Safely Pivot Pin 

1537G Fastener. Sling Strap 49 17044 Safety Snap Washer 

Ii ;>:.:>O;>O Firing Pin 50 15666 Sear Safety Cam 

l 22040 Firmg Pin Assembly 51 24476 Sear Pin 

H 17022 Firing Pin Cross Pin 52 17047 Sear Spring 

9 19800 Floor Plate. BDL Grade 53 30855 Sling Strap Assembly, BDL Grade 

l) 15291 Floor Plate Latch. BDL Grade 26990 Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings Complete 

I 16451 Floor Plate Latch Pin. BDL Grade 54 26381 Stock Assembly, AOL Grade 

"l 16452 Floor Plate Latch Spring, BDL Grade 26401 Stock Assembly, BDL Grade 

J 16453 Floor Plate Pivot Pin. BOL Grade 18186 Stock Reinforcing Screw (not shownl 

'4 22035 F rent Guard Screw 16970 Srock Reinforcing Screw Dowel (not shownl 

•!J 151Ul Front Guard Screw Bushing, AOL Grade 55 26555 Swivel Assembly, BDL Griide (Q.O.I 

'G 15373 Front Sight 56 15280 Trigger 

15719 Front Sight (Lewi 57 17053 Trigger Adjusting Screw 

. 7 28510 Fron1 Sight Ramp 26345 Trigger Assembly 

15635 Front Sight Ramp. BDL Grade 58 19461 Trigger Connector 

8 28505 Fron I Sight Ramp Screw 59 17053 Trigger Engagement Screw 

9 15363 Front Sight Hood, BOL Grade 60 15281 Trigger. Guard 

u 15357 F rant Swivel Nut, SOL Grade 61 26376 Trigger Guard. BDL Grade 

15356 Fronr Swivel Screw, BOL Grade 26371 Trigger Guard Assemblv. BDL Grade 

15331 Grip Cap. BDL Grade (not shown) 62 26655 Trigger Housing Assembly 

30505 Grip Cap Spacer, BDL Grade (not shownl 63 24477 Trigger Pin 

2 15284 Magazine, AOL Grade 64 15400 Trigger Spring 

16430 Magazine. BOL Grade (not shownl 65 15481 Trigger Stop Screw 

J 17024 Magazine Follower 

Deliveries ore F.0.8. Ilion, New York Paris Subject lo Change Wilhout Notice 
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ADDITIONAL CALIBERS REMINGTON 
(Not Shown in Sectional View) 

JCLUDES VARMINT MODEL FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 
MODEL 

700 

Note: Caliber part numbers not listed below same as 30-06 
(222 Rem. Mag. discontinued) 

• No. NAME OF PAU 

'09 ExtrJc1or. 7mm Rem .. Mag., 264·300 Win. Mag. 
:!lo Ex11 • ..:ro1. 222·223 Rem., 17 Rem. 
;41 E xu.1cror River. 7mm Rem. Mag .• 264-300 Win. 

MJg. 
"12 Exlr.H:lor River, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 17 Rem. 
121 Firmg Pm. 222 Rem., 243·308 Win., 6mm Rem. 

MJg., 22·250 Rem., 223 Rem.. 17 Rem. 
1•11 F 1ru1q Pm Assembly,222 Rem. 17 Rem.243 Win., 

308 Win .. 6mm Rem .. 22·250 Rem.223 Rem. 
IJ4 Floor Pldte, BOL Grade, 222 Rem., 223 Rem. 

243 & 308 Win., 6mm Rem .. 22·250 Rem., 
17 Rem. 

137 Fron1 Gu•rd Screw, 222 Rem .. 223 Rem., 243 & 
308 Win.,6mm RP.m.,22-250 Rem.,17 Rem. 

'04 Fronr Scope Base, Varmint 
0 !1!1 F1u111 S•\lhl, 7111111 Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag. 
.i 1 Fro111 Sight A.imp, AOL Grade 
•'17 Frnnl S1qh1 Hamp, BOL t;rade 
·1t:i M.1y,11111c. AOL Grade. 222 Rem. 
Iii M.1\lil/11111, BOL Grnde, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 

17 Hern. 
'83 M<1!J.1l!ne. AOL Grade, 243 & 308 Win .. 6mm 

1t1·111 i.' :1!.Jo lhm1. 

l!J Ma\l•"me, BOL Grade, 243 & 308 Win., 6mm 
B1·111. :•:> :?~0 Rtm1. 

!>Ii MJ!l<llme, BOL Grade 
118 M;ig,1L1nc Follower, 222 Rem. 
•82 Mayallne Follower. 243 & 308 Win .. 6mm Rem. 

. 77·750RP.m. 
'115 M;igaLtne Spacer. 222 Rem. 
::Z6 Mag;wne Spacer. 222 Rem., BOL Grade 
'l:!U M<1gJ1111c Spacer,223 Rem., BOL Grade, I 7 Rem. 
•113 Magaz111e Spring, 222 Rem .. 223 Rem .. 17 Rem. 
:u 1 Mag.umu Spring, 243 & 308 Win., 6mm Rem. 

AOL Grade 
·98 M;igal!ne Spring, 22·250 Rem. 
,99 MuguZlne Spring, 22·250 Rem., 6mm Rem., 243 

Wm., BOL Grade 
158 Main Spring, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 243 Win., 

308 Win., 17 Rem. 
:43 Rear Scope Base, Varmint 
•49 Recoil Pad, 7mm Rem.Mag.264 & 300 Win.Mag. 
110 Recoil Pad Screw,7mm Rem.Mag .. 264 & 300 

Win. Mag. 
:42 Scope Base Screw, Rear Varmint 
'05 Scopu Base Screw, Front Varmint 
<HO Stock Assembly. 7mm Rem. Mag., AOL Grade 
<H5 S1ock A"'"mhly, 222 Rem .. 243 Win., 308Win., 

6rnrn Rum., 22·250 Rem., AOL Grade 
•85 Stock Assemblv,7mm Rem.Mag.,264-300 Win. 

Mag., BOL Grade 
:70 Stock Assembly,222 Rem .. 243 Win.,308 Win. 

6mm Rem .. 22·250 Rem .. BOL Grade, 17 Rem. 
\76 Stock Assembly,Varmint,BOL Grade,222 Rem .. 

223 Rem.,243 Win.,6mm Rem.,22·250 Rem. 

Deliveries are F.0.8. Ilion, New Yorlc 

7 

Pert No. 

33375 
26375 

26370 

27265 
27266 
15709 
16771 
23805 
27270 

26270 
20467 
17639 
16717 

15361 

24666 
24477 

19025 

28200 

NAME Of PART 

Stock Assembly, Varmint, BOL Grade, 25·06 
Trigger Guard, BOL Grade, 222 Rem., 223 Rem .. 

243 & 308 Win., 6mm Rem .. 22·250 Rem~ 
17 Rem. 

Trigger Guard Assembly, BOL Grade, 222 Rem .. 
17 Rem .. 223 Rem.,243 Win.,308 Win.,6mm 
Rem., 22·250 Rem. 

CALIBERS: 375 H&H Magnum, 458 WIN. MAGNUM 
Barrel Assembly, 375 H&H Mag. 
Barrel Assembly, 458 Win. Mag. 
Extractor 
Front Sight, 375 H&H Mag. 
Front Sight, 45B Win. Mag. 
Stack Assembly, 375 H&H Mag., 458 Win. Mag. !includes same as 

standard Magnum except Stock Bolt (2), Nut (2), Cover (4) used) 

DISCONTINUED or SERVICE PARTS 
Sorrel Assembly, 280 Rem. 
Extractor. 222 Col. 
Ejector, 222 Col. 
Front Sight Ramp, 6mm Rem., 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag., 222 

Rem., 222 Rem. Mag .. 243 Win., AOL Grode 
Fron! Siuhr Rump, 7mm Rum. Muu .. 264 Win. Mao .. 222 Rum., 222 

Rem. Mag., 243 Win., BOL Grode 
Front Sight Ramp, 30-06, 280 Rem., 308 Win., 270 Win., AOL Grode 
Front Sight Ramp Pin, 6mm Rem., 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag .. 

222 Rem .. 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win. 
Front Sight Romp Screw, 7mm Rem. Mag., 6mm Rem., 264 Win. Mag., 

222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win • 
Rear Sight Assembly, Complete <includes Rear Sight Assembly, Rear 

Sight Base, Rear Sight Base Screw l2l, Rear Sight Screw, Rear 
Sight Step, Rear Sight Washer (2) 

Part. Subject lo Change Without Notice 
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MODEL 700 

. MALFUNCTIONS 

CAUSE and CORRECTION 

(Con't. from Page 4) 

Fails to Eject 

Cause: 1. Burr al Ejector Hole in Bolt 
2. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
3. Extractor Rivet loose. 
4. Extractor drops shell. 

Correction: 1. Deburr. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Re-stake or replace. 
4. Replace Extractor. 

Misfires 

Cause: 1. Short Firing Pin (damaged). 
2. Firing Pin binds. 
3. Short Firing Pin protrusion. 
4. Firing Control out of adjustment. 
5. Faulty ammunition. 

Correction: 1. Replace. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Change Firing Pin or Bolt. 
4. Adjust. 

Follows Down 

Cause: 1. Trigger Adjusting Screw, rear, out of adjust
ment (improper horizontal engagement of Sear 
and Connector). 

2. Improper vertical engagement of Sear and 
Connector. 

3. Trigger doesn't retract. 
4. Corners on Sear or Connector rounded. 
5. Trigger binds on Trigger Plate. 
6. Not enough tension on Weight Screw 

(light pull). 

Correction: I. Adjust. 
2. Fit new Fire Control. 
3. Fil new Fire Control. 
4. Fit new Fire Control. 
5. File - eliminate interference. 
6. Adjust. 

Bolt Opens Hard 

Cause: 1. See fails to Extract. 
2. Upset Extraction Com on Bolt Handle. 
3. Burr at Ejector Hole in Bolt. 
4. Blown or set back Primer on shell. 

Correction: 1. See Fails to Extract. 
2. Smooth up. 
3. Deburr. 
4. Ream Chamber if throat is shallow (ammuni

tion may be at fault). 

8 

Bolt Pulls Out 

Cause: 1. Bolt Stop or Bolt Release binds. 
2. Bolt Stop or Bolt Release broken. 

Correction: 1. Free up. 
2. Replace. 

Safe Works Too Hard or Too Freely 

Cause: 1. Safe binds (works hard). 
2. Safety Snap Washer stretched out (Safe works 

too freely). 

Correction: 1. Free up. 
2. Replace Washer. 

Bulges or Blows Cases 

Cause: 1. Oversize Chamber. 
2. Maximum head space. 

Correction: 1. Change Barrel or Barrel and Receiver 
Assembly. 

2. Fit new Bolt (ammunition may be at fault). 

Bolt Binds 

Cause: 1. Guard Screws protrude into Bolt track. 
2. Scope Screws protrude into Bolt frock. 
3. Bolt Handle interference on Stock. 
4. Step ot rear of Bolt lugs. 

Correction: 1. File ends of Screws. 
2. File ends of Screws. 
3. Correct Stock or fit new Stock. 
4. File to blend. 

Doesn't Group 

Cause: 1. Crown of Barrel damaged. 
2. Leading of Bore. 
3. Oversize Bore. 
4. Improper bedding of Barrel in Stock. 
5. Loose Sights. 

Correction: 1. Recrown. 
2. lead or change Barrel. 
3. Change Barrel. 
4. Correct bedding. 
5. Tighten or replace. 

Point of Impact Not Correct 

Cause: 1. Barrel not straight .. 
2. Horns, breaks, etc. in Bore. 
3. Improper or loose Sights. 

Correction: 1. Straighten. 
2. Correct if possible. 
3. Tighten or change Sights. 
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PARTS LISl 

LEFT HAND MODEL FIELD SERVICE MAN UAL 

Vi.-• Pott 
No No NAME OF PART 

NUTE 11-""' JO 06 cahbffr ltsted below. For other caliber p.arts 
olfHI 11u111ht~rs sec ctdd1l1undl cahbers list. 

.I 
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II 
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111111 
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I /111 !I 
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I Ii t.".' 
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I~ 1.'~ I I 

lh·l!• I 
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II ;.1!>.1 

:1.'tl.\!1 

l!•.'1 ·' 
I~ , I I 1 I 

1~tid 1 1 

.'H!1U!1 

1!,.\(i.l 

l!d!l/ 

I ~ 1.l! 1t I 

l!d31 

.10!10!1 

lt>·Ull 
lb/h:! 

l!11il/ 

I /(l~'~ I 

J.'~110 

.L'!1lK.I 

.'ll!•ll!'l 

!)(~lOtl 

!l(~ltlti 

!lll!llM 

1!d!tH 

l/tl.M 
.t .. '!HKJ 

: 1 .l.'~1 :' 

!ltl!1!d 

lllM.I 
I 11"14 

l!1liliti 

.•.1-111; 

I /11·1/ 

fl.11 r1~I /\,s1~1111Jly .......................... ~.-........................ . 

lloll A's.•mhly ·· · ··················-·········-·-·········-··-···· 
lh•ll F .. 1.11 Assernbly···················-·-··--~------·--··· 
Holl Pill<J···"··--·----····--·································-·--··-·-· 
111111 Stop--···· ................................. ---····················-· 

lll•lt SI()~) P11l············ 0
····-·-······-----------------···-··· 

Hcilt S1u1> Reloo1s.tt·······.························--·-···-······--.. ·--
ll••ll SIOp $1111119 ...................................................... . 

llu11 PIJle·· .. ········--························--·-···--·-···--
1~'''' PJ.1t1·Sr:rew ···················--------------------······----· 

f.11•1·tc>r ·· · ······•·· · -··-··-·--··-··--····-····---······-·············· 
r11•l'fOI Pm 

E 1 t:l: tu1 ~1u 111~1· ·· ··· · ··· ·--··-·----··------------··---·--····--···· 
E x tr .1clor · · · · · · · · ................................. _ ............ - ••• __________ _ 

(: 11 tr.11·1tJr fl1v1•t · ....................................................... . 

I .1~l1!11cr, Sl1n~ Strdp·····················-··················-······· 
r 11111~1 P111 ··· .................................... - ........................... . 

~ 11111!1 Pon l\sscn1illv· ··· --:·········--············-·················· 
I 1111u1l'1111'.1n·.·.l'111 

I h1111 JJl.111• ·······-····-·······-······-····-·· 

I lnu1 Pl.111· l..114.h · ····· ··· ····-···· ... 

~ 11101 Pim~ L.itch P11>-························-······----·

f-t1utr Plt1te L;,tfl·h Spr1ng--·-···-------------····--------·-··· 
f llJlJI Piute Pivot P1n···--~ ................. -... - .•.•. - ...................... . 

I 111111 G11.11cl S1:u~w ······ ··-·························· ............ . 

F111111 Su1h1 ···---···-·--········-·--····-··--··--------------------------
f 10111 ~~1ull1 (lnw) ................................. .. 
f-111111 !:>1~1hr Rarr111 ...................................................... . 

f 111111 S1~1h1 f~.111111 Scrnw···············--··········-·····----······ 

f llt11r S1ul1t Ht1ucl· ···························-··········-·····-.. ·-· 
F 111111 !'iw1vr.I N11r- ....................................................... _ .. ___ , 

f 111111 Sw1v1:I ~1;1c:w· ·······-··········-···-·-··-···-----·-·-------··· 

l11111<:.11• ....•.. •······•••· ........................... . 

<ir111 C.111 S1i,1cvr··- ················-·········-························ 
~1.1t1.1;11u· ····· ············--·-···--·-·····--------------····· 

M.1u.111n~ Fol lower·-··················-------.. ---------· .. 
M.111.111ne Spr111!J················-·····-····-···-···---·--· 
M.1111 Sp11119· ................... ·-··············-······---·--· 

lt1•,11 (ju.,r(I St:rt:w····--------·-········----····-·--------------
lt1!.11 S•Hhl /\ru!r turt! ........................... - •• - .... _ .... ~ .. ---····· 

f(•~~·· ~l!fhl ($,JS.! •.• ·············-·········-····--·-··············· 

H1•o1r S1!1hl :>1·rew············-···--···---···-····-·-········ 
1110,11 S•!lhl Slule··--·-···············----·-·······-··-:-··· 
[ lev.1t1on Screw--·--u·-··-.. ------·--------· 
W11t1fd!l" Screw···-·-·-··----·--··------·-·· 
lte~.11 Sw1v1?I Sc:rL'W·················--···-------····-··-~·-----····-· 

ll1•1.1•1111!1 Pl11<1 St.rew·················-."---·-············--········· 
S.11t·1v l\·,,,,1111Jly .. ························--····-··-·-----
~;,,11·ty l)t!lc!Uf l~11JI ·•· ........ · .............. _ ..•..•. , _____ ., ...... . 

~; .• 1 .. 1y (l1•h•11I ~;I" 111~1 ··· · ......................................... . 

:i.1l1•1y P1vo1 P111······--···········-···-···----····--·-·····
:; .. 1,.ty $11.ip w.osher··················-··········-·-·-·-····
S1•.11 So1l1•1v C.11n··················-··-······--·-····--·--··-·· 
!"i'"" P111 .. 

View Part 
No. No. 

51 

52 

53 
54 
55 

56 
57 
58 

59 
60 
61 
62 

30855 
26990 
32890 
18186 
16970 
26555 
15280 
17053 
32895 
19461 
17053 
26376 
26371 
32905 
24477 
15400 
15481 

32862 
15709 
27341 
MG!i!J 
21387 
25410 
32880 

NAME OF PA-RT 

Sling Strilp Assembly·-···········-························-·······: 
Sling Strnp As>emllly ;,md Moumings Comph:•~· .. ····· 
Stock Assembly----···········-············--····------·--·-···-
Stock Rem forcing Scr.,w··································--······· 
Stock· Reinforcing Screw Dowel·-·····--··--····---·· 
Swivel Assembly (Q. OJ----··-··-·····--············-··-···· 
Trigger·························-·-·····-·············-······-·····-···· 
Trigger Adjusting Screw··-··············-·····-··-············· 
Trigger Assembly··················-································-· 
Trigger Connector-····················-···············-············ .. 
Trigger Engagem.,nt Screw····················-·················· 
Trigger Guard··-···-····-····--···-······························· 
Trigger Guard Assembly············································ 
Triggt!t' Housing AsS111nbly········································· 
Tri!l!Jl!r Pin·······-··············-······································· 
Trigger Spring-······-·-·····-···-········-··--··-·········-··· 
Trigger Stop Screw····-----····-···············-········-··· 

ADDITIONAL CALIBERS 

NOTE: Part not listed same as 30-06 C.tliber 

6;1rr.,1 A,...,mbly, 7rnm R1m1. M.19.-· ......................... · 
Ii.ind """'"'hly. 'JIO Wm ....................... .. 

Bolt Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag.·-··--·······-············ 
Extrac1or. 7mm Rem. Mag.··············-······················· 
Extraclor Rivet, 7nun Rem. MiJ9.-···--·---············--······ 
Fron! S111h1. 7111111 H,,,11. M.~1-· 

Rr.crnl Pac!, 7rnm Rr.m. Mil!J.·······-····························· 
HLo.co1I Pac.J Screw. /111111 Htt111. MiJQ.·--------··-··-···········
Slock Assembly. 7mm Rem. M11g.····························· 
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REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington Model 700 is a high power, bolt action repeating rifle. 
The basic operation of the bolt and repeating action is similar to the 
Models 721, 722 and 725. 
Therefore, the assembly and servicing instructions for the Model 700 
will list only parts that are of design and operation not used in any 
other model. 

The Instruction Folder RD-5461 is packaged with each new rifle shipped 
from the factory. Folders may also be obtained from the dealer or 
retailer. The folder outlines the operating instructions and the 
instructions for the care and maintenance _of the rifle. 

When handling the rifle for servicing or shipping make certain the 
rifle is empty with no rounds in the magazine or barrel chamber. 

MODEL 700 
Introduction 

I 1t S 
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MODEL 700 
Index REMINGTON 

FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

Trigger Guard (ADL Grade) #15281 

Center Guard Screw #15287 

Rear Guard Screw #26355 

Trigger Guard Assembly (BDL Grade} #26371 
(See 725 Manual) 

Magazine (ADL Grade) #15284 

Bolt Final Assembly (ADL Grade) #26317 

Bolt #26327 

Ejector #17017 

Ejector Pin #17676 

Ejector Spring #17019 

Extractor #16254 

Extractor Rivet #27340 

Bolt Stop #17013 

Bolt Stop Pin #24475 

Bolt Stop Spring #15224 

Sights 

Rear Sight Assembly 
(See 725 Manual) 

Front Sight #15373 

Front Sight Hood #15363 

Front Sight Ramp #16717 

Front Sight Ramp Pin (2) #24477 

Front Sight Ramp Screw #19025 

Page 

1 

1 

1 

1 

l 

1, 2 & 3 

1, 2 & 3 

1, 2 & 3 

1, 2 & 3 

1, 2 & 3 

1, 2 & 3 

1, 2 & 3 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 
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FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

Sling Strap Assembly & Mountings, Complete #26990 

\ 

\ 

Sling Strap Assembly 

Swivel Assembly (2) · 

Front Swivel Nut 

Front Swivel Screw 

Rear Swivel Screw 

Sectional View 

Send all gu~s fot factory Mrvice and inquiries an 
service and parh to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
Arms S.rvic• Division 

Ilion, New York 

#26625 

#26555 

#15357 

#15356 

#15358 

All othor inquiries are ta be addre11ed to 
REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 

Bridgeport, Connecticut 

MODEL 700 
Index 

·Page 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

6 
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Assembly 
Page 1 REMINGTON 

FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

TRIGGER GUARD (.ADL GRADE) 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove rear and center guard screws and 
remove trigger guard. 

To Replace Interchange with no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY (BDL GRADE - Hinged Floor Plate) 

(See Model 725 Manual) 

MAGAZINE 
s.ime manner. 

is of similar design to the Model 725 and assembled in the 

C..iulion: Before . .:isscmbling s lock to receiver, p.:irticulurly on ADL Crude, 
locate magazine fully into magazine recess in bottom of 
receiver. This will prevent any damage to stock when stock 
is tightened against receiver. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY is similar to the Model 725 and assembles in the 
same manner. The extractor, however, is of a different design and requires 
a different assembly. 

To Disassemble - Disassemble breech bolt from rifle. Drive ejector retaining 
pin from breech bolt. (See sketch below) 

Caution: 

EJECTOR 

Hold ejector with forefinger to prevent ejector from 
springing free of bolt during disassembly. 

EJECTOR RETAINING PIN 

Drive Out Here 
·EJECTOR SPRING 

R2524398 
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MODEL 700 
Assembly 
Page 2 

FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY Continued 

Disassemble ejector and ejector spring from breech bolt. Drive extractor 
rivet from breech bolt - outside to inside. {See sketch below} 

EJECTOR HOLE 

EXTRACTOR 

EXTRACTOR RIVET 

Pry up extractor from inner rim, on fact of bolt, and disassemble extractor 
and rivet from bolt. 

To Reassemble - Adjust replacement for proper tension before reassembly 
as follows: Squeeze ends of extractor together slightly. (See sketch below) 

EXTRACTOR RIVET 
HOLE 

\ EXTRACTOR 
. , . ·RIVET 

Squeeze --~ L_~ 
----..~ ~ 

EXTRACTOR CI.AW . I 
Flatten End 

Straighten tail of extractor. (See sketch above) 

EJECTOR 
HOLE 

Smoo 
Up 
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MODEL 700 
Assembly 
Page 3 REMINGTON 

FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY Continued 

Reassemble extractor to bolt face and snap under bolt rim. Align extractor 
rivet hole in extractor with rivet hole in bolt rim. Insert extractor rivet thru 
aligned hole with rivet head against extractor when reassembling. 

Note: If original disassembled extractor is reassembled, adjustment 
for proper tension before reassembly may not be necessary. 
A replacement extractor rivet must be supplied for reassembly. 

Place support inside of bolt rim and against head of rivet. Stake rivet against 
outside of breech bolt. 

Smooth up staking to blend with outside wall of bolt. Adjust extractor for 
proper tension, using a fired case. Extractor must grip the fired case firmly 
and hold the fired case when the breech is held face downwards. 

If the fired case is gripped too securely (case snaps free with difficulty} -
tap extractor smartly, with a soft metal punch, back under bolt rim. Test 
with fired cartridge case again. Repeat same operation if extractor needs 
further adjustment to reduce tension. 

If the fired case is gripped too loosely (case drops away when bolt is held 
face downward) - extractor must be pulled from under rim to increase tension 
against fired case. Disassemble, if necessary, and re bend extractor as 
indicated in sketch on preceding page 

After proper tension has been adjusted, smooth up incline on extractor to 
mu tch perfectly to breech bolt rim. (See sketch on preceding page) 

Note: An earlier design, in 222 Caliber, incorporated a "snap in" type 
extractor which required no rivet. These may be assembled and 
disassembled in the same manner as the Model 725. 

801,.T STOP {See sectional view on last page} 

To Disassemble See Model 725 manual and disassemble in the same manner. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble The bolt stop spring is of a new design and therefore is 

n:raH 
12-63 

assembled in a different manner than the Model 725. Place bolt stop spring. 
in the recess in the receiver so that the long end is forward and the bent end 
faces outward. Place bolt stop in receiver slot with the contoured edge on 
top and the hole to the rear. Align and tap in bolt stop pin. 
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SIGHTS 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY (See 725 Manual) 

MODEL 70C 
Assembly 
Page 4 

FRONT SIGHT COVER (BDL Grade) 
front sight blade. 

is designed to provide housing for the 

To Disassemble - Spread cover slightly and push forward in cover slots 
on either side of the ramp. 

To Replace - Interchangeable - no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble - Spread slightly and slide along side slots and over front 
sight blade. Assemble in central location, straight end of cover to 
rear. 

FRONT SIGHT 

To Disassemble Drive front sight out of front sight ramp from left to 
right. 

To Replace Interchangeable - no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

f.l{ONT SIGHT HAMP (Screw on Lype, u::;ed on the following c<.1.Hi>er::; 
only: 222, 222 Magnum, 243, Gmm, 7mm Magnum and 264 Magnum) 

To Disassemble 
ramp pins. 

Unscrew front sight ramp screw and pry ramp up off 

To Replace Interchangeable - no factory adjustrra nt required. 

To Reassemble Place ramp pins in holes on top of barrel, align pins with 

· NOTE: 

holes in bottom of ramp and tap ramp down on to barrel until seated. 
Screw in r.amp screw. 

Other calibers (308, 270, 280 and 30-06) have a brazed on front 
sight ramp which is not easily disassembled. 
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FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY & MOUNTINGS, COMPLETE A sling strap 
complete with mountings is packaged with each BDL Grade rifle. When 
attaching to rifle --- assemble both quick detachable (Q.D.) swivel 
assemblies to stock. To do this I push plunger on swivel until small 
plate lifts and can be swung free of attaching stud on swivel. Then 
insert attaching stud into eye of stock screw. Close plate on swivel to 
lock swivel to stock screw. 

To attach strap to swivels --- insert tongue of strap in rear swivel. 
Then loop strap back and thru attached rear keeper band. Pull strap 
to move rear keeper back in tight loop against rear swivel. 

Slide front keeper band on free end of strap. Then insert strap thru 
front swivel and double strap back and thru attached front keeper. 
Insert brass fastener thru matching slots to join strap in desired 
Position. 

To remove strap from rifle, simply snap quick detachable swivels from 
stock screws and remove strap. 

R&D:FGH 
3-14-63 
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REMINGTON 
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The Remington Model 700 is a high power bolt action repeater available in a wide variety of center fire calibers. Tw~ grades are 
supplied - AOL (standard) and BDL. Included in the BOL grade is the Model 700 VARMINT - an extremely accurate rifle 
expressly designed for the high velocity "varmint" calibers. 

The owner's manuals RD 5461 and RD 6664 (L.H.) are packaged with each new rifle. Manuals may also be obtained from the re· 
tailer or dealer. These manuals outline operating instructions, instructions .for care ana maintenance of the rifle and complete parts 
lists and exploded views. . 
When handling rifle for servicing or shipping make certain ritr"e is empty with no rounds in magazine or chamber. 
Unless described otherwise, parts are interchangeable with no factory adjustment required. 

INDEX 

· Bolt Final Assembly .••••..••••••••.......•• 
·Bolt Final Assembly, Components •••••....••••. 
Firing Pin Assembly •••.•••••••••.•.....••.. 
Firing Pin Assembly, Components .••........... 
·Rear Sight Assembly, Components . . . . . . . . . ••... 
Front Sight Hood (BDL Grade) ••••.......••••• 
Front Sight ....••.•.•.•.•.. _ ............. . 
Front Sight Ramp •..••...•• ~--~ •....•.•.•.•. 
Trigger Guard (AOL Grade) •••••••......•...•. 
Trigger Guard Assembly (BDL Grade) .••••••..... 
Trigger Guard Assembly, Components •....••..••• 
Magazine •••.•••.••.•..••.••.••...•...•. 
Magazine Spring •.•..•••.••.......••....•• 
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S•nd all guns for factory service and inqyiriet on 

service and pa,-h to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
Arms Service Division 
Ilion, New York 13357 

Stock Assembly ..........•.........•..... 
Trigger Assembly .•....•.•.........•..••... 
Stock-.Assembly, Compone!lts, (AOL Grade) ...... . 
Stock ASsembly, Components, (BDL Grade) •••••••. 
Barrel Assembly •.••••••••.•...•..•••••••• 
Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings, Complete ••.•. 
Cycle of Operations .•••••••••. ~ ... , •••••••• 
Malfunctions .••••.••••.••.•....••••.•..• 
Parts List .....•...•••••••....•.•••••.... 
Exploded View •••••••••••.•.•....•..•••.• 
Parts List (additional calibers) ..•....•••••.•.•. 
Left Hand Model. • • • • • • • • • . • • . . • • . • • • . • ••• 

Alf other inquiries ore to be addressed to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 

Bridgeport, Connecticut 06602 
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Caut:ion: · Main spring is under compression. Disassembly of 
this unit is not recommended unless necessary for replacement 
of damaged parts. Suitable holding means must be used to pre
vent firing pin and I or firing pin head from flying free when 
cross pin is driven out. · 
Compress mainspring until firing pin cross.pin is exposed. Hold 
firing pin and firing pin head securely and drive out cross pjn. 
(See Fig. 5). Release parts carefully and disassemble. 
To Service - All parts in firing pin assembly are interchange
able with no factory fitting required. However, if replacing fir
ing pin. a hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is neces
sary. To do this, use a No. 42 size drill (.093). 
Assemble shank of replacement firing pin into firing pin head. 
Make sure recess in head is clean and free of any obstructions. 
Seat shank of firing pin firmly onto firing pin head. Align drill 
through cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill through firing 
pin shank. 
To Reassemble - Reassemble all parts of firing pin assembly. 
Hold bolt plug· against tension of reassembled main spring. In
sert firing pin cross pin through firing pin head and shank of 
firing pin. Release tension on bolt plug. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY (Includes rear sight aperture, rear 
sight base, rear sight base screw (2), rear sight slide, elevation 
screw, windage screw). 
To Disassemble - Unscrew windage and elevation screws and 
remove rear sight aperture and rear sight slide from base. Un
screw and remove rear sight base screws and rear sight base. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. All parts are inter-
changeable. · 

FRONT SIGHT HOOD (BDL Grade only) 

To Disassemble - Pry bottom ears of'hood apart slightly until 
hood can be slid forward· and away from front sight base. 
To Service - Interchangeable on all BDL grade front sight 
ramps. No factory adjustment required. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT 
To Disassemble - Drive front sight out of front sight ramp 
from left to· right. To prevent damage to sight a soft metal 
punch should be used. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT RAMP 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove front sight ra.mp screws 
and front sight ramp. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD (AOL Grade) 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove trigger guard screws 
and disassemble trigger guard from stock. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY (BDL Grade) 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt assembly. Unscrew and remove 
front and rear guard screws. Lift loosened stock assembly from 
trigger and disassemble trigger guard from stock assembly. 
Note: To remove magazine follower and spring (assembled to 
floor plate) unlatch floor plate. Lift folded end of spring up
ward, pull back and disassemble from floor plate. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Tighten screws firmly. 

TRIGGER' 'GUARD ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (BDL 
Grade) Includes floor plate, floor plate latch, floor plate latch 
pin, floor plate latch spring, floor plate pivot pin, trigger guard. 
To Disassemble - Drive out floor plate pivot pin and remove 
floor plate from trigger guard. 

2 

FIG.6 

Caution: Pivot pin is tight fitting. Support trigger guard pro· 
perly to prevent damage to front section. 
Unhook rear of floor plate latch spring from floor plate latch 
and front end of spring from trigger guard. Remove spring 
from guard (See Fig. 6) 

FLOOR PLATE LATCH-.......~ 

TRIGGER ..... ~Y~·. 
. \... , Ill~ 

""""' 

FIG.7 ~LATCH PIN 

Drive out floor plate latch pin - left to right and remove floor 
plate latch from trigger guard. (See Fig. 7)~ 
To Reassemble - F.ollow reverse order. Floor plate should 
swing freely and latch properly. 

MAGAZINE - MAGAZINE FOLLOWER - MAGAZINE 
SPRING 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trigger 
guard or (in BDL grade) trigger guard assembly. Remove stock 
assembly. Remove· magazine follower and spring. Unscrew 
magazine tab screw (AOL grade only) and remove magazine. 
BDL grade magazines are disassembled by simply lifting from 
receiver. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY 

NOTE: FACTORY SERVICE IS REQUIRED FOR ALL 
TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY RELATED PROBLEMS. 
RETURN THE FIREARM TO THE FACTORY FOR 
SERVICE. 

s·TOCK ASS EMBLY 
To Disassemble- Remove trigger guard or trigger guard assem
bly and remove stock assembly. 
To Reassemble- Follow reverse order. Tighten screws se
curely. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (AOL Grade) includes 
butt plate, butt plate screw (4), front guard screw bushing. 
stock, stock reinforcing screw, stock reinforcing screw dowel. 
To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove butt plate screws and 
butt plate. Front guard screw bushing may be removed for 
replacement, if necessary, by driving out with a tool from 
inside of stock. Tap against inner edge of bushing until it 
comes free from stock. Avoid damage to stock. 
To Reassemble- Follow reverse order. Replacement butt 
plate may require edge sanding to match stock outline. 
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Stems Chamber 

Cause: 1. Sharp or rough Receiver Rails. 
2. Sharp edge • rear end of Chamber. 
3. Rough Ramp in Receiver. 
4. Magazine Box loose in Receiver. 

Correction: 1. Polish or file. 
2. Remove sharpness. 
3. Polish Ramp. 
4. Adjust. 

Bolt Closes Hard Over Shells 

Cause: 1. Bolt interferes with shell rim. 
2. Extractor interferes with shell rim. 
3. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
4. Burr at Ejector Hole on Bolt. 
5. Sharp corners on Bolt Lugs. 
6. Extractor Rivet loose. 

Correction: 1. Remove interference or change Bolt. 
2. Fit new Extractor (grind relief in new Extractor 

behind Claw). 
3. Free up or replace. 
4. Oeburr. 
5. File radius. 
6. Tighten or replace Rivet. 

Fails to Extract 

Cause: 1. Tight, rough or oversize Chamber. 
2. Extractor broken or damaged. 
3. Not enough Hook space on Extractor. 
4. Height of Claw not correct. 
5. Extractor stuck back. 

Correction: 1. Ream if tight or rough. 
Change Barrel Assembly if oversize. 

2. Fit new Extractor. 
3. Fit new Extractor.· 
4. Fit new Extractor. 
5. Replace Extractor. 

·Fails To Eject 

Cause: 1. Burr at Ejector Hole in Bolt. 
2. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
3. Extractor Rivet loose. 
4. Extractor drops shell. 

Correction: 1. Deburr. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Re-stake or replace. 
4. Replace Extractor. 

Misfires 

Cause: 1. Short Firing Pin (damaged). 
2. Firing Pin binds. 
3. Short Firing Pin protrusion. 
4. Firing Control out of adjustment. 
5. Faulty ammunition. 

Correction: 1. Replace. 
2. Free up or replace. 

f 
3. Change Firing Pin or Bolt. 
4. Return the firearm to the factory. 
5. Replace ammunition. 

4 

Follows Down 

1. Trigger out of adjustment. 
2. Improper vertical engagement of Sear and 

Connector. 
3. Trigger doesn't retract. 
4. Corners on Sear or Connector rounded. 
5. Trigger binds on Trigger Guard. 
6. Not enough tension on Weight Screw (light 

pull). 

Correction: 1. Return the firearm to the factory. 
' 2. Return the firearm to the factory. 

3. Return the firearm to the factory. 
4. Return the firearm to the factory. 
5. File Trigger Guard ·eliminate interference. 
6. Return the firearm to the factory. 

Bolt Opens Hard 

Cause: 1. See Fails to Extract. 
2. Upset Extraction Cam on Bolt Handle. 
3. Burr at Ejector Hole in Bolt. 
4. Blown or set back Primer on shell. 

Correction: 1. See Fails to Extract. 
2. Smooth up. 
3. Deburr. 
4. Ream Chamber if throat is shallow (am· 

munition may be at fault). 

Bolt Pulls Out 

Cause: 1. Bolt Stop or Bolt Release binds. 
2. Bolt Stop or Bolt Release broken. 

Correction: 1. Return the firearm to the factory. 
2. Return the firearm to the factory. 

Safety Switch Works Too Hard or Too Freely 

Cause: 1. Safety switch binds (works hard). 
2. Safety switch Snap Washer stretched out 

(Safety Switch works too freely.) 

Correctio.n: 1. Return the firearm to the factory. 
2. Return the firearm to the factory. 

Bulges or Blows Cases 

Cause: 1. Oversize Chamber. 
2. Maximum head space. 

Correction: 1. Change Barrel or Barrel and. Receiver 
Assembly. 

2. Fit new Bolt (ammunition may be at fault). 

Bolt Binds 

Cause: 1. Guard Screws protrude into Bolt track. 
2. Scope Screws protrude into Bolt track. 
3. Bolt Handle interference on Stock. 
4. Step at rear of Bolt Lugs. 

Correction: 1. File ends of Screws. 
2. File ends of Screws. 
3. Correct Stock or fit new Stock. 
4. File to blend. 

R2524406 
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MALFUNCTIONS 
CAUSE and CORRECTION 

(Con't. from Page 4) 

Doesn't Group 

Cause: 1. Crown of Barrel damaged. 
2. Leading of Bore. 
3. Oversize Bore. 
4 .. Improper bedding of Barrel in Stock. 
5. Loose Sights. 

Correction: 1. Recrown. 
2. Lead or change Barrel. 
3. Change Barrel. 
4. Correct bedding. 
5. Tighten or replace. 

Point of Impact Not Correct 

Cause: 1. Barrel not straight. 
2. Horns, breaks, etc. in Bore. 
3. Improper or 'loose Sights. 

Correction: 1. Straighten. 
2. Correct if possible. 
3. Tighten or change Sights • 

8 

MODEL700 

.· 

Rev. 382 
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The Remiqgto~ Model 700 is a high power, bolt action repeating rifle. 
The basic4 operation of the bolt and repeating action is similar to the 
Models 7U, 722 and 725. · 
Therefore~ the assembly and servicing instructions for the Model 700 
will Ust nly parts that are of design and operation not used in any 
other mod 1. 

from the 
retailer. 

l 
~ 
i 
l 
l 
l 
f 

Uon Folder RD-5461 is packaged with each new rifle shipped 
tory. Folders may also be obtained .from the dealer or 
e folder outlines the operating instructions and the 

s for the care and maintenance of the rifle • 

When han Ung the rifle for servicing or shipping make certain the 
rifle is em ty with no rounds in the magazine or barrel chamber. 

I I , 

MODEL 700 
Introduction 
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Trigger Guard CADt Grade) 

Center Guard lew 

Rear Guard Scrf w 

Trigger Guard Ass!· mbly (BDL Grade) 
(See 72 5 Manu 1) 

Magazine (ADL G de} 
I 

Bolt Final Assembly (ADL Grade} 

Bolt l 
' t. • 
f 

Ejector 

Ejector Pin l 
l 

Ejector Spring r 

Extractor 

Extractjr Rivet 

Bolt Stop/ 

Bolt Stop Pin 

Bolt Stop Spring 

Sights 

I 

Rear Sight Ass mbly 
(See 725 M ual) 

Front Sight 

Front Sight Ho 

Front Sight Rajp Pin (2) 

Front Sight Ra4p Screw 

I , 
I 
f 

• 

#15281 

Jl5287 

#26355 

t2637l 

il5284 

#26317 

#26327 

#17017 

il7676 

il7019 

il6254 

127340 

il7013 

#24475 

#15224 

il5373 

#15363 

il6717 

i24477 

#19025 

~age 

l 

l 

l 

l 

l 

1, 2 & 3 

l, 2 & 3 

l, 2 & 3 

1, 2 & 3 

l, 2 & 3 

l, 2 & 3 

l, 2 & 3 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 
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i 
Sling Stra~ Assembly & Mountings, Complete i26990 

• 
Sling Sttap Assembly 

I 
Swivel sembly. (2) 

Front 

Front 

Rear vel Screw 

Section11 View 

I 
I 

: ................. *-'Y .................. .. ................. 
UMINCITON AIMS COMPANr, INC. 

I 
I 
i 
I , 
I 

AIMIS.....Divw.. .......... ,. 

i26625 

i26555 

il5357 

il5356 

il5358 

All ...... """"'*_ ................ 
HMINGTON AIMS COMPANY, INC. 

...... ,.,.,., c-.ctlcut 
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TRIGGER GUARD 

REMINGTON 
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L GRADE) 

To Disassemble 
remove trigg 

Unscrew and remove rear and center guard screws and 
guard. 

To Replace - I erchange with no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD SEMBLY (BDL GRADE - Hinged Floor Plate) 

{See Model 7f5 Manual) 

I 
l 

MAGAZINE 
same manner. 

islof similar design to the Model 725 and assembled in the 
l 
I 

Caution: Be'°re assembling stock to receiver, particularly on ADL Grade, 
lodate magazine fully into magazine recess in bottom of 

I 
reqeiver. This will prevent any damage to stock when stock 
is tightened against receiver. 

I 
BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - is similar to the Model 725 and assembles in the 
same manner. Th. extractor, however, is of a different design and requires 
a different assemtJ1y. 

To Disassemble 4 Disassemble breech bolt from rifle. Drive ejector retaining 
pin from bree~h bolt. (See sketch below) 

' 
Caution: HJld ejector with forefinger to prevent ejector from 

stinging free of bolt during disassembly. 

EJECTOR RETAINING PIN 
EJECTOR 

Drive Out Here 

I 
I , 
I 
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BOLT FIN ASSEMBLY Continued 

MODEL 700 
Assembly 
Page 2 

Disa semble ejector and ejector spring from breech bolt. Drive extractor 
rivet from breech bolt - outside to inside. (See sketch below} 

EJECTOR HOLE 

I EXTRACTOR 

i 
I 
t 
i 

i 
t 
t 

t 
~ 

l 
t 
i 
f 

EXTRACTOR RIVET 

Pry up extractor from inner rim, on fact of bolt, and disassemble extractor 
and rlvet from bolt. 

t To Reassemble - Adjust replacement for proper tension before reassembly 
as follows: Squeeze ends of extractor together slightly. (See sketch below} .. 

l 

EXTRACTJR RIVET J HO\j 
. ~ 

EXTRACTOR 

t__~ ,. ----b 
Smooth 

Up 

___ ... 
Squeeze 

CTOR CI.AW f 
Flatten End 

Strai~hten tail of extractor. (See sketch above) 

I I , 

EJECTOR 
HOLE 

R2524414 
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BOLT FINAL ASSE~Y Continued 

I 
Reassemble epctractor to bolt face and snap under bolt rim. Align extractor 
rivet hole in f!xtractor with rivet hole in bolt rim. Insert extractor rivet thru 
aligned hole Y,ith rivet head against extractor when reassembling. 

I 
~: If ori~inal disassembled extractor is reassembled, adjustment 

for prlper tension before reassembly may not be necessary. 
A repl cement extractor rivet must be supplied for reassembly. 

Place suppo inside of bolt rim and against head of rivet. Stake rivet ag_ainst 
outside of brr ch bolt. 

Smooth up s~king to blend with outside wall of bolt. Adjust extractor for 
proper tensioii, us~ a fired case. Extractor must grip the fired case firmly 
and hold the fired case when the breech is held face downwards. 

If the fired c~se is gripped too securely (case snaps free with difficulty) -
tap extractor ;smartly, with a soft metal punch, back under bolt rim. Test 
with fired caritridge case again. Repeat same operation if extractor needs 
further adjustanent to reduce tension • 

. : ! 
If t:ehired c;~e is gripped too loosely (case drops away when bolt is held 
face ownw~) - extractor must be pulled from under rim to increase tension 
aga st firedfase. Disassemble, if necessary, and rebend extractor as 
indicated in ketch on preceding page 

After proper t•nsion has been adjusted, smooth up incline on extractor to 
match perfectly to breech bolt rim. (See sketch on preceding page) 

I 
Note: An e~lier desi;n, in 222 Caliber, incorporated a "snap in" type 

extraqtor which required no rivet. These may be assembled and 
dis as ' embled in the same manner as the Model 72 5 • 

BOLT STOP (Se sec:tional view on last page) 

To Disassemble See Model 725 manual and disassemble in the same manner. 

To Replace - I erchangeable with no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble The bolt stop sprin; is of a new design and therefore is 

.D:FGH 
12-63 

assembled in a different manner than the Model 725. Place bolt stop spring 
in the recess in the receiver so that the long end is forward and the bent end 
faces outwar • Place bolt stop in receiver slot with the contoured edge on 
top and the h le to the rear. Align and tap in bolt stop pin. 

j , 
I 
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SIGHTS I 
REAR s1·GHT ASSEMBLY (See 725 Manual) 

FRONT SIGHT COYER (BDL Grade} is designed to provide housing for the 
front s ght blade. 

To Di ssemble - Spread cover slightly and push forward in cover slots 
o either side of the ramp • 

. : I 
Interchangeable - no factory adjustment required. /To Reerce -

To Reapsemble Spread slightly and slide along side slots and over front 
sijht blade. Assemble in central location, straight end of cover to 
rear. 

I 
I 

FRONT\ SIGHT 
I 

To Disf. ssemble-
ri~ht. 

I 

Drive front sight out of front sight ramp from left to 

To Reprce - Interchangeable - no factory adjustment required. 

To Rearemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRON~S!GHT RAMP (Screw on type, used on the following calibers 
o I y: 222, 222 Magnum, 243, 6mm, 7mm Magnum and 264 Magnum) 

To Distssemble - Unscrew front sight ramp screw and pry ramp up off 
ra~p pins. + -In-changeable - no factcry adjus-nt requJred. 

To R mbl - Place ramp pins in holes on top of barrel, align pins with 

NOTE: 

es in bottom of ramp and tap ramp down en to barrel until seated. 
S ew in ramp screw. 

1 
i 
I ' 

·I 

Other calibers (308, 270, 280 and 30-06) have a brazed on front 
sight ramp which is not easily disassembled. 
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SUNG STRAP ASS~MBLY & MOUNTINGS, COMPLETE - A sling strap 
complete with mofntings is packaged with each BDL Grade rifle. When 
attaching to rifle --- assemble both quick detachable (Q.D.) swivel 
assemblies to sto k. To dQ this, push plunger on swivel until small 
plate lifts and ca be swung free of attaching stud on swivel. Then 
insert attaching ~ into eye of stock screw. Close plate on swivel .to 
lock swivel to stick screw. . 

To attach strap to! swivels --- insert tongue of strap in rear swivel. 
' Then loop strap bf ck and thru attached rear keeper band. Pull strap 

to move rear keeTr back in tigJ:lt loop against rear swivel. 

I 
Slide front keeperj band on free end of strap. Then insert strap thru 
front swivel and double strap back and thru attached front keeper. 
Insert brass fastter thru matching slots to join strap in desired 
pesition. . 

I 
I 

To remove strap ~om rifle, simply snap quick detachable swivels from 
stock screws andjremove strap. 

R&D:FGH 
3-14-63 

I 
I 
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The Remington Model 700 is a high power bolt action repeater available in a wide varietY of center fire' calibers. Two grades are 
supplied - AOL (standard) and BOL. Included in the BOL grade is the Model 700 VARMINT - an extremely accurate rifle 
expressly designed for the high velocitY "varmint" calibers. 

The owner's manuals RO 5461 and RD 6664 (l.H.) are packaged with each new rifle. Manuals may also be obtained from the re
tailer or dealer. These manuals outline operating instructions, instructions for care and maintenance of the rifle and complete carts 
lists and exploded views. · 
When handling rifle for servicing or shipping make certain rifle is emptY with no rounds in magazine or chamber. 
Unless described otherwise, parts are interchangeable with no factory adjustment required. 

INDEX 

Bolt Final Assembly------------
Bolt Final Assembly, Components -------
Firing Pin Assembly------------
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Rear Sight Assembly, Components ------
Front Sight Hood (BOL Grade) --------
Front Sight-----------------
Front Sight Ramp-------------
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Magazin'! ----------------
Magazine Follower---------
Magazine Spring--------------
Bolt Stop------------------

1 
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1 
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2 
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2 
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2 
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-- pam to REMINGTON AIMs COMPANY, INC. 
Anna Service Dlvl1ion 
Ilion, New York 13357 
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Barrel Assembly 3 
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To Oi11S11111bl• - With safetV forward on Fl RE position. lift 
bolt handle and pull rearward until action is halted by bolt 
stop. Press upward on bolt stop release - located in· front of 
trigger and remove bolt final assembly from rifle. 
To Service - Selective assembly at factory is required for 
replacement of bolt assemblies. However, firing, cocking, ex
tractor and ejection partS are interchangeable and may be 
replaced with no factory adjustment required. 
To Reasemble - With safetV forward, insert bolt final assem· 
bly into rifle, push forward as far as possible and lower bolt 
handle. Note: Bolt must remain cocked to install. If uncocked, 
firing pin head will be recessed well inside bolt plug. To cock 
bolt, clamp firing pin head firmly to prevent movement and 
turn bolt with handle. Continue turning bolt handle until 
cocking notch on rear engages firing pin head. Bolt is then 
cocked and may be installed. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS: Includes bolt 
assembly, ejector, ejector pin, ejector spring, extractor, ex· 
tractor rivet, firing pin assembly. Firing pin assembly includes 
bolt plug, firing pin, firing pin cross pin, firing pin head and 
main spring. 

EJECTOR - EJECTOR PIN - EJECTOR SPRING 
(in bolt assembly) 

EJECTOI RETAllllG Pll 

""'"-'~ ""' '" "'"" ...... ---~ 
FIG. 1 

To Oisaaemble - With bolt final assembly removed from 
rifle, drive out ejector pin and pull ejector spring from bolt. 
(See Fig. 1). 
To Reasemble - Insert ejector spring and ejector into bolt. 
Push ejector and hold against tension of ejector spring; Align 
ejector pin slot in ejector to pin hole in bolt and drive in ejec-
tor pin. · 
Note: Assembled ejector must work frHIY in bolt for proper 
ejection. · 

EXTRACTOR - EXTRACTOR RIVET (in bolt assembly) 

To Disnaembl• - Disassemble ejector and ejector spring 
from bait. 

EJECTOR HOL~E • · 

EJTHCTOI .. 
' 

FIG.2 

EITIACTDI llVET 

Drive extractor rivet from bolt. (See Fig. 2). Dislodge and 
remove loosened extractor from inside bolt rim. 

EITRACTOI RIVET HOLE S•eetll u, -
~ . UTIACTOI llVET ~ 

....... :::::) ~ /.J 
EITHCTOI CLAW~ EJECTOR IOLE 

flattea Eltl FIG.3 

To Service - Parts are interchangeable. ExtrlC1Df' rivet will 
most likely be damaged when driven from bolt and replace
ment rivet should be used in reassembly. 
To R-bl• - Adjust replacement extractor for proper 
tension before r11aembly as follows: Squeeze ends of ex· 
tractor together slightly. (SH Fig. 3). Straighten tail of ex· 
tractor. (See Fig. 3). Place extractor inside rim in bolt face. 
Align hole in extractor with rivet hole in bolt. Insert extractor 
rivet. . 
Note: If original disassembled extractor is reassembled, adjust· 
ment for proper tension before reassembly may not be nee· 
essarv. 
Place support inside of bolt rim and against head of rivet. Peen 
over protruding and of rivet to tighten extractor in bolt. Re
assemble ejector. Smooth up peening to blend with outside of 
bolt. Check extractor for proper tension using a fired case. Ex· 
tractor must.grip case firmly and hold case when breech is held 
face downwards. 
If fired case is gripped too tightly (case snaps free with diffi· 
culty) tap extractor back under bolt rim using a soft metal 
punch. Test with fired case. Repeat, if necessary, until gripping 
Pl'llSSUre of extractor is satisfactory. 
If fired case is gripped too loosely (case falls away when bolt is 
held face downward) extractor must be pulled from under rim 
to increase tension against case. Disassemble, if necessarv. and 
rebend extractor as indicated in Fig. 3. 
After tension has been adjusted satisfactorily. smooth up in~. 
cline on extractor to match perfectly to breech bolt rim. (See 
Fig. 3). 
Note: AA 11rtier design, in 222 caliber, incorporated a "snap 
in" type extractor requiring no rivet. These may easily be dis
assembled and reassembled by inserting pointed tweezers into 
holes provided in ends of extractor and compressing ends to· 
gether. When reassembling, hook on extractor should face bolt. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY FROM BOLT ASSEMBLY 

To Diseaemble - Remove bolt final assembly from rifle. Pull 
firing pin head rearward until coin or washer can be inserted 
into slot near back edge of firing pin head. (SH Fig. 4). Un· 
screw and remove firing pin assembly from bolt assembly. 

FIQ.4 

To Senice - Firing pin assembly is interchangeable and may 
be replaced as a unit with no factory adjustment required. Re· 
placement of bolt assembly requires selective assembly for 
proper function. 
To Reusemble - Follow reverse order . 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS: Includes bolt 
plug, firing pin, firing pin cross pin, firing pin head, main 
spl'ing. 

FlllllC Piii CROSS Piii 

~"''"" 
ll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllJ 

FIRING Piii 

I 
t::::g:t· 

\ \ 
FIRlllC Pill HEAi FIG.5 MAllSPRlllC 

To DiM1Hmble - (with firing pin assembly removed from bolt!. 
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C.ution: Main spring is under compression. Disassembly of 
this unit is not recommended unless necessary for replacement 
of damaged pans. Suitable holding means must be used to pre
vent firing pin and I or firing pin head from flying free when 
cross pin is driven out. 
Compress mainspring until firing pin cross pin is exposed. Hold 
firing pin and firing pin head securely and drive out cross pin. 
!See Fig. 51. Release parts carefully and disassemble. 
To Service - All parts in firing pin assembly are interchange
able with no factory fitting required. However, if replacing fir· 
ing pin, a hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is neces· 
sary. To do this, use a No. 42 size drill (.093). 
Assemble shank of replacement firing pin into firing pin head. 
Make sure recess in head is clean and free of any obstructions. 
Seat shank of firing pin firmly onto firing pin head. Align drill 
through cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill through firing 
pin shank. 
To Reassemble - Reassemble all parts of firing pin assembly. 
Hold bolt plug against tension of reassembled main spring. In· 
sert firing pin cross pin through firing pin head and shank of 
firing pin. Release tension on bolt plug. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY (Includes rear sight aperture. rear 
sight base. rear sight base screw (2), rear sight slide, elevation 
screw, windage screw). 
To Disassemble - Unscrew windage and elevation screws and 
remove rear sight aperture and rear sight slide from base. Un· 
screw and remove rear sight base screws and rear sight base. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. All parts are inter· 
changeable. 

FRONT SIGHT HOOD (BOL G,.de only) 

To Oinssemble - Pry bottom ears of hooc:t apart slightly until 
hood can be slid forward and away from front sight base. 
To Service - Interchangeable on all BDL grade front sight 
ramps. No factory adjustment required. 
To R .... mble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT 
To Disassemble - Drive front sight out of front sight ramp 
from left to right. To prevent damage to sight a soft metal 
punch should be used. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT RAMP 

To Oisaaemble - Unscrew and remove front sight ramp screws 
and front sight ramp. 
To Russemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD (AOL G,.de) 

To DitaSHmble - Unscrew and remove trigger guard screws 
and disassemble trigger guard from stock. 
To Reulemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY (BDL Gt'ldel 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt assembly. Unscrew and remove 
front and rear guard SCNWS. Lift loosened stock assembly from 
trigger and disassemble trigger guard from stock assembly. 
Note: To remove magazine follower and spring (assembled to 
floor plate) unlatch floor plate. Lift folded e.nd of spring up
ward, pull back and disassemble from floor plate. 
To R11111mble - Follow reverse order. Tighten screws firmly. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (BDL 
Grade) Includes floor plate, floor plate latch, floor plate latch 
pin, floor plate latch spring, floor plate pivot pin, trigger guard. 
To Disassemble - Drive out floor plate pivot pin and remove 
floor plate from trigger guard. 

2 

FIG.& 

C.ution: Pivot pin is tight fitting. Support trigger guard pro· 
party to prevent damage to front section. 
Unhook rear of floor plate latch spring from floor plate latch 
and front end of spring from trigger guard. Remove spring 
from guard (See Fig. 61 

FLOOR PLATE LATCH---~ 

TllCOllCUll ~r~ 
~,. 

FIG. 7 ~LATCH Pll 

Drive out floor plate latch pin - left to right and remove floor 
plate latch from trigger guard. (See Fig. 7). 
To RellMITlble - Follow reverse order. Floor plate should 
swing freely and latch property. 

MAGAZINE - MAGAZINE FOLLOWER - MAGAZINE 
SPRING 
To Disasemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trigger 
guard or (in BDL grade) trigger guard assembly. Remove stock 
assembly. Remove magazine follower and spring. Unscrew 
magazine tab screw (AOL grade only) and remove magazine. 
BDL grade magazines are disassembled by simply lifting from 
receiver. 
To Re ... mble - Follow reverse order. 

BOLT STOP - BOLT STOP SPRING - BOLT STOP PIN 
To Dl11111mble - Remove bolt final assembly and stock as· 
sembly. Drive out bolt stop pin and remove bolt stop and bolt 
stop spring. 
To Reassemble - Place bolt stop spring in recess in bottom left 
side of receiver. Long end of spring should face forward with 
bent end facing outward. Place bolt stop in slot with contoured 
edge facing up and hole to rear. Align holes and drive in bolt 
stop pin. When bolt ~top release is pressed bolt stop should 
pivot freely. 

SAFETY ASSEMBLY 
To Oisasemble - Remove bolt final assembly, trigger guard or 
trigger guard assembly, stock assembly, magazine, magazine 
follower and spring. Drive out bolt stop pin and remove 
bolt stop and spring. Disassemble safety snap washer and 
safety detent spring. Drive out safety pivot pin and remove 
safety assembly and safety detent ball. (See Fig. 81. 
Note: Trigger housing will pivot on sear pin when bolt stop pin 
is removed. Take care that sear spring (beneath sear safety 
cam) is not lost. Bolt stop release ·may also be removed at this 
time. 
To Reasemble - Follow reverse order. Safety assembly and 
bolt stop should pivot freely. 
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FIG.8 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt stop pin, bolt stop and spring. 
Drive out sear pin and remove trigger assembly, sear spring and 
sear safety cam. 
To Service - Trigger assembly may be replaced as a complete 
unit with no factory adjustment required (see trigger assembly 
components for listingl. Readjustment of trigger connector· 
sear engagement may be required. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure sear spring 
is reassembled to function properly beneath sear safety cam. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS: Includes bolt stop re
lease, trigger housing assembly, safety assembly, safety detent 
ball, safety detent spring, safety pivot pin, safetY snap washer, 
sear safety cam, s111r spring, trigger, trigger adjusting screw, 
trigger connector, trigger engagement screw, trigger pin, trigger 
spring, trigger stop screw. 
To Disassemble - Remove trigger assembly. Disassemble sear 
safety cam, sear spring, safety assembly and bolt stop release. 
Unscrew and remove trigger engagement screw, trigger stop 
screw, trigger adjusting screw and trigger spring. Drive out 
trigger pin and remove trigger and trigger connector. 
To Service - All parts of trigger assembly are interchangeable. 
However, readjustment of trigger connector-sear engagement 
may be required (see trigger adjustment). 
To R11ssembl1 - Place trigger connector on trigger (longer tab 
on top). Place assembled trigger and connector into housing, 
align holes arid tap trigger pin into housing until flush with 
right side. Reassemble trigger spring, trigger adjusting screw, 
trigger engagement screw, and trigger stop screw. Replace 
safety assembly and bolt stop release. Reassemble sear spring 

SEAR 

FIG.9 

STOP SCREW 

TRIGG& SPRING 

TRIGGER 
ADJUSTING SCREW 

TRIGGER 
CONNECTOR 

and sear safetY cam, align holes and tap in -sear pin. Pin 
should not protrude into bolt stop slot. Adjust trigger if neces
sary and reseal or stake adjusting screws in place. 

3 

TRIGGER ADJUSTMENT (See Fig. 9) 
Remove stock assembly and trigger guard. 
IMPORT ANT: Adjustment or removal of trigger engagement 
screw (behind trigger) is not recommended unless ~or replace
ment. This screw is factory adjusted to provide correct amount 
of trigger connector-sear engagement. This engagement can be 
seen through hole in housing when safety is forward in FIRE 
position. 
Note: All adjusting screws are factory sealed with cement. 
Pull of Tri9111r - is adjusted to desired weight by turning front 
trigger adjusting screw. Turn screw clockwise for heavier 
weight of pull and counter clockwise for lighter pull. 
Tr1vel of Trigger - is adjusted by turning trigger stop screw in 
front of housing. To reduce trigger travel, place bolt in receiver 
and cock action. Turn trigger stop screw clockwise until firing 
pin will not fall or fire rifle when trigger is pulled. Re~ock rifle 
and back off screw counter clockwise until firing pin will fall 
or fire rifle. This method of adjustment will allow least amount 
of trigger over travel. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 
To Disau1mbl1 - Remove trigger guard or trigger guard assem
bly and remove stock assembly. 
To ReUHmbl• - Follow reverse order. Tighten screws se
curely. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (AOL Grade) includes 
butt plate, bun plate screw (4), front guard screw bushing, 
stock, stock reinforcing screw, stock reinforcing screw dowel. 
To OiS1111111bl1 - Unscrew and remove bun plate screws and 
bun plate. Front guard screw bushing may be removed for 
replacement if necessary, by driving out with a tool from inside 
of stock. Tap against inner edge of bushing until it comes free 
from stock. Avoid damage to stock. 
To RUUllllbl• - Follow reverse order. Replacement butt 
plate may require edge sanding to match stock outline. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (BOL Grade) includes 
AOL grade components plus butt plate spacer, fore-end tip, 
fore-end tip spacer, grip cap, grip cap spacer, front swivel nut. 
To Oisaaemble - See disassembly of AOL grade. Front swivel 
nut may be disassembled for replacement by carefully driving 
out from inside of stock. 
To Reasemble - Follow reverse order. 

BARREL ASSEMBLY - Includes barrel, barrel bracket, 
receiver. Selective factory assembly is required for replacement 
of parts and to insure proper operation with bolt final assem· 
bly. Disassembly is not recommended. Replace as a unit. 

SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY AND MOUNTINGS, COMPLETE: 
Includes front swivel nut, front swivel screw, rear swivel screw, 
sling strap assembly. swivel assembly. Q.O. (2). 
Note: Sling Strap Assembly includes sling strap, fastener. 
keeper and buckle. Strap is 7/8" wide. Swivel assemblies are 
(C.O.l type. 
A sling strap complete with mountings is packaged with each 
BDL Grade rifle. When attaching to rifle - assemble both 
quick detachable (Q.D.l swivel assemblies to stock. To do this, 
push plunger on swivel until small plate lifts and can be swung 
free of attaching stud on swivel. Then insert attaching stud 
into eye of stock screw. Close plate on swivel to lock swivel to 
stock screw. 
To attach strap to swivels - insert tongue of strap into rear 
swivel. Loop strap back and through attached keepttr band. 
Insert strap into and through buckle and front swivel. Loop 
back and secure with brass fastener. Adjust strap to desired 
position. 
To remove strap from rifle, simply snap quick detachable 
swivels from stock screws and remove strap. 

NOTE: After all reassembling 111d I or ldjustments SH safety 
performance check. 

FGH-RES. 
3-76 
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CYCLE OF OPERATION 
The operation cycle of the Model 700 follows the basic pattern 
of bolt action rifles. After firing, raising of bolt handle will un· 
lock action. Pulling bolt rearward will open action and extract 
and eject any fired case or round that may be in chamber. 
Pushing bolt handla forward and down closes and locks action 
- completing the cycle. Each operation is described in se
quence below: 

FIRING 
With action closed and locked and safety in forward or FIRE 
position, rifle can be fired by pulling trigger. Pulling or squeez· 
ing trigger moves trigger connector forward, leaving sear un
supported against cocked firing pin head. With support re
moved, sear is cammed down bv pressure of spring-loaded fir· 
ing pin and firing pin is driven forward to strike primer. 

UNLOCKING 
Raising of bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head from 
recoil shoulders in receiver. 

COCKING 
Cocking takes place as bolt handle is raised. A cam at rear of 
rotating bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward, compressing 
main spring, and holding assembly in cocked position in a 
notch at rear of bolt. This engagement holds until bolt handle 
is lowered again during locking cycle. Engagement is then 
transferred to sear to cock rifle. 

EXTRACTION 
This phase of operation cycle consists of two parts referred to 
as (1) primary extraction, and (21 secondary extraction. Pri· 
mary extraction occurs simultaneously with unlocking. The 
rim of case, being completely encased bv bolt head, is gripped 
bv a circular recessed claw·type extractor. During final up
ward throw of bolt handle, a primary extraction cam retracts 
bolt approximately 1 /8" with a mechanical advantage of about 
8 to 1, completing primary portion of this phase. Bolt lugs are 
now free of locking shoulders in receiver and bolt may now be 
moved to rear - completing second phase of extraction. 

EJECTION 
Within the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head of 
cartridge, is a SJ)ring-loaded ejector. As bolt is retracted and 
front edge of cartridge reaches ejection port, pressure, along 
with opposing grip of extraetor, ejlC1S cartridge from port. 
Rearward motion of bolt is arrested bV bolt stop. 

FEEDING 
With bolt stopped in rearwll'd position, topmost cartridge in 
magazine will be urgad upwards bv l'flqlZine spring. It is held 
in position until carried forward bv bolt into loading cycle. 

LOADING 
In closing the action, bolt pushes cartridge from magazine into 
barrel chamber. Fnding lips on top of magazine guide car· 
tridge until bullet enwrs ch1mber. 

LOCKING 
Rotating bolt handle downward locks cartridge in barrel cham· 
ber. Four engagements are made in this cycle: (1) Locking lugs 
on bolt head are engaged with recoil shoulders in receiver. (2) 
Head of cartridge is seated into bolt head. depressing ejector 
while extractor claw is snapped over rim of cartridge. (3) Sear 
engages and locks firing pin in a cocked position by action of 
(4) Sear being supported from beneath by connector. Rifle is 
now ready for firing bv release of trigger. 

.. 

SAFETY 
The safety. located at right rear of receiver is operated by a 
push and pull action on the safety button. This tw0·position 
safety has two internal functions. When sat• is rotated rear
ward, a cam is brought into position' beneath sear safety cam. 
This locks cam against firing pin and prevents rifle from firing. 
Second function of safety in SAFE position ("S" marking) 
brings an arm into slot in bolt preventing bolt from being 
opened. Pushing safety forward to Fl RE position "F" mark· 
ing) nullifies above conditions and rifle may be fired. 

Over· Ride 

Cau11: 1. Magazine Follower binds. 
2. Damaged Follower Spring. 
3. Magazine Spring caught under Guard. 
4. Tabs on Follower bent. 

Correction: 1. Adjust side angle on Magazine Box. 
2. Change Spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Straighten or replace Follower. 

Sftmsa.amw 

Cause: 1. Sharp or rough Receiver Rails. 
2. Sharp edge - rear end of Chamber. 
3. Rough Ramp in Receiver. 
4. Magazine Box loose in Receiver. 

Comlction: 1. Polish or file. 
2. Remove sharpness. 
3. Polish Ramp. 
4. Adjust. 

Bolt aoses Hard Over Shells 

Cause: 1. Bolt interferes with shell rim. 
2. Extractor interferes with shell rim. 
3. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
4. Burr at Ejector Hole on Bolt. 
5. Sharp corners on Bolt Lugs. 
6. Extractor Rivet loose. 

Correction: 1. Remove interference or change Bolt. 
2. Fit new Extractor (grind relief in new Extractor 

behind Claw). 
3. Free up or replace. 
4. Oeburr. 
5. File radius. 
6. Tighten or replace Rivet. 

Flil• to Extnct 
1. Tight, rough or oversize Chamber. 
2. Extractor broken or damaged. 
3. Not enough Hook space on Extractor. 
4. Height of Claw not correct. 
5. Extractor stuck back. 

Correction: 1. Ream if tight or rough. 
Change Barrel Assembly if oversize. 

2. Fit new Extractor. 
3. Fit new Extractor. 
4. Fit new Extractor. 
5. Replace Extractor. 
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REMINGTON PARTS LIST MODEL 
700 FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

View ,_ 
NAMI 0, PAIT Yiew ,_ 

No. No. Ne. Ne. NAME OF rt.IT 

NOTE: Baic 3~ Calibow lisbd below. S.. 5ect1orq1 Vi9w for prop« 91017 M8gl!Zine Follower, BOL Gracie 
idM1titv of peru, S.. Mlded IMI" far o1Mr aliber pan lini1191o 15940 Maglzine TabSc:rew, AOL Gracie 

Barrel A-mbly 34 17028 M8gl!Zine Spring 

2 Bott Aa.nbly 15677 M8gl!Zine Spring, BOL G..-

Bolt Final Aaembly 35 17029 M1in Spring 

3 17012 Bott Plug 38 28356 R•r Guscl Screw 

4 17013 Bolt Stop :f1 32510 R•r Sigtn Aperture 

5 24475 Bott Stop Pin 38 32500 R•r Sight 8-

6 15478 Bott Stop R••- 39 28505 R..,. Sight a-Scr9W 121 

7 15224 Bott Sto!) Spring 40 90906 R.., Sight Slide 

a 90953 Bun Plal8 41 90906 Elevation Screw 

Sa 909IS4 Butt Pl118 5Jl9C*', BOL 42 90904 Winc:Age Screw 

9 25380 Bun Plal8 Screw 43 15358 R•r Swivel Scl9W, BDL Gl'lde 

10 15287 Ctnl8r Guard Scr9w. AOL Gl'lde 44 1703A Rtctiver Plug Screw 

11 17017 EiKtor 415 2658S s.fftv A•mblv 

12 17676 EiKfor Pin 48 23222 Safm Oel8nt Ball 

13 17019 Ejctor Spring 47 15388 s.ffty 0-t Sl'ring 

14 14669 Extnetor 48 17043 Stfety Pivot Pin 

15 27340 e xtni:tar fl ivet 49 17044 Safm s,,.., Wllllw 

15376 F-w. Sling Strap 50 15666 S.. Safny Cam 

16 22020 Firing Pin 51 24476 S..Pln -
17 22040 Firing Pin A...,,bly 52 17047 s .... spring ·....; 

18 17022 Firing Pin Cros Pin 53 30855 Sll1t9 Scr.p "-tlbly, BDL Grade 

20 15291 Floor Platt Latch, SOL G...a 28990 Sling Strap A.-nllly Incl Mountings CO"'l)lt18 

21 16451 Floor Plate Latch Pin, BOL Gm 54 33366 Stock Ammbly, AOL Grade 

22 16452 Floor Platt Latch Spring, BDL Grade 33371 Stack Ammlllv. BDL Glllde 

23 16453 Flaor Platt Pivot Pin, SOL Gracie 18188 Stock RtinforcingScrew lnotsllown) 

24 22035 Front Guscl Scttw 16970 Stock Reinforcing Sc:rew Dowel I not shownl 

25 15161 Front Gusd Scttw Bushing, AOL G..- 55 265!6 Swivel A...,,llly, SOL Gm IQ.DJ 

26 15373 FrontSitht 58 15280 Tri .. 

15719 Front Sight (Lowl 57 170!53 Trigglr Adlusti11111 Scrww 

27 28510 Front Sight Amnp 28345 Trigger Ammbly 

15635 Front Sight flmmp, BDL Gracie 58 19461 Trigglr Con"9C1Dr 

28 28505 Front Sight AlmP ScllW 59 91128 Triggtr EnQllllmlnt Scr1w 

29 15363 Front Sight Hoad, IDL G..- 60 15281 Trt.,.Gun 

30 15357 Ffaftt Swi'llll Nut. IOL GrO 81 26376 Trigglr Gun, SOL Grede 

31 15356 Front Swiwl ~. IDL Gracie 26371 Trigglr Guard Aaemllly, BDL GIWll 

90957 Grip Cap, SOL Gl'llla Cnot .,_, 62 26655 Trillll" Houling A~y 

25380 Grip Cap Scnw 63 24477 Trillll" Pin 

90958 Gri!) Cap Spec:w, BOL Grid. (not lflownl 6' 15400 Trillll" Spring 

32 15284 Maguine, ADL Gl'lde 65 15481 Trillll" Stop Screw 

16430 Magm:int, BDL Grade (not tnownl 

33 90952 Magazin1 Follower 
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ADDITIONAL CALIBERS REMINGTON MODEL 
700 (Not Shown in Sectional Vlowl 

INCLUDES VARMINT MODEL FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 
-•.· 

Noto: Caliber part numbers not ll1tod below samo 01 30.06 
(222 111111. Mag. diacontinued) 

Part No. 

15709 

15850 

27341 

27342 

22021 

22041 

16434 

22037 

16204 

14059-

28511 

15992 
152S2 

16716 

15283 

16715 

14756 

90951 

90982 

15742 

152S6 

15286 

91133 

17891 

15698 

1569-9 

17058 

18843 
90949 

25410 

18842 

16205 

33380 

NAM! OP PAIT 

Extractor. 7mm Rem •• MIQ., 264-300 Win. Mag. 

Extractor. 222·223 Rem., 17 Rem. 
Extractor Rivet, 7mm Rem. Mag., 284-300 Win. Mag. 

Extractor Rivet, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Firing Pin, 222 Rem., 243-308 Win., 6mm Rem. Mag .. 22· 

250 Rem., 223 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Firing Pin Aaemblv, 222 Rem. 17 Rem. 243 Win., 308 

Win., 6mm Rem., 22·250 Rem. 223 Rem. 

Floor Plate, SOL Gracie, 222 Rem., 223 Rem. 243 & 308 

Win., 6mm Rem., 22·250 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Front Guard Screw, 222 Rem., 223 Rem •• 243 & 308 

Win., 6mm Rem., 22·250 Rem •• 17 Rem. 

Front Scope s-. Varmint 
Front Sight, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag. 

Front Sight Ramp. AOL Grade 

Front Sight Ramp, SOL Grade 

Magazine. AOL Grade. 222 Rem. 

Magazine, BOL Grade. 222 Rem •• 223 Rem.. 17 Rem. 
Magazine, AOL Grade, 243 & 308 Win.. 6mm Rem. 

22·250 Rem. 
Magazine, BOL Grado, 243 & 308 Win., &mm Rem. 

22·250 Rem. 

Mage;:ine. BOL Gracie 
Magazine Follo-. 222 Rem., 223& 17 Rem. 

Magazine Follower, 243 & 308 Win .. 6mm Rem. 22·250 

Rem. 
Magazine Specer, 222 Rem. 

Magazine Sp1eer. 222 Rem., BOL Grade 

Magazine Sp1eer, 223 Rem .. BOL Gl'ldo, 1.7 Rom. 

Magazine Spring, 222 Rem .. 223 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Magazine Spring, 243 & 308 Win .• 6mm Rom. ADL G,,_ 

Magazine Spring, 22-250 Rem. 

Magazine Spring, 22·250 Rem.. 6mm Rem., 243 Win., 

BOL Grade 
Main Spring, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 243 Win., 308 Win., 

17 Rem. 

Rnr Scope e-. Vsmint 
Recoil Pad, 7mm Rem. M.g., 294 a 300 Win. Meg. 

RICOil Piii Sc:rww. 7mm Rem. M89., 264 fl 300 Win. Meg. 

Scope e- Sc:rww, R•• Vlrmim 
Scope s-Sc,_, Front V.-mint 

Stock ASRmbly, 7mm Rem. Meg., AOL GIWdo 

33365 Stock Asamblv, 222 Rem •• 243 Win., 308 Win., 6mm 

Rem., 22·250 Rem., AOL Grade 

333S5 Stock Asambly, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 & 300 Win. Meg., 

SOL Gracie 

01/ivlrie• ore F.O.B. Ilion, New Yorlt 

Par'tNo. 

33370 

33376 

33375 

26375 

26370 

27266 

27268 

15709 

16771 

23805 

27270 

28270 

20467 

17639 

16717 

15361 

24868 

19025 

28200 

NAMIOf PAIT 

Stock A-mblv. 222 Rem.. 243 Win .• 30ll Win .. &mm 
Rem .• 22-250 Rem., BOL Grade, 17 Rem. 

Stock Aaembly, Varmint, SOL Grade, 222 Rem .• 223 

Rem .. 243 Win., 6mm Rem .. 22·250 Rem. 
Stock A~blv. Varmint, SOL Grade, 25-06 

Tri911tf Guard, 801. Grade, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 243 & 

308 Win., 8mm Rem., 22·250 Rem., 17 Ram. 

Tripr Guard A-mbly, BOL Grade, 222 Rem., 17 Flem., 

223 Rem., 243 Win., 308 Win., 8mm Rem .. 22·250 Rem. 

CAl.IBERS: 375 H S. H Magnum. 458 WIN. MAGNUM 

Bwrtl A1mmbly, 375 H & M Mag, 

B.-rel Aa.nbly, 458 Win. Mag. 

Extnctor 

Front Sight, 375 H & M Mag. 

Front Sight. 458 Win. Meg. 

Stock A-mbly, 375 H & H Meg., 458 Win. Mag. (In

clude •m• as standllrd Magnum except Stock Bolt (21. 

Nut (21, c- (41 uad) 

DISCONTINUED or SERVICE PARTii 

BWl'll A•mblv, 280 Rem. 

EX11'1Ctor, 222 Cal. 

Ejector, 222 Cal. 

Front Sight A.mp, 6mm Rem., 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 

Win. Meg., 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win., AOL 

Grado 
Front Sight Ramp, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag., 222 

Rem., 222 Rem. M8g., 243 Win., BOL Grade 

Front Sight Ra11111. 30-06, 280 Rem., 308 Win., 270 Win., 
AOLG,,_ . 

Front Sight Rtmii Pin. 6mm Rem .• 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 

Win. M119., 222 Rem .. 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win. 

Front Sight Rmni1 Sc:Nw, 7mm Ram. M1g., 6mm Rem .. 

284 Win. Mmg., 222 Rem.. 222 Rem. Mq., 243 Win. 

RNr SiQht A•mblV. Complete (includn Rear Sight 

Ammbly, R•r Sight e-. Rnr Sight e- Screw ( 21. 

Rnr Sight SCniw, Rnr Sight Step, Rear Sight Wasner 121 

Ports Suhject lo C.honge Willtout Notice 

R2524426 
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MODEL700 

MALFUNCTIONS 
CAUSE and CORRECTION 

(Con't. from Page 4) 

Fails to Eject 

Cause: 

Correction: 

Misfires 

Cause: 

Correction: 

Follows Down 

1. Burr at Ejector Hole in Bolt. 
2. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
3. Extractor Rivet loose. 
4. Extractor drops shell. 

1. Oeburr. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Re·stake or replace. 
4. Replace Extractor. 

1. Short Firing Pin (damaged). 
2. Firing Pin binds. 
3. Short Firing Pin protrusion. 
4. Firing Control out of adjustment. 
5. Faultv ammunition. 

1. Replace. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Change Firing Pin or Bolt. 
4. Adjust. 

Cause: 1. Trigger Adjusting Screw, rear, out of adjust· 
ment (improper horizontal engagement of 
Sear and Connectorl. 

2. Improper vertical engagement of Sear and 
Connector. 

3. Trigger doesn't retract. 
4. Comers on Sear or Connector rounded. 
5. Trigger binds on Trigger Ptate. 
6. Not enough tension on Weight Screw (light 

pull). 

Correction: 1. Adjust. 
2. Fit new Fire Control. 
3. Fit new Fire Control. 
4. Fit new Fire Control. 
5. File - eliminate interference. 
8. Adjust. 

Bolt Open1 Hard 

Cause: 1. See Fails to Extract. 
2. Upset Extraction Cam on Bolt Handle. 
3. Burr at Ejector Hele in Bolt. 
4. Blown or set back Primer on shell. 

Correction: 1. See Fails to Extract. 
2. Smooth up. 
3. Oeburr. 
4. Ream Chamber if throat is shallow (am

munition may be at fault). 

8 

Bolt Pulls Out 

Cau•: 1. Bolt Stop or Bolt Release binds. 
2. Bolt Stop or Bolt Release broken. 

Correction: 1. Free up. 
2. Replace. 

Safe Works Too Hard or Too Freely 
Cause: 1. Safe binds (works hard). 

2. Safetv Snap Washer stretched out (Safe 
works too freely;. 

Correction: 1. Free up. 
2. Replace Washer. 

Bulges or Blows Cases 

Cause: 1. Oversize Chamber. 
2. Maximum head space. 

Correction: . 1. Change Barrel or Barrel and Receiver 
Assembly. 

2. Fit new Bolt (ammunition may be at fault). 

Bolt Binds 

Cause: 1. Guard Screws protrude into Bolt track. 
2. Scope Screws protrude into Bolt track. 
3. Bolt Handle interference on Stock. 
4. Step at rear of Bolt Lugs. 

Correction: 1. File ends of Screws. 
2. File ends of Screws. 
3. Correct Stock or fit new Stock. 
4. File to blend. 

Doesn't Group 

Cause: 1. Crown of Barrel damaged. 
2. Leading of Bore. 
3. Oversize Bore. 
4. Improper bedding of Barrel in Stock. 
5. Loose Sights. 

Correction: 1. Recrown 
2. Lead or change Barrel. 
3. Change Barrel. 
4. Correct bedding. 
5. Tighten or replace. 

Point of Impact Not Correct 

1. Barrel not straight. 
2. Horns, breaks, etc. in Bore. 
3. Improper or loose Sighu. 

Correction: 1. Straighten. 
2. Correct if possible. 
3. Tighten or change Sights. 

R2524427 



MODEL 
700 

LEFT HAND MODa 

View '"" NAME Ne. No. OF PA IT 

NOTE: S.lic 3~ calit.r listed below. For 
and number$ see additioMI calib8rs lilt. 

1 Bemtl AIRmblY 

2 Bolt AIRmblY 

Bolt Fin•I Aa1mbly 

3 17012 Bolt Plug 

4 17013 Bolt Stop 

5 24475 Bolt Stop Pin 

6 90555 Bolt Stop Rel-

7 90554 Bolt Stop Spring 

8 90953 Butt Plate 

8a 90954 Butt Pl1t1 Spacer 

9 25380 Butt Plate Screw 

10 17017 Ejector 

11 17676 Ejector Pin 

12 17019 Ejector Spring 

13 14669 Extractor 

14 27340 Extractor Rivet 

15376 Fastener, Sling Strap 

15 22020 Firing Pin 

16 22040 Firing Pin Aa1mbly 

17 17022 Firing Pin Cro• Pin 

19 15291 Floor Plate l.atch 

20 16451 Floor Plate l.atch Pin 

21 16452 Floor Plate Latch Spring 

22 16453 Floor Plate Pivot Pin 

23 22035 Front Guard Screw 

24 15373 Front Sight 

15719 Front Sight (Lowl 

25 15635 Front Sight R11111p 

26 28505 Front Sight Ramp Ser-
27 15363 Front Sight Hood 

28 15357 Front Swivel Nut 

29 15356 Front Swiwl Screw 

90957 Grip Cap 

90958 Grip Cap S.-. 
25380 GripCap~SarM 

30 16430 Megmzine 

31 91017 Megmzine FolloMr 
32 15677 Megmzine~ 

33 17029 Main S,,,ing 

34 26355 R•r Guard Screw 
35 23510 Rur Sight Apenurt 

36 32500 . Rur Sight e-
37 28505 Rnr Sight Screw 

38 90905 RMr Sight Slide 
39 90906 El8Vation Ser-
40 90904 Windlge Screw 

PARTS LIST 
REMINGTON 

FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

View' 
No. 

oth• c.lil,er p.U 41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 
51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 
61 

62 

9 

,_ 
No. 

15358 

17034 

32900 

23222 

90557 

17043 

17044 

16666 

24476 

17047 

30855 

26990 

33391 

18186 

16970 

26555 

15280 

17053 

32895 

19481 

91128 

26376 

26371 

32905 

24477 

15400 

15481 

15709 

27341 

14669 

90949 

~10 

3339S 

NAME OF PART 

Rar Swivel Screw 

Receiver Plug Screw ----

Safety Asambly 

Safety Oetent Ball 

Safety Oetent Spring 

Safety Pivot Pin 

Safety Snap Washer 

Seer Safety Cam ---------
S..,Pin 

S....Spring 

Sling Strap A...,,biy 

Sling Stl'IP A-.mblv and Mountings Complete --

Stodc Aa1mbly 

Stock Reinforcing Sc,_ 

SIOCk Reinforcing Sc,_ Dowel 

Swivel Aaembly IQ.OJ 
Trigger 

Trigger Adjusting Screw 

Trigger Ammbly 

Trigger Connector 

Trigger Engmgement Screw 

Tri9gtr Guard 

Trigger Guard AS311mbly 

Trigger Housing Assembly 

Trigger Pin 

Trigger Spring 

Trigger Stop Screw 

ADDITIONAL CALIBERS 

NOTE: Pst not lilt8d •me It 3~06 C1lil• 

81r1et A~bly, 7mm Rem. Mag.----
.Barrel Aaambly, 270 Win.--------

Bolt Aaambly, 7mm Rem. Mag. ------
Extractor, 7mm Rem. Mag.--------
Extractor Rivet, 7mm Rem. Mag.------
Front Sight, 7mm Ram. Mag.-------
Recoil Pad, 7mm Rem. Mag.--------
Recoil Pad Screw, 7mm Rem. Mag.-----
Stock A•mbly, 7mm Rem. Mag.-------

R2524428 
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MODELS 725-721-722-700-600 

SAFETY PERFORMANCE CHECK 

After reassembly, the following checks for proper function of 
the safetv should be made. 

Close bolt. Put safetv ON SAFE. Lift bolt handle. (Bolt 
handle should not raise). Pull trigger (firing pin should not 
fall). Action of trigger pull should be smooth (no bind, drag, 
click or catch). Release trigger (trigger should return to former 
position). Put safetv ON FIRE position (firing pin should not 
fall). Pull trigger (firing pin should falll. Repeat test at least 
three (3) times. 

SafetV should function on two (21 positive stop positions 
(ON SAFE - Fl REJ. If positions are not positive, check parts. 
Inspect detent holes, retainer, retainer pin, detent, detent 
spring and related parts for possible cause. Replace any worn 
or damaged parts and lubricate with a dry lubricant. Re
assemble and check. If stop positions are not positive replace 
complete trigger housing assembly. 

NOTE: Lubrication should not be used as a remedy for 
trigger housing assembly problems. The cause should be 
positively located and corrected. 

When repairing trigger housing assembly wash parts thoroughly 
with a petroleum solvent. An accumulation of gun oil or dried 
oil can build a film that may cause malfunctions. Relubricate 
with a dry lubricant and reassemble. Check clearance between 
trigger and trigger connector .010 MAX. slip fit (MIN.) with 
feeler gage (see Fig. 1). Check trigger connector for straight
ness and cracks at trigger stop screw hole. Make sure there is 
no bind or catch in trigger, sear safetV cam or safety lever 
about pivots. 

L TRIGGER CONNECTOR 

f/ 
.OlO·MAX. 

SUP FIT MIN. 

TRIGGER 

Fig. 1 

When replacing trigg1r housing assembly, take care not to 
bend or spring the housing. Sear safety cam should pivot 
freely. To check, remove bolt, move safetv to OFF SAFE, pull 
trigger and press down on rear of sear safety cam and release. 

For proper safetv function there must be clearance between 
trigger connector and sear safety cam. To check close bolt and 
put safety ON SAFE. Visually inspect through hole in side of 
trigger housing (see Fig. 21. If there is no clearance, replace 
safetv assembly. or trigger housing assembly. Corners must be 
sharp. (Arrows). 

11 

SOI SAFETY CAI 

TRIGGER 
CONNECTOR 

CLEARANCE 

1----TRIGGER 

Fig. 2 

Sear safetv cam and trigger connector engagement of .015" -
.020" on field rifles and .010" - .015" on target rifles is 
critical {see Fig. 3). Replace any worn or damaged parts. To 
adjust, close bolt and place safety OFF SAFE. Turn trigger 
engagement screw clockwise until rifle fires. Turn screw coun
terclockwise% turn (90°1 and check engagement. (see note Al. 
Corners must be sharp. (Arrows). 

SEAR SAFETY CAI 

TRICCER 
CONNECTOR 

Fig. 3 

To adjust trigger stop screw, close bolt and put safetv OFF 
SAFE. Tum trigger stop screw clockwise until it touches 
trigger. Pull and hold trigger rearward. Tum trigger stop screw 
counter clockwise until rifle fires. Tum an additional 1/8 turn 
for clearance. (see note A). 

Trigger pull adjustment on any field rifle should never be 
adjusted below three (31 pounds. (see note Al. 

Trigger pull adjustment on any target rifle should never be 
adjusted below two (2) pounds. (see note Al. 

NOTE A: After any adjustments to trigger housing assembly 
screws, repeat all safetv checks. Check for "follow down." 
See malfunctions. Rtstake or reseal screws with DuPont Duco 
cement. 

When replacing stock assembly, check for clearance between 
following parts: Safety Lever - Stock; Trigger - Trigger 
Guard; Trigger - Stock. 

R2524430 
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MODELS 725-721-722-700-600 

MALFUNCTIONS 

1. "Follow Down:• After reassembling rifle, check for 
"follow down" condition. (Firing pin moves to un· 
cocked position as bolt is closed). Put safety OFF SAFE. 
Close bolt smartly. Firing pin should remain cocked 
(dry fire to check). "Follow down" may be caused by 
improper sear safety cam - trigger connector engage· 
ment or by trigger being held back by interference 
between trigger and stock, trigger and trigger guard, 
and I or trigger housing. "Follow down" can also be 
caused by sear safety cam binding, by missing parts and I 
or broken connector. (see note 6). 

2. "Firing Pin Falls." If firing pin falls when rifle is jarred 
or when bolt handle is lifted check following: 

Firing pin head binds in guide slot in receiver. Firing pin 
head and slot should align. To check, remove firing pin 
assembly from bolt. Reassemble bolt to receiver. Small 
cocking notch on rear edge of bolt should align with slot 
in receiver. 

Guide slot in receiver should be free of burrs. Remove 
trigger housing and clean any burrs from slot. 

This malfunction may also. be caused by improper sear 
safety cam - trigger connector engagement. Adjust 
engagement as previously described. (see note Bl. 

3. "Firing Pin Fails to Fiii.'" If firing pin fails to fall when 
trigger is pulled or trigger has to be 1>ulled more than 
once. See firing pin falls for possible cause and cor
rections. (see note B). 

NOTE B: Correct malfunction 100% or return rifle to factory. 

For smooth operation, a good quality gun grease should be 
applied to threads on bolt plug, firing pin head cocking cam at 
rear of bolt and on locking lug engagement area. 

12 JPL-RES. 
J.76 
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MOcEL 700 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington Model 700 is a high power bolt action repeater available in a wide variety oF- center nre ca(ibers. Two grades are 
supplied - ~CL (standard) and BOL. Included in the BDL grade is the model 700 VARMINT - an extremely accurate rifle expressly 
designed for the high velocity "varmint'' calibers. 

The instruction folder RD-5461 is packaged with each n- rifle. Folders may also be obtained from the retailer or dealer. This folder 
outlines operating instructions, instructions for care and maint.nance of the rifle and a complete ports list. 

When handling rifle for servicing or shipping make certain rifle is empty with na rounds in magazine or chamber. 
Unless described otherwise, ports are interchangeable with no factory adjustment required. 

INDEX 

Page 

Bait Final Assembly ............................................................. . 
Bolt Final Auembly, Components ....................................... . 
Firing Pin Assembly.............................................................. 1 
Firing Pin Assembly, Componentl........................................ 1 
Rear Sight Assembly ................ -......................................... 2 
Rear Sight Step .................................................................... 2 
Rear Sight Base ........................ 1 .............. -......................... 2 
Front Sight Hood (BDL Grade) .... - ............. _ ... _............... 2 
Front Sight .................... - ...... -........................................... 2 
Front Sight Ramp ........ ·--·· .. ·-·--......... - ... -............... 2 
Trigger Guard (AOL Gracm)................................................. 2 
Trigger Guard Auembly(IDL Grade)................................. 2 
Trigger Guard Assembly, Components .... ;;;......................... 2 
Magazine ................................................................ _......... 2 
Magazine Follower ............................................................. 2 
Magazine Spring ................................................ -............. 2 
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Bait Stop Spring ......................................................... -....... 2 
Safety Assembly.................................................................. 2 
Trigger Assembly................................................................. 3 
Trigger Assembly, Components........................................... 3 
Stock A-mbly .................................................................... 3 
Stock Assembly, Components (AOL Grade)......................... 3 
Stock Assembly, Componenll (BDL Grade)......................... 3 
Barrel Assembly................................................................... 3 
Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings, Complete................. 3 
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Left Hand Model 9-10 
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REMINGTON AIMS COMPANY, INC. 

Bridgeport, Connecticut 06602 
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_BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble - With safety forward on FIRE position, lift 
bolt handle and pull rearward until action is halted by bolt 
stop. Preu upward on bolt stop release - located in front of 
trigger and remove bolt final assembly from rifle. 
To Service - Selective assembly at factory is r~uired for 
replacement of bolt assemblies. However, firing, cocking, ex
tractor and ejection parts are interchangeable and may be 
replaced with no factory adjustment r~uired. 
To Reauemble-With safety forward, insert bolt final assem
bly into rifle, push forward as far as possible and lower bolt 
handle. Note: Bolt must remain cocked to install. If uncocked, 
firing pin head will be recessed well inside bolt plug. To cock 
bolt, clamp firing pin head firmly to prevent movement and turn 
bolt with handle. Continue turning bolt handle until cocking 
notch on rear engages firing pin head. Bolt is then cocked and 
may be installed. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS: lndudes bolt 
assembly, ejector, ejector pin, ejector spring, extractor, extrac
tor rivet, firing pin assembly. Firing pin assembly includes bolt 
plug, firing pin, firing pin cross pin, firing pin head and main 
spring. 

EJECTOR- EJECTOR PIN - EJECTOR SPRING 
(in bolt assembly) 

EJECTOR RETllllllG Pill 

'""" __,, ~ ""' our 
IJICIGI SPllH _..-~ 

PIG. I 

To Disassemble - With bolt final assembly removed from 
rifle, drive out ejector pin and pull ejector spring from bolt. 
S.. Fig. 1. 
To Reassemble - Insert ejector spring and ejector into bolt. 
Push ejector and hold against tension of ejector spring. Align 
ejector pin slot in ejector to pin hole in bolt and drive in ejector 
pin. 

Note: Assembled ejector must work frHly in bolt for proper 
ejection. 

EXTRACTOR - EXTRACTOR RIVET (in bolt assembly) 
To DisasHmbl-Oisassemble ejector and ejector spring from 
bolt. 

""'""A 
EITIACTOI ~ 

EITRICTOI RIVET 

FIG. 2 

Drive extractor rivet from bolt. SH Fig. 2. Dislodge and 
remove loosened extractor from inside bolt rim. 

·EXTRACTOR RIVET HOLE S•11tl1 Up 
· ~ EXTRACTOR RIVET ~ 

"'"":::::) ~ 7~ 
EXTRACTOR CLAW / I EJECTOR HOLE 

Flatte1 Ead 
FIG. 3 

To Service - Parts are interchangeable. Extractor rivet will 
most likely be damaged when driven from bolt and replace
ment rivet should be used in reassembly. 
To Rea1Mmble-Adju1t replacement extractor for proper ten-
sion before reassembly as follows: Squeeze endt of extractor 
together slightly. See Fig. 3. Straighl9n tail of extractor. SH '"'
Fig. 3. Place extractor inside rim in bolt face. Align hole in 
extractor with rivet hole in bolt. Insert extractor rivet. · .--

Note: If original disassembled extractor is reassembled, ad-
, justment for proper tension before reassembly may not be nec
essary. 

Place support inside of bolt rim and against head of rivet. 
Peen over protruding end of rivet to tighten extractor in bolt. 
Reauemble ejector. Smooth up peening to blend with outside 
of bolt. Check extractor for proper tension using a fired case. 
Extractor must grip case firmly and hold case when breech is 
held face downwards. 

If fired case is gripped too tightly (case snaps free with dif
ficulty) lap extractor back under bolt rim using a soft metal 
punch. Test with fired case. Repeat, if nec'51Qry, until gripping 
preuure of extractor_ is s!;ltisfactory. 

If fired case is gripped too loosely (case falls away when bolt 
is held face downward) extractor must be pulled from under rim 
to increase tension against case. Disauemble, if neceuary, and 
rebend extractor os indicated in Fig. 3. 

Aften tension has been adjusted satisfactorily, smooth up in
cline on extractor to match perfectly ta breech bolt rim. S.. 
Fig. 3. 

Note: An earlier design, in 222 caliber, incorporated a 
"snap in". type extractor requiring no rim. These may easily be 
disassembled and reassembled by inserting pointed tweezers 
into holes provided in ends of extractor and compresling ends 
together. When reassembling, hook on extractor should face 
bolt. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY FROM BOLT ASSEMBLY 
To Dlsauemble - Remove bolt final assembly from rifle. Pull 
firing pin head rearward until coin or washer can be inserted ) 
into slot near back edge of firing pin head. See Fig. 4. Unscrew 
and remove firing pin assembly from bolt assembly. 

FIG. 4 

To Service - Firing pin assembly is interchangeable and may 
be replaced as a unit with no factory adjustment required. Re
placement of bolt assembly r~uires selective assembly for 
proper function. 
To Rea1 .. mble - Follow reverse order. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS: Includes bolt 
plug, firing pin, firing pin cross pin, firing pin head, main spring. 

FllllG Pll CIOSS Pll 

~ !""'"' 
¥111UIBlllllllUlllll\ 

FIRING Pill 

I 
'==> 

FIRING Pll HEID FIG. 5 MAINSPRING 
To Di1a1Hmble--(with firing pin assembly removed from boll). 
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Caution: Main spring is under compression. Disassembly of 
tliis unit is not racommanded unless necessary for replacement 
of damaged ports. Suitable holding means must be used to pre
vent firing pin and/or firing pin head from flying free when 
cross pin is driven out. 

Compress mainspring until firing pin cross pin is exposed. 
,...-...,_ Hold firing pin and firing pin head SltC\lrely and drive out cross 

~ ' pin. See Fig. 5. Release parts carefully and disassemble. 
· To Servica - All parts in firing pin assembly are interchange

able with no factory fitting required. However, if replacing fir
ing pin, a h~!e drilling operation in shank of firing pin is neces
sary. To do this, use a No. 42 size drill (.093). 

Assemble shank of replacement firing pin into firing pin 
nead. Make sure recess in head i1 clean and free of any obstruc
tions. Seat shank of firing pin firmly onto Aring pin head. Align 
drill through cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill through firing 
pin shank. 
To Reassemble - Reassemble all parts of firing pin assembly. 
Hold bolt plug against tension of reouembled main spring. 
Insert firing pin cross pin through firing pin head and snank of 
firing pin. Release tension on bolt plug. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY (includes rear sight collar, rear sight 
eyepiece, rear sight leaf, rear sight windage screw). 
To DisasMmble - Unscrew and remove rear sight screw. 
Remove rear sight assembly from rear sight base. 
To Sarvice - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re
quired. Replacement os a unit is recommended. 
To Reassemble - Place bent tab~ on bottom of rear sight 
assembly into slot in rear sight base. Align holes, assemble ond 
tighten rear sight screw. 

REAR SIGHT STEP 
To Disassemble-Grasp and lift rear sight eyepiece and slide 
rear sight step rearward. 
To Service - Interchangeable. Additional steps, marked far 
size, are available for range purposes. 

( 
. "" To ReasMmble - Follow reverse order. Large end of step 

, -~, · should face forward. 

/-. 
I 

REAR SIGHT BASE 
To Disanemble - Remove rear sight assembly and rear sight 
step. Unscrew and remove rear sight base scr-s. washer and 
base. 
To Reassemble - Fallow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT HOOD (BDL Grade only) 
To DlsasMmble - Pry bottom ears of hood apart slightly until 
hood con be slid forward and away from front sight base. 
To Service - Interchangeable on all BOL grade front sight 
ramps. No factory adjustment required. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT 
To Disassemble - Drive front sight out .of front sight ramp 
from left to right. To prevent damage to sight a &oft metal punch 
should be used. 
To Reassemble - Follow revene order. 

FRONT SIGHT RAMP 
To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove front sight ramp 
screws and front sight ramp. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD (AOL Grade) 
To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove trigger guard screws 
and disassemble trigger guard from stock. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

\,__/TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY (BDL Grode) 
To Disassemble-Remove bolt assembly._Unscrew and remove 

2 

front and rear guard screws. Lift loosened stock assembly from 
trigger and disassemble trigger gucird from stocl; asiembly. 

Nate: To remove magazine follower and spring (assembled 
to ftoor plateLunlatc:h floor plate. Lift folded end of spring 
upward, pull back and disassemble from floor plate. 
To Reassemble - Follow revel'M order. Tighten screws firmly. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY-COMPONENTS (BDL Grade) 
includes floor plate, floor plate latch, ftoor plate latch pin, Aoor 
plate latc:h spring, Aoor plate pivot pin, higger guard. 
To Disassemble - Drive out floor plate pivot pin and remove 
floor plate from trigger guard. 

f\\"-11"-
t:;;""~ \ •. "'-LATCH SPRlllG 

<-~ 7 ... ) 

-~J 
FIG. 6 

Caution: Pivot pin is tight fitting. Support trigger guard 
properly to prevent damage to front section. 

Unhook rear of floor plate lateh spring from floor plate latch 
and front end of spring from trigger guard. Remove spring from 
guard. s .. Fig. 6. 

TllGGH 

FIG. 7 
~LATCH Piii 

Drive out ftoor plate latc:h pin - left to right and remove 
floor plate latch from trigger guard. s .. Fig. 7. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Floor plate should 
swing freely and latch properly. 

MAGAZINE - MAGAZINE FOLLOWER - MAGAZINE 
SPRING 
To Dl1assemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trig
ger guard or (in BDL grade) trigger guard assembly. Remove 
stock assembly. Remove magazine follower and spring. Unscrew 
magazine tab screw (AOL grade only) and remove magazine. 
BDL grade magazines are disassembled by simply lifting from 
receiver. 
To ReasMmble - Follow revene order. 

BOLT STOP - BOLT STOP SPRING- BOLT STOP PIN 
To Disauemble - Remove bolt final assembly and stoc:k as· 
sembly. Drive out bait stop pin and remove bolt stop and bolt 
stop spring. 
To Reassemble - Place bolt stop spring in rec:ess in bottom 
left side of receiver. Long end of spring should face forward· 
with bent end facing outward. Place bolt stop in slot with con
toured edge facing up and hole to rear. Align holes and cirive 
in bolt stop pin. When bolt stop release is pressed bolt stop 
should pivot freely. 

SAFETY ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble - Remove bait final assembly, trigger guard 
or trigger guard assembly, stock assembly, magazine, maga
zine follower and spring. Drive out bolt stop pin and remove 
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FIG. I 

bolt stop and spring. Disassemble safety snap washer and 
safety detent spring. Drive out safety pivot pin and remove 
safety assembly and safety detent ball. SH Fig. 8. 

Note: Trigger housing will pivot on seor pin when bolt stop 
pin is removed. Toke care that sear spring (beneath sear safety 
cam) is not lost. Bolt stop release may also be removed at this 
time. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Safety assembly and 
bolt stop should pivot freely. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt stop pin, bolt stop and spring. 
Drive out sear pin and remove trigger auembly, sear spring 
and sear safety cam. 
To Service - Trigger assembly may be replaced as a complete 
unit with no factory adjustment required (see trigger assembly 
components for listing). Readjustment of trigger connector-sear 
engagement may be required. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure sear spring 
is reassembled to function properly beneath sear safety cam. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS: Includes bolt stop re· 
lease, trigger housing assembly, safety assembly, safety detent 
ball, safety detent spring, safety pivot pin, safety snap washer, 
sear safety cam, sear spring, trigger, trigger adjusting screw, 
trigger connector, trigger engagement screw, trigger pin, trig· 
ger spring, trigger stop screw. 
To Disassemble- Remove trigger assembly. Disassemble sear 
safety cam, sear spring, safety assembly and bolt stop release. 
Unscrew and remove trigger engagement screw, trigger stop 
screw, trigger adjusting screw and trigger spring. Drive out 
trigger pin and remove trigger and trigger connector. 
To Service - All parts of trigger auembly are intarchange
able. However, readjustment of trigger connector-sear engage• 
ment may be required (see trigger adjustment). 
To Reauemble - Place trigger connector an trigger (longer 
tab on top). Place auembled trigger and connector into hous
ing, align holes and tap trigger pin into housing until flush with 
right side. Reassemble trigger spring, trigger adjusting screw, 
trigger engagement ICl'9W, and trigger stop screw. Replace 
safety assembly and bolt stop release. Reauemble sear spring 

SEAR 

FIG. 9 

STOP SCREW 

TRIGGER 
ADJUSTING SCREW 

TRIGGER 
CONNECTOR 

3 

and sear safety cam, align holes and tap in sear pin. Pin should 
not protrude into bolt stop slot. Adjust trigger if necessary and 
reseal or stake adjusting screws in place. 

TRIGGER ADJUSTMENT. See Fig. 9. 
Remove stock assembly and trigger guard. 
IMPORT ANT: Adjustment or removal of trigger. engagement 

screw (behind trigger) is not recommended unless for replace· 
ment. This screw is factory adjusted to provide correct amount 
of trigger connector-sear engagement. This engagement can be 
·seen through hole in housing when safety is forward in FIRE 
position. 

Note: All adjusting screws are factory sealed with cement. 
Pull of Trigger-is adjusted to desired weight by turning front 
trigger adjusting screw. Turn screw clockwise far heavier weight 
of pull and counter clockwise for lighter pull. 
Travel of Trigger - is adjusted by turning trigger stop screw 
in front of housing. To reduce trigger travel, place bolt in re
ceiver and cock action. Turn trigger stop screw clockwise until 
firing pin will not fall or fire rifle when trigger is pulled. 
Re-cock rifle and back off screw counter clockwise until firing 
pin will fall or fire rifle.-This method of adjustment will allow 
least amount of trigger over travel. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 
To Di1a1semble - Remove trigger guard or trigger guard 
assembly and remove stock assembly. 
To Rea11emble - Follow reverse order. Tighten screws 
securely. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (AOL Grade) includes 
butt plat11, butt plate screw (2), front guard screw bushing, 
stock, stock reinforcing screw, stock reinforcing scr- dowel. 
To Disas .. mble.- Unscrew and remove butt plate screws and 
butt plate. Front guard screw bushing may be removed for 
replacement if necessary, by driving out with a tool from inside 
of stock. Tap against inner edge of bushing until it comes free 
from stack. Avoid damage to stock. 
To Rea11embl~ollaw reverse order. Replacement butt plate 
may require edge sanding to match stock outline. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (BOL Grode) includes 
ADL grade components plus butt plate spacer, fore end tip, fore 
end tip spacer, grip cap, grip cap spacer, front swivel nut. 
To Dl1a11emble-See disassembly of AOL grade. Front swivel 
nut may be disassembled for replacement by carefully driving 
out from inside of stock. 
To Rea11emble - Follow reverse order. 

BARREL ASSEMBLY-Includes barrel, barrel bracket, receiver. 
Selective factory assembly is required for replacement of parts 
and to insure praper operation with bolt final assembly. Disas
sembly is not recommended. Replace as a unit. 

SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY AND MOUNTINGS, COMPLETE: 
Includes front swivel nut, front swivel screw, rear swivel screw, 
sling strap assembly, swivel assembly, Q. O. (2). 

Note: Sling Strap Assembly includes sling strap, fastener, 
keeper and buckle. Strap is ~a" wide. Swivel assemblies are 
(Q. 0.) type. 

A sling strap complete with mountings is packaged with each 
BOL Grade rifle. When attaching to rifle......, assemble both quick 
detachable (Q. 0.) swivel assemblies to stock. To do this, push 
plunger on swivel until small plate lifts and can be swung free 
of attaching stud on swivel. Then insert attaching stud into eye 
of stock screw. Close plate on »wivel to lock swivel to stock screw. 

To attach strap to swivels - insert ·tongue of strap into rear 
swivel. Loop strap back and through attached keeper band. 
Insert strap into and through buckle and front swivel. Loop bock 
and secure with brass fastener. Adjust strop to desired position . 

To remove strap from rifle, simply snap quick detachable 
swivels from stock screws and remove strap. 

l=Gl-l-RS:S. 
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CYCLE OF OPERATION 
The operation cycle of the Model 700 follows the basic pat

tern of bolt action rifles. After firing, raising of bolt handle will 
unlock action. Pulling bolt rearward will open action and ex
tract and eject any fired case or round that moy be in chamber. 
Pushing bolt handle forward and down closes and locks action 
-completing the cycle. Each operation is described in sequence 
below: 

FIRING 
With action closed and locked and safety in forward or 

FIRE position, rifle con be fired by pulling trigger. Pulling or 
squeezing trigger moves trigger connector forward, leaving 
sear unsupported against cocked firing pin head. With support 
removed, sear is cammed down by pressure of spring-loaded 
firing pin and firing pin is driven forward to strike primer. 

UNLOCKING 
Raising of bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head 

from recoil shoulders in receiver. 

COCKING 
Cocking tokes place as bolt handle is raised. A cam at rear 

of rotating bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward, compress
ing main spring, and holding assembly in cocked position in a 
notch at rear of bolt. This engagement holds until bolt handle is 
lowered again during locking cycle. Engagement is then Irons· 
ferred to sear to cock rifle. 

EXTRACTION 
This phase of operation cycle consists of two parts referred to 

as (1 ) primary extraction, and (2) secondary extraction. Primary 
extraction occurs simultaneously with unlocking. The rim of case, 
being complete1y encased by bolt head, is gripped by a circular 
recessed daw·type extractor. During final upward throw of bolt 
handle, a primary extraction com retracts bolt approximately 
Ya" with a mechanical advantage of about 8 to l, completing 
primary portion of this pnose. Bolt lugs are now free of locking 
shoulders in receiver and bolt may now be moved to rear -
completing second phase of extraction. 

EJECTION 
Within the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head 

of cartridge, is a spring-loaded ejector. As bait is retracted and 
front edge of cartridge reaches ejection port, pressure, along 
with opposing grip of extractor, ejects cartridge from port. 
Rearward motion of bolt is arrested by bait stop. 

FEEDING 

With bolt stopped in rearward position, topmost cartridge in 
magazine will be urged upwards by magazine spring. It is held 
in position until carried f-rd by bolt into loading cycle. 

LOADING 
In closing the action, bolt pushes cartridge from magazine 

into barrel chamber. Feeding lips on top of magazine guide 
cartridge until bullet enters chamber. 

LOCKING 
Rotating bolt handle downward locks cartridge in barrel 

chamber. Four engagements ore mode in this cycle: (1) Locking 
lugs on bolt neod ore engaged with recoil shoulders in receiver. 

C-. (2) Head of cartridge is seated into bolt head, depressing ejec
. tor while extractor claw is snapped over rim of cartridge. (3) 

Sear engages and locks firing pin in a cocked position by action 
of (4) Sear being supported from beneath by connector. Rifle 
is now ready for firing by release of trigger. 

SAFETY 
The safety, located at right rear of receiver, is operated by o 

push and pull action on the safety button. This two-position 
safety hos two internal functions. When safety is rotated rear
ward, a com is brought into position benecith secir safety com. 
This locks com against firing pin and prevents rifle from firing. 
Second fundion of safety in SAFE position ("S" marking) brings 
on arm into slot in bait preventing bolt from being opened. 
Pushing safety forward to FIRE position ("F" marking) nullifies 
above conditions and rifle may be fired. 

MALFUNCTIONS 
Cause and Correction 

Over-Ride 

CauH: 1. Magazine Follower binds. 
2. Damaged FollowerSpring. 
3. Magazine Spring caught under Guard. 
4. Tabs on Follower bent. 

Correction: 1 . Adjust side angle on Magazine Box. 
2. Change Spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Straighten or replace Follower. 

Stems Chamber 

CauH: 1. Snorp or rough Receiver Roils. 
2. Sharp edge - rear end of Chamber. 
3. Rough Romp in Receiver. 
4. Magazine Box loose in Receiver. 

Correction: 1. Polish or file. 
2. Remove sharpness. 
3. Polish Ramp. 
4. Adjust. 

Bolt Closes Hard Over Shells 

CauH: 1. Bolt interferes with shell rim. 
2. Extractor interferes with snell rim. 
3. Ejector binds or foils to retract for enough. 
4. Burr at Ejector Hole on Bolt. 
5. Sharp corners on Bolt Lugs. 
6. Extractor Rivet loose. 

Correction: 1. Remove interference or change Bolt. 
2. Fit new Extradar {grind relief in new Extractor 

behind Clow). 
3. Free up or replace. 
4. Deburr. 
5. File radius. 
6. Tighten or replace Rivet. 

Fails to Extrad 

Cause: 1. Tight, rough or oversize Chamber. 
2. Extractor broken or damaged. 
3. Not enough Hook spoce on Extractor. 
4. Height of Claw not correct. 
S. Extractor stuck back. 

Correction: 1. Ream if tight or rougn. 
Change Barrel Assembly if oversize . 

2. Fit new Extractor. 
3. Fit new Extractor. 
4. Fit new Extractor. 
S. Replace Extractor. CCantinuecl an page Sl 
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REMINGTON PARTS LIST MODEL 
700 FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

_,. 

View Part NAME 0~ PAIT View Part MAMI OP PAllT 
No. No. No. No. 

NOTE: Ba1ic 30-06 Caliber li1tecl below, See Sectional View for proper 15752 Magazine Follo-r, BOL Grade 
identity of parts. See addecl page for other caliber part listings. 15940 M-sazine Tab Screw (AOL Gradel 

1 Barrel A-mbly 34 1702S Magazine Spring 

2 Bolt Assembly 15677 M119112ine Spring, SOL Grme 

Bolt Final Assambly 35 17029 Main Spring 

3 17012 Bolt Plug 36 26355 Rear Guard Scnw 

4 17013 Bolt Stop 37 32510 Rear Sight Aperture 

5 24475 Bolt Stop Pin 38 32500 R•r Sight s- -
6 15478 Bolt Stop Release 39 28505 Rear Sight s- Screw 121 

7 15224 Bolt Stop Spring 40 90905 Rear Sight Slide 

8 14472 Butt Plate 41 90906 Elevation Screw 

9 25410 Butt Plate Screw 42 90904 Windage Screw 

10 152S7 Center Guard Screw, AOL Grade 43 15358 R•r Swivel Screw, SOL Grade 

11 17017 Ejector 44 17034 Receiwlr Plug Screw 

12 17676 Ejector Pin 45 28585 Safety Asambly 

13 17019 Ejector Spring 48 23222 Safety Oetent Ball 

14 14669 Extractor 47 15368 Safety Oetent Spring 

15 27340 Extractor Rivet 48 17043 Safety Pivot Pin 

15376 Fastener, Sling Strap 49 17044 Safety Sn1111 Wllhar 

16 22020 Firing Pin 50 15666 Sur Safety Cam 

17 22040 Firing Pin ASRmbly 51 24476 Sur Pin 

' 18 17022 Firing Pin Cross Pin 52 17047 SUI' Spring I 
19 19SOO Floor Plate, SOL Grade 53 . 30855 Sling StrlD Assembly. SOL Grade _./ 

20 15291 Floor Plate Latch, SOL Grade 26990 Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings Complete 

21 16451 Floor Plat• Latch Pin, SOL Grade 54 26381 Stock Assambly, AOL Grade 

22 16452 Floor Plate Latch Spring, SOL Grade 26401 Stock Aaembly, SOL Grade 

23 16453 Floor Plata Pivot Pin, SOL Grade 181S6 Stack Reinforcing Screw I not shown I 

24 22035 Front Guard Screw 16970 Stock Reinforcing Screw O~I I not shown) 

25 15161 Front Guard Screw BUlhing, AOL Grade 55 28555 Swivel Assembly, SOL Grade IQ.O.l 

26 15373 Front Sight 56 152SO Tri991r 

15719 Front Sight (Lowl 57 17053 Trigger Adjusting Screw 

27 28510 Front Sight Ramp 26345 Trigger A..ml>IY 

15635 Front Sight Ramp, SOL Grade SB 19461 Trigg1r Conneet0r 

28 2S505 Front Sight Ramp Screw 59 17053 Trigg1r En!llCllfTll!lt Screw 

29 15363 Front Sight Hood, SOL Grade 60 15281 Tri991r Guard 

30 1535'7 Front Swivel Nut, SOL Grade 61 26376 Trigg1r Guard. SOL Grade 

31 15356 Front Swiwll S-, SOL Grada 26371 Trigger Guard Asambly. BOL Grade 

15331 Grip Cap, SOL Gl'8dl (not shownl 62 26655 Trigger Housing Ammbly 

30505 Grip Cap Spacer, BDL Grmcle (not shown) 63 24477 Trigger Pin 

32 15284 Magazine, AOL Grme 64 15400 Trigger Spring 

16430 Magazine, BOL Grmc!a (not shown) 65 15481 Trigger Stop Screw 

33 17024 Magazine Follo-r 

Deliveries are F.0.8. Ilion, New Yorlc Pam Subject to Change Without Notice 

_) 
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ADDITIONAL CALIBERS REMINGTON 
(Not Shown in Sectional Vlow) 

INCLUDES VARMINT MODEL FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 
MODEL 

700 

Part Mo. 

15709 
15850 
27341 

27342 
22021 

22041 

16434 

22037 

16204 
14659 
28511 
15992 
15282 
16716 

15283 

16715 

Nate: C:allllor part numllors not listecl llolow 1omo a1 30-06 
(222 Rom. Mag. discantinuod) 

NAMIOP 'AIT 

Extractor. 7mm Rem .. Mag., 264-300 Win. Mmg. 
Extractor, 222-223 Rem .• 17 Rem. 
Extractor Rivet, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264-300 Win. 

Mag. 
Extractor Rivet, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 17 Rem. 
Firing Pin, 222 Rem., 243-308 Win., 6mm Rem. 

Mag .• 22-250 Rem., 223 Rem .. 17 R11m. 
Firing Pin Assombly,222 Rem.17 Rem.243 Win •. 

308 Win .. Smm Rem .. 22-250 Rem.223 Rom. 
Floor Plate, BOL Grade, 222 Rem .. 223 Rom. 

243 & 308 Win .. Smm Rem .. 22-250 Rem., 
17 Rem. 

Front Guard Screw, 222 Rem., 223 Rem .. 243 & 
308 Win .. Smm Rem.,22-250 Rem., 17 Rem. 

Front Scope e-. Varmint 
Front Sight, 7mm Rem. Meg., 264 Win. Meg_ 
Front Sight Ramp, AOL Grade 
Front Sight Ramp, SOL Grade 
Magazine. AOL Grade. 222 Rem. 
Magazine, SOL Grade, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 

17 Rem. 
Magazine, AOL Gredt, 243 & 308 Win., 6mm 

Rem. 22·250 Rem. 
Magazine, BOL Grade, 243 & 308 Win., 6mm 

Rem. 22-250 Rem. 

Part No. 

33375 
26375 

26370 

2726.5 
27266 
1.5709 
16771 
2380.5 
27270 

26270 
21U67 
17639 
16717 

1.5361 

24666 
2"'477 

NAMEOP,AIT 

Stock Assembly, Vermint. BOL Grado, 25-o6 
Trigger Guard, SOL Grade, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 

243 & 308 Win .. 6mm Rem., 22·250 Rem_ 
17 Rem. 

Trigger Guard Asambly, BOL Grade, 222 Rem., 
17 Rem.,223 Rem •. 243 Win.,308 Win.,6mm 
Rem., 22-250 Rem. 

CAUSERS: 375 H&H Magnum, 458 WIN. MAGNUM 
Barrel Assembly, 37.5 H&H Mag. 
Barrel .Assombly, 4.58 Win. Mag. 
&tractor - - -

Front Sight, 375 H&H Mag. 
Frant Sight, 4.58 Win. Mag. 
Stack Auembly, 37.5 H&H Mog., 4.58 Win. Mag. (includes samo as 

stondan:I Magnum except Stock Solt (2), Nut (2), Cover (4) used) 

DISCONnNUED or SERVICE PARTS 
Barrel .Auembly, 280 Rem. 
&tractor, 222 Cal. 
Ejector, 222 Col. 
Front Sight Ramp, 6mm Rem .. 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag., 222 

Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win .. .AOL Grad• 
Front Sight Romp, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag., 222 Rem., 222 

Rom. Mag., 243 Win .. 8DL Grado 

14756 
91018 
90982 

Magazine, BOL Grade 
Magazine Follower, 222 Rem. 
Magazine Follower, 243 & 308 Win., Smm Rem. 

22-250 Rem. 

1902.5 

28200 

Front Sight Romp, 30-06, 2BO Rem., 308 Win., 270 Win., AOL Grade 
Front Sight Ramp Pin, 6mm Rom., 7mm Rom. Mag .. 264 Win. Mag .. 

222 Rem., 222 Rom. Mag., 2.4J Win. ) 
Front Sight Ramp Screw, 7mm Rem. Mag., 6mm Rem .. 264 Win. Mag., 

222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win. 

15285 
16826 
15286 
17983 
17891 

15698 
15699 

17058 

18843 
90949 
25410 

1S842 
16205 
33380 
33365 

33385 

33370 

33376 

Magazino Spacer, 222 Rem. 
Magazine Sp-r, 222 Rem., BDL Grade 
Magazine Spacer,223 Rem .• BOL Grado, 17 Rom. 
Magazine Spring, 222 Rem., 223 Rom •• 17 Rem. 
Magazine Spring, 243 & 308 Win., 6mm Rem. 

AOL Grado 
M191Zino Spring, 22-250 Rem. 
Magazine Spring, 22·250 Rem .. 6mm Rem., 243 

Win., BOL Grode 
Main Spring, 222 Rem., 223 Rom., 243 Win., 

308 Win., 17 Rem. 
Rear Scope Bao. Varmint 
Recoil Pad, 7mm Rem.Meg.264 & 300 Win.Meg_ 
Recoil Pad Screw,7mm Rem.Mag .. 264 & 300 

Win. Mmg. 
Scope a- Scnlw, Root V..-mint 
Scope Base Screw, Front Vlln'llint 
Stoek Assembly, 7mm Rem. Meg., AOL Grlldo 
Stock Assembly, 222 Rem., 243 Win., 308 Win., 

6mm Rem., 22-250 Rem., AOL Grado 
Stoek Assembly, 7mm. Rem.Meg.,.264-300 Win. 

Mag., SOL Grade 
Stock Assembly ,222 Rem .• 243 Win .• 308 Win. 

6rnm Rem.,22-250 Rem.,BDL Grade,17 Rem. 
Stock Assembly,Varmint.BOL Grad•.222 Rem .• 

223 Rem.,243 Win.,6mm Rem.,22-250 Rem. 

Oo/i.,eries are F.O.S. Ilion, New Yorlc 

.. , _____ .. _ ·-- ------------- ·----
7 

Rear Sight .Assembly, Complete (includes Rear Sight Assembly, Rear 
Sight Base, Rear Sight 8aso Screw <2>, Rear Sight Screw, Rear 
Sight Stop, Rear Sight Washor (2) 

Parts SubjKt to Cltongo Witltout Notice ,_) 
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MODEL 700 

(\ 

MALFUNCTIONS 
CAUSE and CORRECTION 

!. 

·-·-· 

(Con't. from Page 4) 

Fails to Eject 

Cause: 1. Burr at Ejector Hole in Bolt. 
2. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
3. Extractor Rivet loose. 
4. Extractor drops shell. 

Correction: 1. Deburr. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Re-stake or replace. 
4. Replace Extractor. 

Mlsiires 

Cause: 1. Short Firing Pin (damaged). 
2. Firing Pin binds. 
3. Short Firing Pin protrusion. 
4. Firing Control out of adjustment. 
S. Faulty ammunition. 

Correction: 1. Replace. 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. Change firing Pin or Bolt. 
4. Adjust. 

c= -Follows Down 

Cause: 

Correction: 

l. Trigger Adjusting Screw, rear, out of adjust
- ment (improper horizontal engagement of Sear 

and Connector). 
2. Improper vertical engagement-of Sear and 

Connector. 
3. Trigger doesn't retract. 
4. Corners on Sear or Connector rounded. 
S. Trigger binds on Trigger Plate. 
6. Not enough tension .on Weight Screw 

(light pull). 

1. Adjust. 
2. Fit new Fire Control. 
3. Fit new Fire Control. 
4. Fit n- Fire Control. 
5. File - eliminate interference. 
6. Adjust. 

Bolt Opens Harcl 

Cause: 

Correction: 

1. See Fails to Extract. 
2. Upset Extraction Com on Bolt Handle. 
3. Burr at Ejector Hole in Bolt. 
4. Blown or set back Primer on shell. 

1 . See Fails to Extract. 
2. Smooth up. 
3. Deburr. 
4. Ream Chamber if throat is shallow (ommuni· 

tion may be at fault). 

8 

Bolt Pulls Out 

Cause: 1. Bolt Stop or Bolt Release bindL 
2. Bolt Stop or Bolt Release broken. 

Correction: 1. Free up. 
2. Replace. 

Safe Works Too Hard or Too FrHly 

CauH: 1. Sofe binds-(works hard). 
2. Safety Snap Washer stretched out (Safe works 

toafreely). 

Correction: 1. Free up. 
2. Replace Washer. 

Bulgn or Blows CaHS 

CauH: 1. Ovenize Chamber. 
2. Maximum head space. 

Correction: l. Change Sorrel or Barrel and Receiver 
Assembly. 

2. Fit new Bait (ammunition may be at fault). 

Bolt Binds 

Cause: 1. Guard Screws protrude into Bait track. 
2. Scope Screws protrude into Bolt track. 
3. Bolt Handle interference on Stock. 
4. Step at rear of Solt Lugs. 

Correction: 1. File ends of Screws. 
2. File ends of Screws. 
3. Correct Stock or fit new Srock. 
4. File lo blend. 

Doesn't Group 

Cause: 1. Crown of Barrel damaged. 
2. Leading of Bore. 
3. Oversize Bore. 
4. Improper bedding of Barrel in Stock. 
5. Loose Sights. 

Correction: 1. Recrown. 
2. Lead or change Barrel. 
3. Change Barrel. 
4. Correct bedding. 
S. Tighten or replace. 

Point of Impact Not Correct 

Cause: 1. Barrel not straight. 
2. Horns, breaks, etc. in Bore. 
3. Improper or loose Sights. 

Correction: 1. Straighten. 
2. Correct if pouible. 
3. Tighten or change Sights. 
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MOO EL 
700 

LEFT HAND MODEL 

View P•n NAME No. No. OF PART 

PARTS LIST 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MAN UAL 

" .. / 
View Pan NAME OF PART N•. Ne. 

NOTE:· Basic 30-08 c.liblr liftld bel-. For Clthlr cmliber perts 51 JC.855 Sling Stl'IP Ammbly 
and numbers - Mlditi11nal calibln lilt. 26990 Sling Strap Aaernbly and Mountings Complete---

52 32890 Stoclc Aaembly 
1 Barrel Ammbly 18186 Stoclc Reinforcing Screw 
2 Bolt Assembly 16970 Stock R1inforcing Screw Oowet 

Bolt Final Assembly 53 26555 Swivll Asambly IQ. 0.1 
3 17012 Bolt Plu 54 15280 Trilllllf' 
4 17013 Bolt Sto 55 17053 Triggll' Adjusting Sc 
5 24475 Bolt Stop Pin 32895 Trilllllf' Assembly 
6 90555 Bolt Stop Rile 56 19461 Tri!llllf' Connector 
7 90554 Bolt Stop Sprin 57 17053 Triggll' EngigliMnt Ser 
8 14472 Bun Plat 58 26376 Trilllllf'Guard 
9 25410 Bun Plate Screw 26371 Triggll' Guwd Assembly 

10 17017 Ejector 59 32905 Trigg1r Housing A•mbly 
11 17676 Ejector Pin 60 24477 Tri!llllf'Pin 
12 17019 Ejector Sprin 61 1!5400 Tri911M" Sprin 
13 14669 Extractor 62 15481 Tri9111F Stop Screw 
14 27340 Extractor Rivet 

15376 Fastener, Sling Str 
15 22020 Firing Pin ADDITIONAL CALIBERS 
16 22040 Firing Pin Asambly NOTE: Pan not lined same • 3CM>& c.liMt' 
17 17022 Firing Pin Cross Pi 
18 19800 Floor Pia 
19 15291 Floor Plate Late 
20 16451 Floor Plate Latcn Pin 
21 16452 Floor Plate Latcn Sprin 
22 16453 Floor Plate Pivot Pin 
23 22035 Front Guard Screw 
24 15373 Front Sig/It 

15719 Front Signt (LDWI 
25 15635 Front Sig/It Ram 
26 28505 Front Sight Ramp Screw 

Barrel Aaembly, 7mm R1m. Mag. 
81rr1I Amlfllbly, 270 Win. 

32862 Bolt Ammbly, 7mm Rem. Mag. 
15709 Extractor, 7mm R1m. Mav. ) 27341 ExtrKtOr Rivet, 7mm Rem. M.g. 
14659 Front Signt, 7mm Rem. Mag. 
21387 RICOil Pld, 7mm Rem. Mag. 
25410 Recoil Pld Screw, 7mm Rem. Mag. 
32880 Stock Ammbly, 7mm Rem. Mag. 

27 15363 Front Signt Hood 
28 15367 Front Swivel Nut 
29 15356 Front Swivel S 

15331 Grip Ca 
30505 Grip Cap Spacer 

JO 16430 Magazin 
31 15752 Mmgazine Follo-r 
32 15677 Magazine Sprin 
33 17029 Main Sprin 
34 25355 Rear Guard S 
35 32510 Rear Signt Apenu 
36 32500 Rear Sig/It B 
37 28505 RearSignt Sc 
38 90905 Rear Sight Sr 
39 90906 Elevation.Sc 
40 90904 WindageSc 
41 15358 Rear Swivel Sc 
42 17034 R-ivar Plug ~w 
43 32900 Safety Assembly 
44 23222 Safety Oet1nt Ball 
45 90557 Safety Oetent Sprin 
46 17043 Safety Pivot Pin 
47 17044 Safety Snap Washer 
48 15666 Sar Safery Ca 
49 24476 Sur Pin 
50 17047 SurSprin 

9 
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MODEL 700 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington Model 700 is a high power bolt action repeater available in a wide variety of center fire calibers. Two grades are 
supplied - AOL (standard) and BDL. Included in the BDL grade is the model 700 VARMINT - an extremely accurate rifle expressly 
designed for the high velocity "varmint'' caliben. 

\ 

The instruction folder RD·5461 is packaged with each new rifle. Folden may also be obtained from the retailer or dealer. This folder 
outlines operating instructions, instructions for care and maintenance of the rifle and a complete parts list. 

When handling rifle for servicing or shipping make certain rifle is empty with no rounds in magazine or chamber. 
Unless described otherwise, parts are interchangeable with no factory adjustment required. 
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~OLT FINAL ASSEMBLY 
To Di1a1Rmble - With safety forward on FIRE !)Olition, lift 
bolt handle and pull rearward until action ia halted by bolt 
stop. Preu upward on bolt stop release - located in front of 
trigger and remove bolt final auembly from rifle. 
To Service - S.lectlve -mbly at factory is required for 
ref'lacement of bolt auembl191. Ho-. firing, cocking, ex
tractor and ejection f)Oltl are interchangeable and may be 
ref'laced with no factory adfustment required. 
To Rea1Mmble-Wlth safety forward, insert bolt final assem
bly into rifle, f'Ush forward as far as possible and lower bolt 
handle. Note: Bolt must remain cocked to install. If uncocked, 
firing pin head will be receued well inside bolt f'lug. To cock 
bolt, clam!' firing pin head firmly to f'Fevent movement and turn 
bolt with handle. Continue turning bolt handle until cocking 
notch on rear engages firing Flin head. Bolt is then cocked and 
may be installed. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY-COMPONENTS: lndud• bolt 
assembly, ejector, ejector Flin, ejector spring, extractor, extrac· 
tor rivet, firing pin auembly. Firing pin C111embly includes bolt 
plug, firing pin, firing Flin crOll pin, firing pin head and main 
spring. 

EJECTOR,- EJECTOR, PIN - EJECTOR, SPRING 
(in bolt assembly) 

EJECTOI IETllllllllC Piii 

IJlCTOI__,..,~ DllVl Ol1 

"'"" ....... ---~ 
FIG. 1 

To DisasMmble - With bolt final assembly removed from 
rifle, drive out ejector pin and pull ejector Sf'ring from bolt. 
s .. Fig. 1. 
To Rea11emble - Insert ejector spring and ejector into bolt. 
Push ejector and hold against tension of ejector spring. Align 
ejector pin slot in ejector to pin hole in bolt and drive in ejector 
pin. 

Note: .Assembled ejector must work freely in bolt for proper 
ejection. 

EXTRACTOR - EXTRACTOR RIVET (in bolt assembly) 
To Dl1a11embl--Oisassemble ejector and ejector Sf'ring from 
bolt. 

EJECTOR HOL~E • 

EXTRllCTGI .. 

EITHCTOI RIVET 

FIG. 2 

Drive extractor rivet from bolt. See Fig. 2. Dislodge and 
remove loosened extractor from inside bolt rim. 

· EITHCTOI RIVET HOLE S•teU Up 1 EITHCTOI RIVET ~ 

""'":::::) ~ /_,;}] 
EXTRACTOR CLAW / I EJECTOR HOLE 

Fl1tt11 En• 
FIG. 3 

To Service - Parts ore interchangeable. Extractor rivet will 
most likely be damaged when driven from bolt and replace· 
ment rivet should be used in reassembly. 
To Rea1Mmble-Adjust replacement extractor for proper ten· 
sion before rea1Hmbly as follows: Squeeze ends of extractor 
together slightly. S.. Fig. 3. Stri:iighten tail of extractor. SH 
Fig. 3. Place extractor inside rim in bolt fa~. J.lign _hole in 
extractor with rivet hole in bolt. Insert extractor rivet. 

Note: If original disassembled extractor is reassembled, ad
justment for proper tension before reassembly may not be nec
essary. 

Place support inside of bait rim and against head of rivet. 
Peen over protruding end of rivet to tighten extractor in bolt. 
Reassemble ejector. Smooth up peening to blend with outside 
of bolt. Check extractor for proper tension using a fired case. 
Extractor must grip case firmly and hold case when breech is 
held face downwards. 

If fired case is gripped too tightly (case snaps free with dif
ficulty) tap extractor bock under bolt rim using o soft metal 
punch. Test with fired case. Repeat, if necftlOry, until grif'ping 
pressure of extractor is satisfactory. 

If fired caae is gripped too loosely (case falls away when bolt 
is held face downward) extractor must be pulled from under rim 
to increase tension against case. Disassemble, if necessary, and 
rebend extractor aa indicated in Fig. 3. 

Ahn tension has been adjusted satisfactorily, smoath up in
cline on extractor to match perfectly to breech bolt rim. SH 
Fig. 3. 

Note: An earlier design, in 222 caliber, incorporated a 
"snap in" type extractor requiring no rivet. Th- may easily be 
disassembled and reassembled by inserting pointed twffzers 
into holes provided in ends of extractor and comprellitlg ends 
together. When reasHmbling, hoolc on extractor should face 
bolt. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY FROM BOLT ASSEMBLY 
To Dl1a11emble - Remove bolt final OSHmbly from rifle. Pull 
firing pin head rearward until coin or washer can be inserted 
into slot near back edge of firing pin head. S.. Fig. 4'. Unscrew 
and remove firing pin assembly from bolt assembly. 

PIG. 4 

To Service - Firing pin assembly is interchangeable and may 
be replaced as a unit with no factory adjustment required. Re· 
placement of bolt assembly requires selective ouembly for 
proper function • 
To RealMmble - Follow reverse order. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS: Includes bolt 
plug, firing.pin, firing Flin cross pin, firing pin head, main spring. 

FlllllC Jllll CIOSS PIN 

~"""" 
FIRlllC Piii 

I e::::. 

FIRlllC Piii HEAD FIG. 5 llAlllSPRlllC 
To Di1assembl.-{with firing pin assembly removed from bolt). 

.} _,, 
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Caation: Main spring is under compression. Disassembly of 
this unit is not recommended unless necessary for replacement 
of damaged parts. Suitable holding means must be used to pre· 
vent firing pin and/ or firing pin head from flying free when 
cross pin is driven out. 

Compress mainspring until firing pin cross pin is exposed. 
Hold firing pin and firing pin head securely ond drive out cross 
pin. Sff Fig. 5. ReleaM parts carefully and disassemble. 
To Service - All parts in firing pin assembly are interchange· 
able with no factory fitting required. However, if replacing fir· 
ing pin, a hole drilling operation in shank of firing pin is neces· 
sary. To do this, use a No. 42 size drill (.093). 

Assemble shank of replacement firing pin into firing pin 
head. Make sure recess in head is clean and free of any obstruc· 
tions. Seat shank of firing pin firmly onto firing pin head. Align 
drill through cross pin hole in firing pin head. Drill through firing 
pin shank. 
To Reassemble - Reassemble all parts of firing pin assembly. 
Hold bolt plug against tension of reassembled mciin spring. 
Insert firing pin cross pin through firing pin head and shank of 
firing pin. Release tension on bait plug. f'. 
REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY (includes rear sight collar, rear sight 
eyepiece, rear sight leaf, rear sight windage screw). 
To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove rear sight screw. 
Remove rear sight assembly from rear sight base. 
To Service - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re• 
quired. Replacement as Cl unit is recommended. 
To Reassemble - Place bent tabs on bottom of rear sight 
assembly into slot in rear sight base. Align holes, assemble and 
tighten rear sight screw. 

REAR SIGHT STEP 
To Disauembl-Orasp and lift rear sight eyepiece and slide 
rear sight step rearward. 
To Service - Interchangeable. Additional steps, marked for 
size, are available for range purposes. 
To Reaasemble - Follow reverse order. Lorge end of step 
should face forward. 

REAR SIGHT BASE 
To Disassemble - Remove rear sight assembly ond rear sight 
step. Unscrew and remove rear sight base screws, washer and 
base. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT HOOD (BDL Grade only) 
To Disassemble - Pry bottom ears of hood apart slightly until 
hood con be slid forward and away from front sight base. 
To Service - Interchangeable on oll BOL grade front sight 
ramps. No factory adjustment required. 
To Reassemble-Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT 
To Disassemble - Drive front sight out of front sight romp 
from left to right. To prevent damage to sight a saft metal punch 
should be used. 
To Reassemble - Foll- reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT RAMP 
To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove front sight ramp 
screws and front sight ramp. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD (AOL Grade) 
To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove trigger guard screws 
and disassemble trigger guard from stock. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY (BDL Grade) 
To DisasHmble--Remave bolt assembly. Unscrew and remove 

2 

front and rear guard screws. Lift loosened stock assembly from 
trigger and disassemble trigger guard from stock assembly. 

Note: To remove magazine follower and spring (assembled 
to floor plate) unlatch floor plate. Lift folded end of spring 
upward, p,ull back and disassemble from floor pl1;1te. 
To Reaasemble - Follow reverse order. Tighten screws firmly. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY-C:OMPON!NTS (BQl Grade) 
includes floor plate, floor plate latch, ~oar plate latch pin, floor 
plate latch spring, floor plate pivot pin, trigger guard. 

· To Disa1semble - Drive out floor plate pivot pin and remove 
floor plate from trigger guard. 

PIG. 6 

Caution: Pivot pin is tight fitting. Support trigger guard 
properly lo prevent damoge to front section. 

Unhook rear of floor plate latch spring from floor plate latch 
and front end of spring from trigger guard. Remove spring from 
guard. Sff Fig. 6. 

FIG. 7 
~LATCH PIN 

Drive out floor plate latch pin - left ta right and remove 
floor plate latch from trigger guard. s .. Fig. 7. 
To Reassemble- Follow reverse order. Floor plate should 
swing freely and latch properly. 

MAGAZINE - MAGAZINE FOLLOWER- MAGAZINE 
SPRING . 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trig· 
ger guard or (in BDL grade) trigger guard assembly. Remove 
stock assembly. Remove magazine follower and spring. Unscrew 
magazine tab screw (AOL grade only) and remove magazine. 
BOL grade magazines are disassembled by simply lifting from 
receiver. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

BOLT STOP-BOLT STOP SPRING-BOLT STOP PIN 
To DisasHmble - Remove bolt final assembly and stock as
sembly. Drive out bolt stop pin and remove bolt stop and bolt 
stop spring. 
To Reassemble - Place bolt stop spring in recess in bottom 
left side of receiver. Long end of spring should face forward 
with bent end facing outward. Place bolt stop in slot with con· 
toured edge facing up and hole to rear. Align holes and drive 
in bolt stop pin. When bolt stop release is pressed bolt stop 
should pivot freely. 

SAFETY ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly, trigger guard 
or trigger guard assembly, stock assembly, magazine. maga
zine follower and spring. Drive out bolt stop pin and remove 

----------·---------·----- -· ·- ·--· -· .. 
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SAFETY 
DETEIT BALL_.,-

FIG. 8 

bolt stop and spring. Oisauemble safety snap washer and 
safety detent spring. Drive out safety pivat pin and remove 
safery assembly and safety detent ball. SH Fig. 8. 

Note: Trigger housing will pivot on sear pin when bolt stop 
pin is removed. Take care that sear spring (beneatli sear safety 
cam) is not lost. Bolt stop release may also be removed at this 
time. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Safety auembly and 
bolt stop should pivot freely. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY 
To Disassemble - Remove bolt stop pin, bolt stop and spring. 
Drive out sear pin and remove trigger assembly, sear spring 
and sear safety com. 
To Service - Trigger assembly may be replaced as o complete 
unit with no factory adjustment required (see trigger ouembly 
components for listing). Readjustment of trigger connector-sear 
engagement may be required. 
To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make sure sear spring 
is reassembled to function properly beneath sear safety com. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS: Includes bolt stop re
lease. trigger housing assembly, safety assembly, safety detent 
boll, safety detent spring, safety pivot pin, safety snap washer, 
sear safety com, sear spring, trigger, trigger adjusting screw, 
trigger connector, trigger engagement screw, trigger pin, trig
ger spring, trigger stop screw. 
To Disassemble- Remove trigger assembly. Disassemble sear 
safety com, sear spring, safety assembly and bolt stop release. 
Unscrew and remove trigger engagement screw, trigger stop 
screw, trigger adjusting screw and trigger spring. Drive out 
trigger pin and remove trigger and trigger connector. 
To Service - All parts of trigger assembly are interchange
able. However, readjustment of trigger connector-sear engage
ment may be required (see trigger adjustment). 
To Reassemble - Place trigger connector on trigger (longer 
tab an top). Place assembled trigger and connector into hous
ing, align holes and tap trigger pin into housing until flush with 
right side. Reassemble trigger spring, trigger adjusting screw, 
trigger engagement screw, and trigger stop screw. Replace 
safety assembly and bolt stop release. Reassemble sear spring 

SEAR 

FIG. 9 

TRIGGER 
ADJUSTING SCREW 

TRIGGER 
CONNECTOR 
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and sear safety com, align holes and top in sear pin. Pin shoul~ 
not protrude into bolt stop slot. Adjust trigger if necessary and 
reseal or stake adjusting screws in place. 

TRIGGER ADJUSTMENT. s .. Fig. 9. 
Remove stock assembly and trigger guard. 
IMPORTANT: Adjustment or removal of trigger engagement 

screw (behind trigger) is not recommended unless foi:.replace
ment. This screw is factory adjusted to provide correct amount 
of trigger connectcr·seor engagement. 1his engagement can be 
seen through hole in housing when safety is forward in FIRE 
position. 

Note: All adjusting screws are factory sealed with cement. 
Pull of Trigger-is adjusted tc desired weight by turning front 
trigger adjusting screw. Turn screw clockwise for heavier weight 
of pull and counter clockwise for lighter pull. 
Travel of Trigger - is adjusted· by turning trigger stop screw 
in front of housing. To reduce trigger travel, place bolt in re
ceiver and cock action. Turn trigger stop screw clockwise until 
firing pin will not fall or fire rifle when trigger is pulled. 
Re-cock rifle and back off screw counter clockwise until firing 
pin will fall or fire rifle. This method of adjustment will allow 
least amount of trigger aver travel. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 
To Di1anemble - Remove trigger guard or trigger guard 
assembly and remove stock assembly. 
To ReaHemble - Follow reverse order. Tighten screws 
securely. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (AOL Grade) includes 
butt plate, butt plate screw (2), front guard screw bushing, 
stock, stock reinforcing screw. stock reinforcing screw dowel. 
To Dlsauemble - Unscrew and remove butt plate screws and 
butt plate. Front guard screw bushing may be removed fer 
replacement if necessary, by driving out with o tool from inside 
of stock. Tap against inner edge of bushing until it cames free 
from stock. Avoid damage ta stock. 
To Rea1Hmbl~ollow reverse order. Replacement butt plate 
may require edge sanding to match stock outline. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS (BDL Grade) includes 
AOL grade components plus butt plate spacer, fore end tip, fore 
end tip spacer, grip cap, grip cap spacer, front swivel· nut. 
To Disassemble-see disassembly of AOL grade. Front swivel 
nut may be disassembled for replacement by carefully driving 
out from inside of stock. 
To Reassemble - Fallow reverse order. 

BARREL ASSEMBL Y-lncludes barrel, barrel bracket, receiver. 
Selective factory assembly is required for replacement of ports 
and ta insure proper operation with bolt final assembly. Disas
sembly is not recommended. Replace as a unit. 

SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY AND MOUNTINGS, COMPLETE: 
Includes front swivel nut, front swivel screw, rear swivel screw, 
sling strap assembly, swivel assembly, Q. 0. (2). 

Note: Sling Strop Assembly includes sling strap, fastener, 
keeper and buckle. Strop is %" wide. Swivel assemblies are 
(Q. 0.) type. 

A sling strap complete with mountings is packaged with each 
BOL Grode rifle. When attaching to rifle - assemble both quick 
detachable (Q. 0.) swivel assemblies to stock. To do this, push 
plunger on swivel until small plate lifts and can be swung free 
of attaching stud on swivel. Then insert attaching stud into eye 
of stock screw. Close plate on swivel to lock swivel to stock screw. 

To attach strop to swivels~ insert tongue of strap into rear 
swivel. Loop strop back and through attached keeper band. 
Insert strop into and through buckle and front swivel. Loop back 
and secure with brass fastener. Adjust strap to desired position. 

To remove strap from rifle, simply snap quick detachable 
swivels from stock screws and remove strap. 

l=Gi-1- R,S. 
569 
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CYCLE OF OPERATION 
The operation cycle of the Model 700 follows the basic: pat· 

tern of bolt action rifles. After firing, raising of bolt handle will 
unlock oction. Pulling bolt rearward will open action and ex
tract and eject any fired c:ase or round that may be in chamber. 
Pushing bolt handle forward and down closes and locks action 
-completing the cycle. Each operation is described in sequence 
below: 

FIRING 
With action dosed and locked ond safety in forward or 

FIRE position, rifle c:an be fired by pulling trigger. Pulling or 
squeezing trigger moves trigger connector forward, leaving 
sear unsupported against cocked firing pin head. With support 
removed, sear is cammed down by pressure of spring-loaded 
firing pin and firing pin is driven forward to strike primer. 

UNLOCKING 
Raising of bolt handle unseats locking lugs on bolt head 

from recoil shoulden in receiver. 

COCKING 
Cocking takes place os bolt handle is raised. A com ot rear 

of rotating bolt forc:es firing pin assembly rearward, compress
ing main spring, and holding assembly in c:ocked position in o 
notch at rear of bolt. This engagement holds until bolt handle is 
lowered again during locking cycle. Engagement is then trans
ferred to sear to cock rifle. 

EXTRACTION 

This phase of operation c:ycle consists of two parts referred to 
as (1) primary extraction, and (2) secondary extraction. Primary 
extraction oc:cun simultaneously with unlocking. The rim of case, 
being complete!y encased by bolt head, is gripped by a c:irculor 
recessed claw-type extractor. During final upward throw of bolt 
handle, a primary extraction cam retracts bolt approximately 
Ya" with a mec:honicol advantage of about 8 to 1, completing 
primary portion of this phase. Bolt lugs ore now free of locking 
shoulders in receiver and bolt may now be moved to rear -
completing second phase of extraction. 

EJECTION 

Within the bolt face, maintaining constant pressure on head 
of cartridge, is a spring-loaded ejector. As bolt is retracted ond 
front edge of c:ortridge reaches ejection port, pressure, along 
with opposing grip of extractor, ejects cartridge from port. 
Rearward motion of bolt is arrested by bolt stop. 

FEEDING 

With bolt stopped in rearward position, topmost cartridge in 
magazine will be urged upwards by magazine spring. It is held 
in position until carried forward by bolt into loading c:ycle. 

LOADING 
In closing the action, bolt pushes cartridge from magazine 

into barrel chamber. Feeding lips on top of magazine guide 
cartridge until bullet enters chamber. 

LOCKING 
Rotating bolt handle downward locks cartridge in barrel 

chamber. Four engagements are mode in this cyc:le: ( 1) Locking 
lugs on bolt head ore engaged with recoil shoulders in receiver. 
(21 lieod of cartridge is seated into bolt head, depressing ejec
tor while extractor claw is snapped over rim of cartridge. (3) 
Sear engages ond locks firing pin in o cocked position by action 
of (4) Sear being supported from beneath by connector. Rifle 
is now ready for firing by release of trigger. · 

SAFETY 

The safety, located ot right rear of receiver, is oP.roted by o 
push and pull action on the safety button:.This holo:position 
safety has two internal functions. When safety is rotated rear
ward, a c:am is brought into position beneath sear safety com. 

·This locks com against firing pin ond prevents rifle from firing. 
Second function of safety in SAFE position ("S" marking) brings 
an arm into slot in bolt preventing bolt from being opened. 
Pushing safety forward to FIRE position ("F" marking) nullifies 
above conditions ond rifle moy be fired. 

MALFUNCTIONS 
Cause and Correction 

Over0 Rlde 

Cause: 1. Magazine Follower binds. 
2. Damaged Follower Spring. 
3. Magazine Spring caught under Guard. 
4. Tabs on Follower bent. 

Correction: 1. Adjust side angle on Magazine Box. 
2. Change Spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Straighten or replace Follower. 

Stems Chamber 

Couse: 1. Sharp or rough Receiver Rails. 
2. Shari:> edge - rear end ·of Chamber. 
3. Rough Romp in Receiver. 
4. Magazine Box loose in Receiver. 

Correction: 1. Polish or file. 
2. Remove sharpness. 
3. Polish Romi:>. 
4. Adjust. 

Bolt Closes Hard Over Shells 

Cause: 1. Bolt interferes with shell rim. 
2. Extractor interferes with shell rim. 
3. Ejector binds or foils-to retract for enougn. 
4. Burr ot Ejector Hole on Bolt. 
5. Sharp corners on Bolt Lugs. 
6. Extractor Rivet loose. 

Correction: 1. Remove interference or change Bolt. 
2. Fit new Extractor (grind relief in new Extractor 

behind Clow). 
3. Free up or replace. 
4. Deburr. 
5. File radius. 
6. Tighten or replace Rivet. 

Fails to Extract 

Couse: 1. Tight, rough or oversize Chamber. 
2. Extractor broken or damaged. 
3. Not enough Hook space on Extractor. 
4. Height of Clow not correct. 
5. Extractor stuck bock. 

Correction: 1. Ream if tight or rough. 
Change Borre! Assembly if oversize. 

2. Fit new Extractor. 
3. Fit new Extractor. 
4. Fit new Extractor. 
5. Replace Extractor. <Continued on page Bl 
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REMINGTON PARTS LIST MQDEL 
700 FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

-
vr- ""' NAM! OP PAIT View. ""' NAME OP PAIT Na. Na. Na •. No. 

NOTE: Basic 30.06 Caliber listed belaw, SH Sectional View far praper 37 24525 Rear Sight Assembly (includes Rear Sight Collar, Rear Sighr 
identity af parts. SH added page far other caliber part ll11inp. Eyepiece, Rear Sight Leaf, Rear Sight Windage Screw) 

26271 lcrrel Assembly (includes Barrel, Barrel Bracket, Receiver) 
38 16454 Rear Sight Ba• 

1 39 16023 Rear Sight l!.:i• Screw 
2 26327 Bolt AsHmbly {includes Bait Body Auembly and Bolt 40 16.4.56 Rear Sight Screw 

Handle) 
26317 Bolt Final Assembly (includes Bolt Assembly, Ejectar. Ejectar 41 2B095 Rear Sight Step <Selected Sizes) 

Pin, Ejector Spring, Extractor, Extractor Rivet, Firing Pin 42 16968 Rear Sight Washer 
Assembly) 43 15358 ltear Swivel Screw, BDL Grade 

3 17012 Bolt Plug 44 17034 lteceiver Plug Screw 

" 17013 Bolt Stop 45 26585 Safety Assembly (includ .. Safety, Safety Button) 

5 24475 Bait Stop Pin 46 23222 Safety 0-nt Ball 

6 1.5478 Bait Stop lteleaM 47 15368 Sofoty Detent Spring 

7 17014 Bolt Stop Spring 48 17043 Safety Pivot Pin 

8 14472 Butt Plate 49 17044 Safety Snap Washer 

9 25410 Butt Plate Screw 50 15666 Sear Safety Cam 
10 15287 Center Guard Ser-, AOL Grade 51 24476 Sear Pin 

11 17017 Ejector 52 17047 Sear Spring 

12 17676 Ejector Pin 53 3085.5 Sling Strap A1Mmbly, BDL Grade (Includes Sling Strap, 

13 17019 Ejector Spring Fastener. Kffper, Buckle) 

" 16254 Extractor 26990 Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings Complete (includes 

15 27340 Extractor Rivet 
Sling Strap Assembly, Swivel AIMmbly, Q. O. C2l, Front 
Swivel Nut, Frant Swivel Screws, Rear Swivel Screw) 

15376 Fastener, Sling Strap 54 26381 Stock Assembly, AOL Grade (includes Butt Plate, Butt Plate 
16 22020 Firing Pin 5cfew·c2l, Front Guard Screw Bushing, Stock, Stack Rein-
17 22040 Firing Pin Assembly (includes Bolt Plug, Firing Pin, Firing forcing Screw, Stack Reinforcing Screw o-el) 

Pin Crou Pin, Firing Pin Head, Main SprinQ) 26401 Stack Assembly, BDL Grade <includes Butt Plate. Butt Plate 

~ 18 17022 Firing Pin Crou Pin Screw C2l, Fo,..nd Tip, Fo,..nd Tip Spacer, Grip Cap, 
19 19800 Floor Plate, BDL Grade Grip Cap Spacer, Front Swivel Nut, Stack, Stock Reinforc· _./ 
20 15291 Floor PIClle Latc:h, BDL Grade 

ing Screw, Stock Reinforcing Ser- Dowell (not shown) 

21 16451 Floor Plate Latch Pin, BDL Grade 
18186 Stoclc Reinforcing Screw (not shown) 

22 16452 Floor Plate Lcnch Spring, BDL Grade 
16970 Stock Reinforcing Ser- Dowel (not shown) 

23 16453 Floor Plate Pivot Pin, BDL Grade 
55 26555 Swivel Assembly, BDL Grade (Q. 0.) 

24 22035 Front Guard Screw 
56 15280 Trigger 

25 15161 Frant Guard Screw Bushing, AOL Grad• 
57 17053 Trigger AdJusting Screw 

26 15373 Front Sight 26345 Trigger Assembly (includes Bolt Stap Release, Trigger Hou .. 
ing Assembly, Safety Assembly, Safety Detent Boll, 

15719 Front Sight (Low) Safety Detent Spring, Safety Pivot Pin, Sofety Snap 
27 28510 Front Sight Ramp Washer, Sear and Safety Com Assembly, Sear Spring, 

15635 Front Sight Ramp, BDL Gracie Trigger. Trigger Adjusting Screw, Trigger Connector, 

28 28505 Front Sight Ramp Screw Trigger Engagement Ser-, Trigger Pin, Trigger Spring, 
Trigger Stop Screw) (not shown) 

29 15363 Front Sight Hood, BDL Grade 57 17053 Trigger Engagement Screw 
30 15357 Frant Swivel Nut, BDL Grade 58 19461 Trigger Connector 
31 15356 Front Swivel Screw, BDL Graci• 59 15281 Trigger Guard 

15331 Grip Cop, BDL Grade (not shown) 60 26376 Trigger Guard, BDL Grade 
15332 Grip Cap Spacer, BDL Gracie (not shown) 26371 Trigger Guard Assembly, BDL Grade (includes Floor Plate, 

32 15284 Magazine, AOL Gracfo Floor Plate Latch, Floor Plate Latch Pin, Floor Plate Latch 
16430 Magazine, 8DL Grade (not shawm Spring, Floor Plate Pivot Pin, Trigger G11arcO (nor shown)· 

33 17024 Magazine Folio- 61 26655 Trigger Housing Assembly (includes Trigger Housing Spacer 
15752 Magazine Foti-,,.IDl Gl'Qde (3), Trigger Side Plate (2) 

34 1702B Magazine Spring 62 24477 Trigger Pin 

15677 Magazine Spring, IDL Grade 63 15400 Trigger Spring 

35 17029 Main Spring 64 15481 Trigger Stop Screw 

36 26355 Rear Guard Screw 

Oe/i.,erier are F.0.8. Ilion, New York l'ortr 5ua;ect to Chong• Without Notice 
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ADDITIONAL CALIBERS REMINGTON MODEL 
700 (Not Shown in Sectional Vlow) 

FIELD SERVICE MANUAL INCLUDES VARMINT MODEL 

ParT Na. 

26272 
26274 
26273 
26265 
26266 
26267 
27675 
26268 
26269 
27678 
27676 
27677 
29570 

29571 
295n 
29573 
29574 
26328 
26329 
26325 
26326 
26318 

26319 
26315 
26316 
15852 
15709 

15850 
27341 

27342 
22021· 

22041 

16434 

22037 

16204 
15282 
16716 
15283 
16715 
14756 
17975 
16793 
17056 

15285 
16826 
15286 
1.5742 
17983 

Noto: Caliber part numbers not 1i1tocl below 1amo as 30.06 
(222 Rom. Mag. di1continuod) 

NAME Of P'AllT Part No. NAM! OP ~ART 

Barrel Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag. 17891 Mo9ozine Spring, 243 and 308 Win., 6mm Rem., 6.5mm Rem. Mo9., 
Barrel A ... mbly, 6mm Rem. Mag. :!50 Rem. Mo9., AOL Grode 

Barrel A ... mbly, 264 Win. Mag. 15698 Mo9ozine Spring, 22-2SO Rem. 

Barrel Assembly, 222 Rem. 15699 Mo9ozine Spring, 22-2SO Rem., 6mm Rom., 243 Win .• BDL Grode 

Barrel A ... mbly, 222 Rem. Mag. 170S8 Main Spring, 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag .. 223 Rem., 243 Win .. 308 

Barrel Auembly, 243 Win. Win., 6.5mm Rem. Mo9., 3SO Rem. Mag. 

Barrel Assembly, 300 Win. Mog. 188'13 Rear Scope BaH, Varmint 

Barrel Assembly, 308 Win. 24526 R9ar Si9ht Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Ma9. 

Barrel Assembly, 270 Win. 21387 Recoil Pod, 7mm Rem. Ma9., 264 and 300 Win. Ma9. 

Barrel A ... mbly, 22-2SO Rem. 25410 Recoil Pad ScrllW, 7mm Rem. Ma9., 264 and 300 Win. Mag. 

Barrel Assembly, 6.5mm Rem. Mao. 18842 Scope lase ScrltW, Rear. Varmint 

Barrel Assembly, 350 Rem. Mag. 16205 Scope Baso Screw Frcnt, Varmint 

Barrel Assembly, Varmint, 222 Rom. (includM Barrel, Barrel Bracket, 26382 Stock Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag., AOL Grade (in· 
Receiver) cludM Fran! Guard Screw Bushing, Recoil Pod, Recoil Pod Screw 

Barrel Assembly, Varmint, 22-250 Rom. C2l, Stock, Stock Reinforcing ScrllW, Stock Reinforcing Screw 

Barrel Assembly, Varmint, 223 Rom. 
oa-ll 

26380 Stock Auombly, 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win., 308 Win., 
Barrel Assembly, Varmint, 6mm Rem. 6mm Rem., 22-250 Rem., AOL Grade 
Barrel Assembly, Varmint, 243 Win. 26415 Stock Assombly, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264-300 Win. Ma9., BDL Grade 
Bolt A1Hmbly, 7mm Rem. Ma9., 264 and 300 Win. Mag. (includM Fore-End, Fore-End Spacer, Grip Cap, Grip Cap Spacer, 
Bolt AsHmbly, 6.5mm Rem. Ma9., 350 Rem. Mag. Recoil Pad. Recoil Pad ScrltW (2). Front Swivel Nut, Stock, Stock 

Bolt AllOmbly, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag. Reinforcing Screw, Stock Reinforcing Screw Dowell 

Bolt Assembly, 243 Win., 308 Win., 6mm Rem., 22-2.50 Rem. 26400 Stock Assembly, 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win., 308 Win., 

Bait Final Assembly, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 and 300 Win. Ma9. (in· 
6mm Rem., 22-2.50 Rom .. BDL Grade 

eludes some as 30-06) 29585 Stock Assembly, Varmint, BDL Grade <includM Bun Plato; Bun Plate 

Bait Final Assembly, 6.5mm Rem. Ma9., 3.50 Rem. Mag. • 
Screw <21, Fore-End, Fore-End Spacer, Grip Cap, Grip Cap 
Spacer, Front Swivel Nut, Srock, Stock Reinforcing Screw, Stock 

Bolt Final Auombly, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag. Reinforcing Screw Dowell 
Bolt Final Aaombly, 243 Win., 308 Win., 6mm Rom., 22-250 Rem. 26402 Stock AIHmbly, 6.5mm Rem. Mag .. 3.50 Rem. Mag. (includes Fore-
Eiectar. 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 223 Rem. Mag. End Spacer, Fore-End Tip, Front Swivel Nut, Grip Cop, Grip Cop 

Extractor, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264-300 Win. Mag., 6.5mm Rem. Mag., Spacer. Recoil Pad, Recoil Pad Screw C2l. Stocki 

350 Rem. Mag. 26375 Trigger Guard, BDL Grade. 222 Rem .. 222 Rem. Mag., 223 Rem., 

Extractor, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag. 243 and 308 Win., 6mm Rem .. 22-2.50 Rem. 

Extractor Rivet, 7mm Rem. Mo9., 264-300 Win. Mag., 6.5mm Rem. 26370 Trigger Guard Auembly, BOL Grado, 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 

Mag., 350 Rem. Mag. 223 Rem., 243 Win., 308 Win .. 6mm Rem .. 22·2.50 Rem., 6 • .5mm 

Extractor Rivet, 222 Rem .• 223 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag. 
Rem. Mag., 3.50 Rem. Mag. (includes same as 30-06 BOL Grode) 

Firing Pin, 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243-308 Win •• 6mm Rom. Mag., CALIBERS: 375 H&H Magnum, 458 WIN. MAGNUM 
22-250 Rem., 6.5mm Rem. Mag., 350 Rem. Mag., 223 Rem. 27265 Barrel Assembly, 375 H&H Mag. 

Firing Pin Assembly, 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win., 308 Win., 27266 Barrel Assembly, 458 Win. Mag. 
6mm Rom., 22-2.50 Rem., 6.5mm Rem. Mag .. 350 Rem. Mag., 223 15709 Extractor 
Rem. 16771 Front Sight, 375 H&H Mag. 

Floor Plato, BDL Grade, 222 Rem .• 222 Rem. Ma9., 223 Rem., 243 
and 308 Win., 6mm Rem., 22·250 Rem. 23805 Front Sight, 458 Win. Mag. 

Front Guard ScrltW, 222 Rem .• 222 Rom. Mag., 223 Rem .. 243 and 27270 Stock Assembly, 375 H&H Mag., 458 Win. Mag. (includes same as 
308 Win., 6 mm Rem., 22-2.50 Rem. 1tandard Magnum except Stock Bolt (2), Nut (2), Caver (4) useal 

Frcnt Scope BalO, Varmint DISCONTINUED ar SERVICE PARTS 
Magazine, AOL .Grade, 222 Rem., 222 Rom. Mag. 26270 Barrel Assembly, 280 Rem. 
Magazine, BOL Grade, 222 Rom., 222 Rom. Ma9., 223 Rem. 20467 Extractor. 222 Cal. 
Maoazine, AOL Grado, 243 .... 308 Win •• 6mm Rem .. 22-250 Rem. 17639 Ejector, 222 Cal. 
Ma9azine, BDL Grade, 24 anti 308 Win., 6mm Rem., 22·250 Rem. 16717 Front Sight Ramp, 6mm Rem., 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag., 222 
Magazine, BDL Grado, 6.5oiiit Rom. Mag~ 350 Rom. Mag. Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win .. AOL Grade 

Magazine Foll-•r. 222 hm. 15361 Front Sight Ramp, 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Ma9., 222 Rem., 222 
Magazine Follower, 222 Rom. Mav- Rem; Mag., 243 Win .• BDL Grade 

Magazine Follower. 243 and 308 Win., 6mm Rom., 22-250 Rem., 6.5 24666 Front Sight Ramp, 30-06, 280 Rem .. 308 Win., 270 Win., AOL Grade 

mm Rem. Mag., 350 Rem. Mag. 24477 Frcnt Sigfott Romp Pin, 6mm Rem .. 7mm Rem. Mag., 264 Win. Mag., 

Magazine Spacer, 222 Rem. 222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mag., 243 Win. 

Magazine Spacer. 222 Rem .. BDL Grado 19025 Front Sight Ramp Screw, 7mm Rem. Mag., 6mm Rem,. 264 Win. Meg .. 

Magazine Spacer, 222 Rem. Mag .. 223 Rem., BDL Grade 
222 Rem., 222 Rem. Mo9., 243 Win. 

28200 R9ar Sight Assembly, Camplete (includes Rear Sight Assembly, Rear 
Magazine Spacer, 222 Rem. Mag., AOL Grado Sight BoH, Rear Sight Base Screw <2), Roar Si9ht Screw, Rear 
Magazine Spring, 222 Rom., 222 Rem. Mag .. 223 Rem. Sight Step, Rear Sigltt Washer <2l 

Oeliverios are F.0.8. Ilion, Now Yarlc Parts Subject lo Change W ilhoul Noli•• 
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MODEL700 

MALFUNCTIONS 

CAUSE and CORRECTION 

(Con't. frcm Page 4) 

Fails ta Eject 

Cause: 1. Burr ot Ejector Hole in Bolt. 
2. Ejector binds or foils to retract far enough. 
3. Extractor Rivet loose. 
4. Extractor drops shell. 

Correction: 1. Oeburr. 

Misfires 

Cause: 

2. Free up or replace. 
3. Re.stake or replace. 
4. Replace Extractor. 

1. Short Firing Pin (damaged). 
2. Firing Pin binds. 
3. Short Firing Pin protrusion. 
4. Firing Control out of adjustment. 
5. Faulty ammunition. 

Correction: 1. Replace. 
2. Frff up or replace. 
3. Change Firing Pin or Bolt. 
4. Adjust. 

Follows Down 

Cause: 1. Trigger Adjusting Sc:r_; reor, out of adjust
ment (improper horizontal engagement of Seor 
end Connector). 

2. Improper vertical engagement of Sear and 
Connector. 

3. Trigger doesn't retract. 
4. Corners on Sear or Connector rounded. 
5. Trigger binds on Trigger Plate. 
6. Not enough tension on Weight Screw 

(light pull). 

Correction: 1. Adjust. 
2. F'rt new Fire Control. 
3. Fit n- Fire Control. 
4. F'rt n- Flrw Control. 
5. File - eliminate interference. 
6. Adjust. 

Bolt Opens Hard 

Cause: 1. See Foils to Extract. 
2. Upset Extraction Cam on Bolt Handle. 
3. Burr at Ejector Hole in Bolt. 
4. Blown or set bock Primer on shell. 

Correction: 1. See Foils to Extract. 
2. Smooth up. 
3. Deburr. 
4. Ream Chamber if throat is shallow (ammuni

tion may be at fault)~ 

8 

Bolt Pulls Out 

Cause: 1. Bolt Stop or Bolt Release binds. 
2. Bolt Stop or Bolt Release broken. 

Correction: 1. Frff up. 
2. Replace. 

Safe Works Too Hard or Too Freely 

Cause: 1. Safe binds (works hard). 
2. Safety Snap Wosher stretched out (Safe works 

too freely). 

Correction: 1. Free up. 
2. Replace Washer. 

Bulges or Blows Cases 

Cause: 1. Oversize Chamber. 
2. Maximum head space. 

Correct/on: 1. Change Barrel or Barrel and Receiver 
Assembly. 

Bolt Binds 

Cause: 

Correction: 

2. Fit new Bolt (ammunition may be at fault). 

1 • Guard Screws protrude into Bolt track. 
2. Sc:ope Screws protrude into Bolt track. 
3. Bolt Handle interference on Stock. 
4. Step at rear of Bolt Lugs. 

1 • File ends of Screws. 
2. File ends of Screws. 
3. Correct Stock or fit new Stock. 
4. File to blend. 

Doesn't Group 

Cause: 1. Crown of Barrel damaged. 
2. leading of Bore. 
3. Oversize Bore. 
4. Improper bedding of Barrel in Stock. 
5. Loose Sights. 

Correction: 1. Recrown. 
2. Lead or change Barrel. 
3. Change Barrel. 
4. Correct bedding. 
5. Tighten or replace. 

Point of Impact Not Correct 

Cause: 1. Borrel not straight. 
2. Horns, breaks, etc. in Bore. 
3. Improper or loose Sights. 

Correction: 1. Straighten. 
2. Correct if possible. 
3. Tighten or change Sights. 

----------·---·· - ··----- .. ·-····-··-·-· 
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REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington Model 700 is a high power, bolt action repeating rifle. 
The basic operation of the bolt and repeating action.is similar to the 
Models 721, 722 and 725. 
Therefore, the assembly and servicing instructions for the Model 700 
will list only parts that are of design and operation not used in any 
other model. 

--·~-

The Instruction Folder RD-5461 is packaged with each new rifle shipped 
from the factory. Folders may also be obtained from the dealer or 
retailer. The folder outlines the operating instructions and the 
instructions for the care and maintenance of the rifle • 

When handling the rifle for servicing or shipping make certain the 
rifle is empty with no rounds in the magazine or barrel chamber. 

MODEL 700 
Introduction 

R2524452 



MODEL 700 
Index REMINGTON 

FIELD SERVICE MANUAL - -
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.J 

Page 

Trigger Guard CADL Grade) #'15281 l 

Center Guard Screw il5287 l 

Rear Guard Screw #'26355 l 

Trigger Guard Assembly (BDL Grade} #'26371 1 
(See 72 5 Manual) 

Magazine (A.DL Grade) il5284 1 

Bolt Final Assembly (ADL Grade) #26317 1, 2 & 3 

Bolt #'26327 1, 2 & 3 

Ejector #'17017 1, 2 & 3 

Ejector Pin #'17676 1, 2 & 3 

Ejector Spring tl7019 1, 2 & 3 ") 
Extractor 1+:16254 1, 2 & 3 

Extractor Rivet #27340 1, 2 & 3 

Bolt Stop #'17013 3 

Bolt Stop Pin #'24475 3 

Bolt Stop Spring 1+:15224 3 

Sights 4 

Rear Sight Assembly 4 
(See 725 Manual) 

Front Sight il5373 4 

Front Sight Hood #'15363 4 

Front Sight Ramp . tl6717 4 

Front Sight Ramp Pin (2) #'24477 4 

Front Sight Ramp Screw il9025 4 
:~ 
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REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

Sling Strap Assembly & Mountings, Complete *26990 

Sling Strap Assembly 

Swivel Assembly (2) 

Front Swivel Nut 

Front Swivel Screw 

Rear Swivel Screw 

Sectional View 

S.M all 1una far,_,,, •nlca and inquirin •• 

..m.""" parta "' 
llMINGTON AIMS C:OMl'ANY, INC. 

"'- Sertlee Dlvl1lon 
Hi.., N-Yorlc 

i26625 

i26555 

il5357 

41:15356 

4tl5358 

All other inf!ulrlM ara to be Clllldre....i ta 
RIMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 

lrid1oport, Connecticut 

- ..... 

MODEL 700 
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MODEL 700 
Assembly 
Page 1 REMINGTON 

FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

TRIGGER GUARD (ADL GRADE) 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove rear and center guard screws and 
remove trigger guard. 

To Replace - Interchange with no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY (BDL GRADE - Hinged Floor Plate) 

{See Model 725 Manual) 

MAGAZINE 
same manner. 

is of similar design to the Model 725 and assembled in the 

Caution: Before assembling stock to receiver, particularly on AOL Grade, 
locate magazine fully into magazine recess in bottom of 
receiver. This will prevent any damage to stock when stock 
is tightened against receiver. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY is similar to the Model 725 and assembles in the 
same manner. The extractor, however, is of a different design and requires 
a different assembly. 

To Disassemble - Disassemble breech bolt from rifle. Drive ejector retaining 
pin from breech bolt. (See sketch below} 

Caution: Hold ejector with forefinger to prevent ejector from 
springing free of bolt during disassembly. 

EJECTOR RETAINING PIN 
EJECTOR 

Drive Out Here 
EJECTOR SPRING 

.. ------., 
J - .; 

.) 
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MODEL 700 
Assembly 
Page 2 

FIELD SERVICE MANUAL - ----.... 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY Continued 

Disassemble ejector and ejector spring from breech bolt. Drive extractor 
rivet from breech bolt - outside to inside. (See sketch below} 

EJECTOR HOLE 

EXTRACTOR 

EXTRACTOR RIVET 

Pry up extractor from inner rim, on fact of bolt, and disassemble extractor 
and rivet from bolt. 

To Reassemble - Adjust replacement for proper tension before reassemblv 
as follows: Squeeze ends of extractor together slightly. (See sketch below) 

EXTRACTOR RIVET 

. HO\ ~~~roR 

Squeeze :::~ .. ~ 
EXTRA~TOR CLAW I 

Flatten End 

Straighten tail of extractor. (See sketch above) 

EJECTOR 
HOLE 

Smooth 
Up 

R2524456 



MODEL 700 
Assembly 
Page 3 REMINGTON 

FIELD SERVICE MANUAL . ·. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY Continued 

Reassemble extractor to bolt face and snap under bolt rim. Align extractor 
rivet hole in extractor with rivet hole in bolt rim. Insert extractor rivet thru 
aligned hole with rivet head against extractor when reassembling. 

Note: If original disassembled extractor is reassembled, adjustment 
for proper tension before reassembly may not be necessary. 
A replacement extractor rivet must be supplied for reassembly. 

Place support inside of bolt rim and against head of rivet. Stake rivet against 
outside of breech bolt. 

Smooth up staking to blend with outside wall of bolt. Adjust extractor for 
proper tension, using a fired case. Extractor must grip the fired case firmly 
and hold the fired case when the breech is held face downwards. 

If the fired case is gripped too securely (case snaps free with difficulty) -
tap extractor smartly, with a soft metal punch, back under bolt rim. Test 
with fired cartridge case again. Repeat same operation if extractor needs 
further adjustment to reduce tension. 

If the fired case is gripped too loosely (case drops away when bolt rs held 
face downward} - extractor must be pulled from under rim to increase tension 
against fired case. Disassemble, if necessary, and rebend extractor as 
indicated in sketch on preceding page 

After proper tension has been adjusted, smooth up incline on extractor to 
match perfectly to breech bolt rim. (See sketch on preceding page) 

Note: An earlier design, in 222 Caliber, incorporated a "snap in" type 
extractor which required no rivet. These may be assembled and 
disassembled in the same manner as the Model 725. 

BOLT STOP (See sectional view on last page) 

To Disassemble See Model 725 manual and disassemble in the same manner. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble The bolt stop spring is of a new design and therefore is 

R&D:FGH 
3-12-63 

assembled in a different manner than the Model 725. Place bolt stop spring 
in the recess in the receiver so that the long end is forward and the bent end 
faces outward. Place bolt stop in receiver slot with the contoured edge on 
top and the hole to the rear. Align and tap in bolt stop pin. 

R2524457 
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SIGHTS 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY (See 72 5 Manual) 

-=-:.· 

MODEL 700 
. Assembly 
~~9e 4 

FRONT SIGHT COVER (BDL Grade) 
front sight blade. 

is designed to provide housing for the 

To Disassemble - Spread cover slightly and push forward in cover slots 
on either side of the ramp. 

To Replace - Interchangeable - no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble - Spread slightly and slide along side slots and over front 
sight blade. .Assemble in central location, straight end of cover to 
rear. 

FRONT SIGHT 

To Disassemble 
right. 

To Replace 

Drive front sight out of front sight ramp from left to 

Interchangeable - no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT RAMP (Screw on type, used on the followi~g calibers 
only: 222, 222 Magnum, 243, 6mm, 7mm Magnum and 264 Magnum) 

To Disassemble 
ramp pins. 

Unscrew front sight ramp screw and pry ramp up off 

To Replace Interchangeable - no factory adjustne nt required. 

To Reassemble Place ramp pins in holes on top of barrel, align pins with 

NOTE: 

holes in bottom of ramp and tap ramp down em to barrel until seated. 
Screw in ramp screw. 

Other calibers (308, 270, 280 and 30-06) have a brazed on front 
sight ramp which is not easily disassembled. 

R2524458 
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REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

SUNG STRAP ASSEMBLY & MOUNTINGS. COMPLETE - A sling strap 
complete with mountings is packaged with each BDL Grade rifle. When 
attaching to rifle --- assemble both quick detachable (Q .D.) swivel 
assemblies to stock. To do this, push plunger on swivel until small 
plate lifts and can be swung free of attaching stud on swivel. Then 
insert attaching stud into eye of stock screw. Close plate on swivel to 
lock swivel to stock screw. 

To attach strap to swivels --- insert tongue of strap in rear swivel. 
Then loop strap back and thiu attached rear keeper band. Pull strap 
to move rear keeper back in tight loop against rear swivel. 

Slide front keeper band on free end of strap. Then insert strap thru 
front swivel and double strap back and thru attached front keeper. 
Insert brass fastener thru matching slots to Join strap in desired 
position. 

To remove strap from rifle, simply snap quick detachable swivels from 
stock screws and remove strap. 

R&D:FGH 
3-14-63 
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MODEL 700 
Sectional View 
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REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL - -~ 

The Remington Model 700 is a high power, bolt action repeating rifle. 
The basic operation of the bolt and repeating action is similar to the 
Models 721, 722 and 725. 
Therefore, the assembly and servicing instructions for the Model 700 
will list only parts that are of design and operation not used in any 
other model. 

The Instruction Folder RD-5461 is packaged with each new rifle shipped 
from the factory. Folders may also be obtained from the dealer or 
retailer. The folder outlines the operating instructions and the 
instructions for the care and maintenance of the rifle. 

When handling the rifle for servicing or shipping make certain the 
rifle is empty with no rounds in the magazine or barrel chamber. 

-·--·--···· -··- -··--··- -------------------

MODEL 700 
Introduction 

---.. 
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Page 

Trigger Guard (ADL Grade) il5281 l 

Center Guard Screw #'15287 l 

Rear Guard Screw #26355 1 

Trigger Guard Assembly (BDL G;; ade) #'26371 l 
(See 725 Manual) 

Magazine (ADL Grade) #'15284 l 

Bolt Final Assembly CADL Grade) #'26317 1, 2 & 3 

Bolt #26327 l, 2 & 3 

Ejector #17017 1, 2 & 3 

Ejector Pin #17676 1, 2 & 3 

Ejector Spring • #17019 1, 2 & 3 
) 

Extractor #16254 1, 2 & 3 

Extractor Rivet #27340 1, 2 & 3 

Bolt Stop #17013 3 

Bolt Stop Pin -#24475 3 

Bolt Stop Spring -#15224 3 

Sights 4 

Rear Sight Assembly 4 
(See 725 Manual) 

Front Sight il5373 4 

Front Sight Hood #15363 4 

Front Sight Ramp -#16717 4 

Front Sight Ramp Pin (2) #24477 4 

Front Sight Ramp Screw #19025 4 
' , __ ) 
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Sling Strap Assembly & Mountings, Complete 41:26990 

Sling Strap Assembly 

Swivel Assembly (2) 

Front Swivel Nut 

Front Swivel Screw 

Rear Swivel Screw 

Sectional View 

Send •II 9u111 few factoty oenia and lnquiriea an ...................... 
HMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 

Arm1 S-ice Division 
Ilion, N- York 

i26625 

i26555 

il5357 

il5356 

il5358 

All other Inquiries are to be addrnaecl ta 
REMINGTON ARMS COMl'ANY, INC. 

lrid9oport, Connoctlcur 

I. 
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Assembly 
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FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

TRIGGER GUARD CA,DL GRADE) 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove rear and center guard screws and 
remove trigger guard. 

To Replace - Interchange with no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY (BDL GRADE - Hinged Floor Plate) 

(See _Model 725 Manual) 

MAGAZINE 
same manner. 

is of similar design to the Model 725 and assembled in the 

Caution: Before assembling stock to receiver, particularly on ADL Grade, 
locate magazine fully into magazine recess in bottom of 
receiver. This will prevent any damage to stock when stock 
is tightened against receiver. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY is similar to the Model 725 and assembles in the 
same manner. The extractor, however, is of a different design and requires 
a different assembly. 

To Disassemble - Disassemble breech bolt from rifle. Drive ejector retaining 
pin from breech bolt. (See sketch below} 

Caution: Hold ejector with forefinger to prevent ejector from 
springing free of bolt during disassembly. 

EJECTOR RETAINING PIN 
EJECTOR 

Drive Out Here 
EJECTOR SPRING 

"'· 

) 
_./ 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY Continued 

MODEL 700 
Assembly 
Page 2 

Disassemble ejector and ejector spring from breech bolt. Drive extractor 
rivet from breech bolt - outside to inside. (See sketch below} 

EJECTOR HOLE 

EXTRACToR 

EXTRACTOR RIVET 

Pry up extractor from inner rim, on fact of bolt, and disassemble extractor 
and rivet from bolt. 

To Reassemble - Ad.just replacement for proper tension before reassembly 
as follows: Squeeze ends of extractor together slightly. (See sketch below} 

EXTRACTOR RIVET 
HOLE 

\ EXTRACTOR 
, RIVET 

Squeeze :_:.:) ~ 
EXTRACTOR CLAW I 

Smooth 
Up 

Flatten End 

Straighten tail of extractor. (See sketch above) 

EJECTOR 
HOLE 

---·-- -- ----- -- ---------~---------·-·-.-------
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY Continued 

Reassemble extractor to bolt face and snap under bolt rim. Align extractor 
rivet hole in extractor with rivet hole in bolt rim. Insert extractor rivet thru 
aligned hole with rivet head against extractor when reassembling. 

~: If original disassembled extractor is reassembled, adjustment 
for proper tension before reassembly may not be necessary. 
A replacement extractor rivet must be supplied for reassembly. 

Place support inside of bolt rim and against head of rivet. Stake rivet against 
outside of breech bolt. 

Smooth up staking to blend with outside wall of bolt. Adjust extractor for 
proper tension, using a fired case. Extractor must grip the fired case firmly 
and hold the fired case when the breech is held face downwards. 

If the fired case is gripped too securely (case snaps free with difficulty) -
tap extractor smartly, with a soft metal punch, back under bolt rim. Test 
with fired cartridge case again. Repeat same operation if extractor needs 
further adjustment to reduce tension. 

If the fired case is gripped too loosely (case drops away when bolt is held 
face downward} - extractor must be pulled from under rim to increase tension 
against fired case. Disassemble, if necessary, and rebend extractor as 
indicated in sketch on preceding page 

After proper tension has been adjusted, smooth up incline on extractor to 
match perfectly to breech bolt rim. (See sketch on preceding page) 

Note: An earlier design, in 222 Caliber, incorporated a "snap in" type 
extractor which required no rivet. These may be assembled and 
disassembled in the same manner as the Model 725. 

BOLT STOP (See sectional view on last page) 

To Disassemb1e See Model 725 manual and disassemble in the same manner. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble The bolt stop spring is of a new design and therefore is 

R&D:FGH 
3-12-63 

assembled in a different manner than the Model 725. Place bolt stop spring 
in the recess in the receiver so that the long end is forward and the bent end 
faces outward. Place bolt stop in receiver slot with the contoured edge on 
top and the hole to the rear. Align and tap in bolt stop pin. 
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SIGHTS 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY (See 72 5 Manual) 

MODEL 700 
Assembly 
Page 4 

FRONT SIGHT COVER (BDL Grade) 
front sight blade. 

is designed to provide housing for the 

To Disassemble - Spread cover slightly and push forward in cover slots 
on either side of the ramp. 

To Replace - Interchangeable - no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble - Spread slightly and slide along side slots and over front 
sight blade. Assemble in central location, straight end of cover to 
rear. 

FRONT SIGHT 

To Disassemble
right. 

To Replace 

Drive front sight out of front sight ramp from left to 

Interchangeable - ·no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT RAMP (Screw on type, used on the following calibers 
only: 222, 222 Magnum, 243, 6mm, 7mm Magnum and 264 Magnum) 

To Disassemble 
ramp pins. 

Unscrew front sight ramp screw and pry ramp up off 

To Replace Interchangeable - no factory adjustrre nt required. 

To Beassemble Place ramp pins in holes on top of barrel, align pins with 

NOTE: 

holes in bottom of ramp and tap ramp ·down en to barrel until seated. 
Screw in r_amp screw • 

Other calibers (308, 270, 280 and 30-06) have a brazed on front 
sight ramp which is not easily disassembled. 
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SUNG STRAP ASSEMBLY & MOUNTINGS. COMPLETE - A sling strap 
complete with mountings is packaged with each BDL Grade rifle. When 
attaching to rifle --- assemble both quick detachable {Q.D.) swivel 
assemblies to stock. To do this, push plunger on swivel until small 
plate lifts and can be swung free of attaching stud on swivel. Then 
insert attaching stud into eye of stock screw. Close plate on swivel to 
lock swivel to stock screw. 

To attach strap to swivels --- insert tongue of strap in rear swivel. 
Then loop strap back and thru attached rear keeper band. Pull strap 
to move rear keeper back in tight loop against rear swivel. 

Slide front keeper band on free end of strap. Then insert strap thru 
front swivel and double strap back and thru attached front keeper. 
Insert brass fastener thru matching slots to join strap in desired 
Position. 

To remove strap from rifle, simply snap quick detachable swivels from 
stock screws and remove strap. 

R&D:FGH. 
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The Remington Model 700 is a high power, bolt action repeating rifle. 
The basic operation of the bolt and repeating action is similar to the 
Models 721, 722 and 725. 
Therefore, the assembly and servicing instructions for the Model 700 
~ill list only parts that are of design and operation not used in any 
other model. 

The Instruction Folder RD-5461 is packaged with each new rifle shipped 
from the factory. Folders may also be obtained from the dealer or 
retailer. The folder outlines the operating instructions and the 
instructions for the-care and maintenance of the rifle. 

When handling the rifle for servicing or shipping make certain the 
rifle is empty with no rounds in the magazine or barrel chamber. 

MODEL 700 
Introduction 

-.:.~";. 
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Trigger Guard (ADL Grade) #15281 1 

Center Guard Screw #15287 1 

Rear Guard Screw #26355 l 

Trigger Guard Assembly (BDL Grade} i26371 1 
(See 72 5 Manual) 

Magazine (ADL Grade) il5284 1 

Bolt Final Assembly (ADL Grade) #26317 1, 2 & 3 

Bolt i26327 I, 2 & 3 

Ejector il7017 l, 2 & 3 

Ejector Pin #17676 1, 2 & 3 

Ejector Spring #17019 1, 2 & 3 -.._ 
.../ 

Extractor #16254 1, 2 & 3 

Extractor Rivet i27340 1, 2 & 3 

Bolt Stop il 7013 3 

Bolt Stop Pin i24475 3 

Bolt Stop Spring il5224 3 

Sights 4 

Rear Sight Assembly 4 
(See 72 5 Manual) 

Front Sight 41:15373 4 

Front Sight Hood 41:15363 4 

Front Sight Ramp 41:16717 4 

Front Sight Ramp Pin (2) 41:24477 4 

Front Sight Ramp Screw 41:19025 4 
~ 
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Sling Strap Assembly & Mountings, Complete i26990 

Sling Strap Assembly 

Swivel Assembly (2) 

Front Swivel Nut 

Front Swivel Screw 

Rear Swivel Screw 

Sectional View 

Send all 911111 far '-ry •nice and l"'lllirlet on 
............. partsta 

lllMINGTON AIMS COMPANY, INC. 
Anna Service Dlviaion 

lllon, N- York 

4F26625 

i26555 

4Fl5357 

il5356 

il5358 

All other inquirie1 are to lu addreued to 
REMINGTON AllMS COMPANY, INC. 

Brid9oport, Connoctic11t 
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TRIGGER GUARD CAJ)L GRADE) 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove rear and center guard screws and 
remove trigger guard. 

To Replace - Interchange with no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY (BDL GRADE - Hinged Floor Plate) 

(See Model 725 Manual} 

MAGAZINE 
same manner. 

is of similar design to the Model 725 and assembled in the 

Caution: Before assembling stock to receiver, particularly on ADL Grade, 
locate magazine fully into magazine recess in bottom of 
receiver. This will prevent any damage to stock when stock 
is tightened against receiver. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY is similar to the Model 725 and assembles in the 
same manner. The extractor, however, is of a different design and requires 
a different assembly. 

To Disassemble - Disassemble breech bolt from rifle. Drive ejector retaining 
pin from breech bolt. (See sketch below) . 

Caution: Hold ejector with forefinger to prevent ejector from 
springing free of bolt during disassembly. 

EJECTOR RETAINING PIN 
EJECTOR 

Drive Out Here 
EJECTOR SPRING 

) 

.) 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY Continued 

Disassemble ejector and ejector spring from breech bolt. Drive extractor 
rivet _from breech bolt - outside to inside. (See sketch below) 

EJECTOR HOLE 

EXTRACTOR 

EXTRACTOR RIVET 

Pry up extractor from inner rim, on fact of bolt, and disassemble extractor 
and rivet from bolt .• 

To Reassemble - Adjust replacement for proper tension before reassembly 
as follows: Squeeze ends of extractor together slightly. (See sketch below) 

EXTRACTOR RIVET 
HOLE 

\ EXTRACTOR 
, RIVET 

~:). \ -~-Squeeze ~ ~v 
·· ... ~ 

EXTRACTOR CLAW I 
Flatten End 

Straighten tail of extractor. (See sketch above) 

EJECTOR 
HOLE 

Smooth 
Up 
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BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY Continued 

Reassemble extractor to bolt face and snap under bolt rim, Align extractor 
rivet hole in extractor with rivet hole in bolt rim. Insert extractor rivet thru 
aligned hole with rivet head against extractor when reassembling, 

Note: If original disassembled extractor is reassembled, adjustment 
for proper tension before reassembly may not be necessary. 
A replacement extractor rivet must be supplied for reassembly, 

Place support inside of bolt rim and against head of rivet. Stake rivet against 
outside of breech bolt. 

Smooth up staking to blend with outside wall of bolt. Adjust extractor for 
proper tension, using a fired case. Extractor must grip the fired case firmly 
and hold the fired case when the breech is held face downwards, 

If the fired case is gripped too securely (case snaps free with difficulty) -
tap extractor smartly, with a soft metal punch, back under bolt rim. Test 
with fired cartridge case again. Repeat same operation if extractor needs 
further adjustment to reduce tension. 

If the fired case is gripped too loosely (case drops away when bolt is held 
face downward) - extractor must be pulled from under rim to increase tension 
against fired case. Disassemble, if necessary, and rebend extractor as 
indicated in sketch on preceding page 

After proper tension has been adjusted, smooth up incline on extractor to 
match perfectly to breech bolt rim. (See sketch on preceding page)· 

Note: An earlier design, in 222 Caliber, incorporated a "snap in" type 
extractor which required no rivet. These may be assembled and 
disassembled in the same manner as the Model 725. 

BOLT STOP (See sectional view on last page) 

To Disassemble See Model 725 manual and disassemble in the same manner. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble The bolt stop spring is of a new design and therefore is 
assembled in a different manner than the Model 725. Place bolt stop spring 
in the recess in the receiver so that the long end is forward and the bent end 

J 

faces outward. Place bolt stop in receiver slot with the contoured edge on \ 

R&D:FGH 
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top and the hole to the rear. Align and tap in bolt stop pin. -_.) 
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SIGHTS 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY (See 72 5 Manual) 
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MODEL 700 
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FRONT SIGHT COYER (BDL Grade} 
front sight blade. 

is designed to provide housing for the 

To Disassemble - Spread cover slightly and push forward in cover slots 
on either side of the ramp •. 

To Replace - Interchangeable - no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble - Spread slightly and slide along side slots and over front 
sight blade. Assemble in central location, straight end of cover ta 
rear. 

FRONT SIGHT 

To Disassemble-
right. 

Drive front sight out of front sight ramp from left to 

To Replace - Interchangeable - no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

FRONT SIGHT RAMP (Screw on type, used on the following_ calibers 
only: 222, 222 Magnum, 243, 6mm, 7mm Magnum and 264 Magnum) 

To Disassemble 
ramp pins. 

Unscrew front sight ramp screw and pry ramp up off 

To Replace - Interchangeable - no factory adjustne nt required. 

To Reassemble Place ramp pins in holes on top of barrel, align pins with 

NOTE: 

holes in bottom of ramp and tap ramp down on to barrel until seated. 
Screw in ramp screw. 

Other calibers (308, 270, 280 and 30-06) have a brazed on front 
sight ramp which is not easily disassembled. 

----------·-·------
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SLING STRAP ASSEMBLY & MOUNnNGS, COMPLETE - A sling strap 
complete with mountings is packaged with each BDL Grade rifle. When 
attaching to rifle --- assemble both quick detachable (Q. D.) swivel 
assemblies to stock. To do this, push plunger on swivel until small 
plate lifts and can be swung free of attaching stud on swivel. Then 
insert attaching stud into eye of stock screw. Close plate on swivel to 
lock swivel to stock screw. 

To attach strap to swivels --- insert tongue of strap in rear swivel. 
Then loop strap back and thru attached rear keeper band. Pull strap 
to move rear keeper back in tight loop against rear swivel. 

Slide front keeper band on free end of strap. Then insert strap thru 
front swivel and double strap back and thru attached front keeper. 
Insert brass fastener thru matching slots to join strap in desired 
position. 

To remove strap from rifle, simply snap quick detachable swivels from 
stock screws and remove strap. 

R&D:FGH 
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INTRODUCTION 
There is a sentence in a pilot's flight 
manual that reads. "When you enter the 
cockpit of this aircraft. you become part of 
a system over which you have control -
both in terms of operation and safe 
handling. You are the only one that can 
make the system safe or unsafe." 

The same is true of the shooter. whether 
a hunter. target shooter or casual weekend 
~linker. From the time he picks up a 
firearm. the shooter becomes a part of a 
system over which he has complete 
control. He is the only part of the system 
that can make a gun safe - or unsafe. 

Hunting and target shooting are among 
the safest of all sports. This booklet is 
intended to make them even safer - by re
emphasizing and reaffirming the basics of 
sat~ gun handling and storage and by 
reminding each individual shooter that he 
or she is the key to firearms safety. 

Please read this booklet carefully and 
follow the safety procedures outlined. 
Firearms safety is up to you. Make no -
mistake about it. 

Kiin YOUR GUii-READ 
YOUR •STIUCTI• MAHUL 

--

1 o'~n't Rely on Your Gun's Safety. Treat 
Every Gun as if It Were Loaded and 
Ready to Fire 

The safety on any gun is a mechanical device that serves 

I
-as apartof a complete system of safe gun handling. The 

safety is not intended to serve - nor can it possibly 
serve - as a substitute for common sense or safe 
gun handling. 

For example. never pull the trigger on a firearm when 

I the safety is in the .. safe" position or anywhere in between 
_ ' "safe" and off. It is possible that the gun could fire any-
4 way. and it is also possible that the gun could fire later 
« when you release the safety-without yourevertouching 
'~ the trigger again. Always place the safety completely in 
-~ the "fire" or .. safe" positions. Never in between. Half-sale ~ 

is unsafe. Oon·t play with your safety. putting it on and 
-. -« off. Leave it on until you are absolutely ready to lire. 

You and the safe gun 
handling procedures 
you have learned are 
your gun's primary 
safeties. To rely entirely 

• upon a mechanical device 
is unsafe. Use your safety 
safely. -~ 

' 

--
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2 Never Cross a Fence, Climb a 
Tree or Jump a Ditch With a 
Loaded Gun 

There are times during nearly all hunting trips when . 
common sense and the basic rules of firearms safety will 
require you to unload your gun for maximum safety. 

Anytime there is an added risk that you might lose 
your balance and drop or lose control of your gun. you 
should unload. Before climbing a fence or crossing a 
stream are perfect examples. If you need to climb·a slip· 
pery hill and certainly if you are going to climb a tree to 
hunt from a tree stand. you should unload first. Then. 
should you lose your balance and lose control of your 
gun. you will not jeopardize your safety or the safety of 
your companions by dropping a loaded gun which could 
discharge. 

The chances of missing a shotat game by unloading al 
such times are slim and more than offset by the added 
safety of unloading. 

--

~ Neverl.oadorCarryaLoadedGun .,.;;j} Until Yau Are Rbdy To Use It 

One of the cardinal rules of shooting safety is to load 
your gun only when ready to use it- and to unload as 
soon as you are through. A loaded gun has no place m
ar near-a car or truck or building. Keep your fingers off 
the trigger while loading or unloading. 

For shotgun shooting. don't load until you've started 
into the field or are well settled in a blind. Unload before 

• you leave! . . 
Many big game hunters will not chamber a cartridge 

until they have actually sighted game and decided to 
shoot This is especially true when hunting from tree 
stands. 

Target shooters should never load until it is their turn to 
shoot. and they should unload immediately 1f there 1s a 
delay in the shOoting progression. 

Think of yourself and your gun as part of a system 
whose safe operation depends on you. Your gun can t 
think. You can. Don't load until ready to shoot - and 
unload as soon as you're done. 

--

............:-: 
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If everyone handled his gun so carefully that the muzzle 
never pointed at something the gunner didn't intend to 
shoot. wed have no firearms accidents. It's as simple 
as that. and it's up to you. 

Learn to keep your muzzle always pointed in a safe 
direction. That may be in the air on some occasions. at 
the ground on others. but never at anyone or at any· 
thing not intended as a target. 

You can always tell an experienced shooter by how he ' 
or she handles a gun. Allnowledgeable shooter always 
opens the action on a gun before handing it to someone I 
else and always checks to make sure the gun is unloaded 
if 1t 1s handed to him. 

Handle guns so others will want to hunt with you. not 
away trom you. You and your gun are parts of a system 
whose safe operation depends on you. Your gun can't 
think. but you can. 

--

5 Keep Guns and Ammunition 
Separately and in Locked Storage 

There's really only one basic way to safely store guns 
and ammunition. They should both be kept locked. 
separate from one another. with the keys under the 
control of a responsible adult. Casual visitors and 
children should find it impossible to handle either with· 
out the direct approval. action and supervision of an 
experienced person totally informed in the principles of 
sate gun handling. This may take some extra time and 
effort on your part. but consider the potential conse
quences of the wrong hands putting guns and ammuni
tion together. 

--
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6 Don't Shoot Unless Absolutely Sure 
ot Your Target and What Is Beyond It 

You can't call a bullet back. And you can't change its 
direction. 

Once you·ve pulled thetriggeron your rifle. shOtgun or 
handgun. you have given up all control over where the 
bullet will go or what it will strike. Every shooter -
whether a big game hunter. upland gunner or plinker -
owes it to himself and to everyone within range of his 
firearm to be absolutely sure of his target. Make certain 
there are no hunters. buildings or other objects behind 
or near your target. 

And make absolutely sure of the target itself. Parti.cu· 
larly during the low-light periods of dawn and dusk. 11 is 
easy to mistake one shape for another. Scientists call it 
"Early Blur." and 11 is one reason you should be totally 
sure of your target before pulling the trigger. . 

Firearms safety is up to you. Make no mistake about 11. 

"1 Know tlie Rang"e of Your Gun. 
Remember. Even a 22 Rimtire Can 
Travel Over One Mile 

All shooters hope they will hit what they are aiming at 
when they pull the trigger. Safe shooters also consider 
where their shot might go if they miss. _ 

Shooters should keep in mind how far a bullet will 
travel 11 it misses its intended target or ricochets m 
another direction. A 22 short can travel 11!, miles. and a 
high-velocity cartridge such as aJ0-06 can send its bullet 
more than 3 miles. 

Shotgun pellets can travel 500 yards. and shotgun 
slugs have a range of one-hall mile. . 

Before firing at game or other targets afield. shooters 
should be certain there are no roads. buildings or hve
stock m the course of fire. should the bullet go astray. 

Guns and ammunition cannot think. You can. 

~ -tl RANGE: .. ~ 
·;·~ lTO 3 
... MILES ,~-· :-. 

•: 

--
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8 Always Wear Eye and Ear Protection 
When Shooting 

Most rules of shooting safety are intended to protect you 
and others around you. but there are two rules that are 
for your protection alone. 

These rules involve the wearing of eye and ear pro
tection. Eye protection can take the form of inexpensive 
plastic safety glasses. sunglasses. the shooters own 
prescription lenses or specialized shooting glasses. 
They guard against twigs. falling shot. clay target chips 
and the rare ruptured case or firearm malfunction. 

Heavy repeated exposure to shooting noise is not only 
uncomfortable at the time. it can also cause permanent 
hearing toss that may not be detected until it is too late. 

There are a wide variety of hearing protectors avail
able. ranging from throwaway or reusable ear plugs to 
sound-deadening muffs that cover the entire ear. No 
target shooter. plinker or hunter sighting-in should ever 
be without them. 

Obey the safety rules that are intended to protect you. 
Wear ear and eye protection. 

--

9 Alwa~s Be Sure the Barrel is Clear of 
Obstructions. Only Carry 
Ammunition of the Proper Size 
for the Gun You Are Using 

It might be mud. snoworashotshellwad. ltcoutdevenbe 
a cleaning patch or the wrong size ammunition placed in 
your gun·s chamber by mistake. All are obstructions 
that can block a gun barrel and cause serious injury to 
the shooter if not detected. These obstructions may have 
become lodged in your gun barrel by careless gun 
handling - as in the case of mud or snow. Or. they may 
have been left there accidentally by someone else. 

Proper safety procedures require that all gun barrels 
be checked for obstructions before finng. 

Carry only the proper ammunition for the gun you are 
shooting. Mixing ammunition causes problems. A 20 
gauge shotshell. for example. will pass through the 
chamber of a 12 gauge and lodge in the barrel. 

Never allow different types of ammunition to get 
m 1 xed up in the pockets of your hunting or shooting coat. 

It is a simple and basic safety step to check your barrel 
for obstructions before snooting - for your own safety 
and to prevent damage to your gun. 

--
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10 Always Carry Handguns With 
the Hammer Down on an 
Empty Chamber 

Handgun safety is largely a matter of common sense and 
the development of sate habits. For example: 
•Carry loaded revolvers with empty chamber under 

the hammer. 
•Carry loaded pistols with the magazine inserted but 

with an emotychamber. 
•Always empty nanclguns before carrying into a house. 

car. boat or RV. 
•Never point a handgun at anything you don't intend 

to shoot. 
•Never handle a handgun without opening it yourself 

to check to see 1f ifs loaded. 
•Always open your handgun ancl keep it open alter 

firing. 
•Be sure of your backstop and what lies beyond it before 

you shoot. 
Refer lo the instruction manual you received with 
your gun. 

~&&!N%TI 
Slllllll llU Ill UHllllll •HlllCllllll' llllllllL Ill. 

S..lety Series. 1075 Poll Road, River11d1, CT 08871 
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721 - 722-1 

MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Details of Disassembly 

1. BOLT AND COMPONENTS: 

Press upward on bolt stop release in front of 
trigger, lift up bolt handle as far as it will go, and 
pull bolt rearward from receiver. 

2. FIRING PIN AND COMPONENTS: 

Pull firing pin head rearward until a coin 
can be inserted between it and the bolt plug. (Fig. 1) 
This can be done by catching the notch in the firing pin 
head on a shurp corner. Unscrew the bolt plug to remove 
the firing pin assembly. 

!./ . · F1R1NG f'IN HEA.0 
flRING PIN CAQSS PIN 

3. FIRING PIN: 

Drive out the firing pin cross pin (See Fig. 1) 
with a punch, leaving the punch in the hole to hold parts 
together to prevent the main spring tension from stripping 
off the firing pin head and bolt plug forcefully. Com
press the main spring with the bolt plug until coin, punch 
and firing pin head can be removed and release the main 
spring tension carefully, removing firing pin head, bolt 
plug and main spring. 

4. EJECTOR: 

Drive out ejector pin. Leave punch in hole. 
Compress eje-ctor spring by pressing on ejector. Remove 
punch. Release ejector slowly until ejector spring is 
no longer loaded. Remove ejector and ejector spring. 
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MODELS 721-722 O.F. BOLT ACTION Ril'LES 

Details of Disassembly 

5, EXTRACTOR: 

With pointed tweezers inserted in the holes 
provided in the ends of the extractor, compress the ends 
together until the extractor can be removed from the 
face of the bolt. Do not attempt to remove only one end 
of the extractor and then pull it from the bolt face as 
bending will result. 

Unscrew rear, center, and front guard screws. 
Remove trigger guard, magazine spring, magazine follower, 
and trigger guide plate from bottom of stock. Lift 
barrel ~n~ action out of stock. Remove magazine from 
either stock or receiver as it will remain in either. 

7. BOLT STOP: 

Drive out bolt stop pin, drop rear end of 
trigger housing, remove bolt stop and bolt stop spring. 

8. TRIGGER HOUSING .ASSEMBLY: 

Drive out sear pin and remove trigger housing 
assembly from bottom of receiver. 

9. TRIGGER HOUSING: 

Remove sear, safety cam and sear spring. With 
a screwdriver or coin push the safety snap washer out of 
the slot in the safety pivot pin, remove safety detent 
spring, safety detent ball, safety pivot pin, bolt stop 
release, and safety. Be careful not to lose the safety 
detent ball. Remove the front and rear trigger adjusting 
screws, trigger spring, and trigger stop screw. Drive 
out the trigger pin and remove trigger and trigger con
nector. 

10. BARREL-RECEIVER ASSEMBLY: 

· When ne~essary to disassemble, return rifle 
to factory. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Details of Assembly 

1. TRIGGER HOUSING: 

Assemble trigger connector, trigger and drive 
in trigger pin until it is even with right side of trig
ger housing. 'Assemble trigger spring, front trigger ad
justing screw, rear trigger adjusting screw, and trig
ger stop screw. 

Assemble safety, bolt stop release, safety 
pivot pin, safety detent ball, safety detent spring, and 
safety snap washer. 

Assemble sear spring, sear, and safety cam. 

2. BOLT ASSEMBLY: 
EXTRACTOR: 

With pointed tweezers inserted in the 
provided in the ends of the extractor, compress 
together with extractor hook facing bolt face. 
extractor in bolt face. Do not try to assemble 
ing it into the bolt face with the fingers. 

J. EJECTOR: 

holes 
the ends 
Assemble 
by fore-

Assemble ejector spring and ejector with stem 
end in spring. Align ejector with ejector pin hole, com
press ejector, insert punch and drive in ejector pin. 

4. FIRING PIN: 

Assemble main spring and bolt plug, grasp bolt 
plug and compress main spring, assemble firing pin head, 
align hole in firing pin head and firing pin, insert 
punch. Insert coin between front end of firing pin head 
and rear end of bolt plug. Drive in firing pin cross 
pin. 

5. FIRING PIN .ASSEMBLY: 

Assemble firing pin assembly in rear end of 
bolt. Align Tiring pin head with detent notch in rear 
end of bolt, and remove coin-between firing pin head and 
bolt plug. 

BARREL-ACTION 

6. BOLT STOP: 

Assemble trigger housing in receiver wi.th sear 
pin. Assemble bolt stop spring and bolt stop in receiver, 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Details of Assembly 

6. BOLT STOP: (Cont'd) 

and drive bolt stop pin in part way. Raise up rear end 
of trigger housing until hole aligns, compress sear and 
safety cam and completely drive in bolt stop pin. 

7. BOLT ASSEMBLY: 

Assemble bolt assembly in receiver and close, 
leaving firing pin cocked. Turn the rear trigger adjust
ing screw right or left to obtain the proper engagement 
of the trigger connector with the sear. Turn the front 
trigger adjusting screw right or left to secure the pro
per weight of pull. Adjust trigger stop screw by turning 
clockwise until trigger cannot be pulled. Hold on trig
ger and back off trigger stop screw until firing pin falls. 

8. BARREL-ACTION-STOCK ASSEMBLY: 

Assemble magazine box to receiver, stock to 
barrel action, magazine follower and magazine spring in 
magazine, trigger guide plate and trigger guard to stock 
with rear, center, and front guard screws. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES ... 
Fitting of New Parts and Adjusting 

1. Barrel-Receiver Assembly 
2. Bolt 
3. Bolt Plug 
4, Bolt Stop 
5, Bolt Stop Release 
6. Bolt Stop Spring 
7. Ejector 

17· Rear Trigger Adjusting 
Screw 

18. Safety 
19. Safety Detent 
20. Safety Detent Spring 
21. Safety Pivot Pin 
22. Safety Snap Washer 

8. Ejector Spring 
9, Extractor 

23. Sear-Safety Cam Assembly 

10. Firing Pin 
11. Firing Pin Head 
12. Front Trigger Adjusting 

Screw 
13. Main Spring 
14. Magazine 
15. Magazine Follower 
16. Magazine Spring 

24. Sear Spring 
25. Stock 
26. Trigger Assembly 
27. Trigger 
28. Trigger Connector 
29. Trigger Guard 
JO. Trigger Guide Plate 
Jl. Trigger Housing 
)2. Trigger Spring 
JJ. Trigger Stop Screw 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Parts and Ad.iusting 

1. BARREL-RECEIVER ASSEMBLY 

When required to disassemble return rifle to 
factory. 

2. BOLT 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver .. 

Remove firing pin assembly, ejector and ex
tractor from bolt. 

Try new bolt for freedom in receiver and head-
space. 

Mark serial number on new bolt, assemble ex
tractor, ejector and firing pin assembly. Check freedom 
of firing pin and protrusion. Assemble bolt assembly in 
receiver. 

Inspect for cocking of firing pin and blow, 
operation of safety, ejector and extractor. 

J. BOLT PLUG 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. 

Remove firing pin assembly from bolt, drive 
out firing pin cross pin, and remove firing pin head and 
bolt plug. After reassembling, try for operation of 
bolt, firing pin protrusion, and safety. 

4. BOLT STOP 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter and front trigger guard screws, and action from stock. 

Drive out bolt stop pin part way and remove 
bolt stop. 

After replacing bolt stop, check for freedom 
of movement. 

5 . BOLT STOP RELEASE 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter and front trigger guard screws and action from stock. 
Remove safety snap washer and safety pivot pin. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Parts and Adjusting 

5. BOLT STOP RELEASE (Cont'd) 

After replacing bolt stop release, check for 
freedom of movement. 

6. BOLT STOP SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. 

Drive out bolt stop pin part way and remove 
bolt stop and spring. 

After replacing bolt stop spring, check for 
freedom of movement of the bolt stop. 

7. EJECTOR 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. Drive out 
ejector pin and remove ejector. 

After reassembling ejector, . check for freedom 
of movement and that ejector moves below bolt fa~e. 

8. EJECTOR SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. Drive out 
ejector pin and remove ejector and ejector spring. 

After reassembline ejector spring, check free
dom of ejector. 

9. EXTRACTOR 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. Drive out 
ejector pin and remove ejector and ejector spring. 

With pointed tweezers inserted in the holes pro
vided in the ends of the extractor, compress the ends to
gether until the extractor can be removed from the face 
of the bolt. To replace a new -extractor use tweezers as 
above noted. Extractor hook, to face bolt. 

After reassembling extractor, reassemble a 
ejector spring, ejector with ejector pin. Try e~tractor 
on a dummy cartridge in chamber to check closing over 
rim and ejection. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Parts and Adjusting 

10. FIRING PIN 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver and firing 
pin assembly from breech bolt. Drive out firing pin cross 
cross pin and remove firing pin head, bolt plug and main 
spring from firing pin. 

After assembling new firing pin, check freedom 
in bolt, protrusion, cocking, operation of safety, and 
blow. 

11. FIRING PIN BEAD 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver and firing 
pin assembly from breech bolt, Drive out firing pin 
cross pin and remove firing pin head. 

After reassembling firing pin head, check cock
ing, safety operation, cocking of firing pin, protrusion, 
and blow. 

12. FRONT TRIGGER ADJUSTING SCREW 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter and front trigger guard screws, and action from stock. 
Remove front trigger adjusting screw. 

After reassembling front trigger adjusting 
screw, adjust screw until trigger pull has correct weight. 

1 J • MAIN SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, and firing 
pin assembly from·bolt. 

Drive out firing pin cross pin and remove fir
ing pin head, bolt plug, and main spring. 

After reassembling main spring, check freedom 
of firing pin, firing pin blow, operation of bolt. 

14. MAGAZINE 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter and front trigger guard screws, action from stock, 
magazine spring, magazine follower from magazine, and 
magazine from receiver or stock. 

After reassembling magazine, check for loading 
and feeding of cartridges. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Parts and Adjusting 

15 . Mli.GAZIHE FOLLO'JER 

7 ;.;: l - r/t:'. 2 - 9 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
te~ and front trigger guard screws, trigger guard from 
stock. Remove magazine spring and magazine follower from 
.:nagazine. Remove magazine follower from magazine S,Pring. 

After reassembling magazine follower, check 
freedom ih magazine, loading and feeding of cartridges. 

16. 11A.GA.ZINE SPRING 

Remove bolt assernbly from receiver, rear, cen
t~r, and front trjgger guard screws, and trigger guard 
from stock. Remove mag<-'izine spring and msgazine follower 
from magazine. Remove magazine spring from magazine fol
lo·,ver. 

After rea3sembling CTagazine spring, check load
ing ~nd feeding of cartridges. 

17. P-EAh TRIGGER ADJUSTING SCREW 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
sto~k. Reuove rear trigger adjusting screw. Adjust new 
scr.;w until prope:i: engage.men t of trigger connector and 
sear is made. 

18. SAFETY 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Remove safety snap washer, safety detent spring, 
safety detent, safety detent pin, and safety. 

After reassembling new safety, check locking 
of bolt, working of detent, locking of sear, and freedom 
of movement. 

19. $AFETY DETENT 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard'screws, and action from 
stock. Remove safety snap washer, safety detent spring, 
and safety detent. 

After reassembling new detent, try safety for 
proper operation. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Part.s and Adjusting 

20. SAFETY DETENT SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Remove safety snap washer and safety detent spring. 

After reassembling new spring, try safety for 
proper working. 

21. SAFETY PIVOT PIN 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Remove safety snap washer and safety pivot pin. 

22. SAFETY SNAP WASHER 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Remove safety snap washer. 

2). S.EAR-SAFH:TY CAM ASSEMBLY 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Drive out bolt stop pin part way and drive out 
sear pin. Remove trigger assembly. Remove sear and 
safety cam from trigger assembly. 

A:f ter reassembling new sear-safety cam, check 
operati~n of trigger, safety, bolt, and firing pin for 
proper function. Adjust trigger function as needed. 

24. SEAR SERING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Drive out bolt stop pin part way and dl'ive out 
sear pin. Remove trigger assembly. Remove sear, safety 
cam, and sear spring from trigger assembly. 

After re~ssembly of new spring, check function 
of sear-safety cam, safety, firin~ pin, bolt, and trigger. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Parts and Ad.justing 

25. STOCK 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, trigger guard, trig
ger guide plate, magazine spring, magazine follower. Re
move action from stock and magazine from receiver or 
stock. 

After assembling new stock, check for barrel 
pull at front end of fore-end clearance at bolt handle, 
operation of safety and trigger. 

26. TRIGGER ASSEMBLY 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
te~ and front trigger guard screws, and action from stock. 
Drive out bolt stop pin part way and drive out sear pin. 
Remove trigger assembly. 

After reassembling new trigger assembly, try 
bolt for cocking firing pin, safety, and trigger for cor
rect weight and travel. Try trigger for proper engage
ment of trigger connector with sear. 

27. TRIGGER 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Remove front trigger adjusting screw and trigger 
spring from trigger housing. Drive out trigger pin and 
remove trigger and trigger connector. 

After reassembling trigger, check trigger for 
travel and weight of pull. Adjust front and rear trigger 
adjusting screws and trigger stop screw if required. Try 
safe and cocking of firing pin. 

28. TRIGGER CONNECTOR 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. RemQve front trigger adjusting screw and trigger 
spring from trigger housing. Drive out trigger pin and 
remove trigger and trigger connector . 

. After reassembling trigger connector, check 
trigger for operation and freedom. Try safe and cocking 
of firing pin. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Parts and Adjusting 

29. TRIGGER GUARD 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front cen
ter, and rear trigger guard screws, and trigger guard 
from stock. 

JO. TRIGGER GUIDE PLATE 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front, cen
ter, and rear.trigger guard screws, trigger guard and 
trigger guide plate. 

After reassembling trigger guide plate, check 
freedom of trigger. 

)1. TRIGGER HOUSING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front, cen
ter, and rear trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Drive out bolt stop pin part way, drive out sear 
pin and remove trigger assembly from receiver. Remove 
all parts from the trigger housing. 

After reassembling trigger housing check op
eration of trigger, safety, bolt, and firing pin. Adjust 
front and rear trigger adjusting screws, and trigger stop 
screw, if required. 

)2. TRIGGER SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front, cen
ter, and rear trigger guard screws, and action from stock. 
Remove front trigger adjusting screw and trigger spring 
from trigger housing. 

After reassembling trigger spring, adjust front 
trigger adjusting screw until the proper weight of trig
ger pull is accomplished. 

33. TRIGGER STOP SCREW 

Remove bplt assembly from receiver, front, cen
ter, and rear trigger guard screw~, and action from 
stock. Remove trigger stop screw from trigger housing. 

After replacing trigger stop screw, adjust un
til the proper movement of trigger is accomplished. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Failures to Operate 

1. Does not cock. 
2. Ejection fails. 
3. Extraction fails. 
4. Fails to feed. 
5. Missfires 
6. Safety does not operate. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

1. Does not cock 

Cause: 
Correction: 

2. Ejection fails 

Failures to Operate 

Not enough trigger engagement with sear. 
Back off rear trigger adjusting screw. 

Cause: Ejector sticks or weak ejection spring. 
Correction: Free ejector or fit new ejector spring. 

J. Extraction fails 

Cause: Extractor worn, broken, or loose. 
Correction: Fit new extractor. Extractor must not 

rotate past detent. 

4. Fails to feed 

Cause: Catch on cartridge opening in bottom of 
receiver; magazine spring weak or broken; 
or, magazine follower sticks. 

Correction: Chamf'er cartridge opening; fit new maga
zine spring; or, free follower or fit 
new one. 

5. Missfires 

Cause: Firing pin sticks or broken; weak main 
spring; trigger stop screw too far in 
housing; or, front trigger adjusting 
screw in too far. 

Correction: Clean residue or oil off firing pin, or 
fit new one. Fit new main spring, back 
Off trigger stop screw, back off front 
trigger adjusting screw, or fit new 
trigger apring. 

6. Safety does not operate 

Cause: Does not lock bolt, or does not lock 
safety cam, or tension too light in de
ten ts. 

Correction: Aajust safety, o~ fit new one; file new 
safety, or free stock at bolt handle; 
fit new safety spring. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Details of Disassembly 

1. BOLT AND COMPONENTS: 

Press upward on bolt stop release in front of 
trigger, lift up bolt handle as far as it will go, and 
pull bolt rearward from receiver. 

2. FIRING PIN AND COMPONENTS: 

Pull firing pin head rearward until a coin 
can be inserted between it and the bolt plug. (Fig. 1) 
This can be done by catching the notch in the firing pin 
head on a shurp corner. Unscrew the bolt plug to remove 
the firing pin assembly; 

FIRING PIN CROSS PIN 

J. FIRING PIN: 

Drive out the firing pin cross pin (See Fig. 1) 
with a punch, leaving the punch in the hole to hold parts 
together to prevent the main spring tension from stripping 
off the firing pin head and bolt plug forcefully. Com
press the main spring with the bolt plug until coin, punch 
and firing pin head can be removed and release the main 
spring tension carefully, removing firing pin head, bolt 
plug and main spring. 

4. EJECTOR: 

Drive out ejector pin. Leave punch in hole. 
Compress eje~tor spring by p~essing on ejector. Remove 
punch. Release ejector slowly until ejector spring is 
no longer loaded. Remove ejector and ejector spring. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIJ'LES 

Details of Disassembly 

5. EXTRACTOR: 

With pointed tweezers inserted in the holes 
provided in the ends of the extractor, compress the ends 
together until the extractor can be removed from the 
face of the bolt. Do not attempt to remove only one end 
of the extractor and then pull it from the bolt face as 
bending ~ill result. 

6. BARREL AND ACTION FROM STOCK: ----- . 

Unscrew rear, center, and front guard screws. 
Remove trigger guard, magazine spring, magazine follower, 
and trigger guide plate from bottom of stock. Lift · 
barrel ~nd action out of stock. Remove magazine from 
either stock or receiver as it will remain in either. 

7. BOLT STOP: 

Drive out bolt stop pin, drop rear end ot 
trigger housing, remove bolt stop and bolt stop spring. 

8. TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY: 

Drive out sear pin and remove trigger housing 
assembly from bottom of receiver. 

9. TRIGGER HOUSING: 

Remove sear, safety cam and sear spring. With 
a screwdriver or coin push the safety snap washer out of 
tbe slot in the safety pivot pin, remove safety detent 
spring, safety detent ball, safety pivot pin, bolt stop 
release, and safety. Be careful not to lose the safety 
detent ball. Remove the front and rear trigger adjusting 
screws, trigger spring, and trigger stop screw. Drive 
out the trigger pin and remove trigger and trigger con
nector. 

10. BARREL-RECEIVER ASSEMBLY: 

When ne~essary to disassemble, return rifle 
to factory. 
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Details of Assembly 

1. TRIGGER HOUSING: 

Assemble trigger connector, trigger and drive 
in trigger pin until it is even with right side of trig
ger housing. Assemble trigger spring, front trigger ad
justing screw, rear trigger adjusting screw, and trig
ger stop screw. 

Assemble safety, bolt stop release, safety 
pivot pin, safety detent ball, safety detent spring, and 
safety snap washer. 

Assemble sear spring, sear, and safety cam. 

2. BOLT ASSEMBLY: 
EXTRACTOR: 

With pointed tweezers inserted in the 
provided in the ends of the extractor, compress 
together with extractor hook facing bolt face. 
extractor in bolt face. Do not try to assemble 
ing it into the bolt face with the fingers. 

). EJECTOR: 

holes 
the ends 
Assemble 
by fore-

Assemble ejector spring and ejector with stem 
end in spring. Align ejector with ejector pin hole, com
press ejector, insert punch and drive in ejector pin. 

4. FIRING PIN: 

Assemble main spring and bolt plug, grasp bolt 
plug and compress main spring, assemble firing pin head, 
align hole in firing pin head and firing pin, insert 
punch. Insert coin between front end of firing pin head 
and rear end of bolt plug. Drive in firing pin cross 
pin. 

5. FIRING :PIN ASSEMBLY: 

Assemble firing pin assembly in rear end of 
bolt. Align- firing pin head with detent notch in rear 
end of bolt, and remove coin 'between firing pin head and 
bolt plug. 

BARREL-ACTION 

6. BOLT STOP: 

Assemble trigger housing in receiver with sear 
pin. Assemble bolt stop spring and bolt stop in receiver, 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Details of Assembly 

6. BOLT STOP: (Cont'd) 

and drive bolt stop pin in part way. Raise up rear end 
of trigger housing until hole aligns, compress sear and 
safety cam and completely drive in bolt stop pin. 

7. BOLT ASSEMBLY: 

Assemble bolt assembly in receiver and close, 
leaving firing pin cocked. Turn the rear trigger adjust
ing screw right or left to obtain the proper engagement 
of the trigger connector with the sear. Turn the front 
trigger adjusting screw right or left to secure the pro
per weight of pull. Adjust trigger stop screw by turning 
clockwise until trigger cannot be pulled. Hold on trig
ger and back off trigger stop screw until firing pin falls. 

8. BARREL-ACTION-STOCK ASSEMBLY: 

Assemble magazine box to receiver, stock to 
barrel action, magazine follower and magazine spring in 
magazine, trigger guide plate and trigger guard to stock 
"ith rear, center, and front guard screws. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Farts and Adjusting 

1. Barrel-Receiver Assembly 
2. Bolt 
3. Bolt Plug 
4. Bolt Stop 
5. Bolt Stop Release 
6. Bolt Stop Spring 
7. Ejector 
8. Ejector Spring 
9. Extractor 
10. Firing Pin 
11. Firing Pin Head 
12. Front Trigger Adjusting 

Screw 
13. Main Spring 
14. Magazine 
15. Magazine Follower 
16. Magazine Spring 

17. Rear Trigger Adjusting 
Screw 

18. Safety 
19. Safety Detent 
20. Safety Detent Spring 
21. Safety Pivot Pin 
22. Safety Snap Washer 
23. Sear-Safety Cam Assembly 
24. Sear Spring 
25. Stock 
26. Trigger Assembly 
27. Trigger 
28. Trigger Connector 
29. Trigger Guard 
JO. Trigger Guide Plate 
Jl. Trigger Housing 
J2. Trigger Spring 
JJ. Trigger Stop Screw 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of lliew Parts and Ad.lusting 

1. BARREL-RECEIVER ASSEMBLY 

When required to disassemble return rifle to 
factory. 

2. BOLT 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. 

Remove firing pin assembly, ejector and ex
tractor from bolt. 

Try new bolt for freedom in receiver and head-
space. 

Mark serial number on new bolt, assemble ex
trlictor, ejector and firing pin assembly. Check freedom 
of firing pin and protrusion. ~ssemble bolt assembly in 
receiver. 

Inspect for cocking of firing pin and blow, 
operation of safety, ejector and extractor. 

J. BOLT PLUG 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. 

Remove firing pin assembly from bolt, drive 
out firing pin cross pin, and remove firing pin head and 
bolt plug. After reassembling, try for operation of 
bolt, firing pin protrusion, and safety. 

4. BOLT STOP 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter and front trigger guard screws, and action from stock. 

Drive out bolt stop pin part way and remove 
bolt stop. 

After replacing bolt sto~, check for freedom 
of movement. 

5 • BOLT STOP RELEASE 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter and front trigger guard screws and action from stock. 
Remove safety snap washer and safety pivot pin. 
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Fitting of New Parts and Adjusting 

5, BOLT STOP RELEASE (Cont'd) 

721 - 722-7 

After replacing bolt stop release, check for 
freedom or movement. 

6. BOLT STOP SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. 

Drive out bolt stop pin part way and remove 
bolt stop and spring. 

Arter replacing bolt stop spring, check for 
freedom of movement of the bolt stop. 

7. EJECTOR 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. Drive out 
ejector pin and remove ejector. 

After reassembling ejector, check for freedom 
of movement and that ejector moves below bolt face. 

8. EJECTOR SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. Drive out 
ejector pin and remove ejector and ejector spring. 

Arter reassembling ejector spring, check free
dom of ejector. 

9. EXTRACTOR 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. Drive out 
ejector pin and remove ejector and ejector spring. 

With pointed tweezers inserted in the holes pro
vided in the ends of the extractor, compress the ends to
gether until the extractor can be removed from the face 
of the bolt. To replace a new extractor use tweezers as 
above noted. Extractor hook to face bolt. 

After reassembling extractor, reassemble a 
ejector spring, ejector with ejector pin. Try extractor 
on a duilllll'J cartridge in chamber to check closing over 
rim and ejection. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Parts and Adjusting 

10. FIRING PIN 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver and firing 
pin assembly from breech bolt. Drive out firing pin cross 
cross pin and remove firing pin head, bolt plug and main 
spring from firing pin. 

Atter assembling new firing pin, check freedom 
in bolt, protrusion, cocking, operation of safety, and 
blow. 

11. FIRING PIN HEAD 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver and firing 
pin assembly from breech bolt, Drive out firing pin 
cross pin and remove firing pin head. 

After reassembling firing pin head, check cock
ing, safety operation, cocking of firing pin, protrusion, 
and blow. 

12. FRONT TRIGGER ADJUSTING SCREW 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter and front trigger guard screws, and action from stock. 
Remove front trigger adjusting screw. 

After reassembling front trigger adjusting 
screw, adjust screw until trigger pull has correct weight. 

1). MAIN SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, and firing 
pin assembly from bolt. 

Drive out firing pin cross pin and remove fir
ing pin head, bolt plug, and main spring. 

After reassembling main spring, check freedom 
of firing pin, firing pin blow, operation of bolt. 

14. MAGAZINE 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter and front trigger guard screws, action from stock, 
magazine spring, magazine follower from .magazine, and 
magazine from receiver or stock. 

After reassembling magazine, check for loading 
and feeding of cartridges. 
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M00ELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Parts and Adjusting 

15 . !'"J.AGAZIHE FOLLO'J.ER 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
te~ and front trigger guard screws, trigger guard from 
stock. Remove magazine spring and magazine follower from 
::nagazine. Remove magazine follovrnr from magazine spring. 

After rea8sembling magazine follower, check 
freedom iL magazine, loading and feeding of cartridges. 

16. l1AG.AZINE SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter; and front trigger guard screws, and trigger guard 
from stock. Remove ruagc.i zine spring and magazine follower 
from magazine. Remove mflgazine spring from magazine fol
lower. 

After re&3sembling magazine spring, check load
ing and feeding of cartridges. 

17. llliAI< TTIIGCER ADJUSTING SCREW 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
sto~k. Reuove rear trigger adjust~ng screw. Adjust new 
scr0w until prope~ engagement of trigger connector and 
sear is made. 

18. SAFETY 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Remove safety snap washer, safety detent spring, 
safety detent, safety detent pin, and safety. 

After reassembling new safety, check locking 
of bolt, working of detent, locking of sear, and freedom 
of movement. 

19. SAFETY DETENT 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and fron~ trigger guard ,screws, and action from 
stock. Remove safety snap washer, safety detent spring, 
and safety detent. 

After reassembling new detent, try safety for 
proper operation. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Parts and Adjusting 
i 

20. SAFETY DETENT s:flRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. -Remove safety snap washer and safety detent spring. 

After reassembling new spring, try safety for 
proper working. 

21. SAFETY PIVOT PIN 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Remove safety snap washer and safety pivot pin. 

22. SAFETY SNAP WASHER 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Remove safety snap washer. 

23. SEAR-SAFETY CAM ASSEMBLY 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Drive out bolt stop pin part way and drive out 
sear pin. Remove trigger assembly. Remove sear and 
safety cam from trigger assembly. 

After reassembling new sear-safety cam, check 
operation of trigger, safety, bolt, and firing pin for 
proper function. Adjust trigger function as needed. 

24. SEAR S:PRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Drive out bolt stop pin part way and drive out 
sear pin. Remove trigger assembly. Remove sear, safety 
cam, and sear spring from trigger assembly. 

After reassembly of new spring, check funotion 
of sear-safety cam, safety, firing pin, bolt, and trigger. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Parts and Adjusting 

25. STOCK 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, trigger guard, trig
ger guide plate, magazine spring, magazine follower. Re
move action from stock and magazine from receiver or 
stock. 

After assembling new stock, check for barrel 
pull at front end of fore-end clearance at bolt handle, 
operation of safety and trigger. 

26. TRIGGER ASSEI'1BLY 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
te~ and front trigger guard screws, and action from stock. 
Drive out bolt stop pin part way and drive out sear pin. 
Remove trigger assembly. 

After reassembling new trigger assembly, try 
bolt for cocking firing pin, safety, and trigger for cor
rect weight and travel. Try trigger for proper engage
ment of trigger connector with sear. 

27. TRIGGER 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Remove front trigger adjusting screw and trigger 
spring from trigger housing. Drive out trigger pin and 
remove trigger and trigger connector. 

After reassembling trigger, check trigger for 
travel and weight of pull. Adjust front and rear. trigger 
adjusting screws and trigger stop screw if required. Try 
safe and cocking of firing pin. 

28. TRIGGER CONNECTOR 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Remove front trigger adjusting screw and trigger 
spring from t~igger housing. ,Drive out trigger pin and 
remove trigger and trigger connector. 

After reassembling trigger connector, check 
trigger for operation and freedom. Try safe and cocking 
of firing pin. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Parts and Ad.justing 

29. TRIGGER GUARD 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front cen
ter, and rear trigger guard screws, and trigger guard 
from stock. 

30. TRIGGER GUIDE PLATE 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front, cen
ter, and rear trigger guard screws, trigger guard and 
trigger guide plate. 

After reassembling trigger guide plate, check 
freedom of trigger. 

31. TRIGGER HOUSING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front, cen
ter, and rear trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Drive out bolt stop pin part way, drive out sear 
pin and remove trigger assembly from receiv~r. Remove 
all parts from the trigger housing. 

After reassembling trigger housing check op
eration of trigger, safety, bolt, and firing pin. Adjust 
front and rear trigger adjusting screws, and trigger stop 
screw, if required. 

)2. TRIGGER SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front, cen
ter, and rear trigger guard screws, and action from stock. 
Remove front trigger adjusting screw and trigger spring 
from trigger housing. 

After reassembling trigger spring, adjust front 
trigger adjusting screw until the proper weight of trig
ger pull is accomplished. 

JJ. TRIGGER STOP SCREW 

Remov~-bolt assembly from receiver, front, cen
ter, and rear trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Remove trigger stop screw from trigger housing. 

After replacing trigger stop screw, adjust un
til the proper movement of trigger is accomplished. 
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MODELS 221-722 C. F. BOLT ACTT~N RIFL~S 

Fitting of New Parts and 1\dju:;ting 

721-722-13 

IMPORTANT: No adjustment or removal of the rear trigger 

adjusting screw is recommended unless replacem~nt is necessary. 

The rear trigger adjusting screw is set at the factory to 

engage the trirger and provide the correct amount of supporting 

trigger connector surface beneath the sear. 

Pull of Trigger - is adjusted to the desired weight by 

turning the front trigger adjusting screw cloc!mise for a 

heavier weight adjustment and counter cloclndse for a lighter 

weight adjustment. 

1.t§..vel of th2 Trigger - may be reduced by turrrl ng the trigger 

stop screw clockwise until the fir1 ng pin will not fall when 

the trigger is pulled. Then while keeping pressure on the 

trige~r, back off the trigger sto"D screw, counter eloclcwise, 

u~tll the firing pin falls. This method of adjustment will 

allow the least amount of trigger overtravel. 

1. Does not co cl{. 
2. Ejection fails. 
3. Extraction fails. 
4. Fails to feed. 
'). Missfires 
6. Safety does not ope~ate. 

J.F. Finnegan:emb 

hugust 1956 
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721 - 722-1 

MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Details of Disassembly 

1. BOLT AND COMPONENTS: 

Press upward on bolt stop release in front of 
trigger, lift up bolt handle as far as it will go, and 
pull bolt rearward from receiver. 

2. FIRING FIN .AND COMPONENTS: 

Full firing pin head rearward until a coin 
can be inserted between it and the bolt plug. (Fig. 1) 
This can be done by catching the notch in the firing pin 
head on a shdrp corner. Unscrew the bolt plug to remove 
the firing pin assembly: 

3 . FIRING FIN: 

Drive out the firing pin cross pin (See Fig. l) 
with a punch, leaving the punch in the hole to hold parts 
together to prevent the main spring tension from stripping 
off the firing pin head and bolt plug forcefully. Com
press the main spring with the bolt plug until coin, punch 
and firing pin head can be removed and release the main 
spring tension carefully, removing firing pin head, bolt 
plug and main spring. 

4. EJECTOR: 

Drive out ejector pin. Leave punch in hole. 
Compress ejector spring by pressing on ejector. Remove 
punch. Release ejector slowty until ejector spring is 
no longer loaded. Remove ejector and ejector spring. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.P. BOLT ACTION RilLES 

Details of Disassembly 

5. EXTRACTOR: 

With pointed tweezers inserted in the holes 
provided in the ends of the extractor, compress the ends 
together until the extractor can be removed from the 
face of the bolt. Do not attempt to remove only one end 
of the extractor and then pull it from the bolt face as 
bending will result. 

6. BARREL AND ACTION FROM STOCK: ---- . 

Unscrew rear, center, and front guard screws. 
Remove trigger guard, magazine spring, magazine follower, 
and trigger guide plate from bottom of stock. Lift . 
barrel and action out of stock. Remove magazine from 
either stock or receiver as it will remain in either. 

7. BOLT STOP: 

Drive out bolt stop pin, drop rear end ot 
trigger housing, remove bolt stop and bolt stop spring. 

8. TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY: 

Drive out sear pin and remove trigger housing 
assembly from bottom of receiver. 

9. TRIGGER HOUSING: 

Remove sear, safety cam and sear spring. With 
a screwdriver or coin push the safety snap washer out or 
the slot in the safety pivot pin, remove safety detent 
spring, safety detent ball, safety pivot pin, bolt stop 
release, and safety. Be careful not to lose the safety 
detent ball. Remove the front and rear trigger adjusting 
screws, trigger spring, and trigger stop screw. Drive 
out the trigger pin and remove trigger and trigger con-
nector. · 

10. BARREL-RECEIVER ASSEMBLY: 

When necessary to disas~emble, return rifle 
to factory. 

... 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Details of Assembly 

1. TRIGGER HOUSING: 

Assemble trigger connector, trigger and drive 
in trigger pin until it is even with right side of trig
ger housing. Assemble trigger spring, front trigger ad
justing screw, rear trigger adjusting screw, and trig
ger stop screw. 

Assemble safety, bolt stop release, safety 
pivot pin, safety detent ball, safety detent spring, and 
safety snap washer. 

Assemble sear spring, sear, and safety cam. 

2. BOLT ASSEMBLY: 
EXTRACTOR: 

With pointed tweezers inserted in the 
provided in the ends of the extractor, compress 
together with extractor hook facing bolt face. 
extractor in bolt face. Do not try to assemble 
ing it into the bolt face with the fingers. 

J. EJECTOR: 

holes 
the ends 
Assemble 
by fore,-

Assemble ejector spring and ejector with stem 
end in spring. Align ejector with ejector pin hole, com
press ejector, insert punch and drive in ejector pin. 

4, FIRING PIN: 

.Assemble main spring and bolt plug, grasp bolt 
plug and compress main spring, assemble firing pin head, 
align hole in firing pin head and firing pin, insert 
punch. Insert coin between front end of firing pin head 
and rear end of bolt plug. Drive in firing pin cross 
pin. 

5. FIRING PIN .ASSEMBLY: 

Assemble firing pin assembly in rear end of 
bolt. Align firing pin head with detent notch in rear 
end of bolt, and remove coin'between firing pin head and 
bolt plug. 

BARREL-ACTION 

6. BOLT STOP: 

Assemble trigger housing in receiver with sear 
pin. Assemble bolt stop spring and bolt stop in receiver, 
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721 - 722-4 

MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Details of Assembly 

6. BOLT STOP: {Cont'd) 

and drive bolt stop pin in part way. Raise up rear end 
of trigger housing until hole aligns, compress sear and 
safety cam and completely drive in bolt stop pin. 

7. BOLT ASSEMBLY: 

Assemble bolt assembly in receiver and close, 
leaving firing pin cocked. Turn the rear trigger adjust
ing screw right or left to obtain the proper engagement 
of the trigger connector with the sear. Turn the front 
trigger adjusting screw right or left to secure the pro
per weight of pull. Adjust trigger stop screw by turning 
clockwise until trigger cannot be pulled. Hold on trig
ger and back off trigger stop screw until firing pin falls. 

8. BARREL-ACTION-STOCK ASSEMBLY: 

Assemble magazine box to receiver, stock to 
barrel action, magazine follower and magazine spring in 
magazine, trigger guiue plate and trigger guard to stock 
~ith rear, center, and front guard screws. 

... 
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721 - 722-5 

MODELS 721-722 O.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Parts and Adjusting 

1. Barrel-Receiver Assembly 
2. Bolt 
J. Bolt Plug 
4. Bolt Stop 
5. Bolt Stop Release 
6. Bolt Stop Spring 
7. Ejector 
8. Ejector Spring 
9. Extractor 
10. Firing Pin 
11. Firing Pin Head 
12. Front Trigger Adjusti~g 

Screw 
lJ. Main Spring 
14. Magazine 
15. Magazine Follower 
16. :M&gazine Spring 

17. Rear Trigger Adjusting 
Screw 

18. Safety 
19. Safety Detent 
20. Safety Detent Spring 
21. Safety Pivot Pin 
22. Safety Snap Washer 
23. Sear-Safety Cam Assembly 
24. Sear Spring 
25. Stock 
26. Trigger Assembly 
27. Trigger 
28. Trigger Connector 
29. Trigger Guard 
JO. Trigger Guide Plate 
Jl. Trigger Housing 
)2. Trigger Spring 
JJ. Trigger Stop Screw 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Parts and Ad.iusting 

l. BARREL-RECEIVER ASSEMBLY 

When required to disassemble return rifle to 
factory. 

2. BOLT 

Remove bolt assembly from recei ve.r. 

Remove firing pin assembly, ejector and ex
tractor from bolt. 

Try new bolt for freedom in receiver and head-
space. 

Mark serial number on new bolt, assemble ex
tr~ctor, ejector and firing pin assembly. Check freedom 
of firing pin and protrusion. Assemble bolt assembly in 
receiver. 

Inspect for cocking of firing pin and blow, 
operation of safety, ejector and extractor. 

J. BOLT PLUG 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. 

Remove firing pin assembly from bolt, drive 
out firing pin cross pirr~ and remove firing pin head and 
bolt plug. Af'ter reassembling, try for operation of 
bolt, firing pin protrusion, and safety. 

4. BOLT STOP 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter and front trigger guard screws, and action from stock. 

Drive out bolt stop pin part way and remove 
bolt stop. 

Af'ter replacing bolt stop, check for freedom 
of movement. 

5. BOLT STOP RELEASE 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen-_ 
ter and front trigger guard screws and action from stock. 
Remove safety snap washer and safety pivot pin. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Parts and Adjusting 

5. BOLT STOP RELEASE (Cont'd) 

After replacing bolt stop release, check for 
freedom of movement. 

6. BOLT STOP SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. 

Drive out bolt stop pin part way and remove 
bolt stop and spring. 

After replacing bolt stop spring, check for 
freedom of movement of the bolt stop. 

7. E.JECTOR 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. Drive out 
ejector pin and remove ejector. 

Af'ter reassembling ejector, check for freedom 
of movement and that ejector moves below bolt face. 

8. EJECTOR SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. Drive out 
ejector pin and remove ejector and ejector spring. 

After reassembling ejector spring, check free
dom of ejector. 

9. EXTRACTOR 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. Drive out 
ejector pin and remove ejector and ejector spring. 

With pointed tweezers inserted in the holes pro
vided in the ends of the extractor, compress the ends to
gether until the extractor can be removed from the face 
of the bolt. To replace a new extractor use tweezers as 
above noted.- Extractor hook to face bolt. 

After reassembling extractor, reasse~ble a 
ejector spring, ejector with ejector pin. Try extractor 
on a dummy cartridge in chamber to check closing over 
rim and ejection. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Parts and Adjusting 

10. FIRING PIN 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver and firing 
pin assembly from breech bolt. Drive out firing pin cross 
cross pin and remove firing pin head, bolt plug and main 
spring from firing pin. 

After assembling new firing pin, check freedom 
in bolt, protrusion, cocking, operation of safety, and 
blow. 

11. FIRING PIN HEAD 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver and firing 
pin assembly from breech bolt, Drive out firing pin 
cross pin and remove firing pin head. 

After reassembling firing pin head, check cock
ing, safety operation, cocking of firing pin, protrusion, 
and blow. 

12. FRONT TRIGGER ADJUSTING SOREY 

Remove bolt assembly from receiv~r, rear, cen
ter and front trigger guard screws, and action from stock. 
Remove front trigger adjusting screw . 

.After reassembling front trigger adjusting 
screw, adjust screw until trigger pull has correct weight. 

1 J • MAIN SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, and firing 
pin assembly from bolt. 

Drive out firing pin cross pin and remove fir
ing pin head, bolt plug, and main spring. 

Ai'ter reassembling main spring, check freedom 
of firing pin, firing pin blow, operation of bolt. 

14. MAGAZINE . 
Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen-

ter and front trigger guard screws, action from stock, 
magazine spring, magazine follower from magazine, and 
magazine from receiver or stock. 

After reassembling magazine, check for loading 
and feeding of cartridges. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Parts and Adjusting 

15 • Ml..GAZIHE FOLLO'l'IER 

'/-:.l - 7;:,~-9 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
te~ and front trigger guard screws, trigger guard from 
stock. Remove magazine spring and magazine follower from 
magazine. Remove magazine follower from magazine spring. 

After reassembllng magazine follower, check 
freedom iL magazine, loading and feeding of cartridg~s. 

16. 11AGAZINE SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter: and front trigger guard screws, and trigger guard 
from stock. Re.move ruagtizine spring and magazine follower 
from magazine. Remove magazine spring from magazine fol
lower. 

After rea3Sembling magazine spring, check load
ing and feeding of cartridges. 

17. P.EA.lt THIGG.l!:Il ADJUSTING SCREW 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
sto8k. Remove rear trigger adjust~ng screw. Ad.just new 
screw until prope:r..- engagement of trigger connector and 
sear is made. 

18. SAFETY 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stoclc. Remove safety snap washer, safety detent spring, 
safety detent, safety detent pin, and safety. 

After reassembling new safety, check locking 
of bolt, working of detent, locking of sear, and freedom 
of movement. 

19. SAFETY DETENT 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard ecrews, and action from 
stock. Remove safety snap washer, safety detent spring, 
and safety detent. 

After reassembling new detent, try safety for 
proper operation. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting ot New Parts and Adjusting • 
20. SAFETY DETENT SllRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Remove safety snap washer and safety detent spring. 

After reassembling new spring, try safety for 
proper working. 

21. SAFETY PIVOT PIN 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Remove safety snap washer and safety pivot pin. 

22. SAFETY SNAP 'WASHER 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Remove safety snap washer. 

23. SEAR-SAFETY CAM ASSEMBLY 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Drive out bolt stop pin part way and drive out 
sear pin. Remove trigger assembly. Remove sear and 
safety cam from trigger assembly. 

After reassembling new sear-safety cam, check 
operatiQn of trigger, safety, bolt, and firing pin for 
proper function. Adjust trigger function as needed. 

24. SEAR SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Drive out bolt stop pin part way and drive out 
sear pin. Remove trigger assembly. Remove sear, safety 
cam, and sear spring from trigger assembly. 

After reassembly of new spring, check funotion 
of sear-safety cam, safety, firing pin, bolt, and trigger. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Parts and Adjusting 

25. STOCK 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, trigger guard, trig
ger guide plate, magazine spring, magazine follower. Re
move action from stock and magazine from receiver or 
stock. 

After assembling new stock, check for barrel 
pull at front end of fore-end clearance at bolt handle, 
operation of safety and trigger. 

26. TRIGGER ASSEMBLY 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
te~ and front trigger guard screws, and action from stock. 
Drive out bolt stop pin part way and drive out sear pin. 
Remov~ trigger assembly. 

After reassembling new trigger assembly, try 
bolt for cocking firing pin, safety, and trigger for cor
rect weight and travel. Try trigger for proper engage
ment of trigger connector with sear. 

27. TRIGGER 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Remove front trigger adjusting screw and trigger 
spring from trigger housing. Drive out trigger pin and 
remove trigger and trigger connector. 

After reassembling trigger, check trigger for 
travel and weight of pull. Adjust front and rear trigger 
adjusting screws and trigger stop screw if required. Try 
safe and cocking of firing pin. 

28. TRIGGER CONNECTOR 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Remove front trigger adjusting screw and trigger 
spring from trigger housing .. Drive out trigger pin and 
remove trigger and trigger connector. 

After reassembling trigger connector, check 
trigger for operation and freedom. Try safe and cocking 
of firing pin. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Parts and Adjusting 

29. TRIGGER GUARD 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front cen
ter, and rear trigger guard screws, and trigger guard 
from stock. 

30. TRIGGER GUIDE PLATE 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front, cen
ter, and rear trigger guard screws, trigger guard and 
trigger guide plate. 

Af'ter reassembling trigger guide plate, check 
freedom of trigger. 

31. TRIGGER HOUSING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front, cen
ter, and rear trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Drive out bolt stop pin part way, drive out sear 
pin and remove trigger assembly .from receiver. Remove 
all parts from the trigger housing. 

Af'ter reassembling trigger housing check op
eration of trigger, safety, bolt, and firing pin. Adjust 
front and rear trigger adjusting screws, and trigger stop 
screw, if required. 

32. TRIGGER SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front, cen
ter, and rear trigger guard screws, and action from stock. 
Remove front trigger adjusting screw and trigger spring 
from trigger housing. 

After reassembling trigger spring, adjust front 
trigger adjusting screw until the proper weight of trig
ger pull is accomplished. 

33. TRIGGER STOP SCREW 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front, cen
ter, and rear trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Remove trigger stop screw from trigger housing. 

After replacing trigger stop screw, adjust un
til the proper movement of trigger is accomplished. 
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MOD~L3 721-722 C. F. BOL'T' ACTTDN RIFL~S 

Fitting of Ne\.! Parts and Ad.justing 

721-722-13 

IMPORTANT: No adjustment or removal of the rear trigger 

adjusting screw is recommended unless replacem~nt is necessary. 

The rear trigger adjustlng screw is set at the factory to 

engage the trirger and provide the correct amount of supporting 

trigger connector surface beneath the sear. 

Pull of Trigger - is adjusted to the desired weight by 

turning the front trigger adj'.lSti ng screw clockwise for a 

heavier weight adjustment and counter clockwise for a lighter 

weight adjustment. 

Travel of th3 Trigger - may be reduced by turm ng the trigger 

stop screw clockwise until the f'iri ng pin wil 1 not fall when 

the trigger is pulled. Then while keeping pressure on the 

trigg~r, back off the trigger stoci screw, counter clockwise, 

u~til the firing pin falls. This method of adjustment will 

allow th~ least amount of trigger overtravel. 

1. Does not cock. 
2. Ejection fails. 
3. Extraction fails. 
4. Fails to feed. 
5. Missfires 
6. Safety does not ope~ate. 

J. F. Finnegan: emb 

August 1956 
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.. MODEL 721-722 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MAN UAL 

DISASSEMBLY 

BOLT AND COMPONENTS 

Press upward on bolt stop release in front of trigger, lift up 
bolt handle as far as it will go, and pull bolt rearward from re· 
ceiver. 

FIRING PIN AND COMPONENTS 

Pull firing pin head rearward until a coin can be inserted be
tween it and bolt plug. (fig. 1). This can be done by catching 
notch in firing pin head on a sharp corner. Unscrew bolt plug 
to remove firing pin assembly. 

BOLT PLUC ~ . 

,\.L_ rz .. 
FIRINC PIN CROSS PIN FIRING PIN HEAD 

Fig. 1 

FIRING PIN 

Drive out firing pin cross pin (See Fig. 1) with a punch, leav
ini1 punch in holr. to hold parts toqethr!r to rrevent main srrinq 
tr.nsoon from strirpin11 oft lirinq pin head and holt pfuq force
fully. Cornµress main sµriny with bolt plug until coin, punch 
and firin(J pin head can IJe removed and release main spring 
tension carefully, removing firing pin head, bolt plug and main 
spring. 

EJECTOR 

Drive out ejector pin. Leave punch in hole. Compress ejector 
sprinq hy pressing on ejector. Remove punch. Release ejector 
slowly until ejector spring is no longer loaded. Remove ejector 
and eiector spring. 

EXTRACTOR 

Wi.th pointed tweezers inserted in holes provided in the ends of 
extractor, compress ends together until extractor can be re
moved from face of bolt. Do not attempt to remove only one 
encl of extractor and then pull it from bolt face as bending will 
result. 

BARREL AND ACTION FROM STOCK 

Unscrew rear, center, and front guard screws. Remove trigger 
uuarlf, rnaua1ine spring, rn<1gaLine follower and trigger guide 
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plate from bottom of stock. Lift barrel and action out of 
stock. Remove magazine from either stock or receiver as it will 
remain in either. 

BOLT STOP 

Drive out bolt stop pin, drop rear end of trigger housing, re
move bolt stop and bolt stop spring. 

TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY 

Drive out sear pin and remove trigger housing assembly from 
bottom of receiver. 

TRIGGER HOUSING 

Remove sear, safety cam and sear spring. Wrth a screwdriver or 
coin push the safety snap washer out of slot in safety pivot pin, 
remove safety detent spring, safety detem ball, safety pivot 
pin, bolt stop release, and safety. Be careful not to lose safety 
detent ball. Remove front and rear trigger adjusting screws, 
trigger spring, and trigger stop screw. Drive out trigger pin and 
remove trigger and trigger connector. 

BARREL-RECEIVER ASSEMBLY 

When necessary to disassemble. return rifle to factory. 

ASSEMBLY 

TRIGGER HOUSING 

Assemble trigger connector. trigger and drive in trigger pin un
lil il is cvc11 w1lll 1 iyhl s1uc uf II 1yyc1 lluusi11y. Assc1111.Jlc 111y· 

ger sµrinu. hunt triyyer i.lujusliny screw, rei.Jr Lriyycr i.ldjustiny 
screw, and trigger stop screw. Assemble safety, bolt stop re
lease, safety pivot pin, safety detent IJall, safety detent spring, 
and safety snap washer. 

Assemble sear spring, sear and safety cam. 

BOLT ASSEMBLY 
EXTRACTOR 

With pointed tweezers inserted in holes provided in end of ex
tractor, compress ends together with extractor hook facing 
bolt face. Assemble extractor in bolt face. Do not try to 
assemble by forcing it into bolt face with fingers. 

EJECTOR 

Assemble ejector spring and ejector with stem end in spring. 
Align ejector with ejector pin hole, compress ejector, insert 
punch and drive in ejector pin. 

1973 
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MODEL 721-722 

FIRING PIN 

Assemble main spring and bolt plug, grasp bolt plug and com
press main spring. Assemble firing pin head, align hole in fir
ing pin head and firing pin, insert punch. Insert coin between 
front end of firing pin head and rear end of bolt plug. Drive in 
firing pin cross pin. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY 

Assernhle firing pin assembly in rear end of bolt. Align firing 
pin head with detent notch in rear end of bolt, and remove 
coin between firing pin head and bolt plug. 

BARREL-ACTION 

BOLT STOP 

Assemble trigger housing in receiver with sear pin. Assemble 
bolt stop spring and bolt stop in receiver, and drive bolt stop 
pin in part way. Raise up rear end of trigger housing until hole 
aligns, compress sear and safety cam and completely drive in 
bolt stop pin. 

BOLT ASSEMBLY 

Assemble bolt assembly in receiver and close, leaving firing pin 
cocked. Turn rear trigger adjusting screw right or left to obtain 
proper engagement of trigger connector with sear. Turn front 
triyqer adjusting screw right or left to secure proper weight of 
pull. Adjust trigger stop screw by turning clockwise until trig
ger cannot be pulled. Hold on trigger and back off trigger stop 
screw until firing pin falls. 

BARREL-ACTION-STOCK ASSEMBLY 

Assemble magazine box to receiver, stock to barrel action, 
magazine follower and magazine spring in magazine, trigger 
guide plate and trigger quarcl to stock with rear, center, and 
lront yui.lrd screws. 

FITTING OF NEW PARTS AND ADJUSTING 

BARREL-RECEIVER ASSEMBLY 

When required to disassemble return rifle to factory. 

BOLT 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. Remove firing pin assem
bly, ejector and extractor from bolt. Try n-ew bolt for freedom 
in receiver and headspace. Mark serial number on new bolt, 
assemble extractor, ejector and firing pin assembly. Check free
dom of firing pin and protrusion. Assemble bolt assembly in 
receiver_ Inspect for cocking of firing pin and blow, operation 
of safety, ejector and extractor. 

BOLT PLUG 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. Remove firing pin assem· 
bly from bolt, drive out firing pin cross pin and remove firing 
pin head and bolt plug. After reassembling, try for operation 
of !Jolt, firing pin protrusion, and safety. 
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BOLT STOP 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center and front 
trigger guard screws, and action from stock. Drive out bolt 
stop pin part way and remove bolt stop. After replacing bolt 
stop, check for freedom of movement. 

BOLT STOP RELEASE 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear center and front trig
ger guard screws and action from stock. Remove safety snap 
washer and safety pivot pin. 

After replacing bolt stop release, check for freedom of move· 
ment. 

BOLT STOP SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center and front 
trigger guard screw, and action from stock. Drive out bolt 
stop pin part way and remove bolt stop and spring. After re
placing bolt stop spring, check for freedom of movement of 
the bolt stop. 

EJECTOR 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. Drive out ejector pin and 
remove ejector. After reassembling e1ector. check for freedom 
of movement and that ejector moves below bolt face. 

EJECTOR SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. Drive out ejector pin and 
remove ejector and ejector spring. After reassembling ejector 
spring, check freedom of ejector. 

EXTRACTOR 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. Drive out ejector pin and 
remove ejector and ejector spring. With pointed tweezers in
serted in holes provided in ends of extractor, compress ends to
gether until extractor can be removed from face of bolt. To re
place a new extractor use tweezers as above noted. Extractor 
hook to face bolt_ 

After reassembling extractor, reassemble ejector spring, ejector 
with ejector pin. Try extractor on a dummy cartridge in cham
ber to check closing over rim and ejection. 

FIRING PIN 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver and firing pin assembly 
from breech bolt. Drive out firing pin cross pin and remove fir
ing pin head, bolt plug and main spring from firing pin. 

After assembling new firing pin. check freedom in bolt, pro
trusion, cocking, operation of safety, and blow. 

FIRING PIN HEAD 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver and firing pin assembly 

from breech bolt. Drive out firing pin cross pin and remove 
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firing pin head. After reassembling firing pin head, check cock· 
ing, safety operation, cocking of firing pin, protrusion, and 
blow. 

FRONT TRIGGER ADJUSTING SCREW 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center and front 
trigger guard screws, and action from stock. Remove front trig
ger adjusting screw. 

After reassembling front trigger adjusting screw, adjust screw 
until trigger pull has correct weight. 

MAIN SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver and firing pin assembly 
from bolt. Drive out firing pin cross pin and remove firing 
pin head, bolt plug and main spring. After reassembling main 
spring, check freedom of firing pin, firing pin blow, operation 
of bolt. 

MAGAZINE 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center and front 
trigger guard screws, action from stock, magazine spring, mag· 
azine follower from magazine and magazine from receiver or 
stock. 

After reassembling magazine. check for loading and feeding 
or cartridges. 

MAGAZINE FOLLOWER 

Rernove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
triw1er guard screws, trigger guard from stock. Remove mag
azine follower from magazine spring. 

Alter re<isseml.Jling m<igazine follower, check freedom in mag· 
azine, loading and feeding of cartridges. 

MAGAZINE SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws, and trigger guard from stock. Remove 
magazine spring and magazine follower from magazine. Re· 
move magazine spring from magazine follower. After reassem
bling magazine spring, check loading and feeding of cartridges. 

REAR TRIGGER ADJUSTING SCREW 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws, and action from stock. Remove rear trig· 
ger adjusting screw. Adjust new screw until proper engagement 
of trigger connector and sear is made. 

SAFETY 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trim1er guard screws, and action from stock. Remove safety 
snilµ w<isher, safety detent spring, safety detent, safety detent 
pin ancl ~afely. 

After reassembling new safety, check lock.ing of bolt, working 
of detent, locking of sear and freedom of movement. 
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MODEL 721-722 

SAFETY DETENT 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Remove safety 
snap washer, safety detent spring and safety detent. 

After reassembling new detent, try safety for proper operation. 

SAFETY DETENT SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Remove safety 
snap washer and safety detent spring. 

After reassembling new spring, try safety for proper working. 

SAFETY PIVOT PIN 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Remove safety 
snap washer and safety pivot pin. 

SAFETY SNAP WASHER 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Remove safety 
snap washer. 

SEAR-SAFETY CAM ASSEMBLY 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. sear, center. and front 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Drive out bolt 
stop pin part way and drive out sear pin. Remove trigger as· 
sembly. Remove sear and safety cam from trigger assembly; 

After reassembling new sear-safety cam, check operation of 
trigger, safety, bolt, and firing pin for proper function. Adjust 
trigger function as needed. 

SEAR SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Drive out bolt 
stop pin part way and drive out sear pin. Remove trigger as
sembly. Remove sear, safety cam and sear spring from trigger 
assembly. 

After reassembly of new spring, check function of sear-safety 
cam, safety, firii:ig pin, bolt and trigger. 

STOCK 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws, trigger guard, trigger guide plate, mag
azine spring, magazine follower. Remove action from stock 
and magazine from receiver or stock. 

After assembling new stock, check for barrel pull at front end 
of fore-end clearance at bolt handle, operation of safety and 
trigger. 
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MODEL 721-722 

TRIGGER ASSEMBL V 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Drive out bolt stop 
pin part way and drive out sear pin. Remove trigger assembly. 

After reassembling new trigger assembly, try bolt for cocking 
firing pin, safety, and trigger for correct weight and travel. Try 
trigger for proper engagement of trigger connector with sear. 

TRIGGER 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Remove front trig· 
ger adjusting screw and trigger spring from trigger housing. 
Drive out trigger pin and remove trigger and trigger connector. 

After reassembling trigger, check trigger for travel and weight 
of pull. Adjust front and rear trigger adjusting screws and trig· 
ger stop screw if required. Try safe and cocking of firing pin. 

TRIGGER CONNECTOR 

Remove hol t assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Remove front trig· 
ger adjusting screw and trigger spring from trigger housing. 
Drive out trigger pin and remove trigger and trigger connector. 

After reassembling trigger connector, check trigger for opera
tion and freedom. Try safe and cocking of firing pin. 

TRIGGER GUARD 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front center, and rear 
tri!mer quard screws and trigger guard from stock. 

TRIGGER GUIDE PLATE 

Remove holt assemhly from receiver, front. center. and rear 
111!1!1"' 11ua11I ~:I cw~. 11 lll!J"' !JUilfll ..iml II iy!)CI !JUillc µI.ill!. 

After reassembling trigger guide plate, check freedom of trig 
ger. 

TRIGGER HOUSING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front, center. and rear 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Drive out bolt 
stop pin p<1rt way, drive out sear pin and remove trigger as· 
sembly from receiver. Remove all parts from trigger housing. 

After reassembling trigger housing check operation of trigger, 
safety, bolt, and firing pin. Adjust front and rear trigger adjust
ing screws and trigger stop screw, it required. 

TRIGGER SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front, center, and rear 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Remove front trig· 
ger adjusting screw and trigger spring from trigger housing. 

After reassemhling trigger spring, adjust front trigger adjusting 
screw until the proper weight of trigger pull is accomplished. 

TRIGGER STOP SCREW 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front, center, and rear 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Remove trigger 
stop screw from trigger housing. 

After replacing trigger stop screw, adjust until proper move
ment of trigger is accomplished. 

CYCLE OF OPERATION 
The operation cycle of the Model 721- 722 is similar and 
common with most hand-operated bolt action rifles. Firing, 
movement of Bolt Handle upward and fully back to open, then 
forward again and down to close Bolt completes cycle. Presum· 
ing rifle to be fully loaded with one cartridge locked in barrel 
chamber, the sequence for operations cycle is as follows: 

FIRING 

The firing cycle is simply the release of a spring-loaded firing 
pin. The forward thrust of the spring-Urged pin strikes primer 
of cartridge with sufficient force to indent primer and ignite 
powder charge. With thumb-operated safety in "OFF" pos· 
ition, rifle is fired by pulling trigger rearward, In detail, the 
rearward movement of trigger carrier trigger connector for
ward. This action deprives blocked sear of its support and per
mits it to be cammed downward by pressure from cocked fir
ing pin. As this support is removed beneath sear, firing pin 
cams sear downward and sear cams connector forward. Action 
of connector is to allow shortest movement of trigger possible 
with absolutely no over-travel. 

UNLOCK 

After firing, the upward swing of bolt handle rotates bolt. The 
two locking lugs at head of bolt are then unseated from sup
porl of lwo locki11u shouldms i11 R1~:eiver. The boll is lht!n fre1! 
to be withdrawn rearward. 

COCK 

Simutaneously with the unlocking cycle, a cam at rear of ro
tating bolt withdraws and locates firing pin to a partially cock
ed position on rear perimeter of bolt. The remainder of cock
ing is accomplished during locking cycle. 

EXTRACTION 

The rim ·of cartridge is seated within Bolt Head and is gripped 
by claw of a circular recessed Extractor. During the latter par· 
tion of rotation of Bolt Handle for unlocking a primary ex
traction cam retracts Bolt approximately 1/8" with a mechani
cal advantage of 8-1. With Bolt Handle turned fully upward 
and lugs of Bolt clear of locking shoulders in Receiver, bolt is 
free to be withdrawn rearward and complete extraction. 
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EJECTION 

A spring urged pin ejector is located within bolt face and main
tains outward pressure on base of cartridge. As bolt is moved 
rearward and front of cartridge or fired case reaches ejection 
port, constant pressure of ejector and opposing grip of ex
tractor eject cartridge case from open port of receiver. 

FEEDING 

As firecl cartridge is ejected, rearward travel of bolt is halted 
by bolt stop. As bolt clears magazine opening, top cartridge in 
magazine is urged upward by magazine spring and into feeding 
position. With action completely open. initial return move
ment of bolt engages rim of top cartridge fed from magazine. 
The continued forward travel of bolt advances cartridge up in
cline of Receiver and into chamber. Guided by bullet end of 
cartridge entering chamber, rear end is leveled free of feeding 
lip of Receiver. 

LOADING 

Restim1 ahead of advancing bolt, cartridge is urged forward and 
loaded into barrel chamber. 

LOCKING 

With action closed and cartridge full seated in chamber, fur
ther movement of Bolt Handle downward rotates and locks 
Bolt against chambered cartridge. During this rotary locking 
cycle, three engagements are effected: ( 1) The two lugs on bolt 
he.ad are firmly supported by the locking shoulders within re
ceiver; (2) Base of cartridge is seated in head of bolt, depress
ing eii::ctor and flexing extractor to snap claw over rim of cart· 
riclr1e; ancl (3} Sear engages a camming surface on firing pin 
hee1cl, cocking cam of bolt is disengaged from firing pin and ro
tated to firing position, Sear is blocked in firing position by 
triciger and trigger connector until released by trigger action. 

SAFETY 

The thumb-operated Safety, located at rear right side of Re
ceiver, has two functions. With action closed and Bolt in a 
locked position, rearward pivot of safety ("ON" position) will 
place a supporting member under safety cams which will in 
turn prevent release of cocked firing pin. The second function 
with safety in the same "ON" position will swing a locking 
blade into a channel at bottom rear of Bolt. This will lock Bolt 
in a closed position: With safety clicked forward in "OFF' 
position. internal conditions described ab_ove will be nonexis
tent. thereby permitting rifle to be fired. 

The instructions for Loading and Unloading, with directions 
for disassembly and care of rifle are contained in the .instruct
ion folder supplied with each rifle. 

MODEL 721-722 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Details of Disassembly 

1. BOLT AND COMPONENTS: 

:Press upward on bolt stop release in front of 
trigger, lift up bolt handle as far as it will go, and 
pull bolt rearward from receiver. 

2. FIRING PIN AND COMPONENTS: 

Pull firing pin head rearward until a coin 
can be inserted between it and the bolt plug. (Fig. 1) 
This can be done by catching the notch in the firing pin 
head on a shurp corner. Unscrew the bolt plug to remove 
the firing pin assembly: 

J. FIRING :PIN: 

'FIRING PIN HEAD 
FIRING PIN CAOSS PIN 

Drive out the firing pin cross pin (See Fig. 1) 
with a punch, leaving the punch in the hole to hold parts 
together to prevent the main spring tension from stripping 
off the firing pin head and bolt plug forcefully. Com
press the main spring with the bolt plug until coin, punch 
and firing pin head can be removed and release the main 
spring tension carefully, removing firing pin head, bolt 
plug and main spring. 

4. EJECTOR: 

Drive out ejector pin. Leave punch in hole. 
Compress ejector spring by pressing on ejector. Remove 
punch. Release ejector slowly until ejector spring is 
no longer loaded. Remove ejector and ejector spring. 
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721 - 722-2 

MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Details of Disassembly 

5. EXTRACTOR: 

With pointed tweezers inserted in the holes 
provided in the ends of the extractor, compress the ends 
together until the extractor can be removed from the 
face of the bolt. Do not attempt to remove only one end 
of the extractor and then pull it from the bolt face as 
bending will result. 

6. BARREL AND ACTION FROM STOCK: 
~~---- ·-------------

Unscrew rear, center, and front guard screws. 
Remove trigger guard, magazine spring, magazine follower, 
and trigger guide plate from bottom of stock. Lift 
barrel ~ni action out of 9tock. Remove magazine from 
either stock or receiver as it will remain in either. 

7. BOLT STOP: 

Drive out bolt stop pin, drop rear end ot 
trigger housing, remove bolt stop and bolt stop spring. 

8. TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY: 

Drive out sear pin and remove trigger housing 
assembly from bottom of receiver. 

9. TRIGGER HOUSING: 

Remove sear, safety cam and sear spring. With 
a screwdriver or coin push the sarety snap washer out or 
the slot in the safety pivot pin, remove safety detent 
spring, safety detent ball, safety pivot pin, bolt stop 
release, and safety. Be careful not to lose the safety 
detent ball. Remove the front and rear trigger adjusting 
screws, trigger spring, and trigger stop screw. Drive 
out the trigger pin and remove trigger and trigger con
nector. 

10. BARREL-RECEIVER ASSEMBLY: 

When necessary to. disassemble, return rifle 
to factory. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Details of Assembly 

l. TRIGGER HOUSING: 

Assemble trigger connector, trigger and drive 
in trigger pin until it is even with right side of trig
ger housing. Assemble trigger spring, front trigger ad
justing screw, rear trigger adjusting screw, and trig
ger stop screw. 

Assemble safety, bolt stop release, safety 
pivot pin, safety detent ball, safety detent spring, and 
safety snap washer. 

Assemble sear spring, sear, and safety cam. 

2. BOLT ASSEMBLY: 
EXTRACTOR: 

With pointed tweezers inserted in the 
provided in the ends of the extractor, compress 
together with extractor hook facing bolt face. 
extractor in bolt face. Do not try to assemble 
ing it into the bolt face with the fingers. 

J. EJECTOR: 

holes 
the end:J 
Assemble 
by fore-

Assemble ejector spring and ejector with stem 
end in spring. Align ejector with ejector pin hole, com
press ejector, insert punch and drive in ejector pin. 

4. FIRING PIN: 

.Assemble main spring and bolt plug, grasp bolt 
plug and compress main spring, assemble firing pin head, 
align hole in firing pin head and firing pin, insert 
punch. Insert coin between front end of firing pin head 
and rear end of bolt plug. Drive in firing pin cross 
pin. 

5. FIRING :PIN .ASSEMBLY: 

Assemble firing pin- assembly in rear end of 
bolt. Align firing pin head with detent notch in rear 
end of bolt, and remove coin between firing pin head and 
bolt plug. 

BARREL-ACTION 

6. BOLT STOP: 

Assemble trigger housing in receiver with sear 
pin. Assemble bolt stop spring and bolt stop in receiver, 
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721 - 722-4 

MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Details of Assembly 

6. BOLT STOP: (Cont'd) 

and drive bolt stop pin in part way. Raise up rear end 
of trigger housing until hole aligns, compress sear and 
safety cam and completely drive in bolt stop pin. 

7, BOLT ASSEMBLY: 

Assemble bolt assembly in receiver and close, 
leaving firing pin cocked. Turn the rear trigger adjust
!ing screw right or left to obtain the proper engagement 
of the trigger connector with the sear. Turn the front 

1
trigger adjusting screw right or left to secure the pro-

1per weight of pull. Adjust trigger stop screw by turning 
clockwise until trigger cannot be pulled. Hold on trig-
ger and back off trigger stop screw until firing pin falls. 

8. BARREL-ACTION-STOCK ASSEMBLY: 

Assemble magazine box to receiver, stock to 
, barrel action, magazine follower and magazine spring in 
•magazine, trigger guide plate and trigger guard to stock 
'~ith rear, center, and front guard screws. 
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721 - 722-5 

MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Parts and Adjusting 

1. Barrel-Receiver Assembly 
2. Bolt 
). Bolt Plug 
4. Bolt Stop 
5, Bolt Stop Release 
6. Bolt Stop Spring 
7, Ejector 
8. Ejector Spring 
9. Extractor 
10. Firing :Pin 
11. Firing :Pin Head 
12. Front Trigger Adjusting 

Screw 
1). Ma.in Spring 
14. Magazine 
15. Magazine Follower 
16. Magazine S~ring 

17. Rear Trigger .Adjusting 
Screw 

18. Safet:y 
19. Safety Detent 
20. Safety Detent Spring 
21. Safety Pivot Pin 
22. Safety Snap Washer 
23. Sear-Safety Cam Assembly 
24. Sear Spring 
25. Stock 
26. Trigger Assembly 
27. Trigger 
28. Trigger Connector 
29. Trigger Guard 
JO. Trigger Guide Plate 
Jl. Trigger Housing 
32. Trigger Spring 
JJ. Trigger Stop Screw 

' 
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721 - 722-6 

MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of l~ew Parts and Adjusting 

1. BARREL-RECEIVER ASSEMBLY 

When required to disassemble return rifle to 
factory. 

2. BOLT 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. 

Remove firing pin assembly, ejector and ex
tractor from bolt. 

Try new bolt for freedom in receiver and head-
space. 

Mark serial number on new bolt, assemble ex
tr<ictor, ejector and firing pin assembly. Check freedom 
of firing pin and protrusion. Assemble bolt assembly in 
receiver. 

Inspect for cocking of firing pin and blow, 
operation of safety, ejector and extractor. 

3. BOLT PLUG 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. 

Remove firing pin assembly from bolt, drive 
out firing pin cross pin, and remove firing pin head and 
bolt plug. After reassembling, try for operation of 
bolt, firing pin protrusion, and safety. 

4. BOLT STOP 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter and front trigger guard screws, and action from stock. 

Drive out bolt stop pin part way and remove 
bolt stop. 

After replacing bolt stop, check for freedom 
of movement. 

5. BOLT STOP RELEASE 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter and front trigger guard screws and action from stock. 
Remove safety snap washer and safety pivot pin. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Parts and Adjusting 

5. BOLT STOP RELEASE (Cont'd) 

721 - 722-7 

After replacing bolt stop release, check for 
freedom of movement. 

6. BOLT STOP SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. 

Drive out bolt stop pin part way and remove 
bolt stop and spring. 

After replacing bolt atop spring, check for 
freedom of movement of the bolt stop. 

7. EJECTOR 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. Drive out 
ejector pin and remove ejector. 

After reassembling ejector, check for freedom 
of movement and that ejector moves below bolt face. 

8. EJECTOR SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. Drive out 
ejector pin and remove ejector and ejector spring. 

After reassf!mbline; ejector spriug, check free
dom of ejector. 

9. EXTRACTOR 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. Drive out 
ejector pin and remove ejector and ejector spring. 

With pointed tweezers inserted in the holes pro
vided in the ends of the extractor, compress the ends to
gether until, the e:x:trac tor can be removed from the face 
of the bolt. To replace a new extractor use tweezers as 
above noted. Extractor hook to face bolt. 

After reassembling extractor, reassemble a 
ejector spring, ejector with ejector pin. Try extractor 
on a dummy cartridge in chamber to check closing over 
rim and ejection. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Parts and Adjustine 

10. FIRING PIN 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver and firing 
pin assembly from breech bolt. Drive out firing pin cross 
cross pin and remove firing pin head, bolt plug and main 
spring from firing pin. 

A:t'ter assembling new firing pin, check freedom 
in bolt, protrusion, cocking, operation of safety, and 
blow. 

11. FIRillG Pili HEAD 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver and firing 
pin assembly from breech bolt, Drive out firing pin 
cross pin and remove firing pin head. 

After reassembling firing pin head, check cock
ing, safety operation, cocking of firing pin, protrusion, 
and blow. 

12. FRONT TRIGGER ADJUSTING SCREW 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter and front trigger guard screws, and action from stock. 
Remove front trigger adjusting screw. 

After reassembling front trigger adjusting 
screw, adjust screw until trigger pull has correct weight. 

13. MAIN SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, and firing 
pin assembly from bolt. 

Drive out firing pin cross pin and remove fir
ing pin head, bolt plug, and main spring. 

After reassembling main spring, check freedom 
of firing pin, firing pin blow, operation of bolt. 

14. MAGAZINE 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter and front trigger guard screws, action from stock, 
magazine spring, magazine follower from magazine, and 
magazine from receiver or stock. 

After reassembling magazine, check for loading 
and feeding of cartridges. 
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MOuELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Parts and Adjusting 

15. MJ:..G.AZIHE FOLLO~R 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
te~ and front trigger guard screws, trigger guard from 
stock. Remove magazine spring and magazine follower from 
:nagazine. Remove magazine follovver from magazine SIJring. 

After reassembllng magazine follower, check 
freedom iG magazine, loading and feeding of cartridg~s. 

16. HA.GAZINE SPRING 

Remove bolt assern.bly from receiver, rear, cen
ti:ir: and f r·cnt trigger gu.si.rd screws, and trigger guard 
from stock. Re.move magu zine spring Etnd m':lgazine follower 
from magazine. Remove magazine spring from magazine fol
lower. 

After re&3sembling magazine spring, check load
ing ~nd feeding of cartridges. 

17. P_EA.R TRIGGER ADJUSTING SCREW 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
sto:::k. Reo.ove rear trigger adjust:i,ng screw. Adjust new 
scrdw until prope~ engagement of trigger connector and 
sear is made. 

18. SAFETY 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stoclc. Remove safety snap washer, safety deten t spring, 
safety detent, safety detent pin, and safety. 

After reassembling new safety, check locking 
of bolt, working of detent, locking of sear, and freedom 
of movement. 

19. SAFETY DETENT 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger- guard screws, and action from 
stock. Remove safety snap washer, safety detent spring, 
and safety detent. 

After reassembling new detent, try safety for 
proper operation. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Parts and Adjusting • 
20. SAFETY DETENT SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Remove safety snap washer and safety detent spring. 

After reassembling new spring, try saf'ety for 
proper working. 

21. SAFETY PIVOT PIN 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Remove safety snap washer and safety pivot pin. 

22. SAFETY SNAP WASHER 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Remove safety snap washer. 

23. SEAR-SAFETY CAM ASSEMBLY 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
~tock. Drive out bolt stop pin part way and drive out 
sear pin. Remove trigger assembly. Remove sear and 
safety cam from trigger assembly. 

After reassembling new sear-safety cam, check 
uperutlun or trigger, safety, bolt, and firing pin for 
proper function. Adjust trigger function as needed. 

24. SEAR SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Drive out bolt stop pin part way and drive out 
sear pin. Remove trigger assembly. Remove sear, safety 
cam, and sear spring from trigger assembly. 

After reassembly of new· spring, check funation 
of sear-safety cam, safety,. firing pin, bolt, and trigger. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Farts and Adjusting 

25. STOCK 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, trigger guard, trig
ger guide plate, magazine spring, magazine follower. Re
move action from stock and magazine from receiver or 
stock. 

Af'ter assembling new stock, check for barrel 
pull at front end or fore-end clearance at bolt handle, 
operation of safety and trigger. 

26. TRIGGER ASSEMBLY 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
te~ and front trigger guard screws, and action from stock. 
Drive out bolt stop pin part way and drive out sear pin. 
Remove trigger assembly. 

After reassembling new trigger assembly, try 
bolt for cocking firing pin, safety, and trigger for cor
rect weight and travel. Try trigger for proper engage
ment of trigger connector with sear. 

27. TRIGGER 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Remove front trigger adjusting screw and trigger 
spring from trigger housing. Drive out trigger pin and 
remove trigger and trigger connector. 

After reassembling trigger, check trigger for 
travel and weight of pull. Adjust front and rear trigger 
adjusting screws ann trigger stop screw if required. Try 
safe and cocking of firing pin. 

28. TRIGGER CONNECTOR 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, cen
ter, and front trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Remove front trigger adjusting screw and trigger 
spring from trigger housing. Drive out trigger pin and 
remove trigger and trigger connector. 

After reassembling trigger connector, check 
trigger for operation and freedom. Try safe and cocking 
of firing pin. 
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MODELS 721-722 C.F. BOLT ACTION RIFLES 

Fitting of New Parts and Adjusting 

29. TRIGGER GUARD 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front cen
ter, and rear trigger guard screws, and trigger guard 
from stock. 

30. TRIGGER GUIDE PLATE 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front, cen
ter, and rear trigger guard screws, trigger guard and 
trigger guide plate. 

After reassembling trigger guide plate, check 
freedom of trigger. 

31. TRIGGER HOUSING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front, cen
ter, and rear trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Drive out bolt stop pin part way, drive out ~eur 
pin and remove trigger assembly from receiver. Remove 
all parts from the trigger housing. 

After reassembling trigger housing check op
eration of trigger, safety, bolt, and firing pin~ Adjust 
front and rear trigger adjusting screws, and trigger stop 
screw, if required. 

32. TRIGGER SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front, cen
ter, and rear trigger guard screws, and action from stock. 
Remove front trigger adjusting screw and trigger spring 
from trigger housing. 

After reassembling trigger spring, adjust front 
trigger adjusting screw until the proper weight of trig
ger pull is accomplished. 

)J. TRIGGER STOP SCREW 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front, cen
ter, and rear trigger guard screws, and action from 
stock. Remove trigger stop screw from trigger housing. 

After replacing trigger stop screw, adjust un
til the proper movement of trigger is accomplished. 
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MOD f!'.LS 721-722 C. F. BOLT ACT TON RIFL~S 

Fitting of New Parts and Adjusting 

DfPORTANT: No adjustment or removal of the rear trigger 

adjusting screw is recommended unless replacem~nt is necessary. 

The rear trigger adjusting screw is set at the factory to 

engage the trirger and provide the correct amount of supporting 

trigger connector surface beneath the sear. 

Pull of Trigger - is adjusted to the desired weight by 

turning the front trigger adjusting screw clockwise for a 
I 

heavier weight adjustment and counter cloclnrise for a lighter 

weight adjustment. 

Trayel of th3 Trigger - may be reduced by turn:i ng the trigger 

stop: screw clockwise until the firing pin wil 1 not fall when 

the ~rigger is pulled. Then while keeping pressure on the 

trig ?r, back off the trigger stori screw, counter elocl{wise, 

u~tl the firing pin falls. This method of adjustment will 

allo the least amount of trigger overtravel. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

s not coclr. 
Ej ct ion fails. 
Ex: :-action f-ails. 
Fa ls to feed. 
Mi~fires Saf'\ty does not operate. 

I 

J.F. Finnegan:emb 
\ 

August 1\ 
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MODEL 721-722 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

DISASSEMBLY 

BOLT AND COMPONENTS 

Press upward on bolt stop release in front of trigger, lift up 
bolt handle as far as it will go, and pull bolt rearward from re
ceiver. 

FIRING PIN AND COMPONENTS 

Pull tiring pin head rearward until a coin can be inserted be
tween it and bolt plug. (fig. 11. This can be done by catching 
notch in firing pin head on a sharp corner. Unscrew bolt plug 
to remove firing pin assembly. 

BOLT PLUG 

\ 
I \ 

FIRING Piii HEAD 
FIRING PIN CROSS PIN 

Fig. 1 

FIRING PIN 

Drive out firing pin cross pin (See Fig. 1) with a punch, leav· 
ing punch in hole to hold parts together to prevent main spring 
tension from stripping off firing pin head and bolt plug force
fully. Compress main spring with bolt plug until coin, punch 
a'nd firing pin head can be removed and release main spring 
tension carefully, removing firing pin head, bolt plug and main 
spring. 

EJECTOR 

Drive out ejector pin. Leave punch in hole. Compress ejector 
spring by pressing on ejector. Remove punch. Release ejector 
slowly until ejector spring is no longer loaded. Remove ejector 
and ejector spring. 

EXTRACTOR 

With pointed tweezers inserted in holes provided in the ends of 
extractor. compress ends together until extractor can be re
moved from face of bolt. Do not attempt to remove only one 
end of extractor and then pull it from bolt face as bending will 
result. 

BARREL AND ACTION FROM STOCK 

Unscrew rear, center, and front guard screws. Remove trigger 
gu<1rd, magazine spring, magazine follower and trigger guide 

1 

• 
plate from bottom of stock. Lift· barrel and action out of 
stock. Remove magazine from either stock or receiver as it will 
remain in either. 

BARREL - RECEIVER ASSEMBLY 

When necessary to disassemble, return rifle to factory. 

TRIGGER HOUSfNG ASSEMBLY 

NOTE: FACTORY SERVICE IS REQUIRED FOR ALL 
TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY RELATED PROBLEMS. 
RETURN THE FIREARM TO THE FACTORY FOR 
SERVICE. 

ASSEMBLY 

BOLT ASSEMBLY 
EXTRACTOR 

With pointed tweezers inserted in holes provided in end of ex· 
tractor, compress ends together with extractor hook facing 
bolt face. Assemble extractor in bolt face. Do not try to 
assemble by forcing it into bolt face with fingers. 

EJECTOR 

Assemble ejector spring and ejector with stem end in spring. 
Align ejector with ejector pin hole, compress ejector, insert 
punch and drive in ejector pin. 

FIRING PIN 

Assemble main spring and bolt plug, grasp bolt plug and com· 
press main spring. Assemble firing pin head, align hole in fir· 
ing pin head and firing pin, insert punch. Insert coin between 
front end of firing pin head and rear end of bolt plug. Drive in 
firing pin cross pin. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY 

Assemble firing pin assembly in rear end of bolt. Align firing 
pin head with detent notch in rear end of bolt, and remove 
coin between firing pin head and bolt plug. 

BARREL - ACTION 

BOLT ASSEMBLY 

Assemble bolt assembly into rifle. Push forward as far as possi· 
ble and lower bolt handle. Note: Bolt must remain cocked to 
install. If uncocked, firing pin head will be recessed well in· 
side bolt plug. To cock bolt, clamp firing pin head firmly to 
prevent movement and turn bolt with handle. Continue 
turning bolt handle until cocking notch on rear engages 
firing pin head. Bolt is then cocked and may be installed. 
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BARREL-ACTION-STOCK ASSEMBL V 

Assemble magazine box to receiver, stock to barrel action, 
magazine follower and magazine spring in magazine, trigger 
guide plate and trigger guard to stock with rear, center, and 
front guard screws. 

FITTING OF NEW PARTS AND ADJUSTING 

BARREL-RECEIVER ASSEMBL V 

When required to disassemble return rifle to factory. 

BOLT 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. Remove firing pin assem
bly.ejector and extractor from bolt. Try new bolt for freedom 
in receiver and headspace. Mark serial number on new bolt, 
assemble extractor.ejector and firing pin assembly .Check free
dom of firing pin and protrusion. Assemble bolt assembly in 
receiver. Inspect for cocking of firing pin and blow, operation 
of safety, ejector and extractor. 

BOLT PLUG 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. Remove firing pin assem
bly from bolt, drive out firing pin cross pin and remove firing 
pin head and bolt plug. After reassembling, try for operation 
of- bolt. firing pin protrusion. and safety switch. 

EJECTOR 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. Drive out ejector pin and 
remove ejector. After reassembling ejector, check for freedom 
of movement and that ejector moves below bolt face. 

EJECTOR SPRING 

Remov1i bolt ilssembly from receiver. Drive out ejector pin and 
remove ejector and ejector spring. After reassembling ejector 
spring, check freedom of ejector. 

EXTRACTOR 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. Drive out ejector pin and 
remove ejector and ejector spring. With pointed tweezers in
serted in holes provided in ends of extractor.compress ends to
gether until extractor .. an be removed from face of bolt. To re
place a new extractor use tweezers as above noted. Extractor 
hook to face bolt. 

After reassembling extractor, reassemble ejector spring, ejector 
with e.jector pin. Try extractor on a dummy cartridge in cham
ber to check closing over rim and ejection. 

FIRING PIN 

RP.move bolt assembly from receiver and firing pin assembly 
from breech bolt. Drive out firing pin cross pin and remove fir
ing pin head, bolt plug and main spring from firing pin. 
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After assembling new firing pin, check freedom in bolt, pro
trusion, cocking, operation of safety switch and blow. 

FIRING PIN HEAD 

Remove bolt assembly from receive' and firing pin assembly 
from breech bolt. Drive out firing pin cross pin and remove 
firing pin head. After reassembling firing pin head, check cock
ing, safety switch operation, cocking of firing pin, protrusion, 
and blow. 

MAIN SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver and firing pin assembly 
from bolt. Drive out firing pin cross pin and remove firing 
pin head, bolt plug and main spring. After reassembling main 
spring, check freedom of firing pin, firing pin blow, operation 
of bolt. 

MAGAZINE 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center and front 
trigger guard screws, action from stock, magazine spring, mag
azine follower from magazine and magazine from receiver or 
stock. 

After reassembling magazine, check for loading and feeding 
or cartridges. 

MAGAZINE FOLLOWERS 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws, trigger guard from stock. Remove mag· 
azine follower from magazine spring. 

After reassembling magazine follower, check freedom in mag· 
azine, loading and feeding of cartridges. 

MAGAZINE SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws, and trigger guard from stock. Remove 
magazine spring and magazine follower from magazine. Re· 
move magazine spring from magazine follower. After reassem
bling magazine spring, check loading and feeding of cartridges. 

STOCK 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws, trigger guard, trigger guide plate, mag
azine spring, magazine follower. Remove action from stock 
and magazine from receiver or stock. 

After assembling new stock, check for barrel pull at front end 
of fore-end clearance at bolt handle, operation of safety switch 
and trigger. 

TRIGGER GUARD 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front center, and rear 
trigger guard screws and trigger guard from stock. 
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fRIGGER GUIDE PLATE 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front, center.and rear 
trigger guard screws, trigger guard and trigger guide plate. 

After reassembling trigger guide plate, check freedom of trig· 
ger. 

CYCLE OF OPERATION 

The operation cycle of the Model 721 ·722 is similar and 
common with most hand-operated bolt action rifles. Firing, 
movement of Bolt Handle upward and fully back to open, 
then forward again and down to close Bolt complete cycle. 
Presuming rifle to be fully loaded with one cartridge locked in 
barrel chamber, the sequence for operation cycle is as follows: 

FIRING 

The firing cycle is simply the release of a spring-loaded firing 
pin. The forward thrust of the spring-urged pin strikes primer 
of cartridge with sufficient force to indent primer and ignite 
powder charge. With thumb-operated safety switch in "OFF" 
position, rifle is fired by pulling trigger rearward. In detail, the 
rearward movement of trigger carrier trigger connector for· 
ward. This action deprives blocked sear of its support and per· 
mits it to be cammed downward by pressure from cocked fir· 
ing pin. As this support is removed beneath sear, firing pin 
cams sear downward and sear cams connector forw(jl"d. Action 
of connector is to allow shortest movement of trigger possible 
with absolutely no over·travel. 

UNLOCK 

After firing, the upward swing of bolt handle rotates bolt. The 
two locking lugs at head of bolt are then unseated from sup
port of two locking shoulders in Receiver. The bolt is then free 
to be withdrawn rearward. 

COCK 

Simultaneously with the unlocking cycle, a cam at rear of ro
tating bolt withdraws and located firing pin to a partially 
cocked position on rear perimeter of bolt. The remainder of 
cocking is accomplished during locking cycle. 

EXTRACTION 

The rim of cartridge is seated within Bolt Head and is gripped 
by claw of a circular recessed Extractor. During the latter por· 
tion of rotation of Bolt Handle for unlocking a primary ex· 
traction cam retracts Bolt approximately 1 /B" with a mechani· 
cal advantage of 8 - 1. With Bolt Handle turned fully upward 
and lugs of Bolt clear of locking shoulders in Receiver, bolt is 
free to be withdrawn rearward and complete extraction. 
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EJECTION 

A spring urged pin ejector is located within bolt face and main
tains outward pressure on base of cartridge. As bolt is moved 
rearward and front of cartridge or fired case reaches ejection 
port, constant pressure of ejector and opposing grip of ex· 
tractor eject cartridge case from open port of receiver. 

FEEDING 

As fired cartridge is ejected, rearward travel of bolt is halted 
by bolt stop. As bolt clears magazine opening, top cartridge in 
magazine is urged upward by magazine spring and into feeding 
position. With action completely open, initial return move
ment of bolt engages rim of top cartridge fed from magazine. 
The continued forward travel of bolt advances cartridge up in
cline of Receiver and into chamber. Guided by bullet end of 
cartridge entering chamber, rear end is leveled free of feeding 
lip of Receiver. 

LOADING 

Resting ahead of advancing bolt.cartridge is urged forward and 
loaded into barrel chamber. 

LOCKING 

With action closed and cartridge full seated in chamber, fur
ther movement of Bolt Handlo downward rotates and locks 
Bolt against chambered cartridge. During this rotary locking 
cycle, three engagements are effected: (1) The two lugs on bolt 
head are firmly supported by the locking shoulders within re· 
ceiver; (2) Base of cartridge is seated in head of bolt, depress
ing ejector and flexing extractor to snap claw over rim of cart
ridge; and (3) Sear engages a camming surface on firing pin 
head, cocking cam of bolt is disengaged from firing pin and ro· 
tared to firing poisiton, .Sear is blocked in firing position by 
trigger and trigger connector until released by trigger action. 

SAFETY SWITCH 

The thumb-operated Safety Switch, located at rear right side 
of Receiver, has two functions. With action closed and Bolt in 
a locked position, rearward pivot of safety switch ("ON" posi
tion~ will place a supporting member under safety cams which 
will in turn prevent release of cocked firing pin. The second 
function with safety switch in the same "ON" position will 
swing a locking blade into a channel at bottom rear of Bolt. 
This will lock Bolt in a closed position. With safety switch 
clicked forward in "OFF" position, internal conditions des· 
cribed above will be nonexistent, thereby permitting rifle to 
be fired. 

The instructions for loading and Unloading, with directions 
for disassembly and care of rifle are contained in the instruct· 
ion folder supplied with each rifle. 

Rev. 382 
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Remington 

FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

Model 725 
INTRODUCTION 

The Remington Model 725 is a high power, bolt action 

repeating rifle. The basic operation of the bolt and repeating 

action is similar to the Models 721-722 or other bolt action 

repeating rifles. Therefore the ASSEMBLY and SERVICING instructions 

.for the Model 72:5 will list only those parts of unlike design and 

opcration. 

Included will be the hinged .floor plate for loading or 

unloading Hith the bolt closed, and the three (3) position safety 

lock. Additional instructions will cover stock swivels, grip cap 

and front sight components. 

Tl1e Instruction Folder, RD 5359, is paclrnged with each 
ne111 rifle shipped from the factory. Folders may also be obtained 
from the dealer or retailer. The folder outlines the operating 
instruction and instructions for care and maintenance of the rifle. 

When handling the rifle for servicing or shipping make 
certain the rifle is empty with no rounds in the magazine or carrel 
ch<imber. 
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SIGHTS: 

Remington 
FIZLD SERVICE MANUAL 

FRONT SIGHT COVER is designed to provide housing for the front 
sight olade. 

To Disassemble Spread Cover slightly and push for~ard in 
cover slots on either side of the ramp. Disassemble from 
the rifle. 

To Replace 
required. 

Interchangeable - no factory adjustment 

To Reassemble Spread slightly and slide alons side slots 
and over 1ront sight blade. Assemble in central location, 
straight end of cover to rear. 

FRONT SIGHT BLADE is designed with flat face gold bead. 

To Disasseml.Jle Remove 1.'ront sight; c.:ove.r·. Support; .i:·1·(.mt, 
ramp to prevent damage to l.Jarcel and dri vc out f1·onl sight; 
pin. Pull out and disasseml.Jle front sight 0lade from the 
rifle. 

To Replace 
required. 

Interchangeable - no factory adjustment; 

To Reassemble Support barrel to prevent damage and insert 
blade in slot in front sight ramp. Align holes and tap in 
1'ront sight pin. 

RZAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY is designed 'i'Ji th open 11 U11 type .:=yepiece. 

To Di::w.:::;:::;cml.ilc Unscre~·1 rear sir;ht screw and disassemble 
from rifle. Pull up and disassemble rear sight assembly 
from barrel. Remove loosened rear sight step. 

To Replace Interchangeaole i·iith no factory adjustment 
required. Replacement as assembly recommended. Rear sLght 
assembly is factory-listed to include: rear sight eyepiece, 
rear sight collar, rear sight le~f, rear sight windage screu. 
Special factory processes asscm~le the part. 

To Reassemble Assemble rear sight assembly in place with 
oottom cars of the sight al~gned properly to rear sight base. 
Assemble rear sight screw and turn until tight. Lift rear 
sight eyepiece and assemole rear sic;ht step beneath eyepiece. 
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Model 725 
ASSEMBLY 

Page 2 

R.ii:AR SIGHT STEP :Ls designed to raise or lower the rear sight 
assembly for range purposes. 

To Disassemble Lift or raise rear sight assembly by the 
eyepiece ana slide rear sieht step to the rear. Disassemole 
r:.~om barrel. 

To Replace Interchangeable with no factory adjustment 
r~quired. Additional sight steps, marked for size, are 
available for range purposes. 

To Reassemole 
place. 

Lift eyepiece and slide rear sight step in 

RBAH SIGHT .BASZ is designed to mount the rear sight assembly on 
the 0arrel. 

To Disassemble Remove rear sight assembly and rear sight 
sTcp. unscre•·: and disassem\Jle rear sight base screw (2). 
DisaGsemble rear sight iJase and rear sight washers (2) from 
JJ<.lrr·cl. 

To Replace 
required. 

Interchangeable with no factory adjustment 

To Reassemble Align to barrel screw holes, insert rear 
sigi1t iJase screw (2) and rear sight ;·1ashers (2), and turn 
screws to tighten base securely to barrel. 

BARREL ASSEMBLY is designed as a rigid factory-assembled group with 
the Receiver. BARREL BRACKET as a factory-assembled component of 
the barrel assembly is designed to vertical recoil shoulder to 
transfer the back-thrust of the firing recoil against the stock. 
FRONT SIGIIT RAMP as another component of the barrel assembly is 
factory-brazed to the barrel and designed to establish the sight 
l:i.ne and mount the front sight blade. 

Note: The barrel assembly, although somewhat different in design 
from the Model 721-722, mounts to other parts of the rifle 
ln tl1e same manner. See Model 721-722 Manual for necessary 
SERVICE instructions. 

~~ Replace Replacement as an assembly is recommended. 
!10.-1ovcr, tltc rifle must be returned to the factory for 
selective nsscmuly. Return of rifle to factory for replacement 
or· nny components is also r·ecomrnended (of barrel assembly). 
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STOCK ASSEMBLY is designed to support the barrel assembly and other 
action parts during firing and handling. 

To Disassemble Unscrew and disassem0le front and rear 
trigger screws. Pull loosened stock assembly (and trigger 
guard assembly) from rifle. 

To Replace Interchangeable with no factory adjustraent 
required. Replacement as an assembly recommended. Stoc~c 
assembly is factory-listed to include: stock, butt plate, 
butt plate screw (2), grip cap, grip cap screw, stock swivel 
front assembly, stock swivel rear assemuly, stock swivel nut, 
stoclc swivel screw bushing - front, and stock reinforcing 
screw. 

To Reassemble Mount trigger guard assembly to stock assembly, 
then assemble over trigger assembly and magazine. Hold firmly 
to receiver and assemble guard screws. Turn both guard screws 
evenly until tight. 

STOCK SWIVEL FRONT ASSEMBLY is designed to mount a sling strap to 
the rifle stock at the front. 

To Disassemole Unscrew and disassemble stock swivel rront 
assembly from stock. 

To Replace Interchangeable with no factory adjustment 
required. Replacement as an assembly.reconunended. Stock 
swivel front assembly is factory-listed to include stock 
swivel, stock swivel pin, stock swivel screw - front. 

To Reassemble Assemble through stock swivel screw ·oushing -
front, and thread into stock swivel nut. Tuen until t1gi1t and 
adjust crosswise to stock. 

STOCK SWIVEL REAR ASSEMBLY is designed to mount a sling strap to 
the rear of the stock. 

To Disassemble Unscrew and disassemble stock swivel rear 
assembly from stock. 

To Replace Interchangeable with no factory adjustment 
required. Replacement as an assembly recommended. Stock 
swivel rear assembly is factory-listed to include stock swivel, 
stock swivel pin, stock swivel screw - rear. 

To Reassemble Turn and thread into stock until tight. Adjust 
crosswise to stock. 
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STOCIC S\iIV2L NUT is designed to mount and tighten stock s1·1i vel 
front assem0ly firmly to stock. 

To Disassemole Remove stock assembly from rifle. Unscrew 
stoc.: s~1ivel front assemoly partway from stock. Tap against 
stocJc s;1ivel assemuly until stoc!c swivel nut pushes up~·:ard ' 
(take care to avoid damage to stock.) from oarrel radius in 
s toc1c. Hemove stoclc si·1i vel front assembly and thread to barrel 
side of nut. Pull out and disassemble stoc~ swivel nut from 
stock. rlemove stock swivel front assembly from stock swivel nut. 

To Heplace Interchangea0le with no factory adjustment required. 

To Heassemole Reseat stock swivel nut to 0arrel radius cut in 
stock. Note taper angle on knurled outside of stock swivel nut. 
Locate small diamete:::> of taper inward to stock 1·!hen reassemi:Jling 
to stock. Tap nut gently into place, then rethread stock swivel 
front ass12m0ly from oottom face of stoc1·~. Turn swivel until 
stoc .. ~ suivel nut dra1vn dm·;m;ard and l'irmly into stock. 

~TOCK ~WIV~L ~ca~w rlU~HING, ~rlONT is designed to mount and pivot 
~tock swivel front assemoly to stock. 

To Dlsassemble Hemove stock from rifle. Remove stock swivel 
front assem0ly. Remove stock swivel nut. Apply close fitting 
tool against bushing from oarrel radius cut in stock. Tap 
against inner end of bushing until this stock swivel bushing, 
front can be disassembled from bottom face of stocK. Avoid 
damage .to stoc!(. 

To Replace 
required. 

Interchangeable with no factory adjustment 

To Reassem8le Locate properly to oottom face of stock and 
tap gently into stock until 1'irmly in place. 

BUTT PLA'.i'.C is aesignea as aluminwn alloy. Light weight and rustproof. 

To D~sassem0le Unscrew butt plate screw (2). DisassemJle 
outt plate from end of stock. 

To Replace Interchangeable with no factory adjustment 
requ1red. However, replacement part may need additional 
11 surfacing'' to end of stock wood, or edge of outt plate for 
p1·opcr rn<Jtch of butt plntc to ::;tock. 

To Reassemole Assemble ~utt plate to end of stock, allgn 
scre1: i1oles, assem..ile outt plate scre1·1 (2), and turn until 
butt plate is tight. 
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GHIP CAP :!.s designed fo:1 term:i.nal effect to end of crip and 
dccorat..i.ve ac.J.dll:;J..on Of "Hemin.::;ton 1

' GCi1 ipt marlc. 

To Disassem~le unscrew and remove grip cap sere~. 
151sassemble loosened grip cap f1•om stocic. 

To Replace InterdiangeaiJle Hith no factory adjustment 
required. Additional 1.surfacing" of stoc~;: or edge of cap 
needed for proper matching effect. 

To Reassemble Locate and align grip cap to stock. 
Insert grip cap screw and tighten firmly until grip cap 
is assemoled to stock. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY of hinged design, permits loading or 
unloading of the fixed magazine box \'li th a "closed'' bolt. 

To Disasse~ble Remove bolt assem0ly. Unscrew and 
pull out guard screw, front and rear. Lift loosened 
stoc~ assembly from trigger. Pull out and disassemble 
trig~er guard from rifle. 
Note: Magazine follo~er and magazine spring (asscmoled 

to floor plate) will also be removed from the 
stocl~ assemoly. To remove, unlatch floor plate, 
lift folded end of spring upHards, pull oaclc and 
disassemble from floor plate. Magazine follm!er 
and magazine spring arc same as for Model 721-722 
(per respective cnlJ:Jcrs). 

Sec Model 721-722 Manual for necessary SERVICE instructions. 

To ncplace Interchangeable \1itll no factory adjustment 
required. Replacement as assembly if desired. The 
tric8er guard assemoly is factory-listed to include 
floor plate, floor plate latch, floor plate late~ pin, 
floor plate latci1 s.pr•ing.. floor plate pivot pin. 
trigger guard. 

To Reassemjle 
screws 1 irmly. 

Follolf rcvcr'sc o,rde11
• Ti2;11ten guard 
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Remove trigger Guard assembly. 
l{()move magazin~ follm-1er, 
magazine sprins from floor 
plate. 

~·'loo~· I··1at2 .1.s dcsit;ned to close bottom oL' fixed magazine iJox 
D.nu-iiiou-nt ~l<l6azlne spring. 

To Disa3sem.Jle Tap out and removefloor plate pivot pin from 
fi0ont o:' tr':i..~g2r guo.rd. Disasser.folc floor plate from trigge;."' 
GUCJl.'d. 
Cm.it ·.or:: 

To Heplacc: 
l'CLJ.Ui i'CU • 

Floe~ plate pivot pin is tight-fitting; therefore, 
::;u.pport trie;e;er guar•d properly to prevent damage 
to guaro at f'11 ont section. See sketch ..ieloH. 

Int211 ci·1anceai.:l.: '.:i'ch no f'acto1·y adjustment 

'l'u J~t;~:;:..;~1.11..dL' l•'ullu1 1 1·cvc1·:.;c.: on](!r. Mo.Le c81·to.ln floor 
plate i::Jir·ee s'1inginG and locl~s into floor plate latch 
propc;:>ly. 

I 
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THIGG.i!:H GUARD ASSEM3LY - CQr.IPONENTS: Continued 

Floor Plate Latch Spring is des:l.sned to place ten:::;:Lon on floor 
plate latch. 

To Disassemble Remove trigger guard assemoly from rifle. 
Unhoo!~ rear oi' floor plate latch sprine; from floor plate latch. 
Unhoo!( front of latch spring fr•or.1 triggc1"' guai"'ci. Disassemble 
loosened floor plate latch sprinr; i'ror.1 trlg~cr zuaI'd. S3i.:: 
sketch belo1·1. /\~~~"\/) 

~Floor· Plate 
~=:::::::~a~·, Latch SprinG 

To Replace Interchangeaole with no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble Fbllow reverse order. 

Floor Plate Latch is designed to latcl1 the floor plate to the 
trigger guard. 

To Disassemble Remove trigger guard assembly froLl rifle. 
Remove floor plate latch from trigger guard. Tap out I'loor 
plate latch pin, left to right. Disassemble floor plate latch 
from trigger plate. See sketch belm1. 

Floor Plate Latch 

To Replace Interchangeable with 
no factory adjustment 
re·quired. 

Latch Pin 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. 
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TiUGG~R GUARD is designed to hold magazine in assembly position 
and mount components of trigger guard assembly. 

To Disassemble Remove trigger guard assembly from rifle. 
Remove magazine follower and magazine spring from floor 
plate. Remove floor plate, floor plate latch spring, floor 
plate latch from trigger guard. 

To Replace 
required. 

Interchangeable with no factory adjustment 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. Replace all assembly 
components to trigger guard before reassembly of trigger 
guard assembly to rifle. 

MAGAZINE is designed as staggered column, box type. 

Note: Magazine component, although slightly different 
in design from Model 721-722, assembles in the 
same manner. See Model 721-722 Manual for 
necessary SERVICE instructions. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY is designed with shrouded head for safety and 
strength. 

Note: Bolt final assembly, although slightly different 
in design also from the Model 721-722, assembles 
in the same manner. See Model 721-722 Manual 
for necessary SERVICE instructions. 

To Replace Bolt assembly component of BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY 
includes bolt body assembly, bolt handle. Return rifle to 
factory for selective assembly 01' bolt assembly to barrel. 
Remaining components of BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY include ejector, 
ejector pin, ejector spring, extractor, firing pin assembly, 
and may oe replaced with no ractory adjustment requireo. 
Return rifle to factory if replacement of BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY 
is required. 
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BOLT STOP is designed to prevent bolt final assembly from being pulled 
completely from rifle unless bolt stop release is pressed upwards. 
BOLT STOP SPRING is designed to place bolt stop under tension. 
BOLT STOP PIN is designed to hold the bolt stop in assembly position 
and also mowit tne safety lock thumbpiece to the right side 01' tne 
receiver. 

To Disassemble Remove oolt rinal assembly. Remove trigger 
guard assembly. Remove stock assembly. Slide off and 
disassemole bolt stop pin snap washer from lert ena of bolt 
stop pin. See sketch SAFETY LOCK THUMBPIECE. Push left end 
of bolt stop pin across only enough to release bolt stop. 
Disassemble loosened bolt stop and bolt stop spring. Take care 
that small bolt stop spring is not lost. 

To Replace Interchangeable with no factory adjustment 
required. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. 

SAFETY LOCK THUMBPIECE ASSEMBLY is designed to operate the "three" 
position safety. BOLT LOCK is designed to pi vet upward and locl< 
bolt closed when saf'ety thumbpiece is pushed to the ON SAFE or 11 S 11 

mark on the receiver. 

To Disassemble Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trigger 
guard assembly. Remove stock assembly. Remove bolt stop. 
Push bolt stop pin completely across and disassemble pin and 
safety lock thumbpiece assembly from rifle. BOLT LOCK WILL ALSO 
be loosened at this time and can be disassembled from right side 
of trigger housing. Seesketch page 11. 
Note: Trigger housing will be in 11 free pivot" on sear pin only 

when bolt stop pin is removed. Take care that sear 
sprin~, widerlying sear and safety cam (also in free 
pivot), is not lost. 
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To R2place Interchangeable \·;i t;1 no .factory adjustment required. 
Replace safety lock tl1umop:Lece assembly as assem.Jly unit. 

'ro Reassemble Fallo~"' reverse order. 
in oolt locl~ and safety lock thurnl.Jpiece 
component properly before bolt stop pin 
p~ope~ operation of con~onents to three 
pece~L v~r'. 

Assemble ratchet teeth 
assembly to safety 
is inserted. Check for 
(3) position stops on 

Jt'\~c_:'i.1Y ::.s C:esigncd to suppor'c safety car.1 of' sear and Safety cam assemuly 
DG3:'..ns t 'co(.! .cc1 i: 001 t. This is accomplisned oy operation of upthrust 
::.nne."' 0lnc.i0 s·2ction ~then safety lo~k thumbpiece assembly is in ON SAFE 
pos~tion to rear of ~cccivcr. 

To D:.;_::;3sscmble Rcmov8 tol t final asseml>ly. Remove trigger 
c;u.:.;,,·d asscmbry. Re1;10'1e stock assembl;y. Slide off and disassemble 
::;n l.'c:t~/ snnp t-:a::::he:e. Pull off and disassemble safety pivot spring. 
!{(.:;.w·_ .. ,: loo:.;cn::=u :.;ur~;;y c..i1~tc:nt .JUll. Push acr·oss and dlsassemul~ 
~n :· .. i--.c o-' vo!- ·oj n Pull out an6 disasser.ible safety from trigger 
~ :~~-~~~::~ ~ ~ --:. 7·~ - ·. ,_ r=\ ,.r 
110~ .. "..1.. •• '"'. S1.:c "''"~ tc.1 1.h: .. lo ... 
tJot.~: ~:.ol t ::;top rclcn::;~ on oppooltc ::>ide of housing \·Jill 

~jC fr2e •.;:icn sCJ.fety pi vat pin is removed. 

Snl'ety Dc:tc:nt 

./Trigger Housing 

Safety ~ 
Snap \·lasher.,...,,.... '\: 

"- Safety 

Safety Pivot Pin 

"~ Pivot Spring 

I 

Bolt Release Stop 

To Replace Intc;."'changeable \·1i th no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble Fallo~ reverse order. Ratchet teeth on safety 
should assem~le properly to ratchet teeth on bolt lock and gear 
on safety loc!c thurn".Jpiece asscmul,>' for proper operation of three 
position safety stops. 
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TRIGGER ASSEMBLY is designed to mount the action mechanisms of 
trigger, safety, sear, bolt stop release, to the receiver 
component of tne barrel assembly. 

Note: Trigger assembly, although somewhat differ0nt in deslcn 
from the Model 721-722, assembles in the same munne1' tO 
the receiver. Sear pin and bolt stop pin mount tile 
housing component of trigger assembly to receiver. 
See Model 721-722 Manual for necessary SERVICE 
instructions to trigger and sear mechanisms. 

To Replace Trigger assembly may be replaced as an asscrn0ly 
with no factory adjustment required. Trigger assembly includes 
bolt stop release, hous~ng, safety, safety detent ball. safety 
detent spring, safety pivot pin, safety snap washer, sear and 
safety cam assembly, sear spring, trigger, trigger adjustinG 
screvT (2), trigger connector, trigger pin, trigger spring, 
trigger stop screv1. (Seesketch iJelow). 

Trigger 
Housing 

JFF'innegan:T 
3-21-60 

Bolt Stop Pin 

Lock T'piece 
Assembly 

Bolt Stop Pin 
Snap ~·/asher 
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Tl1e action cycle oi' the Model 725 may start as the 
magaz;_ne i::> loadcu and a cartridge locked by the bolt in the 
chamber. The trigger is pulled to fire each cartridge and the 
bolt i·1andle is raised to turn and pull the bolt rear\·1ard. The 
return of tile bolt for1·1ard to reload the next cartridge and then 
the i·1andle tui'"'ned do':;n to locl-: the bolt against the chambered 
cartrld52, completes the operation cycle. 

Each cycle is summarized 01"'iefly, then in detail the 
movement oi' related parts is descrii)eci more fully. For reason 
o l' a safe ope11 at::.on cycle, the Tl1rce Posi tlon Safety Lock is 
e::pla1.ned to preface this Cycle. 

Sai'c "8' (inn~·:: on rccclvcr) -. The rifle cannot be fired noP the 
0ol t ;iandlc raj_sed to unloc~: the iJol t from the barrel when the 
so.1'ctJ loc!: tl1um.>plecc is rotated i'ully rearward to the 11 S" marl: 
on tne receiver·. In detail, the thumbpiecc locks a safety cam 
co111ponent of tl1e trigger asscmi:>ly up and against the 11 cocked 11 

firing pin asscm0ly to prevent its for~ard release. A bolt lock 
co1;1ponent is also rotated into a bottom channel in the loc1ced ool t. 
Th:i.s ;Jolt loc~: prevents the bolt and bolt handle from turning to 
unloc :~. 

Unloc:: Posj_tion (no marlc on receiver) The rifle cannot be fired; 
ho;·:cvel1

, t:1c iJol t ;·1andle can oe raised to unlocl.;: and wi tfidrai·1 the 
ool t, ~~hen the safety lock thumbpiece is rotated to a stop position 
:..iet1·;een the Safe "S 1• and Fire 11 F 1

' mark on the receiver. In detail, 
the f:.i.rinc; p::.n assembly continueG to 0e held ':cocked i: by the safety 
cam cor.1ponent. Ho~1cvcr, the iJolt locl: is rotated from engagement 
with the bottom ci1anncl ln the bolt and the ool t handle can be 
raised to turn and withdraw the bolt. 

Fire 1'F 11 (mari: on receiver) The rifle can be fired or the bolt 
handle raised to turn and unlock the bolt when the safety lock 
thum0pi2ce is rotated l

1 ully forv:ard to the 11 F 11 mark on the receiver. 
In detail, the safety cam co!T).ponent ';:i thin the trigger assembly is 
no longer held against the ':cociced 11 firing pin assembly. The bolt 
lock. as in the Unlock Position, is rotated from engagement with 
the bottom channel in the ..:iolt. The bolt is free to turn and unlock 
if the handle is raised. 
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Firing (safety loclc in •:F" position) The firing cycle is s:i.mply 
the pull of the trigger each time to release a spring-loaded or 
1.cocirnd 11 firing pin to fire the cartridge. In detail, this pull 
of the tr-;_gger carries forward a connector component from beneat:1 
the sear. This for1·.rard movement of tne connector leaves ti:te scar 
unsupported against the "cocked'; firing pin. Witn support removed, 
sear is cammed dm-mward by the spring-urged firing pin. The 
mainspring then thrusts the firing pin forward to strike the 
cartridge. 

Note: The design and movement of the connector is to 
adjust for the shortest possiole pull of the 
trigger with absolutely no over-travel. 

Unlocking The unlocl: cycle is the raising of' the ~ol t nandle to 
disengage the oolt from the ;Jreech of the oarrel. In detail, ti1is 
up~·:ard swing of the bolt handle turns the bolt to unseat the loc'.:ing 
lugs on the head of the bolt from the recoil siioulders in the 
receiver. 

Cocl-::ing The "coc~cing 11 cycle may be summarized as t\'JO movements: 
(1) The 11 coc!cing 1

• of the iJol t W1ich occurs during tile unlocking 
cycle; and (2) The "cocking" of the rifle which occurs during the 
locl<.ing cycle. In detail, the first movement is the 1·1i thdraual 
and notching of tr1e firing pin against the pressure of the tensed 
mainspring in the bolt. The final movement is the holding or 
sustaining of the wi thdravm or ''cocked 11 pin until the trigger is 
pulled. 

The first or \·1ithdrawal movement is caused "uy the turning 
of the bolt as the handle is raised. During the turning, a cam cut 
at the rear of the 0ol t forces the firing pin assembly rear•·:ard, to 
locate in a notch on the rear rim of the 0olt. The final or sus
taining movement is simply the transfer of this 11 coclced 11 position 
of the firing pin from the bolt to the sear in the trigger assembly. 
This transfer to the sear occurs as the bolt handle is lowered in 
the locking cycle. 

The sear then holds the firing pin or rifle :'cocKed 1' 

W1til the trigger is pulled during the firing cycle, or the bolt 
handle is raised to re-transfer the '1cocl{ing 1 of the ITring pin 
to the bolt rim. 
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Extracting The extracting cycle consists of the 11 freeing 11 of 
tne fired cartridge case (or live round) from the cartridge 
c; iambcr \·Jal ls in the -oarrel breech and the pulling of the case 
from tne chamoer. In detail, as the bolt handle is raised to 
unlock t.1e uol t, the final upturn motion engages a camming surface 
in the receiver. This rearvmrd camming motion of the bolt will 
disengage the fired case from tight contact with the barrel chamber. 
Further rear1·1ard pull on the bolt handle extracts the fired case 
completely from the chamber. During the extraction cycle the fired 
case is grlpped firmly to t11e bolt face by an extractor component. 
This extractor is recessed within the rim on the bolt head. 

Fcedine The feeding cycle is the lift and forward movement of 
the top most cartridge from magazine to barrel breech. In detail, 
as the uolt clears the magazine opening, the top cartridge in the 
magazine is pressed upwards by the magazine spring and into feeding 
position. The return movement of the bolt pushes against the rear 
of' tl1c cartrlde;c. The bullet end of the cartridge moves up the 
uullct lncllnc and the rear is leveled out free of the feeding lip 
on tiw receiver. 

Loading The loading cycle is rather ~rief and comprises the 
n1ovcment ol the fre~ cartridge as it is pushed for\·-iard by the 
0olt ana loaded complcteiy into the barrel chamber. 

Locldn:::; 'l'hc locl·:inG cycle occurs as the downward turn of the 
:>oTtT-ii:indlc rotates th__. bolt and locks it against the chambered 
cartridge. In detail, four engagements are made by this locking 
cycle: (1) the t,;o locl·:ing lugs on bolt head are firmly seated 
a5ainst ti'1e reco:U shoulders in ti1e receiver_: (2) the base of the 
loaded cartridge is recessed within the bolt face, depressing the 
ejector and flexing t~e extractor to snap the cla~ over the base 
i"':i.m of ti1e cart:::•idge; (3) the sea::."' engages a camming surface to 
the rear of .the firiQg pin, on the firing.pin head; and (4) the 
scar is supported from beneath by the connector to hold the 
firin.:?; pin l)ack and the rifle 11 cocl-::ed i: until the trigger is 
pulled. 
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SERVICE instructions for the Remington Model .725 and 
the Models 721 and 722 are very much alike in many respects (see 
M/721-722 Manual). Because of this design similarity only limited 
SERVICING is needed for the M/725; and other than damaged or 
missing components related to the safety or hinged floor plate 
mechanisms, or stock, little, if any, servicing for the M/725 is 
necessary. 

FLOOR PLATE MECHANISM 

1. Floor Plate fails to lock uottoms on stock. 

Service: Remove wood margin beneath floor plate. 

2. Damaged or missing components. 

Service: Repair or replace floor plate, floor plate latch, 
floor plate latch spring. 

SAFETY MECHANISM 

1. Damaged or missing components. 

Service: Repair or replace safety lock thumopiece assembly, 
bolt stop pin, colt stop pin snap ~asher, jolt 
stop, safety, safety detent ball, safety detent 
spring, safety snap washer, safety pivot pin, 
housing, sear and safety cam assemjly. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 

1. Fails to target properly. 

Service: a) Adjust or replace sights. 

JFFinnegan:T 
-3-Io-uO 

b) Check uarrel bedding. Barrel should be free 
floating along recedver sides and along Darrel 
length. Should seat evenly in barrel radius 
cut and have firm contact only at end of stock. 

c) Replace stock, if damaged. 
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SAFETY LOCK THUMllPIECE ASSEMBLY 
SA•n1 lOCI: lHUMIP'tlCI "UNGEll 
s.um tocr: THUMr.l'lfCI: l'\UNGEI SHING 
!Alm LOCI THU,..,.l>IK( 

REAR GUARD SCREW 

5.AJ(TT SNA• WASl-IU 
5.AfUY l>IVOT l'IN 
SAfflY DfTfNT SJllJNG 
~JUT DrTfNT IA.ll 

Kl(.f STOf PIN--------
5.f» & SAfnY CA.M ASSEMll. \' 
TllGGft CONNfCTOI - -

Sf.Al S#tlNCi --------;:gg:: !~~~s~~~w sc-.,-w---~-
HOU~NG -------~ 

i:~: ~~NO°'.'.__:=====::;::: 
T8GGH .t..DJUSTING SC:tfW 

~· d ·~ 
IOll FINAL ASSEMBLY 
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Remington 

FIELD SERVICE .MANUAL 

Model 725 
INTRODUCTION 

The Remington Model 725 is a high power, bolt action 

repeating rifle. The basic operation of the bolt and repeating 

action is similar to the Models 721-722 or other bolt action 

rep.eating rifles. Therefore the ASSEMBLY and SERVICING instructions 

for the Model 725 will list only those parts of unlike design and 

operation. 

Included will be the hinged floor plate for loading or 

unloading t·1i th the bolt closed, and the three (3) position safety 

lock. Additional instructions will cover stock swivels, grip cap 

and front sight components. 

The Instruction Folder, RD 5359, is pach:aged with each 
new rifle shipped from the factory. Folders may also be obtained 
from the dealer or retailer. The folder outlines the operating 
instruction and instructions for care and maintenance of tl1e rifle. 

When handling the rifle for servicing or shipping make 
certain the rifle is empty with no rounds in the magazine or barrel 
chamber. 
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SIGHTS: 

Remington 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

FRONT SIGHT COVER is designed to provide housing for the front 
sight olade. 

To Disassemble Spread Cover slightly and push for~ard in 
cover slots on either side of the ramp. Disassemble from 
the rif'le. 

To Replace 
required. 

Interchangeable - no factory adjustment 

To Reassemble Spread slightly and slide along side slots 
and over iront sight blade. Assemble in central location, 
straight end of cover to rear. 

FRONT SIGHT BLADE is designed with flat race gold bead. 

To Di~_§-~semble_ Remove front sle11t cover. Support i.'1•unL 
ramp to prevent damage to I.Jarrel and drive out .Li•ont s..ight 
pin. Pull out and disasseml>le front sight 0lade from the 
rifle. 

To Replace 
required. 

Interchangeable - no factory adjustment 

To Reassemble Support ~arrcl to prevent damage and insert 
olade in slot in front sight ramp. Align holes and tap in 
t'ront sight pin. 

R2:AR SIGHT ASSEMBLY is designed with open "U" type ~yepiece. 

To Disassemble Unscrew rear sic;ht screw and disassemble 
from rifle. Pull up and disassemble rear sight assembly 
from barrel. Remove loosened rear sight step. 

To Replace Interchangeable i·Ii th no factory adjustment 
required. Replacement as assembly recommended. Rear si.ght 
assembly is I'actory-listed to include: rear sight eyepiece, 
rea;..., sight collar, rear sight leaf, rear sight <'1indage screH. 
Special factory processes ·asscm0le the part. 

To Heassemblc Assemble rear sight assembly in place with 
oottom cars of the sight aligned properly to rear sight base. 
Assemble rear sight scret-1 and turn until tight. Lift rear 
sight eyepiece and assemble rear sight step beneath eyepiece. 

R2524578 
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R.ii:AR SIGHT STEP :ts designed to raise or lower the rear sight 
assemuly for range purposes. 

To Disassemble Lift or raise rear sight assembly by the 
cyeplecc and slide rear sight step to the rear. Disassemble 
from barrel. 

To Replace Interchangeable !·iith no factory adjustment 
r8quired. Additional sight steps, marked for size, are 
available for range purposes. 

To Reassemole 
place. 

Lift eyepiece and slide rear sight step in 

REAn SIGIIT BAS~ is designed to moWlt the rear sight assembly on 
the iJarrel. 

To Disassemble Remove rear sight assembly and rear sight 
~tcp. Unscrew and disassemble rear sight base screw (2). 
DisaGsemble rear sight i:.>ase and rear sight washers (2) from 
i:.>arrel. 

To Replace 
requi1~ed. 

Interchangeable with no factory adjustment 

To Reassemble Align to barrel screw holes, insert rear 
sight uase screw (2) and rear sight 1·1ashers (2), and turn 
screws to tighten base securely to barrel. 

BARREL ASSEMBLY is designed as a rigid factory-assembled group with 
the Receiver. BARREL BRACKET as a factory-assembled component of 
the barrel assembly is designed to vertical recoil shoulder to 
transfer the back-thrust of the firing recoil against the stock. 
FRONT SIGHT RAMP as another component of the barrel assembly is 
factory-brazed to the barrel and designed to establish the sight 
line and moWJt the front sight blade. 

Note: The barrelassembly, although somewhat different in design 
from the Model 721-722, mounts to other parts of the rifle 
in the same manner. See Model 721-722 Manual for necessary 
SZRVIGE instructions~ 

To Replace Replacement as an assembly is recommended. 
Ho~ever, the rifle must be returned to the factory for 
selective assembly. Return of rifle to factory for replacement 
of any components is also recommended (of barrel assembly). 
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STOCK ASSEMBLY is designed to support the barrel assembly and other 
action parts during firing and handling. 

To Disassemble Unscrew and disassem~le front and rear 
trigger screws. Pull loosened stock assembly {and trigger 
guard assembly) from rifle. 

To Replace Interchangeable with no factory adjustment 
required. Replacement as an assembly recommended. Stoc~c 
assembly is factory-listed to include: stock, butt plate, 
butt plate screw (2), grip cap, grip cap screw, stock swivel 
front assembly, stock swivel rear assem0ly, stock swivel nut, 
stock swivel screw bushing - front, and stock reinforcing 
screw. 

To Reassemble Mount trigger guard assembly to stock assembly, 
then assemble over trigger assembly and magazine. Hold firmly 
to receiver and assemble guard screws. Turn both guard screws 
evenly until tight. 

STOCK SWIVEL FRONT ASSEMBLY is designed to mount a sling strap to 
the rifle stock at the front. 

To Disassemble Unscrew and disassemble stock swivel front 
assembly from stock. 

To Replace Interchangeable with no factory adjustment 
required. Replacement as an assembly recommended. Stock 
swivel front assembly is factory-listed to include stock 
swivel, stock swivel pin, stock swivel screw - front. 

To Reassemble Assemble through stock swivel screw oushing -
front, and thread into stock swivel nut. Turn until tigl1t and 
adjust crosswise to stock. 

STOCK SWIVEL REAR ASSEMBLY is designed to mount a sling strap to 
the rear of the stock. 

·To Disassemble Unscrew and dis.assemble stock swivel rear 
assembly from stock. 

To Replace Interchangeable with no factory adjustment 
required. Replacement as an assembly recommended. Stock 
swivel rear assembly is factory-listed to include stock swivel, 
stock swivel pin, stock swivel screw - rear. 

To Reassemble Turn and thread into stock until tight. Adjust 
crosswise to stock. 
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STOCK SliIV 2:L NUT is designed to mount and tighten stock s>·1i vel 
front assembly firmly to stock. 

To Disassemole Remove stock assembly from rifle. Unscrew 
stoc.1: s~1i vel front assemoly parti·.:ay from stock. Tap against 
stoclc Sdi vel assemiJly until stoclc swivel nut pushes up~·:ard - -
(take care to avoid damage to stoclc.) from oarrel radius in 
stock. Remove stock s~ivel front assembly and thread to barrel 
side of nut. Pull out and disassemble stoc~ swivel nut from 
stock. Remove stock swivel front assembly from stock swivel nut. 

To Replace Interchangeaule with no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble Reseat stock swivel nut to ~arrel radius cut in 
stock. Note taper angle on knurled outside of stock swivel nut. 
Locate small diamete~ of taper inward to stock when reassembling 
to stock. Tap nut gently into place, then retnread stock swivel 
front ass~muly from oottom face of stock. Turn swivel until 
stocK S\'Ji vel nut drawn dowm;ard and i'irmly into stock. 

STOCK SWIVEL SCREW BUSHING, IBONT is designed to mount and pivot 
stock swivel front assemoly to stock. 

To Disassemble Remove stock from rifle. Remove stock swivel 
front assemuly. Remove stock swivel nut. Apply close fitting 
tool against bushing from oarrel radius cut in stock. Tap 
against inner end of bushing until this stock swivel bushing, 
front can be disassembled from bottom face of stocK. Avoid 
damage to stock. 

To Replace 
required. 

Interchangeable with no factory adjustment 

To Reassem0le Locate properly to oottom face of stock and 
tap gently into stock until firmly in place. 

BUTT PLA'l'E is designed as aluminum alloy. Light weight and rustproof. 

To Disassemole Unscrew butt plate screw (2). Disassem~le 
uutt plate from end of stock.' 

To Replace Interchangeable with no factory adjustment 
required. However, replacement part may need additional 
11 suPfacing 1

' to end of stock wood, or edge of -outt plate for 
proper match of butt plate to stock. 

To Reassemble Assemble butt plate to end of stock, align 
scret: noles, assemjle ;Jut t plate scr•e\·1 {2}, and turn until 
butt plate is tight. 
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mnP CAP is designed fo:." terminal effect to end or grip and 
dccorati ve acidi 'cion or ':Remington 1' sc:..,ipt mark:. 

To Disasseml;le Unscrew and remove grip cap sc1"c1;. 
Disassemble loosened grip cap from stock. 

To Replace Interchangea~le with no factory adjustment 
required. Additional '·surfacing i; of stoc!-: or edGe or cap 
needed for proper matching effect. 

To Reassemble Locate and align grip cap to stock. 
Insert grip cap screw and tighten firmly until grip cap 
is assembled to stock. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY of hinged design, permits loading or 
unloading of the fixed magazine box with a 11 closed" bolt. 

To Disassemble Remove bolt assemiJly. Unscrew and 
pull out guard screw, front and rear. Lift loosened 
stock assembly from trigger. Pull out and disassemble 
trigger guard from rifle. 
Note: Magazine folloHer and magazine spring (assemiJled 

to floor plate) will also be removed from the 
stoclc assemoly. To remove, unlatch floor plate, 
lift folded end of spring upHards, pull oack and 
disassemble from floor plate. Magazine follower 
and magazine spring arc same as for Model 721-722 
(per respective calioers). 

See Model 721-722 Manual for necessary SERVICE instructions. 

To Replace Interchangeable with no factory adjustment 
required. Replacement as assembly if desired. The 
trigeer guard assemoly is factory-listed to include 
floor plate, floor plate latch, floor plate latch pin, 
floor plate latc£1 spring, floor plate pivot pin, 
trigger guard. 

To Reassem0lc 
screHs firmly. 

Follow reverse opder. Ti6hten guard 
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'£i"!IGG...::i1 GUA.TO A.'.3S~~r.JELY - COEPON~N'l'S: Remove trigger Buard assembly. 
Remove magazine follower, 
maGazine sprin8 from floor 
plate. 

~loo~ Plate is designed to close bottom of fixed magazine box 
anu rnou-rit!iiagazinc spring. 

To DisassemJle Tap out and removenoor plate pivot pin from 
front o: tri3gar guard. Disassemble floor plate from trigger 
JU<:LCd. 
caut:".on: 

Floor Plate 
Pivot Pin 

To Replace 
Pcquircd :-

Floor plate pivot pin is tignt-fitting; therefore, 
support trigger guard properly to prevent damage 
to guard at front section. Sec sketch ~elow. 

~ Trigger Guard 

Inturc~angea~l~ with no factory adjustment 

To neasscr.1Lle Follm·r reverse order. Make ceI'tain floor 
plate is free s\·1inging and locl:s into floor plate latch 
properly. 
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TRIGG.BR GUARD ASSEr:I3LY - COf.IPON.t::NTS: Cont.i.nued 

Floor Plate Latch Spring is desi~ned to place tension on floor 
plate latch. 

To Disassemble Remove trigge1• guard assem0ly from rifle. 
Unhoolc rear or" floor plate latch sprin3 from floor plate latch. 
Unhool: f1•ont of latch spring from triggc1• c;ua:cci. Disassemule 
loosened floor plate latch spring from trig~er guard. s~e 

sketch belol'l. /\~~~\/) 

~ Floor Plate 
~=::::=:1~S' Latch SprinG 

To Replace Interchangeable with no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. 

Floor Plate Latch is designed to latch the floor plate to the 
trigger guard. 

To Disassemble Remove trieger guard assemoly f~o1;1 rii'le. 
Remove floor plate latch from trigger guard. Tap out floor 
plate latch pin, left to right. Disassemble floor plate latch 
from trigger plate. See sketch below. 

To Replace 

To Reassemble. 

Floor Plate Latch 

Interchangeable with 
no factory adjustment 
required. 

Follow reverse order. 

Latch Pin 
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THIGG~R GUARD is designed to hold magazine in assembly position 
and mount components of trigger guard assembly. 

To Disassemble Remove trigger guard assembly from rifle. 
Remove magazine follower and magazine spring from floor 
plate. Remove floor plate, floor plate latch spring, floor 
plate latch from trigger guard. 

To Replace 
required. 

Interchangeable with no factory adjustment 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. Replace all assembly 
components to trigger guard before reassembly of trigger 
guard assembly to rifle. 

MAGAZINE is designed as staggered column, box type. 

Note: Magazine component, although slightly different 
in design from Model 721-722, assembles in the 
same manner. See Model 721-722 Manual for 
necessary SERVICE instructions. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY is designed with shrouded head for safety and 
strength. 

Note: Bolt final assembly, although slightly different 
in design also from the Model 721-722, assembles 
in the same manner. See Model 721-722 Manual 
for necessary SERVIC~ instructions. 

To Replace Bolt assembly component of BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY 
includes colt body assembly, bolt handle. Return rifle to 
factory for selective assembly 01' bolt assembly to barrel. 
Remaining components of BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY include ejector, 
ejector pin, ejector spring, extractor, firing pin assembly, 
and may oe replaced with no l"actory adjustment requireo. 
Return rifle to factory if replacement of BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY 
is required. 
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BOLT STOP is designed to prevent bolt final assembly from being pulled 
completely from rifle unless bolt ·stop release is pressed upwards. 
BOLT STOP SPRING is designed to place bolt stop under tension. 
BOLT STOP PIN is designed to nold the bolt stop in assembly position 
and also mount tne safety lock thwnbpiece to the right side 01· tne 
receiver. 

To Disassemble Remove oolt rinal assembly. Remove trigger 
guard assembly. Remove stock assembly. Slide off and 
disassemole bolt stop pin snap washer from lert end of bolt 
stop pin. See sketch SAFETY LOCK THUMBPIECE. Push left end 
of bolt stop pin across only enough to release bolt stop. 
Disassemble loosened bolt stop and bolt stop spring. Take care 
that small bolt stop spring is not lost. 

To Replace Interchangeable with no factory adjustment 
required. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. 

SAFETY LOCK THUMBPIECE ASSEMBLY is designed to operate the "three" 
position safety. BOLT LOCK is designed to pivot upward and lock 
bolt closed when safety thwnbpiece is pushed to the ON SAFE or 11 S 11 

mark on the receiver. 

To Disassemble Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trigger 
guard assembly. Remove stock assembly. Remove bolt stop. 
Push bolt stop pin completely across and disassemble pin and 
safety lock thumbpiece assembly from rifle. BOLT LOCK WILL ALSO 
be loosened at this time and can be disassembled from right side 
of trigger housing. See sketch page 11. 
Note: Trigger housing will be in "free pivot 11 on sear pin only 

when bolt stop pin is removed. Take care that sear 
spring, underlying sear and safety cam (also in free 
pivot), is not lost. 
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To Replace IntePci1angeable vii t~1 no· factory adjustment required. 
Replace safety locl{ thumop:Lecc assembly as assem.Jly unit. 

•ro Reassemble Follo:·: reverse ordep. 
in oolt locl~ and safety lock t:miHL>piece 
component properly before Lolt stop pin 
p:..,ope:.• opera ti on of components to three 
i~ece:.~V:::-i."'. 

Assemble ratchet teeth 
assembly to safety 
is inserted. Chee~ for 
(3) position stops on 

JA2_;'11Y .::..s c:i:~signc::d to suppor'c sai'ety car.1 of seal .. and safety cam assemulj 
a;_;a:'..nst 1.coc: .eel i: uol t. This is accomplisi1ed ·oy operation of upthrust 
::..nne2 0lac.ii.e S·3ction ~zl~cn safety lock thum~picce assemi.)ly is in ON SAFE 
pos!tlon to vcar of ~cccivcr. 

To D::.8::t::rncrablc Rcr:1ovc uol t f:inal asscmuly. Remove trigger 
;_:;uG ::er asscmb1:~r. B.er;10·1e stoc~c assembly. Slide off and disassemble 
::;ni'c:t:/ snap t·Iasi1e:c. Pv.11 off and disassemble safety pivot spring. 
,{:.;:.1u.''; loo::;cii::!u :Jul\.:l.;y uetcnt :Jall. Push acr·oss and dls~s::>cm11lc 
33~',:t::,r p:L vot pin. Pull out anci cli.sasser.i.ble safety from trigger-
1·10~.:~Sll.1c. sec- s~:-ctci·1 bolo~·-'. 
trot . .;: ~alt stop r0lcns0 on opposltc ::>idc of housing will 

-,j2 f1·~i:.:; •:;iwn safety pivot pin is removed. 

Sa:i.'ety De tent ,-.3all .,.- I# 

/Trigger Housing 

Safety ~ 
Snap \;asher .,..,,,.. '\ 

'-. Safety 

Safety Pivot Pin 

'\.~ Pivot Spring 

t 

Dolt Release Stop 

To Replace Intc::.. .. chanscable i·ri th no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble Fallo~ reverse order. Ratchet teeth on safety 
should assem0le properly to ratchet teeth on bolt lock and gear 
on safety loc!c thum'Jp:iece asseraiJly for proper operation of three 
position safety stops. 
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TRIGGER ASSEMBLY is designed to mount the action mechanisms or 
trigger, safety, sear, bolt stop release, to the receiver 
component of the barrel assembly. 

Note: Trigger assembly, al though somewhat differ.:=nt in design 
from the Model 721-722, assembles in the same manner to 
the receiver. Sear pin and bolt stop pin mount tlie 
housing component of trigger assembly to receiver. 
See Model 721-722 Manual for necessary SERVIC.i!: 
instructions to trigger and sear mechanisms. 

To Replace Trigger assembly may be replaced as an as~em0ly 
with no factory adjustment required. Trigger assembly includes 
bolt stop release, housi_ng, safety, safety detent ball. safety 
detent spring, safety pivot pin, safety snap washer, sear and 
safety cam assembly, sear spring, trigger, trigger adjustinG 
screv1 (2), trigger connector, trigger pin, trigger spring, 
trigger stop screv1. (See sketch iJelow). 

Trigger 
Housing 

JFFinnegan:T 
3-21-60 

Bolt Stop Pin 

Lock T'piece 
Assemuly 

Lock 
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Tiw act:i..on cycle oi' the r.-iodel 72j may start as the 
magaz~ne iG loadc6 and a cartridge locked by the bolt in the 
chamber. The trigger is pulled to fire each cartridge and the 
bolt i1andle is raised to turn and pull the bolt rear\·Tard. The 
rctu11 n 01' tl:e bolt for1·iar·d to reload the next cartridge and then 
t11c irnndlc tu::.1 ned doc;n to loci~ tl"le bolt against the chambered 
cartrlcis~. completes the operation cycle. 

Each cycle is summar•ized briefly, then in detail the 
rnovcmenl; o.i.' related parts is desc;:•ii)ed more fully. For reason 
of a sa.lc operat::.on cycle, the Th1~ce Position Safety Lock is 
c;:pla}ncd to preface this Cycle. 

~ui'ct.'{ Loe.~ 

:..lul'~ '~' (ma:<~ on r-cccivcr) The rifle cannot he fired nor the 
ool t ~1andlc raj_sed to unloc~~ the iJol t rroin the barrel when the 
safety locJ: tllumJpiece is rotated i'ully rearward to the 11 S 11 mar!: 
on tr.e i-•ecei ver. In detail, the thumbpiecc locks a safety cam 
component of t~1e trigger assem0ly up and against the 11 cocked 11 

I'ir1ng pin aoscm0ly to prevent its forward release. A bolt lock 
component is also rotated into a bottom channel in the loclccd 0ol t. 
Th:i.s •Jolt loc~~ prevents the L>ol t and bolt handle from turning to 
unloc:;.. 

Unloc:: Position (no mark on receiver) The rifle cannot be fired; 
ho;:cve:.1 , the iJol t ;iandle can be raised to unlock and withdrm-1 the 
oolt, when the safety lock thumbpiece is rotated to a stop position 
:..iet1.-een ti'1e Safe lis 1· and Fire 11 F 11 marlc on the receiver. In detail, 
the flr:inG pin assembly continueo to Lie held i:cocked" by the safety 
cam component. Houevcr, the 0olt loc1: is rotated from engagement 
vii th the bottom c:1anncl in the uol t and tl1e bolt handle can be 
raised to turn and wi thdrm1 the bolt. 

F:i..rc 1'F 11 (mar!: on receiver) The rifle can be fired or the bolt 
handle raised to turn and unlock the bolt when the safety lock 
thum0piece is rotated fully forv:ard to the 11 F 11 mark on tne receiver. 
In detall, the safety cam componeot within the trigger assembly is 
no longer held against the .11 cociced 11 firing pin assembly. The bolt 
loclc_ as in the Unlock Position, is rotated from engagement with 
the bottom channel in the oolt. The bolt is free to turn and unlock 
if the handle is raised. 
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Firing (safety lock in "F" position) The firing cycle is s:i.mply 
the pull of the trigger each time to release a spring-loaded or 
1.coci-:ed 11 firing pin to fire the cartridge. In detail, ttiis pull 
of the tr·1.gger carries forward a connector component from beneat:1 
the sear. This fori-rard movement of til.e connector leaves t;ie scar 
unsupported against the 11 cocked ,; firing pin. Witi1 support removed, 
sear is cammed dmm~vard by the spring-urged firing pin. The 
mainspring then thrusts the firing pin forward to strike the 
cartridge. 

Note: The design and movement of the connector is to 
adjust for the shortest possible pull of the 
trigger with absolutely no over-travel. 

Unlocking The unlock cycle is the raising of the bolt i1andle to 
disengage the ool t from the ;Jreecll of the uarrel. In detail, t.1is 
up~>'ard swing of the bolt handle turns tiw bolt to unseat the loc~·:ing 
lugs on the head of the bolt from the recoil si1oulders in the 
receiver. 

CocJ..::ing The "coc:{ing" cycle may be summarized as t~·10 movements: 
(1) The "cocking 1• of the iJol t W:1ich occurs during tile unlocl.:;inG 
cycle; and (2) The "cocking" of the rifle which occurs during tii.e 
locking cycle. In detail, the first movement is the i·i:i. thdrai·ial 
and notching of ti"1e firing pin against the pressure of the tensed 
mainspring in the bolt. The final movement is the holding or 
sustaining of the withdravm or ';cocked 11 pin until the trigger is 
pulled. 

The first or i·1ithdrm·;al movement is caused by the turning 
of the bolt as the handle is raised. During the turning, a cam cut 
at the rear of the iJol t forces the firing pin assembly rear1:ard, to 
locate in a notct1 on the rear rim of the bolt. The final or sus
taining movement ls simply the transfer of this "cocl{ed" position 
of the firing pin from the bolt to the sear in the trigger assemoly. 
This transfer to the sear occurs as the bolt handle is lowered in 
the locking cycle. 

The sear then holds the firing pin or rifle :'cocKed 1' 

until the trigger is pulled during the' firing cycle, or the bolt 
handle is raised to re-transfer -the "cocking'' of the ITring pin 
to the bolt rim. 
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Extracting The extracting cycle consists of the 11 freeing 11 of 
tE~ fired cartridge case (or live round) from the cartridge 
c: 1arabcr i·talls in the oarr'el breech and the pulling of the case 
from tae chamjer. In detail, as the bolt handle is raised to 
unloc1c t.:.e uol t, the final upturn motion engages a camming surface 
in the receiver. This rearv1ard camming motion of the bolt will 
disengage the fired case from tight contact with the barrel chamber. 
Further rear~ard pull on the bolt handle extracts the fired case 
completely from the chamber. During the extraction cycle the fired 
case is gripped firmly to the bolt face by an extractor component. 
This extractor is recessed within the rim on the bolt head. 

Pc_~~J.nc;; The feeding cycle is the lift and forward movement of 
tne top most cartridge from magazine to barrel breech. In detail, 
as tile uolt clears the.: maeazine opening, the top cartridge in the 
magazine is pressed up:·rards by the magazine spring and into feeding 
position. The return movement of tlw 0olt pushes against the rear 
01· tlic cart:-ldec. The bullet end of the cartridge moves up the 
iJUllct incline and the rear is leveled out free of the feeding lip 
on ti1c recci vcr. 

Loadinc T~c loadinG cycle is rather ~rief and comprises the 
n10\lut:!-ent Oi." the fre(; cartridge as it is pushed forv1ard oy the 
Jolt and loaded completely into the barrel chamber. 

Lockln~ The locklnG cycle occurs as the downward turn of the 
·:-)01. .. tT1andlc rotates tlh.: iJol t and locks it against the chambered 
cartridge. In detail, four engagements are made by this locking 
cycle: (1) t:1.e tt:o locl-:ing lugs on bolt head are firmly seated 
against the recoil shoulders in the receiver; (2) the base of the 
loaded ca~tridge is recessed within the ~alt face, depressing the 
c ,jectoi..., and flexing ti1e extractor to snap the cla\! over the base 
i'lm o.t tiw car·t~·ldgc; (3) the sea::..• engages a camming surface to 
the rear of the firing pin, on the firing pin head; and (4) the 
seat' is supported from beneath by the connector to hold the 
firin~ pin 0aclc and the rifle 11 cocl:ed 1 until the trigger is 
pulled. · 
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SERVICE instructions for the Remington Model '725 and 
the Models 721 and 722 are very much alike in many respects (see 
M/721-722 Manual). Because of this design similarity only limited 
SERVICING is needed for the M/725; and other tnan damaged or 
missing components related to the safety or hinged i'loor plate 
mechanisms, or stock, little, if any, servicing for the M/725 is 
necessary. 

FLOOR PLATE MECHANISM 

1. Floor Plate fails to lock bottoms on stock. 

Service: Remove wood margin beneath floor plate. 

2. Damaged or missing components. 

Service: Repair or replace floor plate, floor plate latch. 
floor plate latch spring. 

SAFETY MECHANISM 

1. Damaged or missing components. 

Service: Repair or replace safety loclc thum;Jpiece assembly, 
bolt stop pin, ~olt stop pin snap ~asher, ~olt 
stop, safety, safety detent ball, safety detent 
spring, safety snap washer, safety pivot pin, 
housing, sear and safety cam assem..>ly. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 

1. Fails to target properly. 

Service: a) Adjust or replace sights. 

JFFinnegan:T 
-3-lo-00 

b} Check uarrel bedding. Barrel should oe free 
floating along rece~ver sides and along oarrel 
length. Should seat evenly in barrel radius 
cut and have firm contact only at end of stock. 

c) Replace stock, if damaged. 
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Model 725 
INTRODUCTION 

The Remington Model 725 is a high power, bolt action 

repeating rifle. The basic operation of the bolt and repeating 

action is similar to the Models 721-722 or other bolt action 

repeating rifles. Therefore the ASSEMBLY and SERVICING instructions 

for the Model 72-j will list only those parts of unlike design and 

operation. 

Included will be the hinged floor plate for loading or 

unloading with the bolt closed, and the three (3) position safety 

lock. Additional instructions will cover stock swivels, grip cap 

and front sight components. 

The Instruction Folder, RD 5359, is packaged with each 
new rifle shipped from the factory. Folders may also be obtained 
from the dealer or retailer. The folder outlines the operating 
instruction and instructions for care and maintenance of the rifle. 

Hhen handling the rifle for servicing or shipping make 
certain the rifle is empty with no rounds in the magazine or barrel 
ctwmber. 
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SIGHTS: 
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FRONT SIGHT COVER is designed to provide housing for the front 
sight blade. 

To Disassemble Spread Cover slightly and push for~ard in 
cover slots on either side of the ramp. Disassemble from 
the rifle. 

To Replace 
required. 

Interchangeable - no factory adjustment 

To Reassemble Spread slightly and slide along side slots 
and over lront sight blade. Assemble in central location, 
straight end of cover to rear. 

FRONT SIGHT BLADE is designed with flat face gold bead. 

To Disassemble Remove front sight cover. Support front 
ramp to-- prevent damage to barrel and dr:i. vc out front slc;l1t 
pin. Pull out and disasseml..Jle front slght 0lade .Crom the -
rifle. 

To Replace 
required. 

Interchangeable - no factory adjustment 

To Reassemble Support barrel to prevent dama~e and insert 
Llaue ln slot ln front sigl1t r·ainp. Allo1 hole:; and tap ln 
!'rout :;lgllt.. lJlil. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY is designed with open 11 U" type eyepiece. 

To Disassemble Unscrev1 rear sight screw and disasseml)le 
from rifle. Pull up and disassemble rear sight assembly 
from barrel. Remove loosened rear sight step. 

To Replace Interchangeai:>le i·Iith no factory adjustment 
t'equircd. Replacement as assembly reconunended. Rear s Lght 
assembly is.factory-listed to inalude: rear sight eyepiece, 
rear sight collar, rear sight leaf. rear sight windage sere~. 
Special factory processes asscm~le the part. 

To Heassemblc Assemble rear sight assembly in place \riith 
oottom ears of the siGht aligned properly to rear sight base. 
Assemble rear sight screw and turn until tight. Lift rear 
sight eyepiece and assemble rear sight step beneath eyepiece. 
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R~AR SIGHT STEP is designed to raise or lower the rear sight 
assembly for range purposes. 

To Disassemble Lift or raise rear sight assembly by the 
eyepiece and slide rear sight step to the rear. Disassemble 
from barrel. 

To Replace Interchangeable with no factory adjustment 
required. Additional sight steps, marked for size, are 
available f'or range purposes. 

To Reassemble 
place. 

Lift eyepiece and slide rear sight step in 

REAH SIGHT BAS.I:!: is designed to mount the rear sight assembly on 
the oarrel. 

To Disassemble Remove rear sight assembly and rear sight 
step. Unscrew and disassemble rear sight base screw (2). 
Disassemble rear sight 0ase and rear sight washers (2) from 
oarrel. 

To Replace 
required. 

Interchangeable with no factory adjustment 

To Reassemble Align to barrel screw holes, insert rear 
sight uase screw (2) and rear sight \·rashers (2), and turn 
screws to tighten base securely to barrel. 

BARREL ASSEMBLY is designed as a rigid factory-assembled group with 
the Receiver. BARREL BRACKET as a factory-assembled.component of 
the oarrel assembly is designed to vertical recoil shoulder to 
transfer the back-thrust of the firing recoil against the stock. 
FRONT SIGHT RAMP as another component of the barrel assembly is 
factory-brazed to the barrel and designed to establish the sight 
line and mount the front sight blade. 

Note: The barrel assembly, although somewhat different in design 
from the Model 721-722, mounts to other parts of the rifle 
in the same manner. See Model 721-722 Manual for necessary 
SERVICE instructions. 

To Replace Replacement as an assembly is recommended. 
Ho~ever, the rifle must be returned to the factory for 
selective assembly. Return of rifle to factory for replacement 
or any components is also recommended (of barrel assembly). 
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STOCK ASSEMBLY is designed to support the barrel assembly and other 
action parts during firing and handling. 

To Disassemble Unscrew and disassem.:ile front and rear 
trig~er screws. Pull loosened steel{ assembly (and trigger 
guar assembly) from rifle. 

To Replace Interchangeable with no factory adjustment 
required. Replacement as an assemoly recommended. Stock 
assembly is factory-listed to include: stock, butt plate, 
butt plate screw (2). grip cap, grip cap screw, stock swivel 
front assembly, stock swivel rear assemoly, stock swivel nut, 
stock swivel screw bushing - front, and stock reinforcing 
screw. 

To Reassemble Mount trigger guard assemuly to stock assembly, 
then assemble over trigger assembly and magazine. Hold firmly 
to receiver and assemble guard screws. Turn both guard screws 
evenly until tight. 

STOCK SWIVEL FRONT ASSEMBLY is designed to mount a sling strap to 
the rifle stock at the front. 

To Disassemble Unscrew and disassemble stock swivel front 
assembly from stock. 

To Replace Interchangeable with no factory adjustment 
required. Replacement as an assembly recommended. Stock 
swivel front assembly is factory-listed to include stock 
swivel, stock swivel pin, stock swivel screw - front. 

To Reassemble Assemble through stock swivel screw oushing -
front, and thread into stock swivel nut. Turn until tight and 
adjust crosswise to stock. 

STOCK SWIVEL REAR ASSEMBLY is designed to mount a sling strap to 
the rear of the stock. 

To Disassemble Unscrew and disassemble stock swivel rear 
assembly from stock. 

To Repla6e Interchangeable with no factory adjustment 
required. Replacement as an assembly reconunended. Stock 
swivel rear assembly is factory-listed to include stock swivel, 
stock swivel pin, stock swivel screw - rear . 

. To Reassemble Turn and thread into stock until tight. Adjust 
crosswise to stock. 
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STOCK_ SHIVZL NUT is designed to mount and tighten stock Si:livel 
front assembly firmly to stock. 

To Disassem-ole Remove stock assembly from rifle. Unscre;-! 
stoc~ swivel front assemoly partway from stock. Tap against 
stocJc s;·Jivel assemi.>ly until stoclc swivel nut pushes up·,.:ard --
(take care to avoid damage to stock.) from oarrel radius in 
stock. Remove stock swivel front assembly and thread to oarrel 
side of nut. Pull out and disassemble stoc~ swivel nut from 
stock. Remove stock swivel front assembly from stock swivel nut. 

To Replace Interchangea0le with no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble Reseat stock swivel nut to barrel radius cut in 
stock. Note taper angle on knurled outside of stock swivel nut. 
Locate small diameter of taper im·:ard to stock 1-~hen reassemiJling 
to stock. Tap nut gently into place, then rethread stock swivel 
front assemoly from bottom face of stock. Turn swivel until 
stoc1c s1·1i vel nut drawn dowm·rard and firmly into stock. 

STOCK SWIV.t:L SCREIJ BUSHING, FnONT is designed to mount and pivot 
stock swivel front assemoly to stock. 

To Disassemble Remove stock from rifle. Remove stock swivel 
front assemuly. Remove stock swivel nut. Apply close fitting 
tool against bushing from i:>arrel radius cut in stock. Tap 
against inner end of bushing until this stock swivel bushing, 
front can be disassembled from bottom face-of stock. Avoid 
damage to stock. 

To Replace 
required. 

Interchangeable with no factory adjustment 

To Reassemole Locate properly to oottom face of stock and 
tap gently into stock until firmly in place. 

BUTT PLATE is designed as aluminum alloy. Light weight and rustproof. 

To Disassemole Unscrew butt,plate screw (2). Disassemole 
outt plate from end of stock. 

To Replace Interchangeable wit!1 no factory adjustment 
required. Hov1ever, replacement part may need additional 
11 surfacing" to end of stock wood, or edge of outt plate for 
proper match of butt plate to stock. 

To Reassemble Assemble butt plate to end of stock, align 
scre1: noles, assem:..ile :Jutt plate screw (2), and turn until 
butt plate is tight. 
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GHIP CAP is designed for terminal effect to end of grlp and 
dccorati ve addition of ii Remington 11 script mark. 

To DisassemiJle Unsc1•ew and remove grip cap scr•ew. 
Disassemble loosened grip cap from stock. 

To Replace Interchangeable \·1i ~h no .factory adjustment 
required. Additional ''surfacing" of stock or edge of cap 
needed for proper matching e.ffect. 

To Reassemble Locate and align grip cap to stock. 
Insert grip cap screw and tighten firmly until grip cap 
is assembled to stock. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY of hinged design, permits loading or 
unloading of the fixed magazine box with a ''closed" bolt. 

To Disassemble Remove bolt assembly. Unscrew and 
pull out guard screw, front and rear. Lift loosened 
stocl..: assembly from trigger. Pull out and disassemble 
trigger guard from rifle. 
Note: Magazine folloi;er and magazine spring (assemi:>led 

to floor plate) will also be removed from the 
stock asscmoly. To remove, unlatch floor plate, 
lift folded end of spring up\·mrds, pull back and 
disassemble from floor plate. Magazine folloHer 
and magazine spring are same as for Model 721-722 
(per rcGpective caliucrs). 

See Model 721-722 Manual for necessary SERVICE instructions. 

To Replace Interchangeable \·1i th no factory adjustment 
required. Replacement as assembly if desired. The 
triGger guard assemoly is factory-listed to include 
floor plate, floor plate latch, floor plate latch pin, 
floor plate latch spring, floor plate pivot pin, 
trigg0r guard. 

To Reassemole 
screws firmly. 

Follov reverse qrder. Tighten guard 
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'rIUGG.JR GUA?,D ASSZHELY - cor .. iPON~NTS: Hemove trigger guard assembly. 
Remove magazine follm-reP, 
magazine spring fpom floor 
plate. 

Floor Plate is designed to close bottom of fixed magazine box 
nno 111ountmagaz:ine spring. 

To Disa3semJle Tap out and removefloor plate pivot pin from 
front o~' tr:tgger guard. Disasser.iolc floor plate from trigger 
guard. 
caut:~on: 

Floor Plate 
Pivot Pin 

_ To Replace 
required. 

Floor plate pivot pin is tight-fitting; therefore, 
support trigger guard properly to prevent damage 
to guard at front section. See sl.::etch 0elow. 

// 

~ Trigger Guard 

Intcrchangea0lc.~ith no factory adjustment 

To ReasscDl:Jle Fcillo\·.J reverse order. Make cer'tain floor 
plate is free swinging and locks into floor plate latch 
properly. 
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TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY - COMPONEN'rS: Continued 

Floor Plate Latch Spring is desJ.gned to place tens:lon on floor 
plate latch. 

To Disassemble Remove trigger· guard assen1iJly from rifle. 
Unhoo!c rear of floor plate latch sprine from floor plate latch. 
Unhool~ front of latch spring fr•or.1 trigger gua:ea. Disassemble 
loosened floor plate latch spring from trig~er guard. Sec 
slrntch belm-1. /\~tQ./) 

~ Floor Plate 
-.-=::::::::::::::::::;~tti' Latch Sprinc 

To Replace Interchangeable with no factory adjustment required. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. 

Floor Plate Latch is designed to latch the floor plate to the 
trigger guard. 

To Disassemble Remove tricr;er c;uard assembly f!:'or,1 rifle. 
Remove floor plate latch from trigger gua1~d. Tap out 1'1001' 

plate latch pin, left to right. Disassemble floor plate latch 
from trigger plate. See sketch below. 

Floor Plate Latch 

"To Replace Interchangeable with 
no factory adjustment 
required. 

Latch Pin 

To Reassemble Follow-reverse order. 
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THIGG~R GUARD is designed to hold magazine in assembly position 
and mount components of trigger guard assembly. 

To Disassemble Remove trigger guard assembly from rifle. 
Remove magazine follower and magazine spring from floor 
plate. Remove floor plate, floor plate latch spring, floor 
plate latch from trigger guard. 

To Replace 
required. 

Interchangeable with no factory adjustment 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. Replace all assembly 
components to trigger guard before reassembly of trigger 
guard assembly to rifle. 

MAGAZINE is designed as staggered column, box type. 

Note: Magazine component, although slightly different 
in design from Model 721-722, assembles in the 
same manner. See Model 721-722 Manual for 
necessary SERVICE instructions. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY is designed with shrouded head for safety and 
strength. 

Note: Bolt final assembly, although slightly different 
in design also from the Model 721-'(22, assembles 
in the same manner. See Model 721-722 Manual 
for necessary SERVICn instructions. 

To Replace Bolt assembly component of BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY 
includes Dolt body assembly, bolt handle. Return rifle to 
factory for selective assembly or bolt assembly to barrel. 
Remaining components of BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY include ejector, 
ejector pin, ejector spring, extractor, firing pin assembly, 
and may oe replaced with no ractory adjustment requirea. 
Return rifle to factory if replacement of BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY 
is required. 
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BOLT STOP is designed to prevent bolt final assembly from being pulled 
completely from rifle unless bolt stop release is pressed upwards. 
BOLT STOP SPRING is designed to place oolt stop under tension. 
BOLT STOP PIN is designed to hold the bolt stop in assembly position 
and also mount tne safety lock thumbpiece to the right side 01' tne 
receiver. 

To Disassemble Remove oolt rinal assembly. Remove trigger 
guard assembly. Remove stock assembly. Slide off and 
disassemole bolt stop pin snap washer from lert end of bolt 
stop pin. See sketch SAFETY LOCK THUMBPIECE. Push left end 
of bolt stop pin across only enough to release bolt stop. 
Disassemble loosened bolt stop and bolt stop spring. Take care 
that small bolt stop spring is not lost. 

To Replace Interchangeable with no factory adjustment 
required. 

To Reassemble Follow reverse order. 

SAFETY LOCK THUMBPIECE ASSEMBLY is designed to operate the "three" 
position safety. BOLT LOCK is designed to pivot upward and lock 
bolt closed when safety thumbpiece is pushed to the ON SAFE or 11 S i: 
mark on the receiver. 

To Disassemble Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trigger 
guard assembly. Remove stock assembly. Remove bolt stop. 
Push bolt stop pin completely across and disassemble pin and 
safety lock thumbpiece assembly from rifle. BOLT LOCK WILL ALSO 
be loosened at this time and can be disassembled from right side 
of trigger housing. Seesketch page 11. 
Note: Trigger housing will be in 11 free pivot" on sear pin only 

when bolt stop pin is removed. Take care that sear 
spring, underlying sear and safety cam (also in free 
pivot), is not lost. 
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To R..:place Inte::.•changeablc \iiti1 no factory adjustment required. 
Replace safety lock thumi:.>p:Lecc assembly as assemuly unit. 

To Reassemble Follo'.: reverse orde1·. 
in oolt lock and safet,y lock thum!Jpiece 
component properly before bolt stop pin 
p::ope:::· opera ti on of components to three 
PG C 8 ~~ "'·i 2 i-. • 

Assemble ratchet teeth 
assembly to safety 
is inserted. Chee~ for 
(3) position stops on 

:3i\:c.~'1'Y ::.s c.i:::3igncll to support safety car.1 of sear" and safety cam assem0ly 
o~a~nst '·co~~ea'' uolt. This is accomplished by operation of upthrust 
:nne~1 ;jliJc.ic: s·::ction ~.•l!en saf.ety lo~k thumbpiece assemiJly is in ON SAFE 
po::;:'_ t.~on to i•cnr• of ;_1 ccci vc;.•. 

To u::.~~8~cQblc H0mov~ bolt final ass2mLly. Remove trigger 
c;U.c •• ·c1 n::scP1i/l"~i-. B.e1:;0 .:G stocJc assembly. Slide off and disassemble 
sa~cty snap ~iJGher. Pull off and disassemblG safety pivot spring. 
"k:.1u··-'•1 looscr;2c.J 8Dl'~·~y c.Jr~tc.:nt .Jall. Pusi1 across and alsasscm,,lc 
~Q~:·~~-~-~:. __ 9:i. v-~~_J?~n.;, __ Pu~;, o~t o.nci disassemble safety from trigger 
110~ .. :.._._;.~. .J·-c ..,f'.~ tc.1 •. h::..lo ..• 
Note: Dolt stop release on opposite side of housing ~ill 

i)~ fl·0c ·.,-,1;:,;n sc:ifety pivot pin is removed . 

./Trigger aousing 

Safety ~ 
Snop Hasher..,.,,,.,... _, 

Safety Pivot Pin 

" i Safety ' "V Pivot Spring 

I 

Dolt nelcasc Stop 

To Replace Intc;_1 cl1angeable \·Ji th no factory adjustment required. 

To ilcassemble Follm: reverse order. Ratchet teeth on safety 
sl1ould ass2mi..lle properly to ratci1et teeth on bolt lock and gear 
on safety loc!: tln.:.1nJp:i.ece as::>er.1i..lly for proper operation of three 
position safety stops. 
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TRIGGER ASSEMBLY 
trigger, safety, 
component of the 

is designed to mount the action mechanisms of 
sear, bolt stop release, to the receiver 
barrel assembly. 

I 
Note: Trigger assembly, although somewhat differant in design 

from the Model 721-722, assembles in the same mannei> to 
the receiver. Sear pin and bolt stop pin mount the 
housing component of' trigger assembly to receiver. 
See Model 721-722 Manual for necessary SERVICE 
instructions to trigger and sear mechanisms. 

To Replace Trigger assembly may be replaced as an as::;cmi.Jly 
with no factory adjustment required. Trigger assembly includes 
pol t stop release, housi.ng, safety, safety detent ball. safety 
betent spring, safety pivot pin, safety snap washer, sear and 
safety cam assembly, sear spring, trigger, trigger adjusting 
screw (2), trigger connector, trigger pin, trigger spring, 
trigger stop screw. (See sketch iJelow). 

Tri~ger 
Housing 

JFFinnegan:T 
3-21-60 

Bolt Stop Pin 

Lock: T 1 piece 
Assem0ly 

Lock 
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The action cycle of the Model 725 may start as the 
magazine is loadc6 and a cartridge locked by the bolt in the 
chamber. The trigger is pulled to fire each cartridge and the 
bolt handle is raised to turn and pull the bolt rearward. The 
return 01' the l>ol t fort·iard to reload the next cartridge and then 
the i1andle tui~ned do•:m to lock the bolt against the chambered 
cartrlds~. completes the operation cycle. 

Eacl1 cycle is summarized brief'ly, then in detail the 
movement o:r related parts is descrioed more fully. For reason 
of a safe operation cycle, the Three Position Safety Lock is 
e;-::plalned to preface this Cycle. 

~ui'ct;y Loci: 

Snfc 1;S'" (ma6: on receiver) The rifle cannot be fired nor the 
ool t handle raised to unloc~-:. the bolt f'rom the barrel when the 
safety loc1: tllum·Jpiece is rotated fully rearward to the 11 S 11 marlc 
on the receiver. In detail, the thumbpiece locks a safety cam 
component of t~1e trigger assembly up and against the "cocked" 
firing pin assemuly to p1~event its fori-1ard release. A bolt lock 
component is also Potated into a bottom channel in the locked i:>olt. 
Th:i.s iJol t loc:~ prevents the bolt and bolt handle from turning to 
unlocl~. 

Unloc:: Posj_tion (no mark on receiver) The rifle cannot be fired; 
hm:cvec~, the iJol t ;1andle can oe raised to unlocl\: and withdra~·J the 
oolt, when the safety lock thumbpiece is rotated to a stop position 
'.Jeti·;een the Safe 1;S 1

; and Fire 11 F 11 mark on the receiver. In detail, 
the f:irinG p:in assembly continues to be held ncocked" by the safety 
cnm component. Hm1t=vcI', the iJol t loc1: is rotated from engagement 
Hith the bottom ci1annel in the bolt and tl1e bolt handle can be 
raised to turn and withdraw the bolt. 

Fil~e "F 11 (marl: on receiver) The rifle can be fired or the bolt 
handle raised to turn and unlock the bolt when the safety lock 
thum.:ipiece is rotated fully forward to the 11 F 11 mark on the receiver. 
In detail, the safety cam component, vlithin the trigger assembly is 
no longer held against the '1cocked 11 firing pin assembly. The bolt 
lock. as in the Unlock Position, is rotated from engagement with 
the bottom channel in the oolt. The bolt is free to turn and unlock 
if the handle is raised. 
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Firing (safety lock in "F" position) The firing cycle is simply 
the pull of the trigger each time to release a spring-loaded or• 
i:cociced 11 firing pin to fire the cartridge. In detail, this pull 
of the tr·1_gger carries forward a connector component from beneatt1 
the sear. This forward movement of the connector leaves ti-1e sear 
unsupported against the "cocked'; firing pin. With support removed, 
sear is cammed dm-mward by the spring-urged firing pin. The 
mainspring then thrusts the firing pin forward to strike the 
cartridge. 

Note: The design and movement of the connector is to 
adjust for the shortest possiole pull of the 
trigger with absolutely no over-travel. 

Unlocking The unlock cycle is the raising of' the bolt nandle to 
disenr;age the ool t from the ;Jreecli of tile uarPel. In detail, t;1is 
up,-.rard swing of the bolt handle turns the bolt to unseat the loc!·:ing 
lugs on the head of tile bolt from the recoil si1oulder•s in the 
receiver. 

Cocking The •:coc~dng'' cycle may be summarized as two movements: 
(1) The "cocking" of the iJoltmich occurs during the unlocking 
cycle; and (2) The 11 cocking 11 of the rifle which occurs during the 
locking cycle. In detail, the first movement ls the wlthdra~al 
and notching of t!1e firing pin against the pressure of the tensed 
mainspring in the bolt. The final movement l"s the holding or 
sustaining of the withdravm or "cocked 11 pin until the trigger is 
pulled. 

The first or withdrawal movement is caused iJy the turning 
of the bolt as the handle is raised. During the turning, a cam cut 
at the rear of the iJol t forces the firing pin assembly rear1·;ard, to 
locate in a notch on the rear rim of the 0olt. The final or sus
taining movement is simply the transfer of this "cocked" position 
of the firing pin from the bolt to the sear in the trigger assembly. 
This transfer to the sear occurs as the bolt handle is lowered in 
the locking cycle. 

The sear then holds the firing pin or rifle :•cocJ-::ed '' 
until the trigger is pulled during the firing cycle, or the bolt 
handle is raised to re-transfer the "cocking!'. of the ITring pin 
to the bolt rim. 
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Extracting The extracting cycle consists of the 11 freeing 11 of 
the fired cartridge case (or live round) from the cartridge 
c;iamber walls in the barrel breech and the pulling of the case 
from tne chamoer. In detail, as the bolt handle is raised to 
unlock t.1e bolt, the final upturn motion engages a camming surface 
in the receiver. This rearward camming motion of the bolt will 
disengage the fired case from tight contact with the barrel chamber. 
Further rear1·iard pull on the bolt handle extracts the fired case 
completely .from the chamber. During the extraction cycle the fired 
case is gripped firmly to the bolt face by an extractor component. 
This extt"actor is recessed within the rim on the bolt head. 

Feeding The feeding cycle is the lift and forward movement of 
the top most cartridge from magazine to barrel breech. In detail, 
as the oolt clears the magazine opening, the top cartridge in the 
magazine ls pressed up~·;ards by the magazine spring and into feeding 
position. The return movement of the oolt pushes against the rear 
o.:.· tlic c<.H·t:-·.idge. The bullet end of' the cartridge moves up the 
oullet incline and the rear is leveled out free of the feeding lip 
on tiic receiver. 

Loading Tne loading cycle is rather ~rief and comprises the 
movern~~t o? the free cartridge as it is pushed forward by the 
0olt and loaded completely into the barrel chamber. 

Locl{ing 'l'he locl-:ing cycle occurs as the downward turn of the 
'..ioJ.tl-inndlc rotates th-=.! bolt and locks it against the chambered 
cartridge. In detail, four engagements are made by this locking 
cycle: (1) the two locking lugs on bolt head are firmly seated 
against the recoil shoulders in the receiver; (2) the base of the 
loaded cartridge ls recessed within the :Oolt face, depressing the 
e Jee tor and flexing ti1e ext Pac tor to snap the cla1-: over the base 
rim or t!1e cartridge; (3) the sear engages a canuning surface to 
the rear of the firing pin, on the firing pin head; and (4) the 
sear is supported from beneath by the connector to hold the 
firin.:; pin oaclc and the rifle 11 cock:ed" until the trigger is 
pulled. 
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SERVICE instructions for the Remington Model 725 and 
the Models 721 and 722 are very much alike in many respects (see 
M/721-722 Manual). Because of this design similarity only limited 
SERVICING is needed for the M/725; and other than damaged or 
missing components related to the safety or hinged floor plate 
mechanisms, or stock, little, if any, servicing for the M/725 is 
necessary. 

FLOOR PLATE MECHANISM 

1. Floor Plate fails to lock bottoms on stock. 

Service: Remove wood margin beneath floor plate. 

2. Damaged or missing components. 

Service: Repair or replace floor plate, floor plate latch, 
floor plate latch spring. 

SAFETY MECHANISM 

1. Damaged or missing components. 

Service: Repair or replace safety lock thumopiece assembly, 
bolt stop pin, oolt stop pin snap ~asher, ~olt 
stop, safety, safety detent ball. safety detent 
spring, safety snap washer, safety p.ivot pln, 
housing, sear and safety cam assemJly. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 

1. Fails to target properly. 

Service: a) Adjust or replace sights. 

JFF;l.nnegan:T 
-3-lu-uo 

b) Check oarrel oedding. Barrel should oe free 
floating along receiver sides and along oarrel 
length. Should seat evenly in barrel radius 
cut and have firm contact only at end of stock. 

c) Replace stock, if damaged. 
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The Remington Model 725 is a high power, bolt action repeating rifle. The basic operation of the bolt and repeating action is sim
iliar to the Models 721·722 or other bolt action repeating rifles. Therefore the ASSEMBLY and SERVICING instructions for the 
Model 725 will list only those parts of unlike design and operation. Unless otherwise described, all parts are interchangeable with no 
factory assembly or adjustment required. 

Included will be the hinged floor plate for loading or unloading with the bolt closed, and the three (3) position safety lock. Add
itional instructions will cover stock swivels, grip cap and front sight components. 

The Instruction Folder, RD 5359, is packaged with each new rifle shipped from the factory. Folders may also be obtained from the 
dealer or retailer. The folder outlines the operating instruction and instructions for care and maintenance of the rifle. 

When handling the rifle for servicing or shipping make certain the rifle is empty with no rounds in the magazine or barrel chamber. 

INDEX 
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FRONT SIGHT COVER 

To Disassemble - Spread Cover slightly and push forward in 
cover slots on either side of ramp. Disassemble from rifle. 

To Reassemble - Spread slightly and slide along side slots and 
over front sight blade. Assemble in central location, straight 
end of cover to rear. 

FRONT SIGHT BLADE 

To Disassemble - Remove front sight cover. Support front 
ramp to prevent damage to barrel and drive out front sight pin. 
Pull out and disassemble front sight blade from the rifle. 

To Reassemble - Support barrel to prevent damage and insert 
blade in slot in front sight ramp. Align holes and tap in front 
sight pin. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Unscrew rear sight screw and disassemble 
from rifle. Pull up and disassemble rear sight assembly from 
barrel. Remove loosened rear sight step. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re· 
quired. Replacement as assembly recommended. Rear sight as· 
sembly is factory - listed to include: rear sight eyepiece, rear 
sight collar, rear sight leaf, rear sight windage screw. Special 
factory processes assemble the part. 

To Reassemble - Assemble rear sight assembly in place with 
bottom ears of the sight aligned properly to rear sight base. As· 
semble rear sight screw and turn until tight. Lift rear sight eye· 
piece and assemble rear sight step beneath eyepiece. 

REAR SIGHT STEP 

To Disassemble - Lift or raise rear sight assembly by the eye· 
piece and slide rear sight step to the rear. Disassemble from 
barrel. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re
quired. Additional sight steps, marked for size, and available for 
range purpose. 

To Reassemble - Lift eyepiece and slide rear sight step in 
place. 

REAR SIGHT BASE 

To Disassemble - Remove rear sight assembly and rear sight 
step. Unscrew and disassemble rear sight base screw (2). Dis· 
assemble rear sight base and rear sight washers (2) from barrel. · 

To Reassemble - Align to barrel screw holes, insert rear sight 
base screw (2) and rear sight washers (2), and turn screws to 
tighten base securely to barrel. 

BARREL ASSEMBLY is designed as a rigid factory-assembl
ed group with Receiver. BARREL BRACKET as a factory
assembled component of barrel assembly is designed to ver
tical recoil shoulder to transfer the back-thrust of the firing 
recoil against stock. FRONT SIGHT RAMP as another com-

ponent of barrel assembly is factory-brazed to barrel and de
signed to establish the sight line and mount front sight blade. 

Note: The barrel assembly, although somewhat different in de
sign from the Model 721-722, mounts to other parts of the 
rifle in the same manner. See Model 721-722 Manual for nec
essary SERVICE instructions. 

To Replace - Replacement as an assembly is recommended. 
However, the rifle must be returned to the factory for selec
tive assembly. Return of rifle to factory for replacement of 
any components is also recommended (of barrel assembly). 

STOCK ASSEMBL V 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and disassemble front and rear trig
ger screws. Pull loosened stock assembly (and trigger guard as· 
sembly) from rifle. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re
quired. Replacement as an assembly recommended. Stock as
sembly is factory-listed to include: stock, butt plate, butt 
plate screw (2). grip cap, grip cap screw, stock swivel front as
sembly, stock swivel rear assembly, stock swivel nut, stock 
swivel screw bushing-front, and stock reinforcing screw. 

' 
To Reassemble - Mount trigger guard assembly to stock 
assembly, then assemble over trigger assembly and magazine. 
Hold firmly to receiver and assemble <;iuard screws. Turn both 
guard screws evenly until tight. 

STOCK SWIVEL FRONT ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and disassemble stock swivel front 
assembly from stock. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re· 
quired. Replacement as an assembly recommended, Stock 
swivel front assembly is factory-listed to include stock swivel, 
stock swivel pin, stock swivel screw~front. 

To Reassemble - Assemble through stock swivel screw bush
ing-front, and thread into stock swivel nut. Turn until tight 
and adjust crosswise to stock. 

STOCK SWIVEL REAR ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and disassemble stock swivel rear 
assembly from stock. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re
quired. ReplacP.ment as an assembly recommended. Stock 
swivel rear assembly is factory-listed to include stock swivel, 
stock swivel pin, stock swivel screw-rear. 

To Reassemble - Turn and thread into stock until tight. Ad· 
just crosswise to stock. 

STOCK SWIVEL NUT 

To Disassemble - Remove stock assembly from rifle. Unscrew 
stock swivel front assembly partway from stock. Tap against 
stock swivel assembly until stock swivel nut pushes upward--
(take care to avoid damage to stock.) from barrel radius in 
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stock. Remove stock swivel front assembly and thread to bar
rel side of nut. Pull out and disassemble stock swivel nut from 
stock. Remove stock swivel from assembly from stock swivel 
nut. 

To Reassemble - Reseat stock swivel nut to barrel radius cut 
in stock. Note taper angle on knurled outside of stock swivel 
nut. Locate small diameter of taper inward to stock when re
assembling to stock. Tap nut gently into place, then rethread 
stock swivel front assembly from bottom face of stock. Turn 
swivel until stock swivel nut drawn downward and firmly into 
stock. 

STOCK SWIVEL SCREW BUSHING FRONT 

To Disassemble - Remove stock from rifle. Remove stock 
swivel front assembly. Remove stock swivel nut. Apply close 
fitting tool against bushing from barrel radius cut in stock. 
Tap against inner end of bushing until this stock swivel bush· 
ing, front can be disassembled from bottom face of stock. 
Avoid damage to stock. 

To Reassemble - Locate properly to bottom face of stock and 
tap gently into stock until firmly in place. 

BUTT PLATE 

To Disassemble - Unscrew butt plate screw (2), Disassemble 
butt plate from end of stock. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re
quired. However, replacement part may need additional "sur· 
facing" to end of stock wood, or edge of butt plate for proper 
match of butt plate to stock. 

To Reassemble - Assemble butt plate to end of stock, align 
screw holes, assemble butt plate screw (2), and turn until butt 
plate is tight. 

GRIP CAP 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove grip cap screw. Dis
assemble loosened grip cap from stock. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re
quired. Additional "surfacing" of stock or edge of cap needed 
for proper matching effect. 

To Reassemble - Locate and align grip cap to stock. Insert 
grip cap screw and tighten firmly until grip cap is assembled to 
stock. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBL V of hinged design, permits 
loading or unloading of the fixed magazine box with .a 
"closed" bolt. 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt assembly. Unscrew and pull 
out guard screw, front and rear. Lift loosened stock assembly 
from trigger. Pull out and disassemble trigger guard from rifle. 

Note: Magazine follower and magazine spring (assembled to 
floor plate) will also be removed from the stock assembly. To 
remove, unlatch floor plate, lift folded end of spring upwards, 
pull back and disassemble from floor plate. Magazine follower 
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MODEL 725 

and magazine spring are same as for Model 721-722 (per re
spective calibers). 

See Model 721-722 Manual for necessary SERVICE instruct· 
ions. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re
quired. Replacement as assembly if desired. The trigger guard 
assembly is factory-listed to include floor plate, floor plate 
latch, floor plate latch pin, floor plate latch spring, floor plate 
latch pin, Trigger guard. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Tighten guard screws 
firmly. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBL V - COMPONENTS: 

Remove trigger guard assembly. Remove magazine follower, 
magazine spring from floor plate. 

Floor Plate 

To Disassemble - Tap out and remove floor plate pivot pin 
from front of trigger guard. Disassemble floor plate from trig
ger guard. 

Caution: Floor plate pivot pin is tight-fitting, therefore, sup
port trigger guard properly to prevent damage to guard at 
front section. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make certain floor 
plate is free swinging and locks into floor plate latch properly. 

Floor Plate Latch Spring 

To Disassemble - Remove triggerguard assembly from rifle. 
Unhook rear of floor plate latch spring from floor plate latch. 
Unhook front of latch spring from trigger guard. Disassemble 
loosened floor plate latch spring from trigger guard. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

Floor Plate Latch 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard assembly from rifle. 
Remove floor plate latch from trigger guard. Tap out floor 
plate latch pin, left to right. Disassemble floor plate latch pin, 
left to right. Disassemble floor plate latch from trigger plate 
(See Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1 

FLOOR PLATE LATCH---~ 

"' FLOOR PLATE 
LATCH PIN 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 
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TRIGGER GUARD 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard assembly from rifle. 
Remove magazine follower and magazine spring from floor 
plate. Remove floor plate, floor plate latch spring, floor plate 
latch from trigger guard. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Replace all assembly 
components to trigger guard before reassembly of trigger guard 
assembly to rifle. 

MAGAZINE 

Note: Magazine component, although slightly different in de
sign from Model 721-722, assembles in the same manner. See 
Model 721-722 Manual for necessary SERVICE instructions. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY 

Note: Bolt final assembly. although slightly different in de
sign also from the Model 721-722, assembles in the same 
manner. See Model 721-722 Manual for necessarySERVICE , 
instructions. 

To Replace - Bolt assembly component of BOLT FINAL AS· 
SEMBL Y includes bolt body assembly, bolt handle. Return 
rifle to factory for selective assembly of bolt assembly to bar· 
rel. Remaining components of BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY in· 
elude ejector. ejector pin, ejector spring, extractor. firing pin 
assembly, and may be replaced with no factory adjustment re· 
quired. Return rifle to factory if replacement of BOLT FINAL 
ASSEMBLY is required. 

BOLT STOP 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trigger 
guard assembly. Remove stock assembly. Slide off and dis
asseml>le llolt stop pin snap washer from left end of bolt stop 
pin. (See Fig. 21. Push left end of bolt stop pin across only 
enough to release bolt stop. Disassemble loosened bolt stop 
and bolt stop spring. Take care that small bolt stop spring is 
not lost. 

Fig. 2 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

SAFETY LOCK THUMB Pl ECE ASSEMBLY is designed to op
erate the "three" position safety. BOLT LOCK is designed to 
pivot upward and lock bolt closed when safety thumbpiece is 
pushed to the ON SAFE or "S" mark on the receiver. 
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To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trigger 
guard assembly. Remove stock assembly. Remove bolt stop. 
Push bolt stop pin completely across and disassemble pin and 
safety lock thumbpiece assembly from rifle. BOLT LOCK 
WI LL ALSO be loosened at this time and can be disassembled 
from right side of trigger housing. (See Fig. 2). 

Note: Trigger housing will be in "free pivot" on sear pin only 
when bolt stop pin is removed. Take care that sear spring, un
derlying sear and safety cam (also in free pivot). is not lost. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re
quired. Replace safety lock thumbpiece assembly as assembly 
unit. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Assemble ratchet teeth 
in bolt lock and safety lock thumbpiece assembly to safety 
component properly before bolt stop pin is inserted. Check for 
proper operation of components to three (3) position stops on 
receiver. 

SAFETY is designed to support safety cam of sear and safety 
cam assembly against "cocked" bolt. This is accomplished by 
operation of upthrust inner blade section when safety lock 
thumbpiece assembly is in ON SAFE position to rear of re
ceiver. 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trig
ger guard assembly. Remove stock assembly. Slide oft and dis
assemble safety snap washer. Pull off and disassemble safety 
pivot spring. Remove loosened safety detent ball. Push across 
and disassemble safety pivot pin. Pull out and disassemble saf
ety from trigger housing. 

Note: Bolt stop release on opposite side of housing will be free 
when safety pivot pin is removed. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Ratchet teeth on saf· 
ety should assemble properly to ratchet teeth on bolt lock and 
gear on safety lock thumbpiece assembly for proper operation 
of three position safety stops. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY 

Note: Trigger assembly, although somewhat different in de
sign from the Model 721-722, assembles in the same manner 
to the receiver. Sear pin and bolt stop pin mount the housing 
component of trigger assembly to receiver. See Model 721-
722 Manual for necessary SERVICE instructions to trigger and 
sear mechanisms. 

To Replace - Trigger assembly may be replaced as an assem
bly with no factory adjustment required. Trigger assembly in
cludes bolt stop release, housing, safety, safety detent ball, 
safety detent spring, safety pivot pin, safety snap washer, sear 
and safety cam assembly, sear spring, trigger, trigger adjusting 
screw (2), trigger connector, trigger pin, trigger spring, trigger 
stop screw. (See Fig. 2). 
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CYCLE OF OPERATION 

The action cycle of the Model 725 may start as magazine is 
loaded and a cartridge locked by bolt in chamber. The trigger 
is pulled to fire each cartridge and the bolt handle is raised to 
turn and pull bolt rearward. The return of bolt forward to re
load llf?xl r.artridqe and the handle turned down to lock bolt 
a!1ainst chamuered cartridge, completes operation cycle. 

Each cycle is summarized briefly, then in detail the movement 
of related parts is described more fully, For reason of a safe 
operation cycle, the Three position Safety Lock is explained to 
preface this Cycle. 

SAFETY LOCK 

Safe "S" (mark on receiver) - The rifle cannot be fired nor 
bolt handle raised to unlock bolt from barrel when safety 
lock thumbpiece is rotated fully rearward to the "S" mark on 
receiver. In detail, the thumbpiece locks a safety cam com
ponent ot triyyer <1ssembly up and against "cocked" firing pin 
assembly to prevent its forward release. A bolt lock com· 
ponent is also rotated into a bottom channel in locked bolt. 
This llolt lock prevents bolt and bolt handle from turning to 
unlock. 

Unlock position (no mark on receiver) - The rifle cannot be 
fired; however, bolt handle can be raised to unlock and with· 
dr;iw bolt, when safety lock thumbpiece is rotated to a stop 
position between the Safe "S" and Fire "F" mark on receiver; 
In detail, the firing pin assembly continues to be held "cock· 
ed" l>y safety Cilm l:omponent. However, the bolt lock is ro· 
taled frorn engagement with hottom channel in bolt and the 
bolt handle can be raised to turn and withdraw bolt. 

Fire "F" (mark on receiver) - The rifle can be fired or bolt 
handle r;iiserl to turn and unlock bolt when safety lock thumb· 
piece 1s rot<Jted lully lorward to "F" mark on receiver. In de· 
ti.Iii. the safety cam component within trigger assembly is no 
longer held against "cocked" tiring pin assembly. The bolt 
lock, as in the Unlock Position, is rotated from engagement 
with bottom channel in bolt. The bolt is free to turn and un
lock if handle is raised. 

FIRING 

(safety lock in "F" position) The firing cycle is simply the pull 
of trigger each time to release a spring-loaded or "cocked" fir· 
ing pin to fire cartridge. In detail, this-pull of trigger carries 
forward a connector component from beneath sear. This for· 
ward movement of connector leaves sear unsupported against 
"cocked" firing pin. With support removed, sear is cammed 
downward by the spring-urged firing pin. The mainspring then 
thrusts firing pin forward to strike cartridge. 

Note: The design and movement of connector is to adjust for 
shortest possible pull of trigger with absolutely no over-travel. 
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UNLOCKING 

The unlock cycle is the raising of bolt handle to.disengage bolt 
from breech of barrel. In detail, this upward swing of bolt 
handle turns bolt to unseat locking lugs on head of bolt from 
recoil shoulders in receiver. 

COCKING 

The cocking cycle may be summarized as two movements: ( 1) 
The cocking of bolt which occurrs during unlocking cycle; and 
(2) , The "cocking" of rifle which occurs during locking cycle. 
In detail. the first movement is the withdrawal and notching of 
firing pin against pressure of the tensed mainspring in bolt. 
The final movement is the holding or sustaining of the with· 
drawn or cocked pin until trigger is pulled. 

The first or withdrawal movement is caused by turning of bolt 
as handle is raised. During the turning, a cam cut at rear of 
bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward, to locate in a notch 
on rear rim of bolt. The final or sustaining movement is simply 
the transfer of this "cocked" position of firing pin from bolt 
to sear in trigger assembly. This transfer to sear occurs as bolt 
handle is lowered in locking cycle. 

The sear then holds tiring pin or rifle "cocked" until trigger is 
pulled during firing cycle, or the bolt handle is raised to re
transfer cocking of firing pin to bolt rim. 

EXTRACTING 

The extracting cycle consists of freeing of fired cartridge case 
(or live round) from cartridge chamber walls in barrel breech 
and pulling of case from chamber, In detail. as bolt handle is 
raised to unlock bolt, the final upturn motion engages a cam· 
ming surface in receiver. This rearward camming motion of 
bolt will disengage fired case from tight contact with barrel 
chamber. Further rearward pull on bolt handle extracts fired 
case completely from chamber. During extraction cycle, fired 
casu is !Jrippud firmly to bolt face by an extractor component. 
This extractor is recessed within the rim on bolt head. 

FEEDING 

The feeding cycle is the lift and forward movement of the top 
most cartridge from magazine to barrel breech. In detail, as 
bolt clears the magazine opening, the top cartridge in mag· 
azine is pressed upwards by magazine spring and into feeding 
position. The return movement of bolt pushes against rear of 
cartridge. The bullet end of cartridge moves up bullet incline 
and the rear is leveled out free of feeding lip on receiver. 

LOADING 

The loading cycle is rather brief and comprises movement of 
free cartridge as it is pushed forward by bolt and loaded com· 
pletely into barrel chamber. 
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LOCKING 

The locking cycle occurs as the downward turn of bolt handle 
rotates bolt and locks it against chambered cartridge. In detail, 
four engagements are made by this locking cycle: ( 1) the two 
locking lugs on bolt head are firmly seated against recoil 
shoulders in receiver; (2) the base of loaded cartridge is re
cessed within bolt face, depressing ejector and flexing ex
tractor to snap claw over base rim of cartridge; ( 3) the sear en
gages a camming surface to rear of firing pin, on firing pin 
head; and (4) the sear is supported from beneath by connector 
to hold firing pin back and rifle "cocked" until trigger is pull
ed. 

MALFUNCTIONS 
Cause and Correction 

Note: For malfunctions not listed below, see Model 721-722 
Manual. 

SERVICE instructions for the Remington Model 725 and the 
Models 721 and 722 are very much alike in many respects (see 
M/721-722 Manual). Because of this design similarity only 
limited SERVICING is needed for the M/725: and other than 
damaged or missing components related to safety or hinged 
floor plate mechanisms, or stock, little, if any, servicing for the 
M/725 is necessary. 

FLOOR PLATE MECHANISM 

1. Floor Plate fails to lock bottom on stock. 
Service: Remove wood margin beneath floor plate. 

2. Damaged or missing components. 
Service: Repair or replace floor plate, floor plate 

latch, floor plate latch spring. 

SAFETY MECHANISM 

1. Damaged or missing components. 
Service: Repair or replace safety lock thumbpiece as

sembly, bolt stop pin, bolt stop pin snap 
washer, bolt stop, safety, safety detent ball, 
safety detent spring, safety snap washer, 
safety pivot pin, housing, sear and safety 
cam assembly. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 

1. Fails to targe~ properly. 
Service: a. Adjust or replace sights. 

b. Check barrel bedding. Barrel should be 
free floating along receiver sides and along 
barrel length. Should seat evenly in bar
rel radius cut and have firm contact only 
at end of stock. 

c. Replace stock, if damaged. 

6 
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MODEL 72 J -722 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

DISASSEMBL V 

BOLT AND COMPONENTS 

Press upward on bolt stop release in front of trigger, lift up 
bolt handle as far as it will go, and pull bolt rearward from re
ceiver. 

FIRING PIN AND COMPONENTS 

Pull firing pin head rearward until a coin can be inserted be
tween it and bolt plug. (Fig. 1 ). This can be done by catching 
notch in firing pin head on a sharp corner. Unscrew bolt plug 
to remove firing pin assembly. 

BOLT PLUG 

~\ 
\ 

FIRING PIN CROSS PIN 
FIRING PIN HEAD 

Fig. 1 

FIRING PIN 

D11ve uu t liriny pin cross pin (See Fig. 1) with a punch, leav· 
ing punch in hole to hold parts together to prevent main spring 
tension from stripping off firing pin head and bolt plug force
fully. Compress main spring with bolt plug until coin, punch 
and firing pin head can be removed and release main spring 
tension carefully, removing firing pin head, bolt plug and main 
spring. 

EJECTOR 

Drive out ejector pin. Leave punch in hole. Compress ejector 
sµring by pressing on ejector. Remove punch. Release ejector 
slowly until ejector spring is no longer loaded. Remove ejector 
and ejector spring. 

EXTRACTOR 

With pointed tweezers inserted in holes provided in the ends of 
extr<1ctor,. compress ends together until extractor can be re
moved from face of bolt. Do not attempt to remove only one 
encl of extractor and then pull it from bolt face as bending will 
resu 1 t. 

BARREL AND ACTION FROM STOCK 

Unscn~w rear, center, and front guard screws. Remove trigger 
q11;1r<1, m<HJMine sprinu. 1rn1gazine follower and trim1er guide 

plate from bottom of stock. Lift barrel and action out of 
stock. Remove magazine from either stock or receiver as it will 
remain in either. 

BOLT STOP 

Drive out bolt stop pin, drop rear end of trigger housing, re
move bolt stop and bolt stop spring. 

TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY 

Drive out sear pin and remove trigger housing assembly from 
bottom of receiver. 

TRIGGER HOUSING 

Remove sear, safety cam and sear spring. With a screwdriver or 
coin push the safety snap washer out of slot in safety pivot pin, 
remove safety detent spring, safety detent ball, safety pivot 
pin, bolt stop release, and safety. Be careful not to lose safety 
detent ball. Remove front and rear trigger adjusting screws, 
trigger spring, and trigger stop screw. Drive out trigger pin and 
remove trigger and trigger connector. 

BARREL-RECEIVER ASSEMBLY 

When necessary to disassemble, return rifle to factory. 

ASSEMBLY 

TRIGGER HOUSING 

Assemble trigger connector, trigger and drive in trigger pin un
til it is even with right side of trigger housing. Assemble trig
ger spring, front trigger adjusting screw, rear trigger adjusting 
screw, and trigger stop screw. Assemble safety, bolt stop re· 
lease, safety pivot pin, safety detent ball, safety detent spring, 

and safety snap washer. 

Assemble sear spring, sear and safety cam. 

BOLT ASSEMBL V 
EXTRACTOR 

With pointed tweezers inserted in holes provided in end of ex
tractor, compress ends together with extractor hook facing 
bolt face. Assemble extractor in bolt face. Do not try to 
assemble by forcing it into bolt face with fingers. 

EJECTOR 

Assemble ejector spring and ejector with stem end in spring. 
Align ejector with ejector pin hol~. compress ejector, insert 
punch and drive in ejector pin. 

/9tf 
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FIRING PIN 

Assemble main spring and bolt plug, grasp bolt plug and com
press main spring. Assemble firing pin head, align hole in fir
ing pin head and firing pin, insert punch_ Insert coin between 
front end of firing pin head and rear end of bolt plug_ Drive in 
firing µin cross pi11. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBL V 

Assemble firing pin assembly in rear end of bolt. Align firing 
µin head with detent notch in rear end of bolt, and remove 
coin between firing pin head and bolt plug. 

BARREL-ACTION 

BOLT STOP 

Assemble trigger housing in receiver with sear pin. Assemble 
bolt stop spring and bolt stop in receiver, and drive bolt stop 
pin in part way. Raise up rear end of trigger housing until hole 
aligns, compress sear and safety cam and completely drive in 
bolt stop pin. 

BOLT ASSEMBLY 

Assemi>le bolt assembly in receiver and close, leaving firing pin 
cor.kt~d. Turn rear trigger adjusting screw right or left to obtain 
p1opt!1 t!ll!J<lgement of triyger connector with sear. Turn front 
trig!)er adjusting screw right or left to secure proper weight of 
pull. Adjust trigger stop screw by turning clockwise until trig· 
ger cannot be pulled_ Hold on trigger and back off trigger stop 
screw until firing pin falls_ 

BARREL--ACTION-STOCK ASSEMBLY 

Assemble magazine box to receiver, stock to barrel action, 

111.1!1.111111! lullower dllu 111..1u.11111e 5p1 in!J i11 111<1uaLi11e, tr i!Juer 
guide plate and trigger guard to stock with rear, center, and 
l1un1. HLJ~nd screws. 

FITTING OF NEW PARTS AND ADJUSTING 

BARREL-RECEIVER ASSEMBLY 

When required to disassemble return rifle to factory_ 

BOLT 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. Remove firing pin assem
bly. ejector imd extractor from bolt. Try new bolt for freedom 
in receiver and headspace_ Mark serial number on new bolt, 
assemble ex tractor, ejector and firing pin assembly_ Check free
dom of firing pin and protrusion. Assemble bolt assembly iri 
receiver. I nsµect for cocking of firing pin and blow, operation 

of safety, ejector and extractor. 

BOLT PLUG 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. Remove firing pin assem
llly from bolt, drive out firing pin cross pin and remove firing 
pin head <md bolt plug. After reassembling, try for operation 
of IJult. firing pin protrusion. and safety_ 
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BOLT STOP 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center and front 
trigger guard screws, and action from stock. Dr.ive out bolt 
stop pin part way and remove bolt stop. After replacing bolt 
stop, check for freedom of movement_ 

BOLT STOP RELEASE 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear center and front trig
ger guard screws and action from stock. Remove safety snap 
washer and safety pivot pin. 

After replacing bolt stop release, check for freedom of move
ment. 

BOLT STOP SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center and front 
trigger guard screw, and action from stock. Drive out bolt 
stop pin part way and remove bolt stop and spring. After re
placing bolt stop spring, check for freedom of movement of 
the bolt stop. 

EJECTOR 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. Drive out ejector pin and 
remove ejector. After reassembling ejector, check for freedom 
of movement and that ejector moves below bolt face. 

EJECTOR SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. Drive out ejector pin and 
remove ejector and ejector spring. After reassembling ejector 
sprin<J, check freedom of ejector. 

EXTRACTOR 

Rr.movr. bolt assr.mhly from receiver. Drive out ejector pin and 
remove ejE.>ctor and ejector spring. With pointed tweezers in
serted in holes provided in ends of extractor, compress ends to
gether until extractor can be removed from face of bolt. To re
place a new extractor use tweezers as above noted. Extractor 
hook to face bolt. 

After reassembling extractor, reassemble ejector spring, ejector 
with ejector pin. Try extractor on a dummy cartridge in cham
ber to check closing over rim and ejection. 

FIRING PIN 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver and firing pin assembly 
from breech bolt. Drive out firing pin cross pin and remove fir
ing pin head, bolt plug and main spring from firing pin. 

After assembling new firing pin, check freedom in bolt, pro
trusion, cocking, operation of safety, and blow. 

FIRING PIN HEAD 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver and firing pin assembly 

from breech bolt. Drive out firing pin cross pin and remove 
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firing pin head. After reassembling firing pin head, check cock
ing, safety operation. cocking of firing pin, protrusion, and 
blow. 

FRONT TRIGGER ADJUSTING SCREW 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center and front 
trigger guard screws, and action from stock. Remove front trig
ger adjusting screw. 

After reassembling front trigger adjusting screw, adjust screw 
until trigger pull has correct weight. 

MAIN SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver and firing pin assembly 
from bolt. Drive out firing pin cross pin and remove firing 
pin head, bolt plug and main spring. After reassembling main 
spring, check freedom of firing pin, firing pin blow, operation 
of bolt. 

MAGAZINE 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. rear, center and front 
trigger guard screws. action from stock, magazine spring, mag· 
Mine follower from magazine and magazine from receiver or 
stock. 

After reassembling magazine, check for loading and feeding 
or cartridges. 

MAGAZINE FOLLOWER 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
triq4er quard screws, trigger guard from stock. Remove mag
<Uine follower from mayaLine spring. 

After reassembling magazine follower, check freedom in mag· 
azine, loading and feeding of cartridges. 

MAGAZINE SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver. rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws, and trigger guard from stock. Remove 
magazine spring and magazine follower from magazine. Re
move magazine spring from magazine follower. After reassem
bling magazine spring, check loading and feeding of cartridges. 

REAR TRIGGER ADJUSTING SCREW 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center. and front 
trigger guard screws. and action from stock. Remove rear trig
\1er acljusting screw. Adjust new screw until proper engagement 
of trigger connector and sear is made. 

SAFETY 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trimier guard screws, and action from stock. Remove safety 
snap w<1sher, safety detent spring, safety detent, safety detent 
pin ancl safety. 

Alter reassembling new safety, check locking of bolt, working 
of detent, locking of sear and freedom of movement. 
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SAFETY DETENT 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Remove safety 
snap washer, safety detent spring and safety detent. 

After reassembling new detent. try safety for proper operation. 

SAFETY DETENT SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Remove safety 
snap washer and safety detent spring. 

After reassembling new spring, try safety for proper working. 

SAFETY PIVOT PIN 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Remove safety 
snap washer and safety pivot pin. 

SAFETY SNAP WASHER 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Remove safety 
snap washer. 

SEAR-SAFETY CAM ASSEMBLY 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, sear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Drive out bolt 
stop pin part way and drive out sear pin. Remove trigger as· 
sembly. Remove sear and safety cam from trigger assembly; 

After reassembling new sear-safety cam, check operation of 
trigger, safety, bolt, and firing pin for proper function. Adjust 
trigger function as needed. 

SEAR SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Drive out bolt 
stop pin part way and drive out sear pin. Remove trigger as· 
sembly. Remove sear, safety cam and sear spring from trigger 
assembly. 

After reassembly of new spring, check function of sear-safety 
cam, safety, firing pin, bolt and trigger. 

STOCK 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws, trigger guard, trigger guide plate, mag
azine spring, magazine follower. Remove action from stock 
and magazine from receiver or stock. 

After assembling new stock, check for barrel pull at front end 
of fore-end clearance at bolt handle, operation of safety and 
trigger. 
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firing pin head. After reassembling firing pin head, check cock
ing, safety operation, cocking of firing pin, protrusion, and 

blow. 

FRONT TRIGGER ADJUSTING SCREW 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center and front 
trigger guard screws, and action from stock. Remove front trig
ger adjusting screw. 

After reassembling front trigger adjusting screw, adjust screw 
until trigyer pull has correct weight. 

MAIN SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver and firing pin assembly 
from bolt. Drive out firing pin cross pin and remove firing 
pin head, bolt plug and main spring. After reassembling main 
spring, check freedom of firing pin, firing pin blow, operation 
of bolt. 

MAGAZINE 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center and front 
triqqer guard screws, action from stock, magazine spring, mag
azine follower from magazine and magazine from receiver or 
stock. 

After reassembling magazine, check for loading and feeding 
or curtridues. 

MAGAZINE FOLLOWER 

Remove halt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
tri<J!Jer qui.lrd screws. trigger guard from stock. Remove mag
azine follower from magazine spring. 

A ftc1 1 ei.Jsscmbliny magazine follower, check freedom in mag
azine, loading and feeding of cartridges. 

MAGAZINE SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws. and trigger guard from stock. Remove 
magazine spring and magazine follower from magazine. Re
move magazine spring from magazine follower. After reassem
bling magazine spring, check loading and feeding of cartridges. 

REAR TRIGGER ADJUSTING SCREW 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws, and action from stock. Remove rear trig
ger adjusting screw. Adjust new screw until proper engagement 
of trigger connector and sear is made. 

SAFETY 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws, and action from stock. Remove safety 
snaµ washer, safety detent sµring, safety detent, safety detent 
pin and safety. 

After reassembling new safety, check locking of bolt, working 
of detent. locking of sear and freedom of movement. 
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SAFETY DETENT 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Remove safety 
snap washer, safety detent spring and safety detent. 

After reassembling new detent, try safety for proper operation. 

SAFETY DETENT SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear," center, and front 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Remove safety 
snap washer and safety detent spring. 

After reassembling new spring, try safety for proper working. 

SAFETY PIVOT PIN 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Remove safety 
snap washer and safety pivot pin. 

SAFETY SNAP WASHER 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Remove safety 
snap washer. 

SEAR-SAFETY CAM ASSEMBLY 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, sear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Drive out bolt 
stop pin part way and drive out sear pin. Remove trigger as
sembly. Remove sear and safety cam from trigger assembly; 

After reassembling new sear-safety cam. check operation of 
trigger, safety, bolt, and firing pin for proper function. Adjust 
trigger function as needed. 

SEAR SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Drive out bolt 
stop pin part way and drive out sear pin. Remove trigger as
sembly. Remove sear, safety cam and sear spring from trigger 
assembly. 

After reassembly of new spring, check function of sear-safety 
cam, safety, firing pin, bolt and trigger. 

STOCK 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws, trigger guard. trigger guide plate, mag
azine spring, magazine follower. Remove action from stock 
and magazine from receiver or stock. 

After assembling new stock, check for barrel pull at front end 
of fore-end clearance at bolt handle, operation of safety and 
trigger. 
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TRIGGER ASSEMBL V 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Drive out bolt stop 
pin part way and drive out sear pin. Remove trigger assembly. 

After reassembling new trigger assembly, try bolt for cocking 
firing pin. safety, and trigger for correct weight and travel. Try 
trigger for proper engagement of trigger connector with sear. 

TRIGGER 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear, center, and front 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Remove front trig
ger adjusting screw and trigger spring from trigger housing. 
Drive out trigger pin and remove trigger and trigger connector. 

After reassembling trigger, check trigger for travel and weight 
of pull. Adjust front and rear trigger adjusting screws and trig
ger stop screw if required. Try safe and cocking of firing pin. 

TRIGGER CONNECTOR 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, rear. center, and front 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Remove front trig
ger adjusting screw and trigger spring from trigger housing. 
Drive out trigger pin and remove trigger and trigger connector. 

After reassembling trigger connector, check trigger for opera
tion and freedom. Try safe and cocking of firing pin. 

TRIGGER GUARD 

Remove hol t assembly from receiver, front center, and rear 
trig!Jer guard screws and trigger guard from stock. 

TRIGGER GUIDE PLATE 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front, center, and rear 
trimicr qu<1rd screws, trigger guard and trigger guide plate. 

After reassembling trigger guide plate, check freedom of trig
ger. 

TRIGGER HOUSING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front, center, and rear 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Drive out bolt 
stop pin part way, drive out sear pin and remove trigger as
sembly from receiver. Remove all parts from trigger housing. 

After reassembling trigger housing check operation of trigger, 
safety. bolt. and firing pin. Adjust front and rear trigger adjust-. 
ing screws and trigger stop screw, if required. 

TRIGGER SPRING 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front, center, and rear 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Remove front trig
ger adjusting screw and trigger spring from trigger housing. 

After reassembling trigger spring, adjust front trigger adjusting 
si:rcw until the proper weight of trigger pull is accomplished. 
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TRIGGER STOP SCREW 

Remove bolt assembly from receiver, front, center, and rear 
trigger guard screws and action from stock. Remove trigger 
stop screw from trigger housing. 

After replacing trigger stop screw, adjust until proper move
ment of trigger is accomplished. 

CYCLE OF OPERATION 
The operation cycle of the Model 721-722 is similar and 
common with most hand-operated bolt action rifles. Firing, 
movement of Bolt Handle upward and fully back to open, then 
forward again and down to close Bolt completes cycle. Presum
ing rifle to be fully loaded with one cartridge locked-in barrel 
chamber, the sequence for operations cycle is as follows: 

FIRING 

The firing cycle is simply the release of a spring-loaded firing 
pin. The forward thrust of the spring-Urged pin strikes primer 
of cartridge with sufficient force to indent primer and ignite 
powder charge. With thumb-operatedosafety in "OFF" pos
ition, rifle is fired by pulling trigger rearward, In detail, the 
rearward movement of trigger carrier trigger connector for
ward. This action deprives blocked sear of its support and per
mits it to be cammed downward by pressure from cocked fir
ing pin. As this support is removed beneath sear, firing pin 
cams sear downward and sear cams connector forward. Action 
of connector is to allow shortest movement of trigger possible 
with absolutely no over-travel. 

UNLOCK 

After firing, the upward swing of bolt handle rotates bolt. The 
two locking lugs at head of bolt are then unseated from sup
port of two locking shoulders in Receiver. The bolt is then free 
to he withdrawn rearward. 

COCK 

Simutaneously with the unlocking cycle, a cam at rear of ro
tating bolt withdraws and locates firing pin to a partially cock
ed position on rear perimeter of bolt. The remainder of cock· 
ing is accomplished during locking cycle. 

EXTRACTION 

The rim of cartridge is seated within Bolt Head and is gripped 
by claw of a circular recessed Extractor. During the latter por
tion of rotation of Bolt Handle for unlocking a primary ex
traction cam retracts Bolt approximately 1/8" with a mechani
cal advantage of 8-1. With Bolt Handle turned fully upward 
and lugs of Bolt clear of locking shoulders in Rece.iver, bolt is 
free to be withdrawn rearward and complete extraction. 
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EJECTION 

A spring urged pin ejector is located within bolt face and main· 
tains outward pressure on base of cartridge. As bolt is moved 
re;irwarci and front of cartridge or fired case reaches ejection 
port, constant pressure of ejector and opposing grip of ex
tractor eject cartridge case from open port of receiver. 

FEEDING 

As firP.cl cartridge is ejected, rearward travel of bolt is halted 
by bolt stop. As bolt clears magazine opening, top cartridge in 
magazine is urged upward by magazine spring and into feeding 
position. With action completely open, initial return move
ment of bolt engages rim of top cartridge fed from magazine. 
The continued forward travel of bolt advances cartridge up in
cline of Receiver and into chamber. Guided by bullet end of 
cartridge entering chamber, rear end is leveled free of feeding 
I ip of Receiver. 

LOADING 

Restinq ahead of advancing bolt, cartridge is urged forward and 
loadeu into barrel chamber. 

LOCKING 

With action closed and cartridge full seated in chamber, fur· 
ther movement of Solt Handle downward rotates and locks 
Bolt aqainst chambered cartridge. During this rotary locking 
cycle, three engagements are effected: ( 1) The two lugs on bolt 
head are firmly supported by the locking shoulders within re
ceiver; (2) Base of cartridge is seated in head of bolt, depress
in11 e1ec:tor and flexinq ex tractor to snap claw over rim of cart· 
mloe; and (3) Sear engages a camming surface on firing pin 
head. cor.kin(] cam of holt is disengaged from firing pin and ro· 
lated to firing position. Sear is blocked in firing position by 
11 iqqt!r ancl triqr1er r.onm!ctor until released by trigger action. 

SAFETY 

The thumb-operated Safety, located at rear right side of Re
ceiver. has two functions. With action closed and Bolt in a 
locked position, rearward pivot of safety ( .. ON" position) will 
place a supporting member under safety cams which will in 
turn prevent release of cocked firing pin. The second function 
with safety in the same "ON" position will swing a locking 
blade into a channel at bottom rear of Bolt. This will lock Bolt 
in a closed position~ With safety clicked forward in "OFF" 
position, internal conditions described above will be nonexis
tent, thereby permitting rifle to be fired. 

The instructions for Loading and Unloading, with directions 
for disossembly and care of rifle are contained in the instruct
ion folder su11plied with each rifle. 

MODEL 721-722 
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MODEL 725 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington Model 725 is a high power, bolt action repeating rifle. The basic operation of the bolt and repeating action is sim· 
iliar to the Models 721- 722 or other bolt action repeating rifles. Therefore the ASSEMBLY and SERVICING instructions for the 
Model 725 will list only those parts of unlike design and operation. Unless otherwise described, all parts are interchangeable with no 
factory assembly or adjustment required. 

Included will bE the hinged floor plate for loading or unloading with the bolt closed, and the three (3) position safety lock. Add· 
itional instructicns will cover stock swivels, grip cap and front sight components. 

The Instruction Folder, RO 5359, is packaged with each new rifle shiµµec.J lrom the factory. Folc.Jers m11y <ilso be obt11inec.J from thu 
dealer or retailer. The folder outlines the operating instruction and instructions for care and maintenance of the rifle. 

When handling ·.he rifle for servicing or shipping make certain the rifle is empty with no rounds in the magazine or barrel chamber. 
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Front Sight Cover ·······-··-·-·-·····--·-·······--·-·-·-···---··-·-···---
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Rear Sight Step ·---------------------·-·-----------·--------·------------
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Bar re I Assembly ···-·------·---·--------------------------------·-·-----
Stock Assembly ·-···--------·-------------------·-·-·------··----------
Stock Swivel Front Assembly ------------------------------------· 
Stock Swivel Rear Assembly -----·-·----------·--------··-·-···----· 
Stock Swivel Nut ---··------·-----·----·-·------------·------···-·-·----· 
Stock Swivel Screw Bushing, Front ----------------------------
Butt Plate ------------·-·---------------------------------,:----------------·---

Send all guns for factory service and inquiries on 
5ervice and parts to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
Arms Service Division 

Ilion, New York 13357 
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MODEL 725 

FRONT SIGHT COVER 

To Disassemble - Spread Cover slightly and push forward in 
cover slots on either side of ramp. Disassemble from rifle. 

To Reassemble - Spread slightly and slide along side slots and 
over front sight blade. Assemble in central location, straight 
end of cover to rear. 

FRONT SIGHT BLADE 

To Disassemble - Remove front sight cover. Support front 
ramp to prevent damage to barrel and drive out front sight pin. 
Pull out and disassemble front sight blade from the rifle. 

To Reassemble - Support barrel to prevent damage and insert 
blade in slot in front sight ramp. Align holes and tap in front 
sight pin. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Unscrew rear sight screw and disassemble 
from rifle. Pull up and disassemble rear sight assembly from 
barrel. Remove loosened rear sight step. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re
quired. Replacement as assembly recommended. Rear sight as
semllly is factory - listed to include: rear sight eyepiece, rear 
sight collar, rear sight leaf, rear sight windage screw. Special 
factory processes assemble the part. 

To Reassemble - Assemble rear sight assembly in place with 
bottom ears of the sight aligned properly to rear sight base. As
semble rear sight screw and turn until tight. Lift rear sight eye
piece mid assemble rear sight step beneath eyepiece. 

REAR SIGHT STEP 

To Disassemble - Lift or raise rear sight assembly by the eye
piece and slide rear sight step to the rear. Disassemble from 
barrel. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re
quired. Additional sight steps, marked for size, and available for 
range purpose. 

To Reassemble - Lift eyepiece and slide rear sight step in 
place. 

REAR SIGHT BASE 

To Disassemble - Remove rear sight assembly and rear sight 
step. Unscrew and disassemble rear sight base screw (2). Dis
assemble rear sight base and rear sight washers (2) from barrel. 

To Reassemble - Align to barrel screw holes, insert rear sight 
base screw (2) and rear sight washers (2), and turn screws to 
tighten base securely to barrel. 

BARREL ASSEMBLY is designed as a rigid factory-assembl
ed group with Receiver. BARREL BRACKET as a factory
assembled component of barrel assembly is designed to ver
tical recoil shoulder to transfer the back-thrust of the firing 
recoil against stock. FRONT SIGHT RAMP as another com-

ponent of barrel assembly is factory-brazed to barrel and de
signed to establish the sight line and mount front sight blade. 

Note: The barrel assembly, although somewhat different in de· 
sign from the Model 721-722, mounts to other parts of the 
rifle in the same manner. See Model 721-722 Manual for nec
essary SERVICE instructions. 

To Replace - Replacement as an assembly is recommended. 
However, the rifle must be returned to the factory for selec
tive assembly. Return of rifle to factory for rf:!placement of 
any components is also recommended (of barrel assembly). 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and disassemble front and rear trig· 
ger screws. Pull loosened stock assembly (and trigger guard as· 
sembly) from rifle. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re
quired. Replacement as an assembly recommended. Stock as
sembly is factory-listed to include: stock, butt plate, butt 
plate screw (2), grip cap, grip cap screw, stock swivel front as
sembly, stock swivel rear assembly, stock swivel nut, stock 
swivel screw bushing-front, and stock reinforcing screw. 

To Reassemble - Mount trigger guard assembly to stock 
assembly, then assemble over trigger assembly and magazine. 
Hold firmly to receiver and assemble guard screws. Turn both 
guard screws evenly until tight. 

STOCK SWIVEL FRONT ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and disassemble stock swivel front 
assembly from stock. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re
quired. Replacement as an assembly recommended, Stock 
swivel front assembly is factory-listed to include stock swivel, 
stock swivel pin, stock swivel screw-front. 

To Reassemble - Assemble through stock swivel screw bush
ing-front, and thread into stock swivel nut. Turn until tight 
and adjust crosswise to stock. 

STOCK SWIVEL REAR ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and disassemble stock swivel rear 
assembly from stock. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re
quired. ReplacP.ment as an assembly recommended. Stock 
swivel rear assembly is factory-listed to include stock swivel, 
stock swivel pin, stock swi1.1el screw-rear. 

To Reassemble - Turn and thread into stock until tight. Ad
just crosswise to stock. 

STOCK SWIVEL NUT 

To Disassemble - Remove stock assembly from rifle. Unscrew 
stock swivel front assembly partway from stock. Tap against 
stock swivel assembly until stock swivel nut pushes upward·-
(take care to avoid damage to stock.) from barrel radius in 
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stock. Remove stock swivel front assembly and thread to bar· 
rel side of nut. Pull out and disassemble stock swivel nut from 
stock. Remove stock swivel from assembly from stock swivel 
nut. 

To Reassemble - Reseat stock swivel nut to barrel radius cut 
in stock. Note taper angle on knurled outside of stock swivel 
nut. Locate small diameter of taper inward to stock when re
assembling to stock. Tap nut gently into place, then rethread 
stock swivel front assembly from bottom face of stock. Turn 
swivel until stock swivel nut drawn downward and firmly into 
stock. 

STOCK SWIVEL SCREW BUSHING FRONT 

To Disassemble - Remove stock from rifle. Remove stock 
swivel front assembly. Remove stock swivel nut. Apply close 
fitting tool against bushing from barrel radius cut in stock. 
Tap against inner end of bushing until this stock swivel bush
ing, front can be disassembled from bottom face of stock. 
Avoid damage to stock. 

To Reassemble - Locate properly to bottom face of stock and 
tap gently into stock until firmly in place. 

BUTT PLATE 

To Disassemble - Unscrew butt plate screw (2), Disassemble 
butt plate from end of stock. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re
quired. However, replacement part may need additional "sur
facing" to end of stock wood, or edge of butt plate for proper 
match of butt plate to stock. 

To Reassemble - Assemble butt plate to end of stock, align 
screw holes, assemble butt plate screw (2), and turn until butt 
µl<1tu is tight. 

GRIP CAP 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove grip cap screw. Dis
assemble loosened grip cap from stock. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re
quired. Additional "surfacing" of stock or edge of cap needed 
for proper matching effect. 

To Reassemble - Locate and align grip cap to stock. Insert 
grip cap screw and tighten firmly until grip cap is assembled to 
stock. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY of hinged design, permits 
loading or unloading of the fixed magazine box with a 
"closed" bolt. 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt assembly. Unscrew and pull 
out guard screw, front and rear. Lift loosened stock assembly 
from trigger. Pull out and disassemble trigger guard from rifle. 

Note: Magazine follower and magazine spring (assembled to 
floor plate) will also be removed from the stock assembly. To 
remove, unlatch floor plate, lift folded end of spring upwards, 
pull back and disassemble from floor plate. Magazine follower 

MODEL 725 

and magazine spring are same as for Model 721-722 (per re
spective calibers). 

See Model 721-722 Manual for necessary SERVICE instruct· 
ions. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re
quired. Replacement as assembly if desired. The trigger guard 
assembly is factory-listed to include floor plate, floor plate 
latch, floor plate latch pin, floor plate latch spring, floor plate 
latch pin, Trigger guard. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Tighten guard screws 
firmly. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS: 

Remove trigger guard assembly. Remove magazine follower, 
magazine spring from floor plate. 

Floor Plate 

To Disassemble - Tap out and remove floor plate pivot pin 
from front of trigger guard. Disassemble floor plate from trig
ger guard. 

Caution: Floor plate pivot pin is tight-fitting, therefore, sup
port trigger guard properly to prevent damage to guard at 
front section. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make certain floor 
plate is free swinging and locks into floor plate latch properly. 

Floor Plate Latch Spring 

To Disassemble - Remove triggerguard assembly from rifle. 
Unhook rear of floor plate latch spring from floor plate latch. 
Unhook front of latch spring from trigger guard. Disassemble 
loosened floor plate latch spring from trigger guard. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

Floor Plate Latch 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard assembly from rifle. 
Remove floor plate latch from trigger guard. Tap out floor 
plate latch pin, left to right. Disassemble floor plate latch pin, 
left to right. Disassemble floor plate latch from trigger plate 
(See Fig. 1). 

fig. 1 

FLOOR PLATE LATCH---~ 

"-. FLOOR PLATE 
LATCH PIN 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 
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TRIGGER GUARD 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard assembly from rifle. 
Remove magazine follower and magazine spring from floor 
plate_ Remove floor plate, floor plate latch spring, floor plate 
latch from trigger guard. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Replace all assembly 
components to trigger guard before reassembly of trigger guard 
assembly to rifle. 

MAGAZINE 

Note: Magazine component, although slightly different in de
sign from Model 721-722, assembles in the same manner. See 
Model 721-722 Manual for necessary SERVICE instructions. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY 

Note: Bolt final assembly, although slightly different in de
sign also from the Model 721-722, assembles in the same 
manner. See Model 721-722 Manual for necessarySERVICE 
instructions_ 

To Replace - Bolt assembly component of BOLT FINAL AS
SEMBLY includes bolt body assembly, bolt handle. Return 
rifle to factory for selective assembly of bolt assembly to bar· 
rel. Rerm1irun9 components of BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY in
clude ejector, ejector pin, ejector spring, extractor, firing pin 
assembly, and may be replaced with no factory adjustment re
quired_ Return rifle to factory if replacement of BOLT FINAL 
ASSEMBLY is required. 

BOLT STOP 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trigger 
guarcl assembly. Remove stock assembly. Slide off and dis
assemble bolt stop pin snap washer from left end of bolt stop 
pin_ (See Fig. 2). Push left end of bolt stop pin across only 
enough to release bolt stop. Disassemble loosened bolt stop 
and bolt stop spring. Take care that small bolt stop spring is 
not lost. 

Fig. 2 

To Reassemble - Fol low reverse order. 

SAFETY LOCK THUMBPI ECE ASSEMBLY is designed to op
erate the "three" position safety. BOLT LOCK is designed to 
pivot upward and lock bolt closed when safety thumbpiece is 
pushed to the ON SAFE or "S" mark on the receiver. 
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To Disassemble - Remove bolt final assembly. Remove trigger 
guard assembly_ Remove stock assembly. Remove bolt stop. 
Push bolt stop pin completely across and disas!:emble pin and 
safety lock thumbpiece assembly from rifle. BOLT LOCK 
WILL ALSO be loosened at this time and can be disassembled 
from right side of trigger housing. (See Fig. 21. 

Note: Trigger housing will be in "free pivot" on sear pin only 
when bolt stop pin is removed. Take care that sear spring, un
derlying sear and safety cam (also in free pivot), is not lost. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re· 
quired. Replace safety lock thumbpiece assembly as assembly 
unit. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Assemble ratchet teeth 
in bolt lock and safety lock thumbpiece assembly to safety 
component properly before bolt stop pin is inserted. Check for 
proper operation of components to three (3) position stops on 
receiver. 

SAFETY is designed to support safety cam of sear and safety 
cam assembly against "cocked" bolt. This is accomplished by 
operation of upthrust inner blade section when safety lock 
thumbpiece assembly is in ON SAFE position to rear of re
ceiver. 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt linal assembly. Remove trig
ger guard assembly. Remove stock assembly. Slide off and dis
assemble safety snap washer. Pull off and disassemble safety 
pivot spring. Remove loosened safety detent ball. Push across 
and disassemble safety pivot pin. Pull out and disassemble saf
ety from trigger housing. 

Note: Bolt stop release on opposite side of housing will be free 
when safety pivot pin is removed. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Ratchet teeth on saf
ety should assemble properly to ratchet teeth on bolt lock and 
gear on safety lock thumbpiece assembly for proper operation 
of three position safety stops. 

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY 

Note: Trigger assembly, although somewhat different in de
sign from the Model 721-722, assembles in the same manner 
to the receiver. Sear pin and bolt stop pin mount the housing 
component of trigger assembly to receiver. See Model 721-
722 Manual for necessary SERVICE instructions to trigger and 
sear mechanisms. 

To Replace - Trigger assembly may be replaced as an assem
bly with no factory adjustment required. Trigger assembly in
cludes bolt stop release, housing, safety, safety detent ball, 
safety detent spring, safety pivot pin, safety snap washer, sear 
and safety cam assembly, sear spring, trigger, trigger adjusting 
screw (2), trigger connector, trigge.r pin, trigger spring, trigger 
stop screw. (See Fig. 2). 
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CYCLE OF OPERATION 

fhe action cycle of the Model 725 may start as magazine is 
loaded and a cartridge locked by bolt in chamber. The trigger 
is µulled to fire each cartridge and the bolt handle is raised to 
turn and pull bolt rearward. The return of bolt forward to re· 
load next cartrid~e and the handle turned down to lock bolt 
against chambered cartridge, completes operation cycle. 

faich cycle is summarized briefly, then in detail the movement 
of related µarts is described more fully, For reason of a safe 
oµer;.ition cycle, the Three position Safety Lock is explained to 
µreface this Cycle. 

SAFETY LOCK 

Sate "S" (mark on receiver) - The rifle cannot be fired nor 
bolt handle raised to unlock bolt from barrel when safety 
lock thumbpiece is rotated fully rearward to the "S" mark on 
receiver. In r1etail, the thumhpiece locks a safety cam com· 
ponent of tri(Jger assembly up and against "cocked" firing pin 
Jssc1111lly to prevent its forward release. A bolt lock com· 
µanent is also rotated into a bottom channel in locked bolt. 
This 11011 lock µrevents bolt and bolt handle from turning to 
unlock. 

Unlock position (no mark on receiver) - The rifle cannot be 
fired; however. holt handle can he raised to unlock and with· 
dr<iw tiol t, when safety lock thumbpiece is rotated to a stoµ 
position between the Safe "S" and Fire "F" mark on receiver; 
In detail, the firing pin assembly continues to be held "cock· 
eel" hy safely cam component. However, the bolt lock is ro
tated from engagement with bottom channel in bolt and the 
holt handl1• can be r<1isecf to turn and withdraw bolt. 

Fire "F" (mark on receiver) - The rifle can be fired or bolt 
h<1ndle r.11sed to turn and unlock holt when safety lock thumh· 
piect! is 1 otated fully forward 10 "F" mark on receiver. In de· 
tail, the safety cam component within trigger assembly is no 
lo1.1ger held against "cocked" firing pin assembly. The bolt 
lock, <is in the Unlock Position, is rotated from engagement 
with bottom channel in bolt. The bolt is free to turn and un
lock if handle is raised. 

FIRING 

(safety lock in "F" position) The firing cycle is simply the pull 
of tr l!l~1er each time to release a spring-loaded or "cocked" fir· 
in!J µin to fire cartriclue. In detail, this pull of trigger carries 
torward i.l connector component from beneath sear. This for· 
ward movement of connector leaves sear unsupported against 
"cocked" firing pin. With support removed, sear is cammed 
downward by the spring-urged firing pin. The mainspring then 
thrusts firin·y pin forward to strike cartridge. 

Note:· The design and movement of connector is to adjust for 
shortest possible pull of trigger with absolutely no over-travel. 
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UNLOCKING 

The unlock cycle is the raising of bolt handle to disengage bolt 
from breech of barrel. In detail, this upward swing of bolt 
handle turns bolt to unseat locking lugs on head of bolt from 
recoil shoulders in receiver. 

COCKING 

The cocking cycle may be summarized as two movements: ( 1) 
The cockinu of bolt which occurrs during unlocking cycle; and 
(2) , The "cocking" of rifle which occurs during locking cycle. 
In detail, the first movement is the withdrawal and notching of 
firing pin against pressure of the tensed mainspring in bolt. 
The final movement is the holding or sustaining of the with· 
drawn or cocked pin until trigger is pulled. 

The first or withdrawal movement is caused by turning of bolt 
as handle is raised. During the turning, a cam cut at rear of 
bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward, to locate in a notch 
on rear rim of bolt. The final or sustaining movement is simply 
the transfer of this "cocked" position of firing pin from bolt 
to sear in trigger assembly. This transfer to sear occurs as bolt 
handle is lowered in locking cycle. 

The sear then holds firing pin or rifle "cocked" until trigger is 
pulled during firing cycle, or the bolt handle is raised to re
transfer cocking of firing pin to bolt rim. 

EXTRACTING 

The ex tr acting cycle consists of freeing of fired cartridge case 
(or live round) from cartridge chamber walls in barrel breech 
and pulling of case from chamber. In detail. as bolt handle is 
raised to unlock bolt, the final upturn motion engages a cam· 
ming surface in receiver. This rearward camming motion of 
bolt will disengage fired case from tight contact with barrel 
chamber. Further rearward pull on bolt handle ex tracts fired 
case completely from chamber. During extraction cycle, fired 
c<isc is yrippcd lirrnly to bolt f<ice by Jn extr<ictor component. 
This extractor is recessed within the rim on bolt head. 

FEEDING 

The feeding cycle is the lift and forward movement of the top 
most cartridge from magazine to barrel breech. In detail, as 
bolt clears the magazine opening, the top cartridge in mag· 
azine is pressed upwards by magazine spring and into feeding 
position. The return movement of bolt pushes against rear of 
cartridge. The bullet end of cartridge moves up bullet incline 
and the rear is leveled out free of feeding lip on receiver. 

LOADING 

The loading cycle is rather brief and comprises movement of 
free cartridge as it is pushed forward by bolt and loaded com· 
pletely into barrel chamber. 
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LOCKING 

The locking cycle occurs as the downward turn of bolt handle 
rotates bolt and locks it against chambered cartridge. In detail, 
four engagements are made by this locking cycle: ( 1) the two 
locking lugs on bolt head are firmly seated against recoil 
shoulders in receiver; (2) the base of loaded cartridge is re
cessed within bolt face, depressing ejector and flexing ex
tractor to snap claw over base rim of cartridge; (3) the sear en
gages a camming surface to rear of firing pin, on firing pin 
head; and (41 the sear is supported from beneath by connector 
to hold firing pin back and rifle "cocked" until trigger is pull· 
ed. 

MALFUNCTIONS 
Cause and Correction 

Note: For malfunctions not listed below, see Model 721-722 
Manual. 

SERVICE instructions for the Remington Model 725 and the 
Models 721 and 722 are very much alike in many respects (see 
M/721-722 Manual). Because of this design similarity only 
limited SERVICING is needed for the M/725: and other than 
cfamil!j(~d or missing c:omponents related to safety or hinged 
floor plate mechanisms, or stock, little, if any, servicing for the 
M/725 is necessary. 

FLOOR PLATE MECHANISM 

1. Floor Plate fails to lock bottom on stock. 
Service: Remove wood margin beneath floor plate. 

2. Damaged or missing components. 
Service: Repair or replace floor plate, floor plate 

latch, floor plate latch spring. 

SAFETY MECHANISM 

1. Damaged 
Service: 

or missing components. 
Repair or replace safety lock thumbpiece as
sembly, bolt stop pin, bolt stop pin snap 
washer, bolt stop, safety, safety detent ball, 
safety detent spring, safety snap washer, 
safety pivot pin, housing, sear and safety 
cam assembly. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 

1. Fails to target properly. 
Service: a. Adjust or replace sights. 

b. Check barrel bedding. Barrel should be 
free floating along receiver sides and along 
barrel length. Should seat evenly in bar· 
rel radius cut and have firm contact only 
at end of stock. 

c. Replace stock, if damaged. 
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MODEL 725 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington Model 725 is a high power, bolt action repeating rifle. The basic operation of the bolt and repeating action is sim· 
iliar to the Models 721·722 or other bolt action repeating rifles. Therefore the ASSEMBLY and SERVICING instructions for the 
Model 725 will list only those parts of unlike design and operation. Unless otherwise described, all parts are interchangeable with no 
factory assembly or adjustment required. 

Included will be the hinged floor plate for loading or unloading with the bolt closed, and the three (3) position safety switch lock. 
Additional instructions will cover stock swivels, grip cap and front sight components. 

The Instruction Folder, RD 5359, is packaged with each new rifle shipped from the factory. Folders may also be obtained from the 
dealer or retailer. The folder outlines the operating instruction and instructions for care and maintenance of the rifle. 

When handling the rifle for servicing or shipping make certain the rifle is empty with no rounds in the magazine or barrel chamber. 
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FRONT SIGHT COVER 

To Disassemble - Spread Cover slightly and push forward in 
cover slots on either side of ramp. Disassemble from rifle. 

To Reassemble - Spread slightly and slide along side slots and 
over front sight blade. Assemble in central location, straight 
end of cover to rear. 

FRONT SIGHT BLADE 

To Disassemble - Remove front sight cover. Support front 
ramp to prevent damage to barrel and drive out front sight pin. 
Pull out and disassemble front sight blade from the rifle. 

To Reassemble - Support barrel to prevent damage and insert 
blade in slot in front sight ramp. Align holes and tap in front 
sight pin. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBL V 

To Disassemble - Unscrew rear sight screw and disassemble 
from rifle. Pull up and disassemble rear sight assembly from 
barrel. Remove loosened rear sight step. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re
quired. Replacement as assembly recommended. Rear sight as-· 
sembly is factor'{ - listed to include: rear sight eyepiece. rear 
sight collar. rear sight leaf. rear sight windage screw. Special 
factory processes assemble the part. 

To Reassemble - Assemble rear sight assembly in place with 
bottom ears of the sight aligned properly to rear sight base. As
semble rear sight screw and turn until tight. Lift rear sight eye
piece ;mci assemble rear sight step beneath eyepiece. 

REAR SIGHT STEP 

To Disassemble - Lift or raise rear sight assembly by the eye
piec:1~ and slide rear sight steµ to the rear. Disassemble from 
barrel. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re
quired. Additional sight steps, marked for size, and available for 
range purpose. 

To Reassemble - Lift eyepiece and slide rear sight step in 
place. 

REAR SIGHT BASE 

To Disassemble - Remove rear sight assembly and rear sight 
step. Unscrew and disassemble rear sight base screw (2). Dis
assemble rear sight base and rear sight washers 12) from barrei. 

To Reassemble - Align to barrel screw holes, insert rear sight 
base screw {2) and rear sight washers (2), and turn screws to 
tighten base securely to barrel. 

BARREL ASSEMBL V is designed as a rigid factory-assembl
ed group with Receiver. BARREL BRACKET as a factory
assembled component of barrel assembly is designed to ver
tical recoil shoulder to transfer the back-thrust of the firing 
recoil against stock. FRONT SIGHT RAMP as another com· 

1 

ponent of barrel assembly is factory-brazed to barrel and de
signed to establish the sight line and mount front sight blade. 

Note: The barrel assembly, although somewhat different in de
sign from the Model 721·722, mounts to other parts of the 
rifle in the same manner. See Model 721-722 Manual for nee· 
essary SERVICE instructions. 

To Replace - Replacement as an assembly is recommended. 
However, the rifle must be returned to the factory for selec· 
tive assembly. Return of rifle to factory for rJ!placement of 
any components is also recommended (of barrel assembly). 

STOCK ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and disassemble front and rear trig
ger screws. Pull loosened stock assembly (and trigger guard as· 
sembly) from rifle. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re
quired. Replacement as an assembly recommended. Stock as· 
sembly is factory-fisted to include: stock, butt plate, butt 
plate screw (2). grip cap, grip cap screw, stock swivel front as
sembly, stock swivel rear assembly, stock swivel nut, stock 
swivel screw bushing-front, and stock reinforcing screw. 

To Reassemble - Mount trigger guard assembly to stock 
assembly. then assemble over trigger assembly and magazine. 
Hold firmly to receiver and assemble guard screws. Turn both 
guard screws evenly until tight. 

STOCK SWIVEL FRONT ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and disassemble stock swivel front 
assembly from stock. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re· 
quirec.J. Replacement as an assembly recommended, Stock 
swivel front assembly is factory-fisted to include stock swivel, 
stock swivel µin, stock swivel screw-front. 

To Reassemble - Assemble through stock swivel screw bush· 
ing-front, and thread into stock swivel nut. Turn until tight 
and adjust crosswise to stock. 

STOCK SWIVEL REAR ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and disassemble stock swivel rear 
assembly from stock. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re· 
quired. Replacement as an assembly recommended. Stock 
swivel rear assembly is factory-listed to include stock swivel, 
stock swivel pin, stock swilU!I screw-rear. 

To Reassemble - Turn and thread into stock until tight. Ad· 
just crosswise to stock. 

STOCK SWIVEL NUT 

To Disassemble - Remove stock assembly from rifle. Unscrew 
stock swivel front assembly partway from stock. Tap against 
stock swivel assembly until stock swivel nut pushes upward--
(take care to avoid damage to stock.) from barrel radius in 
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stock. Remove stock swivel front assembly and thread to bar
rel side of nut. Pull out and disassemble stock swivel nut from 
stock. Remove stock swivel from assembly from stock swivel 
nut. 

To Reassemble - Reseat stock swivel nut to barrel radius cut 
in stock. Note taper angle on knurled outside of stock swivel 
nut. Locate small diameter of taper inward to stock when re
assembling to stock. Tap nut gently into place, then rethread 
stock swivel front assembly from bottom face of stock. Turn 
swivel until stock swivel nut drawn downward and firmly into 
stock. 

STOCK SWIVEL SCREW BUSHING FRONT 

To Disassemble - Remove stock from rifle. Remove stock 
swivel front assembly. Remove stock swivel nut. Apply close 
fitting tool against bushing from barrel radius cut in stock. 
Tap against inner end of bushing until this stock swivel bush
ing, front can be disassembled from bottom face of stock. 
Avoid damage to stock. 

To Reassemble - Locate properly to bottom face of stock and 
tap gently into stock until firmly in place. 

BUTT PLATE 

To Disassemble - Unscrew butt plate screw (2). Disassemble 
butt plate from end of stock. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re
quired. However, replacement part may need additional "sur
facing" to end of stock wood, or edge of butt plate for proper 
match of butt plate to stock. 

To Reassemble - Assemble bun plate to end of stock, align 
screw holes, assemble butt plate screw (2). and turn until butt 
plate is tight. 

GRIP CAP 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove grip cap screw. Dis
assemble loosened grip cap from stock. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with no factory adjustment re
quired. Additional "surfacing" of stock or edge of cap needed 
for proper matching effect. 

To Reassemble - Locate and align grip cap to stock. Insert 
grip cap screw and tighten firmly until grip cap is assembled to 
stock. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY of hinged design, permits 
loading or unloading of the fixed magazine box with a 
"closed" bolt. 

To Disassemble - Remove bolt assembly. Unscrew and pull 
out guard screw, front and rear. Lift loosened stock assembly 
tram trigger. Pull out and disassemble trigger guard from rifle. 

Note: Magazine follower and magazine spring (assembled to 
floor plate) will also be removed from the stock assembly. To 
remove, unlatch floor plate, lift folded· end of spring upwards, 
pull back and disassemble from floor plate. Magazine follower 
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MODEL 725 

and magazine spring are same as for Model 721-722 (per re· 
spective calibers). 

See Model 721-722 Manual for necessary SERVICE instruct· 
ions. 

To Replace - Interchangeable with· no factory adjustment re
quired. Replacement as assembly if desired. The trigger guard 
assembly is factory-listed to include floor plate, floor plate 
latch, floor plate latch pin, floor plate latch spring, floor plate 
latch pin, Trigger guard. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Tighten guard screws 
firmly. 

TRIGGER GUARD ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS: 

Remove trigger guard assembly. Remove magazine follower, 
magazine spring from floor plate. 

Floor Plate 

To Disassemble - Tap out and remove floor plate pivot pin 
from front of trigger guard. Disassemble floor plate from trig· 
ger guard. 

Caution: Floor plate pivot pin is tight-fitting, therefore, sup
port trigger guard properly to prevent damage to guard at 
front section. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Make certain floor 
plate is free swinging and locks into floor plate latch properly. 

Floor Plate Latch Spring 

To Disassemble - Remove triggerguard assembly from rifle. 
Unhook rear of floor plate latch spring from floor plate latch. 
Unhook front of latch spring from trigger guard. Disassemble 
loosened floor plate latch spring from trigger guard. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

Floor Plate Latch 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard assembly from rifle. 
Remove floor plate latch from trigger guard. Tap out floor 
plate latch pin, left to right. Disassemble floor plate latch pin, 
left to right. Disassemble floor plate latch from trigger plate 
(See Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1 

FLOOR PLATE LATCH----~ 

~ FLOOR PLATE 
LATCH PIN 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 
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TRIGGER GUARD 

To Disassemble - Remove trigger guard assembly from rifle. 
Remove magazine follower and magazine spring from floor 
plate. Remove floor plate. floor plate latch spring, floor plate 
latch from trigger guard. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Replace all assembly 
components to trigger guard before reassembly of trigger guard 
assembly to rifle. 

MAGAZINE 

Note: Magazine component. although slightly different in de· 
sign from Model 721-722. assembles in the same manner. See 
Model 721-722 Manual for necessary SERVICE instructions. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY 

Note: Bolt final assembly, although slightly different in de
sign also from the Model 721-722, assembles in the same 
manner. See Model 721- 722 Manual for necessarySERVICE 
instructions. 

To Replace - Bolt assembly component of BOLT FINAL AS
SEMBLY includes bolt body assembly, bolt handle. Return 
rifle to factory for selective assembly of bolt assembly to bar
ri•L R1~rnaininq c:omponP.nts of BOLT FINAL ASSEMBL V in· 
elude ejector. ejector pin, ejector spring, extractor, firing pin 
assembly. and may be replaced with no factory adjustment re
quirerl. Return rifle to factory if replacement of BOLT FINAL 
ASSEMBLY is required. 

TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY 

NOTE: FACTORY SERVICE IS REQUIRED FOR ALL 
TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY RELATED PROBLEMS. 
RETURN THE FIREARM TO THE FACTORY FOR 
SERVICE. 

CYCLE OF OPERATION 

The action cycle of the Model 725 may start as magazine is 
loaded and a cartridge locked by bolt in chamber. The trigger 
is pulled to fire each cartridge and the bolt handle is raised to 
turn and pull bolt rearward. The return of bolt forward to re
load next cartridge and the handle turned down to lock bolt 
against chambered cartridge, completes operation cycle. 

Each cycle is summarized briefly, then in detail the movement 
of rel.ated parts is described more fully, For reason of a safe 
operation cycle, the Three position Safety Switch Lock is 
explained to preface this Cycle. 
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SAFETY SWITCH LOCK 

Safe "S" (mark on receiver)- The rifle cannot be fired nor 
bolt handle raised to unlock bolt from barrel when safety 
switch lock thumbpiece is rotated fully rearward to the "S" 
mark on receiver. In detail, the thumbpiece locks a safety cam 
component of trigger assembly up and against "cocked" firing 
pin assembly to prevent its forward release. A bolt lock com· 
ponent is also rotated into a bottom channel in locked bolt. 
This bolt lock prevents bolt and bolt handle from turning to 
unlock. 

Unlock position (no mark on receiver) - The rifle cannot be 
fired; however, bolt handle can be raised to unlock and with· 
draw bolt, when safety switch lock thumbpiece is rotated to 
a stop position between the Safe "S" and Fire "F" mark on 
receiver; In detail, the firing pin assembly continued to be held 
"cocked" by safety cam component. However, the bolt lock 
is rotated from engagement with bottom channel in bolt and 
the bolt handle can be raised to turn and withdraw bolt. 

Fire "F" (mark on received - The rifle can be fired or bolt 
handle raised to turn and unlock bolt when safety switch lock 
thumbpiece is rotated fully forward to "F" mark on receiver. 
In detail, the safety cam component within trigger assembly is 
no longer held against "cocked" firing pin assembly. The bolt 
lock, as in the Unlock Position, is rotated from engagement 
with bottom channel in bolt. The bolt is tree to turn and un· 
lock if handle is raised. 

FIRING (safety switch lock in "F" position) 

The firing cycle is simply the pull of trigger each time to re· 
lease a springloaded or "cocked" firing pin to fire cartridge. 
In detail, this pull of trigger carries forward a connector com
ponent from beneath sear.This forward movement of connect
or leaves sear unsupported against "cocked" firing pin. With 
support removed, sear is cammed downward by the spring
urged firing pin. The mainspring then thrusts firing pin for
ward to strike cartridge. 

Note: The design and movement of connector is to adjust for 
shortest possible pull of trigger with absolutely no over-travel. 

UNLOCKING 

The unlock cycle is the raising of bolt handle to disengage bolt 
from breech of barrel. In detail, this upward swing of bolt 
handle turns bolt to unseat locking lugs on head of bolt from 
recoil shoulders in receiver. 

COCKING 

The cocking cycle may be summarized as two movements: ( 1) 
The cocking of bolt which occurrs during unlocking cycle; and 
(2) , The "cocking" of rifle which occurs during locking cycle. 
In detail, the first movement is the withdrawal and notching of 
firing pin against pressure of the tensed mainspring in bolt. 
The final movement is the holding or sustaining of the with· 
drawn or cocked pin until trigger is pulled. 
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The first or withdrawal movement is caused by turning of bolt 
as handle is raised. During the turning, a cam cut at rear of 
bolt forces firing pin assembly rearward, to locate in a notch 
on rear rim of bolt. The final or sustaining movement is simply 
the transfer of this "cocked" position of firing pin from bolt 
to sear in trigger assembly. This transfer to sear occurs as bolt 
handle is lowered in locking cycle. 

The sear then holds firing pin or rifle "cocked" until trigger is 
pulled during firing cycle, or the bolt handle is raised to re
transfer cocking of firing pin to bolt rim. 

EXTRACTING 

The extracting cycle consists of freeing of fired cartridge case 
(or live round) from cartridge chamber walls in barrel breech 
and pulling of case from chamber, In detail, as bolt handle is 
raised to unlock bolt, the final upturn motion engages a cam
ming surface in receiver. This rearward camming motion of 
bolt will disengage fired case from tight contact with barrel 
chamber. Further rearward pull on bolt handle ex tracts fired 
case completely from chamber. During extraction cycle, fired 
case is gripped firmly to bolt face by an extractor component. 
This extractor is recessed within the rim on bolt head. 

FEEDING 

The feeding cycle is the lift and forward movement of the top 
most cartridge from magazine to barrel breech. In detail, as 
bolt clears the magazine opening, the top cartridge in mag
azine is pressed upwards by magazine spring and into feeding 
µosi ti on. The return movement of bolt pushes against rear of 
cartridge. The bullet end of cartridge moves up bullet incline 
and the rear is leveled out free of feeding lip on receiver. 

LOADING 

The lu<Juiny t:ycle is tillher brief and comprises movemcn_t of 
free cartridqe as it is pushed forward by bolt and loaded com
µletcly 11110 bilrrnl ch<>mher. 

LOCKING 

The locking cycle occurs as the downward turn of bolt handle 
rotates bolt and locks it against chambered cartridge. In detail, 
four engagements are made by this locking cycle: ( 1) the two 
locking lugs on bolt head are firmly seated against recoil 
shoulders in receiver; (2) the base of loaded cartridge is re
cessed within bolt face. depressing ejector and flexing ex
tractor to snap claw over base rim of cartridge; (3) the sear en
gages a camming surface to rear of firin-g pin, on firing pin 
head; and (4) the sear is supported from beneath by connector 
to hold firing pin back and rifle "cocked" until trigger is pull
ed. 
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MODEL 725 

MALFUNCTIONS 
Cause and Correction. 

Note: For malfunctions not listed below, see Model 721-722 
Manual. 

SERVICE instructions for the Remington Model 725 and the 
Models 721 and 722 are very much alike in many respects (see 
M/721-722 Manual). Because of this design similarity only 
limited SERVICING is needed for the M/725: and other than 
damaged or missing components related to safety or hinged 
floor plate mechanisms, or stock, little, if any, servicing for the 
M/725 is necessary. 

FLOOR PLATE MECHANISM 

1. Floor Plate fails to lock bottom on stock. 

2. 

Service: Remove wood margin beneath floor plate. 

Damaged 
Service: 

or missing components. 
Repair or replace floor plate, 
latch, floor plate latch spring. 

floor plate 

SAFETY SWITCH MECHANISM 

1. Damaged or missing components. 
Service: Return the firearm to the factory. 

STOCK ASSEMBL V 

1. Fails to target properly. 
Service: a. Adjust or replace sights. 

b. Check barrel bedding. Barrel should be 
free floating along receiver sides and along 
barrel length. Should seat evenly in bar
rel radius cut and have firm contact only 
at end of stock. 

c. Replace stock, it damaged. 

Rev.382 
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MODEL 788 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington Model ~ is a center fire bolt action repeating rifle, chambered for varmint as well as big game calibers. Open 
front and rear factory siflhts are attached to barrel with sight screws. The receiver is drilled and tapped for additional sights or 
mounts at both top and ear side. 

I 

A detachable box magazla with 3 cartridge capacity (4 in 222 Rem.) is featured for this rifle. Extra magazines ·are available for 
fast reloading. I 
The Instruction Folder RD-5558 is packaged with each new rifle shipped from factory. Folders may also be obtained from dealer 
or by writing to the ARMs SERVICE DIVISION at Ilion, N. Y. This folder outlines the oiierating instructions and sentice or re-
placement part directionst . , 

When handling rifle for setvicing or shipping, make certain rifle is empty with no cartridges in magazine or barrel. 
I 
1 
I INDEX 
! 
! 

Magazine Assembly ... .L ................... . 
Bolt Final Assembly ... .I. ................... . 
Bolt Final Assembly · Coiiponents •.............. 
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MAGAZINE ASSEMBLY - Iincludes magazine, magazine re
lease, magazine release butt,n, magazine follower, magazine 
spring. ! 

~ 
To Disassemble - Remove fipm rifle as an assembly by press-
ing magazine release button. r 

I 
To Runemble - Slide m.zine into rifle along magazine 
guide bar until magazine clicliis into locked position. 

To Replace - Extra or repliement magazines are listsd as a 
complete unit. Caliber ma,ings are on side of magazine. 

BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY; is designed to include locking. 
firing. extracting, and cockil parts of. the action and to close 
action against a chambered c tridga. 

To Disaaemble - Raise bolt .. andle and pull bolt rearward un· 
til halted by bolt stop. This opens action. Press safety switch 
forward beyond FIRE position and pull bolt from rifle. 

I 
To Reassemble - Two ( 21 types of bolt assembties are design. 
ed for the Mnss) j . 
1. Straight lirJ., two piece! (rotating head) bolt - used with 

rimmed caliber canridift (30.30 and 44 Rem. Mag.). 
2. One piece bolt - used with rimless caliber cartridges 

(222 Rem.and 22/25; Rem. 6mm.308, 243 Win.I. 

Ta. reassemble straight line, 1two piece bolt assembly, align 
ejector (on bolt head) with lx>lt stop slot on bolt bodV (See 
Fig. 11. With bolt head guid' pin in 9 o'clock position push 
bolt forward into receiver. Fc)r one piece bolt assembly, simp
ly place bolt handle in 2 o'cl<>fk position and push into receiver. 

BOLT STIP SllT 

Fig. 1 

NOTE: Bolt must remain c ed to assemble into rifle. If bolt 
uncocks, firing pin head will p forwwd into cocking cam in 
rear of bolt. To code bolt hcfd firing pin held firmly to pre
vent movement. Use vise jaws it avalabla. Raise bolt handle .. 
Bolt will cam cocking surtacla (beneath handle) against firing 
pin head. Continue raising t;lndle until cocking detent (See 
Fig. 21 on rear of bolt engar· firing pin head. Bolt is then 
cocked and may be put into ifle. 

BOl T FINAL ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS (with bolt re
moved from rifle) - is factory listed to include bolt assembly, 
bolt assembly pin 121. bolt hepci assembly lrim cartridge type), 

bolt plug. firing pin assemblr· ejector, ejector spring. ejector 
pm, extractor. 

\ 

I 
! 
' 1 

Fig. 2 

BOLT PLUG and FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - includ• bOlt 
plug washer, firing pin, firing pin cross pin, firing pin head, 
mainspring. 

Ta DiSUMmble - With bolt in cocked position, turn bolt plug 
out of cocking notch and turn furth• along perimeter of bolt. 
Insert small close fitting pin through small hole in bolt plug 
and through aligned hole in firing pin head. This small pin will 
hold firing pin head retracted into bolt plug.Bolt plug can then 
be unscrewed until firing pin assembly (and bolt plug) can be 
disassembled from bolt assembly. Press bolt plug to bolt plug 
washer against tension of mainspring. This will relieve tension 
on small pin. Pull out and remove small pin. Disassemble bolt 
plug from firing pin assembly. (See Fig. JI. 

Fig. 3 

To Ruaemble - Position bolt plug to firing pin head of firing 
pin assembly. Push bolt plug against bolt plug washer (under 
tension) to align small pin hole in bolt plug to firing pin head. 
lnsm"t small pin through allgned holes and release bolt plug. 
Assemble combined bolt plug and firing pin assembly to bolt 
assembly and screw into bolt until firing pin head is aligned to 
cocking notch. ISM Fig. 21. Release small pin to allow firing 
pin head to locate into cocking notch on bolt perimeter. 

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - COMPONENTS 

NOTE: Remove firing pin assembly from bolt and bolt plug. 
See FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY to disassemble. 

FIRING PIN - not recommended for part replacement. Order 
as firing pin assembly for proper caliber replacement. 

MAINSPRING - FIRING PIN HEAD - BOLT PLUG. 
WASHER. 

To DiSBSMmble - Drive out firing pin cross pin. caution: 
Mainspring is assembled under tension against bolt plug washer 

----~ 
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-use care. Disassemble f1ring pin head, bolt plug washer, and 
mainspring from firing piiil. 

NOTE: Mainspring. firin! pin head, or bolt plug washer may 
be replaced to existing fJ · ng pin. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. Place firing pin head 
under tension of rea~ed mainspring and bolt plug washer 
to align firing pi~ ~ross_ in hole .in both fi~ing pin and firing 
pin head. Insert firing p1 cross pin. (See Fig. 4). 

BOLT ASSEMBLY - allj bolts are marked with serial number 
of rifle. Selective assamt at factory is required to insure 
proper assembly to rifle 

EJECTOR - EJECTOR SPRING (rimless cutridge Clliben) 

To Disassemble - Drive t ejector pin. Disassemble ejector 
and ejector spring from re of bolt. 

To R.eassemble - Folio"' reverse order. Align eject':" pi~ slot 
in assembled ejector to lector pin note in bolt.. Drive ~ect?r 

::::~:~: ::t:.~.:~,:: :: 
callben) 1 
To Disassemble - Remove ejector. Drive out extractor rivet. ..•• 

I 
from outside of bolt. Rtmove rivet from inside of bolt rim. 
Dislodge loosened extradtor and disassemble from bolt face. 

I 
To Reassemble - Use rJplacement rivet to secure extractor 
properly. Cneck tension' of assembMd atractor using fired 
case. 

EJECTOR 

To Disassemble - Drive t ejector pin (lmml open roll pin). 
Disassemble ejector and ec:tor spring troin bolt face. 

To Reassemble - Foll1 reverse ord•. Replacement ej~tor 
pin may be required to operfy and securely reassemble eiect· 
or. Ejector must nave tree plunging motion to function 
correctly in bolt. 

EXTRACTOR (rim canlfdge caliben) · 
i 

To Disassemble - Grasp ~aw of extractor and lift up carefully 
to free stud from locatinp well in bolt. Pull extractor forward 
to disassemble from bolt.I \ 
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MODEL 788 

To Reassemble - Align ejector to long bolt stop cnannel in 
bottom of bolt. Assemble extractor to bolt. Push extractor 
rearward in slot to allow tail of extractor to settle under bolt 
body (between two bolt ltead pins). Stud at mid-body of ex· 
tractor should seat into well in slot. Flex extractor claw in and 
out to assure proper assembly motion .. (See Fig. 51. 

WELL 
Fig. 5 

BOLT HEAD ASSEMBLY (rim cartridge calibers) - selective 
factory assembly of this type bolt ltead is required to insure 
proper function of rifle. 

FRONT SIGHT - FRONT SIGHT WASHER - FRONT 
SIGHT SCREW 

To Disassemble - Unscrew front sigltt screw. Lift off and dis
assemble front sigtit and front sight washer from barrel. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

REAR SIGHT RIB-
REAR SIGHT RIB SPACER
REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY
REAR SIGHT SCREW (2) -

To Disassemble - Unscrew rear sight screw 121 and disassem· 
ble rear sight assembly from rear sight rib. Rear sight rib and 
rear sight rib s.,._. will also be loosened and can be disas
sembled from barrel. 

To. R;;...mble - Locate rear sight assembly to aligned rear 
sight rib and rear sight rib spacer. 

NOTE: Rear sight rib spacer must be located with bottom 
taper to matching barrel taper_ Insert rear sight screw (21 and 
tighten rear sight assembly to barrel. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBL v - COMPONENTS - Includes 
elevation screw, rear sight base, rear sight eyepiece, rear sight 
leaf, windage screw. 

To Disaaemble - Unscrew elevation screw and lift rear sight 
eyepiece to disassemble from rear sight leaf. Unscrew win~age 
screw and slide rear sight leaf from rear sight base. Rear sight 
base may be disassembled by unscrewing both rear sight base 
screws, if needed. See REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order 
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STOCK ASSEMBLY - lncl~des stock, butt plate, butt plate 
screw (2). i 

I 

FRONT GUARD SCREW-,' 
REAR GUARD SCREW-

To Disassemble - Remove box magazine. Unscrew front and 
rear guard screws. Stock aspembly may than be disassembled 

from rifle. ' 

NOTE: Trigger guard will ,loosened as rear guard screw is re
moved. 

To Reassemble - Assembl. stock assembly to rifle making 
sure stock is guided carefl.flly over m&gazine guide bar. Re
ceiver of rifle should posi;on and align correctly to stock. 
Turn both front and rear guard screws to tighten stock as
sembly and trigger guard t~ rifle. 

t 
FLOOR PLATE- ~ 
FLOOR PLATE SCREW-! 

~ 
To Disassemble - Unscrew ~nd remove screw and plate from 
stock. f 

I 

To Reassemble - Follow r+ersa order. 
,; I 

MAGAZINE ~~fnE BAR-! 
MAGAZINE GIDE BAR iCREW-

To Disassemble - Unscrew rd remove from receiver. 

To Rea~mble - Follow reyerse order. 
I 

TRIGGER HOUSING ASSE,..BLY 

I 
NOTE: FACTORY SERVICE IS REQUIRED FOR ALL 
TRIGGER HOUSING ASS!=MBL Y RELATED PROBLEMS. 
RETURN THE FIREARr. TO THE FACTORY FOR 
SERVICE. 

BARREL ASSEMBLY Factory listed to include barrel, 
barrel bracket, receiver a5fmbly. Special factory processes 
join the components of ttjis assembly. Selective factory as· 
sembly is required for repl~ment of ~ and to insure prop· 
er operation with bolt finaf assembly. Cismembly is not re· 
commended. Replace as an bly. 

I 
I 
, , 
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CYCLE OF OPERATION 

The Model 788 is a bolt action repeater with detachable box 
magazine. The operations cycle of this rifle follows the basic 
pattern of bolt action rifles. After firing, raising of bolt handle 
to unlock, then pulling bolt back will open action. Pushing 
bolt handle forward and down will close action and lock to 
complete the cycle. Each operation will be described in se· 
quence and parts related to each are as follows: 

FIRING 

With safety switch in forward stop or FIRE pasition, rifle can 
be fired by pulling trigger. Pulling trigger will release a long 
spring-loaded firing pin. This pin, powered by a mainspring, 
thrusts forward to strike and fire the chambered cartridge. As 
trigger is pulled, suppart of trigger under sear is removed. 
With support removed, cocked engagement of sear against 
firin_g pin head is released. Sear is forced downward by forward 
movement of firing pin to fire cartridge. Ra-engagement of 
sear to cock rifle occurs again only during locking cycle. 

UNLOCKING 

After firing, raising of bolt handle will unlock action. As bolt 
handle is raised, bolt is turned. This rotates multipl8'bolt lugs 
clear of rear lock-up against recoil lugs in receiver. A total bolt 
lift of approximately 68 degrees completes this cycle. Prim.rt 
extraction and cocking of bolt also occurs during unlocking 
cycle. After unlocking, bolt can be pulled back to open action. 

COCKING 

During unlocking cycle as bolt handle is raised, bolt is cocked. 
When bolt rotates to unlock, a cam cut on rear of bolt forces 
firing pin back until firing pin head engages cocking notch on 
rear rim of bolt. This engagement holds until bolt handle is 
lowered again during locking cycle. Engagement is then trans· 
farred to sear to cock rifle. 

NOTE: Bolt may be uncocked when removed from rifle. Turn 
bolt handle to disengage firing pin head from cocking notch on 
rim of bolt. Firing pin will than release forward to uncock 
bolt. To re-cock bolt; hold bolt plug and firing pin head from 
tuming. .... than tum bolt handle until firing pin head re-enters 
cocking notch on bolt. 

EXTRACTION 

After firing cartridge, raising bolt handle and pulling bolt back· 
ward will extract fired cartridge case from cartridge chamber 
in barrel. Primary extraction occurs as the final lift of bolt 
handle cams bolt approximately 1/8" back from barrel. This 
movement unlocks bolt lugs from recoil lugs in receiver. Bolt 
can then be pulled backward to complete extraction cycle. 
During extraction cycle, extractor grips extractor groove on 
base of cartridge case and holds cartridQe firmly against face of 
bolt. This extractor, under spring tension, slips into cartridge 
groove during locking cycle. 
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Type of extractor variJ with cartridge caliber. For rimless 
cartridge such as 222 Rent. and 22-250 Rem., a spring clip type 
extractor is assembled i"ide rim in bolt face. With rimmed 
cartridge such as 30.30 find 44 Rem., Mag., a straight hook 
type overhangs bolt face. ~he eiector is depressed flush to bolt 
face until ejection cycle oecurs. 

t 
NOTE: Extraction functr· ns with bolt fired or unfired cart· 
ridge. 

EJECTION . 
r 

As bolt is pulled baclc, lfle extraction cycle terminates. The 
cartridge case then clea'15_ the chamber and is ejected from 
ejection Port of receiver. jA spring powered ejector exerts con
stant pressure cigainst f of cartridge. AJ cartridge clears 
chamber;_th*"s essure i released, and cartridge case, guided 
by opposing ip of extr tor, is ejected from rifle. Live can
ridge will al follow sam ejection cycle. 

NOTE: Rimless cartrid9' rifles (222 and 22-250) have the 
spring loaded plunger tyqe. For rimmed cartridge rifles (30.30 

:.:~:•.,;ng loodod i """°' ;, ..... , 
As ejection cycle is corfipleted, bolt clears magazine and is 
halted by bolt stop. Nei« cartridge then is urged upwards by 
magazine spring and hel'* in loading position by feeding lips of 
box magazine. This top k:artridge is then carried forward by 
bolt and into loading cy~e. 

I 
NOTE: Box magazine m•y be detached from rifle by pressing 
forward on magazine relr· _ Reload magazine and insert back 
in rifle for feeding cycles. 

LOADING 
, 

The bolt, in closing the f:tion, pushes top cartridge from box 
magazine into barrel. Tt feeding lips on sides of magazine 
guide cartridge during lo cycle until bullet end of cartridge 
enters cartridge chamberr' f barrel. 

LOCKING 

' 
As bolt completes load c:Vcle, bolt handle can be turned down 
to lock action closed. ~ith bott handle down, cartridge is 
securely locked into r·dge chamber of barrel. Three (31 
other bolt engagements made al lock cyde is completed, 
viz: 

1. Multiple locking lufl on bolt are now securely supported 
against matching n!fOil lugs in rear of receiver. 

2. Bolt face is seatefi against chambered cartridge with 
ejector depressed 4nder tension and extractor snapped 
into extractor groojte on base of cartridge. 

3. Cocking engageme't of firing pin head on rear rim of 
bolt is transferred! to a sear engagement. Rifle is thus 
"cocked" for firin' cartridge. Trigger can be pulled for 
firing cycle with ~fety pushed forward to FIRE pos-

i<ian. I 
I 
l 
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MODEL 788 

SAFETY SWITCH 

The thumb-operated safety switch, located at rear right of 
receiver has three (3) functions: 

1. In rear stop SAFE position safety switch blocks sear. 
This prevents movements of sear to fire rifle. 

2. In forward stop Fl RE position, safety switch clears 
sear (which permits trigger to be pulled for firing rifle). 

3. Further pressure of safety switch in forward position 
depresses bolt stop. This allows bolt to be removed 
from rifle. 

"F" (FIRE) and "S"(SAFEI markings are provided on 
top of tang of receiver adjacent to safety switch. 

MALFUNCTIONS 
Cause and Correction 

OVER RIDE 

Cause: 1. Magazine follower binds. 
2. Damaged follower spring. 
3. Magazine spring caught. 
4. Follower bent. 
5. Jumps magazine or follower falls out. 

Correction: 1. Adjust side angle on magazine box. 
2. Change spring. 
3. Correct. 
4. Straighten or replace follower. 
5. Magazine apan at rear-replace. 

STEMS CHAMBER 

1. Sharp edge-rear end of chamber. 
2. Rough ramp in receiver. 
3. Magazine box loose or out of position. 
4. Magazine spring catches front corner, Elox 

30-30 Cal. 
5. Front of magazine box tips down. 
6. Magazine removes hard. 

Correction: 1. Remove sharpness. 
2. Polish ramp. 
3. Adjust. 
4. Clip comers of spring. 
5. Adjust or replace magazine guide bar. 
6. Relieve wood where binding. Line up mag· 

azine guide bar. 

BOLT CLOSES HARD OVER SHELLS 

Cause: 1. Bolt interferes with shell rim. 
2. Extractor interferes with shell rim. 
3. Ejector binds or fails to retract far enough. 
4. Burr at ejector- hole on bolt. 
5. Sharp comers on bolt lugs. 
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Correction: 1. Remove i~terference or change bolt.· 
2. Fit new ef'tractor (grind relief in new ex-

tractor ~ind clawl. 
3. Free up ,. replace. 
4: Oeburr. 
5. File radiuJ. 

FAILS TO EXTRACT 

Caun: 1. Extractor broken or damaged. 
2. Not enou hook space on extractor. 
3. Height of aw not correct. 
4. Bolt head catches on rim of shell, extract· 

ing 30-30 44 Cil. 

Correction: 1. Fit new e raetor. 
2. Fit new e tractor. 
3. Fit new e tractor. 
4. Stone slig~tlY more clearance on fingernail 

cut or re,ace bolt. 

FAILS TO EJECT I 
I 

1. Burr at ejfctor hole in bolt. 
2. Ejector bihds or fails to retract far enough. 
3. Not enou9h hook space 30-30, 44 Cal. 
4. Ejector orxtractor broken, 30-30. 44 Cal. 

Correction: 1. Deburr. I 
2. Free up or replace. 
3. File to fit:rim or shell with extractcr push-

ed back il bolt. 
4. Replace. 

MISFIRES 

r 
Caun: 1. Short firirjg pin. (Damaged) 

2. Firing pintbinds. (Damaged) 
3. Short flri'19 pin protrusion. 
4. Firing corttrol out of adjustment. 
5. Faulty an\munition. 
6. Sear bindS. 

Correction: 1. Replace. J 
2. Free up o replace. 
3. Change filing pin or bolt. 
4. Return flr;.m to the factory. 

5. Replace arunition .. 
6. Return fl to the factory. 

FOLLOWS DOWN ... 

Cause: 1. Poor trigg r engagement of sear. 
2. Trigger ddn not retract. 

_ 3. .COrners ot sear of trigger rounded. 

Correction: 1 j Return filarm to the factory. 2/ Return fi arm to the factory. 
3. Return fir arm to the factory. 

I , 
5 

BOLT OPENS HARD 

Cause: 1. See "Fails to Extract". 
2. Upset extraction cam on bolt handle. 
3. Burr at ejector hole in bolt. 
4. Blow or set back primer on shell. 
5. Cocking piece binds in bolt plug. 
6. Cam angle on bolt rough. 
7. Firing pin binds in bolt. 

Correction: 1. See "Fails to Extract". 
2. Smooth up. 
3. Deburr. 
4. Ream chamber if throat is shallow 

ammunition may be at fault.I 
5. Free up or replace. 
6. Smooth up. 
7. Replace firing pin. 

BOLT PULLS OUT 

eau .. : 1. Bolt stop binds. 
2. Bolt stop broken. 
3. Bolt stop slot in bolt upset. 

Correction: 1. Return !irearm to the factory. 
2. Return firearm to the factory. 
3. Return firearm to the factory. 

SAFETY SWITCH WORKS TOO HARD OR TOO FREELY 

Cause: 1. Safety switch binds. 
2. Plunger spring weak or missing (safetY 

switch works too freely). 

Correction: 1. Return firearm to the factory. 
2. Return firearm to the factory. 

FIRES ON SAFE OR SAFETY SWITCH WON'T GO ON 

eau .. : 1. SafetY switch plunger missing. 
2. Bent safety switch. 

Correction: 1. Return firearm to the factory. 
2. Return firearm to the factory. 

BULGES OR BLOWS CASES 

Cauu: 1. Oversize chamber. 
2. Max. head space. 

Correction: 1. Replace barrel assembly. 
2. Fit new bolt. 
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BOLT BINDS I 
Cause: 1. Scope bews protrude into bolt track. 

2. Bolt h;ndle interference on stock. 
3. Bolt hfad retaining pins protruding. 
4. Bolt h~d catches on rim of shell in mag· 

azin*en extracting 30-30, 44 Cal. 

1. File of screws. 
2. Corr stock or flt new stock. 
3. Seat p ns; stone slightly more. 
4. Stone lightly more durance at fingerneil 

Correction: 

place bolt. 

FAILS TO GROUP 

1. Bore maged at crown. 
2. Laadi of bore. 
3. Ovenife bore. 
4. lmpro~r bedding of barrel in stoek. 
5. Loose 15ighu or scope mount. 
6. Front •tock screw bottoms in receiver. 

t 
Correction: 1. Recrorm. 

2. Lead or change barrel. 
3. Repl~ barrel. 
4. Correcn bedding. 
5. Tightan or rapl11C1t. 
6. Shon.in screw. 

I 
POINT OF IMPACT NO, CORRECT 

Cause: 1. Barrellnot straight. 
2. Hornsi breaks, etc.~ in bore. 
3. lmi>rr or loose sights. 

Correction: 1. Straigflten, if poaible, or replace. 
2. Straigliten, if poaible, or replace. 
3. Tighttin or change sights. 

i 
NOTE: When loading 44 ftem. M~ cartridges, make sure that 
rim of each canridge remr' ins forward of rim of each underly· 
ing canridge. . , I 

-1 . 

I , 
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; MODEL 788 PARTS LIST 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

NOTE: The sale of barrels, bolts and receivers is restricted. Special equipment is required for assembly. Return rifle to factory. 

'i1t1ww Pan 
Na No NAME OF PART 

NOTE Bds1c 308 caliber listed below. For other caliber pans 
and numbers, see additional calibers list. 

Ill 

11 
I/ 
u 
14 
I'" .l 
lh 
1 I 
IB 
l!l 

:u 
.'I 
:!.2 
23 
.'4 
~·!i 

~·l) 

-'I 
.'H 
~)~ t 

JO 
31 
J:' 
.U 
.14 
j ~) 

Jli 
:I I 
!" .n 
:19 

4!1 
41 
4:.1 

43 
44 
4h 
4ti 
·11 
48 

·ILi.!1) 
14:.'-lh 
141124 
14 ~'4~-, 
. '~'·l 1\) 
14.lJti 
14.'11 
1 It; II) 
14214 
14669 
27340 
34351 
.!9314 
1409!) 
14224 
29400 
29396 
14:!!)0 
14027 
14031 
:?9539 
29346 
14234 
14235 
29350 
14237 
14238 
15728 
29395 
142"42 
91041 
14244 
29370 
14015 
14044 
14497 
14498 
91370 
14044 

14!:>03 
24417 
34891 
:?9365 
14026 
14033 
14971 
14031 
14045 
14240 

14225 
29290 
14210 
14212 
14:213 
14215 
15850 
14:216 
27342 
J4350 
29266 

B.11 '"I Assemhl y 
Bi>I t A~st!nttJly 
Uolt Final Assembly 
B•>lt Pluq 
Bult Seoµ 
Bolt Stop Sprinq 
Burt Pl.11• 
Bu11 Plat" Scr~w 
Elev.11ron Scr~vw 
E1t'Ctor 
E1ector Pin 
E1ector Spring 
Extractor 
Extractor Rivet 
Firing Pin Assembly 
Floor Plate 
Floor Plate Scraw 
Front Guard Screw 
Front Sighc (also .22/.250 Rem.I 
Front Siqht Screw 
Front Siqht Wa~her 
Housing L.ock Screw 
Housing Pin 
Magazine Assembly 
Magazine Guide Bar 
Magazine Guide Bar Screw 
Rear Guard Scrtw 
Rear Sight Assembly 
Rear Sight Base 
Rear Signt Eyepiece 
Rear Sight Leaf 
Rear Sight S<;rew 
Receiver Plug Screw 
Rib (Rear Sight ) 
Rib Spacer (Rear Sight) 
Safety Swnch Assembly 
Safety Switch Pivot Pin 
S.il~IY Sw11ch Pivot Pin Retaining Washer 
Safety Switch Detent 
Safety Switch De1ent Spring 
Sufetv Switch Retainer Pin 
Safety Switch Retainer Pin Retaining 

Washer 
Sear 
Sear Pin 
Stock Assembly 
Triqger Housinq Assembly 
Trigger Housong 
Trigger 
Trigger Guard 
Trigger Pin 
Trigqer 5'>ring 
Windage Screw 

ADDITIONAL CALIBERS 

(Restricted l 
(Restricted) 

(R1!$trictedl 
I Restricted l 

!Restricted) 
(Restricted I 
(Restricted l 
!Restricted l 
IR estricted l 
(Restricted I 

l Restricted l 
!Restricted) 
(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 
(Restricted) 
(Restricted) 

(Restricted l 
(Restricted) 

NOTE: Parts- lisl8d AIM •308 caliber. 
Barrel Assembly 
Bolt Assembly 

ii: Final Asserftbly · . 
B 1 Assembly Pin.30-30 & 44 Rem. Mag. 

It Head Assembly,30·30 Win. & 44 Rem. Mag. 
Eiector,222 & 223 Rem. 
E1ector, 30·30 Win. & 44 Rem.Mag. 
E1ec1or Pin.30·30 Win. & 44 Rem. 
E1ector Spring,30-30 Win. & 44 Rem. 
Extractor, 222 & 223 Rem. 
Extractor. 30-30 Win. & 44 Rem. Mag. 
Extractor River. 222 & 223 Rem. 
Firing Pin Assembly, 222. 223 & 22/250 Rem. 
Firing Pin Assembly, 30-30 Win. 

View Part 
No. No. 

7 

29297 
29310 
29311 
29312 
29313 
29401 
29402 
29535 
29542 
29536 
29540 
29541 
29537 
29538 
29345 
29347 
29385 
29386 
34885 

14217 
29295 

29298 

14467 
29971 

91337 
34135 
30482 
30330 

25571 

NAME OF PART 

Firing Pin Assembly, 44 Rem. Mag. 
Floor Plate, 222 & 223 Rem. 
Floor Plate, 22/250 Rem. 
Floor Plate, 30·30 Win. 
Floor Plate, 44 Rem. Mag. 
Front Sight, 222 & 223 Rem. 
Front Sight, 44 Rem. Mag. 
Magazine Assembly. 222 Rem. 
Magazine Assembly, 223 Rem. 
Magazine Assembly, 22/250 Rem. 
Magazine Assembly, 243 Win . 
Magazine Assembly, 6mm Rem. 
Magazine Assembly, 30-30 Win. 
Magazine Assembly, 44 Rem. Mag. 
Magazine Guide Bar, 222 & 223 Rem. 
Magazine Guide Bar,30-30 Win. & 44 Rem. Mag. 
Stock Assembly, 222.223 Rem. & 30-30 Win. 
Stock Assembly. 44 Rem. Mag. 
Stock Assembly, 22/250 Rem . 

SERVICE PARTS 

Bolt Assembly. 222 & 223 Rem. (old style) 
Bolt Assembly, 22/250 Rem. (old style) 
Bolt Assembly, 308 Win.,243 Wln.,6mm Rem. 

(old stVle) 
Bolt Final Assembly,222 & 223 Rem.(old style) 
Bolt Final Assembly,22/250 Rem. (old stVle) 
Bolt Final Assembly,308 Win.,243Win., 6mm Rem. 

(old swlel 
Bolt Plug (old style l 
Firing Pin Assembly,222.223 & 22/250 Rem. 

(old style) 
Firing Pin Assembly,30B.243 Win., 6mm Rem. 

(old style) 
Boll Assembly, LH (old style I 
Bolt Final Assembly. L.H (old style) 
Boll Plug, L.H (old swle) 
Firing Pin Assembly, LH (old style) 

LEFT HAND CALIBERS 
NOTE: Pam not list9d same as Standard Caliber 

Barrel Assembly, 6mm Rem., LH 
Barrel Assembly, 308 Win .• L.H 
Bolt Assembly, L.H 
Bolt Final Assembly, LH 
Bolt Plug, LH 
Firing Pin Assembl\I, LH 
Stock Assembly, L.H 
Trigger Housing Assembly, L.H !Restricted) 

ACCESSORY 

Sling Strap Assembly and Mountings, Complete 
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'\10DEL 788 
'NCLUDES LEFT HAND MODEL 

BOLT ACTION 
HIGH POWER RIFLE 

THE REMINGTON MODEL 788 is a high power rifle with an extremely strong act· 
ion. The lull length, Monte Carlo stock has a l~rm fitting pistol grip. The receiv~., ... 
fitted with removable plug screws for receiver s1ghu and telescope mounts. The U' 
can be removed easily for take-down. The Model 788 is also available in Left Han ' 
Act;on model for specilied calibers. Maintenance Is same as standard model, 
TO PUT BOLT IN RIFLE - Your model 788 is shipped from the factory with bolt 
removed from rifle. For right hand models, place bolt into receiver with bolt handle 
in 2 o'clock position. For left hand models, boft·handle should be In 10 o'clock pos

ition. Push boll forward into rifle. 
TO COCK BOLT - Bolt must remain 
cocked to put inio rifle. II bolt 
"uncocks", firing pin head will snap 
forward Into cocking cam In rear of 
bolt. To cock bolt, hold firing pin 
head IFig. 21 flrmlv to prevent move
ment. Use vise Jaws ii available. Raise 
bolt handle. Bolt will cam cocking 
surface !beneath hand.le) against fir· 
ing pin head. Continue raising handle 
until cocking detent on rear of bolt 
engages firing pin head. Bolt is then 

Fig 1 cocked and ready for re-entry to rifle. 
UOOci~-----------...;.·...aTo REMOVE BOLT - Raise bolt 
handle to unlock bolt and pull bolt rearward to bolt stop. Rotate and hold safetV 
forward and withdraw bolt from rifle. · 
CAUTION: While handling, carrying, loading or unloading rifle, make sure that 
muzzla Is pointed In a sale direction. .. .. fP···· 
SAFETY (Fig. 11 - Closa bolt and push safety to rear stop position. marked_ S. " 
receiver. Bolt handle will be locked down, and trigger cannot be pulled to lire rol • 
FIRE - Push safety to front stop position marked "F" on receiver. Trigger can be 
pulled to lire rifle. 
CAUTION: Before firing make sure barrel Is clear-free of heavy oil, grease or any 
obstruction. 
TO SINGLE LOAD - Raisa bolt handle to unlock bolt. Pull bolt handle back to 
open action. Load cartridge directly into chamber. Close bolt and lower bolt handle 
to lock action closed. Rifle Is now ready to fire. 
TO UNLOAD CHAMBER - Pull bolt rearward carefully until bullet tip clea" cham
ber. Lilt cartridge from rifle. 
CAUTION: Open action and check chamber In breech of barrel to make sure no 
round remains in rifle. 
TO MAGAZINE LOAD - Grasp front and rear of magozine between thumb and fore· 
finger. Press magazine release and pull magazine from rifle. Load cartridges into mag· 
azine. Magazine capacity for all calibers other than 222 or 223 Rem. is three 131 car· 
tridges. When fully loaded, 222 or 22.3 Rem. magazine will hold four 141 cartridges. 

To replace magazine, press magazine evenly Into rifle until it clicks Into 
position. 
TO UNLOAD MAGAZINE - Lift bolt handle, pull bolt rearward and re· 
move cartridge from chamber. Leave bolt in open lrearl position and re
move magazine from rifle. Carefully slide cartridges forward and out of 
magozine. 
SIGHT ADJUSTMENT - Factory sights on Remington high power rifles 
are targeted at 100 yards and carefully adjusted at lact'?ry for averitib 
shooters. II your rifle docs not appear to shoot accurately 1t does not 'V 
es.;.,rily mean thot sights are Improperly eligned. Individual differences in 
ev~ight or method of shooting may require sight realignment. Before at· 
tempting 10 re-align sights it should be reolized that the greater the group 
size the more difficult It becomes to determine where rifle Is shooting 
(center of impact). A consistent method of holding rifle, aiming and 
$Queezlng trigger will aid In obtaining a small group size. Different sight 
senings are required for each cartridge type, bullet type and weight, barrel 
.length, each range and wind condition and, most likely, each indivi~ual 
shooter. To test rifle for accuracy place large target In sale area at desired 

,. 

I 
FIRING PIN HEAD 

range. (Before testing at a longer range it is ad
visable to fire a few rounds at 50 yards. At this 
range, bullets will generally hit somewhere on 
targetl. Shoot from a prone or sitting position 
giving body and elbows solid support. Fire 
lour or live shots per group, using ammunition 
with which you plan to hunt. Shoot carefully 
and deliberately. If groups ere at desired point, 
sights are correctly adjusted, if not, you should 
adjust sights. 11 shots ere 100 high, loosen eleva
tion screw and lower rear sight. II shots are too 
low, rear sight should be raised. If rifle shoots 

Fig. 3 

WINDAGE SCREW 

left, rear sight (Fig. 31 should be moved right. 
Should rifle shoot to right, move rear sight ~o 
left. (Turn windage screw to loosen sight leaf). 
Always move rear sight In direction you want 
rifle to shoot. Information about trajectory or 
ballistics of your favorite load mav be found in 
the Remington Firearms and Ammunition Cat· 
alog. A free copy mav be obtained from Rem· 
ington dealers or by writing to Remington Arms 
Co., Inc., 939 Barnum Ave., Bridgeport, Conn. 
06600. 

CLEANING AND CARE - Caution: Before 
cleaning make sure rifle contains no live ammu
nition. To make cleaning of barrel and bolt 
easier. bolt should be removed from rifle. To 
clean barrel use lightly oiled, soft cloth and 

n from breech to mu1zle. Scrub barrel bore 
cartridge chamber with a good bore sol-

!, ii nec•ssary. Wipe dry and re·oil bore and 
chamber very lightly. Brush lace of boll to re
move shooting residue. Wipa dry and re-oil very 
lightly. Addi.tlonal care and cleaning of bolt 
parts can be done, II necessary. 

ACTION CARE AND DISASSEMBLY - Re
move stock and bolt If necessary to clean action 
or replace parts. Unscrew and remove front end 

rear guard screws. Trigger guard may the~ bf 
moved by pivoting downward until it pulls •·• 
of floor plate. Lill stock away from action · 
barrel. Clean bolt and action In solvent .. 
wipe clean. Revorsa procedure to reasseml •. 

TO DISASSEMBLE BOLT PARTS - 11: 
assembly may be cleaned and oiled as a Uo· 
Should disassembly he required, procaed 
follows: With bolt cocked !handle downl, in:• 
pin lclose fitting through holes 111 both side! · 
bolt plug I Fig. 21. Lilt handle and remove b.,. 
from rifle. Unscrew and remove bolt plug - fo• 
ing pin a<sembly. To reassemble, screw a•se" 
bly into bolt until firing pin head contacts rei 
of bolt. Back off lcounter-clockwisel until f,. 
Ing pin head snaps Into detent on rear edge ,. 
bolt. Replace bolt Into rifle. With handl1 dow• 
remove pin from bolt plug. 

LUBRICATION - Your Remington Model 78i 
will remain clean longer If Ii Ille or no oil Is u•~· 
on parts of action. Lubricate cam surfaces o• 
bolt to prevent wear. Wash action and bu1· 
parts with a good grade of petroleum solve.,: 
drv and re·oil verv li!lhtlv. Alter handling. wor>· 
barrel, rec,iver and all steel parts to prevrn 
rusting. Invisible .,prints'· of moisture can CiiJuv 

rust unless removed. After using In wet weath•· 
dry and wipe steel parts with oil to prevent rus• 
Ing. Abrupt changes in temperature con cau••· 
condensation and wetness. Therefore, sp~c;,,· 
care is needed to Interior Stl!el parts to preven: 
rust. When shooting in free1ing weather, removt 
excess oil for best .results. Use dry graphite ;, 
neceosary to lubricata metal parts. 

MAINTENANCE - Rifle should be cheded 
periodically bv a competent gunsmith to ensu•• 
proper Inspection and any necessary replac• 
ment of worn or damaged parts. 

IMPORTANT - Reminglon. firearms are d• 
signed, manufactured and proof test•d to stanct 
ards based on factory loaded emmunilion • 
Improperly loaded handloads can be dangerous 
Remington Arms Company, Inc. cannot assum• 
responsibility for damages or injury caused b1 
handloads or reloaded ammunition. 

This gun has been manufactured to Rern·· 
ington specifications and shipped from thf 
factory suitable for use. Reminglon does nor· 
recomm•nd and is not responsible for env 
alteration or modification to the gun not mall~ 
by Remington factory personnel, nor the ro 
placement of worn or damaged parts with thos• 
not of Remington manufacture. 

SHOOTING GLASSES - Smart shooters al· 
ways wear good. Impact-resistant shooting 
glasses to protecr eves against ricochet, possiblo 
powder blowback or branch itnd twig whiplash 
In addition to eye saletv, green or gray glasses 
keep eyes fresh on brighl, glary days, while yel 
low lenses aid in spolling game In dim or lad int 
light. 
EAR PROTECTION - Proper eer protection 1• 
the form of ear plugs or heorlng gua!ds shouk 
be utilized whenever practical. · 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORDERING PARTS 

.!PLEASE READ CAREFULLY) 

Please give model number. part number and 
name. Give serial number and state caliber or 
gauge and choke. Identify parts from list, pic
ture or exploded view. List interchangeable 
shotgun barrels on separate order form to speed 
shipment. 
Cover only one subject in letter or order. Do 
not order parts and give repair instructions in 
same letter. 
Please do not ship sample pans if thev mav b11 
identified otherwise. See shipping instructions 
below. 
The sale of center fire rifle barrels. bolts and re
ceivers is restricted. Soecial tools and gauges are 
required for assembly. 

Pans will be supplied for discontinued models 
if available. Parts cannot be supplied nor guns 
repaired if not listed in complete line parts list. 
Parts, being made to close dimensions, may~ 
quire slight adjustment or fitting to assure ;:;: 
per funcuon of arm. · 
IMPORTANT: Do not combine Pan Orders 
with Gun Service Orders. Please send Part Or
ders direct to: 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
PARTS DEPT. 

ARMS SERVICE DIVISION 
Ilion, New York 13357 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FACTORY SERVICE 

!PLEASE READ CAREFULLY) 

Please package carefully. Use plenty of cush
ioning material to prevent movement of gun or 
pans in package. Please do not ship gun in a gun 
case. or special container that must be returned. 
Return of gun or parts will be speeded if prop
erly packaged in a throw-away canon. Clearly 
mark forwarding and return address on gun 
package as well as on attached letter. 
Securely attach complete letter of information 
on outside of each package returned to fact
ory for repairs. Please do not return gun 
accessories such as sling straps, Quick release 
swivels. special boots. covers. telescopes. mo
unts or any special eQuipment to factory wich 
gun shipment. Give full details of contents. 
State ii complete gun or pan. List model num
ber. part number and name. serial number and 
caliber or gauge. Give full condition of con
tents - any parts missing or damaged, etc. 
This will enable us to accurately list needed re
pairs. 
Do not order parts and give repair instru.:tions 
in' same letter. To avoid delay in starting work. 
please include in first order or letter the trou
ble to be corrected. changes desired or parts to 
be replaced. If an estimate is required please ad· 
vise. Otherwise work will proceed and a stat~ 
ment of cost will be sent. This will speed ser
vice. 

Unless specified otherwise, shipments will be 
made by wav of Parcel Post on small packages. 
Express on larger packages. Remington gun 
parts are not interchangeable with those of any 
other make. For this reason the Remington 
Arms Company. Inc., cannot service. any g~···'" 
not of its manufacture. _ ~t?~~ 
Repairs will be made on discontinued mod~· 
as long as supply of parts is available. However. 
repairs cannot be made for models which are 
not listed in Complete Line Parts Lists. 
IMPORTANT: IT IS A FEDERAL OFFENSE 
TO SHIP FIREARMS ANO AMMUNITION TO
GETHER. BEFORE PACKAGING FIREARMS 
FOR RETURN TO FACTORY, ALL LIVE 
AMMUNITION SHOULD BE REMOVED. 
If live ammunition is included in paci<age, ship
ment cannot be made by Insured Mail. All other 
shipments may be made by Insured Mail, Please 
send repairs direct to: 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
ARMS SERVICE DIVISION 

Ilion, New York 13357 

~ 
~ 
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iQDEL 788 
.cLUDES LEFT HAND MODEL 

BOLT ACTION 
HIGH POWER RIFLE 

THE REMINGTON MODEL 788 Is a high power rifle wllh an eMtremely s1rong act· 
Ion. The full lenglh, Monte Carlo stock has 1 form fitting pistol grip. The receiver Is 
fitted with removable plug screws for receiver sights and telescope mounu. The bolt 
can be removed easily fo~ .take-do.wn. The ~odel 788 is also available in Lefl H~·· 1 
Act ion model for spec1f1ed calibers. Ma1n1enance Is same es standard m ·.• ~·· 
TO PUT BOLT IN RIFLE - Your model 788 is shipped from the factory with ·;;· 
relT'\.wed from rifle. For right hand models, place b11lt into receiver with ~olt handle 
In 2 .,·crock position. For left hand models, bolt,ha.ndle should be In 10 o clock pos
r---------------~~aition. Push bolt forward Into rifle. 

TO COCK BOLT - Bolt must remain 
cocked to put into rifle. If boll 
"uncocks". firing pin head will •nep 
forward Into cocking cam In rear of 
bolt. To cock bolt, hold firing pin 
head I Fig. 21 firmly to prevent move
ment. Use vise )aw. if available. Raise 
bolt handle. Boll will cam cocking 
surface (beneath handiel against fir· 
ing pin head. Continue raising handle 
until cocking de tent on· rear of bolt 
engages firing pin head. Boll is then 

Fig 1 cocked and ready for re-entry to rifle. 
l;:i~~-------------·-1TO REMOVE BOLT - Raise boll 
handle to unlock bolt end pull bolt rearward to boll stop. Rotate and hold safetv 
forward end withdraw bolt from rifle. . · 
CAUTION: Whlle handling, carrying, loading or unloading rifle, make sure that 
muzzle is pointed In a !ale direction. · 
SAFETY (Fig. 11 - Clo•e bolt and push •alely ID rear stop position, marked "S" on 
receiver. Trigger cannot be pulled to fire rifle. .. " , .A 
FIRE - Push safety to front stop position marked F on receiver. Trigger ca.~ 
pulled to fire rifle. • • 
CAUTION: Before firing make sure barrel Is clear-free of heavy 011, greue or any 
obstruction. 
TO SINGLE LOAD - Raise bolt handle to unlock bolt. Pull bolt handle back to 
open oction. Load cartridge directly Into c~amber. Close boll and lower boll handle 
to lock sction closed. Rifle is now ready to fore. . 
TO UNLOAD CHAMBER - Pull boll rearward carefully until bullet tip clears cham
ber. Lift cartridge from rifle. 
CAUTION: Open aclion and check chamber In breech of barrel to make •ura no 
round remains in rifle. . 
TO MAGAZINE LOAD - Grasp front end rear of maga~1ne between t~umb _and lore
fing~r. Press magazine release and pull magazine from rifle. Load carlr!dges mto mag· 
azine Magazine capacity for all calibers other than 222 or 223 Rem. is three 131 car· 
tridg~s. When fully loaded, 222 or 223 Rem. magozine ~ill h?ld four. 141 c~rtridgl?1. 

To replace magazine, press maguine evenly into rifle until It chcks into 
position. 
TO UNLOAD MAGAZINE - Lift bolt handle, pull bolt rearward and re
move cartridge from chamber. Leave ~oil in open lrearl posilion and re
move magazine from rifle. Carefully shde cartridges forward and DUI of 
magazine. • • . 
SIGHT ADJUSTMENT - Factory sights on Remington high power rifles 
•re tar9e1ed at 100 yards and carefully adjusted at fact'?rv for avera_ge 
shooters. If your rifle does not eppear to •~oot accur.a~ely 11 d_oes nol ne~· 
essarily mean that sights are improperly aligned. I nd1v1dual d11ferenceD_ 
eyesight or method of shooting may requir_e sight realignmenl. Before • 
tempting to re-align sights it should be realized. that the gr~ale~ the g1 : 
size the more difficult It becomes to determine where rifle 1s shooting 
(center of impact!. A consistent method of holding. rifle,_ eimlng !"nd 
squeezing !rigger will aid In obtai~ing a small group soze. 011f~rent sight 
settings are required for each cartnd.ge type, bullet type and we1~h1,_ ~arrel 
length, each renge and wind condlhon and, most likely, eech md1v1duel 
shooter. To test rifle for accuracy place large targel In safe area at desired 

1:-: 
."-':.-,g. 2 

range. I Before testing at a longer range it is ad
vis;ible to fire a few rounds at 50 yards. A I this 
range, bullets will generally hit somewhere on 
targetl. Shoot from a prone or sitting position 
giving body and elbows solid support. Fire 
four or five shots per group, using ammunition 
with which you plan to hunt. Shoot carefully 
and deliberately. If groups ere al desired point, 
sights are correctly adjusted, if not, you should 
adjust sights. If shots ara too high, loosen eleva
tion screw and lower rear sight. If shots are too 
low, rear sight should be raised. If rifle shools 

Fig. 3 

left, rear sight I Fig, 31 should be moved right. 
Should rifle shoot to right, move rear sight to 
left. !Turn wlndage •crew lo loosen sight leaf). 
Alwnys move rear sight in direction you want 
rifle to shoot. Information about trajectory or 
ballistics of your favorite load may be found In 
the Remington Firearms and Ammunition Cat· 
alog. A free copy may be obtained from Rem· 
ington dealers or by writing to Remington Arn\s 
Co., Inc., 939 Barnum Ave:, Bridgepon, Conn. 
06600. 

CLEANING AND CARE - Caution: Before 
cleaning make sure rifle contains no live ammu
nition. To make cleaning of barrel and boil 
easier, boll should be removed from rifle. To 
clean barrel use lightly oiled, soft cloth and 
clean from breech lo muzzle. Scrub barrel bore 
and cartridge chomber with a good bore sol· 
vent, if necessary. Wipe dry and re-oll bore :ind 

ber very lightly. Brush face of bolt lo re
shooting residue. Wipe dry and re-oil very 

g t y. Additional care end cleaning of bolt 
parts can ba done, If necessary. 

ACTION CARE AND DISASSEMBLY - Re· 
move stock and bolt ii necessary to clean action 
or replace parls. Unscrew and remove front and 

rear guard screws. Triwer guard may theri be · · 
moved by pivoting downward until II pull! tr. 
of floor plate. lift stoo!< away f;om action" 
barrel. Clean bolt and action in solvent ~ 
wipe clean. Reverse procedure to reasseint. 

TO DISASSEMBLE BOLT PARTS - • 8"' 
assembly may be cleaned and oiled as a u11 
Should disassembly be required, proceec! 
follows: With bolt cocked !handle downl, i"~' 
pin !close fitting through holes In.both •ide. 
boll plug IF1g. 21. Lift handle and remove bu1 
from rifle. Unscrew and remove bolt plug - lo• 
ing pin assembly. To reassemble. scr•w a~m 
bly into bolt until firing pin head contacts rra• 
of bolt. Back off !counter-clockwise! until Ii• 
Ing pin head snaps into detenl on rear edge o• 
bolt. Replace bolt into rifle. With handle down 
remove pin from bolt plug. 

LUBRICATION - Your Remington Model 78~ 
will remain clean longer ii little or no oil is usrr• 
on parts of action. Lubricate cam surfaces "' 
bolt to prevent wear. Wash actiorJ and bt'I' 
parts with a good grade of pelroleum solven! 
dry and re·oil very lightly. After handling. winr 
barrel. receiver and all steel parts lo prevrn' 
ruuing. Invisible .. prin1s" of moisture can caU'.'J 
rust unless removed. After using in wet weathr· 
dry and wipe steel parls with oil to prevent ru" 
ing. Abrupt chang91 in temperature can cauS1 
condensation and wetness. Therefore, speci•I 
care is needed to Interior steel parts lo prevent 
rust. When shooting in freezing weather, rcmovr 
eMcess oil for best results. Use dry graphite if 
necessary to lubrica!e metal parts. 

MAINTENANCE - Rifle should be checked 
periodically bv a competent gunsmith to ensure 
proper inspection and any neceuary replac•· 
ment of worn or damaged parts. 

IMPORTANT - Remington firearms are d ... 
signed, manufactur•d and prool tested to stand 
ards based on factory loaded ammunition 
Improperly loaded handloads can be dangerous. 
Remington Arms Company, Inc. cannot asium(' 
responsibility for damages or injury caused by 
handloads or reloaded ammunition. · 

This gun has been manufaelured to Rem· 
lnglon specifications and shipped from the 
factory suitable for use. Remington does not 
recommend and is not responsible for any 
alteration or modification 10 the gun nol mode 
by Remington factory personnel, nor the re 
placement of worn or damaged parts with thosr 
not of Remington·manufac&ure. 

SHOOTING GLASSES - Smart shooters a1-
ways wear good, impact-resistant shooting 
glasses 10 protect eves against ricochet, possible 
powder blowback or branch and twig whiplash. 
In addition lo eye safety, green or gray glas~s 
keep eyes fresh on bright. glary days. while yel
low lenses aid in spotting game in dim or fedin9 
light. 
EAR PROTECTION - Proper ear protection in 
the form of ear plugs or hearing guard• should 
be utilized whenever prac1ical. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORDERING PARTS 
(PLEASE READ CARE FULL YI 

Please give model number. part number and 
name. Give seriaJ number and state caliber or· 
gauge and choke. Identify parts from list. pie· 
ture or exploded view. List interchangeable 
shotgun barrels on separate order form to speed 

·shipment. 
Cover only one subject in letter or order. Do 
not order parts and give repair instructions in 
same letter. 
Please do not ship sample parts if they may be 
identified otherwise. See shipping .instructions· 
below. 
The sale of center fire rifle barrels. bolts and re
ceivers is restricted. Special tools and gauges are 
required for assembly. 

Parts will be supplied for discontinued models 
if available. Parts cannot be supplied nor guns 
repaired if not listed in complete line parts list. 
Parts, being made to close dimensions, may re
quire slight adjustment or fitting to assure pro· 
per function of arm. 
IMPORTANT: . Do not combine Part Ord~ 
with Gun Service Orders. Please send Part isfi;;/ 
ders direct to: 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
PARTS DEPT. 

ARMS SERVICE DIVISION 
Ilion, New York 13357 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FACTORY SERVICE 
(PLEASE READ CAREFULLY! 

Please package carefully. Use plenty of cush· 
· ioning material to prevent movement of gun or 

parts in package. Please do not ship gun in a gun 
case. or special container that must be returned. 
Return of gun or parts will be speeded if prop
erly packaged in a throw-away carton. Clearly 

. mark forwarding and return address on gun 
package as well as on attached letter. 
Securely attach complete letter of information 
on outside of each package returned to fact· 
ory for repairs. Please do not return gun 
accessories such as sling straps. quick. re.lease 
swivels, special boots, covers, telescopes. mo· 
unts or any special equipment to factory with 
gun shipment. Give full details of contents. 
State if complete gun or part. List model num
l:ler. part number and name, serial number and 
caliber or gauge. Give full condition of con· 
tenu - any parts missing or damaged. etc. 
This will enable us to accurately list needed re
pairs. 

Unless specified otherwise, shipments will be 
made by way of Parcel Post on small packages, 
Express on larger packages. Remington gun 
parts are not interchangeable with those of any 
other make. For this reason the Remington 
Arms Company. Inc., cannot service any gun 
not of its manufacture. 
Repairs will be made on discontinued mode~ 
as long as supply of parts is available. Howev~~::,O;S 
repairs cannot be made far models which a·~'"" 
not listed in Comclete Line Parts Lists. 
IMPORTANT: IT 'IS A FEDERAL OFFENSE 

TO SHIP FIREARMS ANO AMMUNITION TO
GETHER. BEFORE PACKAGING FIREARMS 
FOR RETURN TO FACTORY. ALL LIVE 
AMMUNITION SHOULD BE REMOVED. 
If live ammunition is included in package. ship
ment cannot be made by Insured Mail. All ctner 
shipments may be made by Insured Mail, Please 
send repairs direct to: 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
ARMS SERVICE DIVISION --: .. ;•. Do not order parts and give repair instructions 

• ., in same letter. To avoid delay in starting work. Ilion, New York 13357 
::;_.·;~ please include in first order or letter the trou· 

,;, ~:~ ~'.~~g:~£~~lryf ..f,~:tr:f.~ · 0 ·~~cwlt'1~ 
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MODEL XP-100 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

The Remington XP-100 is a single shot, high power, bolt action pistol for extreme accuracy and long range shooting. The basic 
operations of bolt, loading, extracting and ejection are similar to most bolt action rifles. 

Instruction Folders RD-5469 for the 221 and RD-5761 for the 7mm BR Rem. are packaged with each new pistol shipped from the 
factory. Folders may also be obtained from the dealer or retailer. The folder outlines the operating instructions and instructions for 
care and maintenance of the pistol. 

When handling pistol for servicing and shipping, make certain that the pistol is empty with no rounds in barrel chamber. 

INDEX 

Page Page 

Bolt Final Assembly .......................... . 1 Trigger Housing Assembly. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Bolt Components ........................... . 1 Malfunctions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-3 
Stock Assembly ............................ . 1 Exploded View· 221 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Trigger Balance ............................. . 1 Parts List - 221 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Rear Sight Assembly ......................... . 2 Exploded View · 7mm BR Rem . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Front Sight ............................... . 2 Parts List, 7mm BR Rem . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 

WARNING: The Trigger Balance and Trigger Baiance Spring are integral parts of the trigger mechanism which help protect against 
accidental discharge if the pistol is dropped. -

DO NOT use this pistol without these parts. 
DO NOT install the barreled action on a new stock without these parts. 

Send all guns far factory service and inquiries on 
service and parts to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
Arms Service Division 
Ilion, New York 13357 

All other inquiries are to be addressed to 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 

Bridgeport, Connecticut 06602 
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.MODEL XP-100 
!30L T FlNAL ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble - With safety switch lever forward, lift bolt 
handle upward as far as it will go and pull bolt rearward until 
it is blocked by the bolt stop. Insert small tool into space 
between bolt and receiver and push down against angle on bolt 
stop. When bolt stop is depressed pull bolt rearward from 
receiver. 

To Replace - Bolt assembly components of BOLT FINAL 
ASSEMBLY includes bolt body assembly and bolt handle. Re
turn rifle to factory for selective assembly of bolt assembly to 
barrel. Remaining components of BOLT FINAL ASSEMBLY 
include ejector, ejector pin, ejector spring, extractor and firing 
pin assembly and may be replaced with no factory adjustment 
required. Return rifle to factory if replacement of BOLT 
FINAL ASSEMBLY is necessary. 

To Reassemble - With safety switch lever in forward position, 
align bolt lugs with slots in receiver with bolt handle facing up. 
Push bolt forward as far as it will go and rotate bolt handle 
downward completely. 

BOLT COMPONENTS 

To Disassemble - Pull firing pin head rearward until coin or 
similar piece can be inserted in slot near back edge of firing 
pin head. (See Fig. 1 ). This can be done by catching the notch 
in the firing pin head on a sharp corner or placing it in a vise. 
Unscrew the bolt plug to remove the firing pin assembly. 

BOLT PLUG 

"""" \ 
FIRING PIN HEAD 

Fig. 1 

Drive out firing pin cross pin with a punch, leaving punch in 
the hole to hold parts together to prevent mainspring tension 
from stripping off firing pin head and bolt plug forcefully. 
Compress the mainspring with the bolt plug until coin, punch 
and firing pin head can be removed. Release mainspring ten
sion carefully, removing firing pin head, bolt plug and main
spring. Drive out ejector pin. Leave punch in hole. Compress 
ejector spring by pressing on ejector. Remove punch. Release 
ejector slowly until tension is relieved from spring. Remove 
ejector and spring. 
With pointed tweezers inserted in holes provided in end of ex
tractor, compress ends together until extractor can be re
moved from face of bolt. 

To Reassemble - With pointed tweezers inserted in extractor 
holes, compress ends together with extractor hook facing bolt 
face. Assemble extractor in bolt face. Do not attempt to as
semble by forcing extractor into bolt face with fingers. 
Assemble ejector spring and ejector with stem end in spring. 
Align ejector with ejector pin hole, compress ejector, insert 
punch and drive in ejector pin. 

Assemble mainspring and bolt plug. Grasp bolt plug and com
press mainspring. Assemble firing pin head, align holes in firing 
pin head and firing pin, and insert punch. Insert coin between 
front end of firing pin head and rear end of bolt plug. Drive in 
firing pin cross pin. 
Assemble firing pin assembly in rear end of bolt. 

STOCK ASSEMBLY (with bolt removed) 

To Disassemble - Unscrew receiver screw from bottom of 
stock. Unscrew rear receiver screw up through receiver and re
move stock assembly. 

To Replace - All parts completely interchangeable with no 
factory adjustment required. Replace as an assembly. Stock 
assembly is a welded nylon unit factory-listed to include: Fore 
end tip, fore end tip spacer, fore end diamond, forward re
ceiver screw escutcheon, grip diamond, rear receiver screw 
escutcheon; stock half, left; stock half, right; trigger guard. 
Five (5) cavities are provided inside fore end (under barrel) 
for adding weights. Each cavity will hold a .38 caliber, metal 
case, 130 grain bullet (nose down). Barrel and action must be 
removed from stock to add weights. 

WARNING: THE TRIGGER BALANCE AND TRIGGER 
BALANCE SPRING ARE INTEGRAL PARTS OF THE 
TRIGGER MECHANISM WHICH HELP PROTECT AGAINST 
ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE IF THE PISTOL IS DROPPED. 

DO NOT USE THIS PISTOL WITHOUT THESE PARTS. 

( 

DO NOT INSTALL THE BARRELED ACTION ON A NEW c~ 
STOCK WITHOUT THESE PARTS. 

To Reassemble - Make sure that front and rear receiver screw 
washers (nylon) are in place in bottom of receiver and that 
trigger balance is in place and central in stock assembly, Insert 
forward receiver screw into stock from bottom to align for
ward escutcheon. Reassemble stock assembly to pistol, mak
ing certain receiver and barrel are well seated into stock and 
tighten forward receiver screw. Trigger should work freely. 
Should trigger not be central with clearance slot in trigger 
guard, loosen forward receiver screw and rotate receiver as
sembly slightly until trigger clears in slot. Retighten forward 
receiver screw. Insert and tighten rear receiver screw. 

TRIGGER BALANCE (with stock removed) 

T~ Disassemble- Grasp top of trigger balance between thumb 
and forefinger and, lifting up, remove from stock assembly. 
Disassemble trigger balance pin and spring from trigger 

To Replace - All parts interchangeable - no factory adjust
ment required. 

WARNING: THE TRIGG~R BALANCE AND TRIGGER 
BALANCE SPRING ARE INTEGRAL PARTS OF THE 
TRIGGER MECHANISM WHICH HELP PROTECT AGAINST 
ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE IF THE PISTOL IS DROPPED. 

DO NOT USE THIS PISTOL WITHOUT THESE PARTS. 

DO NOT INSTALL THE BARRELED ACTION ON A NEW 
STOCK WITHOUT THESE PARTS. 

R2524656 
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To Reassemble - Hold trigger balance with stem facing up and 
large angle on bottom facing forward. Hook trigger balance 
spring around stem of trigger balance so that opening in spring 
faces forward and coils are face up. (See exploded view.) 
Align holes in spring with hole in trigger balance and 
slide in trigger balance pin. Reassemble trigger balance into 
stock assembly. Both ends of trigger balance pin should be 
seated in slots (about 1" rearward of forward receiver screw 
escutcheon) in stock. Bent ends of spring should face against 
walls ahead of trigger balance pin and tension should force 
bottom of trigger balance forward.IMPORTANT: Make sure 
trigger balance is central with stock assembly. 

REAR SIGHT ASSEMBLY 

To Disassemble- Unscrew the two sight screws from rear sight 
base and remove rear sight assembly. The rear sight nut is used 
to secure the rearmost rear sight screw to the rib. This nut is 
located between rib and barrel, accessible only when rib is re· 
moved from barrel. See instructions for rib. Unscrew rear sight 
elevation screw from right side of rear sight eyepiece and re· 
move eyepiece. Unscrew small rear sight windage screw from 
top of rear sight leaf and remove rear sight leaf from rear sight 
base. The small socket wrench shipped with each pistol is used 
for this purpose. 

To Reassemble -- Place rear sight leaf on rear of rear sight 
base, align holes and screw in rear sight windage screw. Line up 
slot in rear sight eyepiece with rear sight leaf and slide eye
piece down on leaf and screw in rear sight elevation screw. For 
easiest reassembly of rear sight assembly the rib should be re· 
moved. 

FRONT SIGHT 

To Disassemble - Unscrew and remove two sight screws and 
remove front sight. 

To Reassemble - Follow reverse order. 

RIB (with sights removed) 

To Disassemble- Unscrew two rib screws and remove rib and 
rear sight nut from barrel. 

To Reassemble - Place rear sight nut in recess provided in bot· 
tom, of rib, place rear sight assembly on top of rib so that rear 
hole aligns with small hole in rib and rear sight not. and screw 
lightly together. Do not tighten at this time. Place rib over 
into studs on barrel behind and ahead of rear sight assembly. 
Do not tighten at this time. Reassemble front sight (see Front 
Sight Assembly). See that rib is fitted to contour of barrel 
properly and tighten all screws. 

TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY 

NOTE: FACTORY SERVICE IS REQUIRED FOR ALL 
TRIGGER HOUSING ASSEMBLY RELATED PROBLEMS. 
RETURN THE FIREARM TO THE FACTORY FOR 
SERVICE. 

MODEL XP-100 

MALFUNCTIONS 
Cause and Correction 

FAILS TO EXTRACT 

Cause: 1. Broken or worn extractor. 
2. Fouled or rusted barrel chamber. 

Correction: 1. Fit new extractor. 
2. Clean, lightly polish or replace barrel. 

FAILS TO EJECT 

Cause: 1. Ejector stuck in bolt. 
2. Fouling. 
3. Broken or worn extractor. 

Correction: 1. Free or replace ejector. 
2. Clean bolt face and ejector. 
3. See "Fails To Extract". 

FAILS TO COCK 

Cause: 1. Broken, worn or improperly adjusted sear 
or sear block, or both. 

2. Firing Pin follows down. 

Correction: 1. Return the firearm to the factory. 
2. Fit new firing pin or return the firearm to the 

factory. 
STOCK 

Listed below is the recommended method of restoring the 
finish on the Nylon stock. 

Scratches: Use finely powdered pumice stone and oil. 
Rub with felt pad, Wipe clean and dry. 

Abrasion: Use DuPont auto rubbing compound. 
Rub with cloth pad. 
Wipe clean and dry. 

For Polishing: Use DuPont auto waxes. 

To Clean Checkering: 
(and striations) Use stiff toothbrush. 

CAUTION: Phenol is used in the weld assembly of nylon com
ponents. Use all necessary acid handling precautions. 

Follow numbered sequence: 

1. Swab both joining surfaces with phenol. Take care that 
acid applied to contact surfaces only. 

2. Two (2) applications should be sufficient. 

3. Allow swabbed surfaces to saturate thoroughly for at 
least five (5) minutes before joining. 

4. Join saturated surfaces and hold in place. Use tape or 
clamps. 
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MODEL XP-100 

NOTE: Care should be taken that acid in excess is not 
applied to joining surfaces. Excess acid, squeezed or 
extruded from joined surfaces, must be removed 
immediately. Blemished areas will appear on unjoined 
areas if acid saturation is allowed to develop. 

5. Allow at least one (11 hour for joined surfaces to weld 
together. Then remove tape or clamps. 

To remove slight abrasions or blemishes in weld areas, use a 
good grade of auto rubbing compound. 

( 
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MODEL XP-100 PARTS LIST 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

c 

View Part NAME OF PA RT View Part NAME OF PA RT No. No. No. No. 

1 Barrel Assembly, 221 Rem. "Fireball" 

2 Bolt Assembly, 221 Rem. "Fireball" SUPERSEDED and SERVICE PARTS 

Bolt Final Assembly, 221 Rem. "Fireball" 

3 15676 Bolt Plug 20467 Extractor 

4 15446 Bolt Stop (Restricted) 15850 Extractor , Riveted 

5 24484 Bolt Stop Pin (Restricted) 27342 Extractor Rivet 

6 15413 Bolt Stop Spring (Restricted) 

7 17017 Ejector 

8 17019 Ei ector Spring 

9 17676 Ejector Pin 

10 91906 Extractor 

12 15410 Firing Pin (Restricted) 

13 28600 Firing Pin Assembly 

14 17022 Firing Pin Cross Pin 

15 23321 Firing Pin Head (Restricted) 

16 15447 Forward Receiver Screw 

17 15485 Forward Receiver Screw Washer 

18 15449 Front Sight 

19 15411 Main Spring 

20 15450 Rear Receiver Screw 

21 15484 Rear Receiver Screw Washer ([" 26840 Rear Sight Assembly ·' 
22 15727 Rear Sight Base 

23 15733 Rear Sight Elevation Screw 

24 15725 Rear Sight Eyepiece 

25 15728 Rear Sight Leaf 

26 15418 Rear Sight Nut 

27 15732 Rear Sight Windage Screw 

15778 Rear Sight Wrench (Not shown) 

28 17034 Receiver Plug Screw 

29 26785 Rib 

30 15417 Rib Screw 

31 91496 Safety Switch Assembly (Restricted) 

32 23222 Safety Switch Detent Ball (Restricted) 

33 15432 Safety Switch Detent Spring (Restricted) 

34 17043 Safety Switch Pivot Pin (Restricted) 

35 17044 Safety Switch Snap Washer IR estricted) 

36 26790 Sear Housing Assembly (Restricted) 

37 24476 Sear Pin 

38 15416 Sight Screw 

39 16968 Sight Washer 

40 26805 Stock Assembly 

41 15470 Trigger Balance 

42 15471 Trigger Balance Pin 

43 15472 Trigger Balance Spring 

44 15473 Trigger Housing (Restricted) 

45 15469 Trigger Housing Screw, Front (Restricted) 

46 15474 Trigger Housing Screw, Rear (Restricted) 

47 24483 Trigger Pin (Restricted) 
([':· 
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MODEL XP-100 
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MODEL XP-100 
7mm BR REM. 

v .. w Part NAME OF PART 
No. No. 

1 Barrel Assembly, 7mm BR Rem. 

2 Bolt Assembly, 7mm BR Rem. 

REMINGTON 
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL 

Vi•w Part 
No. No. 

(Restricted) 

(Restricted) 

Bolt Flnal Assembly, 7mm BR Rem. (Restricted) 

3 15676 Bolt Plug 
4 91761 Bolt Stop (Restricted) 

5 24484 Bolt Stop Pin (Restricted) 

6 15413 Bolt Stop Spring (Restricted) 

7 17017 Ejector 

8 17019 Ejector Spring 

9 17676 Ejector Pin 
10 91816 Extractor 
11 Firing Pin (Restricted) 

12 28600 Firing Pin Assembly 

13 Firing Pin Head (Restricted) 

14 15447 Forward Receiver Screw 
15 15485 Forward Receiver Screw Washer 

16 91763 Front Sight Ramp 
17 28505 Front Sight Ramp Screw 
18 15411 Main Spring 
19 15450 Rear Receiver Screw 

20 15484 Rear Receiver Screw Washer 
21 17034 Receiver Plug Screw 
22 91496 Safety Switch Assembly (Restricted) 

23 23222 Safety Switch Detent Ball (Restricted) 

24 15432 Safety Switch Detent Spring (Restricted) 

25 17043 Safety Switch Pivot Pin (Restricted) 

26 17044 Safety Switch Snap Washer (Restricted) 

27 26790 Sear Housing Assembly (Restricted) 

28 24476 Sear Pin (Restricted) 

29 91765 Stock Assembly 
30 15470 Trigger Balance 
31 15471 Trigger Balance Pin 
32 15472 Trigger Balance Spring 
33 15473 Trigger Housing (Restricted) 
34 15469 Trigger Housing Screw, Front (Restricted) 
35 15474 Trigger Housing Screw, Rear (Restricted) 
36 24483 Trigger Pin (Restricted) 
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